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PREFACE.

Whatever may be original in the following pages is the

result of careful investigation of the I^atural History of

the Holy Land, carried on for months in the coantr}r

itself.

Especial attention has also been paid to the present

vernacular of the country, in which the writer has dis-

covered many Hebrew names scarcely changed in form.

So far the work may lay claim to novelty. Xor is it

in other respects a compilation. In the held of critical

research the writer has carefully referred to the higliest

and latest authorities, while among older writers he has

had such predecessors as Bochart and Olav.Celsius, authors

inaccessible to English readers, but to whose massive

learning and colossal laboui-s he is deeply indebted..

The main object of the present volume has been to

illustrate, not technically, but popularly, every allusion

to Natural History in the Holy Scripture, by the actual

condition of the country, and by the character oi its

existing products, zoological and botanical.

For this -special purpose, the writer spent nearly a

year in the Holy Land in 1863-4, accompanied by

botanical and zoological collectors,* and made extensive

collections in every branch of Natural History. During

some months, the spare hours of a very scanty leisure

" Mr. B. T. Lowne, jM.E.C.S., and Mr. Edward JJai-tlett, of the

Gardens of the Zoological Society of Loiidou.
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have been devoted to the determination of the specimens

obtained, and to the examination of the works of the

many philologists who have written on the subject,

'So attempt has been made to enter on the more com-

plete details of Palestine Zoology and Botany, which

the author has set forth in other publications.

Deeply impressed with the conviction that no allu-

sion in God's Inspired Word can be held unimportant,

or its illustration trivial, the writer sends out this little

book, with an earnest prayer that it may assist in some

slight degree to the profitable study of the Bible, and

thus tend to the greater glory of God.

GrEATHAM ViCAPAfJF,

June 10, 18G7.
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NATURAL HISTORY OF THE BIBLE.

CHAPTER I.

Physical Geography of the Holy Land.

A.LONG the straight eastern shores of the Mediterranean
there rnn, very near the coast, two parallel ranges of

mountains, forming a rngged barrier between the sea on
the west, and the wide desert plains of North Arabia and
Assyria, which stretch to the Euphrates and the Tigris,

on the east.

The western range, continuing almost unbroken from
Mount Taurus, in Asia Minor, where it overshadows the

city of Tarsus, culminates at length in the Lebanon, on
the northern frontier of Palestine, its highest peaks being
Dhor el Khodib, just above the famed cedar grove,

10,050 feet high, capped with all but perpetual snow,
and Jebel Sunnin, thirty miles farther south, 8550 feet

above the sea. A short distance south of this mountain
the ancient limits of the Land of Israel begin, and the

Lebanon gently melts away, expanding in breadth as it

diminishes in height ; and forming by its many spurs

the rugged hill country of Northern Galilee, cleft by tbe

deep fissure of the Leontes, the modern Litany, which
winds, with startling suddenness, first south and then
vestwards, till it opens on the Phoenician plain, and
enters the sea a little to the north of Tyre. To this

gorge of the Leontes extended the possessions of the

tribe of Naphtali. The range then spreads itself more
diffusely into the hills of Southern Galilee, till at Na-
zareth it slopes into the wide Plain of Esdraelon, leaving
the even d'jme-shaped Hill of Tabor like an outpost stand-

ing forward in the plain. From Tabor the Plain of Es-

draelon stretches westwards to the sea, only interrupted

by thfi low ridge whicti parts it from the Plain of Acre,

r^
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into vvliich flows the River Kishon, through a broad

opening where there is a blending of the maritime and

inland plains, at the north-eastern shoulder of Carmel.

Against Carmel the river seems to rush, and then, turning

gently westwards, flows sluggishly by the northern edge

of the mountain into the Mediterranean. A bold spur

to the north of Acre pushes into the sea, completely

separating tlie Plain of Phcenicia from that of Acre, but

itself divided, and culminating in the points of Ras Abiad

(the white promontory), or Ladder of Tyre, and Ras

Nakuva. This spur encloses a small plain in its bifur-

cation.

South of Esdraelon the hilly range starts up again,

its wide front stretching from Cape Carmel on the

west, along the ridge which dips near Megiddo. It

then rises into the hill-country of Samaria, with Jezreel

on its northern slope, while Little Hermon and Mount
Gilboa continue the chain to Beisan (Rethshean), over-

hangin<i; the Jordan. Southwaid, in a labyrinth of irre-

gular hills, rocky dells, and narrow valleys (of which the

most remarkable is the Vale of Shechem, between Ebal

and Gerizim), with here and there a rich plain inter-

vening, the mountain range continues through Ephraim,

Benjamin, and Judah, to the south of Hebron. This

hill-country, which embraces most of the historical sites

of Palestine, reaches in its higher elevation an average

licight of 2500 feet above the sea level : Ebal being 2700

feet, Gerizim 2650, Jerusalem 2610, the Mount of Olives

2724, Bethlehem 2704, and Hebron 3029 feet.

Below Hebron .the ' hill-country ' sinks and expands

into the ' south country,' a wide region of rolling downs,

broad shallow valleys, and gentle elevations, bare ol

wood, and suited for pasture rather than cultivation, such

as the region of Beersheba. This gradually fades away
into the desert, the wilderness of the wanderings, the

1 )useit of Paran, the modern Et Tih, a vast limestone

plateau gradually rising from Beersheba, which is 1100

feet above the sea, to Jebel Movie in its centre, 1750

feet, and thence to a plateau of 2500 feet; and cul-

minates in Jebel Tih, 4654 feet. Then a narrow sandy

desert intervenes, and the Sinaitic group of granite

v>eakK suddenly rises to a height of 9300 feet, livalling

the lofty summits of Lebanon, and finally terminates ir,

Ras Mohamiiied at the bifurcation of the Red Sea.
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We must remember that this backbone of Palestme
absolutel)^ touches the coast at only two or three points

south of Lebanon, as at the Ladder of Tyre and Carmel.
rhe western shore is fringed by a succession of plains,

narrower in the north, but widening into the de;sert in

the south ; first the narrow strip called the Plain of

Phoenicia, on the edge of which stand the cities of Sidon
and Tyre ; then, after the headlands spoken of above, the
crescent-shaped Plain of Acre, with the old port of Achzib
(Zib) at its north end. Acre or Ptolemais in the centre,

and Caiffa (Sycaminum) at the south, at the foot of Mount
Carmel. Carmel, by its projection, forms the Bay of Acre,
and is the northern baiTier of the great Plain of Sharon.
It leaves, however, a narrow sandy belt at its foot, by
which there is easy communication along the shore.

The Plain of Sharon, the old heritage of Dan, with the
ruined ports of Dor and Ca^sarea, and the still flourish-

ing town of Jaffa (Joppa), here begins, widening as we
advance to the south, and gradually melting into the
low Plain of Philistia, between which and Sharon there
is no natural barrier. This is the Shephf^hh or 'low
country ' of ScrijDture, and it finally is lost in the sandy
desert, which, commencing from the south-west on the
sea coast, gradually encroaches on the fertile plain.

The eastern of the two parallel ranges of mountain >

which run through Syria from north to south is known
as the Anti-Lebanon, and is generally inferior in elevation
to the Lebanon, but is the mother of the Orontes, the
Abana, the Pharpar, and the Jojdan, all of which, the
great rivers of Syria, take their rise in the same region,

not far apart. This chain is divided from the Lebanon,
north of the Holy Land, by a broad valley called Ei
Buka'a, the ancient Coele-Syria, or Hollow of Syria, the
tetrarchate of Abilene of the New Testament.

Just south of Coele-Syria, the chain reaches its greatest

elevation in the crowning height of Hermon or Jebel
Fheikh {i.e., the prince mountain), 9800 feet above the
sea. Hermon looks down on the whole of Palestine.

When we enter the land from the noith, as we creep
round the base of Lebanon and approach the Phoenician

plain, its dome-like crest rises above the flattened ledges
of the Southern Lebanon. If we enter from the south,

we have scarcely traversed the Judaean wilderness
l>efore we detect a dim white cone overlooking the
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bTDwii heights of Samaria and the dark green hills of

Galilee.

To the e:)St and south-east of Hermon extends a vast

rugged region, c(jmparatively unmarked by any pre-

eminent peaks, but seamed and furrowed by endless

hidden ravines, cracks in the molten sea of lava which
has once been poured over the whole country, and
then cooled down, a sea of black rock, whose very

waves seem to have been arrested and petrified before

they had time to fall. This region is part of the king-

dom of Og, king of Bashan, the Argob of the Old Testa-

ment, the Ti-achonitis of the New Testament, now known
as the Lejah. In its cracks and fissures it still main-

tains a considerable population. The region itself,

physically speaking, is quite out of the boundaries of

Palestine, but. politically, it was part of Israel, and, geo-

logically, it has aft'ooted by its irruptions the eastern

bank of the Ijpper Jordan, and modified the character ol

the country.

From Hermon the second range still continues its

parallel southward course, prolonged, less diffusely

than the Lebanon, into the trans-Jordanic chain which
everywhere bounds the eastern horizon to the traveller

'n Westei-n Palestine, the long straight line of the moun-
tains of Ajlun, Gilead, and Moab. Between Hermon
and Ajlun, in northern Gilead and Bashan, the range has

rather the appearance of the wall of an elevated plateau

gently falling eastward than of a true mountain chain.

But Ajlun, its pine-clad summit often capped with
snow, looks down on the Jabbok from a height of about
6500 feet, and Jebel Osha, the highest top of Mount
Gilead, is estimated at about 5000 feet. The principal

peaks of the Moab range, or Mount Abarini, are Nebo,
Attarus, and Shihan, which have not yet been accurately

measured, but of which, by oar barometrical obsei'va-

tions, Nebo appears to reach the height of 4600 feet.

From Moab this chain still continues southward, wherr
Mount Hor rises to 5300 feet, enclosing the clefts

of Petra; and thence forming the eastern front of the

Arabah, it continues to Akabah, the ancient Eziou-
geber, and fringes the eastern shore of the Gulf of

Akabah, opposite to the Sinaitic group.
It may be observed that the drainage from the east

side of this range nowiiere rtiaches the sea or the Yalitjy
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of the Euphrates ; but as the Barada and the Awaj (the

Abana and Pharpar) are lost in the deserts east ol

Damascus, so all the streams to the south of these are

soon absorbed in the sand after fertilizing the Hauran,
and south of it a rich pastoral country, the Belka, oi

Plains of IMoab. Beyond these another ele^-ation of

ihe desert forms the western watershed of tlie Euphrates
valley.

But it is between the two parallel chains of mountains
which we have traced that the most extraordinary phy-
sical feature of the country is fouwd. It is not a valley

merely, but a deep chink, ploughed deep down into the

bowels of the earth, which separates Western Palestine

from the country east of Jordan—the Ghor, or .Jordan

valley. From the rise of that mysterious riA^er, in the

rocks of the Anti-Lebanon, the valley steadily deepens.

It pauses awhile in the high Lake of Merom, the modern
Huleh, just south of Hermon, and below the city of Laish

or Dan, not far from the later Caesarea Philippi, where it

collects in a wide basin the contributions of many affluents.

Thence it descends rapidly to the second halting-place in

its career, the Sea of Galilee, linked for ever with our

holiest memories. Deepening still as it proceeds, the river

breaks from the southern end of the lake to enter on the

third stage of its existence, plunging in a strangely tor-

tuous course, with windings so infinitely multiplied that

it increases a distance of 6'^ miles to 200, while confined

within the narrow trench of its lower terraces, rarely

more than two miles wide, which form the edge of the

Ghor, or 'Plain of Jordan' of the Jews. 'J'he upper
terraces reach back for several miles to the enclosing

hills. At length, &,s the valley deepens, the Jordan
becomes, in the Dead Sea, a long pool, forty-two miles

long, and from twelve to sixteen wide, 1292 feet below
the level of the sea, the deepest depression on the earth's

surface. It is this deep furrow which has caused the

marvellous variety of climate, products, and scenery

which are the characteristics of the land, and has for

many centuries separated the history and fortunes of

the country on this side, and of that on the other side

Jordan. The Jordan is unique among rivers in its

origin, its lonely course, and its gloomy termination.

Southward of the Dead Sea, the deep trench still oon-

tinaes in the Arabah bu' gradually rises, until a little
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soulli of Petra we find the watershed of the Dead Sea and

the Red Sea at a height of 787 ieet above the sea level,

to which the Valley of Akabah thence descends at the

ancient port of Ezion-geber.

From, this rough sketch of the country, we may see at

once its isolation and the endless variety of its physical

character. Its isolation—for, standing midway between

the great empires of Assyria and Egypt, it is separated

from each by the almost impassable barrier of a terrible

desert—the Wilderness of Paran to the south, the Desert

of Assyria to the east. From the western world it was

shut out by the long and almost harbourless coast of the

Mediterranean ; from Northern Syria, by the mountain

ranges of Lebanon and Hermon. Between these, the

gate of the country lay open in the long Valley of Coele-

Syria.

But most marked is the variety in its physical char-

acter. On the sea coast, we find the various maritime

plains, some of them of surpassing richness, yielding in

profusion the ci'ops of Southern Europe, corn, millet, and

abundance of fruits, with rich gardens and orchards round

the cities. In these plains frost is unknown, and the har-

vests rarely suffer by drought, so abundant is the drain-

age from the hills, and so copious are the rains ofautumn
and winter.

The hill-country, however, from the southern cities of

Judah up to the rocks of Lebanon, was that in which the

population was chiefly massed. Here the physical char-

acter of the country precluded, for the most part, the corn

farms of the plain, and induced the careful terracing of

the hills, where the vine, the fig tree, and the olive were
the staple products. In the earliest historical period of

the country, the days of the patriarchs, these terraces

had not yet been formed, but the primaeval forest still

covered the hills, affording covert to the wild beasts, and
modifying the temperature of the air. During the Is-

raelitish period, the whole of these forests gradually

disappeared, giving way to the artificial culture of the

terraces : but their place was taken by the evergreen

olive, which still drew down from the clouds a sufficient

supply of moisture. During the wars and anarchy which
have desolated the East since the fall of the Romaii
Empire, the terraces were neglected, the olive trees were
not tended, nor a succession kept up. Often they were
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felled in mere wantonness or by barbaric hordes, and the

terraces became naked and exposed to the full violence

of the rains. The walls which supported the soil soon

crumbled, and the sudden rains, washing the earth into

the valleys, have left many tracts of bare roch, where
formerly were oliveyards, vineyards, and gardens. Nor
only so. As the country has become denuded of wood,

there has been a gradual diminution of the rains, and the

land has been far more exposed to periodic droughts than

in the earlier periods of its history. The very labour

which was expended on rendering it capable of main-

taining a dense population has actually tended to in-

crease its present desolation. The tillage and terrace

cultivation destroyed the natural undergrowth, and, as

the rocks have become denuded, there has been no soil

to maintain the spontaneous growth ; so that the land

has not returned to the state of primaeval forest, but

has become artificially barren and naked.

This decadence has been the w^ork of successive ages.

It was long before all the forests were stripped for culti-

vation. We read, in the times of the Kings, of the Forest

of Hamath and of the Wood of Ziph, in bare Jud?ea.

Kirjath-Jearim was ' the city of forests,' and even, on the

naked hills of Benjamin there was the Forest of Bethel,

the haunt of the bear and the covert of the lion. Even
so late as the days of the Crusades there was a pine forest

on the hills between Jerusalem and Bethlehem. Now,
it would be no difficult task to count the trees in Western
Palestine. On Carmel alone remains any vestige of pri-

mitive natural forest, and that is fast disappearing under

the axe of the Turks. Further north, a few patches of

forest remain on Tabor and near Sepphurieh, but these

are all till we enter the roots of Lebanon.
If, however, we wish to form a correct idea of the

state of Canaan in the days of the patriarchs, we need

only cross to the other sideVJordan and mount the high-

lands of Gilead. The half nomad tribes of Eeuben, Gad,

and Manasseh, to whose lot this extensive region fell,

never pressed by populatiqn, nor feeling the land too"liar-

row for them, were content to cultivate only the plains

and dells, and, excepting in a few cases, do not geem
to have terraced the steeper hiils.- But, indeed, though
the trans-Jordanic range is quite as high as the hills of

Western Palestine, it is not so broken up. Only foui
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istreams of any size IHirrow it : the Yarmuk, the Jabbol-'^

the Callirhoe, and the Ainon. To the east, the hills

gently melt away into the immense red plain which
reaches the Hauran or Babhan, the farthest possession ol

Manasseh, after the hills of which the Assyrian desert

hegins. In tlie north, we find an open plain eastward, ex-

tending to the Lejah ( Trachonitis), and farther Bashan, and

westward the range is dotted with noble oaks, rather park-

like than in the form of dense forest, deciduous in the lowei*

grounds, and evergreen on the higher ranges. Among
ihese ruam the flocks and herds of the wandering r»edouin.

Next, in Gilead, we come to a more densely-wooded

region, a true forest in places, the tops of the higher

range covered with noble pines ; then a zf>ne of ever-

green oaks, with arbutus, myrtle, and oiher shrubs inter-

mixed ; lower down, the deciduous oak is the predo-

minant tree, mixed with wild olive [Celtis australis), ainl

many other semi-tropical tiees. which, in their tuin,

yield, as we descend into the Jordan valley, to the jujube,

or ZizypJius, the oleaster, and the palm. But in all these

forests are open glades and dells, where corn is gi own or

olives planted, and the streams are fringed with oleander.

Such must have been the appearance of the neighbour-

hood of Shechem and Bethel in the days of the patriarchis.

Farther south, the regions of Ammon and Moab are,

for the most part, without forest, the trees being princi-

p:i\ly terebinth, scattered here and there over a legion

of fine turf, well watered, and still covered with flocks,

till we reach the eastern corn plams of the Belka, now
the richest district of Syria. This cotmtry, almost in its

primitive state, is a picture of what Southern Judaea and
the neighbourhood of Beersheba once were, before the

denudation of the forests had checked the annual rain-

fall. There is a beauty in Gilead, a richness in Moab,
and a grandeur in Bashan, which makes it hard to be-

lieve that only the narrow cleft of the Jordan valley

separa1^es them from the grey hills and naked rocks of

Westerii Palestine. Though no longer do herds of wild

cattle roam among the oaks, still countless flocks anti

herds may be seen moving down like armies to drink at

the streams at sunset, with the camels, such as those of the

i\Iidianites, swarming like clouds of locusts, " rams and
lambs, and goats and bullocks, all of them fatlings ol

Raslian." Troops of gazelle (the roebuck of Scripture)
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slUl swarm in all the forest glades and on the plains;

the antelope of various kinds, the addax and the oryx,

come lip from the desert ; the ostrich occasionally courses

over the Belka ; the ibex, or wild goat, abounds in all

the rocky d(\lls of Moab ; the leopard, the cheetah, and
the Egyptian lynx (Felis chaus), still lurk in the woods,

and may be constantly seen and tracked, though the lion

is extinct : while the wild boar, the wolf, and jackal are

probably far more plentiful than at any former period.

Both the hill-conntry of Juda3a and the plains of Moab
melt away into the desert, where the physical features

are entirely different from thof^e of the rest of the coun-

try. On the western shores of the Dead Sea, this desert

pushes up to the gorge of the Kedron, while in Philistia,

and on the south-west, it can scarcely be said to begin

until some distance south of the Wady es Seba. Excepting
near the rare wells, there is no pasturage or fine herbage.

The whole area is rock, or broken stone and shingle,

rarely sand, and, for the most part, the vegetation is

confined to scattered stunted bushes, sparsely sprinkled

here and there, rising to the height of one or two feet,

and affording food onl}^ to the camels which browse as

they traverse it, and to a few antelopes, gazelle, and jer-

boas. But horned cattle there are none. Sheep cannot
find pasturage, and only where the desert begins to

merge in the low country do a few goats mingle with
the camels.

Very different is the northern frontier of the land.

As the southern touches a tropical desert, so the northern
rises into almost arctic regions. Hermon and Lebanon,
with their snowy summits almost always in sight, fur-

nished the images which else could hardly have been
familiar to the dweller by the Mediterranean— ' snow and
vapours,' ' snow like wool,' ' hoar-frost like ashes,' ' ice

like morsels.' Around the snowy tops of these moun-
tains the ' vapours ' constantly hang, the source of

moisture to the lands beneath. There is a marked con-

trast in the physical character of the two ranges. While
Lebanon is wooded or clothed with verdure to within
1000 feet of its summit, Hermon and its cluster of satel-

lites are for the most part bare, excepting in the thin

threads of verdure which mark the course of the streams

which drain them, and the forest does not climb n\ore

than a few hundred feet up tb^ mountain-side.
w 3
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As we ascend from Galilee to Lebanon, the change of the

vegetation at once arrests attention. First the olive, then

the fig tree disapptsars; the mulberry and the pear take

their place. Then the apricot is supplanted by the cherry.

The vine clambers on the terraces to a greater height,

the severity of the winters being compensated by the

extreme heat of summer. The walnut tree flourishes,

and, wherever the frosts forbid the olive, is largely culti-

vated for the oil of its nuts. We see in the Lebanon val-

leys, with their terraces, where every scrap of soil is

made available for man, a specimen of the former culti-

vation of the Land of Israel, though the produce is dif-

ferent, the mulberry and the silkworm being the modem
staple of these industrious mountaineers. The ever-

green oak is soon lost, and the juniper, the pine, and es-

l)ecially the cedar, are found scattered over the highest

peaks and in the roughest glens, where there is no soil

for man to cultivate. But here, too, the ancient forests

have disappeared, the threat of Sennacherib has been

fulfilled :
" I am come up to the height of the mountains,

to the sides of Lebanon, and will cut down the tall cedar

trees thereof, and the choice fir trees thereof" (2 Kings
xix. 23). The cedars are only, for the most part, in

groups, sufficient to tell what was the ancient glory ot

the Lebanon, but no more. The fruits, the flowers, the

plants of Lebanon and Hermon, are all of an Alpine
character, and so are the birds and animals. The bear

still lingers among the rocks, though all but extinct in

the lower countr\% but the other larger animals have
been extirpated by the density of the population. It

is to be observed that there are many trees and plants

found on the one range which do not exist on the other.

Thus, the cedar is peculiar to the Lebanon, though Her-
mon and the Peaks of Gilead seem equally adapted for

its growth ; no pines are found on Hermon, while the

pine of the mountains east of the Jordan is distinct from
that of the Lebanon.
One more physical region remains to be noted—the

Jordan valley, which has been already described. Its

geological character must be reserved for a further chap-

ter ; but in its natural products it stands unique, a tro-

pical oasis sunk in the temperate zone, and overhung by
the Alpine Hermon. The course of the River Jordan,

in this most unlike the Nile, hardly fertilizes anything
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beyond its immediate banks. It winds from the Sea
of Galilee to its final resting-place, a sparkling serpent
writhing in a barren desert, with only here and there
an oasis of deepest green. But, from its extraordinary^

depression, whatever vegetation there is, is called into

almost unnatural vigour by the life-giving touch of its

waters, while the same heat rapidly scorches up every
particle of verdure that is found beyond their reach.

The contrast between the vegetation of this valley
and the surrounding countries begins earl}' in its course,

where, in the seething marshes of the Huleh (Merom),
we find acres of papyrus, that graceful reed so long
among the most prized productions of the Kile, but now
wholly extinct in Egypt. In the Huleh it reaches the
height of sixteen feet, and flourishes luxuriantly, but to

find it again we must travel either to India or to Abys-
sinia. On the western shore of the Sea of Galilee, the
Plain of Gennesaret again produces the papyrus. Here
we find the thorny 'nubk' or jujube {Zizyphus spina^

christi), a tropical tree, the characteristic of the whole of

the lower course of the river. The date palm was once
abundant here, and Josephus thus describes Gennesa-
ret :
—" The soil is so fruitful that all sorts of trees can

grow on it, and the inhabitants accordingly plant all

sorts of trees there, for the temper of the air is so well
mixed, that it agrees very well with their several sorts.

Walnuts, which require the coldest air, particularly

flourish there in vast plenty ; there are palm trees also,

which grow but in hot air ; fig trees also, and olives

grow near them, which yet require an air that is more
temperate. One may call this place the ambition of

nature, where it forces those plants that are naturally

enemies to one another to agree together. ... It

supplies . . . grapes and figs continually during
ten months of the year, and the rest of the fruits, as

they become ripe together, through the whole vear."

(Jos. Belh Jud. III. X. 8.)

Below the Lake of Galilee, on the east side, the palm
still continues to wave, the oleander everywhere fringes

the streamlets and the river : and many trees unknown in

the rest of Palestine, tamarisks of peculiar species, and
others, crowd the banks of the Jordan. As we reach the

Dead Sea, the contrast is still greater, lliere are five

oases, if we may so call them, where all the rarities of
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this trophical basin are collected, nurtured b}^ copious

springs and streams. These are the Plains of Shittim at

the north-east of the Dead Sea, and of Jericho at the

north-west, the little Bay of Engedi on the west side of

the Dead Sea, the Wady Zuweirah at the south-west, and

^he Ghor-es-Safieh, the ancient ' waters of Ximrim,' at

the south-east of the Dead Sea. In these ttie climate is

truly tropical : even in the depth of winter the thermo-

meter ranges from sixty to eighty degrees ; the corn is

ripe in March, melons ripen in winter, and indigo is

largely cultivated. The 'zukkum,' or false balm ot

Gilead ; the orher tree of Nubia and Abyssinia; the

henna, or caiiiphire; the i^alvadora persica, and many
other products of the torrid zone, abound. In mid-

winter in the Plain of Zuweirali the ground is carpeted

with beautiful flowers in blossom, many of them ofAbys-

sinian and South Arabian, and some of Indian, types.

The birds, also, of these favoured spots are peculiar,

many of them having not yet been discovered in any
other part of the vvorld, and others Indian, or from Equa-
torial Africa. Besides the common turtle-dove, which
visits all Syria in summer, another large species, the

Indian collared turtle (Turtiir risorius), is very common
round the Dead Sea throughout the year ; a nightjar, a

sparrow, and a grakle not hitherto found elsewhere, re-

side permanently here, and a beautiful little sun -bird, or

Nedarmia, sometimes mistaken for a humming-bird, flits

among the shrubs in great numbers. The butterflies,

too, distinct from those of the upper countr}^ but re-

sembling the species of Nubia and Abyssinia, hover over

the flowers in January-. Thus, all departments of nature

bear testimony to the tropical character of this little

known but most interesting region, a strange and start-

ling contrast to all around it.

Enough has been said to show the extraordinary

variety of geography, natural appearances, and tempera-

ture to be found within the limits of this narrow country.

There is the variety produced by the encroaching desert

on the one side, and by the eternal freshness of the sea on

the other. There is the variety caused by the hot winds

or sirocco, the east wind of Scripture, scorching vegeta-

tion on th^ one hand, and by the cold breezes from the

mountain langes on the other; but, above all, there is

the variety caused by the enormous ditterenceof level in
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the various parts of the land ; from the Jordan valloy,

sunk 1300 feet beneath the sea line, to the maritime
plain, thence to the highland centre, averaging 1500 feet

above the sea, up to the northern mountains, 10,000 feet

high, covered by an almost perpetual snow, and under
which the climate approaches that of regions mucL"
farther north.

This variety has had its effect on the various allusion&

to natural history which occur in the sacred writings

—

' a variety in unity,' as it has been called, in which
the Bible stands alone. The bearing of the physical

geography of the Holy Land on the Holy Scriptures has
been thus eloquently set forth by Dean Stanley :

—" Such
a country furnished at once the natural theatre of a his-

tory and a literature which were destined to spread into

nations accustomed to the most various climates and
imagery. There must, of course, under any circum-

stances, be much in the history of any nation, eastern or

western, northeivn or southern, which to other quarters of

the world will be more or less unintelligible. Still, it is

easy to conceive that whatever difficulty is presented to

European or American minds by the sacred writings,

might have been greatly aggravated had the Bible come
into existence in a country more limited in its outward
imagery than is the case with Palestine. If the Valley
of the Nile or the Arabian De.>ert had witnessed the
whole of the sacred history, we cannot but feel how
widely it would have been separated from the ordinaiy
thoughts of an European : how small a portion of our
feelings and imaginations would have been represented

by it. The truths might have been the same, but the

forms in which they were clothed would have affected

only a few here and there, leaving the great mass un-
touched. But as it is, we have the life of a Bedouin
tribe, of an agricultural people, of seafaring cities,

the extremes of barbarism and of civilization, the as-

pects of plain and of mountain, of a tropical, of an
eastern, and almost of a northern climate. In Egypt
there is a continual contact of desert and cultivated

land ; in Greece there is a constant intermixture of the

views of sea and land ; in the ascent and descent of the

great mountains of South America there is an inter-

change of the torrid and the arctic zones; in England
there is an alternation of wild hilla and vallej's with
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rich fields and plains. But in Palestine all these are

combined. The patriarchs could here gradually ex

change the nomadic life, first for the pastoral, and then

for the agricultural
;
passing insensibly from one to the

other, as the desert melts imperceptibly into the hills of

Palestine. Ishmael and Esau could again wander back
into the sandy waste which lay at their very doors. The
scapegoat could still be sent from the Temple courts into

the uninhabited wilderness. John, and a greater than

John, could return in a day's journey from the busiest

haunts of men into the solitudes beyond the Jordan,

The various tribes could find their several occupations

of shepherds, of warriors, of traffickers, according as they

were settled on the margin of the desert, in the moun-
tain fastnesses, or on the shores of the Mediterranean.

The sacred poetry, which was to be the delight and the

support of the human mind and the human soul in all

regions of the world, embraced within its range the

natural features of almost every country."

—

Sinai arJ
Palestine, pp. 126-7.
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CHAPTER II.

Geology.

The allusions to geological phenomena in Scripture are

few. Even to Solomon, with all his study of nature,

geology, the youngest of the sciences, was wholly un-
known ; and it is only in our own days that attention

has first been drawn to the structure of the crust of our
globe, and to the history of a past antiquity to be
gathered therefrom. Beyond the knowledge that " in the

beginning God created the heaven and the earth," that
" the sea is his, and he made it, and his hands formed
the dry land," the enquiry of the ancient believer did
not extend. Utterly rejecting the childish cosmogonies
of the nations around him, he simply saw in all beneath
his feet the evidence of God's handiwork, who " laid the

foundation of the earth," and in every change of nature
knew that alone unchanging, " the glory of the Lord
shall endure for ever; the Lord shall rejoice in his

works."

Some allusions, however, we find to geologic pheno-
mena, and to agencies which, now extinct or dormant in

Bible lands, must have been more or less familiar to the

writers of Holy Scripture. Among these are the re-

ferences to earthquakes, and to volcanoes, as though
' burning mountains ' were a then existent phenomenon

:

" He looketh on the earth, and it trembleth : he toucheth

the hills, and they smoke " (Ps. civ. 32). " Touch the

mountains, and they shall smoke" (cxliv. 5). Unless
reference be here intended to the visible presence on
Mount Sinai, not by volcanic agency, but by special

intervention of the Lord. For we must remember that

in two of the most stupendous manifestations of God's
power on record, viz., the destruction of the cities of the

Plain, and the revelation on Mount Sinai, no ordinary geo-

logic forces, but only a direct Divine intei-position, can
meet the requirements either of the history or the facts.

One passage appears to point directly to the destruc-

tive effects of volcanic eruptions, metaphorically applied
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to the devastating iuvasions of Babylon :
" Behold, I am

against thee, O destroying mountain, saith the Lord,

which destroyest all the earth : and I will stretch out

mine hand upon thee, and roll thee down from the rocks,

and will make thee a burnt mountain" (Jer. li. 25).

One earthquake in particular is twice mentioned inci-

dentally in the Prophets ; and it must have been a ter-

rific shaking of the earth, since the references show it

was remembered for many generations. Amos delivered

his prophecy, " in the days of Uzziahking of Judah. . . .

two years before the earthquake" (Amos i. 1). Three
hundred years afterwards, the terrors of that earthquake

were still a vivid tradition, for Zechariah warns Je-

rusalem :
" Ye shall flee, like as ye fled from before

the earthquake in the days of Uzziah king of Judah "

(Zech. xiv. 5). Earthquakes have since, at many different

epochs, devastated the land of Israel. Some are men-
tioned by Josephus ; and one of the most fearful in its

destruction of human life was the great eaitliquake of

January 4, 1837, when great part of Tiberias was over-

thrown, the city of Safed utterly destroyed, and more
than ten thousand persons buiied in the luins.

A hint of the gradual formation of the earth's crust

appears to be contained in the address of Wisdom (Prov.
viii. 25, 26) :

" Before the mountains were settled, before

the hills was I brought forth : While as yet he had not
made the earth, nor the fields, nor the highest part ot

the dust of the world." See Appendix, Note A.

The geology of the Bible lands is less varied than that

of most other countries of equal extent—very much less

so than that of England. We said that the manifesta-

tions on Mount Sinai have nothing in common with
volcanic phenomena ; and this is evident, bpcause the

whole Sinaitic range is composed of granite andplutonic

rocks, without a trace of basalt, lava, or other products

of volcanic agencies. The whole of the southern part

of the Sinaitic peninsula consists of a cluster of bold

granite peaks, seamed and rent by deep valleys, and
fiinged by a narrow belt of sand on the edge of the two
forks of the Eed Sea. The granite of these mountains is

the same in character from the base to the summit ; the

tame bright red granite which is found at Assouan, on
she Kile, and which was so largely employed in the

construction of the Egyptian temples. It is often inter-
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sected tliroiighout with veins of gi-censtone, and espe-
cially of porphyry.

lu Mount k^iuai itself, the lower part of the mountain
is formed of much coarser granite than the peak, w^hich

has much more quartz in its composition. Mount St.

Katharine, on the contrary, is largely composed of por-

phyry. There is, in fact, a sort of porphyritic d\ ke
which strikes right across the Sinaitic mountains from
north-east to south-west. It is to be observed that,

though the granite is often penetrated bv porphyritic
veins, the porphyry is never here penetrated by granite,

plainly showing that its upheaval has been subsequent
to that of the granite. Now, though granite and porphyry
are considered amorphous or igneous rocks, they have
nothing whatever to do with ordinary volcanic agencies;

and it is thus clear that no effects of any mountain
crater or eruption could have been mistaken for the
visible majesty and glory described b}- Moses, or for
" the mount that might be touched, and that burned with
fire," for " the blackness and darkness, and temjiest, and
the sound of a trumpet, and the voice of words."
As we advance northwards from Sinai, the exclusively

granitic character of the mountains is gradually lost

;

first by the large insertion of dykes of porphyry, which
in its turn is mixed with d}'kes of greenstone, and on
the north-western part of the Sinaitic range gives place

to syenite. The syenite and the porphyry are a^opa-

lently of contemporaneous origin, and run into each
other by imperceptible transitions.

When we reach the WadyNas'b, where the range trends
towards Suez, we co'r>e upon sandstone overlying the

syenite ; the sandstone range of the Tur here begins, and
extends in a belt right across the peninsula, fringing the
granite mountains, and overl^'ing their outworks. I have
not seen any fossils which decide its geological age. Here
is the only^ true sand to be found to any depth in the

wilderness. This sandstone district is generally lower
as it extends northward, until there rises shar2)ly from
it, like a line of bold bluff, the great limestone range of

Jebel et Tib, about 2500 feet high, overlying tlie sand-

stone which creeps up to its base, and gradually shelving

towards the east. It is not a range of mountain, but
rather the wall which fringes the vast limestone plateau

nailed the Desert of Tib, or ' the wanderinsfs.'' the cc;un-
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try of the Tiyahah Arabs, and the region where probably

a large part of the jrty years' wanderings of Israel were
passed. In this great plateau, which covers nearly fonr-

fifths of Arabia Petraia, there are none of the startling

contrasts and bright granite peaks or deep ravines of

Sinai ; the w^iole country preserves its limestone char-

acter, a succession of rounded and featureless hills

with the same tabular outline and blanched desolation.

There is no event in the history of the forty years'

wanderings which derives any special light from the

scenery or character of the vast pebbly desert. The
limestone is generally of the same age as that of the

Egyptian desert, marked in some spots by the same
fossils, especially the nummulites, which, though not so

abundant as in the nummulitic limestone of Egypt, are

sufficiently so to fix its character as of the eocene or

lower tertiary period.

This limestone plateau extends through the southern

Judaean wilderness almost to Hebron. Just south of

Hebron another bed crops out, and continues without
interruption the lower visible formation throughout the

whole of central Palestioe up to the spurs of Lebanon.
But these two formations must not be supposed to be
entirely distinct groups. The great limestone forma-

tion which covers the whole of Syria, with the few
exceptions to be named, is oi-etaceous, equivalent to the

greensand or neocomian, underlying the cretaceous or

chalk formation belonging to the base of the eocene ter-

tiaries which prevails in the Wilderness of Beersheba,

and consisting principally of limestones well known by
their fossils, but also exhibiting here and there calcareous

sandstones, marls, and clays. The few exceptions to

this structure are only to be found in or near the Jordan
valley or ' Ghor.'

Here and there are to be found throughout central

Palestine, especially on the tops of the rounded hills, a

stratum of white chalk largely intermingled with silex

or flint, which mark the cliffs with rich ribbon-like

masses. This eocene chalk formation is manifestly the

remains of a vast deposit which once covered the whole
countiy with an even surface, but which has been
swept away eastward and westward by denudation,

having been unable, from its soft and friable nature,

to resist the action of the volume of water which lias
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swept through the wadys. It is never now, excepting
near the Dead Sea, found on the low grounds, though
large quantities of rolled flints or chalcedony washed
from it are found in all the gravels and alluviums. This
chalk is especially to be noticed on the crest of the

Mount of Olives, on the south-east of Carmel, and on
most of the eastern spurs of the mountain range towards
the Dead Sea. On the Mount of Olives especially it is rich

in fossils, which settle beyond dispute its geological age.

From the Desert of Tih to Hebron the southern
pastoral countiy con^sists of a series of rolling dome-
shaped hills and downs, with short and rounded valleys,

gentle ascents, long ridges, and small plateaux. But
when we enter upon the true calcareous limestone

the valleys deepen, the hills are knob-like and some-
what monotonous in form, but full of caverns. The
limestone is solid, firm, and friable, poor in fossils, vary-

ing in colour, without any marked lines of stratification,

inclining to a crystalline structure. Eussegger suggests

that the innumerable caverns of this region, grotto-like

and wide at the mouth, contracting as they recede, are

probably due to the former emission of pent-up gases.

All the valleys of this system (we are now leaving out of

consideration altogether the valley of the Jordan and the

Dead Sea basin) are valleys of denudation formed entirely

by the washing of the streams, and there is no reason

for believing that the geological aspect of the country
has varied in the slightest degree since the appearance
of man upon the earth.

This limestone consists of two tolerably distinct

groups. That which meets the eye everywhere, except-

ing where the later chalk has escaped denudation on
the hill tops, or where a fissure has revealed the lower
depths, is the neocomian, containing fossils similar to,

but seldom identical with, our own greensand. and very

largely intermingled with dolomite or crystalline mag-
nesian limestone. This dolomite contains iron pj-rites,

' a land whose stones are iron,' but is without fossils.

It is far more abundant in the north than the south, but

may be seen in large masses to the east and north-east

of Jerusalem be3'ond the Mount of Olives. In the region

of Galilee it predominates, and all the country from
Samaria to Safed and the Lebanon and Hermon is com-

posed of it entirely, except where basalt interrupts it,
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Since this limestone was deposited there have been
tremendous disturbances of the earth by earthquakes
and subterranean convulsions, and I have never seen
any strata more contorted and violently disarranged
than the neocomian of Palestine. An instance of this

may be seen in the cleft of the VVady Kelt, going down
to Jericho, and in the upper part of the gorge of the
Kedron, between Marsaba and Jerusalem, a region seldom
carefully examined, but most rich in geological studies.

Here and there the lower stratum is exposed, which
doubtless extends through the whole country, but is

only, so far as I am aware, apparent in the deep clefts

between Jerusalem and the Jordan, in the wadys neai-

Beisan (Bethshean), and a few other deepl^^-furrowed

ravines on the west of the Dead Sea. It may be dis-

tinguished by its darker colour, and by the large

quantity of iron whicli it contains.

Both these deposits are alike contorted and dislocated,

but this by forces not now in action, and are part of the

general configuration of the land as left at its last up-
heaval fi'om the ocean long before the earliest times of

Bible history. Of course the i-ains have much deepened
many of the ravines or wadys, but this does not affect

1»he general appearance or character of the country.

But there is a lower substratum of the lower chalk
which seems to underlie the whole region from the
Lebanon to the southern mountains of Moab, but which
very seldom crops out, though it may be clearly traced

in the cleft of the Wady Kelt between Jerusalem and
Jericho. It is a solid compact stone of a dark colour,

and the characiteristic fossil, from which indeed it derives

its French name, is the cidaris, a species of huge extinc+

echimis, or sea-urchin, the spines of which are terminated
by knobs the size of an olive. These spines are found
in immense quantities in the Lower Lebanon, and are

well known as the ' petrified olives of Sodom ' of the

natives (Cidaris glandifera). M. Lartet is disposed to

consider this fossil and the deposit to which it belongs
as of a much later period than Eussegger, viz., that of

the lower chalk or greensand which covers the greater

part of the Lebanon.
Hermon and the Anti-Lebanon appear to be a mass of

limestones of the neocomian or greensand period, and
from the almost veT-tical stratification in man 3^ parts, to
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have been raised by enormous uplieaving forces from
below.

In Galilee we come for the first time upon a new
feature in the geology of the country, viz., large dykes
of basalt, occasionally breaking through the limestones or

lava which has overflowed it from some extinct volcano.

Jebel Duhy, or Little Hermon, between Nazareth and
Jezreel, to the south-east of the Plain of Esdraelon, is the

first appearance. Here the basaltic dyke seems to have
lifted up the hill, and protrudes at its bluff western end.

The decomposition of the basalt has probably added
largely to the richness of the soil. Farther north we may
trace streams of lava from two distinct sources. First,

the Horns of Hattin, whence it seems to have flowed

down eastward to the edge of the Lake of Gennesaret
and of its fertile plain, the soil of which is largely com-
posed of decomposed trap, and westward to the great

plain of the Ard el Hamma, on the road between Tiberias

and Kazareth. The second source of these igneous
irruptions is farther north, near Safed, where three

craters, now always filled with water, Birket (or pool)

el Jish, Delata, and Taiteba, have sent mighty rivers of

molten stone to the eastward ; or it may be that tre-

mendous dykes of basalt pushed up through the limestone,

and overthrew it in vast masses by the Lake of Gen-
nesaret. This region is that which has sufi:ered most
from earthquakes, the occasionally active evidences of

the existence of those great forces which have formerly

convulsed the district and so strangely contorted the

limestones.

East of Jordan, from Hermon to Moab, the geology is

similar to that of the right bank, but without traces of

the more recent chalk which caps so many of the western
hills, being chiefly of the lower chalk, capped on the

east of Ajlun by a soft, friable sandstone, without fossils,

similar to that between Sinai and Tih, and with

occasional masses of porphyry and greenstone on the

east side of the Dead Sea, and much basalt on the east of

the Lake of Galilee. The east side of the Dead Sea is

fringed by a steep range of mountains, very different

in their composition from anything on the west, the

mountains of Abarim. These are foi'med of sandstone,

capped, as they recede from the lake, by chalk deposits,

in which are the same general fossils as on the other
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side. This sandstone appears to be the same as that ot

Petra and of Nubia ; and both the sandstone, and much
of the superficial chalk limestone, is of a much earlier

age than any formation apparent on the west side.

Jn the Upper Jordan valley, but not farther south

than a few miles below the Lake of Galilee, there have
been vast inroads of basalt and lava from the east, con-

tinuing from the southern spurs of Hermon to the River

Hieromax, or Yarmuk. One mighty stream has poured

down a narrow valley above Banias (C^esarea Fhilippi)

from the Birket er Ram (the Lake Phiala of Josephus),

now a circular fathomless pool in the mountains, and

has thence overspread the valley of the Hasbany, or

Upper Jordan, above the Huleh, or Waters of Merom.
Through this rich plain, the impetuous river dashes

over huge black boulders and basaltic blocks. Lower
down, below the Sea of Galilee, a similar stream has

once filled up the gorge of the Yarmuk, but, in course oi

ages, the river has again scooped out a passage through

the soft limestone alongside of the hard black rock.

Below this there are no basaltic traces on the east side

of Jordan.

These eruptions have evidently been the outposts of

the wonderful volcanic region of the Lejah, or ancient

Trachonitis, which is one great field of lava, seamed

by strange deep ravines, in which water is found, and

where the inhabitants dwell in caves ; while many cones

and craters, rising above the troubled sea of suddenly-

arrested stone, seem as though their furnaces had been

but yesterday extinguished. This region has evidently

possessed active volcanoes up to a comparatively recent

period, and the black fields of lava have not yet had

time to decompose on their surface into soil. Doubtless,

many of the disturbances of the Jordan valley are due

to the agitations of this fiery region, but the valley itself

has had a much earlier origin.

The most remarkable geological feature of the Holy
Land remains to be mentioned. This is the great

Jordan valley and Dead Sea basin, which plays so im-

portant a part in the physical geography of the country.

Its physical features have been already alluded to, as well

as its depth (1292 feet) below the level of the sea ; but,

geologically, it is also most interesting. This enormous

trench, which furrows Palestino from north to south, and
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bisects it naturally and politically, is also an actual

geological line, as we have seen, the formations varying

to the east and west of it. It has often been supposed
that this valley was the remains of a former prolongation

of the eastern fork of the Eed Sea ; bnt recent investi-

gations by M. Lartet have satisfactorily shown that

this is not the case, and that it is the basin of an old

inland sea, larger, indeed, than the present lake, but

which has had no connection with the Eed Sea since the

continent assumed its present form. This is shown by
the absence of any marine fossils in the most ancient

strata of the basin ; by the fresh-water chaiacter of the

later tertiaiy deposits between the ridge of Arabah and
the Dead Sea ; by the existing traces of the direction of

the streams from the middle of the Arabah toward the

north, so that several streams, draining a vast extent of

country, floAv into the south end of the Dead Sea ; and
by the geological evidence that there has been no
material elevation of the land in the centre of the

regions between the Dead and Eed Seas since the

existing valleys were formed. The cretaceous and
eocene limestone of the west dips rapidly down towards
the Dead Sea, while the sandstone on the east lies

wholly unconformable with it, and inclines but slightly

westward.
The lake, however, at the end of the tertiary period,

must have been much larger than it now is, and a

deposit of chalky marl all along the west side, and in

the niches on the east side where the mountains are not
too steep, at a height of about 350 feet, shows the former

extent of the sea, when it covered the sandy plain of the

Safieh at the south, and the Plain of Jericho at the north,

up to the Prophet's Fountain, the site of the ancient

city. As the supply of rain has diminished—a supply
which must have once been abundant, when the tre-

mendous gorges which open on both sides of the sea

were washed out.—the evaporation has gradually over-

passed the inflow, and the surf\\ce has contracted to its

present limits. But there is no trace of any important
variation since man inhabited the country, and Engedi,

one of the oldest places named in Bible history, can

hardly have changed its relative position to the shore

since it was founded.

The ^alt mountain of Jebel Usdum is the most inier
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esting phenomenon about the lake—a long mass of rock

salt, about seven miles long, and from one and a half to

three miles wide, several hundred feet high, capped

along its jagged top by a mass of gypsum and marl, ex-

tending sonth from the south-w^estern corner of the lake.

By this salt mountain several streams percolate, con-

tinnally bearing additional solutions of salt into the

bitter and almost satui'ated waters. The water of tho

lake, where saltest, contains twenty-eight parts of solid

salts to seventy-two of water, but it varies much in dif-

ferent parts, owing to the inflow of fresh water.

There are many hot springs and sulphur springs botli

on the shores of the Dead Sea and also in its basin, some
of which deposit sulphur largely on the rocks around.

Sulphur is also found in nodules among the gypsum and

scattered on the surface both north and south of the

lake. The hot springs are not confined to the Dead
Sea, but are found in other parts of the Jordan valley.

On the east side the hot springs of Callirhoe, now the

Zerka Main, were the favourite resort of Herod. There

are others at Um Keis (Gadara), where are the ruins

of baths, and the hot spi-ings of Tiberias have always

been famous from the time of Joshua, when they gave

name to the place. Most of these hot springs are

strongly mineral. The water of Elisha's fountain,

though perfectly sweet, is also warm.
Bitumen is found sometimes in large masses floating on

the surface of the Dead Sea, especial!}^ after earthquakes.

We gathered some very large fragments. It also appears

in the adjoining wadys in the form of bituminous shales,

and sometimes oozes through the limestone as y)ure bitu-

men, at other times strongly impregnated with sulphur

There are also bitumen wells in other parts of the Jordan

valley, the slime-pits of Siddim of old: "The vale ot

Siddim was full of slime- pits " (Gen. xiv. 10). There

are also bitumen wells as far north as the neighbourhood

of Hasbeiya, under Hermon.
The geology of the mountains sloping down to the west

side of the Jordan generally shows more of the eocene

covering than do the central hills, but the floor of the

valley itself is all an alluvial or recent deposit. Where,

as at Sumrah, quarries have been sunk in the valley it-

self, they show the soft tertiary beds underlying the marl

in an horizontal undisturbed posi tion. The whole valley
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bears the lines of two distinct terraces of chalky marl.
The upper one, which is by far the broadest, extends back
to the limestone hills. The lower one, about 50 to 150
feet deep, reaches to the present channel of the river,

and has apparently been hollowed out by the river

before it shrank to its present dimensions, and when it

filled the whole space between the eastern and western
faces of the upper terrace with a broad mighty flow.

M. Lartet, our best authority on the origin of the

Dead Sea, considers that at the end of the eocene period,

an ocean bed was pi'otruded iipwards, corresponding to

the land of Syria and Arabia Petraea. Before this there

had been a fissure north and south corresponding to the
present Arabah and Jordan valley, and the basin of the

Dead Sea has thus been formed without any influence

from, or communication with, the ocean. Thus the lake

has never been anything but a reservoir for the rain-

water brought in by the various streams, deriving its

saltnessfrom the salt rocks near it, but which has greatl\

increased under the influence of incessant evaporation.

At the end of ihe tertiary period the lake stov)d more
than 300 feet higher than at present, and the only alte-

rations the district has undergone since, have been the

streams of basalt and lava in the north of the Jordan
valley. 'J'he hot and mineral springs, the bituminous
eruptions, and the occasional earthquakes, are the last

traces of volcanic action.

From this view it is evident that the catastrophe

which overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah can no more be

asciibed to an ordinary volcanic eruption than can the

fii'e and blackness of Mount Sinai. Those cities were
not situated where the Dead Sea now is, nor were they
swallowed up by it ; but standing in the ciccar, i.e., the

Plain of Jordan, and pnjbably somewhere between
Jericho and the north end of the lake, they were des-

tioyed by brimstone and fire rained down upon them by
a special interposition of Divine power (Gen. xix. 24, 25).

The materials for the conflagration were at hand in the

.sulphur abounding near and in the bitumen with which,
(lug from the slime-pits of the plain, the houses were
probably constructed, or at least cemented.

It only remains to mention that the great maritime
plains of Sharon, A.ci-e, and Phoenicia, the central Plain

ol' Csdraelon stretching from Carroel to the Jordan, and
c
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the Plain of Gennesaret, are all alike formed of the

debris washed down from the hills, and covering the

native rock, which is never seen. The soil is very rich,

like other alluvial deposits. The actual coast itself is

formed of very recent sandstone, full of sea-shells, of

species now living in the adjacent sea, and occasionally

showing a slightly raised beach, as if the shore had been

recently slightly upheaved. The soil of Esdraelon and
Gennesaret is chiefly a volcanic debris. No mines are

xvorkod in Palestine.
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CHAPTER III.

Meteorology of Palestine.

The climate of Palestine, as may be seen at once from
the physical character and perpetually changing: alti-

tudes of the country, varies in every district. There
is greater difference of climate to be found within a

distance of fifty miles than between the north of Scot-

land and the southern coasts of England.
The greatest extremes of temperature are experienced

in the southern deserts. On these elevated plateaux

the thermometer frequently sinks in winter far below
the freezing point, while during the day the heat

exceeds the summer temperature of England. Thus I

have registered the thermometer at Beersheba in Feb-
ruary as low as 24-° Fahr. at daybreak, the night mean
for a week being 31°, while the mean at noon was 72°.

The winds in winter, as they blow from the Arabian
highlands, are keen and dry, but the power of the sun
during the day completely counteracts their effects.

After March, frost is rare in the desert, and during the

summer the thermometer ranges to 90°, seldom falling

below 65° at night.

The climate of Jerusalem, where frequent observations

have been made and registers kept, may be taken as an

approximate representation of that of the whole of

Central Palestine, but very different from that of the

maritime plains or of the Jordan valley. Jerusalem,

although so elevated (2600 feet), enjoys a climate almost

as mild as Gibraltar, with which it is in the same iso-

thermal line, as also with California and Florida, though
free from the extremes of temperature to which those

countries are subject. January is the coldest month in

the 3^ear at Jerusalem, the mean temperature being,

according to one set of observations, 49° 4', and in

another year 47° 7'. From January the temperature

steadily increases, the mean being 53° 7' in 1844, 54° 4'

in 1855, and 56° 4', according to our own observations,

taken outside the Jaffa gate in 1S64, for the month of

c2
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I'^obiniary. In ]\Iay the temperature rapidly increases,

from 61° 4' in April to 73" 8'. July is the hottest month,
when the thermometric mean is 79°, but it does not fall

rapidly till November, when it averages 63°, the mean
for the year being, according to Dr. Barclay's obserAa-

tions during four years, 66° 5', and in the year 18-ii, by
Mr. Glaisher, 62° 6'. During the coldest parts of the

year, in December and February, we experienced no
inconvenience from living outside the walls, with no
other protection than a single tent.

In Nablous, the ancient Shechem, situated in a shel-

tered valley, the winter temperature is considerably

higher than at Jerusalem, and in Nazareth is sensibly

so, though in winter the latter place occasionally expe-

riences quite as severe weather, but this is exceptional.

The summer heats are also, in some degree, modified

there by the cool breezes from the Lebanon. Thus,

though the cold of Galilee and Samaria may be more
severe in the day-time, yet the average of the nocturnal

temperature is rather higher than on the more elevated

hills about Jerusalem. At the same time, while it is

very rarely that snow lies for more than an hour or two
at Jerusalem, in Galilee it frequently remains two or

three days before it entirely disappears.

Frost is very rare at Jerusalem. During the winter

of 1863-4, the thermometer only three times touched

the freezing point, and the lowest reading registered by
us in February was 38°. Snow fell but once in that

year, on the 13th of January, for two or three hours, but
melted as it fell. The tenderest plants rarely suffer

there from frost, and the date palm flourishes, as well

as other trees still more impatient of cold.

In the maritime plains the temperature is very mucli

higher than in the highlands, and the crops are about a

month in advance of those near Jerusalem. Even so far

north as Beyrout, the mean temperature for the year in

given by Mr. Glaisher as 69° 3'. In Sharon, ' and the

other low-lying coast plains, frost and snow are quite

unknown, though higher up, near Acre, snowfalls about
once in ten years, and never remains. Insects are

found throughont the winter, and supply food f )r the

swallows which remain on the coast through the whole
year. Snow must always have been rare in Central and
Southern Palestine. Familiar as are the references to it
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in the poetical und prophetical books of Sciiplure,

suj^gested by its conistant presence on Hermon and
Lebanon, yet in the historical books it is only once

mentioned :
" Benaiah the son of Jehoiada . . . went

down also and slew a lion in the midst of a pic. in time

of snow" (2 Sam. xxiii. 20).

The rains on the coast are frequently heavy in winter,

and I liave felt Jaffa and Ramleh bitterly cold during

their continuance, with a westerly wind, yet the vegeta-

tion is almost tropical, and the climate is on the average

milder than in any part of Europe, and though not so

hot in autumn as the Algerian plains, is yet, on the

whole, considerably warmer than in any part of the

Barbary States. The orange gioves of Jaffa are among
the most luxuriant in the world, and the banana ripens

there freely, which it does not ordinarily do on any
other part of the Mediterranean coast north of Egypt.

Still more tropical is the climate of the Valley of the

Jordan. On the shores of the Sea of Galilee, which is

650 feet below the level of the sea, this change of tem-
perature is unmistakably seen, the depression of the

valley causing a sudden change from the climate and
products of the Galilean hills around. The extraor-

dinary heat and exuberant fertility of the Plain of

Gennesaret were noticed by Josephus, and, though the

gardens and palm groves have perished, the wild plants

are still semi-tropical in character. The thermometer,

at a height of 450 feet above the plain, exhibited frum
March 17 to April 5 a mean of 63° 2' Eahr. on the twenty-

four hours, and of 73° 1' from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. In May
the heat had so much increased, that from the 17th to

the 25th of May, at an elevation of 200 feet above the

lake, the thermometric mean of day and night was 77° 8',

of day only 83° 4'.

As we descend the Valley of the Jordan, the climate

steadily increases in temperature, till the maximum is

reached on the shores of the Dead Sea. Here frost is

unknown. So little is the severity of winter felt that,

during the month of January, the lowest mean tem-

perature of the night was 47° 8', and the mean tem-

perature of the day 67°, the lowest point ever reached

by the thermometer being on one occasion 42°. In

April, the thermometer registered 105° in the shade,

and in the summer so intense is the heat, that eveu
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the naked Arabs of the Safieh and of Engedi aie com-

pelled by it to leave these recesses and to take refuge

in the highlands.

It is needless to enter into particulars on the climate

of the northern frontier, Hermon and Lebanon, which

varies according to elevation, from the genial warmth of

the lower valleys to the Alpine severity of the mountain

tops, clothed with all but perpetual snows, and attain-

ing a height of about 10,000 feet above the sea level.

To sum up shortly, while frost and snow are unknown
in the Jordan valley, they are extremely rare, and never

last for twenty-four ho\irs in any part of the country

south of the northern mountain range. Tee is only

occasionally seen on stagnant pools in the hilly districts

in the early morning, and the only Scriptural allusions

to it are in the Book of Job and in the Psalms.

Rain falls most copiously in the Holy Land, but only

at certain periods of the year ; and there are few coun-

tries in which the probable weather can be reckoned on

with greater certainty than in Syria. In the summer
and autumn rain scarcely ever falls, and the sky is

hardly shaded by a cloud. The clear, uninterrupted

glare of the sun's rays scorches up every green thing,

excepting the foliage of the trees, and gives the whole
country the appearance of a stony desert. When the

rains do fall, they are, for the most part, generally dis-

tributed within a day or two over the whole country

from the Lebanon to Beersheba, though they fall most
copiously oii the coast and over the central hills, and in

much less abundance in the Lower Jordan valley than

elsewhere.

The climate is thus naturally divided, not into four

seasons, as with us, but into two, summer and winter,

which succeed each other with scarcely any intermediate

gradations, the summer commencing with the harvest in

April, and continuing until the 'former rain' in Novem-
ber. Scripture speaks in many passages of the ' early

rain ' or ' former rain,' i.e., the rains of autumn and
winter, and the ' latter rain,' or showers of spring :

" I

will give you the rain of your land in his due season,

the first rain and the latter rain " (Deut. xi. 14). " 'I'he

Lord our G(jd, that giveth rain, both the former and the

latter, in his season " (Jer. v. 24). " He shall come
unto us as the rain, as the latter and former rain unto
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the earth " (Hos. vi. 3). " He will cause to come
down for jou the rain, the former rain, and the latter

rain " (Joel ii. 23). " The husbandman waiteth for the
precious fruit of the earth .... until he receive the

early and latter rain " (Jas. v. 7).

These two rains are distinguished b}^ different names
in Hebrew: ' yoreh,' 'the former rain,' and ' malhosh'
' the latter rain ;' the generic words being ' inatar*
' rain,' and ' gesliem' ' a pouring rain.' " The heaven
was black with clouds and wind, and there was a

great rain [geshem\' (1 Kings xviii. 45). The former
rain never failed, excepting at times of special visita-

tion from the Lord (1 Kings xvii. 1): but the latter

rain was more uncertain, and has ever been looked
for with anxiety by the inhabitants of the country, for

on its copiousness depend the hopes of the harvest,

since it falls at the time when the corn is just pushing
into ear, and without it the crop is either deficient

or fails altogether :
" They waited for me as for the

rain ; and they opened their mouth wide as for the

latter rain" (Job xxix. 23). " (The King's favour) is

as a cloud of the latter rain " (Prov. xvi. 15). " There-
fore the showers have been withholden, and there hath
been no latter rain " (Jer. iii. 3), " Ask ye of the Lord
rain, in the time of the latter rain " (Zech. x. 1).

The occurrence of rain after the corn is ripe is scarcely

known, and thus we find it suggested as an image of

what is most incongruous :
" As snow in summer, and

as rain in hai-vest, so honour is not seemly for a fool
'"

(Prov. xxvi. 1). So thunder and rain in the time of

wheat harvest (April or May) was the sign granted by
the Lord in answer to the prayer of Samuel, and which
brought fear and conviction to the people of Israel (1

Sam. xii. 16-19).

It has sometimes been conjectured that the fall of

rain has materially diminished since the times of Scrip-

ture history. This seems scarcely to be the case as

regards the ' former rain,' or winter rains, which descend
in torrents unknown in our more northern climate. In
fact, so copious are they tha« the rainfall in the three

months of December, January, and February in the

driest part of Palestine actually exceeds the total rain-

fall of the year in the wettest parts of England. Thus,
the rainfall of Jerusalem varies from 85 to 44 inches.
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the mean beinp; 61-6 inches, the greatest fall registered

being 33-8 inches in Decembei' and 724 in three nionlhH,

December, January, and February. The enormous fall

of rain in winter may be best appreciated when we re-

member that the average rainfall in London for a year

is but 25 inches, and for Cumberland and Devon, the

wettest counties in England, little over 60 inches.

Jn the year 18>33-4, from July to July, there were

fjrty-three days on which rain fell. From May theio

was no rain until November 24. After that date to

March 4 there were fifteen days on which heavy

showers fell, two more on which there weie heavy

thunderstorms, and sixteen days on which the rain

fell continuously, which however never continued moie

than three successive days at a time. This I take to

be a fair average of the ordinary winter rains. From
March 4 to April 3 there was no rain^ excepting one

thunderstorm on March 26. During April there were

seven days on which rain fell in showers, and one heavy

thunderstorm on April 13, while on May 21 there was

a downpour of rain for nine hours on the Plain of

Gennesaret, considered an unusual, though most wel-

come, occurrence. These latter precious showers and

thunderstorms are no doubt the ' latter rain ' of Scrip-

ture.

This record of rainfall during one year may be taken

as applicable to the whole country, because, though our

own observations were made in the different localities

where we were sojourning, we compared notes with

friends at Jerusalem, Cail!a, and Nazareth, and found

that identical weather had prevailed over the whole

country. We thus see how uncertain and precarious

is the supply of the latter or spring rains.

It has often been supposed that the lainfall has

diminished in modern times. There seems no sufficient

ground to support this theory, as regards the former or

winter rains, but there is every probability that when
the country was well wooded and terraced, and those

terraces clad with olive trees, the spring rains were far

more copious than at present. Man}' light clouds which

now pass over from the west would then be attiacted

and precipitated m rain over the highlands. AVe also

see how, l>y a proper system of irrigation and reservoirs,

of the former existence of M'hich the ruins all over the
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country testify, the land miglit be cultivated to a degree

at present never attempted, and verdure and fertility

extended over its whole surface. At present, without

any effort to utilize the bountiful supplies of Providence,

three fourths of the rainfall are wholly wasted.

It may be added that the Jordan valley does not

receive so copious a supply of rain as either the coasts

or the highlands east and west of it. Day after day we
have seen the clouds, after pouring their fatness on

Samaria and Judeea, pass over the valley, and then

descend in torrents on the hills of Gilead and Moab.
Thunder is not uncommon in winter (we encountered

four days of thunderstorm) ; but it is unknown in sum-

mer. Hence the awe with, which the Isiaelites heaid

the thunder invoked by Samuel during wheat harvest.

I.e., in May :
" Is it not wheat harvest to-day ? 1 will

call unto the Lord, and He shall send thunder and rain.

.... And the Lord sent thunder and rain that day : and
all the people greatly feared the Lord and Samuel

"

fl Sam. xii. 17, 18).

The winds in Palestine are remarkably regular, both

in their seasons and their effects. Thus, in the forty-

three days during w^hich rain fell in 1863-4, the wind
was invariably west or south-west. So Elijah from the

top of Carmel waited for the little cloud arising out oi

the sea like a man's hand on the western horizon (1

Ivings xviii. 44). " W hen ye see a cloud rise out of

the west, straightway ye say. There cometh a showier

;

ard so it is " (Luke xii. 54).

The north wind is rare, and, of course, cool. Tlu^

south wind, or sirocco, is always oppressive at whatever

time of the year it blows :
" When ye see the south

wind blow, ye say, There will be heat; and it cometh to

pass " (Luke xii. 55). " Thy garments are warm, when
he quieteth the earth by the south wind " (Job xxxvii.

17). We had two days' sirocco with the south wind in

November, again on January 14 and 15, March 1 and

2, April 21 and 25, May i5 and IG and 26 and 27.

These were the only occasi(jns on which there was
south wind, and on each occasion the sirocco was most

oppressive.

The east, wind is verv rare from November to June.

(Jccaslontilly ttiere is a north-east breeze in winter,

which is cold, but not rainy. But the true east wind
c3
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blowing over the desert in summer, is dry and parching,

and withers up all vegetation. Hence it is much dreaded

by the inhabitants, and when it blows before harvest-

time, it often blights the husbandman's hopes, by
shrivelling the ears before they are filled :

" Yea, be-

hold, being planted, shall it prosper? shall it not utterly

wither when the east wind toucheth it?" (Ez. xvii. TO).

" An east wind shall come, the wind of the Lord shall

come up fiom the wilderness, and his spring shall be-

come dry " (Hos. xiii. 15). " Thou breakest the ships

of Tarshish with an east wind " (Ps. xlviii. 7). "He
stayeth his rough wind in the day of the east wind "

(Is. xxvii. 8).

In proof of the accuracy of these allusions, it may be

observed that from October, 1863, to June, 1864, there

were but six days on which the wind blew from the

east, and on each occasion it blew almost a gale, while

on the twentj'-seven days on which it was from the

north-east or south-east it was gentle, though cool in

the former case, and close and hot in the latter.

In the Jordan valley the under-currents are often dis-

tinct from the prevailing upper wind. The under-current

in winter generally blows down the valley from the

north, and in summer up the Ghor from the Arabah
from the south. Of course in so narrow a defile, lying

due north and south, east and west winds cannot
prevail
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CHAPTER IV.

Mammals.—Part I.

MaY-MALS, or beasts, are classified in Scripture, first, aa

to their habits as ' cattle,' or dt^mesticated animals, and
'beasts of the field,' or wild animals; secondly, cere-

monially, with regard to their employment for saciifice

or food, they are divided into clean and unclean, the

former comprising those which divide the hoof and chew
f ae end, the latter including all other quadrupeds. This
limitation of animal food to the flesh of ruminants,

thongh chiefly having reference to the habits of the ani-

mals, is yet, in some degree, also connected with the
wholesomeness of the meat. In eastern climates, ani-

mal food is a much less necessary article of diet than
in colder regions, and heating meats have to be espe-

cially avoided. The laws of Mohammed have borrowed
these Mosaic restrictions, and the Moslems are even
more scrupulous than the Jews or this point, though
one or two animals forbidden by the law of Moses, as

the hare, are not eschewed by the followers of the

Koran. They have likewise retained the injunction

of not eating the blood, or anything which has been

strangled or killed without bloodletting; and nothing,

not even the smallest bird, can be sold in the maikets
unless its throat has been cut. There was a double
reason for this restriction : first, because the blood was
held to contain the principle of life ; and, secondly, be
cause it was the ordinary heathen pr^^ctice to niingk-

the blood with the sacrifice, and oifer it on the altar.

The number of mammals in Palestine is, for the ex-

tent of the country, unusually large. Eighty species

are ascertained to be its present inhabitants, though
(Some of these are almost extinct, or only occasionally

straggle within its borders from the adjacent deserts.

In the list of domesticated animals, thei-e has been no
change since the Scripture period, unless we consider

the cat as an addition, it being <mly once referied to,

and that in the Apocrypha. Of wild animal^, the only
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specie^' mentioned in Scripture, vvLich are now certainly

extinct, are the lion and the reem, or unicorn, i.e.^ the

aurochs, but all the larger species have, through the

denudation of the forests and the persecution of man,
become verj- much more rare, and some merely linger

in the remote fastnesses.

Of the wild beasts once so formidable but few re-

main to be the terror of the flocks, and none which,
unprovoked, will attack man. The wolf, indeed, prowls
in small numbers to take advantage of an unguarded
tlock ; the hungry packs of jackals still wake the

echoes of the night round the folds and villages

:

and the hyaena prowls in the burying grounds, and
seeks with hideous laugh his uncleanly feasts among
Ixmes and carcases; but the lion's roar is no longer

heard, and th-^ leopard skulks only in the densest co-

verts on the sides of Carmel and Gilead, or in the few
forests of Galilee, while the bear has retired to the fast-

nesses of Hermon and Lebanon.
The wild goat still leaps about the cliffs ofEngedi, ' the

fountain of the kid,' and the gazelle troops not only over

the wide plains and downs of Southern Judiea, but even in

the valleys of Samaria and Galilee, and up to the very gates

of Jerusalem ; but the larger antelopes and the deer have
long since been hunted out of Western Palestine, and
are ]-arely seen, save on the borders of Gilead and on the

Plains of Basban. The wild boar is still very common,
the dread and the abomination of the careful husband-
man, whose fields it ravages without remorse, but it sel-

dom visits the neighbourhood of the towns on the coast.

The stony rocks, both north and south, are still a refuge

fur the conies, and hares of various kinds course over ali

the plains. The lesser rodents are very numerous, and
many of them most interesting and curious ; marmots
jerboas, rats, and mice, differing in species according
to the character of the district, like those of Southen
Europe in the north, and Arabian and African speciei

in the south. Our list of these is jDrobably by no
means complete, nor is that of the bats, which find a

congenial home in the caverns and lavines of every
wady.

Several Hebrew words are translated 'beasts.' (\.)
' Bchemih,' the general term for cattle, sometimes also

for quadrupeds, as opposed to fowls and creeping things,
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as " clean beasts . . . and beasts that are not clean
"

(Gen. vii. 2). It is also applied to beasts of burden

:

" to save the horses and mules alive, that we lose not

all the beasts " (1 Kings xviii. 5), &c. Sometimes also

to wild beasts :
" I will also send the teeth of beasts

upon them " (Deut. xxxii. 24), &c. (2.) ' Chayali,' mean-
ing a living thing, but more generally confined to car-

nivorous animals, ' beasts of the field,' as in Hos. xiii. 8 :

"The wild beasts shall tear them." So L>eut. vii. 22:
'• Thou mayest not consume them at once, lest tlie

beasts of the field increase upon thee." (3.) Beir, i.e.,

' pasturers ' or ' grazers,' used only of domestic cattle or

of beasts of burden : "So thou shalt give the congrega-

tion and their beasts drink " (Numb. xx. 8), &c.

We may, for convenience, consider the animals re-

ferred to in Holy Scripture in the alphabetical order of

the names by which they are rendered in our version.

Apes, Heb. Tcophim, are only mentioned in the account

ol:' the commodities imported by King Solomon from

Tharshish :
" Once in three years came the navy of

Tharshish, bringing gold and silver, ivory, and apes,

and peacocks" (1 Kings x. 22 ; 2 Chron. ix. 21). The
Hebrew word points out both the animal intended and

the country from which it came, since it is identical

with the modern Tamil name for monke}'', as also the

words used to express ivory and peacocks are Tamil
The Tharshish of Solomon must, therefore, have beeii

some part of Ceylon or of Southern India, unless it were
used to express those countries generally.

The word ' ape ' is generally used among ourselves fui

fhe tailless quadrumana, and ' monkey,' for those which
have tails. All tlie animals of this order in Ceylon and
Southern India belong, with the exception of the bonneted

monkey (Inuus pileatus) and its congeners, to the genus

K>eni)iopit)i€cus, or Presbytes, of which at least six species

are recognised in those regions. They are known as the

Wanderoo monkeys, and have short tails. Probably, the

Hebrew word is generic, and applied to the monkey
tribe in general. No species of ape is found wild either

in Palestine or the adjacent regions, although the Bar-

bary ape (Inuus sylvanus) is common throughout the Atlas

range, and extends even to Gibraltar, and an allied s])(i-

cies is found so far north as Japan. The Hebrews may
probably have been acquainted with some of the Atricaa
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baboons wliich are perhaps spoken of under the term

Satyr, in Isa. xiii. 21 ; xwiv. .14. [See feATYii.
|

A.3S.—Three Hebrew words apply to the domesticated

ass: (1.) Cliamor, 'he-ass,' like the Arabic Hhuniar, so

called from its ' tawny ' colour. (2.) Athon, ' bhe-ass,'

and (3.) 'At/ir, ' a colt,' or ' young ass.'

Tlie oiigin of the domestic ass (Asinus vulgaris) is from
the tiue Onager, or Asinus vulgaris, the wild ass of North-

east Africa, and to Egy})t, therefore, we may, with good
reason, refer its reclamation. But the period when man
first availed himself of the services of the ass as a beast

of burden is lost in antiquity. Its use may be traced on

the monuments of Egypt and Assyria. Abram rode on

an ass, and, in the days of the earliest patriarchs, herds

of asses were an important item in their possessions.

It is remarkable that, notwithstanding the length of

time that has elapsed since its original domestication, and
entirely changed as it is in habits and disposition, the ass

has altered less from its pristine form and colour, and is

less liable to variations in these respects, than any othei'

domestic animal. It still, in all climates and under all

circumstances, retains the general tone of colour which
belongs to the wild race, and from which it derives its

name, as well as the black line d(jwn the back and the

transverse black stripe on the shoulders ; and the diver-

sities of colour are, for the most part, merely ditlerent

shades'of the same primitive hue. AVhen, however, we
read of the ass in Holy Scripture, we must not picture

to ourselves the stunted, degraded, spiritless, and ill-

used creature which we too often meet with in northern

countries, where the ass has degenerated both in size

and spirit from the powerful and nimble animal of the

East. The ass is less capable of enduring cold than the

horse, and has often degenerated as it has advant^^d

northwards. In Syria, it has almost as much care be

stowed on it as the horse; it is groomed and well fed.

always obtaining its share of barley Avith its equine com
panions

;
great attention is paid to the cultivation of the

breed, and the finest and tallest he-asses are carefully

selected. These attain a height of thirteen to fourteen

hands. They have often great vivacity, and exhibit both
ingenuity and humour, sometimes decidedly mischievous.

One of our asses which had been severely beaten for mis-

oonduct by a member of our part}-, never foi-gc^t the oil-
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oumstance, but while ready to sniff and caress any of the

others, would stand demurely whenever his old enemy
was near, as if unconscious of his presence, until he was
within reach of his heels, when a sharp sudden kick,

with a look of more than ordinary asinine stolidity, was
the certain result. The Eastern ass will accomplish

quite as long a day's journey as the horse or the can\el

;

though its speed is not so great, it will maintain an
easy trot and canter for hours without flagging, and
always gains on the horse up the hills or on the broken
ground. The price of a well bred ass is from 101. to

20/., almost equal to that of a horse.

The ass is frequently mentioned in Scripture as being
ridden by persons of wealth and quality, as indeed it is

to the present day in the East. Thus Abraham saddled
his ass to go from Beersheba to Mount Moriah (Gen.
xxii. 3) ; Balaam proceeded on his ass from Chaldsea to

Moab (Numb. xxii. 21), when he was rebuked by the

Lord for his iniquity :
" The dumb ass, speaking with

man's voice, forbad the madness of the piophet (2 Pet.

ii. 16). The disobedient prophet who came from Judah
to Bethel rode on an ass (1 Kings xiii. 23); the thirty

sons of Jair, the judge, rode on thirty ass colts, a proof

of wealth and dignity (Judg. x. 4). The family of Abdon
the Judge, seventy in number, all rode on asses, a mark
of wealth and rank (Judg. xii. 14), So did Ahithophel
and Mephibosheth (2 Sam. xvii. 23 ; xix. 26).

Asses were especially used by women, as by Zipporah
(Exod. iv. 20). Achsah, the daughter of Caleb, lighted

from off her ass when she petitioned her father for a

dowry of springs of water (Judg. i. 14). Abigail rode on
her ass to meet David (1 Sam. xxv. 20) ; and the wealthy
Shunamite woman saddled an ass when she set out to

fetch Elisha (2 Kings iv. 24). White asses were an
especial mark of rank and dignity. Thus Deborah
addresses the judges as " Ye that ride on white asses

;"

and white asses are still in high esteem. Bagdad is

celebrated for its breed of white asses, which are con-

sidered more fleet than others ; and they are to be seen

•also in Damascus, where they command fancy prices,

but are tender, and do not flourish near the coast.

Zechariah had foretold of our Kedeemer :
" Behold thy

King Cometh imto thee : he is just, and having salvation
;

lowly, and riding upon an ass, and upon a colt the foal
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of an ass" (ix. 9). In reading this prophecy, and
the record of its fiilfihnent, we must not associate the

idea of humiliation, still less of degradation, with the

riding on asses' colts. The contrast is rather between
the entry of an earthly conqueror and of a peaceful

judge. The ass was the peaceable animal of the Prince

of Peace, in opposition to the proud war-horse of the

conqueror. The horse was never used for agricultural,

rarely for peaceful, purposes, and w^as intimately as-

sociated in the Jewish mind with wairiors and military

pomp. The mention of the sons of the Judges riding

on asses' colts, as a mark of peaceful dignity, sufiSciently

shows that the manner of our Lord's entry did not

symbolize humiliation, but peace. He entered, " riding

upon an ass, even'' (as it should be translated) "upon a

colt," as did the sons of Jair. The colt, never having
before been ridden, was al>o symbolical ; a new time, a

new Prince, a new animal to ride upon, which had not

been under the yoke. The mother is led with it, to

quiet it for the service.

The ass was also used for carrying burdens, and from
its strength Issaohar is couipared to "a strong ass

couching down between two buidens " (Gen. xlix. 14).

Jacob's sons carried their corn from Egypt to Canaan on
asses. Abigail laded asses with her presents f<jr David's

men, as did the Israelites, to welcome him as king in

Hebron ; and in the days of Nehemiah, as at present,

the commodities for the market at Jerusalem were
brought in on asses. It was also employed in agricul-

ture, as for ploughing :
" I'he oxen likewise and the

young asses that ear (/.e., till) the ground, shall eat clean

provender" (Isa. xxx. 24); "Blessed are ye that sow
beside all waters, that send forth thither the feet ot

the ox and the ass" (xxxii. 20). It was, however, for-

bidden to yoke these two together :
" Thou shalt not

plough with an ox and an ass together (Deut. xxii. 10),

a prohibition which was probably symbolical, like that

against a mingled seed in the preceding verse, and again>t

mingled garments, &c., in Lev. xix. 19, teaching to avoid

improper alliances in religious or civil life. The prohi-

bition may have been also one of humanity towards the

ass, whiuh would be thus unequally yoked.

The flesh of the ass was unclean, and it is record( d

as a proof of the terrible severity of the famine in
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S;\niana, ihat "an ass's head was sold for fourscore

pieces of silver" (2 Kings \i. 25). It is spoken of by
Ezekiel as an abomination :

" Whose flesh is as the flesh

of asses " (xxiii. 20). The laws of Mohammed also

forbid the flesh of the ass ; but the wild Bedouins east ot

Damascus pursue the wild ass, and esteem its meat a

great delicacy, as did also the Eomans.

The importance and value of asses is shown by the pre-

sents given to Abraham by the king of Egypt ; by their

enumeration among the possessions of Jacob, and of Job,

who had a thousand she asses. They were so considerable

a part of the royal wealth, tliat David had a special

officer over them (1 Chron. xxvii. 30). Nor have they

become a less important item in modern Oriental eco-

nomy ; and we have seen in the North of Palestine herds

of several hundred she asses kept together for breeding.

The saddle of the ass, so often mentioned in Scripture,

is a veiy elaborate structure, wholly difl'erent from that

of the horse. Under it is spread a saddle-cloth of several

folds of thick woollen. The saddle itself is of great

thickness, made of stiaw stitched under carpet, and very

flat at the top, with a high rounded pommel. Over it is

spread a saddle-cloth of Persian carpet or velvet, of the

brightest coloui's, ornamented with a fringe hanging
over the animal's tail. The stirrups are small and
narrow. The bridle is ornamented with embroidery,

tassels, cowries, and sometimes little bells are attached

to the reins.

Ass, WiiiD.—Two species of wild ass are re(!ognized

in the Hebrew. (1.) 'Arod, which occurs only in Job
xxxix. 5 :

" Who hath sent out the wild ass (pere) free ?

or who hath loosed the bands of the wild ass ('Ai'od) ?"

and in Dan. v. 21 : "His dwelling was with the wild

asses." (2.) Pere, which occurs in many passages where
a vivid description of its habits is given :

" W hose house

1 have made the wilderness, and the barren land his

dwellings. He scorneth the multitude of the city, neither

regardeth he the crying of the driver. The range of the

mountains is his pasture, and he searcheth after eveiy

green thing" (Job xxxix. 6-B). "Doth the wild ass

bray when he hath grass?" (vi. 5). " Though man be

born like a wild ass's colt" (xi. 12). " As wild asses

ill the desert, go they forth to their work. . . . The
wilderness yieldeth food for them and for their children

'
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(xxiv. 5). "The furts and towers shall be for dens

for ever, a joy of Avild asses " (Isa. xxxii. 14). " A wild

ass used to the wilderness, that snufteth up the wind at

her pleasure; in her occasion who can turn her away?"
(Jer. ii. 24). " The wild asses did stand in the high

places ; they snufifed up the wind like dragons " (xiv. 6).

*' They are gone up to Assyria, a wild ass alone

by himself" (ITos. viii. 9). All these passages refer

to the wild and uutameable nature of this animal; to

v'"-'--'^^^^

WILD AtS.

its extreme shyness and wariness, its fleetness, and its

abode in tlie most desolate and barren deserts. Hence
Tshmael is aptly described in the angel's promise to

Hagar : "lie will be a wild (lit. wild-ass) man; his

hand will be against every man, and every mans hand
against him" (Gen. xvi, 12).

From the frequent and familiar allusions to the wild
ass, we may conclude it was much more numerous in

the countries adjacent to Palestine in former times than
it is at present. Though well known by name, the
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wild ass is rarely now found west of the Hauran
(Bashan), nor do we find it in the Sinaitic wilder
ness. The species which is found east of Syria is

the Asinus hemippus, or Syrian wild ass, which differs

from the Asinus hemione, the wild ass of Central Asia,

in sundry slight particulars of osteology and form.

This species was nndoubtedly known to the Jews, and
is probably the pere of Scripture. The Asinus vulgaris,

or Onager of the ancients, the original of the tame
ass, inhabits the Egyptian deserts, and must also have
been known. If the species were distinguished from
the Syrian one, it may probably be the 'Arod of the

Hebrew. I have seen this ass wild in the deserts of

j^Jorth Africa, in small troops of four or five. When
riding in the Sahara, we detected what we took to be
antelopes, on a slightly-elevated mound of sand ; then,

by our glasses, discovering they had no horns, we sus-

pected they were the horses of Bedouins, who might be
concealed behind them, till they allowed us to approach
near enough to make them out more clearly, when,
snuffing up the wind, they dashed off at a speed which
the best of our horses could not have approached. I

afterwards saw a wild ass in the oasis of Souf, which had
been snared when a colt ; but though it had been kept
for three years in confinement, it was as untractable as

when first caught, biting and kicking furiously at every
one who approached it, and never enduring a saddle on
its back. In' appearance and colour it could not have
been distinguished from one of the finest specimens ol

the tame ass. The Syrian wild ass (^Asinus liemip'pus) in

no way differs from the African in habits.

All the species of wild ass are more or less migratory,

travelling north and south, according to the season, in

large herds. The Asiatic {Asinus liemippus) proceed in

summer as far north as Armenia, marking their course

by grazing the herbage very closely on their march. In

winter they descend as far as the shores of the Persian

Gulf. In the same manner the African species is only
in summer seen on the confines of Egypt, retiring in

winter towards the interior. Their habit of congre-

gating at watering places, and of standing on the watch
on any rising ground, both alluded to in Scripture, have
been already mentioned.

Badgeii.—The Hebrew word tachash, which is thus
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translated in our version, repeatedly occurs m the Pen-

tuteuch, with the addition " skins," in the descriptions

of the material employed for the outer covering of the

tabernacle. " Thou shall make a covering for the tent

of rams' skins, dyed red, and a covering above of

badgers' skins " (oroth techasldni) : Ex. xxvi. 14, &c.

In Ezekiel (xvi. 10) it is also mentioned as the material

of which the sandals of Jewish ladies was composed :

" I clothed thee with broidered work, and shod thee

with badger's skin." The badger (Meles taxus of natu-

ralists) is well known, though now very lare in this

country. It is found very Commonly in Palestine, con-

cealing itself in burrows among the hills ; and, though a

nocturnal and very shy animal, must be rather common
there, as we frequently met with it, and often saw the

skins exposed for sale in saddlers' shops. There is

no difference whatever between Palestine and English

specimens ; but there is no reason to think that it

was sufficiently common or attainable in the Sinaitic

wilderness to have provided an outer covering for the

tabernacle, and the skin designated tachash is pretty

clearly identified by the Arabic tuchash, which is a

general name for the various species of seals, dugongs,

and dolphins, found in the Red Sea, the special name
for the dolphin being del/in.

The dugongs are a singular group of marine mam-
malia, having some affinities with the cetacea or whale
tribe, with the seals, and in some respects with the

Pachydermata or thick-skinned quadrupeds. Several

species are known in the eastern seas, where they are

easily captured, as they resort chiefly to the mouths
of rivers, and never leave the shallow water, where
they feed on seaweed. They are from twelve to

twenty feet in length, sometimes considerably exceed-

hig even the latter measurement. One species has

been desciibed by Ehrenberg

—

Halicore hemprichii, from

the Gulf of Akabah and the shores of the Eed Sea,

where it is very common ; and Riippell has described

a dugong found among the coral banks of the Eed
Sea, which he has named Halicore tabernaculi, from

its being supposed to have furnished the covering for

the tabernacle, but which may possibly prove to be

identical with Ehrenberg's species. The skin of this

animal is used to the present day for purposes similar to

J
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those to wliicli the tachash of Scripture was applied.

Col. IT. Smith mentions its being employed for shoes by
the Arabs; and Dr. Eobinson writes : "The snpeiior"

(of the convent of Mount Sinai) " produced for me a

pair of the sandals usually worn by the Bedouin of the

Peninsula, made of the thick skin of a fish which is

caught in the Eed Sea. The Arabs round the convent

call it itln, but could give no further account of it than

that it is a large fi:sh and is eaten. It is a species of

Halicore, named by Ehrenberg Halicora hemprichii. The
skin is clumsy and coarse, and might answer very well

for the external covering of the tabernacle which was
constructed at Sinai, but would seem hardly a fitting

material for the ornamental sandals belonging to the

costly attire of high-born dames in Palestine described

by the Prophet Ezekiel " ( Besearches, vol. i. p. IIG).

As the tachash probably included also the seal, the san-

dals of the Jewish women may have been of that mate-

rial, and so also may have been the covering of the

tabernacle. To identify the species intended is impos-

sible, but enough has been adduced to show that it was
one of the marine mammalia.

night-flier,' is

included in Lev. xi. 19 and Dent. xiv. 18 among the

fowls tliat might not bo eaten, but were an abomination.

Bats are further described in the following verse as

"fowls that creep, going upon all four." The bat.
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though a mammal, was included by the Hebrews among
the fowls as having wings ; in fact, the word ' fowl ' in

Hebrew is literally ' winged,' and is as applicable to ;i

bat as to a bird. In Isaiah bats are spoken of as inha-

bitants of ruins and desolate places :
" In that day a man

shall cast his idols of silver, and his idols of gold, which

they made each one for himself to worship, to the moles

and to the bats " (ii. 20) ; and in the apocryphal book of

Baruoh bats are mentioned as sitting on the heads of the

Babylonian idols (vi. 22). Their habit of resorting in

great numbers to caves, ruins, and other dark places, is

well known ; and bats of many species resort by thou-

sands to the caverns and ruins of Palestine.

One small species of short-tailed small bat (Ve.sperugo

kuMii), well known in the south of Europe, swarms in the

quarries under the Temple at Jerusalem, and in the Cave
of AduUam, to such a degree that it is almost impossible

to keep a torch alight while creeping through the caverns.

Another small species, with a tail as long as its body,

and the singular horse-shoe nose characteristic of several

genera

—

Wiinopoma microphyllum—also found in Egypt,

dwells in thousands in the caves hy the Dead Sea and in

the Jordan valley. In Galilee especially, near the Lake
of Gennesaret, the caves are inhabited by clouds of a

very large taw^n3^-coloured bat [Taphozous nudiventris) , an

African species. In the wooded districts of the country

we also found in caves a large fox-headed tawny bat

{Xantharpyia cegyptiaca), measuring more than twenty

inches across the wings. Besides these several other

species were collected by us ; among others, the greater

horse-shoe bat, rather rare in England {Bliinolophus

ferrum-eqniniim) ; another horse-shoe bat (Rh. clkosus), the

European mouse-coloured bat {Vespertilio murimis). The
common long eared bat of England (^Plecotus auritus) flits

constantly about the Sea of Galilee and harbours in the

glens near it ; and other south-European and Egyptian

species are met with. In Central Palestine, as in

Britain, the bats are dormant duiing the winter ; but

in the neighbourhood of the Dead Sea, owing to the

w^armth of the climate, we found them active through-

out the year.

Bear. Heb. doh.—The bear is now comparatively rare

in Palestine, but in former times appears to have been

(!ommon throughout the country. Owing to the clear-
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ance of timber, and the more powerful weapons devised
by man, it has been completely extirpated in the south,

and in the north is only rarely to be met with in some
of the ravines of Galilee. On some parts of Lebanon
and on Hermon it is still by no means uncommon. Of
its former abundance we have evidence both in the
incidents mentioned in the sacred writings and in the

frequent allusions to its habits and characteristics.

Thus David mentions, in his conversation with Saul,

his having slain a lion and a bear which had robbed his

father's flock (1 Sam. xvii. 34), a circumstance which cor-

roborates a fact of which we have other evidence, viz., the
former abundance of wood in that now denuded district

of Judeea.

Again, when the children of Bethel mocked Elisha,

and bid him go up after Elijah, we read that " theie

came forth two she-bears out of the wood, and tare

forty and two of them" (2 Kings ii. 24). The ravine
leading up from Jericho to Bethel is now entirel}^

bare of timber, and could afford no cover for the bear

;

but when clothed with wood it must have been, from its

ruggedness, a secure fastness for any wild animals. The
bear is rarely met with except in forest, and always has
its lair under such cover ; it therefore is hardly ne-

cessary to suppose that the bears migrated from Leba-
non and Hermon to the lowlands in winter, traces of

them being found in Central Palestine as late as the
crusading times.

Although the bear rarely seeks an encounter with
man unprovoked, yet in all countries where it is

found it is a familiar fact that individuals, as is also

the case with the lion, will acquire a taste for liuinan

llesh, which they will gratify at all hazards. ^'he

Ceylonese bear is sometimes the terror of Cingalese
villages, from its ravages among the unarmed women
and children ; but the attack of the bears on the
children of Bethel was clearly a divinely- directed visi-

tation apart from the ordinary habits of the animal.
That the Syrian bear was formidable to man we have
from Amos (v. 19) : "As if a man did flee from a lion,

and a bear met him ;" and the ferocity of the she
bear, when aggravated by the loss of her whelps, is re-

peatedly mentioned. Thus Hushai says to Absalom

:

'* They " (David and his men) " be mighty men, and
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they be cliafed in their minds, as a bear robbed of her
whelps in the field" (2 Sam. xvii. 8). *' Let a bear
robbed of her whelps meet a man, rather than a fool in

his folly" (Prov. xvii. 12). "I will meet them as a
bear that is bereaved of her whelps " (IIos. xiii. 8). The
lament of those who mourn over disappointed hopes is

compared to the deep monotonous growl of the bear by
Isaiah :

" We roar all like bears " (lix. 11).

The Syiian bear, known by the same name (duh), in

Arabic, as in Hebrew, is a species very closely allied

to the brown bear of Europe (Ursus arctos); but dis-

tinguished by naturalists as Ursus sijriacus, though
Giebel and other writers consider the two identical. It

is much lighter in colour than the bear of Euiope, but
does not appear otherwise to ditier in any but very
trivial characteristics, and, like it, it lives chiefly on

iruits and roots, occasionally varying its diet by a visit

to the sheepfolds, or to the goats of the villages. The
same species extends through Armenia and Northern
l^ersia. If it be merely a local variety of the brown
bear, which is most probable, as no difference excepting

the shade of colour has been defined, tlie same animal
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extends from the Pyrenees and Norway to the Himalayas
and Siberia.

I never but once saw the Syrian bear south of Her-

mon ; this was in winter, in a rugged ravine near the

Lake of Gennesaret. When we visited Hermon, before

the snow had melted from the top, we found the snow
ridges trodden in all directions by the tracks of bears,

which were well known, but not much feared, by the shep-

herds, and we also saw their traces in the snow on

Lebanon. They descend both sides of Hermon, and do

considerable damage to the crops, especially the lentils,

of which they are very fond.

Tlie Rev. F. W. Holland gives me the following account

of the Syrian bear on Hermon :
—

" On June 27, 1865, I

slept on. the top of Mount Hermon. Just as the sun

was setting, I saw two bears rolling each other over iu

tlie snow about 400 yards distant. We went to sleep,

fully expecting a visit from them during the night ; but

they did not disturb us, though at daybreak we found
them still near us. When the sun had risen they left

the snow and went down the mountain side. As we
descended we came upon another in a narrow gorge

busily engaged in rolling over the large boulders, though
there did not appear to be food of any kind for him
among the stones. I was some distance ahead of my
companions, and he did not see me till I got within

about fifty yards of him. He then reared himself up,

and sat grinning at me as I approachtd with my little

revolver, my only weapon. Unfortunately, the Syrian

we had with us came in sight, and set up a shout, which
so frightened the bear that he turned and fled, falling

head over heels on a frozen spring, but did not stop till

he was fully a quarter of a mile off, when, turning round
for a moment, he shook his head angrily and then gal-

loped away again. Bears must be very common on
Mount Hermon. When I pointed them out to our
guide, who lived in one of the villages at the foot of the

mount, and was a charcoal-burner by trade, he laughed
at my appearing surprised to see them, and evidently

did not consider them worth looking at or thinking

about, saying there were many of them. When we were
tliere, there was but little snow, and the bears had doubt-

less come up from the lower parts of Hermon to enjoy a

roll in it."
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Beast, Wild.—The Hebrew word cliayali, so translated

and already mentioned, evidently stands for wild beasts

ill general. So also does ziz, i.e., moving things, rendered
' wdd beasts' in Ps. 1. 11: "The wild beasts of the

field are mine ;" and Ps. Ixxx. 13 :
" The wild beast ot

the field doth devour it." In Isa. xxxiv. 14 we read :

"The wild beasts (zihn) of the desert shall also meet
with the wild beasts (lyim) of the island." When, as

lyim probabl}^ denotes a particular animal, zim may also

stand for some desert wild beast, as the hygena con-

trasted with the jackal. So also xiii. 21 :
" Wild beasts

[ziim) of the desert shall lie there." In three passages

the plural form hjim, meaning ' the howlers,' occurs.

" The wild beasts (iyhn) of the islands shall ciy in their

desolate houses, and dragons in their pleasant palaces
"

(Isa. xiii. 22). See also xxxiv. 14, quoted above, and

Jer. 1. 39 :
" Therefore the wild beasts (ziwi) of the

desert with the wild beasts (njim) of the island shall

dwell there, and the owls shall dwell therein." There

can be no doubt that iyim stands for 'jackals,' the

bowling of which is so well known, and one of tbe

Arabic names of which is also 'the sons of howling.'

These animals, though so common in Palestine, are not

mentioned specially under any other names, excepting

sliual, which also includes the fox. Bochart considers

the fyim to be the same as the Greek tlioes, Avliich he

attempts, I think scarcely satisfactorily, to ]U'ove to bo

some other animal, distinct from either wolf or jackal.

But as no such creature is known to exist, and as Pliny's

definition of the thoes exactly fits the jackal, we may be

content with this interpretation. [See Jackal.]

Behemoih.—The Hebrew for 'beasts,' i.e., 'great

beasts,' in our version left untranslated, where it occurs

in the Book of Job. Elsewhere it is frequently used

for cattle, herds, or wild beasts, and is so translated.

But in Job a very different and distinct animal, the

hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibius) is portraj^ed in

the address of the Lord to the patriarch :
" Behold now

behemoth, which I made with thee ; he eateth gi-ass as

an ox. Lo now his strength is in his loins, and his

force is in the navel of his belly. He moveth his tail

like a cedar : the sinews of his stones are wrapped to-

gether. His bones are as strong pieces of brass; his

bones are like bars of iron. He i« the chief of the ways
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of God : be that made him can make his sword to

approach unto him" (or, rather, ' liath furnished him
with his scythe,' i.e., ' tooth '). " Surely the mountains
bring him forth food, where all the beasts of the field

play. He lieth nnder the shady trees, in the covert of

tlie reed and fens. The shady trees cover him with
their shadow : the willows of the brook compass him
abont. Behold, he drinketh np a river, and hasteth not

:

he trnsfeth that he can di'aw np Jordan into his mouth.

HIPPOPOTAMUS.

He taketh it with his eyes : his nose pierceth throuy,h

snares " (Job xl. 15-24). The last ver.se may be better

rendered :
" AVill anyone capture him when in his sight?

W ill an} one bore his nostril in the snare ?"

The old connnentators have made all sorts of conjectures

no the behemoth. Some have maintained it was the ele-

phant, others the wild buffalo, others the mammoth or some
extinct pachyderm ; others that it is a poetical description

of these large creatures generally. But it appears clear

D 2
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that the description suits the lii})|)opotiinius exactly, s.iid

it alone, and this interpretation has heen adopted by
Bochart and most modern critics. We know from the

Egyptian monuments that this huge animal was hunted
by them with spears, and noting its place in the deserin-

tion of the marvels of creation in Job, just before iUe

leviathan or crocodile, the sequence seems to be, that-

powerful and terrible as is the hippopotamus, yet it may
sometimes be taken with spears :

" But what canst thou
do with the crocodile 1 Will spears and barbs avail aj^ainst

him 1
"

When we go into the dt-tails of the descrij^tion, every-

thing points to this mighty pachyderm : "He eateth

grass as an ox," and his Maker " hath furnished hini

with his scythe," The hippopotamus is strictly herbi-

vorous, and makes sad havoc among the rice fields

and cultivated grounds when at nioht he issues forth

from the reedy fens. Plis appetite is immense, and his

formidable-looking teeth are of peculiar shape, the lower

jaw being furnished with enormous ripping chisel-like

canines, and the lower incisors formed for uprooting.
" With these apparently combined teeth, the hippo-

potamus can cut the grass as neatly as if it were mown
with the scythe, and is able to sever, as if with shears,

a tolerably stout and thick stem" (Wood's Mammalia,
p. 762). '* The mountains bring him forth food." He
feeds on the dry land, though an inhabitant of the

waters, and searches the rising grounds near the rivers for

his sustenance, in company with the animals of the land.

But his home is not there :
" lie lieth under the shady

trees, in the covert of the reed and fens." The whole ol

the day is spent under the shady covert of the marshes,

or sleeping and snorting in still water, and in the long

reaches of rivers, often sinking to the bottom for a con-

siderable time, and then rising to the surface, where it

floats motionless, with only its eyes and nostrils above

water. " He drinketh up a river, and hasteth not."

This may refer to the incessant snorting of water from

his nostrils, or the passage may be explained :
" The river

Bwelleth proudly against him, yet he is not afraid.''

perhaps alluding to the annual rising of the Nile. Living-

stone ODserves, that " they prefer to remain by day io

a drowsy yawning state, and, though their eyes are open,

they take little notice ot tliiiit;!^ at a distance
"
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With respect to the difficulty of capturing him, men
tioned in verse 24, we know tliat the ancient Egyp-
tians pursued the river-horse, as he is called, with spears,

as depicted on their monuments, but the ordinary mode
is by pitfalls, carefully concealed, across the paths they

frequent in travelling by night to the pasture grounds,

and spiked at the bottom with sharp stakes. These

pitfalls require much care in their construction, for the

caution and suspicion of the animal are great. " His

nose pierceth through snares ; " but when once he has

inadvertently trodden on the treacherous platform, his

despatch is easy. Another method of hunting still prac-

ticed, is more like the Egyptian mode, floating down,

the stream on a raft or canoe so as not to alarm the

herd, and then striking one with a barbed harpoon, tc

which a long line and buoy are attached. The animal,

unable to disengage itself, is then rapidly pursued, and
struck every time he comes to the surface till he is worn
out by loss of blood.

The hippopotamus was the largest beast known to

the Jews, and thus well merited the name ' behemoth,'

the beast par excellence. At present it is found through-

out Africa in all the large rivers, from the frontier of

the Gape Colony northwards to the cataracts of the

Nile. But anciently its range was much wider, and it

seems to have been familiar to the Egyptians on the

Lower Nile. There is only one other species, H. liheri-

ensis, on the western coast of Africa, distinguished by
having only two incisors in the lower jaw. No hippo-

potamus is found in Aaia, but there is no reason for

asserting that it may not have had an eastern range as

(ar as Palestine, and wallowed in the Jordan, for its bones

are found in the debris of the rivers of Algeria, flowing

into the JNIediterranean, where tradition is quite silent as

to its former existence.

Several extinct species of hippopotamus have been

found in the later tertiary deposits, borh of England
and other countries of Europe, embedded in gravel which

contains shells of many existing species of the locality,

showing that the temperature has not much ch.uiged,

and that some of the fossil species were natives of cold

and temperate climates. The flesh of the hippopotamus
is considered very good, and its hide, of enormona
thickness (sometimes one niul a half inches^ is cut
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into strips for whips, as it was hy tlie ancient Egj-p-

tians.

Boar, Wild.— The Ilehrew chazir, like the Arahic

chanzir, is applied alike to the wild boar [Sus scrofa of

naturalists), and to the domesticated swine, x^tpo?, in the

New Testament. Whei'e it ocenrs in the Holy Scriptures

it nsnally refers to the tame animal, in one place onh^ t<>

the wild :
" The boar ont of the wood doth waste it, and

the wild beast of the field doth devour it " (Ps. Ixxx. 13).

It must not be inferred from this solitary allusion that

the wild boar was scarce in Palestine. It is, and doubt-

less alwavs was. n^ost abnndant theie, and two familiar

WILD BuAK.

points in its habits are mentioned by the Psalmist :
its

making its lair among the woods, and the devastation it

commits in the vine}ards.

Although abhorred as 1he most unclean of the un-

clean by both Moslem and Jew, it is eagerly chased

and destroyed on account of the frightful ravages it

makes among the crops. ISot only does it devour any

fruits within reach, but in a single night a party of

wild boars will uproot a whole lield, and destioy the

husbandman's hopes for the year. The places they

love to frequent are the reedy marshes arid thickets by
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rivers and lakes, and they swarm in the thickets all alon*;

the banks of the Jordan from Jericho to the Lake of

Gennesaret. From these fastnesses, whence neither dog
nor man can dislodge them, they make nightly forays

upon the corn-fields and root-crops of the villagers, i e-

turning at daybreak to tbeir coverts. About Jericho
they are especially destructive, and when the barley
crop is ripening, the husbandmen have to keep nightly
M'^atch to drive them away. Their presence can always
be detected by the crashing noise they make in forcing

their way through the thickets, when the men fire,

guided by the sound.

Where we were encamped, several were thus shot,

and we found both old and young delicious eating,

bearing the same relation to pork that venison does to

mutton. 'Jlie flesh was rather dark, and so long as

we had any in our larder we discovered another ad-

vantage: that we were secure from pilferers, so great
is their horror of the unclean thing. When the Jordan
overflowed its banks, a little before barley harvest, the

\vild pigs were driven up by hundreds from the riA'er

to the open country, secreting themselves by day either

in any small thicket they could find, or even in caves
and under bare rocks. At this time many were shot,

being roused by the dogs, and then puisued in the open.

So bold were the}^ that night after night they came close

to our tents, perhaps tempted by the odour of food.

They are also plentiful near the Sea of Galilee, by
the Waters of Merom, under Mount Tabor, about Mount
Oarmel, along the banks of the Kishon, and in the
Plain of Sharon. We were surprised to find them also

in the bare wilderness of Beersheba, where they tear up
innumerable furrows in the herbage of the downs, sub-
sisting on the roots of the asphodels, irises, and crocuses,

which carpet the slopes and plains.

But nowhere are they so abundant as among the valleys

of Moab and Gilead. The many streams, of which the
Jabbok and the Arnon are the most important, which
furrow that long chain of mountains and descend to the

Jordan or the Dead Sea, are for the most part thickly

shaded by a rich fringe of oleander. Among them, close

to the never-failing water, the wild boar multiplies

rapidly, and as we rode up the wadys they weie never
out of sight. Every few minutes they were put up, and
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Bcampered \ip the hills, sometimes one or two huge old

boais alone, more fre(iuently a kow with a Irng train of

little ones, ill striped zebra fashion, black und yellow.

Were the country east of Jordan more cultivated, the wild

boars would be a perfect pest until their numbers had

been reduced. Even under Hermon, in the vineyard

districts, we heard grievous lamentations of the damiige

done to the vines by the boars, which devour not only i he

grapes, but aliso munch up the bearing shoots. The wild

boar is a much more formidable-looking animal, as he

charges Avith his huge shoulders, than he is usuall}^ de-

picted ; but he never attacks unprovoked. When hard

pressed, he is very dangerous both to man and horse, and

the latter is often ripped up by his tusks in the chase.

The wild boar is a pachydermatous animal, unclean by
the Mosaic law, because, though dividing the hoof, it

does not chew the cud. It has an immense geographical

range, extending throughout the whole of Europe and
North Africa, through Asia, into Eastern Siberia and
Persia, while the Indian wild boar is very closely allied

to it, only differing in having a larger and more pointed

head and smaller and more pointed ears. The European
and West Asiatic boar has a stronger, heavier appearance

than the Indian. Giebel considers there is but one

species from Spain to China. [See also Swine.]

Bull, Wild.—The Heb. to, or te6, thus translated,

occurs only twice. In the list of beasts that may be

eaten, in Deut. xiv. 5, it is rendered "wild ox." In

Isa. li. 20, we read :
" Thy sons have fainted : they lie at

the head of all the streets as a wild bull (to) in a net."

Scarcely any two commentators are agreed as to the

exact species of wild animal intended by ' teo.' From
its position in the list in Deuteronomy, it must have
been of the bovine or antelope class ; and from the ex-

pression in Isaiah we may conclude it to have been

extremely wild and untameable.

Buffaloes are now veiy common in Palestine, but

they are the same as the Indian species, and there seems

reascm to believe that th^y were not introduced there till

afrer the Khalifs overran Persia, and brought them back.

They are employed as domestic cattle in the low-lying

marsh lavids, but there is no trace of their having ever

existed there in a wild state, nor do we find them rcpie-

vented on the Egyptian moDumenta. The true wild bull
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of the conntiy, the extinct aurochs, is represented by
another name, reem. [See Unicorn.]

Nor can we reasonably identify the ted with the bison,

which, though it probably existed to a late period in the

Lebanon, could scarcely have been sufficiently known
in the souih country or the wilderness to be specially

named among the animals used for food.

There remain, therefore, but the vaiious species of

lai-ger antelope, formerly, no doubt, far more common in

Palestine and the neighbouring countries, but of which
three species at least are still found on its borders.

These are the Antilope leucoryx, or oryx ; the Addax
{AntUope addax) ; and the Bubale (Alcephalus huhalis), the

'Bekk'r el wash' or 'wild cow^' of the Arabs. There
is some reason for believing the latter to be represented
by the w^oid rendered ' fallow-deer' in our version, and
that the addax maybe designated by the 'pygarg' of

our Bible. Very possibly, theretbre, the oiyx may be
taken to stand tor the Hebrew ted. This is also the
interpretation of the most important ancient versions.

The oryx is still found on the conlines of the Holy Land,
though strictly an inhabitant of the dcsei ts, and, although
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I never obtained it, I have been quite near enough to it

to identify it by the shape of its horns. These are of im-

mense length, sweeping towards its back in a wide curve,

and often exceeding three feet in length. They are fre-

quently to be purchased in the bazaars of Damascus, it

is a laige animal, standing between three and a half and
four feet in height, and though rather heavy in build,

has great speed, bounding and leaping like an ibex. Its

lower parts, flanks, and face are of a sandy-white colour,

with large darker patches of brown and tawny on its

lace, back, and flanks. Its horns, though so recurved,

are a formidable weapon of offence, and wlien wounded
and brought to bay, it will frequently pierce the
hunter by a sudden and well-directed blow. The oryx
is found throughout all North Africa, in the Sahara,
Arabia, the Mesopotamian de>ert, and Persia. It does

not seem to occur farther east. In the south of Africa
its place is taken by tlie Gems-Bok (Oryx gazella), dis-

tinguished by its straight horns.

Camel, Heb. gamal, which name has been preserved
with scarcely any alteration in Arabic, Greek, and all

modern languages. The camel is the most valuable of
all animals to man in the east, being the only creature
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capable of supplying his wants in traversing the vast

deserrs of Arabia, North Africa, and Western Asia. We
have no trace of the wihl original, nor any clue to the

period when it was first reduced to servitudo by man.
it must have been a native of Central or Southern Asia,

and the bones of a fossil species have been found in the

tertiary remains of the Himalayan region.

But in the earliest records of man we find the camel
already enlisted in man's service. It was common in

Mesopotamia and Egypt. In the latter country " Abram
had sheep, and oxen, and he-asses. . . and she-asses, and
camels," presents from Pharaoh (Gen. xii. 16). Jacob
" had much cattle and camels " (xxx. 43), and gave Esau,

among other gifts, thirty milch camels with their colts

(xxxii. 15). They were then, as nijw, the carriers of the

trading caravans to Egypt. The Ishmaelites, to wliom
Joseph was sold by his brethren, "came from Gilcad
with their camels, bearing spicery and balm and myrrh,
going to carry it down to Egypt" (xxxvii. 25). Not the

least item in the vrealth of the patriarch Job was his

3000 camels, afterwards increased to 6000. Tiie camels
of the Egyptians were slain by the murrain in the plague

of Egypt (Ex. ix. 3).

Bat it was especially in the regions east and south

of Canaan that the camels were most numerous, as

they are to this day. The Reubenites, in their wars
with the Hagarites, the Arabs of the western Belka,

took of their camels 50,000 (1 Chron. v. 21), and the

powerful tribe of the Beni Sakk'r, who now inhabit

that region, boast of 100,000 camels. So we read that

when the Midianites and the Amalekites invaded
Israel in the days of Gideon, " Their camels were with-

out number, as the sand by the sea side for multitude
"

(J udg. vii. 12). And in the picture given by Isaiah of the

universal triumph of Christ's church in the latter days, the

Avild sons of the desert are described as coming in with
their camels :

" The multitude of camels shall cover thee,

the dromedaries of Midian and Ephah " (Lsa.lx,6). Camels
bore the spices and gold and precious stones that the

Queen of Sheba brought to Solomon, and they formed
part of the train of the Ethiopian invaders, defeated by
Asa (2 Chron. xiv. 15), and were also used by the Syrians
of Damascus (2 Knigs viii. 9). David had a special

officer to take charge of the royal camels, Obil the
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Lshraaclite (1 Chron. xxvii. 30), wliose charge probably

pastured in his own native deserts, which then owned
David's sway ; and on the return from the Babyhmisb
cai^tivity Ezra and Nehemiah record the camels, then

only 435 in number, which were possessed by the assem-

bled congregation.

The camel was used for various purposes, not onlyfoi

bearing burdens and for riding, as when Eebekah tra-

velled from Mesopotamia to meet her futui'e husband
(Gen. xxiv. 64), and when 400 Amalekites escaped on

their camels from David, after plundering the south of

Judah (1 Sam. xxx. 17) ; but also for draught in agricul-

ture—a use to which they are less frequently applied in

modern times. In Arabia and North Africa the camel

is still ordinarily yoked to the plough, but this service

is in Syria almost alwaj^s performed by the ox or the ass.

We find in Isaiah an allusion to camels drawing chariots :

" And he saw a chariot with a couple of horsemen, a

chariot of asses, and a chariot of camels" (xxi. 7).

\ am net aware that the camel is now ever attached

to wheel carriages, but as the prophet is in this passage

describing the composition of the Median army, by
which Babylon was to be overthrown, it is possible that

he is speaking of a Persian, not of a Jewish, custom.

Indeed, the anatomical structure of the camel does not

adapt it so much for a beast of draught as of burden.
" They will carry . . . their treasures upon the hunches

of camels " (^Isa. xxx. 6).

The great strength of the camel lies not in the pro-

pelling power of the shoulder, but in the sustaining

power of the back, and especially of the hump called

above ' the bunch.' To enable ihe "camel to receive

its load, by a special provision of Nature, it is formed
to kneel down whenever it desires to rest, or to drink,

and it also prefers feeding in this posture. Abraham's
servant " made his camels to kneel down without the

city by a well of water " (Gen. xxiv. 11). This habit of

kneeling down is not merel}' the result of training; it is

theii* natural posture of repose, as is shown also by the cal-

losities upon the joints of the legs, and especially by that

upon the breast, which serves as a pedestal to support the

huge body.

The burden of the camel is generall}^ adjusled to a

huge framewoik or saddle upon and round the huiiip;
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tliongli Ihe saddle for some of ibe swift dromedaries

is fixed just in front of the hump. This great frame-

work appears to he alluded to when we read that when
Laban went to search for his stolen images "• Ifachel had
taken the image, and put them in the camel's furniture,

and sat upon them " (Gen. xxxi. 34). This fnrniture

is the large basket bags attached on each side of the

saddle, in which ladies and children sit to travel, as being

less fatiguing than the flat surface on which the men are

perched cross-legged. In the ample folds and hollow

space of the frame there would be no dilficulty in con-

cealing any articles of tolerable size.

The riding camels are freqiiently decDrated, like the

horses, with fantastic trappings, and especially witli

cowrie shells stitched on to the halter. Thus we read :

" Gideon . . . took away the ornaments that were on
their camels' necks;" or, as in the marginal translation,

' ornaments like the moon ' (Judg. viii. 21). These cres-

cent-shaped ornaments are in common use to the present

day, formed generally of shells on red cloth, or by the

sheikhs worn made of silver, sometimes so thickly studded
as to jingle at every step. The camel is ne\er riddeo
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wHii a bit, but with a halter atfiCtied tea nooso round
the nose, by which Ihe animal is guided, though its

natural obstinacy renders it very unmanageable when it

i.>s not following the line of the caravan. Either a trusty

and docile camel must be selected as leader, or, in dis-

tricts where horses can be used, the first camel's halter

is held by a mounted horseman, who thus directs the

whole caravan. The camels are also frequently orna-

mented with leather or cloth necklaces, on which the

ornaments are stitched.

The camel is by no means an amiable animal, and its

owner never seems to form any attachment to his beast,

nor the animal to reciprocate kindness in any degree. I

never found one camel valued above his fellow for intel-

ligence or affection. A traveller always makes a friend

of his horse, most certainly of his ass, sometimes of his

mule, but never of his camel. I have made a journey in

Africa for three months with the same camels, but never
succeeded in eliciting the slightest token of recognition

from one of them, or of a friendly disposition for kindness

shown. Dr. tiobinson gives the following very faithful

account of the camel :
—" Admirably adapted to the desert

regions, which are their home, they yet constitute one of

the evils which travelling in the desert brings with it.

Their long, slow, rolling, or rocking gait, although not

at first veiy unpleasant, becomes exceedingly fatiguing,

so that I have often been moie exhausted in riding five-

and-twenty miles upon a camel than in travelling fifty

upon horseback. Yet without them how could such

journeys be performed at all ? But their home is tht

desert, and they were made, in the wisdom of the Creator,

to be the carriers of the desert. The coarse and prickly

shrubs of the wastes are to them most delicious food, and
even of them they eat but little. So few are the wants
of their nature that their power of going without food,

as well as without water, is wonderful. They never

appear to tire, but commonly march as freshly at even
ing as in the morning. ... If they once begin to fail,

they soon lie down and die. Thus, two camels of our

train died between Suez and Akabah, which a few hours

before had been travelling Math full loads. In all our

journey to Wady Musa the camels fed only upon shrubs,

and never tasted grain of any kind, although once we had
then loaded for thirty-six hours, during all which tiiue
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they browsed only for one hour. Their well-known
habit of lying down ripou the breast to receive their

burdens. ... is an admirable adaptation of nature to

their destiny as carriei-s. . . . Hardly less wonderful is the

adaptation of their broad- cushioned foot to the arid sands

and gravelly soil, which it is their lot chiefly to traverse.

The camel in very many respects is not unlike the sheep.

They are a silly, timid, animal, gregarious, and when
alarmed, like sheep, they run and huddle all together.

Q'hey are commonly represented as patient, but if so, it

is the patience of stupidity. They are rather exceed-

ingly impatient, and utter loud cries of indignation when
receiving their loads, and not seldom on being made to

kneel down. They arc also obstinate, and frequently

vicious; and the attempt to urge them forward is often

very much like trying to drive sheep the way they do

not choose to go. The cry of the camel resembles in a

degree the hollow bleating of the sheep ; sometimes it is

like the howling of neat cattle, or the hoarse squeal of

the swine. But the Arabs heed not their cries, nor does

the poor animal find much mercy at their hands. Heavy
and galling loads and meagre fare are his appointed

portion, and God has hardened him to them. The
camels of the Fellahin (husbandmen) appear to have an

easier lot; they are mostly large, fat, and strong, while

thuse of the Bedouin in the deserts are comparatively

thin and slender. The singular power of the camel to

go without water seems also to be of the same nature as

that of the sheep, at least, in its manifestation, though
in a far greater degree. The dew and the juice of grass

and herbs are sufScient for them in ordinary cases,

thongh, when the pasturage has become dry, the Arabs
water their flocks every two days and their camels eveiy

three. The longest trial to which we subjected our

camels with respect to water was from Cairo to Suez, four

days
;
yet some of them did not drink even then, although

they had only the driest fodder. But at all times the

camel eats and drinks little; he is a cold-blooded, heavy,

sullen animal, having little feeling and little suscepti-

bility for pain. Thistles and briars and thorns he crops

and chews with more avidity than the softest green

fodder; nor does he seem to feel pain from blows or

pricks, unless they are very violent.

" There is nothing graceful or sprightly in any camcb
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old or young; all is mis-shapen, ungainly, and awkward.
The young have nothing frisky or playful, but in all

their movements are as staid and sober as their dams.
In this respect how unlike the lamb !

" As the carriers of the East, ' the ships of the desert,'

another important quality of the camel is their sure-

footedness. I was surprised to find them travelling

with so much ease and safety up and down the most
rugged mountain passes. They do not choose their way
with the like sagacity as the mule or even as the horses,

but they tread much more surely and safely, and never
either slip or stumble. . . . The sounds by which the

Arabs govern their camels are very few and very gut-

tural. The signal for kneeling is not unlike a gemlo
snore, and is made by throwing the breath strongly

against the palate, but not through the nose. That
for stopping is a sort of a guttural clucking which I

never could master."

—

Bohinsons Researches, vol. ii. pp.
208-210.

The provision of nature by which the camel is enabled
to subsist so long without a fresh supply of water, con-

sists in the large development of the honey-comb net-

work, or tissue of cells, which lines the first stomach,
and which receives and retains the water taken into tho
stomach after the natural thirst has been allayed. These
iioney-comb cells become largely dilated to receive the

water.

The camel is not a swift animal. On good ground it

will keep up a p)ace, whei:i laden, of three miles an hour
;

but its aveiage speed, taking into account rough or un-

even ground and hills, does not exceed two and a half

miles an hour, which is the ordinary calculation for

travelling in the East. But this pace it will maintain
for many consecutive hours. The dromedary, or finely-

bred swift camel, will keep up eight or ten miles an
hour when lightl}^ mounted.

In two passages another Plebrew word, ' Becer^

^BicJirah' (the* masculine and feminine forms of the

same noun), occurs, and is translated Dromedary
" The multitude of camels shall cover thee, the drome
daries of Midian and Ephah" (Isa, Ix. 6). "Thou art

a swift dromeda7-y, traversing her ways " (Jer. ii. 23).

There is no doubt of the correctness of the tronsla-

tion, Dut the dromedary must not be imagined to be a
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distinct spe(;ies, but only the choicer breed of carne'Ls,

differing from the camel as the race-horse does from the

cart-horse. The di-omedaiy is much taller and longer
in the leg, is altogether of a more slender shape, and is

freqnentl}^ of a very light colour. It is distinguished in

Arabia as the Heirie and in the Sahai-a as the Maharik.

It is much less endnrant of change of tem{)erature than
the ordinary camel, and cannot bear the cold of the coast.

Eighty miles a day is its speed when pressed, though
fabulous stories are told of its accomplishing 250 miles
without a halt. The chief marks of the diomedar}',

besides its slendor form, are the comparative smallness
of the hump, and the strength and breadth of the

shoulders, on which the saddle is often placed. For a
camel its shape is really elegant.

There is only one species of true camel distinguished
from the Camelus dromedarim. This is the two-humped
camel {Camelus hadrianus), which is depicted on the

Assyrian monuments, but to which there is no special

allusion in Scripture, and which probably was unknown
to the Jews until a late period of their history. Its

powers of endurance are less, but of sustaining cold

greater than those of the Arabian camel. It extends
throughout Persia, Tartary, and China, and Central Asia
generally. We never saw it in any caravans in Syria.

The flesh of the camel is eaten by all eastein nations.

It is coarse and dry, much inferior to beef. I have, often

dined off it when nothing better could be had, but it is

probably less savoury tlian horse-flesh. In Syria it is

less esteemed than in Arabia and Africa, and is only
cooked by the very poorest. By the Law of Moses
(Lev. xi. 4; Deut. xiv. 7), it was forbidden as food,
" because he cheweth the cud, but divideth not the

hoof: he is unclean unto you," the division of the

cameFs foot being only partial. Camel's milk is XGvy
largely used, and is excellent. The Jews no doubt em-
i:)lo3'ed it, as their descendants in the East do now, while
eschewing the flesh. Jacob presented Esau with thirty

milch camels (Gen. xxxii. 15). The milk is rich and
sti'ong, but not ver}^ sweet. It is usually curdled and
drunk sour, in which state it is both nourishing and
refreshing, and to many a travellirg Arab supplies both
food and drink. Both butter and cheese are made from
it, the new milk being churned for the foimcr by l)eing
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poured into a leathern bottle and tlien beaten witb a

otick. The cheese is usually eaten frefsh, and is very salt.

V\ G read of John the Baptist being " clothed with
cameFs hair," " having his raiment of camel's hair

"

(Mark i. ; Matt. iii. 4), and many have supposed that the

dress of Elijah was simihir. The hair of the camel, espe-

cially the coarser woolly tufts about th.e hump and back, is

in some places torn oii', but more generally, as I have ob-

served, closely shorn once a 3^ear, and used for weaving
into a coarse thick fabric by the Arab women. It is ot

this material that the "black tents of Kedar " are gene-

rally constructed, as it is much thicker and stouter than
woollen stuff. It is very harsh and rough to the touch,

and thus his dress was in accordance with the austerity

of the rest of the Baptist's mode of life. There is also

said to be a fine kind of soft fabric made of the carefully-

selected under-wool of the camel, but this is a scai'Crf

luxury, dearer than the finest cloth of sheep's wool, and
could not be the quality of raiment designated as worn
by St. John.

Among a people so delighting in proverbs and meta-

phors as the Arabs, the camel has supplied an endless

variety of proverbial expressions, which have been col-

lected by various writers, e.g., " Men are like camels :

not one in a hundred is a dromedary;" "There are

many old camels which carry the skins of young ones to

be sold ;" " The camel went to seek horns, and lost his

ears."' Two proverbs relating to the camel are used by
our Lord :

" It is easier for a camel to go through the eye

of a needle, than for a rich man to enter into the kingdom
of God " (Matt. xix. 24) :

" Ye blind guides, which strain

at a gnat and swallow a camel" (xxiii. 24)—in both of

which the force of the hyperbole is in its magnitude,
and there is not the slightest occasion to explain away
or amend the text in the former passage, where our Loi-d

plainly states that the entrance of the rich man into

Jieaven is impossible without Divine grace and assistance.

Cat.—The cat is not mentioned in either Old or Xew
Testaments, but occurs in Baruch, where it is named
among the animals that defile the idols of Babylon ;

" Upon their bodies and heads sit bats, swallows, and
birds, and the cats also" (vi. 22). We know, both

froia Herodotus and from the mummies in Egyptian
tombs, that the ancient Egyptians tamed and employed
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cats. The species was probably the same as our own
(Felis domestica), and derived fi om the wild cat of Kiibiu

and Abyssinia (^Fclis maniculaia). I'he Jews, fiom their

intimate connection with Egypt, must have been ac-

quainted with the cat, but we \vd\Q no indication of their

having employed it, and in the passage in Baiuch it

seems probable that wild cats are intended. It is curious

also that, excepting in connection with Egypt, we have

no allusion to the cat. now as world-wide in its distribu-

tion as the dog, in any classical authors either of Greece

or Rome. I'he tame cat is now as common in Palestine

asel^evvhere; and there are also more than one species of

WILD CAT (Feiis chaus).

wild cat, the most common of which is the booted cat

{Felis chaus), represented in the plate, which is rather a

lynx, with short bushy tail, black feet, and tufts of hair

at the extremity of its ears. It is nearly double the

size of our cat. Another wild, long-tailed species, the

Syrian cat (Felis syriaca), more nearly resembles the

wild cat of Euiope.
Cattle.—The words which express the different sexes,

ages, and conditions of horned cattle, are as numerous
in Hebrew as in English, though not always exactly

synonymous. Thus Ave have (1.) ' Behemah ' for ' Beasts
'

in ireneral, often includinir other live stock of the bus-
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baiidman, as well as horned cattle :
" Shall not their

cattle, and their substance, and every beast of theirs be

ours ?" (Gen. xxxiv. 2o). (2.) ' Balcar,' Cattle, Oxp:n ; a

collective name for a lierd of neat cattle generally, with-

out distinction of age or sex: "The people spared the

best of the sheep and of the oxen, to sacrifice unto the

Lord thy God" (1 Sam. xv. 15). It is almost always

used collectively, though rarely for an individual, as in

Jsa. xi. 7 :
'' The lion shall eat straw like the ox." It is,

however, always applied to animals of full age, and fit

for the plough, and might generally be expressed in

English by ' herd.' ' Ben bakar,' ' son of the herd,' is

used in Gen. xviii. 7, for ' calf.' (3.) ' Shor,' Ax Ox, used
for one head of cattle, without distinction of age or sex.

Jt is translated Boll, Cow, or Calf, according to the

context. The Chaldee form Hot' occurs in the later

books of the Old Tetstament, whence the Greek ravpos,

and the English 'steer.' (4.) 'Par,' Bull, ' Parah,'

Cow
;
generally for a young bull or Bullock, and for a

JlEiFERor young cow offered in sacrifice. (5.) ' Aigel,'

Calf, or horned cattle of a year old and under, though

occasionally of older cattle. (G.) ' Aigleh,' a young cow
or Heifer ; not necessarily one that has not had a calf,

but one that has not yet been broken to the yoke.
" Israel slideth back as a backsliding heifer" (Hos. iv.

16). (7.) ' Ahirim' i.e., ' strong ones,' is occasionally used

for Bulls :
'' Ye are grown fat as heifers at grass, and

bellow as bulls" (Jer. ]. 11).

Horned cattle were by far the most important animals

in the agricultural econ<jmy of the ancient Jews. They
were employed in all the operations of husbandry, as the

horse is among ourselves. They plouglied the land,

they trod out the corn, they drew wheel carriages, and
they bore burdens. The allusions to their uses aie in-

numerable in Scripture, " Elisha, the son of Shaphat,

was ]Dloughing with twelve yoke of oxen before him, and
he with the twelfth " (1 Kings xix. 19). " I have bought
five yoke of oxen, and I go to prove them" (Luke xiv.

19 j.
" Ephraim is as an heifer that is taught, and loveth

to tread out the corn " (Hos. x. 11). " Make a new cart,

and take two milch kine, on which there hath come
no yoke, and tie the kine to the cart" (l Sam. vi. 7).

" They that were nigh them brought bioad on

liiules and on oxen" (1 Chron. xii. 40). Their milt
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anfl butter, and cheese, were as important articles of

diet of old as now. "They brought honey, and
butter, and sheep, and cheese of kine, for David, and for

the people that were with him, to eat" (2 Sam. xvii. 29);
" A man shall nourish a young cow, and two sheep ; and
it shall come to pass, for the abundance of milk tliat they

shall give he shall eat butter" (Isa. vii. 21, 22).

Especially important was their use in sacrifice, whero
they were offered by the richer worshippers, from the

earliest times, as by Abram (Gen. xv. 9). During the

sojourn in the wilderness cattle were not to be slain,

excepting before the tabernacle, for nn offering. This

was to prevent their sacrificing to devils or idols (Lev.

xvii. 7), but it had also the effect of securing the pre-

servation of their flocks and herds for their use when
they gained possession of the land of promise. But, as

is still the case in eastern countries, flesh meat, espe-

cially of the larger kinds, was seldom used save on great

occasions at special feasts, to do honour to a guest, or to

celebrate a public or private anniversary. Ball calves

were generally selected for the purpose. " Thou hast

killed for him the fatted calf" (Luke xv. 30). "Abra-
ham ran unto ths herd, and fetched a calf tender and
good (Gen. xviii. 7). The richer patriarchs had herds

of cattle far beyond what were required for agricultural

purposes, and which were kept for the table. Thus Job
possessed originally 500 yoke of oxen, and in his latter

days a thousand yoke. At the dedication of the temple

Solomon offered a sacrifice of two and twenty thousand

oxen (1 Kings viii. 63), and at its cleansing by Hezekiah
600 were sacrificed (2 Chron. xxix. 33).

Cattle were generally pastured in tlie open country, or

in the forests, and during a great part of the year roamed
as they do still in Southern Jud£ea, in a half- wild state.

Such were the bulls of Bashan in that wide pastoral

region across the Jordan. But for the table, and in

winter, the choicest animals were stall-fed. Thus we
read that "Solomon's provision for one day was . . .

ton fat {i.e. stall-fed) oxen, and twenty oxen out of the

pastures" (1 Kings iv. 23). Stalled cattle are repeatedly

referred to :
" Better is a dinner of herbs where love is,

than a stalled ox and hatred therewith" (Prov. xv. 17).

Amos describes the luxurious, self-indulgent princes of

Samaria as eating " the calves out of the midst of the
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stiiU *' (vi. 4). So, " \'e shall grow up as calves of

the stall " (Mai. iv. 2), i.p. , fat and sleek. And in many
passages Avhere our version reads ' fatted cattle ' the

iiebrev*'- is * cattle of the stall.' Onr Lord inquires:
" Doth not each one of you on the Sabbath loose liis ox

or his ass from the stall, and lead him away to watering?"
(Luke xiii. 16).

J^)Ut the cattle of Palestine are no longer tended with
snch care. Under indolent and oppressed owners, they
have little fodder stored for them in winter, and are

never taken np and fatted for the table. In spring

they feast on the luxuriant herbage, and for the rest of

the year crop such pasture as they may, wandering fur

water and grass, from one district to another. A few of

tlie yoke-oxen alone have a scanty supplj^ of barley-straw

served out to them. This was their fare of old, for the

art of making hay, in our sense of the term, has never
been practised in the East :

" The lion shall eat stravr

like the ox " (Isa. xi. 7). " The oxen likewise and the

young asses that ear the ground shall eat clean pro-

vender, which hath been winnowed with the shovel and
with the fan" (xxx. 24).

There are several proAusions in the law of Moses for

the protection and tending of cattle: "Doth God take

care for oxen ?" " Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when
he treadeth out the corn" (Deut. xxv. 4). This injunc-

tion is twice quoted by St. Paul in the New Testament.

With a similar regard for the welfare of^he dumb beasts,

the rest of the sabbath was especially extended to them,

not only because they could not work without man's

supervision, but also "that their ox and their ass may
rest" (Ex. xxiii. 12).

The words ' oxen ' and ' bullock ' generally stand for

• bull ' or young bull, and these animals have by no
means the fierceness in Palestine which high feeding

and close" confinement have nurtured in bulls in our

own country. A yoke of bulls may frequent Ij^ be seen

ploughing together, or bearing the yoke meekly on their

necks as they wend their way homeward. Nothing
can be more simple than the yoke by which they are

dttached to the plough or the cart. A simple straight

(joam is laid over the necks of the pair, slightly scooped

out where it rests on the ci-est of the neck, and two stout

supple sticks are bent into a semicircular shape and fas-
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tenedinto the bea.n, fitting very loosely round tlie throat

of each animal. The beamcf the plough, or the pole of

the cart, is attached to the centre of the }'oke. Sometimes
oxen are made to draw by a cord attached to their horns.

Though the ox is very gentle under the yoke, j'et

when the herds are turned loose to graze, and have long
enjoj'ed their freedom in the forests or plains, the bulls

frequently become rather v/ild, and the buffaloes, in par-

ticular, are not agreeable creatures for an unarmed
stroller to meet alone. They are in the habit cf gather-

ing in a circle round an^^ novel or unaccustomed object,

and may easily be irritated into chai^ging with their

horns. This liabit is alluded to in Ps. xxii. 12 : "Many
bulls have compassed me : strong bulls of Bashan have
beset me round." There are several provisions in the
law of Moses to provide for the cases of injury by a bull

goiing man or animal. Whenever it had gored a man or

woman it was to be slain; and if it were proved tiiat the
owner had been warned of its dangerous habit, and had
not kept it in, his life also was forfeit. (kSee Ex. xxi.

28-3G.) The cattle in Gilead, and in the wilderness,
will vigorously defend themselves against the attacks of

wolves, hya?nas, and other wild beasts, by forming them-
selves into a circle with the cows and calves behind them.
Horned cattle are by no means universally spread

over the country. They are only suited to districts

where the water is easily accessible, and whei-e fresh

pasture can be obtained throughout the year. In the
Sinaitic |)eninsula, even in those parts wheie there are

not only camels, but horses, sheep, and goats, neat cattle

are unknown. Then in the southern wilderness of

Judah, on the downs and bare praiiies, to the south and
east of Beersheba, and in all the Tlain of Philistia, they
are very numerous, and their appearance is very striking

to the traveller who has been for some time in the hill

country of Hebron, and the eastern wilderness adjoin-

ing the Dead Sea, where they are never seen. These
herds, which are rarely used for agriculture, are of very
«mall size, not much larger than the horned Scotch
cattle, and resembling them in general appearance, but
with much shorter horns. They are shaggy, short-

legged, and small in the hams, but deep in the fore

qvtarters. Their colour is black or brown, sometimes
red, but rarely piebald, and -very seldom with any w^hite.
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lii the maritime Plains of Sharon, Acre, and Phceaicia,

and in that of Esdraelon, is found a hirge variety of the

same breed, from which the southern cattle have pro-

bably degenerated. They are better cared for, and are

accustomed to the yoke, all the agricultural operations of

these districts being performed by them.

In all the central districts of Palestine, from Hebron
up to the Lebanon, neat cattle are rare, excepting on such

plains as those of Dothan and Shechem. The pastures are

few, and burnt up in summer, and the agriculture of the

terraced hills is not adapted for their use. Goats supply

the milk and butter of these regions, and beef and veal

are unknown delicacies.

In the north of the country, in the richer parts of

Galilee, may occasionally be seen very fine cattle, of a

q[uite distinct breed, and of very large size, which are

there called the Armenian cattle. Tliey are generally

light-coloured, recalling the Tuscan ox, and bearing some
resemblance to the Hereford breed, but with shorter

horns. They seem to belong to the same race which

is represented on the Egyptian monuments, and which

is still the finest breed on the banks of the Nile. In

the richer parts of Northern Syria, and near Damascus,
these large cattle are more common.

In the wild countries east of Jordan, Southern Bashan,

Gilead, and Moab, neat cattle form the principal wealth

of the Arabs and of the few settled villages, until we
reach the desert itself. The breed is the same as that

of Southern Judaea, but of a larger size, and generally

black. Their milk and butter is very rich and abun-

dant, for the forests preserve the verdure of the glades

throughout the year, so that the milch kine do not go dry

as in the south.

In the Ghor, or Jordan valley, another species of

cattle, quite distinct from the Jjos taunts, the Indian

buffalo {Bos huhalus), takes the place of the common ox.

It is incapable of flourishing excepting in marsh land,

where it wallows during the day buried up to the neck

in water or mud. It is, however, utilized by the Arabs
near the Waters of Merom for ploughing. It is a huge
ungainly creature, very ill-tempered, and frequently dan-

gerous, always l)lack, and with a rough short coat, which

is often bare in places. It does not appear to have been

known to the ancient Israelites, and was proba\)ly intro-
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dured through Persia at a later period. Its milk is con-

sidered richer than that of the co^v, but is deficient in

quantity. There is no trace of the Indian humped cattle

in Palestine.

In the bone caves of the Lebanon we discovered the

teeth of two extinct species of the ox tribe, belonging
]n-obably to Bos pj-imigenius, or the aurochs, and Bison
prisciis. [See Unicorn.]

The worship of Apis, or the bull-god of Egypt, is well

Ivnown, and had become deeply engraven in the imagina-
tion of the Israelites. AVhether they also associated it

with the symbol of the cherubim, which many learned

men maintain to have been in the form of an ox, is not

quite clear. But there can be no doubt that they
adopted it both in the wilderness, and afterwards under
Jeroboam, not as the symbol of a false god, but as the

emblem or figure of Jehovah. Thus Aaron proclaims :

"To-morrow is a feast to the Lord" (Ex. xxxii. 5);
and Jeroboam is not condemned for introducing the
worship of a Baal or an Apis, but for setting up the

calves as images of the Lord, in whose name his pro-

phets still continued to speak. The idea of the sj^mbol

may have been suggested by Jeroboam's residence in

Egypt, but he seems to have appropriated it professedly

to Jehovah. The expression "So will we render the

calves of our lips " (Hos. xiv. 2) signifies, we will render
the 'sacrifice' of our lips, the ' calf being used for an
acceprable offering.

Chamois. Heb. zemer.—In the list of the clean animals
permitted as food in Deut. xiv. 5, the ' zemer ' occurs, and
nowhere else in Scripture. From the Arabic ' zamar ' we
conclude that some leaping animal is intended. It can-

not be the chamois, of the existence of which there is

no trace in Bible lands. Kor can it be the giraife or

cameleopard, an animal of Central Afiica, which is the

interpretation of some ancient commentators. As other

words designate the rock-goats or ibex, and the various

antelopes, it is probable that zemer is applied to the wild
mountain sheep, called kehsch in Arabia and aoudad in

North Africa, very like the moiijion of Sardinia.

The wild sheep is gray, like a goat, and is considered

such by the Arabs. The North African species, or aoudad
(0ms tragelaphus), lives in small flocks in the most rugged
districts of the Atlas mountains, extending from Barbary
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to the frontiers of Ef!;ypt. It is depicted on Egyptian
tiionuments. The Jcehseh of Arabia Petreea is probably

identical with it, but, though well known to the Be-

douin, no specimen has hitherto been secured by any natu-

ralist. Doubtless the animal was far more common in

ancient times, as it evidently was in Egypt, and hence

would natu rally be named amonc; the animals fit for food

in the Mosaic law. The mouiion (Ovis musimon) is very

closely allied to it; and though now found only in Sardinia,

C'orsica, and Cyprus, it, or allied forms, were formerly

common in Spain, the Greek mountains, and across

Circassia to Persia, where it is said still to exist. It may
therefore be presumed to have extended to the Lebanon.

The aoiJdad is wonderfully active, bounding from

rock to rock, and often lighting on its enormous horns,

M-hich are very massive, and two feet in length, curving

gently backAvards. It is more than three feet in height,

and, though without a mane, has very long hair down its

thi-oat and breast, and on the fore legs, fo]-ming a sort ol

rufQes, which extend to the knee. Though I have fre-

quently seen it in the Atlas mountains, I never succeeded

in finding; it in Western Asia.
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CHAPTER Y.

Mammals.—Part II.

Coney, Heb. shaplian ; Hyrax syriaciis of rjaturalists.

—

The Hebrew name signifies ' the hider,' and it is known
in Southern Arabia by a similar name, ' thofunj though
in Palestine and Sinai it is called ' iceber.' It must not

^f''V,
/

be confounded with the rabbit, sometimes called the

coney in England, for no species of rabbit is found in

Palestine or Arabia. It was forbidden as food to the

Israelites. " The coney because he cheweth the cud,

but divideth not the hoof; he is unclean unto you "

(Lev. xi. 5; Deut. xiv. 7). In Ps. civ. 18, we read:
" The high hills are a refuge for the wild goats, and the

rocks for the conies;" and in Prov. xxx. 24, 26, "There
be four things which are little upon the earth, but they

are exceeding wise. . . . The conies are but a feeble

folk, yet make they their houses in the rocks."

The hyrax or coney is a very singular creature, stand-

e2
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ing quite alone in its stnictnre and anatonl3^ Altliou«^h

no bigger than a rabbit, and clothed with fine soft fur,

it is neither a ruminant nor a rodent, but is classed ])y

naturalists between the hippopotamus and the rhino-

ceros. Yet in its habits and manners it is very like a

rabbit. It has a round head, short round ears, a tail

which is so short it can scarcely be detected at ail;

its fur is a reddish brown or tawny, with a single

oblong pale spot on the centre of its back, and lighter

on its belly. All over its body a few long black hairs

stand out from the fur. Its incisor teeth are con-

spicuous, chisel-shaped, exactly like those of the hippo-

potamus. It has no claws, but the four toes of its fore

feet and the three of its hind feet are furnished with

tiny hoofs, shaped like those of the river-monster. There
are only three species known ; one in South Africa,

another in Abyssinia, and the third the Syrian hyrax.

Some difficulty has been raised respecting the prohibi-

tion in Leviticus, where the coney is forbidden as food,

though ' he cheweth the cud,' whereas it is not a rumi-

nant at all. The Hebrew word, however, merely means
' re-chew,' and does not necessarily imply the possession

of a ruminant stomach. But the lawgiver speaks accord-

ing to appearances, and no one can watch the constant

motion of the little creature's jaws, as it sits continually

working its teeth, without recognizing the naturalness

of the expression.

The habits of the coney are very accurately por

trayed in. the Psalms and in Proverbs. It does not,

like the rabbit, scoop out a burrow for itself, but lives

in holes in the rocks, where it makes its nest and con-

ceals its young, and to which it retires at the least alarm.

They are a feeble folk, and though they will attempt to

bite when seized in their holes, yet their efforts are not

very formidable. But their wariness is great. " They
are exceeding wise." Being in some degree gregarious,

they never feed without having sentries on the look-

out, and, on the approach of danger, a short squeak from

the look-out sends the whole party instantly to their

retreat. The Rev. F. K. Holland, who observed them
in Sinai, writes :

" Though I several times saw single

conies in Sinai, I only twice came upon any large

number together. Once, when crossing a mountain
pass, 1 was startled by a shrill scream near me, but
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Ci.mld see nothing. On my return in the evening, 1

approached the j)lace cautiouisly, and saw eight conies

ont, playing like rabbits. I watched them for some mi-

nntes before they saw me. At length one caught sight

of me, and immediately uttered its scream, and all at

once rushed to their holes. On another occasion I saw
about twelve out feeding at a different spot, but on
neither occasion did I see any appointed guard. They
had runs like rabbits leading some little distance from
their holes."

The coney has been supposed to be very rare in the

Holy Land, though common in Arabia Petrasa. We,
liowever, found it in many parts, and in some plen-

tiful. It inhabits the gorge of the Leontes, in Northern
Galilee, the Ladder of Tyre, scnitli of the Plain of

Phoenicia, the Wady Kurn, leading out of the Plain

of Acre. It is extremely common in the gorge of the

Kedron, from Marsaba eastward, and all down the west

side of the Dead Sea. In all the places named we de-

tected it ourselves. They are but a feeble folk, but in

these districts the stony rocks are their refuge, and
tolerably secure they are in them. No animal ever gave

us so much trouble to obtain. They are far too wary to

be taken in traps, and the only chance of secuiing one

is patiently to lie concealed, about sunset or before sun-

rise, on some overhanging cliff, taking care not to let the

shadow be cast below, and there to wait till the little

creatures cautiously peep forth from their holes. I had
the good fortune to see one feeding in the gorge of the

Ivedron, and there to watch it as it sat at the mouth of

its hole ruminating, metaphorically if not literally, while

waiting for sunset. Our Arabs obtained several other

specimens for us near the Dead Sea.

We got one with six and another with three young;
and four seems to be the ordinary number at a birth.

They make a nest of dried grass and fur, in which the

young are buiied like those of a mouse. The flesh is

much prized by the Arabs. We found it good, but
rather dry and insipid, as dark in colour as that of the

hare. It is said in winter to feed only at noon, and
at other times at dawn and sunset. We saw them at

all times of the day, but mostly in the early morning,

and in this respect they seem very closely to resemble
the rabbit.
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Dog. Heb. Iceleh; ArsihJ:elb ( Canis famiUaris). Among
tlie Jews of old, as among the Mohammedans at present,

the dog held a very different position from that which
obtains among ourselves as the friend and companion of

man. He was, indeed, in some degree domesticated, and
employed by man in his service, and as snch was allowed

a certain degree of familiarity, being tolerated rather

than encouraged about the house and tjible of his master.

One reason of this probably was, that the Jews, not being

a hunting people, did not utilize the instinct of the dog
for the pui'suit of game, while the Egyptians had several

SIKIAN LXJGfe.

races of dogs prized for different purposes, some being

trained for hunting, others mereiy kept as domestic pets.

Dogs were used for guarding the flocks :
" Whose

fathers I would have disdained to have set with the

dogs of my flock" (Job xxx. 1), but not, as with our

shepherds, for driving them, only for protecting them
from the attacks of wolves and jackals by night.

They were also encouraged in towns and villages as

the common scavengers, clearing away carcases and offal

that might otherwise create pestilence: but the indi-

vidual instinct and fidelity of the dog was never culti-

vated, though allowed to enter the house and " eat of the
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crumbs whicli fall from their masters' table" (Matt. xv. 27).

Not only from its being ceremonially unclean, but I'rur'

the tiltiiy nature of its food in Oriental towns, it was
)-egarded with aversion and disgust: "He that saeri

hcetli a lamb as if he cut oif a dog's neck " ( Jsa. Ixvi. 3).
" Give not that which is holy nnto the dogs" (Matt. vii. (i j.

In fact, though the dog is mentioned nearly forty times

in Scripture, there is scarcely a single instance in wliich

it is not spoken of with more or less of contempt or

aversion. So the Jews applied the epithet ' dog ' con-

temptuously to Gentiles, as all Mohammedans do now to

Christians.

It was also used as a term of the most abject humility
when appUed by the speaker to himself, in the presence
of a superior :

" Tlie Philistine said unto David, Am 1

a dog that thou comest to me w^ith staves?" (I Sam.
xvii. 43). " After whom dost thou pursue? after a dead
dog?" (xxiv. 14). "Am I dog's head . . . that thou
chargest me to-day M^th a fault concerning this woman "?"

(2 Sam. iii. 8). " That thou shouldst look upon such a

dead dog as I am" (ix. 8). "Wh}' should this dead
dog curse my lord?" (xvi. 9). "Is thy servant a dog,

that he should do this great thing ?" (2 Kings viii. 13^.

Every Oriental city antl village abounds with troops of

linngry and half- savage dogs, which own allegiance ratlior

to the place than to persons, and which wander about the

streets and fields, howling dismally at night , and devc)uring

even the dead bodies of men when they can reach them.

Their habit is most exactly described by the Psalmist

:

"• At evening let them return ; and let them make a noise

like a dog, and go round about the city. Let them
wander np and down for meat, and grudge if they be'

not satisfied" (Ps. lix. 14, 15). " In the place where dogs

licked the blood of Xaboth shall dogs lick thy blood
"

(1 Kings xxi. 19). "The dogs shall eat Jezebel by the

wall of Jezreel. Him that dieth of Ahab in the city the

dogs shall eat" (ver. 23, 24). Thus cruel, fierce, and
filthy persons are frequently compared to dogs (Ps, xxii.

16 : Phil. iii. 2; Eev. xxii. 15).

The dogs in the East keep up an incessant howling
and barking: in the nioht, as mentioned above, but
jackal-like, they are generally afraid of man, and, uu-

cared for as they are, canine madness is a disease un-
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The common dog of the towns is the same bree'l as that

of the shepherd, often in India called the Pariah dog, and
probably the nearest in appearance to the wild original,

not unlike the jackal, with short sharp-pointed ears, sharp

Miont, generally a tawny coat and tail, scarcely bushy. It

much resembles in form and size the shepherd's dog,

or ' colley,' of the north of England.
Neglected as it is, it is not wanting in intelligence

and docility. I possessed for some time a dog of this

species, which we took from the streets of Beyrout when
a mei-e pnppy. It showed the warmest attachment to

its friends and to all our party, discriminating them at

once from strangers ; and, while intimate with all the

horses and asses of our convoy, would not tolerate the

intrusion of a stranger. It had no attachment to places,

but followed its master everywhere, and had great dis-

crimination in selecting a place for camping, always
unmistakably intimating where it thought the tents

should be pitched, and expressing gieat disgust when
we chose to proceed farther than it considered to be a

sufficient journey for the day. It felt the dignity of its

position, and refused to consort with the street dogs of

any place through which we might be passing.

These facts show the natural docility of the dog,

even after ages of neglect, if indeed its ancestors were
ever moie reclaimed than it is at present.

No other breed of dogs is known in Palestine, save such
as are introduced and kept by Europeans, excepting the

L'ersian greyhound, a very different animal from the

town dog, and very highly prized by the desert sheikhs,

who use it for the chase of the gazelle. It is of the

shape of our greyhound, but larger and stronger, with

lung silky hair on the ears and belly, and a long pendent
fringe of the same fine hair on the tail. Inferior in speed,

it far surpasses our greyhound in endurance, and alone

it can frequently run down the gazelle.

Dragox.—Two distinct Hebrew words are thus trans-

lated in our version

—

tannin [see Dragon, Chap. IX.], and
tan, which is always used of some animal inhabiting the

desert, probably the jackal [which see].

Dromh:dary.—Several Hebrew words are thus trans-

lated. (1.) Bicrah, a dromedary, or finel^'-bred and
swift camel (Isa. Ix. 6 ; Jer. ii. 28). [See Camel.] (2.)

Recesh, leudered 'dromedaries' (1 Kings iv. 28)
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[marg., mules or swift beasts] ; and 'mules' in Kstli. viii.

iO, 14. The same woi-d occurs in Micah i. 13: "0
thou inhabitant of Lachish, bind the chariot to the swift

beast " (Heb. recesh). The word signifies ' a swdft horse'

of a peculiar and noble breed, particularly a stallion. It

is derived from a verb, meaning ' to gallop.' (o.) In
Esth. viii. 10, Beni-rammac is translated 'young drome-
daries.' It only occurs in this passage, but is the same
word as the z\rabic ramkali, ' a mare.' The translation

should therefore be ' sons of mares,' 'j^oung horses.'

Elephant.—Though the name of the elephant does not
occur in our version, excepting in the Apocrypha, yet the
valued product of that animal, ivory, is repeatedly men-
tioned. In most passages the word for ' ivory' is slien,

i.e., ' tooth,' but in one place the elephant is really named
specifi-cally, for in 1 Kings x. 22 we read :

" Once in three

years came the navy of Tharshish, bringing gold and
silver, ivor}^ [lloh. shen-lmhiu, i.e., elephants' teeth], and
apes, and peacocks." The word hahim (elephants) was
long a puzzle to etymologists, but recently it has been
shown that the names given both for apes, peacocks, and
ivory, in this passage, are Indian words, and actually pre-

served in the vernacular languages of xMalabar and Ceylon
to this day. ' Habba ' is also applied to the elej^hant in

the Assyrian inscriptions.

The expression ' elephants' teeth ' shows that the

Jews of Solomon's time were aware of the fact that

the ivory was procured from the tusk, not from the
horn, of an animal, though we read in the descripti<m

of the merchandize of Tyre :
'" The men of Dedan were

thy merchants . . . they brought thee for a present
horns of ivory and ebony" (Ezek. xxvii. 15). But hero
the term horn is merely applied to the shape of the
tusk, not to its growth, and the expression is literally

'horns of tooth.'

Though Solomon himself procured ivory from India
by sea, tlie Tyrians obtained it, as we see from the pas-

sage in Ezekiel, overland, by the traders from the Persian
Gulf, the men of Dedan, a tribe of merchant trafSckers,

settled somewhere in the desert of Mesopotamia. The
Egyptians, on the contrary, obtained it principally from
Ethiopia, as we learn from Herodotus ; and they also

paid their tribute to Cambyses and the Persian kings in

iVfrican ivory tusks.

e3
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The earliest allusion to the iise of ivory among the

Jews is ill the time of David :
" Out of the ivory palaces,

whereby they have made thee glad " (Ps. xlv. 8). But
among the Greeks it was in use at an even earlier period,

as it is repeatedly mentioned by Homer and Hesiod. The
' ivory palaces ' probably niean boxes or chests veneered

with ivory (an art in which the Phoenicians excelled),

and in which the robes of the wealthy were stored with
perfumes, ' myrrh, aloes, and cassia.' The great throne

of Solomon was made of ivoiy, and overlaid witli the best

gold (1 Kings x. 18-20 ; 2 Chron. ix. 17-19). This was
no doubt the work of Tyrian artificers, and is the first

large structure on record veneered with ivory. The ex-

pression in Canticles, " Thy neck is as a tower of ivory
"

(viii. 4), seems to be merely a poetical figure not neces-

sarily supplied by the existence of such an actual tower.

In after times the use of ivory became more general

among the luxurious. Thus, Ahab made an ivory house

(1 Kings xxii. 39) ; i.e., inlaid the chambers of one of

his pgilaces with ivory—a piece of sumptuous magnifi-

cence which was imitated by others. " The houses of

ivory shall perish, and the great houses shall have an end,

saith the Lord" (Amos iii. 15).

Ivory was used also for inlaying couches. Amos de-

nounces woe to them that are at ease in Zion, and lie

upon beds of ivory (vi. 4).

The galleys of the Phoenicians had their benches or

hatches ornamented with ivory inlaid work :
" The

company of the Ashu rites have made thy benches of

ivory, brought out of the isles of Chittim" (Ez. xxvii. 6).

Many specimens of ivory ornaments have been found

both in Nineveh, especially a sceptre and inlaid tablets,

and also in the earliest monuments of Egypt. The art

of inlaying ivory is still practised b}^ tiie inhabitants

of Sidon, whose skill is in high repute at Damascus.

Chests inlaid with ivory are still used there, and I have

seen a chamber in the house of a wealthy Damascene
panelled with alternate veneers of ivory and ebony to

/he height of three or four feet from the floor, thus illus-

trating the ivory houses of Ahab, and of the prophecy

of Amos.
Elephants were first brought into Palestine by Antio-

chus Epiphanes, king of Syria, who used them in his war
against Ptolemy, king of Egypt, and afterwards against
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the Jews. We read he bronght into the field •' two and
(hii-fy elephants exercised in battle . . . and to the
end they might provoke the elephants to fight, they
showed them the blood of grapes and mulberries . .

and upon the beasts there were strong towers of wood,
which covered everyone of them, and were girt fast unto
them with devices ; there were also upon every one two
and thirty strong men that fought upon them, beside the
Indian that ruled him" (i Mace. vi. 30, 34, 37). In tlie

l)attle that ensued, Eleazar, the bi"other of Maccaberis,

valiantly sacrificed himself, rushing under the largest of

the elepliants and killing it from below, when it fell on
him and crushed him to death. Subsequently the ele-

phants are frequently mentioned.
The two species of elephant, the Indian (Eleplias in-

dicus) and the African (E. africanus), are well known.
The ivory of the former is much inferior in size to that

of the latter, and while of the Asiatic species only the

males are furnished with tusks, both sexes of the latter,

unfortunate!}^ for themselves, possess these precious

appendages, and a pair of tusks will often weigh 140
pounds. The Indian elephant was the one employed
by Antiochus, and is alone tamed at the present day,

though there is reason to believe the ancient Egyptians
reclaimed the African species. The two kinds can be at

once discriminated by the enormous size of the ears of

the African elephant.

Fallow-Deer. Heb. yachmur.—The name of an ani-

mal permitted as food by the Mosaic law (Deut. xiv. 5),

and was also part of the provision supplied to Solomon's
table (1 Kings iv. 23). The 'yachmur'' has been identi-

fied with several species of the deer and antelope tribes,

but the best critics agree in referring it to a species of

antelope well known in the desert districts of the Bible
lands, the bubale (^Alcephalus huhalis), the ' Bcklcr el ivash,*

:)v ' wild cow' of the Arabs, a species very like the harte-

beest of South Africa. The bubale was well known to

the ancients, who describe it as something between a calf

and a stag : and indeed its short horns, long head, and
heavy build give it a very bovine appearance. The
Arabian writers were also well acquainted with it, and
have left long descriptions, which have been collected and
translated by Bocha)'t. It was also hunted for its venison

by the ancient Egj-ptians, and is represented on their
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monuments:. It is distin^i^tiished bv the Orientals from
all other antelopes, and classed b}' tliem amon^ cattle.

The range of the bubale is extensive, through all North
Africa, from Morocco to Egypt, and across into Arabia,
where, indeed, most of the North African desert ani-

mals are also found. It lives in small herds. I never
myself found it in Palestine, but the Jehalin Arabs
knew it well by its North African name, and assured

me they often obtained it when it came to drink at the

streams on the east side of the Dead Sea, In ancient

times it was evidently a much more common animal
than now ; and even in the Atlas mountains it has be-

come nearly extinct since Di\ Shaw in the early part of

the last century described it as very common there.

The fallow-deer (Dama vulgaris) is very rare in Pales-

tine, and does not appear ever to have been common. In
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Arabia it does not exist. A few still are to be found in

the wooded glades between Mount Tabor and Lebanon,
a district seldom disturbed by travellers. I only once
met with it not far from the Sea of Galilee ; and Hassel-
quist noticed it on Mount Tabor. Its teeth have also

been found in the bone caverns of the Lebanon. In
Armenia and JS'orthern Persia, supposed to be its native

country, it is still common. But its need of wood and
water must have prevented its extension at any time
into the southern regions towards Sinai. It is therefore

scarcely probable that it was named by Moses.

Ferrkt.—The translation in hev. xi. 30 of the Hebrew
andkah, one of the unclean creeping things forbidden as

food. It is agreed on all sides that ' the ferret ' is not

intended. The Septuagint translates it fjivydkr], ' shrew-
mouse.' There are several species of shrew-mouse in

Palestine. Three were collected by ourselves, and there

are, doubtless, various other kinds. The common shrew
(Sorex araneus) is common in Galilee. A\ e found a very
beautiful diminutive shrew (Sorex jnjgmceus), about one-

third the size of the common, in the Wilderness of Judtea,

and also a pretty silver-grey larger kind (Sorex crassicau-

dus^ in the desert. The Eabbinical writers have iden-

tified andkah with the hedgehog, which is common
enough in all parts of the Holy Land, but which would
not be classed with 'the creeping things,' but as a small

porcupine. There is good reason for preferring the ren-

dering 'lizard,' or 'gecko,' a species of lizard, to any
other interpretation of andkah. [See Ferret, Chap. IX.,

Eeptiles.]

Fox. Heb. shual, Gr. aXiD7rr]$.—-The Hebrew woi-d

undoubtedly includes the jackal (Canis aureus), as well

as the fox [Vulpes vulgaris). Indeed, in most of the pas-

sages where it occurs, the jackal, rather than the fox, is

intended, as may be seen from the context. The Hebrew
shual, x\rabic jakal, the Persian shagul, and the English
jackal, are all the same woi d.

At the same time, there is another name, ri/im, speci-

fically applied by the Hebrews, as ivawi by the Arabs, to

the jackal. But the two animals are commonly con
founded, or spoken of together, by the natives of Syria,

though they are perfectly aware of their distinctness.

The fox is common in Syria, and is to be found
everywheje, especially about ruins, and, towards even-
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iiig, maj' often be started "before tbe jaclcals are afoot.

The common fox of the south, and of the central country,

is the Egyptian fox (Vulpes niloticiis), which differs very
ylightly from our own, being a little smaller, with a

greyer hue below and more tawny above. In the north

of Palestine we found the Syrian fox, a larger and
stronger animal, wdiich T take to be tbe Vul )es flavescens

of Dr. Gray, the Canis syriacus of Colonel H. Smitb. I

cannot consider it as anything more than a local form
or variety of the common fox of Europe. Specimens of

r*-s:^'?^=^>^

both are in the British Museum. The natives do not

discriminate them, and call them Thaleeb, distinguishing

the jackal as DJieeb.

The character and habits of the eastern fox no way
ditler from those so well known in other countries ; but,

from necessity probably, they are less exclusively car-

nivorous than in England. Thus, " Take us the foxes,

the little foxes that spoil the grapes" (Cant. ii. 15).

The fondness of the fox for grapes is well-known in the

East; but not less so that of the jackal, which, going in

packs, often commits great devastation in the vineyards.

Both animals are, like the dog, omnivorous. Thus, in
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nian}^ parts of North Africa, where the jackals swarm,
there is no possibility of obtaining flesh or carrion, and
they snbsist habitnally on the fruit of the dwarf pal-

metto, with which the plains are often covered.

The cunning of the fox caused it to be a fitting term
of reproach for the false prophets :

" Israel, thy jvro-

phets are like the foxes in the desert" (Ez. xiii. 4).

Thus, also, our Lord rebuked the duplicity of Herod :

" Go je, and tell that fox " (Luke xiii. 32). Its habit of

burrowing, especially among rocks or ruins, is more
than once alluded to : "Foxes have holes, and the birds

of the air have nests ; but the Son of Man hath not

where to lay his head" (Matt. viii. 20). " If a fox go
up, he shall even break down their stone wall " (Xeh.
iv, 3). And its resorting to desolate places :

" The moun-
tain of Zion, which is desolate, the foxes walk upon it"

(Lam. V. 18) ; though here the jackal is more especially

indicated. So it is, also, in Ps. Ixiii. 10: "They shall

fall by the sword ; they shall be a portion for sliuaUm ,•"

for the fox is not an habitual carrion feeder ; while the

jackals follow caravans, and attack graves for the carrion,

which is their favourite dainty.

One great difference between the jackal and the fox

is, that the former hunts in packs, while the latter prowls
singly for his prey, which he takes by stratagem. Accord-
ingly, where we find that " Samson went and caught 300
shValim, and took firebrands, and turned tail to tail,

and put a firebrand in the midst between two tails

"

( Judg. XV. 4), the shValim are e\identlj jackals, and not

foxes; for, while he could not have caught so many of

the latter, he might easily have ' snared,' as the Hebrew
expresses it, 300 jackals, which hunt in large packs,

and which are still most numerous in Southern Pales-

tine. It is not necessary to assume that the whole 300
were caught at once, or turned loose in the same place

;

but rather that Samson, having taken them, turned them
loose in many different places, so as to make 150 incen-

diary fires, and to cause the widest possible injury to

the standing crops of the Philistines, The brands would
be attached at some distance from the tails of the animals,

and jackals, accustomed to run together, would not, unless

very tightly fastened, pull in opposite directions, as foxes

or dogs would ; but the terrified animals would, so soon

as ever they were let go, rush as far as possible from their
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captor, and carry tlie devastation far and wide Viefore

the brand was extinguished.

Gazklle.—This animal, though extremely abundant in

all parts of Palestine, is not mentioned under this name
in our version, but is referred to under the word rendered
EoEBUCK [which see ].

Goat.—The ordinary Hebrew word for goat is 'ez, which
signifies the goat generically, whether he or bhe-goat
There are also several other words to denote a he-goat
of different ages, or the leader of a herd of goats. Thus.
izapJieer, ' an old he-goat,' is used as the symbol of the
Macedonian empiie :

" Behold an he-goat came from the
west on the face of the whole earth, and touched not the

ground : and the goat had a notable horn between his

eyes" (Dan. viii. 5). The word is elsewhere used
in the later books of the Old Testament for a he-goat

offered in sacrifice. Saeer, ' a hairy goat,' is fre-

quently used in the Pentateuch, for a full-grown go t

offered in sacrifice, but is generally employed to signify

a kid. 'Atood is the common word for the he-goat, which
is the leader of the herd ; and all herds of goats, however
small, have some one leader, whose movements are fol-

lowed by all the others. Thus, " Go forth ont of the

land of the Chaldeans, and be as the he-goats (Jatoodim)

before the flocks" (Jer. 1. 8). " It stirreth up the dead
tor thee, even all the chief ones [Ileb. he-goats] of the

earth ; it hath raised up from their thrones all the kings

of the nations " (fsa. xiv. 9). " Mine anger was kindled

against the shepherds, and I punished the goats (^atoo-

dimy (Zech. x. 3).

Generally, in the prophetic books, where the word
' goat' occurs, 'atoodim is the term used in the Hebrew^
often in conjunction with ' rams '

: "I will offer bullocks

with goats" (Ps. Ixvi. 15, and 1. 10, 13).

Another name for the he-goat is tayish, the ' butter,' or
* striker.' " There be three things which go well

;
yea,

four are comely in going ... a greyhound ; an he-goat

(tayish) also ; and a king, against whom there is no rising

up " (Prov. XXX. 29, 31). It is found only in three other

passages, but is also the Arabic name for he-goat at the

present day. The stately march of the he-goat before

the herd, and his haughty bearing, as well as the daunt-

less stare with which he scrutinizes a stranger, are well-

kuowu to all familiar with the East ; and the he goat h
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still commonly applied by the Arabs as a simile for

dignity of manner and bearing.

Goats formed an important item in the wealth of the

patriarchs, and were nsed for food and for sacrifice.

Abraham offered a she-goat in sacrifice. Among the

presents sent forward by Jacob to propitiate his brother

Esau were two hundred she-goats and twenty he-goats

(Gen. xxxii. 14). Nabal possessed three thousand sheep
and one thousand goats (1 Sam. xxv. 2) ; and goats

formed a considerable portion of the possessions of Laban,
and of the wages of Jacob (Gen. xxx. 33).

Goats are only adapted for hilly countries, or pastures

where there is much brushwood ; and in such districts

tliey supersede in Palestine the horned cattle of the plains.

For the downs and short herbage of Arabia they are not

so well adajDted as sheep ; but on reaching the southern
wilderness, where many dwarf shrubs vary the herbage,

goats are to be seen in large flocks. To the thirsty pla-

teaux of Arabia they are unsuited, and are not mentioned
among the possessions of Job. In the rich maritime
plains, the herbage is too succulent for their taste. The
hilly district which extends from Hebron, up the centre

of Western Palestine, to the Lebanon, is of all others that

most adapted for goats ; and in this country they have
been largely reared from the earliest times.

The sheep and goats are here always seen together
under the same shepherd, and in company; yet they
never trespass on the domain of each other. The sheep,

as they traverse the hill-side, graze closely the tender
herbage and the grass which carpets the soil : the goats,

generally filing in long lines a little above them, skip

from rock to r(jck, and browse the tender twigs and the

foliage of the thymes and dwarf shrubs.

This constant browsing of goats is one of the causes
which has prevented the restoiation of the forests, even
in the most deserted parts of the Holy Land. Indeed,
they have extirpated many species of trees which once
covered the hills, and which must now be sought for on
the east of Jordan or on Lebanon. Thus, we know that

within the present century, after the ebony forests had
been cut down in the island of St. Helena, the goats
completely extirpated the young plants, until the tree

has become utterly extinct.

Yet, though the goats thus mingle with the sheep,
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tbeio is no disposition on either side for more intimate

acquaintance. When folded together at night, they
may always be seen gathered in distinct groups ; and
so, round the wells they appear instinctively to classify

themselves apart, as they wait for the troughs to be
iilled.

In many of the wadys oi- gorges in the wilderness of

Judaea, the sheep and goats are folded every night by
their owners in the caves of the mountain sides, to

protect tliem from the attacks of jackals, wolves, and
other wild beasts.

It was a pleasant sight to watch the shepherd, as

lie carefully picked his steps on the side of some pre-

cipitous ridge, towards the well-knov/n cavern, fol-

lowed b}' his flocks and herds, whom he encoui-aged

by many a cheering call on their way. " The sheep
hear his voice, and he calleth his own sheep by name,
and leadeth them out." The sun Avas setting, and
the sheep might be seen quietly following the shepherd
along the beaten and more easy paths, while the goats,

in looser order, gambolled and skipped fiom rock to rock

a little higher up on the mountain-side, still keeping in

line with the sheep, but delighting to exhibit their

prowess, and then, when the cave was reached, scT'am-

bling down by the most impossible routes, and often

leaping in over the backs of their more sedate com-
panions. How well this illustrates our Lord's awful
comparison of the linal separation of the righteous and
the wicked in the day of final retribution :

" He shall

separate them one from another, as a shepherd divideth

his sheep from the goats. And he shall set the sheep
on his right hand, but the goats on the left" (Matt, xxv,

:32, 33).

A kid of the goafs has always been the ordinary dish

at any feast or entertainment The lambs are more
gener:dly kept till they reach maturity, for the sake of

their wool, and a calf was too large and too valuable to

be slain except on some very special occasions. Thus the

elder brother of the prodigal complains :
" Thou never

gavest me a Icid, that 1 might make merry with my
friends : but as soon as this thy son was come . . . thou
liast killed for him the fatted calf" (Luke xv. 29, 30).

Thus h'ebekah directs her son Jacob : "Go now to tlie

flock, and f(,-tch me from thence two good kids of the
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gOcats; and 1 will make them savomy meat for thy father,

auoh. as he loveth" (Gen. xxvii. 9). When the angel

visited him :
" Gideon went in, and made ready a kid

"

(Judg. vi. 19). "And Manoah said nnto the angel of

the Lord, I pray thee, let ns detain thee, until we shall

have made ready a kid for thee " (xiii. 15).

Whenever, in the wilder parts of Palestine, the

traveller halts at an Arab camp, or pays his visit to a

village sheikh, he is pressed to stay until the kid can
be killed and made ready, and he has an opportunity

of seeing in front of the tent the kid caught and
prepared for the cooking, which is carried on by the

women out of sight in the inner compartment. Un-
less he is pressed b}^ a necessity which the host cannot
refuse to accept as a reasonable excuse, he must wait,

if he regards his reputation for good manners, until

the feast is prepared. The freshly-killed kid is ex-

tremely tender and good, as is all meat if cooked as

soon as sLiughtered, and the most fastidious palate cannot

detect the diiierence between kid and lamb. The oldei

goats do not furnish as good meat, though eaten foi

mutton in most parts of Palejstine.

In all the districts where goats are kept, their milk
is an important item of food, and is used both fresh and
curdled, or manufactured into butter and cheese :

" Thou
sbalt have oroats' milk enoua-h for thv food, for the food

of thy household, and for the maintenance of thy
maidens " (Prov. xxvii. 27). In the mountainous regions

no other milk is used, and the goats are the sole wealth
of many villages. Here they are profitable enough to

maintain the flirmer's family :
" The goats are the pries

of the field" (Prov. xxvii. 26).

At Easheij^a, under Mount Hermon, we saw hnndreds
of goats gathered for the night in the wide open market-
place beneath the castle. It was no easy matter to

thread our way among them, as they had no idea of

moving for such belated intruders on their rest. All

the she-goats of the neighbouring hills are driven in

every evening and remain for their morning's milking^

after which they set forth on their day's excursion.

Each house possesses several, and all know their owners
The evening milking is a picturesque scene. Every
street and open space is filled with the goats; and
women, boys, and giils are everywhere milking with
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their small pewter pots : while the goats are anxiously

waiting their turn ; or lying down to chew the cud as

soon as it is over. As no kids or he-goats are admitted,

the scene is very orderly, and there is none of the

deafening bleating which usually characterizes large

flocks.

These mountain goats are a solemn set, and, by the

gravity of their demeanour, excite a suspicion that they

have had no youth, and never were kids. They need no
herdsman to bring them home in the evening, for, fully

sensible of the danger of remaining unprotected, they

hurry homewards of their own accord as soon as the sun
l>egins to decline.

The use of the goat does not end with its life and
its flesh, for its skin supplies the bottles that are uni-

versally in use in the East for the conveyance of water,

wine, milk, and oil. The skin bottles are repeatedly

alluded to in Scripture, and are indeed the only means
used for the transport of liquids, stone jars being only

employed for storing wine in the cellar or for keep-

ing a supply of water within the houses.

The manufacture of these bottles is very simple.

The animal is skinned from the neck, by simply cutting

otf the head and legs, and then drawing the skin back,

without making any slit in the belly. The apertures

for the legs and tail are at once sewn and tied very
tightly up ; and the skin, in this state, with the hair on,

is steeped in tannin and filled with a decoction of bark
for a few weeks. There are large tanneries in different

towns, where the process is carried on on an extensive

scale ; especially at Hebron, where bottle-making, both

of glass and leather, is the staple of the place. The
skins are there partially tanned, then sewn up at the

neck, and filled with water, the sutures being carefully

pitched. They are then exposed to the sun on the

ground for several days, covered with a strong decoc-

tion of tannin, and water pumped into them fiom time

to time to keep them on the stretch till sufficiently

saturated.

The hair on the bottles preserves them from much
injury by fiiction in travelling, and it is very easy io

recognize an old bottle by its bald appearance, as its

coat wears otf. Besides this wear, if a goatskin is

allowed to get dry, the leather soon becomes brittle
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and ci'acks, and this is especially the case with those
that are kept hung up in the tents to hold the supply
of water for cooking :

" I am become like a bottle

in the smoke" (Ps. cxix. 83). "Ko man putteth new
wine into old bottles, else the new wine doth burst the
bottles, and the wine is spilled, and the bottles will be
marred ; but new wine must be put into new bottles

"

(Mark ii. 22). Old bottles are frequently patched and
mended with skin and pitch. " \\ ine bottles, old and
rent, and bound up " (Josh. ix. 4).

There are several breeds of goat (Capra h'rcits) Ie

Palestine. It might be expected that, as the country
adjoins Peisia and Armenia, the native region of the
Capra cegagrus, the supposed original of the tame goat, it

would have borne a strong resemblance to its wild ances-
turs. This, however, is not the case. The Syrian goats
exhibit, for the most part, a wider divergence than any
other breeds from the pristine type. There are two very
marked races, one with shorter ears, sometimes erect, as
in the wild goats, very like the Welsh breed of goat,

and commonly of a whole-black colour. This breed I

only saw in the north.

The common S^^'ian goat, distinguished as C&pra
mambrica, may be at once recognized by its enormous
pendent ears a foot long, often reaching lower than its

nose, and its stout recurved horns. Jt is larger than
our goat, and is almost always black, with long hair
These long ears are alluded to by Amos: "As the
shepherd taketh out of the mouth of the lion two legs

or a piece of an ear" (iii. 12). In the neighbourhood
of Hermon tliere is an intermediate breed, with ears not
so long, and that do not curl up, and with larger horns,

which often diverge horizontally instead of lying back
over the ears. The hair is longer and more silky, and
the build of the animal more compact. Black is as pre-

dominant a colour as white is in the English sheep. In
a very few places the mohair goat ma}^ be seen, but only
in the north of Palestine. It has been specifically dis-

tinguished as Capra angorensis, though only a carefully

selected variety of the common goat. It is bred for the
sake of its long silky hair, but is quite unsuited to the
rough bushy districts, where its coat would be lost

among the thorns.

The black colour of the goat is referred to in Cant-
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iv. 1 and vi. o :
" Thy hair is as a flock of goats that

appear from Gilead." It was of old as now woven into

cioth for many purposes :
" Michal .... put a pillow of

goats' hair for his bolster "(1 Sam. xix. 13). It was
also the material of the covering of the tabernacle

:

" Thou shalt make curtains of o'oats' hair to be a cover-

ing upon the tabernacle" (Exod. xxvi. 7; xxxvi. 14).

" All the women whose heart stirred them up in wisdom
spun goats' hair " (xxxv. 20).

Several typical and metaphorical uses of the ' goat

'

and ' he-goat ' have been already mentioned. It appears
to have been generally employed in contrast to the

fcheej:), from its compaiative lawlessness, independence,
disposition to wander, and wantonness, to set forth the

wicked as contrasted with the good. The goat is by
no means so docile as the sheep, and when it has strayed
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can mncli more easily provide for itself. Perhaps, too,

the contrast of the colour added force to the comparison.
Goat, Wild. Heh. yael, i.e., 'the climber.'—The wild

goat, or ibex, Avas well known to the Jews both in the
wilderness and in the Land of Promise itself. Though
familiar with the animal, they knew but little of its

habits owing to its extreme wariness and wildness.
" Knowest thon the time when the wild goats of the
rock bring forth?" (Job xxxix. 1). The word also

occurs in Prov. v. 19, AAdiere it is translated 'roe,' and

nsed like ' gazelle,' as a term of endearment :
" Let her

be as the loving hind and pleasant roe."

The wild goat of Arabia and Palestine is a species

of ibex very similar to those of the Alps and Pyrenees
(Capra heden or sinaitica), called Beden by the Arabs,

and only differing from the European ibex in the shape
and marking of the horns, and in its lighter colour. It

inhabits exclusively the more desolate and rocky parts

of the country

wild goats " (Ps. civ. 18).

In Ai-abia Petrasa ti>e ibex is very common, generally

in small herds of eight or ten individuals. The Eev.
F. \V. Holland, who has often observed them there, writes :

The high hills are a refuge for the
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" They are frequently shot by the Bedouins, who charge

about 6s. for a full-grown one, and from Is. 6d. to 2s. for

a live young one ; but they are very difficult to rear.

I had three, but they all died, and one of the monks told

me that the year before he had twenty, but had lost

them all. The Beden, being verj^ shy and wary, keep-

ing to the mountains, and also, from their colour, very

difficult to be seen, are not often detected by travellers,

and have therefore been supposed to be much more
scarce than they really are. The kids, before they are

able to accompany the old ones, are concealed by the

mother under some rock, and apparently are only visited

at night. I once caught a little one which ran out from
under a rock as I was climbing a mountain. The poor
little creature had evidently heard me coming, and ran.

out thinking I was its mother. The Arab who was with
me was very anxious to wait near it till evening to shoot

the old one, and he said there must be another kid close

by, as two were always dropped at a birth, but we failed

to find a second. Their warning cry is a shrill kind of

whistle."

The wild goat is even now not so rare in Palestine

Proper as has been supposed. In the neighbourhood
of Engedi, while encamped by the Dead Sea shore, we
obtained several fine specimens, and very interesting

it was to find this graceful creature by the very foun-

tain to which it gave name (En-gedi, i.e., ' Fountain of

the kid '), and in the spot where it roamed of old, while

David wandered to escape the persecutions of Saul

:

" Saul took 3000 chosen men out of all Israel, and went
to seek David and his men upon the rocks of the wild

goats" (1 Sam. xxiv. 2). When clambering on the

heights above Engedi, I often, by the help of my glass,

saw the ibex at a distance, and once, when near Marsaba,

only a few miles from Jerusalem, started one at a distance

of 400 yards. At the south end of the Dead Sea they

were common, and I have picked up a horn both near

Jericho on the hills, and also on the hills of Moab on the

eastern side. At Jericho, too, I obtained a young one

which I hoped to rear, but which died after I had had it

for ten days, owing, I believe, to the milk with which it

was fed being sour. Further north and west we did not

find it, though 1 have reason to believe that a few linger

un the mountains between Samaria and tho Jordan, and
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perhnps also on some of the spurs of Lebanon. Wo
fuund its teeth in the breccia of bone caverns in the

Lebanon, proving its former abundance tliere.

The wild goat has one, or more generally two, yonng
at a biith, and the horns of the female are much smaller

than those of the male, which in fine specimens are three

feet long, with large rongh rings or ridges on the front

face. The flesh of the Beden is excellent venison, far

superior to the dry meat of the gazelle, and is probably
the venison which Esau went to hunt foi" his father iu

the Wilderness of Judtea. The horns of the ibex are in

much leqnest at Jerusalem for knife-handles and other

manuficlures,

Tliere is another Hebrew word, AJzo, which is trans-

lated ' wild goat' in the list of animals permitted for

food in Deut. xiv. 5, and which occurs nowhere else. As
the yael is not there mentioned, and was very commcMi
in Sinai, alco may be merely a synonym signifying the
' ibex' or 'wild goat.' Some authors suppose it to be

the roebuck {Capreolus pygaraus) of North Asin, or Gazella

uibguttarosa, called ' ahn'' by the Persians. It i-^ donbifnl

if this animal was known to the Hebrews. Others have
suggested that it is the Paseng(Cap-a cegagnis), the sup-

p(xsed parent stock of the common goat, and which
probably did extend into Palestine ; but nothing can be

s'ated definitely on the subject. The wariness of every
kind of ibex is well known, as also its keen scent, by
which it can detect the hunter long before it sees liim.

We had about twenty Arabs emplo^'ed in hunting heden,

and they were often for a day or two consecutively

without success, though they saw many. Its ca{)ture

requires the climbing, patience, and energy of the

chamois hunter. The heids generally have one or two
sentries, and can only be approached by keeping to

leeward in the early morning when they feed.

GriEYHOUND.—The translation in our version of the

Hebrew .^arzfr mathnaijim,, i.e., 'girt in the loins,' which
is named in Piov. xxx. 31, along with the lion, the he
goat, and a king, as one of the " four things which are

comely in going." The marginal reading is 'horse,*

showing that our translators felt uncertain about the
j-endering. As stateliness and majesty of gait, rather

thaa speed, is intended to be illustrated by the writer,

tlic hoj^ip" ^ more suitable than the greyhound, though
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fhe large Persian greyhound isknoAvn in Palestine. [See

Dog.] The Septuagint gives ' the strut of a cock :' and
some commentators suggest ' a wrestler,' as being grace-

ful and agile in his movements, i.e., ' girt about the loins.'

Hake. 11 eb. ' arneheth,' Arab. ' arneh,' is only men-
tioned in Holy Scripture in the list of animals forbidden

as food to the Israelites :
" The hare, because he cheweth

the cud, but divideth not the hoof, he is unclean unto
you " (Lev. xi. 6 ; Deut. xiv. 7).

The hare, however, is like the cony, not a ruminant
animal, with four stomachs. It is a rodent, of the same

class to which belong the squirrel, rat, porcupine, and
a great number of the smaller quadrupeds. But the
belief that it chewed the cud arose from its habit of

constantly giinding its teeth and moving its jaw, as

those animals do which ruminate or chew the cud.

This habit keeps down to the requisite size the incisor

teeth, which continue to grow during the animal's life.

Thus, if one tooth be accidentally broken off, the one
that meets it grows dc^wn, and often, by its length,

prevents the animal from feeding. But as has been

observed (under Cony), Moses speaks of animals ac-
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cording to appearances, and not with the precision of a

oompaiativo anatomist, and his object was to show wliy

the have should he interdicted, though to all ajipear-

riuce it chewed the cud, viz., because it did not divide

the hoof. To have spoken otherwise would have been

as unreasonable as to have spoken of the earth's motion,

instead of sunset and sunrise.

The flesh of the hare is highly esteemed by the Arabs,

who assert that it is clean because it chews the cud,

their limitation not extending to the other requisite of

dividing the hoof. The Turks, like the Jews, consider

it unclean.

There are two species of hare common in the Holy
Land, and two others, perhaps only varieties or laces of

one of the others, occasionally met with. In the northern

regions, and all the wooded and cultivated portions of the

country, the only hare is the Lepus syriacus, which is thei e

very common. It is of the same size and colour as the

English hare, and extremely like it, but is rather shorter

in the ear and broader in the head. It has four young
'it a birth. The common hare of the southern region of

Judaea and of the Jordan valley is Lepus j'udece, Gray, a new
species, and a much smaller animal, scarcely larger than a

full-grown rabbit, with very long ears and a light tawny
fur. It is very abundant in the most desolate regions,

and, like the last species, has four young at a birth. We
found the leverets at various times of the year. There are

three other species only occasionally to be met with on the

south-eastern frontier, Lepus sinaiticm, L. cegyptiacus, and
L. isabeUirms, one the characteristic hare of Arabia, the

other of the Egyptian desert, distinguished from the last-

named species by their smaller size, and the latter also by
its pale buff colour, but in other respects similar, except-

ing in very minute particulars. No rabbit is found in

Syria or in any of the adjoining countries.

Hart and Hind. Heb. ayyal, ayyalah.—The name
aj^plies either to deer in general or to some particular

species. Deer must have been common in Palestine

from the frequent references made to this ayyal, and
from the places to which this animal gave name.
Ajalon, or ' deer pasture,' occurs as the name of h

Levitical city in the tribe of Dan (Josh, xxi. 24), and
of another in Zebulon (Judg. xii. 12). Mount Ajlau
in Gilead is also well known. The hart and hind, the

f 2
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names given to the male and female deer, were uiitoiig

the clean animals given as food (Deut. xii. 15, &c!.), and
being then, as now, esteemed a dcdieaey, were among the

provisions provided for Solomon's royal table (1 Kings
iv. 2:^). They are frequently alluded to in the poetical

and prophetical books.

The gentle and att'ectionate disposition of the deer

is familiar to all, and is seized upon by the wise man
as an image of a tender and loving wife :

" Let her bo
as the loving hind and ])leasant roe " (Prov. v. 19).

Its habit of dropping and hiding its 3'onng in safety

is adduced in Job xxxix. 1 :
" Canst thou maik when

the hinds do calve?" So its timidity, which causes it

to cast its fawns in alarm at the thunder: "The voice

of the Lord maketh the hinds to calve" (Ps. xxix. 9).

The expiession in the prophecy of Jacob, "Kaphtali

is a hind let loose," or 'a graceful hind,' makes it

emblematic of activity and elegance of motion. So
also, " 1 !e maketh my feet like hinds' feet, and setteth

me upon my higii places" (2 Sara. xxii. 34 ; Ps. xviii. 33),

where the surefootedness of the deer is alluded to, as

also in Hab. iii, 19 :
" The Lord God is my strength,

and he will make my feet like hinds' feet, and he will

make me to walk upon mine high pLifes." Naphtali

proved hei'self a 'hind let loose,' when Barak delivered

Israel from the iron 3'ok0 of Jabin, and Zebulun and
Kaphtali "jeoparded (heir lives unto the death in the

high places of the field " (Judg. iv. and v. 18).

The swiftness of the deer is noticed :
" Then shall the

lame man leap as an hart" (Isa. xxxv. 6). "The voice

of my beloved ! Behold he cometh leaping upon the

mountains, skipping upon the hills, My beloved is like

a roe or a young hart" ((Jant. ii. 8, 9). Its maternal
affection is used by Jeremiah to illustrate the dire pres-

sure of famine upon JerusJilem, under the misery of

which " the hind also calved in the field, and forsook it,

iH'.f'-ause there was no grass " (xiv. 5). So Lam. i. 6 ;

'' i^rom the daughter of Zion all her beauty is departed :

her pi-inces are become like harts that find no pasture,

and they are gone without strength before the pursuer."

David compares his longing for the ordinances of the

sanctuary when exiled in the wilderness to the eager-

ness of the deer for water in a season of drought :
" As

the hart panteth after the water brooks, so pantetb my
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^oul after thee, () God" (Ps. xlii. 1). As the deer could

only obtain water at certain places in the wilderness,

and those far off, so the Psalmist could only join in the

ordinances of God at the tabernacle, from which he was
far distant.

AYhat species of deer is intended by ayyal is not clear.

Unless the term be general it must have been either the

fallow deei- {Bama vulgaris), or the red deer (^Cervna

elaphus). 'J'he former is a native of Persia, and was pro-

bably common in the more wooded and fertile parts of

the courtly. But it is now all but extinct in Palestine.

Hasselquist met with it on Mount Tabor, wheie we
were told it is still to be found, as well as in the woods
between that mountain and the gorge of the Litany River.

We ourselves only met with a single animal in an open
glade about ten miles west of the Sea of Galilee. Its

teeth have been fonnd in bone breccia in the Lebanon,
where it certainly does not now exist. But it would bo

much more easily extirpated than the antcdnpes of tlm

desert, or the wild goats of the mountain, from its ])ar-

liality for tho>e districts which man has always continued

to inhabit.

The only other deer of the existence of which in

Palestine we have any evidence is the red deer, teetli

of which—or of a closely-allied species— I collected

in the bone breccia of caverns in the Lebanon. As,

however, they were mingled with others, apparently

('f the reindeer, they may belong to a period anterior to

the advent of man into the country. I'ut though no red
(leer is now found in Egypt, yet we find it depicted in

the temples, and a race of red deer (Oervus harharus'), very
slightly differing from our own, still lives in Morocco,
Algeria, and Tunis, where 1 have obtained it, and it

ju'obably, in ancient times, extended right across North
Africa. The Syrian deer may very possibly h;ive been
the same in the south, while the European led deer

may have extended from the Caucasus through Taurus
into the Lebanon.
Hedgehog.—The Hebrew word Jdppod, which occurs

several times in the prophets, and is translated ' bit-

tern,' is su|)posed by some to denote the hedgehog, or

the hedgehog and porcupine, which are often classed

together by the Arabs. The hedgfliog is very commoii
In all parts of Palestine. That in the north is id»^ijtieal
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with our own (Erinaceus eiiropceiis). The hedgehogs of

the south of Judaea are smaller, and rather lighter in

colour.

Horse, Heb. soos, generally applied to a chariot

horse. Hecesh, translated in our version ' dormedary,'
occurs in 1 Kings iv. 28 ; Esth. viii. 10, li ; and
Mic. i. 13, and really means a swift or high-bred horse.

[See Dromedary.] Mammae (Esth. viii. lO) means 'a

mare ;
' and Parash, always given in our version 'horse-

man,' certainly denotes a cavalry or riding-horse, in

contrast to a chariot horse. Thus Solomon liad 1200

parash, 'cavalry horses' (1 Kings iv. 26). "He saw a
chariot with a couple of parash, ' horses ' " (Isa. xxi. 7).
" They of the house of Togarmah traded in thy fairs with
horses and horsemen [Heb. chariot hoises and riding

horses] and mules " (Ez. xxvii. 14). " The appearance ot

them is as the appearance of horses [IJeb. chariot

horses]; and as horsemen [Heb. cavalry horses] so shall

they run" (Joel ii. 4). So also Gen. 1. 9 ; Ex. xiv. 9, 17
;

Hab. i. 8 ; Es. xxvi. 10 ; and other places, in all of which
our translators have 'horsemen.'

It is remarkable that the horse is scarcely ever spoken
of in Holy "Writ, except in connection with war and
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armies. The one exception i.s Lsa, xxviii. 28 : when speak
inc; of thre&liing, the prophet says of bread-corn, " Ht
will not bruise it with his horsemen" THeb. horses].

But in this case the horses were not employed yoked
to any implement, but simply driven wildly over the
sheaves strewn upon the threshing floor.

The Jews were early acquainted with the horse, for

Egypt was from the earliest ages famed for its horses, and
the first mention of the horse in Scripture is when Joseph
sold out the corn from the storehouses, in the first year
of f-tmine, in exchange for horses and other cattle (Gen.
xlvii. 17). But the pastoral patriarchs, never engaging
in war, had no occasion for the services of the horse,

which, excepting for aggression or military purposes,
was quite useless to a nomad race of herdsmen. Nor
when they entered upon the possession of the Land of

Promise did they lequire the peaceful services of the

horse. Southern Judah and the wide eastern domains
of Eeuben, Gad, and Manasseh, were not devoted to

tillage, and the central legions of Western Palestine are

too hilly and rocky to be adapted for the agricultur^il em-
ployment of the horses even now, when its capabilities

in this respect are so well known.
Nor did the character of the gieater part of the

country admit of chariots beaming an important part
in warfare. It was only on the maritime jDlains, in the

Plain of Esdraelon, and on the north-eastern frontier,

that chariots could be brought into battle in any large

force. In these districts the Canaanites possessed many
chariots and horses, while Israel tad none. The con-

sequence was that the usual order of successful inva-

sions was reversed : the aboriginal Canaanites were
driven out of the hills, but remained in the plains

;

the mountains were the secure and peaceful, the level

and plain districts the insecure, parts of the country.

During Joshua's conquest of the hill country, when
he won for Judah and Benjamin, for Ephraim and
Manasseh, their destined heritage, we find no mention
of chariots in the rugged centi al region ; but when
Jabin, king of Hazor, in the far north lallied the whole
native force in one grand confederacy, and they met the
conquering hosts of Israel by the Waters of Merom, it

was •' with horses and chariots very many " (Josh. xi. 4)
which could be used on those long level plains of tiie
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Upper Jordan with terrible effect. This was a uew
feature in the war, and Joshua received the command to
*' hough their horses, and burn their chariots with fiie

"

(ver. G). He gained an overwhelming victorv, and chased

theui across the country towards Zidon. Jn the hills of

Naphtali their speed availed them nothing; the whole
were captured, and the command obeyed to "hough the

horses and burn the chaiiots."

Again, after a lapse of 150 years, the horses of another

Jabin, king of Canaan, were a terror to Israel, " for he
liad 900 (chariots of iion, and twenty years he mightil}^

oppressed the children of Israel " (Judg. iv. 3). Then
again the battle was in the plain, that same plain over

which, in after times, Ahab and Jehu drove their

chariots, and the defeat was complete when the swamps
and mud of the swollen Kishon engulfed the wheels,

and " the horsehoofs vveie broken by the means of the

])]ansings [plunging or trampling], thepransings of their

mighty ones " (Judg. v. 22).

Again we find chariots used in the plains of Philistia

and Sharon in the south, for Judah " drave out the in-

habitnnts of the mountain; but could not drive out the

inhabitants of the valley, because they had chariots of

iron" (Judg. i. 19).

The Israelites were from the first a nation of infantry,

and so continued even under the monarchy, so that the

Syrians from Damascus said :
" Their gods are gods of

the hills ; therefore they were stronger tlinn we ; but let

us fight against them in the plain, and surely wc shall

be .stronger than they "
(1 Kings xx. 23).

Hordes and chariots were the most formidable branch

of the Egyptian aimies. It was upon the chariots and

the horses of I'haraoh that the Lord would get Him
honour ; and the song of victory was :

" Sing ye to the

Jjord, for he hath triumphed gloriously; the horse and
his rider hath he thrown into the sea" (Ex. xv. 21).

The horse was thenceforth intimately associated in the

minds of the jDeople with the oppression of Egy|>t, and
the divine lawgiver expiessly cauticmed the king, wlunn

in after ages they might set over them :
" He shall not

multiply horses to hiuiself" (Dent. xvii. 16), lest their

possession should tempt him to wars of aggression.

The first instance on record of a king of Isi-ael estab-

iiahiiig a force of chariots or cavalry is when David.
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afler his defeat of Hadadezer, king of Zobuli, or Xorth-

eastern Syria, " houghed all the chariot horses, but re-

served of them for an hundied chariots " (2 Sam. viii. 4).

These were doubtless reserved for the purpose of keep-

ing in subjection that wide champaign country. Solomon
largely increased this force, importing horses and
chariots out ot Egypt at a fixed tariff of (500 shekels for

a chariot and its horses and 150 shekels for each cavalry

horse (1 Kings x. 28, 29), besides the horses which he
received in tribute, until he had 40,000 (or as some have
with reason interpreted the text, 4000) stalls of horses

tor his chtuiots, and 12,000 cavalry horses (1 Kings iv.

26). He probably created the main chariot roads be-

tween Jerusalem and the north, and across Esdraelon to

Gilead ; for his successors all used chariots and horses
;

as we ]"ead of Jehoshaphat going in his chariot with
Ahab, fiom Jezreel to Ramoth-Gilead : of Rehoboam,
Ahaziah, Joash, and of Josiah lidirig in chariots.

The kings of the northern kingdom possessed a

country more adapted for their use, and the chariots of

Ahab, Jehoram, and Jehu, are repeatedly mentioned as

being their ordinary mode of travelling. With the de-

sti'uction of the chariots and (cavalry of Jehoahaz, son of

Jehu, by Syria, when but fifty horses and ten chariots

were left liim (2 Kings xiii. 7), the poAver of the Is-

raelitish kingdom fell ; and from the sneers of Rab-shakeh
it would seem that in the time of Ilezekiah this force

had become insignificant in the kingdom of Judah also.

Hence partly the frequent policy of the later kings to

rely on J^gypt for chariots and for hoi'ses, denounced L^
the prophets :

" Woe to them that go down to Egypt for

help: and stay on hoi>es, and trust in chariots, because
they are many; and in horsemen, because they aie veiy
sti'ong" (Isa. xxxi. 1). [See also Ez. xvii. 15.]

This help of Egypt was sought not only against

S^'ria, which pusses>ed a formidable force of chariots and
cavalry, but especially against Assyria, the chariots and
cavalry of which were looked upon as the most powerfnl
in the world. Their breed of horses was very fine, as

may oe seen from the sculptured figures of Nineveh. " No
one can look at the horses of the early Assyrian sculptures

without being convin(;ed that they were drawn fiom tlio

finest models. The head is small and well-shaped, the

nostrils large and higli, thj neck arched, the body long,
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and the legs slender and sinewy." [Layard's Nineveh,

vol. ii. p. o60.) " Their horses aiso are swifter than th")

leopards, and are more fierce than the evening wolves,"

exclaims the prophet, of the horses of the Chaldeana

(Mab. i. 8). "The pransing horses and the jumping
chariots " are especially mentioned by Nahnm (iii. 2)
n,s featr^.res of Nineveh ; and the .Alesopotamian plains

supplied. Egypt for many ages with its finest horses, at

a period when there is no tiace of the horse having been
used in Arabia, for it was the camels, not the horses, ot

the Midianites that were without number; and it is

" the dromedaries of jMidian and E})hah " that are pictnied

as covei'ing the church in the latter daj'S, and bringing

gold and incense to shew forth the praises of the Lord
(Isa. Ix. 6).

After the return from Babylon horses were always

kept by the Jews, and the number they brought back
with them was 7.)G (Neh. vii. 68). They were con-

stantly employed by the Greek kings of Syria in the

wars of the Maccabees ; and under the Eomans, that

national genius for road-making which has left its traces

in the lemotest parts of Europe, gi-eatly increased the

facilities for communication among the most rugged
hills of Palestine. There was a chariot-road to Egypt
(Acts viii. 28), originally constructed, as is probable, by
Solomon, and paved by the Komans ; of which traces

remain. In the wilds of Gilead and Bashan the chariot-

roads can easily be traced, and the ruts worn by Roman
carriages are still deep in the pavement from the ruins

of Gadara to the bridge of the Jordan; and far east,

among the lonely temples and theaties of Jerash and
Kabbah, where wheels have never penetrated for more
than 1000 years. Now there is not a carriage, nor y,

carriage-road in the whole of Palestine, though horses

are used, not only by the Bedouin, but in all the towns

and villages, for riding and bearing burdens, not for

agricultural operations.

The magnificent description of the horse in the Book
of Job. no less than the various references to it in the

historical books, shows how it was regarded exclusively

as the animal of war, and as prefiguring strength rather

than speed or utility :
" Hast thou given the horse

strength? hast thou clothed liis neck with thunder?

Canst tiiou make him afraid as a grasshopper ? the glory
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of his nostrils is terrible. He paweth in the valle}^ and
rejoiceth in his strength: he goeth on to meet the armed
men. He mocketh at fear, and is not aifrighted ; neither

turneth he back from the sword. . . . He swalloweth
the gronnd with fierceness and rage : neither believeth

he tliat it is the sound of the trumpet. He saith among
the trumpets, Ha, ha ; and he smelleth the battle afar

off, the thunder of the captains, and the shouting

"

(Job xxxix. 19-25).

AVe may imagine a foreshadowing of the future peace-

ful employment of the horse in the prophecy of Zechariah

that " there shall be upon the bells of the horses, Holi-

ness unto the Lord " (xiv. 20).

The' Assyrian sculptures exhibit riding-horses with
bells round their necks, and the bridles were profusely

adorned with tassels, as they are still by the Arabs. The
bit and bridle were of the same form as those in use to

ihis day, and are frequently mentioned, " whose mouth
must be held in with bit and bridle " (Ps. xxxii. 9). "I
will put my bridle in thy lips" (2 Kings xix. 28), &c.

But the hoofs were left unshod, as with many of the Be-
douin horses now, an omission which, where the ground
is not very rocky, hardens the hoof, and prevents many
ailments to which shod horses are liable :

" Their horses'

hoofs shall be counted like flint" (Isa. v. 28). The
chariots, as well as the horses, had rich trappings,

though saddles were unknown :
" Dedan was thy mer-

chant ill precious clothes for chariots " (Ez. xxvii. 20),

Horses and chariots were used in idolatrous processions,

and were dedicated to the worship of the sun (2 Kings
xxiii. 11).

The breed of horses in Arabia, which supplies all tho

best horses in Palestine and Egypt, is probably derived

from the ancient Chaldsean stock, and the horse has
taken the place of the dromedary in Arab warfare.

Almost every man in the tribes east of Gilead is

mounted ; but west of Jordan fine horses are rare, and
the oidinary ba<rgage horse is a small animal of fifteen

hands high, without great speed, but with wonderful
powers of endurance.

Hy.;ENa.—The name of the hytena does not occur iii

our version, but there can be little doubt that it is

intended by Jeremiah when he writes :
" Mine heritage

is unto me as a speckled bird (Heb. tzebua), the birds
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round about are against her" ^xii. 9). The Arnhic
name of the hyaena {dduuha) is akin to it, and it signifies
' spotted ' or ' streaked.' Another allusion to this animal
is the ' Valley of Zeboim,' mentioned in 1 Sam. xiii. 18,
and signifying ' the valley of hysBnas.'

The hyaena (Hycena striata) is reiy common in all parts
of l*alestine. It is quite indiffeient to the character of ihe
country, and makes a home alike in the deserts, in the
woods, or in the tombs; but its lavonrite haunts are the
old rock-hewn tombs with which the Holy J>and every-
where abounds. To these caves it brings the bones it

collects, and I have found in an old quarry tenanted by
these beasts, heaps of bones of camels, oxen, and sheep,

and no less than seven camels' skulls together, which had
battled the gnawing powers even of an hyaena. \V e nu-t

with hyaenas in the Jordan valley, near Beersheba, at

Jerusalem, Nazareth, Mount ('armel, and Tabor.

Next to the jackal, they are the most numerous beasts

of prey, but are not dreaded by the peo})le, being cow-

aj-dly creatures; yet they are abominated as the UKjst

iin(;lean of all animals. For this there is good reason, as

liiL-y jn'owl about the graveyards to attack tlie buiied
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corpses, on wliicli tliej" feast, and unless the grave be well

protected by a covering of lieavy stones, they will rapidly

exliiime the body. Indeed, after these precautions, they
are often known to burrow alongside, and &o to reach the

body.
Tho old hya?na attains a considerable size, and the

fur is less distinctly marked than in r-pecimens three

or four years old, when it is finely striped with black and
tawny. Its food is carrion, but espeL-ially bones, and,

when pressed by hunger, it will attack large animals.

The ass of one of my servants was once devoured by the

hvienas in the night, while he was sleeping close to it.

'I'hey left nothing of it but the skull. The hy^na has a

stiff ridge or mane of long hair erect from its neck, and,

extending along the back, which gives it a ferocious

appearance. In Syria I have not observed them hunt in

packs, but generally two together.

M^—^ -^

J ACKAL.—Though the jackal does not occur by name in

our version, yet it is frequently referred to, and under
more than one name. (1.) Iijim, 4.6'., ' howlers,' rendered

in our bibles ' wild beasts ' of the islands, found in

l.-a. xiii. 22; xxxiv. 14; Jer. 1. 39. 80, in x\iabic, one of
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the names of the jackal is 'sons of howling.' [See Beast,

Wild.] (2.) Ta?i, translated ' dragon,' which occurs in

many passages, and almost always in connection with
the desert, with ostriches, or wild beasts, is believed by
the best critics to point to the jackal. In fact, this is

the only interpretation which wdll harmonize all the

passages. It occurs in the followdng passages :
—" I

am a brother to dragons {tannim), and a companion to

ostriches " (Job xxx. 29). " An liabitation of dragons,

and a court for ostriches " (Isa. xxxiv. 13). " The wild
beasts of the island shall cry in their desolate houses,

and dragons in their pleasant places " (xiii. 22).
" Desolate, and a den of dragons " (Jer. x. 22). " I will

make a wailing like the dragons " (Mic, i. 3). " Dragons
of the wilderness " (Mai. i. 8). The other passages where
it is found are Ps. xliv. 19 ; Isa. xliii. 20 ; Jer. ix. 11

;

«:iv. C ; xlix. 33; li. 37. [See Dragon.]
The ' wailing ' spoken of in one passage, the snuffing

U]) the wind in another, the association with ostriches,

with deserts, and desolate places, all suit the jackal

exactly, and certainly point to no serpent or monster.

(3.) Shual, always in our bible translated 'fox,' is un-

doubtedly a comprehensive term, from which our own
word jackal is ultimately derived, and which compre-
hends the jackal as well as the fux. [See Fox.] In

several instances, as in the expression, " They shall be

a portion for foxes " (Heb. sliualim, Ps. Ixiii. 10), the

jackal is indicated. It is the jackal rather than the

fox which pre^ys on dead bodies, and which assembles in

troops on the battle-fields, to feast on the slain. Again,

when we read (Judg. xv. 4, 5) that Samson caught 300
shValim, these must have been the giegarious jackal, not

the solitary fox. The natives of the East discriminate

very little between the two animals, or rather look on

the fox as a small and inferior species of jackal. Indeed
their appearance to a cursory observer is very similar,

the jackal having its fur of paler colour, or yellowish

rather than reddish in hue.

The jackal {Cams aureus), i.e., the golden dog, fioni

its yellow colour, is extremely common in the whole ot

Palestine, as it is in all the countries south and east of

the Mediterranean to the far east of Asia. It inhabits

the whole of Africa, and in Europe it is found in Southern
Russia, Turkey, and Gieece, up to the north eastern
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Bli(»res of the Adriatic. In Syria it secretes itself

during the day in old quarries, caves, or ruins, but in

the forests of North Africa it is content with the cover

of the brushwood.
NN'herever the traveller camps in the Holy Land, he

will nightly hear the wailing cry of the packs of jackals

as they quarter the country in search of food. They
often visit the camp itself, and carry off any piece of

meat that has been left unsecured. About the mins of

Baalbek the packs of jackals secrete themselves by hun-
dreds : there their sudden howl would break the dead
stillness of the night, as we lay under those towering

columns, and, caught up from pack to pack, was echoed
back from the cavernoirs temples below, till the air

Tieemed filled as if with the wailing of a thousand

infants ; and the woids of the prophet were brought
vividly home. " The jackals shall cry in their desolate

houses, and dragons in their pleasant palaces " (Isa. xiii.

22). " The wild beasts of the desert, with the jackals

shall dwell there, and the owls shall dwell therein

"

(Jer. 1. 39).

Nor is it only in the seats of ancient splendour that the

jackals howl ; they sweep the desolate ravines of the

Dead Sea, and secrete themselves in the hermits' caves

by Jericho. They nightly visit the walls of Jerusalem,

and provoke a defiant chorus from the swarming paiiah

dogs, as intolerant of them as the hound is of the fox. I

have known them enter not only villages but walled

towns. A pack one night entered the town of Caiffa,

through a gap in the wall, and scoured the place un-

molested. But they are most inoffensive to man ; and
cunning as a fox, they hush their wail when seek-

ing to filch from the tent, and scamper off at the top

of their speed when they find themselves observed. I

once met a pack after midnight in a suburb of Algiers,

who politely made way for me to pass, but instantly

rushed in full pursuit after a belated dog.

Ehrenbei-g describes an animal which he calls Canis

syriacus, bur which is merely the jackal of the Lebanun,
n<jt really differing from that of other countries.

Leopard (i^e/fs leopardus). Heb, namer ; Arab, nintr

;

(jr. 7rdpSaXL<?.—Is several times alluded to in Scripture,

and its swiftness, cunning, persevei-ance, and strength

arc spoken of. It is taken as a type of fierceness, when
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in the coming time of tlie leign of Christ "the leopard

shall lie down with the kid" (Isa. xi. (5). Agile, swift,

and lapid in its attack, it i^s in the prophecy of Daniel,

the apt tvpe of the sudden sweep of the conquering Alex-

ander of Macedon, the founder of the third great empire :

" 1 beheld, and lo anothei', like a leopard, which had upon
the back of it four wings of a fowl . . . and dominion
was given to it" (Dan. vii. 6). Ilabakkuk compares the

onslaught of the Chaldaean cavalry to the leopard, " Their
horses also are swifter than the leopard" (i. 8).

The leopard, as is well known, will take up its station

in concealment by a village or a watering-place, and

,/'^ "- \

\ \^

await for hours its opportunity of pouncing upon the

cattle. This habit supplies the force of the comparison :

"A leopard shall watch over their cities" (Jcr. v. 6).
*' I will be unto them as a lion ; as a leopard by the way
will I observe them " (Hos. xiii. 7). The beaut it'ully-

spotted skin of the leopard is alluded to in the famiiiar

text: " Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard

his spots'?" Mer. xiii. 23). (See Appendix. Note B.)

We have incidental proof that the leopard was formerly
oommon in the Holy Land in the names of i)laces derived
fjom it, as Beth-nimrah, or Nimrah, a fenced city allott-cd

to Gad, near the Jordan eastwards (.Kumb. xxxii. 3, oC).
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It is curious to trace the chan^^e of names in the history

of this place—' The house of leopards ' of old ; as the
country became more densely peopled, and the leopards

disappeared, it had changed to tlie Beth-abara. or ' house
of the ford' of the Septuagint and the New Testament,
when John the Baptist baptized beyond Jordan. With
the pi-esent desolation of the land the leopard has re-

snmed its sway, and roams undisturbed ; the foi d has
become disused and almost forgotten, and the Beth-abara
of the Koman period has to-day regained its old appel-
lation, and is the Kahr-Nimrim, i.e., ' the stream of the

leopards' of the modern Arabs. Deservedly is it so

named, for in its thickets the leopards lurk ; and though
I did not see the animals themselves, their fresh foot-

piints were clear and unmistakable on the moist ooze.

It is the broad massive footmark of the leopard which
Lynch, De Saulcy, and other travellers have mistaken
for that of the lion, which is there quite extinct. There
is another Nimrim, ' leopards,' in the land of Moab,
mentioned by Isaiah and Jeremiah :

'' The waters of

Nimrim shall be desolate" (Isa. xv. 6; Jer. xlviii. 34).

This is a rich verdant spot at the south east end of the
Dead Sea, which still bears the Arabic name of Nimeirah,
and where, too, we found traces enough of the leopai-d.

' The mountains of the leopard ' are also spoken of by
Solomon (Cant, iv. 8).

The leopard is by no means so rare in Palestine as

has been supposed. In the forests of Gilead it is still so

nrmierous as to be a pest to the herdsmen, who, with
their inferior weapons, are somewhat loth to encounter
it in the chase, for a wounded leopard is the most ter-

rible and cruel of beasts. The sheikh of one village

shewed me no less than four leopard skins recently

killed. About the Dead Sea we frequently saw their

traces. We also tracked them on Mount Tabor, but
throughout Galilee they are rare. On Blount Carmel
they are still found, and while we were there a magni-
ticent pair were killed by some Arabs, who sold the skins

for 201. They were so large that it is not suiprising

that the spoor of such beasts should have been taken for

tigers' or lions'. A leopard's skin is highly prized as a

isaddle-clolh by the Turki>h officials, anti also ^s frequently

worn over the shoulders by a certain class "f dervishes.

There is another animal of the leopard kind, the well-
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known clietah, or hunting leopard of India (Felts juhatd),

wiiich, though scarce, is found in difi'ereiit parts of the

country. A few still haunt the neighbourhood of labor
and the hills of Galilee. In Gilead it is more common,
and a sheikh tliere presented me with three skins of

chetah shot hy his people. Though the chetah is much
less formidable than the leopard, yet it does not appear
to be discriminated by the Syrians, and is never by them
domesticated or kept f(jr hunting, as by the natives of

India ; at least I could find no ti ace of such use of it, even
among tl\e sheikhs, who were learned in falconry. The
chetah is doubtless comprehended under the Hebrew
term ' namer.' The panther is merely a synonym of the

leopard. One or two other large species of the Felidae,

or Cat tribe, as the lynx, and perhaps the caracal, are

found in Palestine, but larely, and did not come under
our personal observation.

Lkviai'Han. — Tliough by some imagined to express the

whale, yet is now admitted to mean the crocodile. [See

Levlvtiian, lieptiles, Chap. IX.

J
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CHAPTER VL
Mammals.—Part III.

Lion (Fells leo).—About 130 times is the king of beasts
mentioned in Scripture. Several Hebrew °vords are
used to express the lion. (1.) Tlie common word is
aryeh, denoting the animal in general, without reo-ard to
age or sex. (2.) Cepheer, ' a young lion,' not a mere
cub, is always so rendered in our version, exeeptin»>- in

two or three passages in Proverbs, where it is simply
'lion.' However, ^ep/ieer was not necessarily very dii-
ferent from aryeh. as both words are applied to the lion
which Samson slew, and in the carc^jse of which the
honey was found. (3.) Lnhi, Lahiyali, ' an old lion,'
' lioness,' from a Coptic root. -'Judah . . . couched as
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a lion, and as an old lion" (Gen xlix. 9). " The people

shall rise up as a great lion" (Numb, xxiii. 24). " He
crouched ; he lay down as a lion, and as a great lion

"

(xxiv. 0). " What is thy mother? a lioness. She lay

down among lions; she nourished her whelps among
/oung lions" (Jer. xix. 2). So also Nahura ii. 11, and

nther passages, where the dignity or strength of the old

lion is en)phatically pointed to. (4). Laisli, ' an old

lion,' another poetical name, signifying an old lion in

the vigour of his strength. " A lion (laish) which is

strongest among beasts, and tiirneth not away for any "

(Prov. XXX. 30), occurs only in few passages, but gave

names to places, as Laish, the aboriginal name of the

Northern Dan.

The range of the lion has become much circumscribed

since the dawn of history. The mythology and the

legends of ancient Greece speak of a time when the lion

was fiimiliar to their forefaihers, whose hero-woiship

Jignitied tlie slayer of the Nemean lion. But within

the historic period, long after the legends of Homer, we
find the lion in Euiope. Herodotus tells how the Thi-a-

cian lions made an onslaught on the camels of the

invading army of Xerxes. Xenophon speaks of it as

inhabiting Macedonia in his time, and Aristotle twice

mentions its existence in Macedonia. Thus the lion,

whose roar may even now be heard in the Atlas, as far

west as thpi Stiaits of Gibraltar, was, to a comparatively

recent period, common in Syria, Asia Minor, and Greece.

In Palestine the lions had their laiis in the f )rests,

which have perished with them, and in the cane brakes of

the Joidan. Not only did they supply the imagery of

Psjilmists and Prophets, but they lingered there till the

time of the Crusades, and are mentioned as living about

Samaria by historians of the twelfth century. No fossil

lomains oi* the lion have yet been recognized; but, inde-

pendently of the historical evidence, the late Dr. Koth

found its bones in gravel of the Jordan, and the speci-

mens are now, I believe, deposited in the Mui-eum of

Munich.
It was probably during the period of the Greek and

Roman dominion that it becanif^. almost extirpated, and

now the lion can scarcely be said to exist in x\sia west

of the Euphrates.

The Arabs say it is found in Aiabia; but of this wo
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have at Ica&t no evidence. Ocoasionally it crosses the

Enjilnates, and a tew years ago a lion's carcase was
brought into Damascus. Between the Lower Tigiits

and Euphrates they still abound. Mr. Layard sawtlieni

frefpiently, and during his excavations at NifFer, below
BabyLjn, found fresh traces of their footsteps almost daily

among the ruins. It extends also far higher up, to the

jungle of the Khabour, or Chebar, on the Upper Tigris,

above Mosul and ISineveh (the ancient Chebar), where
Laja,rd mentions an Arab being attacked by one, and
escaj^ing with the loss of his mare. The same author
observes, " That it was originally an inhabitant of tiie

country theie can be no doubt. From the earliest period

it was considered the noblest of game, and was included

among the wild beasts preserved in the paradises or

parks attached to royal residences. On the monuments
of Nineveh the triumphs of the king over this formidable

animal are deemed no less worthy of record than liis

victories over his enemies. History and tradition too

have celebrated the prowess of Ninus and Semiramis in

their encounters with the lion: and paintings representing

their feats adoined the palaces of Babylon. . , . The
lion of the sculptures is furnished with a long and bushy
mane. It has been doubted whether the animal which
still inhabits the country has this noble appendage, but
1 have seen more than one on the banks of the Karoon
provided with it. There is a peculiarity in the Asiatic

lion which has not escaped the notice of the sculptor

—

the claw at the extremity of the tail. This claw was
not unknown to ancient naturalists. ... In modern
times its existence was denied, and has only been estab-

lished within a few years. It is still, I believe, con-

sidered to be a mere casual excrescence, and is not met
with in all specimens of the animal."

—

Lat/ard's Nineveh,

vol. ii. xjp.
427-429.

It is possible that both the long-maned and the short-

maned, or Pei-sian lions, inhabited Palestine, and that the

names Laish, or Labi, or both of them, rendered ' old lion,'

express the powerful maned lion. But most probably the
common lion was the short-maned variety, which is loss

daring and formidable than the long-maned variety, and
which the shepherds would sometimes venture to en-

counter single-handed :
" As the shepherd taketh out

of the mouth of the lion two legs, or a piece of an ear''
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(Amos iii. 12). So David, when a youth, had slain both

a lion and a bear, when they attacked his father's flocks

(1 Sam. xvii. 36).

Vaiious places in the Hoi}'' Land derived their name
from the lion. Besides Laish, already mentioned, we
find Lebaoth, or Beth-lebaoth, ' the house of lionesses

'

(Josh. XV. 32 ; xix. 6), and Arieh (2 Kings xv. 25).

They are spoken of in Scripture as inhabiting various

parts of the country, such as the tangled jungle by

the banks of the Jordan :
" He shall come up like a

Hon from the swelling of Jordan" (Jer. xlix. 19 ; and

1. 44) i.e., driven forth from his lair by the periodical

overflow of the river. " A voice of the roaring of

young lions ; for the pride of Jordan is spoiled

"

(Zech. xi. 3). They also secreted themselves in the

brushwood, as they do now in the Atlas :
" The lion is

come up fi-om his thicket " (Jer. iv. 7). " He hath for-

saken his covert, as the lion " (xxv. 38). [See Job
xxxviii. 40.] In the forest :

" A lion out of the forest

shall slay them " (Jer. v. 6). " Mine heritage is unto me
as a lion in the forest " (xii. 8), &c. And in caves ;

" The lion . - . filled his holes with prey, and his

dens with ravin " (Nahum ii. 12). " Come with me . . .

from the lions' dens" (Cant. iv. 8). " He lieth in wait

secretly, as a lion in his den " (Ps. x. 9).

Not only did the lion sometimes venture to attack the

ilocks, in spite of the resistance of the assembled shep-

herds (Isa. xxxi. 4), but it preyed upon man himself.

Thus the disobedient prophet who came out of Judah to

Bethel was slain by a lion (1 Kings xiii. 24), as was the

man who i efused to obey one of the sons of the prophets

in the time of Ahab (xx. 30) ; but after Israel had

been desolated by the Assyrian kings, and was then re-

peopled by them, the lions had so multiplied that they

laid waste the towns and villages of Samaria (2 Kings

xvii. 25, 20).

The mode of capturing the lion was rude in the

extreme, but the same as is still practised. A pitfall

was made, with spikes driven into the bottom ; this

was carefully covered over, and then the assembled popu-

lation by loud cries and noises startled the lion from

his lair, and drove him towards the pit ; w^hen impaled,

he was despatched by their spears. Sometimes he was

driven into a sort of decoy of loose network, in whicli
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he became entangled and comparatively bel})]ess. These
modes of captuie are alluded to by Ezekiel :

" He wa.s

taken in tbeir pit, and they brought him with chains
nnto the land of Egypt. . . . Tiie nations set against
him . . . and spread their net over him : he was
taken in their pit " (xix. 4, 8). It was a feat of

valour on the part of Benaiah, the son of Jehoiada.
one of David's mighty men, that "he v/ent down and
slew a lion in the midst of a pit in time of snow" (2
Sam. xxiii. 20), this being a single-handed achievement.
The Eastern monarcbs were accustomed to keep lions

in confinement ; not as the Egyptians did, tamed for the
purpose of hunting, as is represented in their sculptures

;

or for the sake of the shows of the arena, and for public
combats, as among tlie Romans ; but for regal pomp and
ostentation, though, as in the case of Daniel cast into the
lions' den, they were also employed as instruments of

despotic vengeance (Dan. vi.).

The lion's roar was a familiar sound among the hills

and valleys of Israel, and is expressed by four different

words:—(1.) The yell of the whelps : "They shall 3'ell

as lions' whelps "
( Jer. li. 38). (2.) His roar when he

roams abroad for prey :
" The lion hath roared, who will

not fear ?" (Am. iii. 8). " The young lions roar after their
prey, and seek their meat from God" (Ps. civ. 21). In
.Job the same word is also used to express the sound of

thunder. (3.) The lion's yell when he lays hold of his

prey :
" They shall roar like young lions : yea, they

shall roar, and lay hold of the prey, and carry it away
safe" (Isa. v. 29). And (4.) Their savage growl when
disturbed over their feast: "Like as the lion and the
young lion roaring on his prey, when a multitude of

shepherds is called forth against him " (xxxi. 4).

The lion was, among all the nations of antiquity, the
symbol of royal power and strength. As such it is de-
picted among the sculptures of Nineveh, and was the
proud escutcheon of the princely tribe of Judah :

" Judah
is a lion's whelp ... he stooped down, he couched
as a lion, and as an old lion ; who shall rouse him up ?

"

1 Gen. xlix. 9). In the closing book of the Revelations
it received a deeper significance as the emblem of the Di-
vine Son, the conqueror of Death, " the Lion of the tribe
of Judah, the Root of David," who " prevailed to open
the book, and to loose the seven seals thereof " (Rev. v. 6).
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From its a^sociaticms with the tribe of Jndah, perhaps,

Sijlunion selected it as a royal device in the sculptures,

both of the Temple and of the king's house. Lions,

with oxen and cherubim, were graven to adorn the

bases of the brazen sea. Two carved lions supported the

iv(ny throne on eitlier side, and twelve others guarded the

six steps up to the thione, the wurk of the Tyrian arti-

ficers of Hiram.
The singular ruin in Gilead, Arak el Emir, the castle

aud stronghold of Hyrcanus, the elder Maccabean prince,

has colossal lions carved on its face in deep relief, re-

minding us of the favourite comparison of the hero of

the family to a "lion's v/help roaring for his prey"
(1 Mace. iii. 4). AVhile the strength of the lion was
proverbial: " V\ hat is stronger than a lion?" (Judg.

xiv. 18); "A lion which is strongest amongst beasts,

and turneth not away for any " (Prov. xxx. 30

;

2 Sam. i. 23, &c.)—his courage, "bold as a lion" (Prov.

xxviii. ]), &e.—yet its fierceness and cruelty causa

it often to be used in the Psalms as the figure of a

malignant enemy ; and the arch enemy of mankind is

compared by St. Peter (1. v. 8) to "a roaring lion,

walking about seeking whom he may devour." The
many other passages in Avhicli the lion is set forth as

the emblem of courage, pi )wer, stiength, and ferocit}^ aie

too numerous to be quoted at lengtli.

Mole.—Two words are thus rendered in our version.

(1.) TinsJiemefh (Lev. xi. 30) ;
probably a lizard. [See

Chamelkox.] (2.) Chephor-peroth : " In that day a man
shall cast his idols of silver and his idols of gold . . .

to the moles and to the bats " (Isa. ii. 20). 'Jlie Hebrew
word points unmistakably to some burrowing animal;

but as it does not elsewhere occur, not much light can

be thrown on the passage.

There are many creatures of the rat and weasel tribe

which burrow among old ruins, and it is not necessary

to limit the name to one single species. It implies, in

fact, ' the l)urrowers,' Our mole [Talpa europcua) does

not exist in Palestine, nor has any other species of

true mole been found there. But if it were so, the

mole is not in the habit of burrowing about ruins,

but in pastures and cultivated fields.

The so-called mole of Syria is a very curious and

interesting animal It is the mole-rat {Spalax tijplilv^).
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with much of the external appearance of our mole,

but considerably larger, ten or eleven inches long, of

a silvery grey colour, without any external eyes or tail,

but with a very large ear orifice, though not apparent
through the fur. It is a rodent, with very powerful
incisors, like the squirrel's, but much longer, and a

broad, naked muzzle. It lives in underground com-
munities, making large subterranean chambers for its

young and for storehouf«es, with many runs connected
with them, and decidedly partial to the loose debris

~^^^m-

MOLL-iiAT. (Spalax typhlits.)

about ruins and stoneheaps, wliere it can form its

chambers with least trouble. In this respect it differs

from the mole, and suits the Scriptural allusion. There
are many of these animals about the walls of Jerusalem,
where they burrow in the rubbish. Their food is

entirely vegetable, and consists chietiy or bulbs, and in

the gardens they commit some havoc among the carrots

and onions. We caught many, and I kept them alive

for some time in earthen jars (as they instantly gnaw
through wood) and fed them on onions and soaked bread.

They were quiet in the day-time, but incessantly restless

at night. The mole-rat may well be the ' mole ' of Isaiah.

G
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Mouse, Heb. 'ahhhar, is mentioned in Lev. xi. 29 as

one of the creeping things forbidden as food. In Isaiah,

again, it is named as an unclean abomination :
" They

that sanctify themselves . . . eating swine's flesh, and
the abomination, and the mouse, shall be consumed
together "( Ixvi. 17). In 1 Sam. ch. vi. we find that

mice were sent as a visitation upon the Philistines, who
retained the ark of the Lord, and that when the ark was
consequently sent back, they sent with it five golden

mice, images of the mice that maired their land (v. 5),

as a trespass offering. In this passage, the mice that

ravaged the fields of Philistia were probably field-mice

of one or all the various species which are found in

Palestine ; and the Hebrew word exactly describes the

mouse in its etymological signification, being the ' corn-

eater.' But in the other passage the name is doubtless

generic, including the very many small rodents of the

rat, mouse, marmot, jerboa, dormouse, and hamster
kinds which inhabit Sj'ria.

In reference to the joassage in Iisaiah, Ave may note

that many of the Arabs eat the jerboa, the larger species

of dormouse, and especially the large sand-rat (Psam-
momys obesus). The Hebrew 'aklihar may be taken as

the equivalent of the Arabic farah, which is applied

to every small rodent, with or without a qualifying

adjunct.

No less than twenty-three species of this group were
ascertained by us to inhabit Palestine. Among them are

three species of dormouse, the largest of which (JSIyoxus

glis) is six inches long without the tail, which is five

inches more. The English dormouse we did not find

There are four or five species of short-tailed voles, includ

ing the short-tailed field-mouse [Arvicola arvalis), which
is very common, and is probably the mouse that ravaged
the fields of the Philistines. There are six species ofsand •

rat (Psammomys and Gerhilliis), one of them as large as

a squirrel and much heavier. These animals burrow
about the roots of bushes in the desert parts of the

country, and among the rocks in the hilly districts, and
are very pretty creatures, with a light buff back and
white breast and belly ; the tail is long and tufted. The
hamster (Cricetus auritus), well-known in the eastern

parts of Europe for the devastation it commits among
the corn, evnd which lays up great stores of beans,
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corn, and other provender for winter, sometimes to the

weight of 100 lbs., preys upon the agriculture of Pales-

tine.

Of the common rats and mice there are several spe-

cies, some identical v\^ith our own. The most singular

rodents of the country are the porcupine mice (Acomys),

which inhabit only the ravines and barrens about the

Dead Sea and the southern desert. Of these we found
three species. They are most beautiful little creatures,

of a light sandy colour above and white beneath, and
covered all over the back with bristles, like a hedgehog.
In one species these bristles, which are enormous for the

size of the animal, extend only half way down the back.

They are scarcely larger than a house-mouse, and are

very little known.
Among the rodents we must not omit the jerboa

(genera Dipus and Alactaga), included by the Hebrews
and Arabs among the mice, and which must have been
well-known to the Israelites. In Palestine they are

confined to the sandy and desert districts, where thej^

abound. We obtained four species. Nothing can be
more beautiful than the gambols and kangaroo - like

bounds of these pretty creatures, as they leap with
amazing speed over the sand, and then suddenly disappear

in their burrows. As is well known, with extremely
«hort fore-legs, their hind-legs are as long as the body,

and the tail considerably longer, while the fur is as soft as

that of the chinchilla. In one of the small desert species

before me (Alactaga arundinis), the body and hind-legs

are each five and a half inches long, the whisker upwards
of three inches, and the tail eight inches, with a fine bushy
end, black, tipped with white. By this enormous tail, the

little creatures steer themselves in their leaps—we might
almost say flights—as they bound over the plains. The
Arabs consider the jerboa a dainty morsel. In Northern
Syria the hamster is eaten as a rabbit, and may be the

very species referred to in Isaiah.

In the distorted account of the destruction of Senna-
cherib's army, related to Herodotus by the Egyptians,

mice were said to have gnawed through the bowstrings,

quivers, and shield covers in the night, and thus to have
left the Assyrians helpless (Her. II. ch. 141).

Visitations of mice, similar to those of locusts in their

destructive effects, are recorded in history to have oo-

g2
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curred in other countries as well as Palestine, et^pecially

in Spain and Italy.

Mule.—Heb. pered, pirdali, the masculine and feminine

genders. The former is used very often in the Bible.

The mention of mules does not occur until the time of

David, when horses also began to be introduced. After

this period they are spoken of as of common occurrence,

and were ordinarily ridden by persons of rank, as by the

king's sons (2 Sam. xiii. 29), by Absalom especially,

who was riding a mule when he was slain (2 Sam.
xviii. 9) ; b}' Solomon, who was mounted in state on

the king's mule when proclaimed king (1 Kings i. 33).

Solomon probably imported his mules from Egypt, along

with horses ; and the subject nations paid tribute each

year in mules, along with other presents (x. 25).

Afterwards they are spoken of as part of the royal stud,

used for state, and sometimes for warlike, purposes.

Thus, " Ahab said nnto Obadiah, Go into the land. . . .

peradventure we may find grass to save the horses and
mules alive " (xviii. 5). So Isaiah pictures the Gentiles

doing honour to Israel in the latter days, bringing their

brethren " upon horses, and in chariots, and in litters,

and upon mules, and upon swift beasts, to my holy

mountain " (Isa. Ixvi. 20). The Phoenicians 'were supplied

with mules from Armenia :
" They of the house of

Togarmah [Armenia] traded in thy fairs with horses and

horsemen [saddle-horses] and mules" (Ez. xxvii. 14).

Though generally employed for the saddle, the mule
was also used for burdens. Thus, when David mounted
the throne, Israel brought bread and provision " on

asses and on camels, and on mules, and on oxen

"

(1 Chron, xii. 40). " ISaaman said, Shall there not

then, I pray thee, be given to thy servant two mules'

burden of earth ?" (2 Kings v. 17).

From the prohibition in Lev. xix. 19, it would seem

the Israelites were forbidden to breed mules. This

accounts for their introduction at so late a period in

their history, and for the first mules we read of being

imported. Afterwards, the Mosaic injunction may have

been less strictly ob-erved. On the return from Baby-

lon, they brought with th^m 245 mules (Ezra ii. 66).

They are not mentioned in the New Testament.

At present, mules are extensively employed both by

men of peace in riding, and for bearing burdens,
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throughout Palestine. Though inferior to the horse in

speed, their surefootedness renders them more useful in

riding over the hilly country, and their power of en-

durance is much greater. The Arabs never use them

;

but among the settled population, and in the cities, they
are ridden by the mercantile and middle classes, horses

being confined, for the most part, to the military and
the Bedouin. For burdens mules are invaluable, as they

carry a much heavier load than the camel, and on uneven
ground can make a longer day's journey. They are

much longer lived and hardier than horses, and conse-

quently well-bred mules fetch in Syria a higher price

than ordinary horses.

The word recesh is translated mule in Esth. viii.

10, 14. It should be 'dromedary.' [See Dromedary.]
In Gen. xxxvi. 2-1 we read :

" This was that Anah that

found the mules [Heb. yemvn] in the wilderness, as he
fed the asses of Zibeon his father." This is no doubt
a mistranslation. The word yemim does not occur else-

where, but is rightly translated in the Yulgate, AqucB

calidoi, 'hot springs.' At that period horses were un-

known in Canaan, but the discovery of hot springs

would be thought deserving of record.

Ox. [See Cattle.]

Porcupine.—The Porcupine is iiowhere mentioned in

the sacred text, but many commentators believe that it

is intended by the Hebrew Jcijypod, translated ' bittern,*

and which they suppose to be connected with the Arabic

Jcunfod, ' hedgehog,' often also applied to the porcupine.

The rendering of our translators appears preferable.

[See Bittern.]

The Porcupine (Hysfrix cristata), is, however, very

common in all the rocky districts and mountain glens

of the Holy Land, and its flesh is esteemed a great

delicacy. It is commonly believed by the natives to be

a larger species of hedgehog, but is really an animal of

a very different order, being a rodent, and j^laced by
systematists not very far from the beaver on one side,

and the guinea-pig on the other. It lives on roots and
bark, and conceals itself in holes and crevices of the

rocks, where it remains dormant during the winter, and
is at all times a nocturnal animal. It is so common in

the neighbourhood of the Dead Sea that a bundle of

shed quills may be gathered among the rocks in a day
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without trouble. Though very plentiful iu e^eiy part of

the country where the fissures of the cliffs afford it shelter^

its special abundance in the Jordan Valley and by the Dead
Sea may be accounted for by the fact that the porcupine

does not require water, and can, therefore, find sustenance

where few mammals, except the coney and the sand mice or

acomys, can permanently reside. We never met with it alive,

excepting when it had been trapped by the Arabs, but on

three occasions I found decaying carcases ; and once a

skeleton. Their holes could always be recognised by their

footmarks and the numbers of shed bristles strewn around,

but they were in fissures far too deep and narrow to be

accessible. None of the Arabs have discovered any method
of driving the porcupine out of its fastness, and yet the

creature is much prized, both for its flesh, which is esteemed

a great delicacy, and for the quills, which are an article of

commerce at Jerusalem. The ordinary mode of hunting

it is to stop the earths during the night and wait for the

animal's return about sunrise, when, having no power of

escaping by flight, it is despatched with clubs. Sometimes

a wire noose is suspended over the entrance of the hole.

When approached at a distance from its refuge, it rolls

itself into a ball like a hedgehog, and shoots out its short,

stiff bristles against its assailant. The porcupine is found in

Southern Europe, the whole of North Africa, and Western

Asia. Elsewhere its place is taken by other similar species.

Pygarg. Heb. disMn.—In the Septuagint 7rvyapyo<; occurs

only once, in the list of animals permitted for food in Deut.

xiv. 4. Our translators have followed the Greek ; but un-

fortunately we have no certain knowledge of the animal

intended by the ancients under the name of pygarg, beyond
the fact that it was a species of antelope in North Africa.

Very possibly 'pygargus was a generic name for all the
' white-rumped ' antelopes, of which there are several ; and

it seems now clearly established that the pygarg of Pliny

was not, as has been supposed, the AntUo'pe addax, but that

the latter is the same as the Strepsiceros of Pliny, being

called by the Arabs adas or alcas, the very name which Pliny

gives as the local one of his Strepsiceros. But it does not,

therefore, follow that the addax is not the same as the

Hebrew dislion ; and, after a careful examination of the

Hebrew names for the antelopes, and of the species known
to exist in Bible lands, I can scarcely come to any othar

conclusion than to assign the addax to the term dishon.
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There are four antelopes found in Palestine or

neighbourhood, and four Hebrew words generally ad-

mitted to apply to the genus. Taking then the 'roc'

to be the gazelle, the ' wild bull ' to be the bubale, tho
' fallow-deer ' for the oryx, thei'e remains but the addax

to represent the ' pygarg ' of Deuteronomy. The addax

(Antilope aJdax) has a wide range, being found rather

commonly, but not in large heidis, in the Sahara, ^»iibia,

Egypt, and Arabia. I never obtained it, but have been

near enough to identify it by its horns, on the Arabah, to

the south of the Dead Sea, where it is well known to

ADDAX. {Antilope addax.

^

the Bedouin. It is a large animal, over three and a half

feet high at the shoulder, and with its gently-twisted

horns two and a half feet long. As the horns, though
slightly spiral, stretch straight from the head, it call at

once be distinguished from the oryx or the bubale. Its

colour is pure white, with the exception of a short black

mane, and a tinge of tawny on the shoulders and back.

Roe, Eoebuck. Heb. tzebi, tzehiyali.—There is no doubt

that the ' roebuck ' or ' roe ' of our version is the gliazal of

the Arabs, the gazelle of modern writers and poets. It

was among the animals speciallj^ permitted for food by the
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law of Moses (Deut. xiv. 5), and its flesh was held in high
esteem, as may be seen from the repeated expressions

:

" The unclean and the clean may eat thereof, as of the roe-

buck [tzehi], and as of the hart" (Deut. xii. 15, 22 ; xv. 22).

Gazelles were also among the viands provided for the

royal table of Solomon : "Harts, and roebucks, and fallow-

deer, and fatted fowl" (1 Kings iv. 23).

But it is not so much because it yields savoury meat,
as from its swiftness, grace, beauty, and gentleness, that

the gazelle is best known. These characteristics are fre-

quently mentioned. Asahel, the brother of Joab "was

-x^J 'iL'.a'

as light of foot as a wild roe " (2 Sam. ii. 18). Of the

Gadites who joined David in the wilderness, we are told

they were men " whose faces were like the faces of lions,

and were as swift as the roes upon the mountains" (1

Chron. xii. 8). Its timidity supplies an image of the terror

with which the anger of the Lord would inspire the

world :
" It shall be as the chased roe, and as a sheep that

no man taketh up " (Isa. xiii. 14). "Deliver thyself as a

roe from the hand of the hunter, and as a bird from the

hand of the fowler " (Prov. vi. 5). Its beauty rendered

it a favourite term of comparison or endearment in love,

just as now every Arab poet compares the object of his
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admiration to the black-eyed gazelle :
" The voice of

my beloved, Behold he cometh leaping npon tlie moun-
tains, skipping upon the hills. My beloved is like a roe,

or a young hart" (Cant. ii. 9). " Turn, my beloved, and
be thou like a roe, or a young hart upon the mountains
of Bether " (v. 17). "Make haste, my beloved, and be
thou like to a roe, or to a young hart upon the mountains
of spices" (viii. 14). The feminine form of the word
was used as expressive of beauty, and applied as a

female name, ' Tabitha,' rendered in Greek So.oKas, or
' gazelle ' (Acts ix. 36).

iJUuCAs GAZELLE. {Gazella dorcas.)

The gazelle (Gazella dorcas) is by far the most abun-

dant of all the large game in Palestine ; indeed it is the

only wild animal of the chase which an ordinary traveller

has any chance of seeing. Small herds of gazelle are to

be found in every part of the country, and in the south

they congregate in herds of near 100 together. One
such herd I met with at the southern end of the Jebel

Usdum, or salt mountain, south of the Dead 8oa,

where they had congregated to drink of the only sweet

spring within several miles, Ain Beida. Though gene-

rally considered an animal of the desert and the plains,

G 3
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the gazelle appears at home everywhere. It shares the

rocks of Engedi with the wild goats ; it daslies over the

wide expanse of the desert beyond Boersheba; it canters

in single file under the monastery of Marsaba. We found

it in the glades of Carmel, and it often springs from its

leafy covert on the back of Tabor, and screens itself

under the thorn bushes of Gennesaret. Among the

grey hills of Galilee it is still ' the roe upon the moun-
tains of Betber," and I have seen a little troop of gazelle

feeding on the Mount of Olives, close to Jerusalem itself.

While in the open grounds of the south, it is the

wildest of game, and can only be approached, unless by
chance, at its accustomed drinking-places, and that before

the dawn of morning : in the glades of Galilee it is very
easily surprised, and trusts to the concealment of its

covert for safety. I have repeatedly startled the gazelle

from a brake only a few yards in front of me, and once,

when ensconced out of sight in a storax bush, I watched
a pair of gazelle with their kid, which the dam was
suckling. Ever and anon both the soft-eyed parents

would gambol with it as though fawns themselves.

In Gilead, in the forest districts especially, east and
north of Jebel Ajlun, the ariel gazelle (Gazella arahica

or cora) is extremely numerous, and in riding amoug
the oaks we were continually putting up small troops.

It is, if possible, a more beautiful creature than the

common gazelle, of which it is now considered only a

local variety. Both have the white and dark stripes

down the face, and the white mark on the hind quarters,

with the under parts white, but the back of the Arabian

gazelle is a darker fawn colour, and the dark mark
along the flanks is deeper, indeed almost black. The
horns of the female are much smaller than those of the

male. Although the gazelle is so varied in markings on

close inspection, yet it is very difficult to detect a herd

at a distance in the desert, so exactly does their colour-

ing harmonize with the general tone of the landscape.

The usual way of hunting the gazelle is by lying in

wait, either at its watering places, which are always

known to the Arabs, or in the defiles in the rocky

districts. A more wht)lesale mode is practised in the

Hauran, by driving a herd into a decoy enclosure, with

a pitfall on the other side, where they are easily taken.

When in company with great sheikhs, I have mor
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than once had an opportunity of witnessing; the chase of

the gazelle, after the only fashion which the high-bred
Bedouin thinks sportsmanlike, viz., with the greyhound
or the falcon, or moie often with both combined. When
the greyhound, which is the large Persian dog, with
long silky ears and silky tail, is employed alone, success

is very uncertain, and the roe often " delivers itself from
the hand of the hunter." \Vhen the chase is conducted
with the falcon alone, the bird is trained to dash re-

peatedly at the head of the victim, taking an instinctive

care not to impale itself on its horns (which neverthe-

less often happens), and by its feints so to delay the

quarry that the horsemen are able to come up with it.

But the favourite chase is by both bird and dog. The
birds are first swung off at the gazelle, and make re-

peated swoops, while the grej-hound gains upon it and
seizes it. With a well-trained bird the poor beast can
rarely escape in this chase, unless he have a long start

of the hunter.

The flesh of the gazelle, though of high repute, we
did not find so savoury as that of the wild goat. Indeed
it was generally very dry and always lean, but our taste

is not that of the Arabs. The gazelle, when taken young,
can be easily tamed, and is very docile and affectionate.

We caught a young one near Sbiloh, which I kept for

several weeks, and which had become familiar, when, in

a moment of sudden fright, it strangled itself among the
tent-cords. I also caught young fawns near Engedi,
and near Nazareth, but failed in bringing them alive to

England. The gazelle is found over all North Africa,

and Upper Arabia. The ariel gazelle extends from Syria,

across Persia, to India.

In Prov. V. 16, yaelah, 'wild she-goat,' is tianslated
' roe '

:
" Let her be as the loving hind and pleasant roe,"

used, like ' gazelle,' as a term of endearment. The Arabs
have the phrase, 'more beautiful than a wild goat.'

Satyr.—The translation of the Hebrew m'^r, in Isa.xiii.

21 :
" Their houses shall be full of doleful creatures ; and

owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall dance there."

And xxxiv. 14 :
" The wild beasts of the desert shall also

meet with the wdld beasts of the island [Heb. jackals],

and the satyr shall cry to his fellow "—in which passages
the prophet predicts the destruction of Babylon and of

Iduinea.
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The common meaning of sair, se'mm, is he-goats, in

which sense it is often used. But two passages, in

which it has a very different sense, throw light on its

signification when translated ' satyr,' for it is certain

* the goat ' is not intended in the texts quoted above, but

some other sense derived from the same radical signi-

fication, i.e., 'hairy.' In Lev. xvii. 7, we read, " They
shall no more offer their sacrifices unto devils" [Heb.

se'irhn]; and 2 Chron. xi. 15, Jeroboam "ordained him

priests for the high places and for the devils [Heb.

seirim], and for the calves which he had made." These

devils, or se'inm, Bochart and many other commentators

consider to be the goat-gods of Egypt, an idol half goat,

half man, with the worship of which the Israelites had
been familiar in Egypt, and which Jeroboam re-intro-

duced from thence; and consequently, the seirim of

Isaiah's prophecy would mean really what we understand

by Satyrs, i e., demons of the woods and desolate places,

with the human head and arm, and the body and legs of

a goat. The popular superstitions of Arabia and Syria are

fail of such fabled monsters, which people all the ruins.

Theie is another interpretation that the seirim aie

baboons, and we know from the Egyptian monumentr
that the dog-faced baboon, or Cynocejjhalus, was an object

of worship, and must have been brought to the Nile from

the interior ot Africa, unless it has since become extinct

in Egypt. At the same time, the " Mocko " or Macacus

ar-abicus reaches now up to the confluence of the Tigris

with the Euphrates, and to Temana on the Euphrates (see

Rich. Mesopotamia), while the larger Ci/nocej^ihaU are not

unknown in Arabia. Possibly the desolation of Babylon

may have given space and scope for the encroachment of

these creatures further east than usual, and their presence

may have suggested the imagery to the mind of the prophet

in the passages quoted.

Some difficulties have been suggested with respect to

the translation of ' satyrs ' for ee'irtm, from the admittedly

fabulous character of the animal. But the only passages

where it is thus translated are in the poetical portion of

Isaiah ; and on comparing them with the use of the word

in the passages of Leviticus and Chronicles above referred

to, we see that there it must be interpreted of some ideal

demon. The Egyptian goat-worship was, as we know
from their monuments, not that of the existent goat, like
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their worship of the embodied apis or serapis, but of a

satyr, depicted iimch as the vicious monster of Greek

and Eonian mythology. Bochart sugi2;ests another in-

terpretation, deriving seirim from a Phoenician root

implying song, and proposes the rendering ' wallers,'

i. e. simply ' the wild beasts,' or also ' ostriches,' that

wail among ruins. This derivation is less satisfactory.

Sheep.—Collectively ' a flock of sheep,' Heb. tzon ; a

single sheep or goat, seh ; a ram, ayil ; an ewe, rakhal

;

a young sheep of more than a year old (generally trans-

lated lamb), hebes, feminine, kehesah ; a suckling lamb,

uleh. Car is used for a young lamb in the pasture.

The slieep is the first animal distinguished by name
in sacred history. Immediately after the fall we find

Abel offering of the firstlings of his flock to the Lord
(Gen. iv. 4). No wild original of the slieep [Ovis aries)

has been found ; for though various species of wild sheej),

as the aoudad, exist, they must be looked upon as con-

geners rather than as progenitors of the domesticated

animal. In the days of the patriarchs sheep were the

most important part of the possessions of a rich man, and
the greatest source of his wealth. In some j^arts of

the Arabian desert they gave place to the camel ; but
generall}^ until land came to be assigned to indi^^i-

duals, the facility Avhich existed for moving flocks from
an exhausted pasture to fresh ground, according to the

season or the supply of water, enabled the patriarchs to

count their flocks by the thousands.

In the time of Abraham theie was no actual jDerma-

nent possession of land, excepting in the immediate
outskirts of the town, as at Shechem or Hebron; and,

until population increased, any soil untilled\vas common
property to the tribe that roamed over the district and to

those in amity with them. The only claim to property in

the soil was actual tillage, and while tillage Avas in it>s

infancy, excepting on the banks of the Kile, and perhaps

the Euphrates, the sole measure of wealth was the

number of the flocks and herds.

Among these, sheep held the first place, not only
for their flesh and milk, which the goats could equally

supply, but especially from their wtjol, which, at a period

when cotton and silk were unknown, and flax was very O
scarce, and scarcely to be obtained out of Egypt, fornied

tl e sole material for clorhing, T'hus Job possessed 7000
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sheep originally, and after his recovery 1 4,000, while oi

camels he had 3000, 1000 head of horned cattle, and 500

she-asses. Abraham was very rich in cattle (including

sheep), and Lot also had flocks and herds and tents

(Gen. xiii.). Abraham's servant speaks of the flocks and

herds which the Lord had given his master (xxiv. 35),

and Isaac was so rich in them that ihe Philistines envied

him (xxvi. 14).

The rich country of Gilead, Amnion, and Moab was
pre-eminently the land of sheep pasture, as it is to

this day. "The king of INIoab was a sheep-master,

and rendered unto the king of Israel an hundred thou-

sand lambs, and an hundred thousand rams, with the

wool " (2 Kings iii. 4) ; and I have sat under the tent

of a Beni Sakk'r sheikh, who pastures his sheep in the

ancient plains of Moab, and boasts of counting 30,000 in

his flocks. The Hagarites, or Hagarenes, the tribe w^ho

encamped just east of the frontiers of Moab and Ammon,
lost 250,000 sheep in their struggle with the Keubenites,

who took their territor}^ (1 Chron. v. 21). Solomon's

table consumed daily 100 sheep, and he celebrated the

dedication by the sacrifice of 120,000. In the days of

Asa 7000 sheep were offered at one time (2 Chron. xv.

11). At the re- dedication, under Llezekiah, the king

gave 7000 and the princes 10,000 sheep to feast the

people.

What was the exact number of sheep brought out

of Egypt by the Israelites we have no record, but

there can be no doubt the number w^as very great, and

that they had multiplied exceedingly in the land of

Goshen. Afterwards sheep were the sole wealth of the

tribes east of Jordan and of Southern Judgea, though in

the hilly central regions, along with the increase of

the population, agriculture supplanted a pastoral life.

Thenceforth sheep are spoken of as forming the wealth

rather of the bordering tribes than of Israel itself. It

was Arabia that principally supplied the markets of

Tyre :
" Arabia, and all the princes of Kedar, they occu-

pied with thee in lambs, and rams, and goats " (Ez. xxvii.

21). The Arabians brought Jehoshaphat "flocks, seven

thousand and seven hundred rams and seven thousand and

seven hundred he-goats " (2 Chron. xvii. 11). The flocks

of Kedar, and ths rams of Nebaioth, are spoken of by
Isaiah (Ix. 7 ), as typifying the whole people of North
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Arabia. But it is needless to multiply passages to show
the importance of sheep in the Old Testament period.

Suffice it to say that the sheep is mentioned about 500
times in the sacred writings.

Xor does the number of the sheep seem to have di-

minished at the present day on the east of Jordan, in

spite of the impoverishment of the land. In the prophecy
of Ezekiol we read :

" 1 will make Eabbah a stable for

camels, and the Ammonites a couching-place for flocks
"

(xxv. 5). No country could be conceived more adapted
by nature for flocks than the rich plateaux whence the

feeders of the Jabbok rise in the ancient Ammon. The
land is almost treeless, well watered everywdiere. Xever
did I see such a display of pastoral w^ealth as met our

eyes in the neighbourhood of desolate Eabbah. It was
the early spring, when the grass was shooting forth in

its first freshness. The sheep of the great tribes of the

Adwan and the Beni Sakk'r had gathered here from far

and near; and mile after mile "A^e rode through flocks

countless as the sand, while winding up the gently

sloping valley, at the head of which stand the magni-
ficent but lonely ruins of the great city. To the open
spaces among the temples the sheep and goats were
driven at night, and their bleating was almost deafening.

The sheep was pre-eminently the animal of sacrifice.

Its use as food was partly the cause of this, but also the

universal selection of the lamb as the type of innocence

and purity. There were few sacrifices for which the

lamb or the ram were not admissible. The male lamb
is in most cases specified. Beyond its other significance,

this restriction of the sex of the sacrifice was a consi-

derate provision for the increase of the flock. For the

Passover no other animal than the male lamb or kid was
admissible. While for the sin-ofiering a ruler otfered

a male kid, any one of the common people was to

offer a female kid or lamb, the only instance in which
the ewe lamb was specially prescribed : and in the

trespass-offering a ram alone could be offered. The
only sacrifice from which the ram or lamb seems spe-

cially excluded was that of the great day of Atonement,
when the two goats are specified without alternative.

Excepting for sacrifice, sheep were usually only slain

on occasions of special festivity : nor did the Jews indulge

in flesh meat at their ordinary meals ; but, like the
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Orientals at the present day, they always welcomed a

friend or a stranger as guest with the kid or the lamb.

A more important item in their daily food was the milk

of their ewes :
" Butter of kine and milk of sheep

"

^Deut. xxxii. 14). "Who feedeth a flock, and eateth

not of the niilk of the flock ?" (1 Cor. ix. 7). Ewes'
milk is held in higher esteem than that of cows in the

East, and is considered peculiarly rich for ' lehen ' or

soured curds. For butter goats' milk is preferred, but

ordinarily the sheep and goats ai'O milked indiscrimi-

nately, the lambs aud kids being penned up from them
in the night, that their owners may get the first share of

the milk. AVe found it considered highly dishonourable

among the Bedouins to sell milk. A draught from the

flock was spontaneously offered to the pas&ing strangers,

but payment was promptly refused, by men who just

before had been begging from us, and who would take

the first opportunity of robbing us.

Next to the milk in the value of an eastern fiock

comes the wool. " The first of the fleece of the

sheep " was to be the portion of the priest (Deut.

xviii. 4). Solomon exhoi ts his son :
" Be thou dili-

gent to know the state of thy flocks. . . . The lambs
are for thy clothing" (Prov. "xxvii. 23, 26). So the

virtuous woman " Seeketh wool and flax, and worketh
willingly with her hands " (xxxi. 13). And Job ex-

claims :
" If I have seen an}^ perish for want of clothing,

or any poor without covering ; if his loins have not

blessed me, and if he were not warmed with the fleece

of my sheep" (xxxi. 19, 20). The importance of the

fleece is incidentally shown in the mention of the

ti-ibute of Mesha, king of Moab, of 100,000 rams with
fhe wool. Tyre was supplied with wool from the flocks

of Damascus :
" Damascus was thy merchant ... in white

wool" (Ez. xxvii. 18) ; and the wool of Damascus was
Baid to equal that of Miletus, the finest in the ancient

world. At present, the quality of the Syrian wools

varies as widely as do those of the Merino and of the

Biackfaced Highland breeds. There is a very fine soft

wool grown in the Belka and in Moab, and the fleeces of

some of the short-woolled Lebanon sheep are choice,

while the middle districts of Palestine produce along
woolled, but rather coarse fleece.

Wools were dyed variius colours, especially purple
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and bearlet, in wliich art the Tyrians were without a

rival :
" Blue and purple from the isles of Elishah

[Greece] was that which covered thee" (Ez. xxvii. 7^;

[On the art of dyeing, see Chap. xi. Crimsox-worm and
Purple.] The Israelites had probably learnt the art of

dj'eing wool in Egypt, for in the commencement of the

Exodus curtains of blue, purple, and scarlet were pre-

pared for the Tabernacle (Ex. xxvi. 1).

What the harvest was to an agricultural, that the

sheep-shearing was to a pastoral people ; celebrated by
a festival corresponding to our harvest home, marked
often by the same revelry and merry-making. It was when
Laban was occupied with his sheep-shearing that Jacot

took the opportunity of going otf with his wives, cattle,

and possessions. Judah, after the death of his wife,

" Was comforted, and went up unto his sheep-shearers

to Timnath, he and his friend Hirali the Adnllamite "

(Gen. xxxviii. 12). The story of Nabal the churl is

told in 1 Sam. xxv., how he had three thousand sheep in

Carmel, gathered thither from the southern wilderness

for the shearing ; and how, when David and his men,who
had been a wall to them both by night and day, when en-

camped in the wilderness, applied to share in the festi-

vities, he insolently replied to the outlaw :
" Shall I then

take my bread, and my water, and my fl^sh that I have

killed for my shearers, and give it unto men whom I

know not whence they be ?" The revels continued for

some days :
" Kabal held a feast in his house like the

feast of a king, and Nabal's heart was merry within him,

for he was very drunken." It was at his own sheep-

shearing in Baal-hazor, to which he had specially invited

all the king's sons, that Absalom contrived and executed

the assassination of his brother Amnon, " when his heart

was merry with wine " (2 Sam. xiii. 23-6).

The Syrian ram has very large recurved horns, which
were applied to many purposes. We find them used to

make a musical instrument or trumpet blown b}^ the

priests (Josh. vi. 4). But their common use was as a

flask, especially to carry oil :
" Fill thine horn with oil,

and go, I will send thee to Jesse the Bethlehemite" ( 1 Sam.
xvi. 1). For this purpose, the broad end of the horn
was tightly plugged, and a small hole pierced at the

point. Such horns are still in constant use as flaskw

among the Arabs, and especially for gunpowder.
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We do not find sheepskins in such repute for their
leather as goatskins, liut the inner covering of the Taber-
nacle was of rams' skins dyed red (Ex. xxvi. 14). Of the
persecuted saints of old we read :

" They wandered about
in sheepskins and goatskins" (Heb. xi. 37). The
'leathern girdle' of John the Baptist was probably the
untanned sheepskin, such as is still worn by all the
shepherds, both of the south country of Judtjea and of
the Lebanon. These sheepskin coats are flimiliar to all

who have visited eastern countries.

^^id^^''
SiKJAA' SHKKI-.

The manner of tending sheep in the East is very dif-

ferent from that practised among ourselves, and supplies

many illustrations to the poetry and the parables of Holy
Writ. The sheep districts consist of wide open wolds
or downs, reft here and there by deep ravines, in whose
sides lurk many a wild beast, the enemy of the flocks.

During ihe day the sheep roam at will over a wide
extent of common pasture, only kept from encroaching
on the territory of another tribe. In the evening they
are gathered into folds. These folds are, in most parts

of the country, the natural caves or old dwellings of the

Ilorites, adapted for the purpose, with a low wall built
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outside them, n»i may be seen in Mount Quarantania,
near Jericho, in the glens near the Lake of Galilee, and
in the hill country of Judah.

Elsewhere, a simple boundary wall, with an entrance,
is built in the open giound. Owing to the multitude of
jackals and wolves, the shepherds are obliged to keep
watch over their flocks by night. Thus the shepherds of
Bethlehem were " abiding in the field, keeping watch over
their flock by night," when the angel of the Lord came,
and announced to them " the good tidings of great joy to
all people " (Luke ii. 8, &c.).

The same practice continues to this day. Even on the
highest lidges of Lebanon, far above human habitations,

we found little depressions where the shepherds had
contrived sleeping places for themselves, a number of
oblong circles of stones, inside of which rushes were col-

lected for bedding. These simple beds w^ere arranged
in a circle, and sticks and roots were collected in the centre
for a fire ; a few pots and pans stood by them, and the
sheepskins and old rugs were left in their places under
the guardianship of three or four faithful watchdogs,
whose vigilance was sufficient protection while their

masters wandered during the day with their flocks.

We often met the shepherds miles away from their

stations. It is their ordinary summer habit in the
Lebanon to live thus in the open air, as the}' do in

the south throughout the year.

In the open district east of Jordan there are no caves,

and so the children of Eeuben said to Moses :
" We will

build sheepfolds here for our cattle" (Num. xxxii. 16). To
these sheepfolds Eeuben still continued devoted, and
forgot the troubles of his brethren :

" Why abodest thou
among the sheepfolds, to hear the bleatings of the flocks ?

For the divisions of Eeuben there were great searchings
of heart" (Judg. v. 16). But in the hill-country of

Judah the folds were in caves. Thus Saul, when in

search for David, " came to the sheepcotes by the way,
where w^as a cave"(l Sam. xxiv. 3). In such folds

David had passed his youth :
" I took thee from the

sheepcote, from following the sheep, to be ruler over my
people, over Israel " (2 Sam. vii. 8 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 70).

And as the traveller passes over the Philistian plain, and
sees the ruined cities, with rude hovels and sheepfolds
built of their fragments, who can forget the denunciation
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of the prophet :
" The sea coast shall be dAvelliugs and

cottages for shepherds, and folds for flocks" (Zeph. ii. 6) ?

Our Lord has chosen the folding of the sheep as

the illustration of his tender charge over his cburch

and people :
" He that entereth not by the door into the

sheepfold, but clirabeth up some other way, the same is

a thief and a robber. But he that entereth in by the

door is the shepherd of the sheep. To him the porter

openeth ; and the sheep hear his voice ; and he calleth his

own sheep by name, and leadeth them out. And when
he puttetli forth his own sheep, he goeth before them,

and the sheep follow him : for they know his voice. And
a stranger will they not follow, but will flee from him

:

for they know not the voice of strangers " (John x. 1-6).

Fully to enter into the force of the illustration, we must
remember that the eastern shepherd never drives, but

always leads, his sheep, and that without the aid of a

dog. The old rams are often decorated with bells, and
share his confidence in a special degree. On the hill-

side he searches out the choicest morsels of herbage, and
calls the sheep to partake of them. They have the at-

tachment of a dog to their master. We once observed a

shepherd playing with his flock. He pretended to run

away ; the sheep ran after him, and surrounded him
;

then to climb the rocks, the goats pursued him; and

finally all the flock formed in a circle gambolling round

him. " Thou ledde.st thy people like a flock by the

hand of Moses and Aaron " (Ps. Ixxvii, 20). " Give ear,

O Shepherd of Israel, thou that leadest Joseph like a

flock" (Ixxx. ]).

The shepherd is often laden with the young lambs

which are too tender to follow with the rest. I have

often seen a shepherd carrying a lamb under each arm,

and two or three more in the hood of his cloak as he led

the flock. " He shall feed his flock like a shepherd :

he shall gather the lambs with his arm, and carry them
in his bosom, and shall gently lead those tliat are with

young " (Isa. xl. 11).

In illustration of our Lord's j)arable, we may repeat

the oft-quoted extract from Hartleijs Besearches : " I asked

my man if it was usual in Greece to give names to sheep.

He informed me that it was, and that the sheep obeyed

their shepherd when he called them by their names.

This morning I liad an opportunity of verifying the
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tiuth of this remark. Passing b}- a flock of slieep, I

asked the shepherd the same question which I put to

my servant, and he gave me the same answer. 1 then
bade him to call one of his sheep. He did so, and it

instantly left its pasturage and companions, and ran up
to the hand of the shepherd with signs of pleasure, and
with a prompt obedience which I had never before ob-
served in any other animal. The shepherd told me
that many of his sheep ai'e still imlcl : that they had not
yet learned their names, but that by teaching they
would all learn them. The others, which knew their

names, he called tame (p. 308).
" It is necessary the sheep should be taught to follow,

and not to stray away into the unfenced fields of corn
which lie so temptingly on either side. Any one that thus
wanders is sure to get into trouble. The shepherd calls

sharply from time to time to remind them of his j^resence.

They know his voice and follow on ; but if a stranger call

they stop short, lift up their heads in alarm, and if it is

repeated they turn and flee, because they know not the
voice of a stranger. This is not the fanciful costume of

a parable ; it is simple fact. I have niade the experi-

ment repeatedly." (^Thomson, Land and Boolc^ p. 203.)
The dog is used by the shepherd in the East as in the

West, but in a very dilierent way. The shepherd's dog
of Syria is not the intelligent companion and henchman
of his master ; he is simply the guardian of the flock at

night from wild beasts. The dogs are usually kept in

some numbers, not less than six together. They lie

outside the fold, and raise their defiant bark whenever
the jackal's howl is heard. Xotwithstanding their use,

they are hardly treated, kicked, and half-starved
;
yet their

fidelity is unswerving. They are very like the Scotch
sheep-dog in shape and size, and are, 1 believe, merely
the Pariah dog of the towns attached to an individual

ownei-. That they were always treated with contempt
is evident from the expression of Job :

" They that are
younger than I have me in derision, whose fathers I

would have disdained to have set with the dogs of my
flock" (xxx. i.).

In the Ea.st the sheep requires water daily, owing to

the heat and dryness of the climate, whereas in England
it never drinks. Many of the most attractive scenes of

Oriental life and history cluster round the sheep-troiighs.
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It was at tlie well where tliey waited to water the sheep

that Jacob first saw his cousin Kachel, and " went near,

and rolled the stone from the well's mouth, and watered

the flock of Laban, his mother's brother, and Jacob

kissed Rachel, and lifted up his voice, and wept" (Gen.

xxix. 10, 11). By a well in the land of Midian the exiled

Moses sat down, and defended the seven daughters of

Keuel from the shepherds, who, would have disputed

their right of watering their flocks ; and for his gallant

WATKtiUsG TUE FLUCKS.

protection was soon rewarded by finding a home and a

wife among the seven (Ex. ii. 16-21).

And still " the places of drawing water," when the land

IS free from " the noise of archers," are the spots where

the youth and girls of Bedouin life congregate, and at the

wells alone is Oriental courtship carried on to this day.

The Syrian girl, especially if a Druse or Christian, unlike

the secluded daughter oif the towns, is frequently en-

trusted, like Bachel or Zipporah, with the care of her

father's flock. The well, the most precious of possessions,

is carefully closed with a heavy slab until all those

whose flocks are entitled to share its water have gathered.

The time is noon. The first comers gather and report
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ilie ie;osisip of the tribe. The story of Gen. xxix. is, Id

its most minute details, a transcript of the Arab life of

to-day :
" It is yet high day, neither is it time that the

cattle shonld be gathered together [i.e., to be folded for

the night"! : water ye the sheep, and go and feed them.
And they said, We cannot, until all the flocks be gathered

together, and till tbe}^ roll the stone from the well's

mouth ; then we water the sheep " (verses 7, 8). Then
follow the arrival of Rachel, the claim of relationship,

and the brotherly kiss, with the home found in Laban's
house. Though Mohammedanism has sadly degraded
woman, and restricted her freedom, yet the daughters of

the desert can still choose indirectly'' for themselves
among their comrades at the well ; and they are alwa3's

eager to offer the stranger, though no Mohammedan, a

diaught of milk.

Sheep are often made pets of, especially by the poor
in the towms, who will rear in their court-yards one or

two ewe lambs, for the sake of their milk ; though it is

not uncommon to see a foundling lamb under the tent of

the nomad admitted to intimate familiarity. Nathan's

parable to David was taken from every-day life.

There are two breeds of sheep, so far as I could judge
from observation, in Palestine. In the northern hills

there is a breed apparently not unlike the merino, with
short fine wool, well-shaped, short and fine legs. The
common Syrian sheep is much taller, large boned, with
a broad flat tail, hornless head (excepting in the rams),

and long Roman nose, such as we see represented in

Italian landscapes. The peculiarity of this breed, which
by some has been distinguished from the common sheep
(Ovis aries) under the name of Ovis laticaudata, is the

enormous development of fat on the tail. This is the

only race we noticed in the southern parts of the

country, and it seems to have been the breed of the

ancient Israelites, the fat of the tail being spoken of as
' the rump '

:
" Thou shalt take of the ram the fat, and

the rum/p, and the fat that covereth the inwards " (Ex. xxix

22). This fat tail or rump was thus used to feed the flame

of the sacrifice :
" The fat thereof, and the wliole rump, it

shall he takeoflfhardby the backbone. . . . and the priest

shall burn it upon the altar" (Lev. iii. 9, 11), &c.

Both Herodotus and Aristotle especially mention the

broad-tailed sheep of Arabia and Syria. The tail is simply
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a mass of fat, and is used for grease, for lamps, and for

cooking. The Arabs fry it in slices, and esteem it a

delicacy, but it is very like fried tallow. The enormous
development of the tail appears to abstract both flesh

and fat from the rest of the body. Though the carcase

does not weigh more than fifty or sixty pounds, the tail

will average ten pounds, and I have known it fourteen

pounds. The horn of the Syrian ram is very large, not

spiral, but recurved under the ears.

The colour of the sheep is as generally white as that

of the goat is black :
" He giveth snow like wool " (Ps.

cxlvii. 16). " Though they be red like crimson, they

shall be as wool " (Isa. i. 18). " Whose garment was
white as snow, and the hair of his head like the pure wool"

(Dan. vii. 9). But though black sheep are uncommon,
tawny, or, as they are called in Genesis, ' brown,' they

are very numerous in every flock. They are generally

piebald with white, and the c;olours, very distinct in the

young lamb, become less distinct in the old sheep, so

that when the wool is long they look rather discoloui-ed

than parti-coloured. The general predominance of w^hite

among the sheep is shown in the story of Jacob's stra-

tao-em with Laban's sheep, when all the parti-coloured

goats and brown sheep were to be his. When, by God's

special blessing, the flocks became rapidly transferred

to Jacob, his uncle again changed his wages, and the

variation of colours resumed their ordinary proportions.

Jacob's device for multiplying the ringstraked, speckled,

and spotted, was clearly one that would have had no

effect without divine interposition. See Gen. xxx. 32-12.

We can scarcely conclude the notice of the sheep

without recalling how constantly in the New Testament

our Divine Eedeemer is set forth as the Lamb of God.

This is clearly not only as the lamb is an emblem of

meekness, patience, and submission, but, above all, as

the Sacrifice, " which taketh away the sins of the world."

It is not " the lamb " merely, but " the Lamb as it had been

slain,'" " the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world,"

" the Lamb brought to the slaughter," that is the type

of Christ, the one offering once for all. Any interpreta-

tion short of this falls miserably short of the Gospel

signification, which is the sacrificial lamb led to death,

to bear the sin of the world, and by His sufferings and

death to annul and remove it.
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Si'li'CKLKD-BiRD. [See Hy.-kxa.]

Swine, Heb. chazlr, Gr. x^^^po?' "^^^s looked upon as the

most unclean of all forbidden animals :
" The swine,

though he divide the hoof, and be clovenfooted, yet he
cheweth not the cud ; he is unclean to you " (Lev. xi. 7

;

Deut. xiv. 8). Every passage in which it occurs marks
the aversion of the Jews to this animal, and the horror

with which they regarded the eating it :
" Which eat

swine's flesh, and broth of abominable things is in their

vessels" (Isa. Ixv. 4). "He that offereth an oblation,

as if he offered swine's blood " (Ixvi. 3). " The^^ that

sanctify themselves . . . eating swine's flesh, and the

abomination, and the mouse, shall be consumed together,

saith the Lord " (verse 17). Various proverbs show the

contempt in which it. was held, and its incongruity with
anything fair or clean :

" As a jewel of gold in a swine's

snout, so is a fair woman which is without discretion
"

(Prov. xi. 22). "Neither cast ye your pearls before

swine, lest they trample them under their feet, and turn

again and rend you " (Matt. vii. 6). " Lhe true pro-

verb. The dog is turned to his own vomit again ; and
the sow that was washed to her wallowing in the mire "

12 Pet. ii. 22). This horror of swine has been, if pos-

sible, intensified among the Mussulmans. But the

Canaanites not only ate its flesh, but offered it in sacri-

fice ; and though the Jews did not rear pigs themselves,

they were kept largely in Syria.

In our Lor<l's time they had become less scrupulous,

and His permission to the evil spirits He had expelled

to enter the herd of swine of the Gergesenes, by which
means the whole herd was destroyed, was doubtless a
practical rebuke of their virtual disregard of their law,

in rearing, even though they might not eat, the unclean
beast. " Touch not the unclean thing." They probably
kept these swine as a matter of ti-ade with the Gentiles,

who formed a laige proportion of the population east of

the Lake of Galilee. The Gentile custom of keeping
hei'ds of swine is also alluded to in the parable of the

prodigal son, who was sent into the fields to feed swine,

the most degrading employment conceivable for a Jew.
At the present day swine are scarcely ever seen in

Palestine. Most of the native Christians abstain from
pork, out of a prudential consideration for the scruples

of their Moslem and Jewish neighbours, and it is only

H
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the Europeans who indulge m it. Indeed, I never but

once saw a tame pig in the Holy Land, and that was in

the seaport town of Caiffa. The Egyptians and the Phoe-

nicians also esteemed the swine unclean. (App. 'Note C.)

Unicorn. Ueb. reem.—Our translators have unfortu-

nately adopted the rendering of the Septuagint, 'the

one-horned ' for reem, which is no fabled monster, but a

two-horned reality, a beast which once roamed freely

through the forests of Palestine, but now extinct, ' the

Auerochs ' of the old Germans, the JJrus of Caesar, Bos pri-

migenius of naturalists. Its characteristics are clearly set

forth in the passages where the reem is named. Its pro-

digious strength is noted by Balaam, speaking of the

might of Israel :
" He hath, as it were, the strength of

an unicorn [Heb. reem]" (Numb, xxiii. 22). Again
in the prophetic blessing of Joseph by Moses :

" His

glory is like the firstling of his bullock, and his horns

are like the horns of an unicorn [not ' unicorns,' as in

the text] : with them he shall push the people together

to the ends of the earth, and they [the horns] are the

ten thousands of Ephraim, and they are the thousands oi

Manasseh" (Deut. xxxiii. 17). The marginal reading

of our bible, ' an unicorn,' is here undoubtedly correct,

so far as regards the singular number, and nothing

could prove more clearl}'' than this passage that the

unicorn was a two-liorned animal. For the two horns of

the reem are the ten thousands of Ephraim, and the thou-

sands of Manasseh, both growing out of one head, Joseph.

This, then, entirely sets aside the fancy that the rhino-

ceros, which the Jews could scarcely have known, or any
one-horned creature, is intended.

The fierce and dangerous nature of the reem is men-
tioned in Ps. xxii. 21 :

" Save me from the lion's mouth
for thou hast heard me from the horns of the unicorns.'

And again :
" The unicorns shall come down with them,'

and the bullocks with the bulls ; and their land shall be

soaked wdth blood " (Isa. xxxiv. 7). Its horns were of

great size as well as strength :
" My horn shalt thou

exalt like the horn of an unicorn " (Ps. xcii. 10). In the

activity and playfulness of its young it is coupled wdth

the cattle :
" He maketh them also to skip like a calf;

Lebanon and Sirion like a young unicorn " (Ps. xxix. 6).

But in Job we find a yet fuller description of its strengthj

and uutameableuess :
" Will the unicorn [reem'] be will-
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ing to serve thee, or abide by thy crib ? Can&t thou
bind the unicorn with his band in the furrow? or will

he harrow the valleys after thee? Wilt thou trust him,
because his strength is great? or wilt thou leave th}'

labour to him ? Wilt thou believe him that he will

bring home thy seed, and gather it into thy barn?"
(Job xxxix. 9-12).

In weighing all these passages together we must note
how the reem is associated repeatedly with cattle

;

spoken of by Isaiah as an animal suitable for sacrifice,

and as one frequently seen, and with which the Israelites

were familiarly acquainted. (See Appendix, Note D.)

There is no difficulty in the fact of there being no
living species of wild cattle at the present day in Bible
lands, for the larger wild beasts have rapidly waned be-

fore the advance of man, and many creatures we hitherto
have known only by fossil or semi-fossil remains, seem
likely to prove to have been his contemporaries. Bochart
and others suppose the reem to be the oryx, or white ante-

lope, which has long horns, and which now inhabits the
regions adjacent to Palestine. This is chiefly grounded
on one of its Arabic names, rim.

But the oryx (see Bull, Wild) no way meets the bib-

lical description, and as to the similarity, but not identity

of the Arabic, it is no uncommon case for the popular
name of a perishing or extinct species, to be transferred

to a smaller animal somewhat resembling it. Thus, the
Germans have transferred to the bison the name of the
extinct Auerochs ; and in our own country, the extirpated
crane has transferred its name popularly to the heron,

the bustard to the stone-curlew, and the great auk to

the northern diver. The timid oryx, which as we know
from Egyptian sculptures was frequently tamed by them,
can never be the fierce, untameable unicorn of Job.

Neither can the claim of our buffalo be admitted, for

the tame butialo (Bos buhalis) was historically introduced
from India, and there are no traces of any wild species

in Western Asia.

But we have strong evidence of the former existence

in Palestine of two great species of wild bovine animals
the Auerochs (Bos primigenius), now extinct all over the
world : and the bison (Bison honasus, or Bos urus), which
even now lingers in scanty numbers rigidly preserved
in one of the forests of Lithuania, and in some recesses

h2
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of tlie Caucasus. One great dislinction between those
two enormous beasts is the size of the horns, which are
of prodigious length and extent in the true Auerochs;
short and stout in the bison, which is now commonly
called the Auerochs. The Auerochs, i.e., the 3'ore-ox, or
ox of yore, was corrupted into urus by the Komans, who
first saw it Avhcn Caesar penetrated into the Hercynian
forest. His description is as follows :

—" These uri are
scarcely less than elephants in size, but in their nature,

A ^^ '.

^^^^^}

BISON. {Bismi bunasus.)

colour, and form, are bulls. Great is their strength, and
great their speed: they spare neither man nor beast
when once they have canght sight of them. The hunters
are most careful to kill those which they take in pitfalls,

while the young men exercise themselves in this sort of
hunting, and grow hardened by the toil. Those who kill

most receive great praise when they exhibit in public
the horns as trophies of their success. These uri, how-
ever, even when } oung, cannot be habituated to man or
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made tractable. The size and sliape of their horns are

very dififerent from those of our oxen."

—

Ccesar Bell.

Gail. iv. 29.

But not only have we thus evidence of the existence

of the mighty Auerochs in Germany down to the Chris-

tian era; the monuments of Assyria represent a wild ox or

bison among the wild animals chased by the compeers of

Semiramis and Sennacherib, " The wild bull, from its

frequent representation in the bas-relief," says Mr. Layard,
" appears to have been considered scarcely less formidable

and noble game than the lion. The king is seen con-

tending with it, and warriors pursue it on horseback
and on foot. In the embroideries on the garments of

the principal figures it is introduced in hunting scenes,

and in groups which appear to have a mythic or sym-
bolical meaning. I was at one time inclined to believe

that the bull of the sculptures might represent the

unicorn or raim, so often alluded to in the [Scriptures as

an animal renowned for its strength and ferocity, and
typical of power and might." After stating that he
understands the recm is generally taken for an antelope,

the author proceeds :

—
'' The bull of the bas-reliefs of

Nimroud is evidenth' a wild animal, which inhabited

Mesopotamia or Assyria. Its form is too faithfully

delineated to permit of the supposition that it is an

antelope. It is distinguished from the domestic ox by
a number of small marks covering the body, and pro-

bably intended to denote long and shaggy hair. . . .

The mention in the Bible of the wild ox, confirms

the conjecture that it was at some ancient period an
inhabitant of Assyria or of the adjacent countries,

although it has long since become extinct. Had it

been found in the Plains of Mesopotamia, in the time

of Xenophon, he would probably have described it when
speaking of the wild animals of that province. As it is

only seen in the oldest monuments of Nimroud, and not

in those of Khorsabad or Kouyunjik, it is possible that

when the country became more thickly peopled in the

latter period of the Assyrian Empire, it became extinct."—LayarcVs Nineveh, ii. 429-30.

Mr. Layard was undoubtedly light in the conclusion

which he scarcely ventures to express against the criti-

cism of writers who knew nothing of the physical geo-

graphy of the country. I'he urus and the bison were
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spread anciently from the extreme west of Europe to

China, and existed in Thrace and Asia Minor, while the

bison is still found in the Caucasus, the wild yak in

IMongolia, and perhaps in Siberia and the forests of Persia.

In the old pile dwellings of the lakes of Switzerland the

bones of the urus are found, and also relics which
show that at a period perhaps not long before the Eoman
conquest it was reclaimed by the inhabitants. Sir C.

Lj^ell observes that in a tame state its bones were some-

what less massive and heavy, and its horns were some-
what smaller, than in wild individuals.

Still more direct evidence of the former existence of

the Auerochs in Palestine was afforded by our discovei-y

of a mass of bone breccia in the Lebanon, the flooring of

an ancient cave. This breccia was composed entirely of

teeth, bones, and sharp flints, conglomerated into a hard
mass by the percolation of lime water, and it had been
cut through by Kameses, king of Egypt, w^hen he con-

structed his military road across the mountain. The
bones are all in fragments ; the remains, in all probability,

of the feasts of the makers of the rude flint implements.

Pour of the teeth we collected have belonged to an ox,

which cannot be discriminated from the Auerochs, or

ox of our peat mosses (^Bos ]priinigenms) ; and one of

them probably to a bison. Of the. others, some may bo
assigned to the red-deer or rein-deer, and another to an

elk. These discoveries bring down the range of these

now northern animals further south than they have
hitherto been traced ; and there is no necessity to put
back to any date of immeasurable antiquity the deposi-

tion of these remains in a limestone cavern. [See Land

of Israel, pp. 9-13.]

The great-horned Auerochs probably became extinct only

in the middle ages, and the bison, within comparatively

modern times, was found in Pomerania and other parts of

Germany. The only descendants of the former, if any, are

in our breeds of long-horned cattle, and in the half wild

race preserved in one or two parks, but they have sadly

dwindled in size from their terrible ancestors. The wild

cattle of Chillingham are probably from Bos longifrons.

After a careful examination of the subject, there cannot

now remain a doubt on the identity of the re^.m, or

unicorn, with the historic urus, or Auerochs, now, indeed

the *ox of yore.'
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Weasel. Heb. clioled.—The word only occurs in the
list of " unclean creeping things, that creep upon the
earth" (Lev. xi. 29). Alany commentatoi s have con-
jectured that we ought to translate it ' mole,' from the
Arabic ' khuld,' or, as in Syria it is corrupted, ' JcMunt,'

which means the blind rat, or burrowing mole (Spalax
tijphliis), so common in Palestine. But all the old ver
sions and the Talmud read ' weasel,' and the same or a
similar word may often be used in two cognate languages
to denote two different, yet in some respects similar,
animals. [On the Syrian Mole or Spalax, see Mole.]

There is no necessity to reject our version, especially
if, as there is reason to think, ChepJior-peroth signifies the
spalax, the onlj-mole found in Palestine, which does not
possess any true mole or Talpa. The weasel tribe is well
represented there, as in almost every other part of the
world. The two species we noticed were the common
weasel (Mustela vulgaris), and the polecat (3Jiistela puio-
rius). It is very possible the Hebrew woid also com
prehends the short-legged ichneumon (Herpestes ichneu-

mon), which is extremely common in eveiy part of the
country, so that it is scarcely possible ever to take a
walk soon after sunrise without meeting this little

animal trotting away to its hole ; and which in some
points resembles the weasel. The genets, of which
there are several species, I believe also to exist in
Palestine, though I did not secure any specimens; and
there are also one or two other members of the weasel
tribe, which, from the descriptions of the natives, I

expect will be obtained there.

Whale.—This is in a few passages in our version the
translation of tannin, i.e., ' sea-monster,' and in the New
Testament of ktjtos. [See Leviathan, Dragon, Fish.]
But tannin is more usually given ' dragon,' and does not
alwa^'s necessarily imply a sea-monster

; perhaps in-
cluding great serpents and the crocodile. In the fol-

lowing places terrestrial animals are intended : Ex.
vii. 9, X. 12; Deut. xxxii. 33; Ps. xci. 13, Jer. li. 34.

[See Dragon and Serpent.] In the following the croco-
dile is spoken of: Job vii. 12 ; Ps. Ixxiv. 18 ; Isa. xxvii. 1,

li. 9; Ez. xxix. 3, xxxii. 2. [See Leviathan.]
The whale tribe is included, but not exclusively or

specifically denoted, by the word tanninim, in the history
of creation :

" God created great whales, and every
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living creature thai moveth, whicli the waters bi ought

forth ah nildantlJ, after their kind" (Gen. i. 21). But

there is one passage M^hich marks out the cetaceans

very clearly :
" Even the sea-monsters [tanninim] draw

out the breast, they give suck to their young ones
"

(Lam. iv. 3). The prophet here exhibits a knowledge
of the habits of the whale tribe, which proves his fami-

liarity with some i-pecies, at least, of these marine mam-
mals. It is Avell known that the whales, grampuses,

porpoises, and dolphins, are not fishes, but air-breathing

mammals, adapted to an aquatic life, which bring forth

their young alive and suckle them.

Several species of cetacea are found in the Mediter-

ranean and tlie Eed Sea. Two species of dolphin,

Delphinus delplus and D. tursio, the common and the

bottle-nosed dolphins, are found in the Mediterranean.

The dugong, Halicore cetacea, in the Eed Sea. The
grampus has not been noticed, but a porpoise, Phocoena

sp. (?), is abundant in the Mediterianean. From various

passages in the classic authors we have good reason to

believe that some of the larger whales, the number ot

which has rapidly diminished in our northern seas

within the memory of man, were found in the Mediter

ranean, and would be enumerated among the sea-monsters

of Scripture.

In the reference to the history of Jonah by our Lord,

we read :
" For as Jonas was three days and nights in

the wnale's belly," where the Greek w^ord is Ky]To<i, not

necessarily a whale, but any sea-monster, whether of the

whale or shark tribe. And in the Book of Jonah no

particular creature is specified, but only that "the Lord
had prepared a great fish to swallow up Jonah " (Jon.

i. 17). The fish could not have been a whale, as we
restrict the name to the mammiferous cetacea, for none
of them have a throat suflSciently capacious to receive a

man ; but must have been either some great shark, or a

fish specially provided for the purpose. [See Fish.]

\\'0LF. Heb. zeeh ; Arab, cleeh (Canis lupus).—The wolt

is frequently mentioned in Scripture, almost always as

an emblem of ferocity and blood rhirstiness ; especially

its onslaughts on the sheep, and its prowling in the

evening, are noticed. In Jacob's prophecy respecting

liis descendants it is said :
'' Benjamin shall ravin as a

wolf- in the morning he shall devour the prey, and at
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night he shall divide the spoil" (Gen. xlix. 27)— fore-

tellicg the fierce and warlike character of this tribe

often displayed in their after history, as in the war
between Benjamin and the rest of Israel, related in

.Judges xix.-xxi., and in the history of Saul, the first

king of Israel. Isaiah, in describing the subjection of

savage nature, and the restraint upon evil passions

under the Messiah's kingdom, says: "The wolf al.-^o

shall dwell with the lamb " (xi. 6). " The wolf and the;

lamb shall feed together" (Ixv. 25).

The habit of the wolf in seeking its prey after sunset

is frequently alluded to : "A wolf of the evenings shall

spoil them" (Jer. v. 0). "Their horses .... aie moie
fierce than the evening wolves" (Hab. i. 8). "Her
judges are evening wolves" (Zeph, iii. 3). In several

other passages the treacherous and cruel opponents and
persecutors of the truth are compared to wolves :

" Her
])rinces in the midst thereof are like wolves ravening
the prey, to shed blood, and to destroy souls, to get dis-

honest gain " (Ez. xxii. 27). "Beware of false prophets,

which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inw^ardly

they are ravening wolves" (Matt. vii. 15). In our
Lord's commission to the tw^elve apostles, he says

:

" Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of

wolves : be ye therefore wise as serpents and harmless
as doves" (x, 16). In his charge to the seventy, the

same figure occurs :
" Behold, I send you forth as lambs

among wolves " (Luke x. 3). And in St. Paul's address

to the churches at Miletus : "1 know this, that after my
departing shall grievous wolves enter in among you, not

sparing the flock " (Acts xx. 2ij).

The wolf is now, as of old, the dread of the shepherds
of Palestine. Kot so numerous, but much more formid-

able than the jackal, he lurks about the folds, hunting
not in noisy packs, but secreting himself till dark among
the rocks; without arousing the vigilance of the sheep
dogs, he leaps into the fold, and seizes his victim by
stealth, \\hen encamped in a glen in North-western
Galilee, we were often startled by the discharge of fire-

arms at intervals thi-ough the night, and, on inquiring
the cause, were told by the shei)herds that they fired in

order to frighten any wolves that might be prowling
near the fold undetected b}^ the dogs. A single wolf is fai

more destructive than a whole pack of jackals, who alwavs
H 3
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betray their presence, and who can only carry off any

silly straggler. 1 never heard of the Syrian wolf hunt-

ing in packs, as wolves do in winter in Russia and the

mountainous districts of Europe, and was told by the

shepherds that there are seldom more than two or three

together. Probably the mildness of the climate, which
never drives them from their mountains, and the facility

with which they can obtain food, may account for this.

Their boldness is very remarkable. When camping
at desolate Moladah, on the southern frontier of Simeon, 1

had one evening wandered alone three or four miles from

the tents. In i-eturning before sunset I suddenly noticed

that I was followed at an easy distance by a large tawny
wolf. The creatui-e kept about 200 yards behind me,

neither increasing nor diminishing his distance. I

tuined upon him, when he too turned. In vain I endea-

voured to close with him, for he always exactly accom-

modated his pace to mine. We continued respectively

to advance and retreat without coming to close quarters.

The wolf's evident intention was to keep me in sight

until evening, when he hoped to steal upon me in the

darkness unperceived. He never uttered a sound of any
kind, and walked as if quite unconscious of my presence.

When it was neaily dark, 1 found him rapidly closing

upon me, and, thinking him within shot, I halted, when
he, too, stood looking at me. I drew my charge, slipped

down a ball, and took deliberate aim without his moving.

The bullet struck a rock between his legs, and then he

turned and trotted very quietly away.

In every part of the countr}^ we occasionally saw the

wolf. In the open Plain of Gennesaret my horse one

day literally leapt over a wolf, which started from under
the bank of a narrow ditch I was crossing, but allowed

us to leap before he started, when he ran with all speed

across the plain. He was, no doubt, secreted under the

bank, which was cevtainl}' not more than three feet in

depth, waiting, wolf-like, for an opportunity of seizing

his victim out of a herd of cows and calves, which were
grazing in charge of a Bedouin boy, not 100 yards

farther on. In the hill country of Benjamin, about

Bethel and Gibeah (Jib), the wolves still ravin. We
found them alike in the forests of Bashan and Gilead, in

the ravines of Galilee and Lebanon, and in the maritime

plains.
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The Syrian wolf is of a lighter colour than the wolf
of Europe, being a pale fawn colour, and seems to be a
larger and stronger animal, probably from its being
better fed. The natives speak of a "Estill fiercer black
wolf, which they call sJieeh ; but this I never saw, and
believe that it is only a darker coloured wolf of the
ordinary species, and perhaps an old solitary male. Tt
is no doubt the Canis hjcaon of naturalists.

WOLF. {Canis lupus.)

The wolf (Canis lupus) extends over the whole northern

hemisphere, excepting in a few countries where it has

in modern times been extirpated.
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CHAPTER VII.

Birds.—Part I.

In the summary of the history of the creation, in the

hrst chapter of Genesis, birds are described as being

brought into existence on the fifth day, after sea-

monsters and fishes, from the waters, and before the

beast of the earth (mammals), the creation of which
immediately preceded man on the sixth day. " And
God said, Let the waters bring forth abundantly the

moving creature that hath life, and fowl that may fly

above the earth in the open firmament of heaven. And
God created great whales, and ever}^ living creature that

moveth, which the waters brought forth abundantly, after

their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind. . . .

And the evening and the morning were the fifth day
"

(Gen. i. 20, 21, 23r).

This position of birds in the Mosaic record is remark-

ably in accordance with the geological chronology of

their appearance. The earliest traces of birds yet dis-

covered are in the Triassic period ; and it is only in the

Chalk period, just after the reign of the great sea-

monsters and reptiles of the ^\ ealden, that birds appear

to any extent in the fossil remains. The earliest com-
plete fossil of a bird yet obtained is that of the Archseop-

teryx, strangely difierent from any existent bird, with
its caudal vertebrae produced into a tail like that of a

lizard or a quadruped, as long as its body, and the tail

feathers growing in a row on each side.

The birds are stated to have been created from the

waters—not, like the beasts, from the earth. In the then
condition of the world, the aquatic birds would probably

be the first class to predominate, as the}'^ could find

their food from the waters of the sea and from the

marshes, before the dry land was in a condition to sup-

port the thousands of species which now find sustenance

on its surface.

The earliest species of birds appear to have performed
many of the functions now belonging to quadrupeds.
Before the land beasts were introduced thej' vrere of
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cnurmoiis size, and many of them vvithont any powers
of flight. Thus we find, that in islands where tliere

were no qnadiupeds, huge birds stalked on the plains

or in the woods, surpassing most animals in size. Most
of these are now extinct, like the monstrous Mpyornu
of Madagascar, which we know only by its eggs, of a

capacity fourteen times that of the Ostrich's egg. There
WMs the Dodo, a colossal pigeon which could not fly, in

the Mauritius ; the Solitaire, and other gigantic birds,

botli wateihens and of other classes, in the neighbour-
ing islands of Bourbon and Seychelles, soon extirpated

when man began to inhabit them ; the many extinct

wingless birds of Kew Zealand, where there were no
quadrupeds ; the Dino] nis and others, vastly exceeding
the Ostrich in bulk and height; and the Emeus and
other sj^ecies in Australia. Thus the reign of birds

may be placed between those of reptiles and mammals.
In their natural economy, too, birds have some

marked affinities with the fishes and reptiles, which
separate them from the milk-giving animals, especially

in their being produced from eggs, instead of being
brought forth alive. But they are the most distinct

and best characterized class in the whole animal king-

dom. Thej-e is a constancy in the nature of their

covering, which does not admit of the variations found in

mammals, reptiles, and fishes ; for every bird, whether
capable of flight or not, is clad with feathers. No
species of bird brings forth its young alive, or pioduccs
tlieni in any other way than from eggs, consisting in-

vari;ibly of yolk, white, and a calcareous shell, and
incubated by artificial heat. No bird deviates in its

skeleton fiom the typical form, as the whale does
among mammals, and the serpent among reptiles, Ko
bird deviates from the ordinary mode of generation of

its class, as do the maisupials from other quadrupeds.
The Hebrew writers, consequently, though unscientific

in their divisions, always distinguish between birds and
every other class. The sole exception, if it be an ex-

ception, is the mention of the bat after the birds in the

list of unclean creatures in Leviticus, though, as it is

followed by the expression, ' all fowls that creep, going
upon all fours,' ^.e., winged insects, and perhaps reptiles,

it can scarcely be said to be classed, even here, amon^
birds.
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Apart from the lists, in Leviticus and Deuteronomy,
of birds that were not to be eaten, the biblical allusions

to distinct species of birds are very scanty, and are

chiefly confined to poetical illustrations in the Psalms,

and especially in the Prophets. Birds among the

Hebrews were a very unimportant item in domestic

economy. They were rarely domesticated ; indeed,

before the return fiom Babylon, it does not appear that

any domestic poultry were ordinarily reared. The
semi-reclaimed Pigeon was the sole exception. Nor
were wild birds in sufficient abundance to be of much
value to an agricultural people as an article of food.

Among the Egyptians, the swarms of waterfowl on the

Nile and in the marshes rendered birds of much
greater economic importance, as may be seen by the

frequent reference to them on their monuments.
By the law of Moses, birds were divided into two

classes, so far as food was concerned—the clean and the

unclean (Lev. xi. 13-19; Deut. xiv. 11-20). The
unclean included ail birds of prey, and carrion and fish

feeders. On other classes, as the passerine birds, game
and poultr}^ groups, the Duck tribe, and most of the

Waders, excepting only the Herons and Storks, there was
no restriction. In fact, the Mosaic law permitted the

eating of all those birds which are considered edible

now, and only forbade those which, however repugnant
to oui- tastes, are yet eaten by many of the half-savage

tribes of S3n-ia and Arabia : as the mountaineers of the

Lebanon will devour the flesh of the Eagle without
scruple. The law of Moses in this respect did but
sanction by legislative enactment that which the in-

stinct of civilized man has in all ages approved.

There are various allusions in Scripture to the habits

of birds, especially to the wonderful instinct of migra-
tion possessed by many species. Thus, in the descrip-

tion of spring, we read " Lo ! the winter is past, the rain

is over and gone ; the flowers appear on the earth ; the

time of the singing of birds is come, and the voice ot

the turtle is heard in our land " (Cant. ii. 11, 12). And
in remonstrating with backsliding Judah, the prophet
appeals to them, " Yea, the stork in the heaven knoweth
her appointed times ; and the turtle and the crane and
the swallow obsei-ve the time of their coming ; but my
people know not the judgment of the Lord " (Jer. viii. ?).
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Singing birds are universally kept in the East, and
especially by the women, who delight in taming cage
birds. Indeed, there are few species of small birds

which are not to be seen reared in captivity both by
Jews and Moslems, as well as the turtle-doves, of which
they are particularly fond. This taste appears to be
alluded to in Job. " Wilt thou pla}^ with him as with
a bird? or wilt thou bind bim for thy maidens?"
(ch. xli. 5).

To domestic poultry, as has been observed above, we
find no reference in the Old Testament, excepting the

not very decisive passage in Isa. Ix. 8 :
" Who are these

that fly as a cloud, and as the doves to their windows ?"

In later times poultry had become common, as we see by
the illustration used by our Lord to set forth His tender
love for Jerusalem :

" How often would I have gathered
thy childien together, even as a hen gathereth her
chickens under her wing" (Matt, xxiii. 37), and by His
warning to St. Peter, that the cock would not crow twice
till he had denied Him thrice.

Other habits of birds are alluded to incidentally, as

their building their nests in the precincts of the temple,

furnishing an image of the peace and security to be
found in the house of God :

" Yea, the sparrow hath
found an house, and the swallow a nest for herself,

where she may lay her young, even thine altars, Lord
of hosts, ni}^ King, and my God " (Ps. Ixxxiv. 3).

There is a very strong feeling among all Eastern na-

tions, that any birds which resort to a sacred edifice,

thereb}' claim the protection of the deity. It was esteemed
sacrilege to disturb sucli. The sentiment was not merely
Jewish. The Greek historian, Herodotus, tells how,
when the people of Cyme had been desired by the oracle

to surrender a suppliant to the Persians, Aristodicus, a

citizen, went round the temple, taking all the nests of the

sparrows and small birds he could find. Whereupon a

voice from the shrine exclaimed, " Most impious of men,
what is this thou darest to do ? Dost thou carr}^ off my
suppliants from my temple ?" Aristodicus. at no loss

for a reply, retorted, " O King, dost thou thus aid thy
suppliants, but biddest us surrer der ou7- suppliant ?"

We read, also, that a man was once condemned to

death at Athecs for molesting a sparrow in the temple
of ^sculapius.
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T(j the jiresent day the Moslems cherish tenderly any
birds which resort to the mosques, and woe betide the

reckless stranger who should meddle with them ! The
storks seem perfectly aware of the immunity, as do the

doves and other birds, which nest in numbers in such

situations.

There is a merciful command in the law of Moses,

forbidding any one when finding a nest to take the old

bird as well as the young, teaching that it is abhorrent

to all humane feelings to take advantage of that mater-

nal instinct of attachment which makes the dam an easy

prey (Deut. xxii. 6).

The habit of many species of birds, to forsake tlieir

nests for a slight cause, is also alluded to. " As a bird

that wandereth from her nest, so is a man that wandereth
from his place" (Prov. xxvii. 8). Their rapid flight is

employed to illustrate the passing nature of all earthly

things. "As for Ephraim, their glory shall flyaway
like a bird" (Hos. ix. 11).

The Lord appeals to Israel, reminding them of the Pro-

vidence that hud safely brought them up out of Egj^pt

:

" Ye have seen .... how I bare you on eagles' wings,

and brought you unto myself" (Ex. xix. 4), where we are

reminded of the favourite symbol of the Griffon's pinions

on Egyptian monuments ; and of the winged bulls and

heroes of Assyrian sculpture, emblems of power and
speed in the protecting divinities or kings. The same
metaphor is more fully drawn out in another place.

"As an eagle stiri'eth up her nest, fluttereth over her

young, spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them, beareth

them on her wings : So the Lord alone did lead him "

(Deut. xxxii. 11, 12). Above all, when our Lord him-

self would teach us to dismiss all anxious care, and to

cast our cares upon Him who careth for us, He bids us,

'' Behold the fowls of the air : for they sow not, neither

do they reap, nor gather into barns
;

3'et your heavenly

Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better than they?"

^\latt. vi. 26).

The allusions to the singing of birds are very few and
slight in Scripture. " The time of the singing of birds

is come" (Cant. ii. 12), is one of the indications noted

of the glad return of spring. And, in the poetical descrip-

titm of the failing powers of old age, in Ecclesiastes

(xii. 4), it is said, "He shall rise up at the voice of the
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bird," i.e., shall sleep so lightly that the slightest soiinu

sliall disturb him, and in the eaily morning, when ihe

birds welcome the sunrise, he shall leave his bed. Another
reference to the singing of birds is in Ps. civ. 10, 12:
" He sendeth the springs into the valle3's. . . . By them
shall the fowls of the heaven have their habitation,

which sing among the branches." In this passage, as

the Psalmist is speaking of the trees which overhang
the w^atercourses, or wadys and rivers of the country, the

singing of the different species of warblers (Turdidcc)

is perhaps pointed to, and especially the Bulbul and
Nightingale, both of which throng the trees that fringe

the Jordan, and abound in all the wooded valleys, filling

the air in early spring with the rich cadence of their

notes.

That birds of various kinds were captured and used
for food, we have several incidental hints in Scripture,

as well as allusions to the different modes of fowling.

These ancient methods are still pursued, as gunpowder
is too precious a commodity to be employed excepting
for the larger game. Small birds are still an ordinary
article of consumption in the East, as they were when
our Lord put the question, "Are not five sparrows sold

for two farthings ?" (Luke xii. 6), " Are not two sparrows
sold for a farthing?" (Matt. x. 29). At the present day
we may see in the markets long strings of sparrows and
other birds exposed for sale by the fowlers, and in th«i

Syrian cook-shops the}^ are often sold ready plucked
and trussed in rows on little wooden skewers, roasted

and eaten like kabobs.
The.se birds are generally captured by snares or clap-

nets, mentioned several times. "Our soul is escaped
as a bird out of the snare of the fowlers : the snare is

broken, and we are escaped" (Ps. cxxiv. 7). "The
proud have hid a snare for me and cords ; the}^ have
sy)read a net by the wayside ; they have set gins for

me " (Ps. cxl. 5), w^here three several methods of taking
birds are enumerated. Job enumerates four different

modes of fowling together :
" lie is cast into a net by

his own feet, and he walketh upon a snare. The <jin

shall take him by the heel .... a trap is laid for him
in the way" (ch. xviii. 8-10). "As a bird hasteth to

the snare, and knoweth not that it is for his life " (I^i-ov.

vii. 23). "Man knoweth not his time- as the fishet*
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that are taken in an evil net, and as the birds that aie

caught in the snare" (Eccl. ix. 12). "My net also will

X spread upon him, and he shall be taken in m}^ snare
"

(Ez. xii. 13) ;
" Can a bird fall in a snare upon the

earth, where no gin is for him? shall one take up a

snare from the eaitli, and have taken nothing at all
?"

(Amos iii. 5). Thei'e are many similar passages, and no

less than seven Hebrew words are used to express dif-

ferent kinds of nets, traps, and snares. Though many of

these might be rather for animals than birds, yet they

are all used sometimes with reference to the latter.

No doubt, since the introduction of firearms, ingenuity

in traps for the larger creatures has been less cultivated,

but the various gius and snares still in use have been

handed down 'from the earliest times. Of these, the

most primitive is that of the throw-stick, used only in

the open ground, on the plains and deserts, for such

birds as the bustards and partridges, which do not at

first take flight, but endeavour to save themselves by

running. It is the kind of chase probably alluded to in

1 Sam. xxvi. 20, where David complains of Saul, " Tlie

king of Israel is come out ... as when one doth hunt

a partridge in the mountains." The weapon is a stick

about eighteen inches long and half an inch in diameter,

which is hurled with a revolving motion so as to strike

the legs of the bird as it runs, or, more frequently, at a

little higher elevation, so that when the game, alarmed

at the approach of the missile, begins to take wing, it is

struck and slightly disabled. The pursuers let fly a

rapid succession of sticks, and generally finish the chase

by flinging their cloak over the quarry, which is always

despatched by cutting the throat, after the Mahommedan
injunction, which, following the Jewish law, forbids the

eating of any flesh with the blood in it. Even should

the bird be killed at first, the operation of cutting the

throat is always performed, or it would be unclean.

See Lev. xvii. 13 :
" \\'hatsoever man there be of the

children of Israel, or of the strangers that sojourn among
you, which hunteth and catcheth any beast or fowl that

may be eaten ; he shall even pour out the blood thereof,

and cover it with dust."

A yet more primitive mode of taking birds is practised

by the villagers at the season of migration, w^hen the

quails arrive in immense fl<jcks, and settle, especially on
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the sea coast, perfectly exhausted with their flight. The
birds on such occasions roost huddled together, and are

surrounded by twenty or thirty men, who form a wide
circle holding their cloaks spread out before them, and
gradually advance without alarming their quarry, en-
deavouring to select some piece of brushwood in the
centre, to which the birds run on seeing them approach,
not sufficiently alarmed to endeavour to take to flight.

At a given signal the hunters suddenly rush in, and,
throwing their cloaks over the flock, often succeed in

capturing great numbers. From Ez. xii. 13, it would
seem that the net was formerly thrown over birds in

this manner.
Traps of various constructions are commonly employed,

many of them exactly like those used by boys in Eng-
land, especially that by which the bird lights on a perch,
which it displaces, and dislodges a brick or stone, by
which it is imprisoned. Spring traps are unknown.

Still more common is the use of the 'gin,' or noose,
so frequently mentioned in Scripture. For the larger

oirds it is made of wire, for the smaller of horse-hair,

exactly like the springes used in our own country. The
nooses are either placed in the runs of the birds, or, for

larks and other song birds, are concealed among leaves

or grass, and corn thrown down as a bait to attract them.
A^ast numbers of pigeons and turtle-doves are taken in

this way. The bag-net is also used at night, hung
loosely between two long poles, when the birds, alarmed
b}^ a lantern held in front of their roosting-places, at

once flill into it.

A much more artificial method of fowling seems to

be alluded to in Jer. v. 26, 27 (" They set a trap, they
catch men. As a cage is full of birds, so are their houses
full of deceit "), and is more distinctly explained in

Ecclus. xi, oO :
" Like as a partridge taken and kept in a

cage, so is the heart of the proud; and like as a spy
watcheth he for thy fall." The employment of decoy
birds is very common, and much pains are taken to train

the decoys for their treacherous office. They are care-

fully tended till perfectly tame, that they may not be
deterred by the neighbourhood of man fiom uttering
their call-note. Larks, linnets, pigeons, quails, and
especially partridges, are employed in this mode of

fowding The bird is placed in a cage, partly concealed,
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while the fowler remains carefully under cover in the

neighbourhood, where he can manage his snares and
nets. In the case of larks, the cage is placed on the

open ground, surrounded with springes or horse-hair

nooses, which entangle the feet of the incautious and too

curious visitors. For other small birds it is placed in a

thicket, while Ihe sportsman is ready with his net to

throw over them when they alight. Sometimes great

numbers are taken in a few hours, as the birds will

descend in lai'ge flocks. Partridges and quails are more
generally captured by long, narrow runs, carefully

formed of brushwood, leading to the cage in which the

deco}' bird is concealed. The lun, like the decoy used

for wildfowl in this country, gradually contracts, till it

ends in a bag-net thro\vn over the pathway, in which
whole coveys are rapidly captured wholesale. The
mountaineers of Lebanon are very skilful in this mode
of fowling, and I have seen them often capture whole
broods before they could fly, when the chicks are brought
up by hand, either for food, or to serve as deco^^s in turn

themselves.

For the Wood-pigeon a more cruel device is employed.

A wild bird is snared, and its eyelids sewn together ;

it is then tied to a perch, which is set among the trees.

The poor captive keeps flapping its wings and uttering

its call-note. The birds of its kind soon assemble in

flocks, attracted by curiosity, and fall an easy prey to

the fowlers, who are concealed under brushwood close

by. We found that large numbers of wood-pigeons
were taken in this way by the Arabs of Mount Gilead.

Although dogs were employed in the chase by the

Egyptians and Assyrians, there is no indication of their

having been so used by the Jews. The dog being an
unclean animal, the Israelites would probably have the

same dread of eating any animal in the capture of which
the dog had assisted as the Moslems have at the pi'esent

da_y ; for though the dog may be employed in the chase,

3^et, if he tear the quarry, the latter is polluted. " Ye
shall be hol}^ men unto me : neither shall ye eat any
flesh that is torn of beasts in the field

;
ye shall cast it

to the dogs" (Ex. xxii. ol). See also Lev. xxii. 8, &c.

For the pursuit of wild beasts dogs were employed
;

but the special sagacity of the pointer and setter is

(^uite unknown in the East.
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Nor have we any intimation tliat hawking, the ia-

vourite and ino>t aristocratic chase among Orientals,

was practised by the Jews. It was certainly cultivated

by the Greeks, as we learn fiom classical authors ; and
there is every reason for believing that the art, which
to the present day is cultivated with the greatest care by
the Syrian Arabs, and as iar as India, China, and Western
Africa, has been handed down from a very remote aii-

tiquity. But the rugged hills and cultivated valleys of

the Holy Land would aiford no scope for its exercise

;

and this is probably the reason why we find no allusion

to falconiy in the Old Testament.
Before entering on a particular examination of the

birds mentioned in Scripture, it may be well to take a

general view of the ornithology of Palestine. The
number of species collected by myself amounts to 322,
and there aie at least thirty other species which may be
added to this list. Of these the greater part are either

the same as those of our own country, or very similar

in character and appearance. There are, however, many
birds of brilliant plumage wdiich are either extinct in

Britain, or very rare stragglers to our shores, while there

are others which do not extend so far north. The Eoller,

Bee-eater, Hoopoe, Smyina Kingfisher, Belted King-
fisher, Sunbird, Great Shrike, and Bulbul, may be men-
tioned among these.

But what arrests the attention of the traveller even
more than these brightly-clothed birds, is the immense
number and variety of the larger birds of prey—the
vultures, eagles, and falcons, which abound in every part

of the Holy Land, and are at first sight its ornithological

characteristic. Many of these—eagles, kites, peregines,

buzzards—were once familiar denizens of the wilder
pafts of England, but have disappeared before the in-

crease of human population. Others, as the gritlons and
vultures, are the useful scavengers of warm climates,

scarcely ever seen in more northern latitudes.

The Holy Land, limited in area, a slip of coast terri-

tory 200 miles in its extreme leugth, and not above 90
in width, could scarcely be expected to vary much in

character from the other countries bordering on the

Mediterranean. Along the whole coast, on the rich

maritime plains, and on the western slopes of the high-

lands which rise behind these plains, everything par
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takes of the character of the animals and plants of

Soiilhern Europe, with a slight admixture of Egyptian
immigrants. The gulls and petrels which skim the shores

are the same as those which dash down the Bosphorus,

or dip in the harbour of Alexandria ; the same birds

of prey descend from the hills as sweep the inlets

of Smyrna, or earn a scanty subsistence among the

hungry isles of Greece. The Eussian winters dismiss

frc»m inhospitable steppes almost the same species b}^

divergent routes to the west and the east of the Medi-
terranean, while returning spring tempts but few
wai'blers from the scorching south, whom a spiri^t of

adventure does not induce to ramble still farther towards

the north.

But as soon as we have crossed the Mediterranean

watershed, we encounter birds of a widely different

type, with no relationship to those of Europe. To under-

stand the cause of this, we must recollect, that the two
great mountain ranges of Central Syria, the Lebanon and
the Anti-Lebanon (or Hermon), do not terminate, as a

cursory inspection of our maps might lead us to suppose,

at the northern frontiers of the Holy Land. They pro-

ject themselves ^ar southwards, though at a less eleva-

tion, running in two parallel ranges, separated from each

other by the deep chasm of the Jordan valley, until the

western range, after forming b}' its broken and irregular

spur the hill country of Galilee, then gathers more com-
pactly into the mountains of Ephraim and Benjamin, is

spread out into the hill countiy of Judaea, and, finally,

is lost and expanded into that high table-land of Western
Arabia Petreea, which forms the watershed of the Wady
el Arish (sometimes marked in our maps as the river of

Eg3^pt), and is abruptly brought to a point at the bifur-

cation of the Eed Sea.

Broken more or less throughout its whole course, this

continuation of the Lebanon is the inheritance of the

ten tribes and a half, the platform on which the great

historical cities of Palestine rest, and divides the water-

sheds of the Mediterranean and of the Dead Sea valley.

The eastern range of Syria, after culminating in snow-clad

Hermon, at a height of nearly 10,000 feet, runs south-

ward with much less irregularity until it terminates at

the head of the Gulf of Akabah, the ancient Ezion-

geber. In its course it is known as the table-land of
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Bashan, the mountains of Gilead and Ajalon, the hills

of Moab, and Edom or Idianeea, the modern Petra.

This range, like tlie western, forms the separation of a

watershed through its whole length, the westward face

draining into the Jordan, the Dead Sea, and the Arabah,
while the eastern watershed fertilizes the vast plains of

Bashan, Moab, Midian, and the Ammonites (the modern
Belka and the Hauran), its streams being finally lost

in sand, salt lakes, or marshes, in the Arabian desert.

None of its drainage reaches the Red Sea, or the Eu-
phrates.

Now, this desert expanse, like the Sahara of North
Africa, foi'ms a barrier against the distribution of eastern

and southern birds and animals, more impassable than an
area of sea, of even equal extent. As it is the Sahara,

and not the Mediterranean which separates the natuial

history of Europe from that of Africa, so it seems to be

the Arabian deserts, and not the Persian or Red Sea
gulfs, which check the spread of the Indian and Abys-
sinian fauna. Were it not for one unique and un-
paralleled phenomenon in its physical geography, we
should find the ornithology of the Holy Land similar to

that of Barbary or Sj)ain, but with some few stragglers

from Eastern Africa, whose arrival had been facilitated

by the lay of the Red Sea, and with a still more scanty

number of stragglers across the eastern desert from the

Euphrates valley.

But the existence of the Jordan valley disturbs these

proportions. The little district of Palestine is rent by
this long chasm, 1400 feet below the level of the sea,

enclosing tracts, some arid and salt, others fertile and
well watered, but all enjoying, in the temperate zone,

the climate of the tropics, and wholly distinct from the

country on either side. These tracts, or oases, nurture

birds of tropical type, difierent from those of the upper
country. But there appears to be no difierence between
the birds on either side of this isolated strip of the

tropics. The same birds, the wood-pigeons, jays, and
woodpeckers of Carmel, equally abound in the forests

of Gilead and Bashan, and we obtained no birds there

which did not also occur on the western side.

Of the 322 species of birds we obtained, 2G are, so far

as our present knowledge extends, peculiar to Palestine

and the districts immediately adjacent ; 8 are of Eastern
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Asia ; 32 are common to Arabia or East Africa, beLig
chiefly desert forms : Avhile 260 are reckoned in the
lists of European birds, and no less than 172 are enume-
rated in the catalogues of British birds.

Birds of Prey.—We will consider first the birds of

prey, which naturally claim precedence. Of these,

forty-three species rewarded our researches during one
year, and they certainly form the prominent feature in

the ornithological landscape. Over the deep valley ot

the Jordan kestrels hover and kites and short-toed

eagles soar throughout the year; harriers and buzzards
perpetually sweep across the marshes and maritime
plains ; the traveller can never mount a hill without
being watched by parties of griffons and eagles circling

far above him. The griflbns are far more numerous
than in any other country I have visited, while the

larger species of eagles are certainly not less abundant
than in the best stocked wildernesses of Algeria and
Tunis.

Unobservant as Orientals proverbially are of the

nicer distinctions of the animals and birds around them,
yet the native vocabulary for the raptorial birds is much
richer thau for any other class. The Arabs distinguish

three species of vultures. They have five names for

the falcons, three for the eagles, two for the kites.

They recognise both species of kestrel, and the sparrow
hawk, and have a distinct appellation for the harriers,

while they distinguish the Egj^ptian eagle-owl, the white,

little, and scops owls.

Incidentally as natural nistoiy is mentioned in Holy
Scripture, yet even there we have fifteen distinct He-
brew names for the birds of prey, several of which are

at once recognisable in the vernacular Arabic of the

country.

VVe shall give these, and their rendering in the

authorized version, and then consider each terra sepa-

rately. They are, (1) 'ayit, ' fowls ;
' (2) peres, ' ossifrage ;

(3) nesJier, ' eagle ;
'

(4) racham, ' gier-eagle :
' (5) dayah,

' vulture ; ' (6) ^asniyah, ' osprey ;
' (7) raaJi, ' glede ;

'

(S) ayah, 'kite;' (9) netz, 'hawk: (10 ) iachmds, 'night-

hawk;' (11) hath'haya anah, 'owl;' (\ 2 )
yanshooph, 'owl:'

(13) cos, ' great owl ;
' (14) kippoz, ' little owl ;

' (15) lilithy

Vecreech owl.'

{l)'Ayit, 'Fowls,' from a root signifying 'to attack
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vehemently,' is a collective term, applied exclusively tc

raptorial birds. It occurs three times :
" When the fowls

{'ayii) came down upon the carcases, Abram drove them
away " (Gen. xv. 11). " There is a path which no fowl

{'ayit) knoweth, and which the vulture's eye hath nut

seen " (Job xxviii, 7). " The fowls shall summer upon
them, and all the beasts of the earth shall winter upon
them " (Isa. xviii. C).

In each of these passages we have a familiar charac-

teristic of all birds of prey referred to. In the passage

from Isaiah, the prophet foretells that the Ethiopian

enemies of his people shall be left desolate for the

fowls to summer on, in allusion to the well-known pre-

dilection of all these birds for a bare and dead tree on
which to perch. No eagle or large hawk will settle on
a green tree, if a dead stump or bare pole is in the

neighbourhood ; and the fowlers, when ^vishing to obtain

hawks, take advantage of this habit by fixing their traps

on the top of a dead tree, or by erecting a tall pole with'

a trap on the top of it, when it is certain to be selected

by the first falcon in want of a perch.

In the two passages first quoted, reference is made to

two very remarkable characteristics of the vultures and
larger eagles, their habit of congregating in large num-
bers over a carcase, and their wonderful power of distant

vision. These birds detect their food by sight, not by
scent. If an animal falls at night, it is not attacked till

daylight, unless by the jackals and hyaenas ; but if it be
slaughtered after sunrise, though the human eye may scan
the firmament for a vulture in vain, within five minutes
a speck will appear overhead, and, wheeling and circling

in a rapid downward flight, a huge gritfon will pounce
on the carcase. In a few minutes a second and a third

will dart down ; another and another follows— griffons,

Egyptian vultures, eagles, kites, buzzards, and ravens, till

the air is darkened by the crowd. " W heresoever th.e

carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered together."

"There is a path which no fowl knoweth, and which
the vulture's eye hath not seen ;" and yet the vultuio
can detect the path of a wounded deer from a height
where it can itself be descried by no human eye.

The process is probably this : The griffon-vulture, who
first detects the quarry, descends from his elevatioTi al

once. Another, sw^eeping the hoiizon at » ytill greater
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distance, observes liis neiglibour's movements, and fol-

lows liis course. A third, still farther removed, follows

the flight of the second ; he is traced by another, and thus

a perpetual succession is kept up, so long as a morsel of

flesh remains over which to consort. Thus, on great

battle fields, and during sieges, as at that of Seba^topol,

immense numbers of vultures were congregated in a few

hours, where the bird was comparatively scarce before.

During the Crimean war, the whole race from the

Caucasus and Asia Minor seemed to have collected to

enjoy so unwonted an abundance. The Arabs of Korlh

Africa declare, that at that time very few 'JSissr' wei e seen

in their accustomed haunts, and believe that they were all

gathered, even from the Atlas, to feed on Russian horses.

LAMJIER GKIEK. {Gypaetus baibatus.j

(2.) Peres, 'OssiFRage' (Lev.xi. 13; Deut. xiv. 12).—
The birdheie denoted is the Lammer-Geier, or Bearded
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Vnltnre, the largest and most magnificent of the Vulture
tribe (^Gypaeiiis harhatus), and the Hebrew word, inclining

'the breaker,' is well expressed by the Latin' Ossifrage,'

or ' bone-breaker.' Marrow bones and tortoises are its

favo^^rite delicacies ; but huge as is its size (four and a half

feet in length), its claws and bill are comparatively weak,
and it is only by carrying its prize to a great height, and
then dropping it I'epeatedly, that it is able to reach the
dainty morsel within. It is not a common bird in the

Holy Land, and is not gregarious ; but most of the ravines

are peopled by a pair, and one or two may be observed
in every da.js journey. The Lammer-Geier may be
seen floating slowly at a uniform level, close to the

cliffs of some deep gorge, like the Jabbok, where his

shadow is cast on the wail-like rocks. If the ravine

has sharp angles, he does not cut across from point to

point, but preserves the same distance from the cliffs.

When the other vultures have picked the flesli off any
animal, he comes in at the end of the feast, and swallows
the bones, or bieaks them and swallows the pieces, if

lie cannot otherwise extract the marrow. The bones
he cracks by letting them fall on a rock fiom a great

height. He does not, however, confine himself to these

delicacies, but, whenever he has an opportunity, will

devour lambs, kids, or hares. These he generally ob-

tains by pushing them over cliffs when he has watched
his opportunity, and he has been known to attack men
while climbing rocks, and dash them against the bottom-

But tortoises and serpents are its ordinary food.

I have repeatedly watched a pair of Liimmer-Geiers,
who had an eyrie close to our camp, pass and repass in

front of our tents for hours at a time, invariably dropping
something upon a smooth ledge of rock hard by. For
several days we imagined that these were sticks they were
carrying to their nest ; for prompt as we were in endea-
vouring to be first at the spot, the birds swooped down
like lightning and seized their quarry again. At length
we caught a serpent, writhing and dislocated, which we
had taken for a stick, and found that our imagined stones

were tortoises, which had to be dropped perhaps a dozen
times before the shell was sufftciently shattered. No
doubt it was a Lamrner-Geier that mistook the bald head
of the poet ^schvlus for a stone, and dropped on it the
tortoise which killed him.

I 2
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The adult Liimmer-Geier is a beautiful bird, with its

black beard, tawny under plumage, blood-red eyes, and
linely pencilled upper plumage. Its flight is very grace-

ful, especially when, in turning a corner, it slightly

bends its loug wedge-shaped tail, gently draws in one
wing, and as gently expands it again. The young bird

is sooty black, and by no means prepossessing in ap-

pearance. It does not attain its mature plumage for

two years. The I.iimmer-Geier is found in all the

mountainous districts of Southern Europe, Africa, and
Asia, south of the Altai Range, to which it does not

extend,* and breeds in the most inaccessible cliffs,

laying only one egg in the middle of winter, of an
orange or pink colour, which is hatched generally in

February. The young leave the nest in April or

May. The nest is an enormous structure, a cartload

of branches interwoven, supporting a solid bed of sods

and moss.

(3.) Nesher, ' Eagle.'—Invariably so translated in the

many passages in which the word occurs. There can

be no doubt of the identity of the Hebrew ^nesher' with
the Arabic ' mW,' the name invariably applied not to

any eagle, strictly so called, but to the Griffon {Gyjps

fuJvus) of naturalists, commonly known as the Griffon-

vulture, or Great Yultnre. It is unfortunate that in our
language we have but one word, ' vulture,' applied alike

to the noble Griffon, and to the very useful, but very de-

spicable scavenger, ' Pharaoh's Hen,' as Europeans in

the East call the F]gyptian Vulture. Though the Griffon

be a carrion feeder, it is neither more nor less so than
all eagles, none of which will kill their prey, if they
can find it ready slain to their hand.
We shall see, as we examine some of the passages where

the nesher is spoken of, that the description is applicable

to the Griffon alone ; and so far from the Griffon-vulture

conveying the idea of a repulsive bird to the Oriental mind,

it has been universally adopted as the type of the lordly and

noble. Nisroch, or the eagle-headed god of the Assyrian

sculptures, and of 2 Kings xix. 37, Isa. xxxvii. 38, was

the deification of the Nisf<r or Eagle ; the standard of the

Assyrian armies, alluded to in Hab. i. 8, " They shall fly as

* Tbe late Mr. Atkinson assured me that it did not extend so fai

P(>rth as tbe Altai Kange, properly so called but only to the next

range southwards.
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fhe eagle {neslier) that hastetVi to eat." "JVesI/er^' may have
been iisad of the larger eagles and vultures inditferently.

In Micah (ch. i. 16) we read, "Make thee bald, and
poll thee for thy delicate chiklren ; enlarge thy bald-

ness as the eagle" (ncsher), where the similitude can

GRIFFON-VULTURE. (^GypSj'ulvuS.)

only bo taken from the Griffon-vulture, which has the

neck and head bald and covered with down, a char-

acter which no eagle shares with it. To explain the
passage of the Eagle at the time of moulting, as

some commentators have done, is to destroy the force

of the allusion, which is to the custom of shaving the

head as a token of mourning. The Hebrew word sio;-
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nifies 'to make bald the back part of the head,' vor>'

applicable to the back of the head aud neck of the

GriflfoD, destitute of true feathers.

The word neslier is derived from a root signifying ' to

tear with the beak,' most appropriate to the furious

vehemence with which this bird rips up the carcase on
which it pounces.

Constant reference is made in Scripture to its feeding

on the slain, and on dead flesh. Although this is a habit

it shares with the Eagle, yet no eagles congregate like

the Griffon; and while the latter may be seen by hun-
dreds, the less conspicuous eagles are only to be counted

by a few individuals here and there. " Her young ones

also suck up blood : and where the slain are, there is

Bhe" (Job xxxix. 30). "The eye that mocketh at his

fathei", and despiseth to obey his mother, the ravens of

the valley shall pick it out, and the young eagles shall eat

it" (Prov. XXX. 17). " Wheresoever the carcase is, there

will the eagles be gathered together " (Matt. xxiv. 28),

where the term may be taken generically.

In Isa. xlvi. 11, Cyrus is compared to this bird, which
was the emblem and standard of Persia. " Calling a

ravenous bird from the East." And fiom Assyria and
Persia the Pomans probably borrowed the ensign which
has been adopted by so many modern nations, with more
appropriateness of character than its bearers would be
willing to acknowledge.
The longevity, strength, swiftness, powers of sight

inaccessible nesting places, and atFection for its j^oung,

are all alluded to in Scripture. " Thy youth is renewed
like the eagle's " (Ps. ciii. 5),* where there is no necessity

to suggest any reference to the moulting of the Eagle oi

Griffon, which it shares in common with all the feathered

race, but simply to the great age to which, it is well

known, all this class attain, paraphrasing the expression,
" Thy youth is renewed, so that in point of strength

thou art like the eagle." It is said that in confinement
an Eagle has been known to live upwards of 100 years.

One was kept at Vienna for 104 years.

Its strength is noticed in various pro|»hetical writings.
•' A great eagle, with great wings, longwinged, full of

feathers, which had divers colours, came unto Lebanon,

* If the story of the Phoeuix were in existence so long back, this

mlKht refer itj it.

i
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ard took the highest branch of the cedar " (Ez. xvii. 3}.

"They shall mount up with wings, as eagles" (isa. xl. 31).

The strength of the Gritfon is best seen when it rnshes

past the spectator on some mountain side, beating the

air with tlie strokes of its wings, while its long pmion
feathers bend and curl under its weight, as it wlieeis in

rapid circles till lost to sight overhead. Its swiftness is

frequently noticed. " My days are passed away, as the

eagle that hasteth to the prey" (Job ix. 26). "The
Lord shall bring a nation against thee from fir, from
the end of the earth, as swift as the eagle flieth" (Deut.

xxviii. 49), was the warning of Moses to Israel, fulfilled

when the Chaldseans came " as the eagle that hasteth to

eat " (Ilab. i. 8). " He shall come as an eagle against the

house of the Lord" (Hos. viii. 1). " Our persecutors (the

Chaldaeans) are swifter than the eagles of the heaven,"

exclaims Jeremiah, witnessing the ravages of their

armies (Lam. iv. 19). So in the dirge over Saul and
Jonathan, they are said to have been " swifter than

eagles "(2 Sam. i. 23).

So, too, with its power of flight is combined the

acuteness of sight alieady referred to. Job accurately

describes the habits of the Griffon. "Doth the eagle

(jiesher) mount up at thy command, and make her nest

on high? She dwelleth and abideth on the rock, upon
the crag of the rock, and the strong place. From thence

she seeketh the prey, and her eyes behold afar off. Her
young ones also suck up blood : and where the slain are,

there is she" (ch. xxxix. 27-30).

So the fastnesses of Edom, amid the gorges of Petra,

are described by Jeremiah as no security against the

vengeance of Jehovah. "0 thou that dwellest in the

clefts of the rock, that boldest the height of the hill

:

though thou shouldest make thy nest as high as tht»

^agle (nesher), I will bring thee down from thence,

saith the Lord " (ch. xlix. 16). While the eagles and
other birds are content with lower elevations, and some-
times even with trees, the Griffon alone selects the

stupendous gorges of Arabia Petrasa, and of the defiles

of Palestine, and there in great communities rears its

young, where the most intrepid climber can only with
ropes and other appliances reach its nest.

The Eagle (nesher), as emblematic of divine attributes,

is one of the four living: creatures in the vision of Eao-
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kiel (ch. 1. 10). as also in that of St. John, to whom,
fiom bis keen insight into heavenly truths, and his near

approach to the brightness of the divine glory in tho

revelation vouchsafed to him, this l)ird has been assigned

as an emblem.
Lastly, its care for its young is twice seized upon as

an illustration of God's fatherly care over his people.
'• As an eagle (iiesher^ stirreth up her nest, fluttereth over

lier young, spreadeth abroad her wings, taketh them,

beareth them on her wings : so the Lord alone did lead

him"(Deut. xxxii. 11,12).* "Ye have seen . . . how
1 bare you on eagles' wings, and brought you unto my-
self" (Ex. xix. 4). The pains which all birds of prey take

m encouraging their young ones to fly, and in coaxing

them to leave the nest, is well known to all who have
observed them. The account given by Sir H. Davy of

liis watching a pair of golden eagles thus occupied has

been often quoted. " i once saw a very interesting

sight above the crags of Ben Nevis. Two pai'ent eagles

were teaching their offspring, two young birds, the ma-
noeuvres of flight. They began by rising from the top

of the mountain, in the eye of the sun. It was about

mid-day, and bright for the climate. They at first made
small circles, and the young birds imitated them. They
paused on their wings, waiting till they had made their

flight, and then took a second and larger gyration,

always rising towards the sun, and enlarging their

circle of flight, so as to make a gradually ascending

spiral. The young ones still and slowly followed, ap-

parently flying better as they mounted ; and they con-

tinued this sublime exercise, always rising, till they

became mere points in the air, and the young ones were
lost, and afterwards their parents, to our aching sight,"

The number of griffons in every part of Palestine is

amazing, and they are found at all seasons of the j^ear.

J. do not think I ever surveyed a landscape without it?

being enlivened by the circling of a party of griffons

Many colonies of eyries came under our observation in

the gorge of the Wady Kelt, near Jericho (by some
supposed to be the Cherith) : in the cliffs near Heshbon,

* It is, perliaps, worthy of remarlc in connection with this expres-

sion in the writings of Moses, who liad studied ii^gyptian Jearning,

that tlie Gritfi)ii app<'ars to have been saereil in aDci«ixt Egypt to

Maiit, the gtHlJess of Mateiuity.
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under Mount Kebo ; in the ravine of the Jabbok ; in u

gorge near Kabbath Ammou ; in the gorge of the Litany

Kiver. Two large colonies inhabit ravines on the north

and east of Mount Carmel ; but the most populous of all

were the ' gritfonries ' in the stupendous clitis of tho

Wady Hamam, 'the robbers' caves,' and in the deip

glen of the \\ ady Leimun, opening on to the I'lain of

Gennesaret. In either of these sublime gorges the re-

verberating echoes of a single rifle would bring forth

griffons by the hundred from their recesses. 1 counted,

on one occasion, 120 thus roused, and then gave up the

reckoning in despair. Few laviues can sujpass in gran-

deur these gorges (the Beth-Arbel of Hos. x. 1-i), though
they are wholly without the setting of mountain scenery.

W ady Hamam is celebrated in Jewish history as the

stronghold of a powerful band of robbers and rebels,

who for years set at defiance all the power of Herod
and the Eomans. On either side the clitfs rise to a

height of more than 800 feet, perforated and honey-

combed by a multitude of caverns, holes, and narrow
passages, with broken galleries and arches almost sus-

pended in mid-air, with their basements worn away by
the action of time on the soft limestone. From the da}s

of Titus to the present these caverns have lemained the

undisturbed home of the griffons, which have appro-

priated galleries and chambers, whether inner or outer,

to their domestic purposes, more secure than the Edom-
ites, who set their nests in the ]'*>ck; while even the

shepherds of the neighbourhood have a superstitious

dread of investigating them.

The griffons were in the habit of soaring high, and
sweeping the horizon about daybreak ; then in about

two hours they would return, and either betake them-

selves to the duties of incubation, or perch motionless

in long rows on the most conspicuous ledges and points

of the precipices until the evening; they would then

take a little airy exercise before retiring to rest. Like
all other carrion feeders, they must have the power (A

enduring prolonged abstinence, for it was utterly im-

possible that the neighbourhood of Geiniesaret could

afford sustenance to the 500 birds—on the lowest com-
putation—which inhabited the valleys close to it; yet,

so far as we could observe, for many days neither the

sitting birds noi- their mates ever left tne wadys for

1 3
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more than an hour or two. Nor vrere they lirst in the

field for what little carrion our immediate neighbour-

hood afforded. The wolves and jackals generally came
in for the lion's share of the feast whenever a horse or

a cow died near our camp, a very frequent occurrence.

Their enormous capacity for food, combined with the

power of long abstinence, is a wonderful provision of

creative wisdom for carrion feeders, whose supply is so

uncertain, while the necessity for the immediate removal

of offensive matter is so urgent.

On a subsequent occasion, on the north side of

Hermon, we observed the griffons teaching a lesson

of patience to the inferior scavengers. A long row

of Egyptian vultures were sitting on some rocks, so

intently watching a spot in a cornfield, that they took

no notice of our approach. Creeping cautiously near,

we watched a score of griffons busily engaged in turning

over a dead horse, one side of which they had alieady

reduced to a skeleton. Their united efibrts had just

effected this when we showed ourselves, and they

quickly retired. The inferior birds, who dreaded us

much less than them, at once darted to the repast, and,

utterly regardless of our presence within ten yards of

them, began to gorge. We had hardly retired 200 yards

when the griffons came down with a swoop, and the

Egyptian vultures, and a pair or two of eagles, hurriedly

resumed their posts of observation ; while some black

kites remained, and contrived, by their superior agility,

to filch a few morsels from their lordly superiors.

The Griffon is by no means an unamiable or disgusting

bird. He is certainly cleanly in his habits, docile, and
of remarkable intelligence. \Vith his fellows he is good-

tempered, and, voracious as he is, never grudges to share

the feast with as many as choose to join him. There is

none of the snarling or quarrelling of the canine tiibe,

nor any attempt to rob a weaker cousin of his portion,

or to devour a savoury morsel in secret ; but each of

the company amicably keeps his place, without at-

tempting to eject his neighbour. They are easily tamed,

and we brought up two from the nest, which were

reared, and arrived safely in England.

The Griffon is found in all the warmer parts of the

Old World, from the Himalaya to Spain and Morocco,

and throughout Africa to the Cape of Good Hope. It
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measures about 4 feet 8 inches in length, and 8 feet in

expanse of wing. The nest is sometimes large, but

frequently scanty, formed of sticks and turf, and it lays

one egg in 1* ebruary or March. Its plumage is an uni-

form brown, with a fine ruff of whitish down round the

lower part of its neck, at the termination of the bare

portion. Its beak is hooked and of great power, but its

claws and feet are much weaker than those of the Eagle,

and are not adapted for killing prey.

M

EGYPTIAN VULTURE. {Xeoj)liron percijoptcrus.)

(4.) Eacham, ' Gier-Eagle ' (Lev. xi. 18; Deut. xiv.

17.—The name does not occur elsewhere in Scripture.

It is identical with the i\.rabic vernacular Eachmah, the

Egyptian Yulture,* or Pharaoh's Hen

—

Neoijliron ]per-

* This bird extends to the Cape of Good Hope. The Indian

race, though differiiig very slightly, appears to be distinct from the

Western form.
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mopterus (jf naturalists—a well known and very oomiuon
l)ird in all the warmer parts of the Old World, from' the

Pyrenees to Southern India, and, through all Africa.

It is a true scavenger, an eater not only of carrion, but
of every kind of tilth, offal, and garbage, and, though
elegant in plumage and appearance on the wing, is

most disgusting not only in habits, but in odour and
appearance on a close inspection. Yet it is mos,^

highly valued for its useful habits in ridding thi

slovenly inhabitants of the putrid carcases and decay-

ing matter which would otherwise breed a pestilence

in their towns, and is rigorously protected. Its long,

feeble, and but slightly curved bill, and its weak feet

and claws, separate it widely both from the Griffon,

Eagle, and all other birds of prey, with which it is never
classed or confused by the Easterns,

Although often seen sailing under the griffons, it

seems conscious of its inferiority, and never consorts

with them, always deferentially making way as they
approach. It lives in pairs, only congregating over its

food, nor does it ever breed in colonies, and seldom are

two nests found together. These, though always in the

cliffs, are generally low down, and comparatively easy

of access. The nest is an enormous collection of sticks,

clods of turf, bullocks' ribs, pieces of sheepskin, old

rags, and whatever else the neighbourhood of a camp
or village may afford. The eggs are two, very rarely

three in number, and are of a rich red colour, or

mottled with red.

It is in the Holy Land a migratory bird, never seen

in winter, but scattered over every part of the country

in spring, so that one cannot travel a mile or two
in any part without putting up a pair, which quietly

rise and sweep past the traveller, their black wings
finely contrasting with the white plumage of the rest

of their body. It is fiimiliar in the neighbourhood of

man, and fearlessly resorts to the dung-hills of the

villages to feed. The young bird, until it is two
years old, is of an uniform sooty brown colour, and in

this plumage it has been killed in England. The
length of the Egyptian Vulture is a little more than

two feet. Its Hebrew name is derived from a root

signifying to love, probablj'^ from the male and female

never parting company.
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(5.) Daijah, ' Vulture.'— So translated in Lev. xi. 14;
Dent. xiv. 13 ; and in Jsa. xxxiv. 15. " There sliall the
vultures also be gathered, eA^ery one v/ith her mate."
In Job (xxviii. 7) another word, Ayah, is rendered
' Vulture,' which is elsewhere more coriectly expressed
by 'Kite.' There is no doubt that ' dayah' properly

means not what we understand by ' Vulture,' but
some of the smaller birds of prey, as the kites; and
possibl}^ including the buzzards, both of them formerly
familiar and well known birds in the English landscape,

but now almost extinct in this country, and only exist-

ing in very small nimibers in some of the remotest and
wildest nooks of the island.

The Hebrew ' daijah ' is evidently the same as the
Arabic ' Jidai/ah,' the vernacular for the Kite, and when
used without the epithet ' red,' commonly confined to

the Black Kite, Milviis migrans of naturalists. The habits

of the biid bear out the allusion in Isa. xxxiv. 15, for it

is, excepting during the winter thiee months, so nume-
rous everywhere in Palestine as to be almost gregarious.

It returns about the beginning of March, and scatters

itself over the whole country, preferring especially the
neighbourhood of villages, where it is a welcome and
unmolested guest. It does not appear to attack the
poultry, among whom it may often be seen feeding on
garbage. It is very sociable ; and the slaughter of a

slieep near the tents will soon attract a large party of

black kites, which swoop down regardless of man and
guns, and enpy a noisy scramble for the refuse, chasing
each other in a laughable fashion, and sometimes
enabling the wily Eaven to steal oif with the coveted
morsel during their contention. It is the butt of all

the smaller scavengers, and is evidently most unpopular
with the crows and daws, and even with the I'ollers,

who enjoy the amusement of teasing it in their tumbling
flight, which is a manoeuvre most perplexing to the
Kite.

It is careless in the selection of a spot for its nest,

generally selecting a tree, often in a glen, sometimes
the roots of a shrub growing out of a clitf, and fre-

quently a mere ledge in the rocks. The nest itself is

a grotesque, untidy structure, composed principally of

8ti<;ks, with a lining of rags and wool, decorated Avith

old pieces of cloth of various fulours, tlie cast-otf skins
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of serpents, strips of bark, wings of fowls, and such

like, hung about it, and on the branches near it, as if to

attract observation. It lays two or three eggs. It is a

plain coloured bird, with uniform blackish- brown plu-

mage on the back, and tawny undeineath, and with a long

tail, not so forked as that of the lied or so-called Common
Kite. Its length is about twenty-one inches. Its fear-

less and familiar manner and graceful flight render it a

very interesting bird to watch. Theie is another closely

-

allied species, the Egyptian Kite {JSIilvus cegyj^tius^, very
like it, but rather lighter in plumage, with the bill

whitish instead of black, which is not unfrequent in

Palestine, and is not distinguished by the Arabs.

OSPEEV. {Pandvm haliaetus.)

(6.) 'Asniyeli, ' Osprey.'—This word occurs orly twice

—in Lev. xi. 13, and Deut. xiv, 12—among the list of

unclean birds. Many commentators and the old versions

support the translation of ' Osprey,' the Fish-eating Eagle
(Pandion haliaetus), but some have suggested the Sea-

Eagle (Raliaetus alhicilla). The latter is out of the

question, because it very rarely wanders to the coasts of
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Syria, though it breeds occasionally in Lower Egypt. The

Osprey, however, is found there constantly, but in small

numbers. It could never, however, have been plentiful, as

its food consists exclusively of fish, and the supply of these

is limited to a few districts of the Holy Land, while the

rivers near the coast, and the rocky parts of the shore,

are the only localities adapted to its habits, the Jordan

valley and tlie Sea of Galilee beins; avoided by this cosmo-

SHORT-TOED KAGLE. (Civcaetui gaUiC7is.)

politan bird, whose home is alike the lakes and tarns of

Northern Europe, the coasts of Europe, Asia, Africa,

Australia, and North America, and which nests on the

shores of the Eed Sea.

Yet our translators were doubtless correct in assign-

ing to the Hebrew 'Asniyeh, the Osprey, as the closest in

size and appearance to the lesser eagles, for which most
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probably it stands. The Hebrews would have called

the OsjDrey ^Asniyeh; yet, if the term be more tlian a
generic one, Ave must apply it especially to the Short-
toed Eagle (Circaetus gallicus of Southern Europe), a

tine and majestic bird in its flight ; by far the most
abundant of all the Eagle tribe in Palestine, and very
much of the size and appearance of the Osprey. It is

more than two feet long, and is very large and heovy
in shape. The upper plumage is light brown, and the
lower white with dark crescent-shaped spots. The eyes

are very large and owl-like, and the feet and toes

curiously covered with the reticulated scales, a sort of

chain-armour, most invaluable doubtless in protecting

it against the bite of serpents, which are its common
food.

It is by preference a reptile feeder, and consequently is

more scarce in winter, when it probably withdraws into

the Arabian deserts for the two or three months during
which the snakes and lizards hybernate in the colder

region of Palestine. It remains, however, on the coast

and plains, where there are abundance of frogs to be had
at all seasons. I do not know a more magnificent-look-

ing bird, as it sits wdth its great flat head bent down on
its shoulders, its huge yellow eyes glaring around, and
the bright spotting of its breast and abdomen as distinct

as that of a missel-thrush. Jt is very noisy, and always
betrays the neighbourhood of its nest by the loud harsh
scream wdth which the male and female pursue each
other, rising into the air and making short circling

flights, afrer which they suddenly drop down, one to

the nest, the other to a neighbouring post of observation.

They will often dash down from the clifls to the fields

below, sweep for a few minutes like a harrier, and then,

seizing a snake, sit down and occupy some minutes in

killing the reptile, after which they carry the prize

away in their claws, not, like most other eagles, devour-
ing it on the spot. The nest is upon ro<;ks or in trees,

and it rears one, rarely tw^o, young.
There are several other species of Eagle in the Holy

Land, which are doubtless included under the term
amiyeli. These are the Gulden Eagle (Aquila ch'i/saetns\

identical with the w^ell known Golden Eagle of Scotland,

but which is not very common in Palestine, being found
ohiefly in the northern mountain distiicts. The Imperia"
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Eagle (Aquila mogilniJc), rather more common than the last,

a veiy noble biid, feaiiess and solitary, which may at once

be recognised by its dark plumage and white shoulders.

Three other eagles also are tolerably common, bnt no-

where in great numbers together— the Tawny Eagle

GOLDKN EAGLE. (^AquUci cla-ysaetus.)

(Aquila ncevioides), the Spotted Eagle (Aquila ncevia),

and the Bonelli's Eagle (Aquila fasciata). Probably there

are twice as many of the Short-toed Eagle in Palestine

as of all the other species together. All these eagles

eat cariion, though when hard pressed they will, unlike

the vultures, kill their own food. Bonelli's Engle con-

stantly does this, and attacks game and pigeons. There
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is another true Eagle, the Booted Eagle (Aquila penna'a'),

but it is very small, and ^o like the Buzzard in foim and
size, that the Arabs do not distinguish it. it is a bold,

falcon-like bird, and kills its own game.

(7.) Raah, ' Glede,' occurs only in Ueut. xiv. 13, among
the unclean birds of prey. The name appears to be de-

rived from its keenness of vision. But there is some ques-

tion as to the reading, since the v^ord does not occur in the

parallel passage in Leviticus. Our translators have dis-

tinguished in Deuteronomy between the ' Kite ' and the

BUZZARD. {Buleo ferox.)

Y^i

' Glede,' though they are often used synonymously in Eng-
land. But in the northern counties and in Ireland, ' glede

'

is applied to the Buzzard, which is probably therefore
the bird intended by our version. We have no further
clue to the exact bird denoted by raah. There are three
species of Buzzard in Palestine ; one of them, the large
Eed Buzzard (Buteo ferox), is rather common. It is

as large as a small eagle, which it much resembles, and
kills its prey for itself, consorting often with the Short-
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toed Eagle. It is not generally an European or North
African bird, but readies from Syria to India.*

There are al^o three species of laigr Falcon : the Pere-

grine, the Sakk'j, and the Lannei-. None of these are

enumerated specifdly in Leviticus, at which omission we
need not be surprised; for, though well known to all fal-

coners, they would not be regarded as valuable by the

Jews, and are too sparingly scattered to claim a distinct

notice among the unclean biids. Haah may probably,
then, be interpreted generally of the buzzaids and other
large hawks.

KITE. {Milvus legalis.)

(8.) Ayah, 'Kitk.'—The Hebrew word occurs in three

places—Lev. xi. 14, Dent. xiv. 13, and in Job xxviii. 7,

where it is translated 'vulture.' " There is a path which
no fowl knoweth, and which the vulture's (ayali) eye

* This bh-d, though less extended in its rnnge than its smaller

congener, B. desertorum, is nevertheless entitled to be considered

European, from being found above the Moravian settlements near

the mouth of the Volga, and African, as occurring commonly iu

Abyssinia.
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hath not seen." From the expression in Lev. and Deut.,
' the kite after Ins land' the name may A^ery properly be

taken as generic, including several species. In the

passage in Job we find the ' ayah ' selected as affording

the strongest instance of that keenness of sight for which
all birds of prey are so remarkable. This affords us a

clue to its identification. The deep mines which man
explores in the bowels of the mountains in search for

metals, are said to be untracked even by its keen vision.

Though we have no modern Arabic name correspond-

ing to ' ayah,' it seems probable that the translation ' kite

'

is correct, being supported by several ancient versions,

while the Kite has powers of sight, pre-eminent even

among birds of prey. Some commentators take it to be the

Merlin, from its Arabic name yuyu, given fiom its note,

but which would answer for other raptorial birds, while

the Merlin is only a rare winter visitant to Syria and Egypt.
Tho Kite (^3Iilvus regalis) is very common in winter

all over Palestine, but rather scarcer in the summer in

the lowlands, as it retires to the mountains to breed.

A lew, however, may always be found in most localities.

It was once well known and familiar in England, and

foreigners visiting London in the seventeenth century

W'.^je astonished at the numbers of kites hovering over

the metropolis; but now very few untravelled English-

men have overseen this noble bird suspended, apparently

motionless, in mid-air, rising imperceptibly higher and
higher till it becomes a mere speck in the field of vision,

as it keenly scans the prospect from its aerial position in

search of offal or carrion, on which it descends with a

rapid swoop. \Vhen it sails in circles, its rudder-like tail,

by its inclination, gently steers the curve. It then stops,

and remains staticmary for a time, the tail expanded
widely, and with its long wings sustaining its light body.

In Palestine we found it breeding on Carmel, near

Xablous, and in the hills of Northern Galilee. In winter

it is gregarious on the coast and in Southern Judaea,

and is very abundant in the wilderness to the west ot

the Dead Sea, and in the whole desert and plateaux

round Beersheba, hanging about the neighbonihood of

the Bedouin camps and their cattle. In wet and stormy

weather the kites gather like rooks, and sit motion-

less for hours on a wall or in a clump of trees, so long

as the moisture in the atmosphere renders their keen
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sight useless. The Kite, like the Short-toed Eagle, always
seizes its prey on the ground. Moles, rats, uiice, frogs,

and the young of game birds are its favourite food.

It reaches a length of twenty-seven inches, and is of a
reddish colour, with very long pointed wings, and a
long, deeply-forked tail. It is known as the lied Kite
by the Arabs, who always distinguish it from the Black
Kite, to which indeed it bears but little lesemblance in
appearance.

KESTREL. {Tinmmciilus alaudarius.)

(9.) Netz, ' Hawk.'—All the smaller birds of prey
are included under the Hebrew '??f^2,' but with the ad-

dition ' after his kind,' showing that the sacred writer

was well aware of the numerous species included under
the term, [See Lev. xi. 16 ; Deut. xiv. 15.] In Job
(xxxix. 2()) we read, " Doth the hawk (netz) fly by thy
wisdom, and stretch her wings toward the south?" This
may refer either to the migratory habits of many of the

smaller birds of prey, or to their power of fl3'ing right

in the sun's eye without being dazzled by its rays.

The ancients believed this to be a peculiar power of the

eagles and hawks. The commonest of the small raptorial
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birdt> iu Palestine is the Kestrel (Thinuncuhir. aJaudarhi^).

identical with our common but very beautiful English

bird. In the Jordan valley and in the Eastern forests,

among the ruins of Eabbath Aiumon and Gerash, in the

desolate gorges of the Dead Sea, up to the confines oi

the southern desert, among the luxuriant gardens of

the coast, and in the sacred recesses of the mosques ol

Hebron and Jeruj^alem (the area of the Jewish temple),

it equally abounds. It is generally gregarious, ten or

twenty pairs breeding in the same ruins. It often builds

its nest in the recesses of the caverns occupied by the

griffons, sometimes in friendly consort with the jack-

daws, and is the only bird which tlie eagles appear to

permit to live in close proximity to them.

Another very pretty species istheLesbcr Kestrel (Tin-

nunculus cenchris), a smaller and more richly-coloured

bird, always distinguished b}^ the Arabs, and which is,

unlike the last, only a spring and summer visitant to the

Holy Land. It lives in large communities, often in the

towns, in the towers of mosques and churches, or, as at

Nazareth, in the roofs of the old quarried caves under
" the brow of the hill whereon the city was built."

There are hundreds about the old English church at

Lydda, said to have been built by Richard Coeur de

Lion. It lives entirely on insects, and may be seen in

the open glades, or among the lanes between the gardens

in the suburbs of the villages, pursuing insects, and
especiall}?" catchirg cockchafers with its claws, towards
evening. It is distinguished from the Common Kestrel by
having white claws instead of black, and the Arabs call

this the white-nailed, the other the black-nailed, ' hashik'

Other summer birds of prey in Palestine are the Hobby
Hawk (Falco subhuteo), the Eleonora Falcon (Falco eleo-

norce), the Black-shouldered Hawk (Elanus cceruleus), the

Ked-legged Hobby (Falco vespertinus) ; but none of these

are very common, merely occurring in pairs or small

yjarties here and there in woods or olive-yards. The
Sparrow-hawk (Acciioiter nisus) is jolentiful, living upon
marsh sparrows and turtle-doves. Another little Eastern

Sparrow-haw^k (Accipiter hrevipes) also occurs, but not in

any numbers.
We have thus noticed all the diurnal birds of prey

which are ordinarily met with in the Holy Land, with

the exception of the Harriers, of which four species gre
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foniid.* The ]Mar8h Harrier (Circus ccruginosus) is very
common, and three other species, especially the Hen
Harrier (Circus cyaneus), frequently occur on all the
plains and lowlands. The Arabs do not distinguish
these from the buzzards.

(*1 0.) Tachnds, ' Night-hawk.'— 'Jlie woid occurs only
in the list of unclean birds in Lev, xi. 16, Deut. xiv. 15.

'Ihere have been many conjectures as to the exact bird
here intended, and almost every commentator has started
a new theory. Our translators probably meant to ex-
press the JS'ight-jar, or Goat-sucker, a well-known noc-
turnal class of biids (Caprimuhjus) allied to the swifts, of

which one species visits our islands in summer, and three
species, including our own (Caprimuhjus europcBus^, are
known in Palestine. This bird has been the subject of

many superstitions, from the days of Aristotle down-
wards, owing to its strange cry, only heard at night,

and its silent, ghost-like flight. But it is scarcely so
common or so easy to be obtained as to render it a pro-
bable article of food under any circumstances.

Bochart has argued in favour of tachmds signifying
the male ostrich, from a fanciful etymological deriva-

tion ; but there was no reason for the Ostrich being
named twice in the list, and the derivation, moreover,
points to some bird of prey ; nor, on the other hand, is it

probable that any small biid, like the Swallow, which
some have suggested, would be mentioned in the concise

enumeration of the Mosaic law.

The old versions render ' tacJimds ' a kind of owl, and
they are probably correct. It is impossible to decide
certainly to which of the five common owls of Palestine

and Egypt the name will apply. The derivation of ' tach-

mds ' is from a root signifying ' to tear or scratch the face.'

There are many superstitions in the East respecting the
powers of a species of owl, which is supposed to glide

into chambers at night and tear the faces of children in

their sleep. It is believed that the spirit of evil frequently
assumes the incarnation of an owl to carry off children.

The Swedish traveller, Hasselquist, in the middle of

the last century, who was the first naturalist who, as

such, visited the Holy Land, evidently took this bird of

ill omen to be the Egyptian Horned Owl (Bubo ascala-

* Probably the Honey Buzzard and Gocliawk should also be in-

cluded amongst the diui-nal raptores of Syria.
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phits), and called it Strix orientalis. But, from question-
ing the natives, J believe that it is not tins bird, but the

Common Barn Owl, identical with onr own well known
bird Strix Jiammea, often called tlie Screech-owl, which
is intended. It is easy to understand how the li<^ht

plumage, ghostlike, noiseless flight, and unmusical
screech of this bird, heard suddenly in the stillness of

the night, almost always in the ruins and caves which
local superstition has peopled with 'jinns' or sprites,

should have earned for it this evil character. The Barn
Owl is as common in Palestine as in England.

(11.) Bath-haya anali, 'Owi..'—So translated in Lev.
xi. Iti, and Deut. xiv. 15, in the list of unclean birds.

It also occurs in six other passages, viz. Job xxx. 2y,
" I am a companion to owls; " Isa. xiii. 21, "Owls shall

dwell there ; " xxxiv. 13, " It shall be ... a court fur

owls ;
" and xliii. 20. Also Jer. L 39, " Owls shall dwell

therein;" and Mic. i. 8, "Mourning as the owls." In
the first four of these passages the marginal reading is

'ostrich,' which is luost probably the true rendering ol

the word. [See Ostrich.]

(12.) Yanshooph, 'Great Owl' (Lev. xi. 17; Deut.
xiv. 16). In Isa. xxxiv. 11, it is translated 'owl:'
" The owl also and the raven shall dwell in it ; and he
shall stretch out upon it the line of confusion, and the

stones of emptiness." From the etymology, it is tolerably

evident a nocturnal bird is meant, as the name seems to

be derived from the Hebrew word for 'twilight.' Some
commentators have imagined the Ibis to be intended, but
the passage in Isaiah plainly puts this interpretation out
of the question, for the Ibis (/6/s religiosa) is strictly a

bird of the reedy marshes and mud flats, the very last

to be thought oi among the ruins of Petra. In a rocky
mountain defile, whether cultivated or desolate, the
sacred Ibis could never subsist.

The Great Owl, which is signified in these passages,

is doubtless the Egyptian Eagle-owl (^Buho ascalaphus)^

v/hich in Egypt, Arabia, and Syria takes the place of

the Eagle-owl (Buho maximus) of Central and Southern
Europe.* It is a large and noble-looking bird, nearly

* These bu-ds seem both to liave wide ranges from west to east

but Ascalaphus always is more southerly than Maximus, wliieh goea
a long way north in J^^urope. Ascalaplim ranges from Mogadore to

India : Maxivws from Franco to tlie coast of China.
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two feet long, very full shaped, with a head large even
tor an owl, and elongated tufts of ear feathers. It is

most abundant about the ruined temples of Egypt, in

the pyramids, where it nestles ; and especially plentiful

in the rock tombs of Petra, the ancient Edom, thus lite-

rally fulfilling the prediction. It inhabits ruins and
caves all over the Holy Land.

We found it in tombs in Carmel, in the robbers' caves

near Gennesaret, in the hermit caves above Jericho,

among the ruined cities of Southern Judah, and in

the desert wadys near Beersheba, among the temples
of Eabbath Ammon ; in fact, everywhere where man
iias been, and is not. Its cry is a loud, prolonged,

and very powerful hoot. I know nothing which more
vividly brought to my mind the sense of desolation

and loneliness than the re-echoing hoot of two or

three of these great owls, as I stood at midnight
among the ruined temples of Baalbek. In the wilder-

ness of Judea, where there are no ruins above ground,
the Great Owl burrows in the sandbanks, and there lays

its eggs. When startled during the day-time it soon

takes refuge in a burrow. We never observed it in in-

habited cities, or near the dwellings of man. I can find

no difference between this bird and Bubo hengalensis, the

Great Horned Owl of India. The plumage is of a light

tawny or sand colour.

(13.) Cos, 'Little Owl' (Lev. xi. 17; Dent. xiv. 16) ;

'Owl' (Ps. cii. 6): "I am like a j^elican of the wil-

derness, I am like an owl of the desert " (Heb. ' of

ruined places'). This points clearly to some species of

owl, a bird which is very appropriately called by the

Arabs ' mother of ruins.' All the old versions agree in

this rendering. Besides the White Owl, and the Great
Horned Owl mentioned above, there are three other

species common in Syria and Egypt. These are the

Hooting or Wood Owl, well known in England (Si/rnium

uluco), the Little Owl (Athene persica), and the Scops-

eared Owl (Scops giu). For these three we have three

Hebrew words, that nnder consideration, and the two
following. It is difficult to discriminate between theni;

though we may reasonably conjecture that the five

Hebrew words occurring in the sacred writings for the

Owl, should be assigned respectively to the five species

which are by far the most abundant in Syria and Egypt

;

K
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for, though several other kinds of Owl are found there,

they are none of them common, or likely to attract the

attention of those who were not naturalists.

The Little Owl, to which species I should feel disposed

to assign ' cos,' is by far the most abundant of all the owls
in Palestine. It is only to be distinguished from the
• Little Owl ' of southern Europe (^Athene nodua), by its

lighter-coloured plnmage, a variation due simply to

climate. The ' Boomah,' as the Aral« call him, from
his note, is a grotesque and comical-looking little bird,

familiar, and yet cautious, never moving unnecessarily.

-^^^

LITTLE OWL. (Athene persica.')

but remaining glued to his perch, unless he has good
reason for believing he has been detected, and twisting

and turning his head instead of his eyes, to w^atch w^iat

is going on. He is a great favourite, and considered

lucky ; there is, therefore, a strong prejudice against his

being molested, which may partly account for his excep-

tional numbers.
In the oliA^e-j^ards round the villages, in the rocks

of the wadys, in the thickets by the water-side, in
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the tombs or on the ruins, among the desolate heaps
which mark the sites of ancient Jiidali, on the sanclj-

mounds of Beersheba, or on the spray-beaten fragments
of Tyre, his low wailing note is sure to be heard at sun-

set, and himself seen bowing and keeping time to his

own music. The Little Owl breeds in holes of tiees, or
in walls or rocks, and especially down the sides of old
wells. 'J'iiis owl was the symbol of ancient Athens, the
bird of Minerva, or of wisdom, admirably depicted on
its coins. It is very small, only eight inches in lengthy

and of a mottled light brown or sandy colour.

SCOPS O'u-L, (Scops gill.}

(14.) Kippoz, 'GcKAT Owl,' occurs only once. "There
(in Edom) shall the great owl (k'qypoz) mak'e her nest,

and lay, and hatch, and gather under her shadow

"

(Isa. xxxiv. 15). Some owl is most probably intended,

but what species, it is impossible to decide. The word
is very possibly an imitation of the cry of the Scops
Owl (Scops gill), called ' maroof by the Arabs, and which
is very common about ruins, caves, and the old walls of

towns. Its note is well represented by the name Icippoz.

K 2
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It is a migrant, returning to Pale')tine in spiing. It is

the smallest owl iu the countrj^, being little more than

seven inc\ies in length, with long ear tufts, and its whole

plumage most delicately mottled and speckled with

grey and light-brown. It has been occasionally killed

in Britain, and is well known throughout all Southern

Europe, being especially common in Italy.

(15.) Lilith, 'Screech Owl.'—The only passage in

which the word occurs is Isa. xxxiv. 14; where the

TAWNY OWL. (Syrnium aluco)

prophet, predicting the desolation of Idumea, says, " The
screech owl [marg. ' night-monster '] also shall rest there,

and find for herself a place of rest." The Eabbis say
that the ' lilith ' is a spectre of the night, which takes

the form of a beautiful woman, and carries off children

to destroy them—a version, perhaps, of the ghoul of

Arabian fables. Michaelis observes that " in the poetical

description of desolation we borrow images, even from
fables." But if, as seems more reasonable, some existent

bird is intended, it must be an owl. We may take any
of the species of the country to represent it. Perhaps
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it may be allowed to stand for the Hooting or Tawny Owl
(Syrnium cduco), which is common in Egypt and many
parts of Palestine, and well known in this country,

where its dismal hoot may often be heard in woods,
waking the echoes of the night.

We saw many about the Cedars of Lebanon, and,

when camping in the forest-country of Gilead in April,

we heard its hoot night after night, and found a nest in

an oak-tree. The plumage of Syrian specimens is of a

much lighter and paler colour than in English birds,

but the species is the same.* It is the most strictly

nocturnal of all the owls. It is a large species, being
seventeen inches in length. Its range extends from
Britain to Japan, and from the Arctic Cii'cle to Egypt.
The other owls of the Holy Land are the Indian

Fish-owl (^Kehqya ceylonensis), and the Long eared and
Short-eared Owls of this country (^Strix otus, and Strix

hracln/otiis), but th'^v are not abundant.

In reference to the repeated connection of the Owl with
the desolation of Edom in the prophecies, we may quote
the following from Irby and Mangles in their descrip-

tion of Petra: "The screaming of eagles, hawks, and
owls, which were soaring above our heads in consider-

able numbers, seemingly annoyed at any one approach-
ing their lonely habitation, added much to the singularit}^

of the scene."

* The larger proportion of tawny specimens in British collections

beyond those from less game-preserved countries, probably arises

from most of the English owls being killed before they have lived

long enough to acquire the very adult grey plumage. A similar

phenomenon may l^e observed (no doubt from the same cause) in

male SDecimens of the Marsh Harrier.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Birds.—Part II.

PiAVEN, 'oreb.—The Raven is the first bird specified

by name in the Bible. When the waters of the flood

EAVEx. {Corcm corax.

began to decrease, Noah " sent forth a raven, which
went forth to and fro THeb. in going forth and returning],

until the waters w^ere dried np from off the earth"

(Gen. viii. 7), « e., the Raven kept going and returning

to the ark, resting on it, but not entering into it again,

and finding its food in the floating carcases. Ko other

bird was so well adapted to obtain its subsistence amidst
the scene of desolation : and the fact that it did not re-
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t\jrn into the ark, would, affo/d Noali a sign that the first

Ktagc of the subsidence of the waters was accomplished.

Under the term ' raven/ is included the whole family

of the Crow tribe : crows, rooks, jackdaws, &c. (all very
numerous in eastern countries), in the prohibition of

Lev. xi. 15; Deut. xiv. 14, where "every raven after

his kind," i.e., all the species of crows, aie forbidden as

loud. The}^ are naturally esleemed unclean, as most of

them feed principally or largely on carrion. The car-

nivorous propensities of the Kaven, and especially ite

habit of attacking weak or sickly animals, and of always
commencing by picking out the eyes, is alluded to in

Prov. XXX. 17: "The eye that mocketh at his father,

and despiseth to obey his mother, the ravens of the

valley [Heb. ravine] shall pick it out, and the 3'oung

eagles shall eat it." We have more than once seen the
ravens thus attack a newly-dropped kid. The expres-

sion " the ravens of the valley (ravine) " aptly describes

its favourite resorts ; for, far as it roams for food during
the day, its home is generally in some of the deep rocky
^lens or gorges with which Palestine abounds, and where
it rears its young in security.

Its presence is thus taken as an illustration of the

coming desolation of Edom. " The cormorant and the

bittern shall possess it ; the owl also and the raven shall

dwell in it" (Isa. xxxiv. 11).

The Hebrew name of the Eaven, ^oreh, is from a rout

signif^'ing to be black, and in Cant. v. 11, his dark, glossy

plumage furnishes an image of the locks of the beloved

:

" Hi« locks are bushy, and black as a raven."

The Iiaven is repeatedly cited as manifesting the

goodness and care of God for His lower creatures. Not
only is its home in desolate places, but its food is scanty

and precarious, and must be sought out over a wide
extent of country, as may be seen by its habit of flying

restlessly about in constant search of food. " Who pru-

videth the raven his food ? When his young ones cry

unto God, they wander for lack of meat," the Lord in-

quires of Job (ch. xxxviii. 41). And the Psalmist re

marks, " He giveth to the beast his food, and to the

young ravens which cry " (Ps. cxlvii. 9). Our Lord also

sets forth God's providential care in the provision made
for the Iiaven ;

" Consider the ravens : fur they neither

&OW nor reap ; which neither have storehouse nor barn
;
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and God feedeth them : how much more are ye bettei

than the fowls ? " (Luke xii. 24). The stories that the

Raven turns its young out of the nest at so early a period

that they are unable to providefor themselves, is entirely

without foundation, for no bird is more careful of its

offspring, till they are able to leave the nest. The
notion is quite needless for the explanation of the illus-

tration of God's care, but may have arisen from the fact

that generally the young leave the neighbourhood oJ

the parents very soon after they are full grown.
The account of the sustenance of Elijah by ravens,

when in concealment by the brook Cheiith, as related

in 1 Kings xvii. 3-6, has given rise to much fanciful

speculation. " I have commanded the ravens to feed

thee there. So . . . the ravens brought him breaci

and flesh in the morning, and bread and flesh in the

evening." Some have suggested Arabs, called Orehim.

others that Elijah subsisted on the animals of which he
plundered the ravens' nests. But " the text knows no-

thing of bii'd catching and nest robbing, but acknow-
ledges the Lord and Creator of the creatures, who com-

ruanded the ravens to provide His servant with bread and
flesh."

—

Keil, as quoted in Bib. Diet, Art. Raven.

Of the Raven ' after his kind,' there are eight species

found in Palestine : The Common Raven (Corvus corax),

the Brown-necked Raven ((7. umhrimis), the Square-tailed

Raven (0. affinis), the Hooded Crow (C. comix), a Rool%

(C. agricola), the Jackdaw (C. monedida and C. collaris),

and the Alpine Chough on Lebanon and Hermon (Pyrrho-

corax alpinus). The Carrion Crow and Red-legged Chough
have not yet been noticed there. In no country are the

species more numerous in individuals.

Of all the birds of Jerusalem, the Raven tribe are the

most characteristic and conspicuous, though the larger

species is quite outnumbered by its smaller companion,

Gorvus iimhrinus. They are present everywhere to eye and

ear, and the odours that float around remind us of their

use. The discordant jabber of their evening sittings round

the temple area is deafening. The caw of the Rook and

the chatter of the Jackdaw unite in attempting to drown
the hoarse croak of the old Raven, but clear above the

tumult rings out the more musical call-note of hundreds

of the lesser species. We used to watch this great

colony as, every morning at da^^-break, they passed in
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(ung lines over our tents to the northward ; the rooks in

solid phalanx leading the way, and the ravens in loose

oi-der bi'inging up the rear, far out of shoL Before re-

tiring for the night, popular assemblies of the most
uproarious character were held in the trees of Mount
Olivet and the Kedron, and not till after sunset did they
withdraw in silence, mingled indiscriminately, to their

roosting-places in the sanctuary.

E\en at the south end of the Dead Sea, where the

ancient forti'ess of Masada overlooks a waterless, lifeless

wilderness of salt-hills, the three species of Eaven were to

be found ; and during our sojourn under Jebel Usdum, the

salt mountain, we constantly saw the great ravens perched
on the salt cliffs ; though what, save a love of desolation,

could have brought them there, it were hard to guess.

( )nce, on the east side of the Dead Sea, close to a recent

battle-field, the sun was not above the horizon, when we
watched a steady stream of carrion eaters, who had
scented the battle from afar, beginning to set in from
the south. " Wheresoever the carcase is, there will the

eagles be gathered together," and the ravens also, for all

the vultures, kites, and ravens of North Arabia seemed
to be rushing to the banquet.

The Raven is a bird of almost world-wide distribution.

It is found from Iceland to Japan, through all Asia

and Northern Africa, while the ravens ot tHe A.nieriean

continent vary very slightly from it, and have often been

looked upon as identical.

Sparrow. Heb. 'izippor.'—The Hebrew word occurs

upwards of forty times in the Old Testament. In all

jDassages, except two, it is translated indifterently ' bird

'

or ' fowl.' The equivalent Greek word, a-TpovOtov, occurs

twice in the New Testament. The name is evidently

generic, not denoting the House-sparrow, or any other

species specially, but applied to all the varieties of

small passerine birds, of which there is an immense
number in every part of the world. There is no prohi-

bition in the Levitical law against the use ot any of the

small birds as food ; and from our Lord's observations,
" Are not two sparrows sold for a farthing ? " (Matt. x.

29)—" Are not five sparrows sold for two farthings, and
not one of them is forgotten before God ? " (Luke xii. (j)

—W8 may infer that at that day, as at the present,

they were commoni^^ sold and eaten.
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In 1:0 temperate country of the same extent are the
passerint Ijirds more numerous tban in Palestine. Ex-
clusive of ihe Crow tribe, of which there are nine species,

we find at least 144 species enumerated as collected in

the Holy Land; and this takes no account of the many
:so-called fissi rostral birds, as the Kingfishers, Eollers,

Swifts, Cuckoos, Hoopoe, and many others, doubtless

grouped by the Hebrews under ' tzippor.''

Most of the allusions to particrdar habits or charac-

teristics of small birds have been already alluded to,

such as their finding a secure refuge in the temple (Ps.

Ixxxiv. 3), their song, caution against snares, and migra-

tions. 1'he capricious timidity with which many birds

will desert their nests for a slight cause, is also noticed

in Prov. xxvii, 8 :
" As a bird that wandereth from her

nest, so is a man that wandereth from his place."

One of the few definite allusions to a particular species

appears to be that of Ps. cii. 7 :
" The sparrow that sitteth

alone upon the housetop," which cannot be said either ol

the sociable House-sparrow, nor of any of those species

closely allied to it, which are among the most sociable of

birds. With some fair show of reason, the passage has been
taken to refer to the habits of the Blue Thrush (Petrocin-

da cyanea), a very conspicuous and well known bird of

South Europe and the Holy Land, which is solitary, and
eschews the society of its own species, rarely more than
two being ever seen together ; and which is ver}' fond of

silting on the ridge of a roof or on any conspicuous emi-

nence, where it utters from time to time its plaintive and
monotonous note.

Though the variety of birds of the passerine order is

80 great, they are not distinguished in the Holy Land
by any special brilliancy of plumage, and there are few
of those gorgeous liveries which clothe the feathered

tiibes of tropical regions. Indeed, in the desert regions

the livery of most of the small bii'ds is more sombre
than of those of even our own more northern climate.

A very large proportion of the species are identical with
our own.
Our common House sparrow is found on the coast

in the towns, and inland its place is taken b}' a very
closely-allied species, Passer cisalpina, and especially"

by Passer salicarins, the Spanish Sparrow, which breods
in countless myriads in the thorn-trees of the Jordari
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valley until 1 have seen the branches borne down by the

weight of the nests.

The Larks of Palestine are numerous alike in species

and in individuals, and are everywhere far more abun-
dant than the Skylarks in England. Indeed, they swarm
in incredible numbers, especially on ijie southern plains.

Though there are no le«s than fifteen species, all of

which are tolerably common in different localities, they
are, with one exception, quite as simple and plain in

their plumage as our own. Of Titmice there are but
two or three, identical with our species. The Pipits and
N\ agtails include all those familiar to ourselves. The
Dipper, the Fieldfare, Song-thrutsh, and Blackbird, are

the same as our own. But the Bulbul (^Ixiis ocanthopygius),

nearly allied to the Thrush tribe, and a songster which
rivals the Nightingale, is a very marked and distinct

species, of which we possess no representative.

There are a vast number of the warblers strictly so-

called (^Syhiadte), including our Eobin, which visits the
country in great numbers in winter, the Willow Wren,
Chiffchaff, Blackcap, Hedge-sparrow, Whitethroat, Night-
ingale, and Redstart, many of which remain there all the

winter. Ko less than thirty-eight species are enume-
rated among the Palestine birds. The Chats, of whicli

we have in England the VVheatear, Whinchat, and Stone-

chat, are very numerous. We obtained twenty species.

By their lively motions and the striking contrast uf

black and white in the plumage of most of them, they
are the most attractive and conspicuous bird-inhabitants

^/hich catch the eye in the hill country of Judcea, their

favourite resort. Yet the unobservant natives have no
aame by which to distinguish them from Larks or other

little birds.

Among the most conspicuous of the lesser birds aro

the Shrikes, or Butcher Birds (^Lanius), of which thtj

Ked-backed Shrike is an English representative, while
six species are common in Palestine. Our Starling,

Chaffinch, Green Linnet, Brown. Linnet, Goldfinch, and
Common Bunting abound, while the place of the Yellow-
hammer is taken by several more southern and richly

coloured species, as Euspiza mdanoceplicda, Emberiza cceslu,

and E. ortulana.

It must not, however, be supposed that these birds are
all found together, or in the same district. Owing to the
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p;reat vaiieties in elevation, temperature, and degree of

moisture in different parts of Palestine, there is far more
difference between the ornithology of one district ano
another, than between that of the South of England and
the North of Scotland. Thus the Larks, Pipits, and Chats
abound in the hill country ana wilderness of Judsea. On
the maritime plains, and in the north of the country, wo
find chiefly the denizens of our own fields and woodland
glades, while in the Jordan valley we have an entirely

new group of birds, more like those of India or x\bys-

sinia, the Bulbul, Bush-babbler (Crateropus chalyheus).

Orange-winged Orable (^Amydrustristramii^/and especially

the beautiful little Sun-bird (Nedarinia osece), a tinj-

little creature of gorgeous plumage, rivalling the Hum-
ming-birds of America in the metallic lustre of its

feathers, green and purple, with brilliant red and orange
plumes under its shoulders.

Swallow.—Two Hebrew words are thus translated

.

(1 .)
' Deror ;' " Yea, the sparrow hath found an house,

and the swallow a nest for herself, where she may lay

her young, even thine altars, O Lord of hosts, my King,

and my God " (Ps. Ixxxiv. 3) ;
" As the bird by wan-

dering, as the swallow by flying, so the curse causeless

shall not come " (Prov. xxvi. 2). (2.) 'Agur : " Like a

crane [sis] or a swallow [_'agur\, so did I chatter" (Isa.

xxxviii. 14); " Yea, the stork in the heaven knoweth
-her appointed times, and the turtle and the crane [sus or

sis], and the swallow ['agur] observe the time of their

coming, but my people know not the judgment of the

Lord" (Jer. viii. 7). The first word, 'deror,' means the

bird of freedom, and almost all commentators agree in

referring it to the Swallow, from its swiftness, wander-

ing habits, love of freedom, and the impossibility of

retaining any of the Swallow tribe in a state of captiv-

it}^ It may, however, also include other swiftly-flying

birds.

With respect to the second word, ' 'agur,' it would
appear that our translators have simply interchanged

the rendering, and that sus should be translated ' swal-

low," or rather 'swift,' and 'agur 'crane.' Instead of

' crane and swift,' we should simply read ' swift and
crane.'

The vernacular Arabic throws a new and most inter

-

eating light on the meaning of the Hebrew. The Swifts
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are known in Arabia by the name siis, identical with the

Hebrew, and thus the rendering is conclusively settled.

This interpretation gives additional force to both pas-

sages—" Like a swift [_sis\, so did I chatter." Xow,
while the note of the Swallow is not very frequent, and
is low and harmonious, that of the Swift is, as is fami-

liarly known, a harsh, constantly-repeated cry, as of

anguish or grief.

Again :
" The swift [sus] .... observe the time of

their coming." Kow, in Palestine, the Swallow is only
a partial migrant, many remaining through the winter.

The Swift, on the contrary, is a regular migrant,

returning in myriads every spring, and so suddenly,

that, wdiile one day not a Swift can be seen in the

country, on the next they have overspread the whole
land, and fill the air with their shrill cr}-.

Siis or sis appears to be derived from the rushing sound

made by the bird in its flight, and is strictly referable

to the Swifts (Cypselus)—a genus well known in all

countries, and ordinarily classed with the Swallow, t(»

which it bears much outward resemblance in its flight,

habits, and migration, but from which naturalists sepa-

rate it entirelv on account of its anatomical structure.
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Tbe habits of the Swallow and Swift tribe are aptly set

forth in the passages in the Old Testament where the

bij-ds are mentioned, and in which their nidification,

(light, migration, and note are alluded to. In Palestine,

as elsewhere, the various species of Swallow appear to

seek the neighbourhood of man, and select especially the

walls of cities and the towers of churches and mosques
for their nesting-places. " The swallow hath found a

nest f.)r herself, even thine altars, Lord of hosts."

Still the Swallow seeks the temple enclosure at Jeru-

salem, and the mosque of Omar, as a secure and safe

nesting-place ; and numbers of swallows continually

skim round its domes, while the swifts in swarms dash

screaming through the streets of the city, and lodge at

night in the crevices of the walls in greater numbers
than I remember to have seen them elsewhere. Where
there are no buildings, all kinds of Swallow build their

nests in cliffs. The Swallow is so littk molested in

Palestine that I have often found its nest inside the little

arches which shelter the wells, and where the eggs were
within reach of an}-^ passing urchin.

The flight of the Swallow and Swift tribes ('As the

swallow by flying 'j is proverbial for its rapidity. It is

difiBcult to measure their speed ; but that of the larger

swifts has been put down at a moderate computation to

reach eighty miles per hour ; and though the swallows

do not attain this marvellous rate, yet flocks of American
barn-swallows on their migration have been known to

leave Halifax, >s'ova Scotia, at sunset, for the South, and
to reach the Islands of Bermuda, 800 miles due south,

b}^ sunrise the next morning.

Hezekiah compares his mourning and complaining in

his sickness (Isa. xxxviii. 14) to the mournful, oft-repeated,

garrulous note of the Swift. The garrulousness of the

Swallow was a common proverbial expression amongst
the ancient Greeks.

The regularity of the time of migration of the Swal-

low and the Swift, spoken of by Jeremiah, has been

noticed in all countries, although some of the ancients,

and even some moderns, have endeavoured to give cur-

rency to the fable that the swallows bury themselves in

v^rinter. Its coming marked the return of spring in

JudaBa, as well as in England, and was welcomed there

no less than by the boys of xithens, who sang a familiar
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ditty in its honour. As might have been expected froni

the dilieience in climate, all the migratory species are

earlier in their arrival and later in their departure by a

mcmth or six weeks in Syria than in Britain.

All the birds of the Swallow tribe known in this

country, and several other species besides, frequent the

Holy Land. Our Common Swallow (Hirundo rustica) is

very plentiful from March to November. Thei'e is a
second species, the Oriental Chimney Swallow (^Hirundu

cahirica), which is also common; but, unlike the last,

species, many of this kind remain all the winter in the

warmer parts of the country, as on the coast and in the

Jordan valley. It only differs from the other in being
chestnut-coloured instead of white underneath.

There is another very beautiful Swallow, the Kufous
Swallow (Hirundo rufula), which is most abundant
throughout all the country, returning in March. Its

liabits, note, and general appearance are like those of the

other, but its under surface is pinkish with black streaks,

and the lower part of the back a rich rufous. It builds

in caves, rocks, and ruins a nest like that of the House-
martin, but with a long, beautifully-formed entrance
passage. The nest is attached to the roof, or the under-
side of an overhanging rock, and the eggs are pure
white. Thi;s bird is only found in Europe, in some parts

of Greece, where it is rare.

Our House-martin and Sand-martin also visit Palestine

in spring and summer; and, besides these, there are two
other species of Swallow, the Crag Swallow (Cotyle rupes-

iris) and the Marsh Swallow (JJotyle palustris), the former
a south European, the latter an Abyssinian bird, which
.reside all the year in the Jordan valley, round the Dead
Sea, and in the wadys of rivers. They ai'e plain-

coloured gre}^ and ashen grey birds, with the short tail

of the mjirtins.

Of Swifts (the sh or sus of the Hebrew) there are

three species, all very abundant : our Common Swift {Oiji)-

sdus apus), which swarnis everywhere in summer, and
does not return before the beginning of iVpril, when it

suddenly appears in vast flocks. There is also the very

large AJpine Swift (^Cypselus melha), a bird of wide range,

found from the Pyrenees to China and Japan, and in North
Africa. The Cape species varies slightly from it. It comes
back from the south much earlier than the other, as we
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saw large flocks passing northwards over Jerusalem on
the 12th of February. It rather avoids the towns, and
resorts chiefly in large numbers together to the most
inaccessible mountain gorges to breed. Its powers of

flight are amazing, and it seeks its food at vast distances

from its nightly roosting-places, being able to traverse

the whole extent of Palestine in an hour or two.

Besides these, there is a third very interesting species,

the Galilaean Swift (Oi/pselus affinis), very like the House-

martin in general appearance and size. It resides all

the year in the Jordan valley, where alone it is found,

living in large communities, and has a pleasing note, a

gentle and melodious wail, very difl'erent from the harsh

scream of the other swifts. Its nests are very peculiar,

Deing composed generally of straw and feathers agglu-

tinated together by the birds' saliva, like those of the

Edible Swallow of Eastern Asia. They are without any
lining, attached to the under- side of an overhanging rock.

It also sometimes takes possession of the nest of the

Rufous Swallow for its purposes. The Galila3an Swift

has a wide range, being found in India and Abyssinia.

It is very possible that under the term Swallow other

birds were included by the Hebrews, as the Bee-eaters

(Mero]ps), of which three species occur in the Holy
Land, and which are very swallow-like in their motions,

note, and habits, though most brilliant in livery of

orange, green, and blue, on close inspection.

-Lapwing. Hoopoe. Heh. 'DuMjjath.'—The word oc-

curs only in the catalogue of unclean birds forbidden as

food in Lev. xi. 19 and Deut. xiv. 18. There can be no
doubt that the Hoopoe is the bird denoted in these pas

sages, as the Coptic and Syriac names for the Hoopoe
are closely allied. It is a very remarkable bird in

appearance, and cannot fail to attract notice wherever
seen. Anatomically, also, it is a very peculiar species.

It is a summer visitant to the Holy Land, and tolerably

common in all parts of the country, though we found it

most abundant in woods, and near rocky watercourse;,.

Few birds have had more absurd fables attached to

them than this. The Arabs have a superstitious reveren ce

for it, and, believing it to possess marvellous medicinal

qualities, they call it ' the Doctor bird.' Its head is an
indispensable ingredient in all their charms, and in the

practice of witchcraft. They also believe that it listens
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to whispers, and betrays secrets, and, what is far more
important, that it has the power of detecting water, and
of pointing out hidden wells and springs. These attri-

butes have, doubtless, been suggested by the quaint and
grotesque movements of its head and tall crest, which
it erects in walking, and then, with a solemn portentous

look, it bends its head down till the bill touches the

ground, raising and depressing the crest at the same
time. The Greeks and Komans had equally absurd

superstitions respecting the Hoopoe.
It is considered a very filthy feeder, chiefly from its

#M^'1#^^%"
HOOPOE. (Upupa epops.)

habit of resorting to dunf^liills,which it probes assiduously

with its long delicate bill, in search for small insects.

In Egypt it is much more abinidant than in Palestine,

resorting both to soft, marshy spots, and also lemaining
constantly about the towns. There it resides all the

year round, while it leaves the latter country in winter,

returning to Syria in the beginning of March. It was
probably both from its filthy habits and I'esorts, as well as
from the superstitious reverence in which it was held
by the Egyptians, that it was especially enumerated
among the unclean animals in the Mosaic law.

The Greek and Latin names (Upiipa, cttoij/) are derived
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from its babit of inspecting tbe ground. Its English
name is an imitation of its call-note, which it constantly

repeats, like the note of the Cuckoo, but much more
dolorous in tone. It builds either in holes of walls, or,

more generally, in crevices of rocks. The ruined temples
of liabboth Ammon and Baalbek are among its favourite

resorts. It is found in most of the warmer parts of the
Old World, and has not unfiequently been obtained in

England. Its plumage is of a light russet colour, the
wings and tail black with many broad, white bars, and
its crest extending over the whole head, nearly two
inches long, with black tips. It is about the size of a

thrush.

Cuckoo.—The translation of the Hebrew word sliacliaph

in our version. It only occurs in the list of unclean birds

in Lev. xi. 1 6, Deut. xiv. 15. The derivation of the word
is from a root signifying to be lean or slender ; but we
have no clue to the exact bird, signified. The Arabic
name of the Cuckoo is the same as our own. There are

two species of Cuckoo which visit Palestine in the sum-
mer—our own Common Cuckoo (Caculus canorus), and
another, still more common there, the Great Spotted

Cuckoo (Oxijlojjhis glandarius). The curious parasitic

habits of the Cuckoo in laying its eggs in the nests oi

other birds are well known. The Great Spotted Cuckoo,
a much larger bird, eludes the maternal duties in tlie

same manner, but deposits its eggs, which are of the

same colour as those of the Magpie or Eook, and as large

as the former, in the nests of the Hooded Crow, Eaven
Jackdaw, or Magpie, generally the former. We canuot
but admire the provision by which its eggs are counter-

feits in appearance of those of the birds in whose nest

they are deposited. As is well known, the eggs of our

Cuckoo, most exceptionally small for the bird's size, re-

semble the Lark's, but are smaller.

Many commentators have endeavoured to show that

the Hebrew suachapli denotes the Petrel or Shearwater,
of which there are several kinds common on the coast ol

Egypt and Syria, and which are exposed for sale as food

in the markets. As these sea-fowl are not elsewhere
mentioned, and from their subsisting on fish would
naturally be inhibited as food, there is some probability

in the conjecture. Besides the Storm Petrel, which is

rare, and too small to have been noticed as food, the
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Great Shearwater (Puffinus cinereus) and the Manx Sheai-

watei (^Puffinus anglonim) abonnd in the Eastern Medi-

terranean, skimming along the coasts in long lines of

many hundreds. From their restless habits and dark

feombre plumage, they are believed by the Moslems to be

tenanted b}' the souls of the condemned. Besides these

there are many species of Sea-gull, common both on the

coasts and on the Sea of Galilee, especially the Great

Eagle Gull (Larus ichthyaeius), the largest and most

beautiful of all the gulls; Andouin's Gull (L. andouini).

which is very common ; the Herring Gull (L. argentatus)
;

Black-backed Gull (L.fiisms) ; Common Gull (L. canus)
;

Black-headed Gull (L. ridihundus), and several others.

DovE-PiGKox. Heb. ' Yonak'—Turtle. Heb. ' Tor.'—

Turtle-dove. Heb. Tor-yoiiah.

No bird is more frequentl}^ mentioned in Scripture,

and no bird holds a place of more hallowed interest in

Bible natural history, whether in the Old or New Testa-

ments. The Dove is mentioned more than fifty times in

the sacred writings ; and we see that the Hebrews, while

they distinguished the Pigeon or Hove from the Turtle-

love, were perfectly aware of their natural affinity. The
irst mention of the Hove is in Gen. viii. 8-12, when
Noah three times sent out a Hove from the ark as the

waters began to abate. On the first occasion, finding

no resting-place, it soon returned ; seven days afterwards,

when sent forth, it returned with the olive-leaf in its

mouth, harbinger of good, for the tops of the trees were
uncovered ; and on the third time it returned no more.

Next we find it, long before the giving of the law,

used in sacrifice by Abram, when the Lojd said to him,
" Take me an heifer of three years old, and a she-goat

of three years old, and a ram of three years old, and a

turtle-dove and a young pigeon" (Gen. xv. 9).

Thb Pigeon and Turtle-dove were the only birds en-

joined to be offered in sacrifice by the law of Moses.

In almost every case they were permitted as a stibstitute

for those who were too poor to provide a kid or lamb,

and were admissible either as burnt, sin, or trespass

offerings. They are enjoined for burnt offerings Lev. i.

15; for the trespass offering by the poor, '• two turtle-

doves, or two young pigeons, one for a sin offering, and
the other for a burnt ofiering " (Lev. v. 7) ; for the

purification of the leper, "two tuitle-doves, or two
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young pigeons, such as he is able to get ; the one shall

be a sin offering, and the other a burnt offering"

(ch. XIV. 22). And so for ordinary purification (ch. xv.

14, 29). For the purification of the !N"azarite, who had
been accidentally defiled, two turtles, or two .young

pigeons, were specially enjoined (Numb. vi. 10). And
in the case of the purification of women after child-

birth, " if she be not able to bring a lamb, then she

shall bring two turtles, or two young pigeons " (Lev.

xii. 8) ; as was done by the mother of our Loi'd. " AVhen
the days of her purification according to the law of

Moses were accomplished, they brought him to Jeru-

salem, to present him to the Lord; . . . and to offer a

sacrifice according to that which is said in the law of

the Lord, A pair of turtle-doves, or two young pigeons
"

(Luke ii. 22-24).

It was to meet the requirements of the offerers from
distant parts of the country that the dealers had estab-

lished their stalls for the sale of doves within the very
precincts of the temple itself, whence our Lord expelled

them on two different occasions, in the beginning and at

the close of His ministry (John ii. 14—16 ; JMatt. xxi. 12).

The Pigeon was certainly the earliest domesticated

])ird of which we have any record—at least from the

earliest times of which we have historical knowledge,
it was retained by man in the same semi- domestic state

in which it is still held in this country, as in the

East. We have no evidence of any other bird beins;

domesticated by the Jews in the Old Testament period

—at least before the time of Solomon, who introduced

peacocks, and veiy possibly other gallinaceous birds

at the same time, from India. The Duck and Goose,

reclaimed in colder climates from a very earl}- date,

are not much cultivated in Palestine, as the heat

and drought render the climate unsuitable for their

propagation, unless in very exceptional localities. But
tame pigeons have always been reared to a great extent

in the East. At this day, in Syria, the Pigeon is the

invariable companion of man wherever he has a settled

habitation : the village sheikh marks his wealth by the

possession of a large separate dovecot, built of mud or

brick and roofed over, filled with earthen pots with a

wide mouth, each of which is the home of a pair o(

pigeons. The poorer people rear them in their houses

;
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and in the villages about Carmel there is a row of small,

square pigeon-holes formed in the wall just under the

roof opposite the door, each of which has a pair ot

tenants, who fly in and out over the heads of the family

through the common door.

Not only are the common dovecot pigeons thus reared,

but pigeon fanciers are more common in Syria than in

England, and great pains are expended on the culture

of the fanc}' sorts—Fantails, Trumpeters, Jacobins, and
Owls, and especially the Black Carrier. Many of the

fancy races are known to have had their origin in the

East, another proof of the antiquity of their domestica-

tion there. The offering of two young pigeons must thus

have been one within the reach of the poorest, and the

offerer was accepted according to that he had, and not

according to that he had not. The admission of a pair

of turtle-doves was perhaps a still further concession to

extreme poverty ; for, unlike the Pigeon, the Turtle-dove,

from its migratory habits and timid disposition, has

never yet been kept in a sta<^e of free domestication,

but, being extremely numerous, and resorting to gardens
and olive-yards for nidification, its young might easily be
found and captured even by those who did not possess

pigeons. Again, the Turtle-dove is easily captured on
the ground by snares, and many are thus taken at the

present day in Palestine ; but the Wild Pigeon is much
more wary and difficult of approach.

But while the Turtle-dove is a migrant, and can only

be obtained fiom spring to autumn, the Wild Pigeons,

which abound in ' clouds ' in the Holy Land, remain
throughout the whole year ; and not only so—they have
young at all times, their food being always abundant.

Consequently, at an}^ time of the year when the Turtle-

dove was unattainable, young Pigeons might be procured
oy a search among the rocks. There is also a force in

the adjective ' young ;' for while the old Turtle-dove could

be trapped, it was hopeless, before the introduction of

firearms, to secure the old Pigeon, and the offerer could

only procure the young nestlings before they quitted the

nest ; and these, therefore, were expressly permitted in

offering sacrifice.

Wild doves oi* pigeons, as w^ell as tame ones, are re-

peatedly alluded to in Scripture. The prophet Isaiah, in

describing the flocking of the Gentiles into the Church
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of Christ in the latter days, inquires, " Who are these

that fly as a cloud, and as the doves to their windows?"
(Isa. Ix. 8), where the illustration is taken from the dove-

cot towers, with latticed openings (' windows ') for the

ingress of the pigeons, which still may be seen flying,

literally 'like a clond,' in the neighbourhood of all

Eastern towns and villages.

The habits of the wild Eock Pigeon (Columha livia), the

origin of the domestic races, wiiich invariably selects

ROCK PIGEON, {Ctlumla livia.)

the lofty cliffs and the deep ravines for its nesting and
roosting places, and always avoids trees, or the neigh-

bourhood of man, are referred to in the following pas-

sage :
" my dove, that art in the clefts of the rock, in

the secret places of the stairs [i.e., of the cliffs], let me
see thy countenance, let me hear thy voice " (Cant. ii.

14). *' ye that dwell in Moab, leave the cities, and
dwell in the rock, and be like the dove that maketh
her nest in the sides of the hole's mouth " (Jer. xlviii.

28). And when describing the desolation of Israel,

" They that escape of them shall escape, and shall be on
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the monntains like doves of tne valleys p.e., of the

ravines or mountain gorges, ^imdys'^, all of them mourn-
ing every one for his iniquity " (Ez. vii. 16).

The myriads of rock-doves in Palestine are beyond
compiitation, far exceeding even the clouds of domestic
birds. Few countries are so admirably adapted for them,
abounding, as the Holy Land does, in deep gorges or

wadys, with precipitous cliffs of soft limestone, honey-
combed in all directions by caves and fissures. Several
of these gorges are named, from the multitude of pigeons
they contain, ' Wady Hamam,' i.e., Ravine of Pigeons.

One of the most remarkable of these is the Wady
Hamam, leading from the Plain of Gennesaret at the

south-west, where are the fimed i-obbers' caves, inhabited
by thousands of rock-doves, whose swift flight and roost-

Ing-places far in the fissures render them secure from
the attacks of the many hawks that share the caverns
with them. They likewise swarm in the ravine of the
Kelt by Jericho, in the sides of the Mount of Tempta-
tion (Quarantania), and in the Kedion. Above all, they
people the recesses of the cliffs which shut in the Arnon
and the Zerka in the land of Moab, as they did in the
time of Jeremiah.

The Rock Pigeon of these districts is the same as

the Common Rock-dove of Egypt (Columba scMmperi), a

species very like our own Wild Rock-dove, but slightly

smaller, and with the lower part of the back uni-

iV)rmly dove-coloured, instead of white. On the coast,

however, and in the colder highlands, the British species

(Colimiha livia), which is plentiful in the north of Scot-

land, is the common bird. Neither bird migrates in

Palestine, and we found the eggs and young at all

times of the year. The other wild pigeons of Palestine

are the Ring-dove or Wood Pigeon (JJolumha palumhiis),

which frequents the forests of Gilead in countless

myriads in winter, and is also common on Carmel. It

leaves the country for more northern climates in March.
It is precisely the same as our own Wood Pigeon. The
Stock-dove (^Columha oenas), well known in the south-east

of England, also visits Palestine in summer, but is not
very numerous.
The power of flight possessed by the Pigeon tribe is

well known, and none are more remarkable for it than
the rock-doves. It is several times alluded to in Scrip-
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lure :
" Oh that I had wings like a dove, for then woukl

I fly away, and be at rest" (Ps. Iv. 6). "They shall

tremble THeb. hasten) as a bird out of Egypt, and as a

dove out of the land of Assyria" (Hos. xi. 11). It is

probably to the metallic lustre on the plumage, espe-

cially of the neck of this species, that the Psalmist

makes reference :
" Though ye have lien among the pots,

yet shall ye be as the wings of a dove covered with

silver, and her feathers with yellow gold" (Ps. Ixviii.

rooD PIGEOX. {C'olumba palumbus.)

13), i.e., with the gleam of gold. Some have interpreted

this of the Dove's wings as the ensigns of some Eastern
nations ; but the allusion is rather to the play of colours

on the wings of the Dove in sunshine, setting forth, not
riches, but the peaceful, and at the same time splendid,

condition enjoyed by Israel in the lap of peace.

Several of the scriptural allusions apply equally to

the Pigeon and the Turtle-dove, such as those to the

plaintive, mournful note, which, though distinct in each

species, yet in all has a similar character. " I did mourn
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as a dove " (Isa. xxxviii. 14). " \ye roar all like bears,

and mourn sore like doves" (lix. 11). " Hiizzab shall

be led away captive, she shall be brought up, and her

maids shall lead her as with the voice of doves, tabering

upon their breasts " (Nah. ii. 7 ).

'J'he U'nrtle-doves (Turiur), the Latin and Ecglish

name being the same as the Hebrew, repeated and de-

rived from their note, form a distinct division of the

Pigeon family or CoJumhidcp. W e have mentioned four

species of Pigeons, strictly so called, found in Palestine ;

there are also three species of Turtle-dove. These aie

the Turtle-dove {Tiirtiir auritus), the same which visits

the south of England in summer : the Collared Turtle

(Turtur risorms) : and the Egyptian or Palm Turtle

{Turtur senerjalensis). Each of these is distinct in its

habits and character.

COLLAEED TURTLE. {Turtur risoHus.)

The Collared Turtle, by far the largest species of the

group, resides tliroughout the year in very large num-
L
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bers by the springs and streams on the shores of the
Dead Sea where there are trees. In the summer it

spreads up the Jordan valley, and may often be met with

in the woods of Tabor and the forests of Gilead. It is

much larger and darker in hue than the domesticated

variety kept in cages in England, and often called the

Barbary Dove. Palestine appears to be almost the

western limit of this dove, which abounds in India, but

is not Ibund in Egypt or in Europe, though it has been
stated to have occurred on the Bosphorus. Its length
is about thirteen inches, and its note a melancholy ' coo-

coo-coo.'

The Palm Turtle (TarfMr senegalensis) is more widely
distributed in different parts of the counti y, but, except-

ing in the Plains of Jericho and Shittim and round the
Dead Sea, is not very numerous. It resorts much to the

gardens and enclosures at Jerusalem, and there are very
many in the enclosure of the Temple area. I have seen

the nest in the portico of a house in the city. Wherever
it is found, it is a permanent resident. It is very familiar

and confiding in man, and is never molested. Its natural

lesort is the palm-tree, and it inhabits the oases and
palm-groves in North Africa and Arabia in vast num-
bers. Wherever the palm grows, whether wild or culti-

vated, there are two or three pairs of these birds in each
tree, and I have found as many as six nests in a single

tree together. At Jericho, where the palm is extinct,

it swarms among the thorn or jujube trees. This dove
may have supplied, to a considerable extent, the sacri-

fices required in the wilderness, for in such camps as

that at Elim great numbers of them could always be
procured. It is not very unlike our common Turtle-

dove in note, but may easily be distinguished from it by
its ruddy chestnut colour, its long tail, smaller size, and
the absence of the chequered collar on the neck, instead

(if which its neck is dappled by dark feathers with h

slight metallic lustre. Its length is ten inches, and its.

body very small.

But the Turtle-dove most abundant, and that to which,

no doubt, the A^arious scriptural passages refer, is our
own Turtle-dove

(
Turtur au.ritus), which may often be seen

during the summer months in the southern counties of

England. Its return in spring is one of the most marked
epochs in the ornithological calendar. " The turtle and
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the crane and the swallow observe the time of their

coming " (Jer. viii. 7). " For, lo, the winter is past,

the rain is over and gone; the flowers appear on the

earth ; the time of the singins; of birds is come, and the

voice of the turtle is heard in our land " (Cant. ii. 11, 12).

Search the glades and valleys even by sultry Jordan, at

the end of March, and not a Turtle-dove is to be seen.

Keturn in the second week in April, and clouds of doves

are feeding on the clovers of the plain. They stock

every tree and thiclwet. At every step they flutter up

'^^

TURTLE-DOVE. ( Turtur aiiriius.)

from the herbage in front—they perch on every tree

and bush—they overspread the whole face of the land.

So universal, so simultaneous, so conspicuous their mi-
gration, that the pi'ophet might well place the Turtle-
dove at the head of those birds which ' observe the time
of their coming.' While other songsters are heard
chiefly in the morning, or only at intervals, the Turtle
immediately on its arrival pours forth, from every
garden, grove, and wooded hill, its melancholy yet
soothing ditty, unceasingly from early dawn till sunset.

It is from its plaintive and continuous note, doubtless,

L 2
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that David, pouring forth his heart's sorrow to Gcd,
compares himself to a Turtle-dove. " d^^liver not
the soul of thy turtle dove unto the multitude of the

wicked" (Ps. Ixxiv. 19).

From its fidelity to its mate, and its habit of pairing

for life, auiong other reasons, the Dove was selected as

a syiuhol of purity, and an appro[)riate offering by the

ancient heathens as well as the Jews. Its amativeness

is referred to in the Song of Solomon (Cant. ii. 16 ; vi. 9),

and its gentle eye has supplied several comparisons.
" Behold, thou art fair; thou hast doves' eyes within thy
locks" (ch. i. 15 ; iv. 1). " His eyes avp as the eyes of

doves by the rivers of waters, washed M''ith milk, and
fitly set" (ch. v. 12)—alluding to the bright red skin

round the dark eye of the Turtle.

Above all, its gentleness and innocence are taken by
our blessed Lord as setting forth the Christian character.
" Be ye therefore wise as serpents and harmless as doves"

(Matt. X. IG). The same character rendered it the fitting

emblem under which the appearance of the Holy Spirit

is described when He appealed in a visible form at the

SaA'iour's l)aptism, when "the heavens were opened unto
him, and be saw the Spirit of God descending like a

dove, and lighting upon him" (Matt. iii. 16).

The common Turtle-dove does not extend its i-ange far

east or west of the Mediterranean. It is more numerous
in Palestine than in any other country where it is found

;

and, indeed, the Pigeon tribe generally abound there

to a degree unknown in other countries. This is ac-

counted for by the botanical character of that region,

where the herbage principally consists of leguminous
plants of the clover and allied species, the leaves of

which supply the favourite food of most pigeons.

Owing, therefore, to the luxuriant growth of the clovers

and lucernes, there is no limit to the number of doves

the Holy Land can maintain in spring and summer.
Fattkd Fowls.—In the catalogue of the delicacies

provided for the table of King Solomon, we find fatted

fowls, ' harherim,^ The word does not occur elsewhere,

and commentators are not agreed as to the particular

bird here intended. There is no trace elsewhere of our
domestic poultry having been known to the Jews in Old
Testament times. Some have taken them for swans,

which are still to be found occasionally in Palestine;
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others for geese, others for guinea-fowls, which, being
natives of Africa, might have been introduced by Solo-

mon ; while Josephus seems to have understood fish

fatted in fish-ponds. Some commentators lender the
jjassage of ' capons.' There seems, however, no difficulty

in accepting the ordinary rendering of ' fowls ' as mean
ing our domestic poultry, since, as Solomon impoited
peacocks among many other Indian products, he may
well have also introduced the common poultry from the
same country.

Cock. Hen.—Unless in the mention of fatted fowl,

spoken of above, our domestic poultry do not seem to

have been known to the Jews before the Bab^'lonian

captivit3\ We have no indication given us of the period
when they were first introduced into Syria.

At the time of the coming of our Lord, they were fami-

liar and common, as we see by various allusions ; e.g.,

when the Saviour compares his tender lov^e for the Jeru-
salem which knew him not to that of a hen for her brt)od

"How often would 1 have gathered thy children together,

as a hen doth gather her brood under her wings " (Luke
xiii. 34).

Cock-crowing is spoken of as a definite period of

the night in Mark xiii. 35 :
" Ye know not when the

master of the house cometh, at even, or at midnight,
or at the cock-crowing, or in the morning." The cock-

crowing here spoken of is the second cock-crowing,
about an hour before dawn. The first cock-crowing i,s

at midnight. This enables us to explain the slight dif-

ference between the warning of our Lord to St. Peter as

recorded by SS. Matthew and Mark :
" This night before

the cock crow thou shalt deny me thrice " (Matt. xxvi.

34j. So also Luke xxii. 34, and John xiii. 38. St. Mark
is more precise and accurate :

" This day, even in this

night, before the cock crow twice, thou shalt deny me
thrice" (ch. xiv. 30). It is thus interpreted by Dean
Alford :

" The ^rs^ cock-crowing is at midnight; but,

inasmuch as few hear it,—when the word is used gene-
rally, we mean the second crowing, early in the morning,
before dawn." Thus the meaning of all the evangelisis

is identical.

The habit of the Cocks in the East of crowing
during the night at particular times has been noticed

by many travellers. We were particularly struck by
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this in BejTOut, where, during the first week of our stay

there, we were regularly awakened three times every

night by the sudden crowing of the Cocks on the roof of

the hotel. Another writer observes :
" It has often been

remarked, in illustration of Scripture, that in the Eastern

countries the cocks crow in the night, but the regularity

with which they keep what may be called the watches

has not been perhaps sufficiently noticed. I will, how-
ever, confine myself to one, and that is between eleven

and twelve o'clock. I have often heard the cocks of

Smyrna crowing in full chorus at that time, and with

scarcely the variation of a minute. The second cock-

crowing is between one and two o'clock. Therefore,

when our Lord says, ' In this night, before the cock crow
twice,' the allusion was clearly to these seasons."

—

Arundell, Discoveries in Asia Minor.

The Mishna states that Cocks were not kept at Jeru-

.<alem, for fear of their polluting the hoi}' things. But
this regulation, if it existed, could not apply to foreign-

"srs, of whom there were many in Jerusalem, and the

Komans would certainly not have tolerated any restric-

tion on a bird so much in vogue amongst them for sport

as well as for food. The statement is, however, pro-

bably a fiction ; for not only was the Cock not unclean,

but the Eabbis mention an instance of a cock which
was stoned b}' order of the Council for having caused

the death of a child. The Jews at the present day keep
poultry in great quantities, not only in their yards, but

in their houses in Jerusalem, where they roost at night

over their beds. Chickens and eggs form even a largei-

proportion of the animal food of the population in the

East than in this country, and the rearing of poultry

and eofTs is the chief maintenance of widows and of the

aged and infirm.

We have no certain knowledge when poultry were
introduced into Syria. They were common in Eome
from the earliest times, and can certainly be traced in

Greece before the Persian war. The poet Pindar, who
lived soon after the return from the Babylonish cap-

tivity, mentions the Cock, and the word 'AAeKxcop occurs

in Homer as the name of a man, probablj^ derived from

the bird. Aristophanes calls it the Persian bird, and it

was doubtless introduced to Greece through Persia, and
|>robably at the same time or earlier into Palestine.
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The origiual of our domestic poultry is traced to

India or some of the islands of the Eastern Archipelago.
It is most likely that several wild species have been
crossed to produce our domestic breed. The Gallus

giganteus of Malacca appears in our larger breeds, and
the Gallus hankiva of Java in the little Bantam. The
game fowl is hardly to be distinguished from one of the

Mingle fowls of continental India, Gallus fcrrugineus, and
this is probably the principal oi-igin of our poultry.

The common Jungle Fowl of Southern India (Gallus smi-

iierattii) is lemarkable for the hackles on the neck and
shoulders, terminating in orange tips like drops of seal-

ing-wax, v^hich peculiarity marks it as distinct from
(Hir tame bird. In India, poultry have been domesti-
cated from the earliest times of which we have n()tice.

Bat no representation of them appears on any of the
Egyptian monuments. It may reasonably be supposed
tliat Solomon, when he introduced the Peacock, could
scarcely have omitted the Cock from the same country,
where it was at least as well known and more easily

domesticated

.

Pkacocks, Heb. tucciyim (Pavo cristatus of naturalists),

are mentioned among the precious and curious things
imported by Solomon from Tarshish. " I'or the king
had at sea a navy of Tharshish with the navy of Hiram

:

once in three years came the navy of Tharshisli, bring-
ing gold, and silver, ivor^^ and apes, and peacocks"
(1 Kings X. 22); see also 2 Chron. ix. 21. In Job
xxxix. 13 we read: " Gavest thou the goodly wings
unto the peacocks?" where a different Hebrew word is

used, which all commentators are agreed should be ren-

dered ' ostriches.'

Tliere is, however, no doabt about the correctness

of the translation of tucciyim, and the occurrence of the
word, which is not Hebrew, has no little interest, as

enabling us to decide with tolerable accuracy the Tar-
shish of Solomon. Some old critics, maintaining the
identity of this Tarshish of Solomon with the Phoeni-
cian Tartcssus in Spain, suggested guinea-fowls, because
those birds are called Aves numidicoe., forgetting that, in

spite of its name, the guinea-fowl was never found within
many hundred miles of Numidia. But this Tharshish
or Ophir is clearly indicated as being in the region of

the Malabar coast of India or in Ceylon, from the fact
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that the Tamil name for the Peacock, there indigenous
and abundant, is ' tokei.' Sir E. Tennant observes :

" It

is very remarkable that the terms by which these articles

(ivory, apes, and peacocks) are designated in the Hebrew
Scriptures, are identical with the Tamil names by whicli

some of them are called in Ceylon to the present day

;

tukeytm may be recognised in tokei, the modern name for

these birds."

—

Ceylon, vol. ii. p. 102.

The importation by Solomon was probabl}^ the first

introduction of the Peafowl to the Mediterranean coun-

tries, but their gorgeous plumage caused them soon to

be cultivated, and we find them frequently alluded to

in the Greek clas^sics, who notice the contrast of their

beauty and hideous voice, and also their vanity. The
Komans considered them a great delicacy, and reared

them largel}" for the table. Tlie Greeks traced their

introduction from Persia, where they were probably im-

ported about the time of Solomon, or perhaps later.

Bat we read that the soldiers of the army of Alexander
were amazed at the beauty of the Peacock, when they

found it in his Indian campaign, and that its destruc-

tion was forbidden among them.

In their native forests in India they are very abun-

dant; 1200 or 1500 are stated to have been seen feed-

ing within sight of one spot, while they covered the

wood with their beautiful plumage. In many parts of

Hindostan they are almost domesticated, entering vil-

'lages and roosting on the huts, and are venerated by
the natives in many districts. Many Hindoo temples

liave large flocks of them, and in some Hindoo states it

is forbidden by law to shoot Peafowl. In Java, the

Malay countries, and in l>urmah, our Peafowl isi-eplaced

by an(3ther nearly-allied species of the same habits and
general appearance {Pavo WvUticus).

Partridge, Ileb. hore, or ' caller,' occurs only twice
in Scripture. David remonstrates with Saul on his per-
secution of him :

" The king of Israel is come out to seek
a flea, as when one doth hunt a partridge in the moun-
tains " (1 Sam. xxvi. 20). And again, " As the partridge
8itteth on eggs, and hatcheththem not; so he thatgetteth
riches, and not by right, shall leave them in the midst of
his days, and at his end shall be a fool" (Jer. xvii. 11).

In each of these passages there is a distinct reference
to the use made cf the bird by man. The various modes
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of Imnting partiidges have been already noticed, and
David alludes to the mode of chase practised now as

of old, when the Partridge continuously chased was at

length, when fatigued, knocked down by sticks thrown
along the ground. It must be remembered that both
the species of Partridge common in the Holy Land,
unlike our bird, endeavour to save themselves by
running in preference to flight, unless v/hen suddenly
started ; that they are not inhabitants of plains or corn-

iields, but of rocky hill-sides, and are in the habit of

concealing themselves among the stones, and rush with
great speed up the hills, when they often afford a fair

mark to the throwster.

On the passage in Jeremiah many ingenious glosses

have been proposed, some of them wide of the facts.

It has been asserted that the Partridge steals the eggs
of other birds and covers them herself, and hence the
passage has been interpreted '' gathereth young which
she has not brought forth." But it is not the case

that the Partridge steals the broods of others. The
natural interpretation is the true one. The Partridge

lays a very large number of eggs (I once tonk a nest

of twenty-six in the wilderness of Judaea), but she has
many enemies—man not the least destructive—who
hunt for her nest, and. rob her of her eggs. The eggs
of the Partridge are sought for assiduously by the

Arabs, and used for food. They are easily found, and
the quantit}^ destroyed annually is amazing. We had
in one spiing in Palestine about 800 eggs of the Greek
Partridge (Caccabis saxatilis) brought to our camp, and
were in the habit of using those that were fresh for

omelettes daily. They were doubtless collected of old

for the same purpose ; and the meaning of the prophet
is, that the man who enriches himself by unjust means
shall have as little enjoyment of his ill-gotten wealth,

but shall leave it as prematurely, as the Partridge which
commences to sit, but is speedily robbed of her hopes of

a brood.

The reference in Ecclus. xi. 30, " Like as a partridge

taken and kept in a cage," has been already explained

(p. 163) of the decoy bird so fiequently used in the

East.

The commonest Partridge of the Holy Land is the

frreek Partridge (Caccabis saxatilis), a bird somevvliat

L 3
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resembling otirEed-leggeflParfridge in plimiage, with the

same richly-barred feathers on the flanks, and deep red

legs and bill, but much larger, approaching the Pheasant
in size, and very distinct in habits from onr Grey Par-

tridge. In every part of the hill country, whether
wooded or bare, it abounds, and its ringing call-note

in early morning echoes from cliff to cliff alike amidst

the barrenness of the wilderness of Judasa, and in the

glens of the forest of Carmel. Tlie male birds will

stand erect on some bonlder, sending their cheery chal-

lenge to some rival across the wady, till, the moment

GBEEK PAETRIDGE. {CaCCUUiS MXaulix.)

they perceive themselves detected, they drop down from

their throne, and scud up the hill faster than any dog,

screening themselves from sight by any piojecting rock

us they run.

The coveys in autumn are very large ; but the birds

do not pack very much in winter, probabl}^ fiom the

necessity of dispersing themselves to obtain food. In

the wilder jiarts of Galilee the Greek Partridge is espe-

cially abundant. The Syrian bird is, I am inclined to

believe, a distinct variety from any other. In colouia-
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tion it closely resembles the Indian Chukor Partridge,
but is much larger, exceeding even the specimens from
continental Greece in size, and it has a deeper black
gorget than the biid from other countiies Whether
it be species or variety, tjie Syrian bird is undoubtedly
the largest and the hnest of all the true partridges.
The Greek Partridge inhabits a wide range from east
to west, extending from Galicia in the w^est of Spain,
throngh the Pyrenees and Alps to Greece, Asia Minor,
Persia, and Northern India—at least, the species of all

these countries are very closely allied.

DESERT rARTRiDGE. {Ainm.<ij)erdix heyi.)

The true Partridge of the wilderness is another and

very different bird (Ammoperdix heyi), decidedly smaller

than tlie common English Partiidge, and a bird of most
delicate pencilling in its plumage. The bill and legs

are a rich orange colour, the back finely mottled, a

blight white spot behind the eye, and the tianks striped

with purple and red-brown. It is peculiar, so far as

we know, to Arabia Petraea, the basin of the Dead Sea,

and its wadys, and to the eastern strip of the wilderness

of Judaea, where it supplants in some degree the larger
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species, tliough both are found in tlie same localities.

In the neighbourhood of the Cave of AduUam it is very
plentiful, and it often lays its beautiful cream-col ouied

oggs in holes in caves, as well as under the shelter ol

crevices of lock. It runs with wonderful agility up
and down the cliffs, and its call-note is like that of the

other partridge.

In the rich lowland plains, as of Gennesaret, Acre,

and Phoenicia, the place of the Partridge is taken b}^ the
Francolin, a bird of the same family, well known in

India as the Black Partridge, and formerly found in

Southern Europe as far as Spain, but now quite extinct

on this continent. The Francolin (Francolinus vulgaris) is

as large and heavy as the Ked Grouse, concealing itself

in the dense heibage and growing corn of marshy j^lains,

where its singular call can be heard, as on Gennesaret,

resounding at da3'-bieak from every part of the plain,

while not a bird can be seen. It is distinguished from

the ' Hadjcl' or Partridge, by the Arabs, but was doubt-

less included under 'Jiore' by the Hebrews. The male
bird is very beautiful, with deep black breast, flanks

black, with large white spots, and a rich chestnut collar

fiinged with black and white spots.

With the partridges may also be included the Sand-

Grouse (Pterodes), of which several species occur in great

abundance in the more arid parts of the country. Some
have supposed the Sand-Grouse to have been the ' Quail

'

'of the Israelites in the wilderness ; others that it was the

Pelican of the wilderness—both, as it appears, needie:is

conjectures. The Sand-Grouse are recognised by very
distinct names by the Orientals. They are a peculiar

group of game birds, in some respects appioaching th(.'

pigeons, and inhabit the sandy regions of Africa and
Asia in myriads. Two species are found so far nortli a

Spain, and in the ' Landes' in the south of France. One
of these (^Pterodes arenarius), the Common Sand-Grouse,

the Khudri/ of the Arabs, inhabits the wilderness of Judaea,

and the oiher (P. setarius), the Piu-tailed Sand -Grouse,
' Kata ' of the Arabs, may be seen passing over the barer

]>arts of the Jordan valley and the eastern desert by
thousands at a time. It is a very beautifully-marked

bird, and was first described by Russell in the 'Natural

History of Aleppo' more than a century ago. Two othei-

speciCvS, also common iw Aral\ia a^^id Egypt abound' in
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the wilderness of Jncla^a and near the Dead Sea— /'.

exustus and P. senegalensis—both birds remarkable for

the delicate niaiking of their plumage, but, like all the

SAND GROUSE. {Pievocles senegalensis.')

species of the genus, of a general sandy hue, which
admirably assists them m escaping observation on the

bare plains.

QuAii,s, PTeb. ' selav' (Co/in-wk t7(Z(/«r/s of naturalists),

are only mentioned in reference to the miraculous provi-

sion of these birds as food in the wilderness. " The Lord
sp ike unto Moh-es, saying, 1 have heard the murmurhigs
of the children of Israel: speak unto them, saying. At

even ye shall eat flesh, and in the morning ye shall be

filled wirh bread ; and ye shall know that 1 am the Lord
your Gud. And it came to pass that at even the quails

came up, and covered the camp " (Ex. xvi. 11-13). Again,

on a subsequent occasion, when the people murmured for

flesh at Kibroth Hattaavah: "There went forth a wind
from the Lord, and brought quails from the sea, and let

them fall by the camp, as it were a day's journey on

this side, and as it were a day's journey on the other

side, round abont the canq3, and as it were two cubits

high upon the f ice of the earth. And the people stood
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Tip all that day, and all that night, and all ilie next day,

and they gathered the quails : he that gathered least

gathered ten homers " (>sumb. xi. 31, o2j. "Then the

Lord rained flesh npon them as dust, and feathered fowls
like as the sand of the sea"(Ps. Ixxviii, 21). '-The
people asked, and he brought quails " (Ps. q\. 40).

Ingenious commentators have spared no pains in the
attempt to prove the 'selav' was not a quail, but some
other creature they imagined moie likely to be found in

the desert. In spite of all etymology, and of the dis-

tinct allusion in the Psalms to feathered fowl, some have

yUAiL. {Coturnix vidgaris.)

suggested locusts, some flying fish : others, again, have
conjectured the Sand-Grouse. ' Kata' or the desert Sheil-

Drake, Casarca rutila, found about salt lakes, a most uneat-

able bird ; while Dean Stanley has put forwaid the idea
of ' large, red-legged cranes three feet high, with black
find white wings measuring seven feet from tip to tip,'

by which he undoubtedly means the White Stork, the
innumerable flights of which literally darkened the sky,

he states, when camping near the Wady Huderah.

—

Sinai
and Palestine, ]i. 82.

It is undoubtedly true that vast flocks of all these

three species of birds do visit the Sinaitic desert at the
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tiiije of migration ; and 1 have also seen tlio Black Siork

in almost as lai-ge numbers in the desert ; while the Dean
suggests the possibility of the Stork, on account of its stand-

ing three feet high, and thus explaining the statement of

their being two cubits from the ground. But besides the

fact that the tiesh of these biids is abominable for food,

while the Sand-Grouse is very dry and hai'd, and could

scarcely have fully satisfied the hungry people, we have

the clear proof of the identity of the Common Quail with

the Hebrew ' selav ' in its Arabic name ' salwa,' from a root

signifying ' to be fat,'—very descriptive of the round,

plump form and fat flesh of the Quail. The expression

'as it were two cubits high upon the face of the earth.'

probably refers to the height at svhich the quails tiy

above the ground.
There are several expressions in the scriptural ac-

count which, are borne out by observations of the habits

of the Quail. At all times its flight is very low, just

skimming the surface of the ground, and especially

when fatigued it keeps close, never towering like the

Partridge or Sand-Gr(>use. It migrates in vast flocks,

and regularly crosses the Arabian desert, flying for the

most part at night ; and when the birds settle they are

so utterl}^ exhausted that they may be captured in any
numbers b}^ the hand. Being bii-ds of weak flight, not-

withstanding their migratory habits, they instinctively

select the shortest sea passages, and avail themselves

of any island as a halting-place. Thtis in spring and
autumn they are slaughtered in numbers on ^lalta and
many of the Greek islands, which they quit in a day or

two, very few being seen until the period of migration

comes round again. They also fly with the wind, never

facing it, like many other birds.

The period when the}^ were brought to the camp of

Israel was in spring, when on their northward migra-

tion from Africa. Accoi'ding to their well-known in-

stinct, they would follow up the coast of the Eed Sea

till they came to its bifurcation by the Sinaitic Penin-

sula, and then, with a favouring wind, would cross at

the narrow part, resting near the shore before pro-

ceeding. Accordingly we read that the wind brought
them up from the sea, and that, keeping close to

the ground, they fell, thick as rain, about the camp in

the month of April, according to our calculation. Thus
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the miracle consisted in the supply being brought to the

tents of Israel by the special guidance of the Lord, in

exact harmony with the known habits of the bird The
Israelites ' spread them' out, when they had taken them,

before they were sufficiently refreshed to escape, ' round

about the camp,' to dry them and prepare them for food,

exactly as Herodotus tells us the Egyptians were in the

habit of doing with quails, drying them in the sun

(ii. 77).

Again, it was at even that they began to arriA^e, and

by the morning the whole flock had settled. Thus
throughout the jMediterranean the quails arrive at

night, as the woodcocks do on our own east coast, in a

similar state of exhaustion. I have myself found the

ground in Algeria, in the month of April, covered with

quails for an extent of many acres at daybreak, where
on the preceding afternoon there had not been one.

They were so fatigued that they scarcely moved till

almost trodden upon ; and, although hundreds were
slaughtered, for two days they did not leave the dis-

trict, till the wind veered, and they then as suddenly

ventured northwards across the sea, leaving scarcely

a straggler behind.

We noticed the same phenomenon, on a smaller scale,

in Palestine, and 1 caught several in the Jordan valley

with my hand ; one was actually crushed by my horse's

foot. A few remain there throughout the winter, but

'their numbers are suddenly reinforced at the end of

March, when every ^Datch of grass resounds with their

well known peculiar call-note ; and, though almost as

unwilling to expose themselves to sight as the Corn-
(Jrake, the sportsman may kill any number of them
throughout the summer, so abundant are they. Doubt-
less, had we had a favourable opportunity, or been
camped near their halting-ground, we might have seen

them in as vast flocks as have been described, for in one
day they had overspread the face of the land.

These habits of the Quail have been noticed by
writers of natural histor}^ in all ages from the time of

Aristotle (Hist. Anim. viii. 14) and Pliny. Aristotle

observes their habit of waiting for the wind, and also

the fact mentioned above—that a few remain in warm
localities through the winter. (They have been known
occasionally, as in the year 1865, to remain in the
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Dorth-east of England.) Some idea of their numbers
may be formed from the statement that 160,000 have
been captured in a season on the little rock of Capri,

near Naples, and that 100,000 liave been taken near

Xettnno in a single day. Plin}' states that the quails

have been known to alight on a vessel in the Mediter-

I'anean in such multitudes as to sink it. In India the

quails move about in large flocks, not so much according

to the seasons as for a supply of food. It is to be noted

t'nat the Coturnix vulgaris is the only migratory species of

its kind.

We thus see, on careful comparison, how the most
ancient of all historical works and natural history reflect

attesting lights on each other.

The Quail has a vast geographical range, extending,

without variation of species, from Ireland to Japan and
China, and from Northern Europe to the Cape of Good
Hope. Its note, when once heard, will be always re-

cognised— ' Peek-whit-whit !
' rapidly repeated— and

somewhat resembling the sound of some species of

Locust. It is not gregarious during the breeding season,

and rears large bevies of young, sometimes as many as

sixteen in a brood. The eggs are handsome, blotched

irregularly with rich umber brown. The bird is too

well known to require description, and is considered

the most delicate eating of all game.
Ostrich (^Struthio camelus) is mentioned in Scripture

more frequently than would appear from the reading of

our version. Three Hebrew words apply to it, which
are otherwise translated in our text, though, generally,
' Ostrich ' is supplied in the margin. The name by which
it is most fiequently expressed is 'ya'anah' or 'hath

liayaanah,'' i.e., ' greediness,' or ' daughter of greediness
'

(or ' of shouting '

j. Our Bible reads ' owl,' excepting in

Lam. iv. 3, where yaenim is rightly rendered 'ostriches.'

Another word, 'rcindn' is applied to the Ostrich in Job
xxxix. 13, where our translators have rendered it 'Pea-

cock.' " Gavest thou the goodly wings unto the ' rendnim,'
"

where the Ostrich is undoubtedly intended [see Pkacock],

while the word translated ' Ostrich,' in the same verse,

is ' notseli,' the Hebrew for ' feathers.'

The first mention of the Ostrich in Scripture is in the

list of unclean biids in Lev. xi. 16, Deut. xiv. 16, where
our version reads 'the ow^.' it was, as might be ex-
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pected from his residence in the eastern desert, familiar

to the patriarch Job, who refers to various points in its

economy, some of tbem true, and others fuunded only

on tlie popular beliefs which hold even to this day among
Orientals. Thus, " I w^ent mourning without the sun ;

I stood up and I cried in the congregation. I am a

brother to dragons and a companion to [owls, marg.]

ostriches" (Job xxx. 28, 29).

(i^tnitldo camelus )

The cry of the Ostrich, which is often emitted at night,

is a loud, dolorous, and stridulous sound, and in the

stillness of the desert-plains may be heard at a great

distance. Some have compared it to the roar of the lion,

but to my own ear it sounded more like the hoarse

lowing of an ox in pain. The note of the Ostrich during
the day, or w^hen feeding, is very ditierent—a sort of

hissing chuckle. It is the hoarse complaining cry by
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night to which the patriarch compares his owii sorrow-
ing lamentations under the visitation of God. The
same simile occurs in Micah i. 8: "I will wail and howl,
1 will go stripped and naked, I will make a wailino-

like the dragons and mourning as the [owls, marg."]

ostriches."

In the reply of the Lord to Job, the habits of the
Ostrich are thus set forth :

" Gavest thou the goodly
wings unto the [peacock] ostriches? or wings and
feathers unto the ostrich (or, rather, 'it is a stork's

wings and feathers')? which leaveth her eggs in the
earth, and warmeth them in dust, and forgetteth that
the foot ma^' cj-ush them, or that the wild beast may
break them. She is hardened against her young ones,
as though they were not hers : her labour is in vain
without fear; because God hafh deprived her of wis-

dom, neither hath he imparted to her understanding.
What time she lifteth up herself on high, she scorneth
the horse and his rider" (Job xxxix. 13-18). Here we
tind mention made of the beauty of its plumes, of its

habit of leaving its eggs on the surface, of hatching
them in the heat of the sand, of its desertion of its

young, of its leputed stupidity, and of its extraordinary
fleetness. The belief that the Ostrich neglected its

young is used also as an illustration by Jeremiah ;

" Even the sea-monsters draw out the breast ; they give
suck to their young ones ; the daughtei- of my people
is become cruel, like the ostriches in the wilderness "

(Lam. iv. 3).

The other passages in which the Ostrich is mentioned
refer to its inhabiting the most desolate and lonely
places. Of Babylon it is foretold, "Wild beasts of the
desert shall lie there ; and their houses shall be full of

doleful creatuies ; and ostriches shall dwell there and
satyrs shall dance there " (Jsa. xiii. 21). Of lduma3a,
" It shall be an habitation of dragons, and a court for

ostriches" (ch. xxxiv. 13). Again of Babylon, "The
wild beasts of the desert with the wild beasts of the
islands shall dwell there, and the ostriches (a.v. 'owls ')

shall dw^ell therein : and it shall be no more inhabited
for ever ; neither sliall it be dwelt in fixmi generation
to generation " (Jer. 1. 39). In the prophecy of the
universal extension of the (Jhurch in the latter days it

is said, " I will even make a way in the wilde]-ness and
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rivers in the desert. The beast of the field shall honour
me, the dragons and the ostriches" (Isa. xliii. 19, 20).

We may add a few words on the habits of the Ostrich,

as they have been elucidated by modern observers.

The beauty of its wing and tail feathers, which are as

highly prized by the Bedouins for the decoration of

tombs, and of the tents and spear-heads of their sheikhs,

as the}^ are for head-dresses among western nations, have
caused its chase to be a favourite employment of all

desert tribes, and the skins fetch very high prices in the

native markets. The bird never approaches settled

habitations, and very rarely cultivated land, though the

corn of the Belka plains, east of Moab, sometimes may
tempt it. It usually selects an open space, where it is

safe from surprise, and by her fleetness " she scorneth

the horse and his rider."

The capture of the Ostrich is the gi-eatest feat of

hunting to which the Arab sportsman aspires, and in

richness of booty it ranks next to the plunder of a

caravan. So wary is the bird, and so open are the vast

plains over which it roams, that no ambuscades or

artifices can be employed, and the vulgar resource oi'

dogged perseverance is the only mode of pursuit. The
horses to be emploj'ed undergo a long and painful

training, abstinence from water and a diet of dry dates

being considered the best means for strengthening

their wind. The hunters set forth with small skins

of water strapped under their horses' bellies, and a

scanty allowance of food for four or five days, distri-

buted judiciously about their saddles. The Ostrich

generally lives in companies of from four to six indi-

viduals, which do not appear to be in the habit, under
ordinary circumstances, of wandering more than twenty
or thirty miles from their head-quarters. When descried,

two or three of the hunters follow the herd at a gentle

gallop, endeavouring merely to keep the birds in sight,

without alarming them or driving them at full speed,

when they would soon be lost to view. The rest of the

pursuers leisurely proceed in a direction at right angles

to the course which the ostriches have taken, knowing
by experience their habit of running in a circle. Posted

on the best look-out they can find, they await for houis

the anticipated route of the game, calculating upon
intersecting their path. If fortunate enough to detect
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tlicra, \h<i relay sets upon the now fatigued flock, and
fi-equcutly succeeds in running one or two d(jwn, thougli

a horse or two generally falls exhausted in the pursuit.

The Ostrich, when once taken, offers no resistance

beyond kicking out sideways. The flesh is eaten by
the Arabs, and I have found it good and sweet. Its

speed has been calculated at twenty-six miles an hour
by Di'. Livingstone, and yet the South African Ostrich
is smaller than the northern species ; and I have my-
self, in the Sahara, measured its stride, when bounding
at full speed, from twenty-two to twenty-eight feet.

If Dr. Livingstone's calculation be at all correct, the

speed of the Ostrich is unequalled by any other cursorial

animal.

Some difficulties have been raised respecting the state-

ment in the Book of Job of the Ostrich leaving its eggs
on the ground, hatching them in the sand, and being
cruel to its young. Now the Ostrich is polygamous, and
several hens deposit their eggs in one place— a hole
scraped in tlie' sand. The eggs ai-e then covered over,

and left during the heat of the day , but in the colder

regions at any rate, as in the Sahara, the birds sit regu-
larly during the night, and until the sun has full power,
the male also incubating. But the Ostrich lays an im-
mense number of eggs, far more than are ever hatched,

and I'ound the covered eggs are to be found many
dropped carelessly, as if she forgot that the frost might
crack them, or the wild beast might break them. But
most nattiralists confirm the statement of the natives,

that the eggs on the surface are left, in order t() afilbrd

sustenance to the newly-hatched chicks, which could
not otherwise find food at first in these arid regions.

The passage in Job speaks evidently of some eggs
warmed in the dust, and others left on the ground.

I never but once found an Ostrich's nest, and then
the complement of eggs '^vas not completed. We had
observed with our telescopes two birds standing for

6ome time in one spot, and were induced to ride towards
them. By great good fortune we detected their track

as we crossed it, for the stride being so wide, and the step

merely the round impression of the two toes, it is very
difiicult to follow its spoor. We traced these steps back
to the spot where we had seen the birds standing, and
which we identified by the sand being much trodden.
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Two Arabs dismounting, began to dig with their hands,
and presently brought up four fine fresh eggs, from
the depth of about a foot under the warm sand. The
eggs were excellent eating, like those of poultry.

The shells are applied to various uses by the natives,

for drinking-cups, boxes, but especially for the embellish-

ment of the mosques, where they are suspended in long
rows, and for the decoration of gi'aves, the eggs being-

embedded in mortar at the liead and foot of each grave,

or built, for a great man, into a sort of pyramid.
Though I did not myself see the eggs scattered on the

surface, yet all my Arab friends have assured me that it is

the invariable habit of the bird so to place many of them,
and that far more are laid than are ever incubated. It is

from this habit most probably that the want of parental

instinct is laid to the charge of the Ostrich ; at the same
time, when surprised by man with the young before

they are able to run, the parent bird scuds off alone,

and leaves its oiispring to their fate. To do otherwise

would be a self-sacrifice, as it is aware of its inability

to defend itself or its poults, and on the open desert it

cannot, like other cursorial birds, mislead the pursuer, or

conceal its brood in herbage.

Stupidity is universally ascribed to the Ostrich by the

Arabs :
" God hath deprived her of wisdom, neither hath

he imparted to her understanding." In some respects

this is accurate, for, when surprised, it will often take the

very course that ensures its capture. It generally runs

to windward, and, when approached on that side, will

sometimes come within shot. Thus, in a valley open
at both ends, if the hunters make a feint of blocking

the windward entrance, the Ostrich, instead of making
for the opposite end, will endeavour to rush past them,

and is often captured or speared, as it never turns from
the course it has once taken. In the open, however, as

we have seen, it is sagacious as well as wary.
The Arabs also consider it stupid, from the readiness

with which it will swallow stones, nails, bullets, or any
oth(;r hai'd and indigestible substance, and, in short, they
give five proofs of its stupidity, which are enumerated
by Bochart. Dr. Shaw adds, that he has seen an Ostrich

swallow bullets hot from the mould, and I have, to my
cost, known one swallow a pocket-knife and a buckle.

It no doubt seizes hard sub.-^tances to aid its gizzard in
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digesting its food, whicii consists, whenever it can obtain

them, principally of date stones, the hardest of all vege-

table substances. Yet it deserves, on the whole, the

Arab reproach, " stupid as an ostrich,'" though the

crowning accusation, that it hides its head in the sand,

and fancies no one can see it, however popular and
widespread, is an undeserved calumny.

The plumage of the male (J.strich is a brilliant con-

trast of black and white, the precious jjlumes of the

wings and tail being spotless white. The general colour

of the female and young birds is dnsky grey ; but in the

young the neck is bare, in the adult covered with short

ifeathers. When captured young, the Ostrich is easily

domesticated, and I have frequently seen them kept by
Arabs, as free as the goats and camels, living with the

other animals, and showing no disposition to escape.

In some of the villages they are a sort of priblic pro-

perty, and live in the bazaar, levying contributions for

themselves from the fruit-stalls.

The South African species diifers slightly from that

of the north. The northern bird extends across all

Africa, from Senegambia eastward, and into Arabia and

Mesopotamia. It formerly reached as far as the sandy

Plains of Sindh, in Western India, but is now extinct

there. It approaches Palestine on the south-east, and I

possess a skin which was obtained on the Belka, close

behind the hills of Moab. But it is now much more
rare than formerly.

Ckane.—The word occurs twice in our version, " Like

a crane or a swallow, so did I chatter " (Isa. xxxviii. 14j.
" The turtle and the crane and the swallow observe the

time of their coming " ( Jer. viii. 7). In both passages

it appears certain that our translators have interchanged

the words, and that for ' Crane and Swallow ' we should

read ' Swift (sis) or Crane Cdgur).' [See Swallow.]

Jn neither passage, however, is the meaning affected by
the correction.

Two facts are referred to respecting the Crane —
its loud voice, and its migratory instinct. The Crane

(G-rus cinerea) is well known in the Holy Land, and

is, next to the Ostrich, the largest bird in the coun-

try. It only visits the cultivated region at the time

of its spring migration, when a few pairs remain in

the marshy plains, as by the waters of Merom, but the
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greater number pass onwards to the north. In the

southern wilderness, south of Beersheba, it resorts in

immenise flocks to certain favourite roosting- places

during the winter. The clouds of these enormous birds,

four feet high, and many eight feet from wing to wing,

quite darkened the air towards evening. Their roosting-

place \V(iS marked like some resort of sea-fowl—a gently-

CRAXE. {Grus cinerea.)

sloping isolated knoll, Avhere no ambush was possible,

and where they could keep a good look-out on all sides.

'I'heir whooping and trumpeting enlivened the watches

of the night, and till dawn we could hear the flocks

passing over-head on their way to their quarters close

by. The note is a very powerful clear trumpeting, not

chattering, and by the Aiabs is called 'bellowing.'

In corroboration of my own observations. I have re-

ceived the following interesting notes from the Eev. F. \V.
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Holland, on the migration of the Crane in the wil-

dornoss of Sinai. " On ]March 22, when about twelve
miles south of Tor, we saw an immense flock of cranes
crossing the Eed Sea from Africa. The line appeared
to stretch across the whole breadth of the sea. Five
days afterwards we found a solitary one amongst the

mountains, which did not attempt to fly, but stalked
majestically on before our camels, quite regardless of a
few revolver bullets whizzing close past him. At last

au Arab boy gave chase, and, running him into a bush,
S')on caught him, and returned in triumph, holding him
up by the tips of his wings. When released, he stalked
on as unconcernedly as before, but when on the point
of being caught again, the strange bird suddenly took
wing, and after wheeling round several times, flew
away over the mountains. On April 1 3, three days south
of Beersheba, in the desert of the Tyh, another largo
flock of more than 2000 cranes passed over our heads,
going north as the others. In the beginning of May I

saw several smaller flocks crossing the same desert from
Akabah to Snez. There were also a few birds stalking
about the head of the Gulf of Akabah."
The Crane was formerly common in England in

summer, but is long since extinct. It still annually
visits Sweden, and is found about the Black and Cas-

pian Seas, and visits India in winter. One of the Cranes
of China and Japan very closely resembles the western

species.

Heron, rieb. andphah, occurs among the unclean birds

in Lev. xi. 19, Deut. xiv. 18. The Common Heron (Ardea
cinerea) is frequent in the Holy Land and in Egj'pt in

all the marshy grounds, and by the banks of rivers.

As the expression ' after her kind ' is added, the prohi-

bition was evidently generic, extending to all birds of

the Heron kind, of which there are many species, at

least seven in number, common in Palestine. The most
abundant of these is the Buff-backed Heron (Buphus
russatus), often called the White Ibis, of which innnense
flocks live and breed in the impenetrable swamps of the

Huleh, the ancient Merom. The food of the Heron tribe

is principally fish and reptiles, also water-rats and water-

insects ; the frogs, which abound in all marshes in warm
climates, afford them a plentiful subsistence. Both the

Common and Purple Herons (^1. cinerea and A. purpurea),

M
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the Egrets {Egrttta alba and E. garzctta)^ and the Squacco
Heron {Buphus ralloides), as well as the Bulf-backed, may
often be seen fishing by the Sea of Galilee, where, how-
ever, the Crane, though depicted in Kaphael's famous
cartoon, is rarely found.

The lieions have a world-wide range, being found in

every climate excepting within the Arctic Circle, and

<s^^:

HEUox. {^Ar^ta cmerta.)

the species differ very slightly in the different hemi-
spheres. Our Common Heron and the Purple Heron are

found from Ireland to Japan, and as far south as Java
and the Cape of Good Hope, and the range of the Egrets
is almost as extensive, while the American species are
very similar. In England, as is well known, the Herons
breed generally in communities on Ihe tops of lofty

trees in parks. In Palestine, where trees are scarce,
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they select the reeds and papyrus in the recesses of

swamps.
BiiTKRX. Heb. hjjpod.—The word occurs several

times applied to a creature inhabiting waste and desert

places. " I will also make it (Babylon) a possession for

the bittern and pools of water " (Isa. xiv. 23). Against,

Bi iTEKN. (Bi.taurus stdlaris.)

Idumaeaitis denounced, " The cormorant and the bittern

shall possess it " (xxxiv. 11). "He will make Nineveh

a desolation .... both the cormoiant and the bittein

shall lodge in the upper lintels of it : their voice shall

sing in the vv^indows " (Zeph. ii. 13, 14). Some com-

mentators have attempted to explain the Hebrew as

signifying the Hedgehoir. from a fancied resemblance to

its Arabic name ' hmfod.' But the Hedgehog or the For-
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cupine never resort to marshy places, nor are they char-

acteristic of ruins. Neither of them would meet any of

the requirements of the sacred text. The Bittern (Bo-

ioM'^'us dellaris) is far more probably the creature in-

tended by the prophets. It is strictly an inhabitant of

pools of water, a haunter of desolate places, and remark-

ably shy of any proximity to man. Nineveh itself was
to be made dry like a wilderness, but there were and

are many reedy marshes on the Tigris and close by it

;

and when the city was desolated, the Bittern would take

up its abode in these, and its loud booming would be

heard by night among the ruins. As a matter of fact,

the Bittern is very abundant in these swamps of the

Tigris, and in all the marshy grounds of Syria ; and its

strange booming note, disturbing the stillness of the

night, gives an idea of desolation which nothing but the

wail of the Hyeena can equal. The Bittern was once

familiar in the fen districts of England, but now only a

few stragglers are occasionally found. Drainage and
cultivation have completely expelled it.

The Bittern belongs to the Heron tribe. It is two and

a half feet long. Its plumage is uniformly buff, mottled

with black and chestnut. In its long beak, legs, feet,

and food, it resembles the Herons. It is found through-

out all Europe, Asia, and Africa, and the species of

Australia and America difier very slightly from our

own. Unlike the Herons, it is not gregarious, but

eschews the society even of its own species, and is very

rarely seen, concealing itself among the rushes in the

solitudes of the swamp, where it waits for the frogs, which
are its favourite food.

Stork. Heb. chasidah (Ciconia alba).—The Hebrew
name is derived from a root signifying ' kindness,' from

the devoted maternal and filial affection of which the

Stork has, in all ages, been held to be the type and
emblem. This maternal instinct, implied in the Hebrew
name, is repeatedly noticed by Greek and Latin authors,

who believed, further, that the young repaid the care of

their parents by tending them in old age, and, contrary

to the habits of all other animals, recognised them
through life. Though, certainly, we have no proof of

this rather pleasing conceit, the devotion of the old

birds to their otfspring is very strongly displayed, and

has been corroborated by modern observation. The
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Stork lias a very strong attachment to locality, and

nothing but nniemitting persecution can drive them

from a spot which has once been selected for a nest.

Year after year—indeed, generation after generation—

a

pair of birds return every spring to the same place, and

either rebuild or thoroughly repair tLe old nest. If

anv accident happen to one of the pair, its place is

fcXORK. i^Cicunia ulua.)

speedily supplied, and the succession of tenants main-

tained. The only instance of a breeding-place being

deserted which ever fell under my own observation was

under curious circumstances. On the highest point ol

a large mass of ruin at Eabbath Ammon, were the

remains of a deserted pile of sticks, an old stork's nest.

One of the birds had got its leg entangled and broken

in a chink of the ruin, where it bad perished miserably,
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and its gaunt skeleton, with the pinion feathers still

remaining on the wing bones, swayed to and fro sus-

pended in mid-air, and had effectually scared all its

fellows fiom the spot.

In almost eveiy country of the Old World, the Stork is

a welcome and cherished visitor, not only from its char-

acter, but from the services it renders to man, by the

destruction of reptiles, and by its activity in the removal

of otfal and garbage. On account of the uncleanly nature

of its food it is placed in the catalogue of birds forbidden

to be eaten, in Lev. xi. 19, Deut. xiv. 18. Its flesh is

very rank and black.

The periodical return of the Stork is noticed in Jer,

viii. 7: *'Yea, the stork in the heaven knoweth her

appointed times ; and the turtle and the crane and the

swallow observe the time of their coming ; but my
people know not the judgment of the Lord." There is

peculiai' force in the words, ' the stork in the heaven,^ for,

unlike most other emigrants, the Stork voyages by day
at a great height in the air, and the vast flocks cannot

but attract the notice of the least observant. The mul-
titudes which arrive, and the suddenness with which
these huge birds distribute themselves over the whole
face of the land, is in Palestine truly startling. In
winte? not one is to be seen. On the 24th of March.
1864, VAst flocks suddenly appeared, steadily travelling

northward, and leaving large detachments on every plain

and hill. From that period till about the 4th of May,
they kept possession of the whole land, except where the

ground was utterly barren, abounding especially in any
marshy plains. They did not congregate like rooks

;

but, like sheep or cattle scattered over a wide pasture,

they systematically quartered every acre of the country,

probably until they had cleared it of all the snakes,

lizards, and frogs they could find, when either scarcity,

or the increasing heat of summer, reminded them of

their northern homes, and they proceeded as suddenly
as they had arrived, leaving behind them only a pair

here and there at the established nesting-places. They
were equally abundant on both sides of Jordan. On
Mount Nebo they so covered the range, that at first, and
until we had examined them through our telescopes, we
took them for vast flocks of Moabite sheep pasturing.

In the year 1858, I had obser^^ed them arrive on the
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22n(l of ^Farch, just two days earlier. Their halt in Syria

agrees with the time of tlieir arrival in Enssia, which

is said to be the beginning of May. In Holland and

Denmark they arrive about the middle of April. In

various parts of Holland tho nest of the Stork, built on

the chimney-top, remains undisturbed for many suc-

ceeding years, and the owners rerurn with unerring

STORK S ^•EST.

sagacity to the well known spot. The joy which they

manifest on again taking possession of their deserted

dwelling, and the attachment which they testify towards

their benevolent hosts, are familiar in the mouths of

everyone.

In all countries where the Stork breeds it is pro-

tected; boxes are provided on the tops of the houses;

and he considers himself a fortunate man whose roof the

Stork selects. There is a well- authenticated account of
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the devotion ol a Stork, which, at the burning of the

town of Delft, after repeated and unsuccessful attempts

to cany off her young, chose rather to remain and perish

ynth them than leave them to their fate. Well might
the Romans call it pia avis

!

In Job xxxix. 13, where, instead of ' wingsj we should

read ' stork,' there seems to be a contrast intended between
the affection of the Stork and the unnatural indifference

of the Ostrich. [Sse Ostrich.]

The psalmist (Ps. civ. 17) states, "As for the stork,

the fir trees are her house." There is no need here to

explain the words of the Heron. The Heron, like the

Stork, varies in her choice of a nesting-place, and in

Palestine actually builds in marshes. The Stork selects

the most convenient places near its food. In Western
Europe it avails itself of the accommodation of man's
dwellings, where it is secure. In the East it selects

ruins wherever they are to be foimd, more especially or

for the most part where there is water or neglected marsh
in their neighbourhood. But where neither houses nor

ruins occur, it selects any trees, tall and strong enough
to provide a firm platform for its huge nest, and for this

purpose none are more convenient than the fir tree.

Every Avriter on the subject has mentioned the Stork

building upon trees in Denmark, Sweden, Germany, and
France, and doubtless in the days of the psalmist, when
trees were more plentiful and towns were scarce, this

habit was yet more noticeable ; just as swallows and
martins in the East build in cliffs and caves, as tlic}^

must have done in the West before man provided them
with eaves and chimneys. The instinct of the Stork is

to occupy the highest and most isolated platform it can

select for security.

The beauty and power of the Stork's wings are seized

on as an illustration b}^ Zechariah :
" The wind was in

their wings : for they had wings like the wings of a

stork" (ch. V. 9). The black pinions of the Stork sml-

denly expanded from their white body have a striking

effect, having a spread of nearly seven feet : and the

bird on the wing showing its long bi'ight-red bill, and
steering itself by its long red legs, stretched out far be-

hind its tail, is a noble sight. The Stork has no organs of

vT)ice, and the only sound it emits is caused by the sharp

and rapid snapping of its bill, like the rattle of castanets
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Besides the White Stork, another species, the 1 lack

Stork (^Ciconia nigra) is common in some parts of Palestine.

Excepting in the back and neck being black instead of

white, and its being slightly smaller, it is very like tbo

other, but diHers widely in habits, preferring the deserts,

shunning the society of man, and living gregariously

in flocks like the herons. It breeds in trees, generally

in the most secluded forests. I have seen it standing
patiently in the shallows of the Dead Sea, where fish

are brought down by the streams, and speedily poisoned
in the mineral water, affording it an easy prey. It is

also migratory, and visits the North of Europe. In
Denmark it builds in the woods on the tops of trees,

whence I have had its eggs procured. In the treeless

districts of the Danube, it makes its nest in caves in the

clitts.

it is occasionally shot in England, where in former
ages the White Stork, now extirpated, was a regular

visitant. It has also been nearly extirpated in Greece,

where the Christians have not the reverence for it which
is maintained by the Turks. Before the War of Inde-

pendence it Avas as common in Greece as in the neigh-

bouring countries. The African Arabs call it the Mara-
bout bird, or Prophet's bird, and a similar name is given

to a species of Stork by the Hindoos, Both species of

Stork are found in Europe, North Africa, and Asia as

far as North China.

Unlike the young of most other wading birds, those of
tlie Heron and Stork tribes are helpless for a long period
after they are hatched.

Swan.—Among the list of unclean birds in Lev. xi. 1 S,
Deut. xiv. 18, occurs the word tinshemeth, rendered ' Swan '

in our version. In the Septuagint and other versions, it

is translated Porpkyrio, or Ibis. It is scarcely probalDle
that the Swan was intended by Moses. Though both
the Mute and Whistling Swans have been occasionally
found in Egypt, yet they are very rare (1 obtained a
single Whistling Swan at the Pools of Solomon). There
is, moreover, no reason for making the Swan unclean.

It is far more probable that the old versions are right,
and that either the Purple Gallinule (PorpJii/rioaiitiquorum)

or the Sacred Ibis (Ibis religiosa), both of them necessarily
familiar to the Israelites in Egypt, are intended. There
was everj^ reason for classing the Ibis among unclean

iu b
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birds, from its connection with Egyptian idolatry, as

well as from its unclenn feeding. The Sacred Ibi.v,

though so abundant in the mummy form in all the places

of Egyptian sepulture, and so frequently depicted on

their monuments, appears now to be extinct on the Lower
Kile, and the traveller must go far into Abyssinia before

he sees it. Neither does it now occur in Palestine.

It is a very remarkable bird, in general form like our

."Acituj lUo. (^Ibiti rtliyioi,a.)

Curlew, but much larger, with snow-white body, long,

naked, black neck, for the puipofeC of searching in the

mud, and beautiful black plumes of metallic lustre at

the extremity of its upper ^ving coverts. Other species

of Ibis are al^o found in the East.

The Purple Gallinule is still common on the Nile and

in the marshes of the Holy Land. It is a giant water-

hen, as large as a duck, with rich dark- blue plumage and

brilliant red beak and legs. It is an omnivorous feeder.
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and from the miscellaneous character of its food might
reasonably find a place in the catalogue of unclean biids.

Pelican. Heb. kdath, named among the unclean birdr^

in Lev. xi. 18, Deut. xiv. 17.—The psalmist in his

affliction compares himself to " a pelican in the wilder-

ness " (Ps. cii. (3). And in the prophetic description of

the desolation of Edom, it is said that " the cormorant
(^tia^A) and the bittern shall possess it" (Isa. xxxiv. 11) ;

and of Nineveh, "Both the cormorant (kciath) and the
bittern shall lodge in the upper lintels of it " (Zeph.
ii. 14), where the margin in both passages rightly reads
' pelican.'

The name kciath, meaning ' to vomit,' was applied to the
Pelican from its habit of storing great quantities of iish in

the capacious pouch under its lower mandible, and then
disgorging them to feed its young, which it does by pressing

the bill against its breast. From this habit also arose the

fable of its feeding its young with its blood, a tale also

corroborated by the red tip at the end of its beak ; and
hence, too, its application in mediaeval ecclesiastical emblems
to the feeding of the Christian Church. It also disgorges its

store to enable it to rise for flight Avhen suddenly alarmed.

The comparison by the psalmist of himself to the Pelican

in the wilderness is suggested j^robably by the melancholy
attitude of the bird, as, after gorging itself, it sits for hours
or even days with its bill resting on its breast.

Some difficulties have been raised respecting the

expression, ' pelican of the wilderness,' because it is a
sea-bird. But the ' wilderness ' does not necessarily

imply only barren, sandy spots, destitute of water. The
idea is simply that of a wide, open, uncultivated space,

bare of herbage or not, as the case may be. And as a

matter of fact, the Pelican is in the habit of resorting to

such places after feeding. Thus it bi'eeds in the great

sandy wastes near the mouths of the Danube. Tlumgh
1 never met with the Pelican myself inland in Pales-

tine, yet Dr. Thomson assures me he has obtained it

by the Waters of i\lerom, and seen it by the iSea of

Galilee.

There are two species of Pelican found on the coasts

of Syria

—

Pelicamis onocrotalus, the White Pelican, and
P. crispus, the Dalmatian Pelican, both birds of enor-

mous size, about six feet long, and the spread of the

uings reaching over twelve feet. Their numbeis in
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the Levarxu have very much decreased within historic

times.

Cormorant, Heb. slialak (Phalacrocorax carho), is

only mentioned in the list of unclean birds in Lev. xi.

17, Deut. xiv. 17, as in the other passages where the

word occurs in our version it stands for the Pelican [see

above]. The Cormorant is, however, very closely allied

to the Pelican, being a group of the same family, so that

our translators were not far amiss. There is .some doubt

coKMORA.NT. (Pla'an ocorax carbo.)

as to the exact bird intended by ' slialalz' some suggest-
ing the Gannet {Sulci hassam), another species of the
same femily, very larely found in the Levant; others the
lern or Sea-fvvallow, of which many species frequent
the Nile, tho coasts and inland seas of Palestine; and
others the Skuas, or Black Gulls, which, however, are
strictly northern birds. The Hebrew word denotes
some plunging bird, which the Cormorant certainly is.
The Con.mon Cormorant is very common on the coast.
and comes up the Kishon. visiting also the Sea of
Galilee

;
and is likewise abundant on the Jordan as in
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tlie Nik'. Another much smaller species, the Pygmy
Cormorant (P. pygmams), we also found on the Kishon
and the Litany. The Cormorant is too well known to

require description.

Spkckled Bird occurs in Jer. xii. 9. The Hebrew,
Uzahua' is considered the same as the Arabic 'dduhha^'

Hv^N'A [which see].
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CHAPTER IX.

Reptiles.

R:^:r'TiLES, or 'creeping things,' are not mentioned as a

collective group in Scripture, but are divided into the

moving creatuies (jf the sea, classed with the fishes

(Gen. i. 20), and the creeping things of the land, men-
tioned along with mammalian quadrupeds, but distinct

from them (Gen. i. 25 ; Lev. xi. 29, 30). It was long before

the investigations of comparative anatomists enabled us

to comprise in one great class animals so widely differ-

ing in form and habits, as the Tortoise, the Crocodile,

the Serpent, and the Frog. One point of approximation
between the Serpent and the Lizard is referred to in

Leviticus, viz. the belly of the latter creeping or touch-

ing the ground, owing to the shortness of the legs and
length of the body in most species.

The class Reptilia is generally divided into six orders,

though naturalists are by no means agieed either as

to the number or the limits of tliese orders. But for

general convenience we may adopt tlie following, all of

which contain species more or less directly referred to

in Holy Scripture.

1. Testudinata.—The tortoises and turtles, or Chelo-

nians, having their backbone, ribs, and breast-bone

welded together into a solid horny shield, within
which the whole of the bodj^ is enclosed. 2. Enalio-

sauria, to which belong the gigantic fossil reptiles, the
Ichth^'osauri and Plesiosauri of our museums, perhaps
referred to among the monsters of the deep in the
records of creation, but all of which belong to ]mst

geological epochs. 3. Loricata, the crocodiles and alli-

gators, named from the resemblance of their coat ot

jieculiar hard scales to a coat of mail ; and in many
other characters very distinct from the lizards. 4. Sauria,

or Lizard tribe. 5. Opliidia, or Serpents. 6 Bairachia,

or Amphibia, containing the frogs, toads, newts, and
salamanders, in all of which the heart has but (me
auricle, while in the other reptilia it has two. The
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body is naked, ard in the earlier period of their exist

ence they breathe by gills, changing in some totally, in

others partially, to respiration by hmgs in their adult

state. For these reasons some naturalists have excluded

them from tlie class Pioptilia.

li'eptiles are very largely represented in the Holy
Land, and of its lizaids and serpents probably not a

fourth part have yet been recorded, only forty-four

species being at present on our lists as obtained, while
very many others have been noticed, but not captured

and preserved. The confoimatiun and climate of the

country are peculiai'ly favourable to this class of animal
life. The limestone locks and chalky hills afford the

cover and the security, both in summer and winter, in

which the Serpent tribe delight. The sandy downs and
wilderness of Judaea are the natural home of the myi-iads

of lizards which dart over the plains, and on the slightest

alarm conceal themselves in the sand. The tropical

heat and dry atmosphere of the Jordan valley are

favourable to their reproduction to an extent only

limited by the supply of food. Vs'e will proceed to

enumerate the species mentioned in Scripture, in their

natural order.

Tortoise.— This is the rendering in Lev. xi 29 for

the Heb. tzah. There has been much question as to

the animal intended. Bochai-t, with apparent reason,

identifies the tzah with the Arabic dhahh, a large species

of lizard, Uromastix 8pim])es, very common in the desert

and sands of North Africa and Arabia. It is al.^o well

known in the Judsean wilderness, living in holes of the

rocks or burrowing in the sand. It sometimes attains

the length of two feet. Its most peculiar characteristic

is its powerful spiny tail, broad and massive, and en-

circled with close rows of stout prickly scales. This

is its weapon of defence, which it uses with efi'ect against

its assailant. Its colour is glass green, spotted with
brown, but darker when irritated. It has a slow and
awkward gait, turning its head from side to side with

great caution as it walks. It rarely bites; but when it

does so, nothing will induce it to relincpnsh its grasp.

It feeds chiefly on beetles, but will attack larger animals,

even chickens, when in confinement. I kept one tame
for some months, and it was very docile, coming at my
call, and sleeping in the sun during the day, supported
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on its tail; witii the nose and fore-logs leaning agains;t

the wall. The Arabs told me that it is a match for the

Horned Cerastes, which often enteis its holes, but soon

has its vertebrae dislocated by the vigorous blows of the
Dhabb's tail. The Dhabb is eaten by the Bedonin.

The Septuagint renders the Jleb. tzah as ' the Land
Crocodile,' or Psammosaurus scincus, but this appears to be
represented by another Hebrew word. [See Chameleon.]
The Tortoise, however, is one of the commonest

animals in the Holy Land. The Land Tortoise (Testudo

DHABB. (^Uromastix spinipus.)

(jrceca) is found everywhere in great abundance, creeping

over the hills and plains in summer, and in the winter

burying itself in shallow holes, which it scrapes usually

under leaves at the root of a bush, or under a rock. It

is the piincipal food of several birds of prey, as the

Lammer-Geier, and is cooked and eaten by the natives,

who also use its eggs. These are round, covered with

a hard calcareous shell, and about the size of a pigeon's

egg. Another species, larger, and with the carapace

flattened behind (Tcs^MtZo marghiata), 1 also procured on

Mount Carmel.

The Water Tortoise i^Eniijs casjnca) is also ver}- nume
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rous in all tlie streams and marshes, and especially in

Lake Huleh (Merom), secreting itself during winter in

the mnd, or in holes in the bank. Unlike the Land
Tortoise, it is carnivorous, feeding on fish, frogs, and
young birds, and has a very oifensive smell, which is

particularly odious, and even terrifviiig to horses. Its

eggs are oblong, and it deposits them in the ground,
away from the water. It may at once be distinguished

from the Land Tortoise by its flat carapace, and long tail

and neck.

Leviathan, II eb. Ikijathan, occurs five times in the

Hebrew Scriptures. In one passage (Ps. civ. 25, 26),
" This great and wide sea, wherein are things creeping

innumerable, both small and great beasts. There go the

ships : there is that leviathan, whom thou hast made to

play therein." The name is evidently used generically of

the great sea-monsters or cetaceans, for the ' great and wide
tiG-jJ can only refer to the Mediterranean, not to any liver

as the Nile. There are many large creatures of the \\ hale

tribe, as the Grampus and Mediterranean Rorqual, not

iincommon thoie even now, and there can bo no doubt
that in earlier times these animals were more numerous
there, both in species and individuals. [See Whali:.]
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In all the other passages, the Crocodile (Crocodilus

vulgaris) is undoubtedly specifically intended, and in

one it is most accurately described. In Ps. Ixxiv. 14,

the power of the Lord, exercised in the deliverance ol

Israel out of Egypt, is compared to " breaking the heads
of leviathan in pieces." And again, in the prophecy o(

Isaiah, " In that day the Lord with his sore and great
and strong sword shall punish leviathan the piercing ser-

pent, even leviathan that crooked serpent ; and he shall

stay the dragon that i^? in the sea" (ch. xxvii. 1). The

ciiucooiLE. (Croco'7)7!'s vulyarti.)

ilse of the word in Job iii. 8 is more difficult: "Let
them curse it that curse the day, who are ready to raise

up ihe'w mourning ." [Heb. leviathan, as in the margin.]

The probable interpietation is, " Let these be liii ed to

curse the day of my birth, who are skilful enough to

raise w^ even the crocodile from his watery home."
The whole of Job xli. is devoted to a description of the

Crocodile under thename Leviathan, where he is described

with marvellous fidelit3^ The difficulty of capturing it

or taming it is set forth :
" Canst thou draw cmt levia-

than with a hook, or his tongue with a cord which thou
lettest down ? Canst thou put a hook into his nose ? or
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bore Ms jaw through with a thorn ?" (as is done with

fish.) " Will he make a covenant with thee ? wilt thou

take him for a servant for ever F wilt thou play with

him as with a bird ? or wilt thou bind him for thy

maidens? .... Canst thou fill his skin with barbed

irons? or his head with fish spears? .... None is so

fierce that dare stir him up." His vast size
—

" I will

not conceal his parts, nor his power, nor his comely pro-

}iortion." His formidable rows of teeth—" Who can

open the doors of his face ? His teeth are terrible round

about." The plate-armour of his impervious scales

—

" His scales are his pride, shut up together as with a

close seal. One is so near to another, that no air can

come between them. They are joined one to another,

they stick together, that they cannot be sundered. . . .

The flakes of his flesh are joined together : they are firm

in themselves ; they cannot be moved. . . . The arrow

cannot make him flee : sling stones are turned with him
into stubble. Darts are counted as stubble : he laugheth

at the shaking of a spear." His gleaming eyes—"By
his neesings a light doth shine, and his eyes are like the

eyelids of the moining." His violent snorting—"Out
of his mouth go burning lamps, and sparks of fire leap

out. Out of his 7iOstrils goeth smoke, as out of a seeth-

ing pot or caldron. His bi'eath kindleth coals, and a

flame goeth out of his mouth." And his immense
strength—" In his neck remaineth strength. . . . When
he raiseth up himself, the mighty are atVaid. . . . 'J'he

sword of him that layeth at him cannot hold : the spear,

the dart, nor the habergeon. He esteemeth iion as straw,

and brass as rotten wood."
The word ' dragon,' Heb. tannin, is in several pas-

sages used of the Crocodile, to symbolize the power of

Egypt, of which this beast of the Nile was the type.
" Art thou not it that hath cut Eahab, and wounded the

dragonf (Isa. li. 9.) "Behold, I am against thee, Pharaoh,

king of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst

of his rivers, which hath said. My river is mine own,

and I have made it for myself" (Ez. xxix. 3). Again,
" Ihou art as a ichale [marg. dragon, Heb. tannin] in the

seas, and thou camest forth with thy rivers, and troublest

the waters with thy feet, and fouledst their rivers

"

(ch, xxxii. 2). The same word is also applied to Nebu-
chadnezzar :

" He hath swallowed me up like a dragon
"
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flTeb. tannin] (Jer. li. 34). Though no crocodile or

alligator is found on the Euphrates or Tigris at the pre-

sent day, yet it is probable they formerly existed there,

as they do still on all the other great rivers of Asia, but

that they were extirpated by the population which so

long existed on the banks of these rivers.

There may be a double reason for the Crocodile bein/5

taken as the symbol of Egypt, since among the monstrous
idolatries of that people none was stranger than the

adoration of the Crocodile. At Thebes, and on the banks
of Lake Mceris, a young Crocodile was reared in the tem-

ple, adorned with rings and bracelets, fed carefully with

sacred food, and reverenced with divine honours. At
Ombi, a town a little below Syene, the Crocodile was an

especial object of worship, and its mummies are still to

be found in the adjacent catacombs. The inhabitants

had an hereditary feud with Tentyra, lower down the

river, in consequence of the Tentyrites being in the

habit of hunting this animal.

On account either of the brightness of the Crocodile's

eyes, or because it is the first part of the body exposed

when the creature emerges from the water, it is the

hieroglyphical symbol for sunrise.

There are many species of crocodiles, alligators, and

gavials, all genera of the same order, found in the rivers

and fresh waters of the warmer parts both of the Old
and Isew Worlds and in Australia. But of all these, the

Crocodile of the Kile (Crocodilus vulgaris) is the largest

and most formidable. It is produced from an egg, the

shape and size of that of a goose, of which thirty or up-

wards are deposited in sand by the bank of the river,

and hatched by the sun's heat. The young grow rapidly

at first, but more slowly afterwards, attaining the enor-

mous length of thirty feet.

The Crocodile has a single row of teeth in each jaw,

implanted in sockets, from which they are reproduced

when lost or broken, while in lizards the teeth are

anchylosed to the bone. It has no lips, so that the

teeth present a formidable appearance. They piopel

themselves through the water by the tail, which is also

a powerful weapon of attack, and when the beast is cap-

tured a stroke of the tail is mo *• to be dreaded than the

teeth. The whole head, back, and tail are covered with

quadrangular hoJ-ny plates or scales, which not only
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protect the body, a rifle ball glancing off from them aa

from a rock, but also serve as ballast, enabling the

creature to sink rapidly on being disturbed, by merely

expelling the air from its lungs. Owing to the peculiar

form of their vertebrae, they have great difficulty in

turning the body rapidly, and the easiest way of escap

ing pursuit on land is by sudden turns during flight.

The food of the Crocodile is entirely animal, consisting

chiefly of fish, which they pursue with great speed.

The ancients believed they could move the upper as

well as the lower jaw. This, however, is not the case,

though the lower jaw, being prolonged behind the skull,

gives an appearance of mobility to the upper. Those

individuals which inhabit inland waters which dry up
in the hot season, bury themselves in the mud, and
remain torpid under its crust till the return of the

rains.

The Crocodile was much more abundant in Lower
Egypt in ancient times than at present, and there is

reason to believe that it was found in many other rivers

where it is now extinct. We have good evidence of its

existence at the present day in Palestine itself, in the

marshes of the Zerka, or Crocodile Eiver, which rises

near Samaria, and flows through the Plain of Sharon.

It is mentioned as existing there by Pliny and Strabo,

and the traveller Pococke speaks of its Ccipture in the

last century. The Arabs of the neighbourhood are still

familiar with it, and, though I never saw one myself, I

have conversed w^ith many who have done so, and who
could have no object in inventing the tale. Any person

who knows these marshes will be well aware how difficult

it would be to hunt them tiiere. The existence of the

Crocodile in the Holy Land, so near Arabia, may throw

light on the familiarity with the beast evinced in the

Book of Job, without implying that the knowledge oi" rt

was derived exclusively from Lgypt. And if, as has with

some reason been supposed, the land of Uz was on the

Upper Tigris, Job might there equally have had personal

knowledge of this creature.

As 'leviathan' is evidently sometimes used by the

writers of the Hebrew Scriptures in no restricted sense,

it may also, in such passages as " leviathan the pjercino

serpent," "leviathan the crooked serpent" (Isa. xxvii,

1), be applied also to the Great Python, or Kock Snake,
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which, though now extinct in Eg^^pt, was formerly

known there, and is depicted on the monuments, being,

as well as the Crocodile, an object of worship, and so

used also to symbolize the Egyptian monarchy.
Chamkleon, the translation of the Hebrew word

coach^ in Lev. xi. 30, where it is included among the

unclean creeping things. There is no certainty as to

the exact animal designated coach. The root signifies

' strength ;' and the best critics refer it to another lizard,

ihe largest and most powerful of the class—the Monitor.

Of this there are two species common in Bible lands

—

the Psammosaurus scincus, or Land Monitor, Waran-el-

Jiard of the Arabs, the ' Land Crocodile ' of the ancients,

attaining the length of four or five feet, with sharp-

pointed teeth and a long muzzle. It is carnivorous,

devouring small lizards, jerboas, and especially the eggs

of the Crocodile, on which account it is highly prized in

the countries where it is found. The Land Monitor is

very common in the sandy parts of Egypt, in the Sinai-

tic Peninsula, and in the southern parts of Judeea. It

has also been taken in the Jordan valley, and is eaten

by the natives.

The Nilotic Monitor [ffydrosanrus niloticus), Waran-el-

hahr, or Water Waran, of the Arabs, is yet more abundant
in Egypt, and attains a length of five or six feet. It

much resembles the former species, but has a high keel

along the whole length of its tail, by which it may be

at once distinguished, and is piettily spotted. It has

the same habit of searching for Crocodiles' eggs, and was
reverenced by the ancient Egyptians, on whose orna-

ments it is frequently found engraven. It is said to exist

also in Palestine, but I have not met with it myself.

The Chameleon itaeU (Chamceleo vulgaris) is supposed

to be intended by ' tinshemeth,' the Hebrew word which,

in Lev. xi. 30, is rendered ' mole ' in our version, while

another word stands for ' mole ' elsewhere in Scripture.

It is here given in the list of ' unclean things that creep

upon the earth.' From the context it is pretty certain

that some lizard is intended, and from the etymology
' to breathe ' it is believed to be the Chameleon, which
the ancients supposed to live upon air.

In its anatomy, appeal ance, and habits, the Chameleon
is very different from any other lizard. It remains

yxcl'/zjively on trees, often siispended by its tail to the
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extremity of a branch, whence it darts forth its long

toi-igue, covered with a viscous fluid to entrap ] massing

insects. Each foot is a grasping hand, by w^hich it

clings with great force to a branch, but it is almost

helpless on the ground. The chief peculiarity of this

lizard is the enormous size of the lungs (whence aroise

the fable that it lived on air), and these, when filled,

render the animal semi-transparent. They have the

faculty of changing colour more developed than in any
other lizard, and this change is influenced, not by the

bodies on which they happen to rest, but by the wants

CHAaiLLEO.v. (Cliamaleo vulgaris.)

and passions of the animal. The structure of the eyes

is very wonderful. They are so prominent that one-

half of the ball projects out of the head, and not only

can they be moved in any direction, but each has an
independent action ; one eye may be looking foiwards,

while with the other the animal examines an object be-

hind it. The Chameleon is very common in Egypt and
the Holv Land, especially in the Jordan valley. This

species has a wide range, extending from Spain and
Morocco to India and Ceylon.

Dragon.—The rendeT-ing in our version of two similar

Hebrew words, but with apparently different meanings— ' tan ' and ' tannin.' [For a frequent meaning of the
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latter see Teviathan.] ^ Tan' is used always in the

plural, for some creature inhabiting desert places, fre-

quently coupled witii the Ostrich and wild beasts. " I

am a brother to dragons, and a companion to ostriches"

(Job XXX. 2^). "The place of dragons" (Ps. xliv. 19).

"An habitation of dragons, and a court for ostriches"

(Isa. xxxiv, 13). So ch. xliii. 20. *' The wild beasts of

the islands shall cry in their desolate houses, and dragons

in their pleasant palaces" (ch. xiii. 22). " Desolate and
a den of dragons" (Jer. x. 22). So ch. ix. 11 ; xiv. 6;
xlix. 33 ; li. 37. *' T will make a wailing like the dragons,

and mourning as the ostriches "
( Mic. i. 8). " Dragon

of the wilderness '' (Mai. i. 3). In all these passages it

is scarcely possible than any animal of the Serpent tribe

can be intended, especially from the 'wailing' spoken of

by Micah, and ' the snuffing np the wind ' in Jer. xiv. 6.

Most probably the Jackal, the mournful howl of which

may constantly be heard among ruins and in the desert

in the night, is the creature alluded to. [See Jackal.]

The word * tannin,' on tiie contrary, is always used in

a distinct sense, generally as an aquatic monster, and in

several passages apparently s3aionymous. with Lkviathan
[which see], and expressing a creature with feet. In

Gen. i. 21 it stands for the monsters of the deep, but in

other passages for huge land reptiles :
'' The young lion

and the dragon shalt thou trample under feet " (Ps. xci.

13). And for a deadly serpent: "Their wine is the

poison of dragons, and the cruel venom of asps" (Deut.

xxxii. 33). ' Tannin ' is the word translated ' serpent ' in

the account of the contest of Moses with the magicians

(Ex. vii).

In the New Testament the word ' dragon ' is used only

metaphorically, as applied to Satan in the Revelations,

and without any reference to any actually existing crea-

ture, but with a symbolical meaning.

Dragon-worship was common in the East, typifying

usually the power of evil, or sometimes the powers of

nature as distinct from God. The Dragon, a huge rep-

tile, with enormous jaws and short legs, such as was

represented in the dragon temples of old, and is now
depicted on the imperial banners of China, was held to

symbolize the union of gigantic power with subtil ity and
malignity, and an enmity against the human race. The
idea probabi;y was founded on the tradition of the agency
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of tlie Serpent in compassing tlie fall of man. Certainly

dragon-worship was wide spread, existing in Egypt,

Babylonia (as is shown in the story of Bel and the

Dragon), among the Celtic nations, and in the far east of

India and China. Perhaps, too, its ancient prevalence

in Greece was indicated by the myth of Apollo slaying

the Python, supplanting serpent-worship, the worship of

fraud and violence, by the adoration of wisdom.*
Ferret, Heb. andlmh, 'that wdiich sighs or groans,' is

named among the imclean creeping things inLev. xi. 30.

It can scarcely be the Ferret. The old Greek translation

renders it ' the slirew-monse :' the Pabbinical writers

have interpreted it of the Hedgehog. It is much more
probably a reptile, from its place in the Mosaic enume-
ration, and deriving its name from the mournful low
cry or wail which many of the lizards, as the geckos, for

example, continually utter.

Several geckos are found in the Holy Land, as well as

in Egypt. The Common Gecko, or Fan-foot (Ptyodactyhis

FEET OF GECKO.

gecko), is very common over the whole country, living

among rocks, in ruins, or in houses, whicli it frequents

habitually, running with rapidity up the walls, and even
on the ceilings, whicli it is enabled to do by an extra-

ordinary provision in the construction of its toes.

These are provided with a bifid lamellated structure on
the under side, by which they can adhere firmly to the

smoothest surface, even wdien in an inverted position.

They move without making the slightest sound, and

* Seo " Fabers On>iu of l*agan Idolatry."

N
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are nocturnal in their habits. They var}- much in

colour, some species being red, others brown, and
some a bright blue, but all with clear white spots
studded over the back and flanks. They emit a rapid
clucking sound, by vibrating the tongue against the
palate, whence the name Gecko. The Aiabs believe

GECKO, {Ptyodactylus gecko.)

them poisonous, and that their crawling over the body
produces leprous sores; but there seems to be no founda-
tion for the notion. Though very beautifully marked,
their shape and general appearance is very repulsive,

whence the disgust with which they are regarded.

Lizard. Heb. leiaah, Lev. xi. 30.—The word does not

occur elsewhere, but there is no question as to the coi-

lectness of the translation. '1 he number of species of

Lizard in Palestine and the adjacent countries is very
great. Every kind of soil and every district has its

numerous species, and they swarm most especially in the

barren and desolate wilderness. Theie are Lizards of

the water, and Lizards of the land. Immense numbers
are peculiar to the sandy deserts ; others bask on the

rocks, and shelter themselves securely in the caves and
fi.-sures of the glens. Some species resort to the culti-
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vat<jd plains ; others nm among the brushwood of the

Galilean hills ; many others climb the trees of the forests

of Gilead and Tabor, and seek their food among their

branches.

The Chameleon, the Monitor, the Dhabb,and the Gecko
have been already described. Whether letaah denotes

any particular species, or merely the Lizard tribQ gene-

laily, may be doubted. Bochart has shown, with much
ingenuity, that if any particular lizard is intended by
the name, it is the Gecko, as the root which, though not

found in Hebrew, exists in Arabic, signifies that ' which
clings to the ground,' and this power of adhesion is very

strongly exhibited by the Gecko, which, by the extra-

ordinary structure of the toes, can run in an inverted

position, and often suspends itself for a long time be-

neath the large leaves of trees. The Gecko, however,

seems indicated by the word ' andkah' (Ferret); and all

Lizards have the habit of clinging very closely either tc

the ground or to any substance from which it may be

attempted to detach them.

Twenty-two species of Lizard were collected by us in

Palestine, belonging to eighteen genera. Of these the

most conspicuous and beautiful in the woods and cultivated

grounds ai e the difierent species of Green Lizard (Lacerta).

especially the well known Lacertu viridis of South Europe,

and Lacerta Icens. The}^ run rapidly among the leave.^

and brushwood, and feed on beetles, locusts, and worms.
Thej^are also very destructive to the eggs of small birds,

whose nests they hunt for in the branches of trees with

persevering assiduity. The Arabs believe that it is foi'

the purpose of frightening off the Lizards that many
birds invariably place the exuvice, or cast off skins oi

snakes, in the lining of their nests, as there is a great

antipathy between serpents and lizards, in Avhich the

latter are the sufferers. They are perfectly harmless,

though, when attacked, they will grasp a stick, or any
substance piesented to them, and retain their hold with

great pertinacity. They vary in markings, but are

generally of a bright, light green, with black spots.

They remain dormant in holes in winter, as do all the

members of the Lizard tribe.

Another group of Lizaids, still more common in Pales-

tine, are the Zootocince, or Wall Lizards, to which genus
belong our common English Lizards, and of which there

N 2
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are several species in the Holy Land, which in warm
weather swarm by thousands on the rocks and walls, as

w^ell as on stony ground, feeding on flies and winged
insects. They are easily caught, and are more lively and
intelligent than any other reptiles. They are sometimes
tamed, when they become very docile, but are more
frequeptly used for food by the lowest class of Bedouin,

though the stricter Mohammedans look upon lizard flesh

as an abomination.

One of the largest and most beautiful Lizards in Pales-

tine is the Plestiodon auratus, belonging to the family of

the Skinks or Sand Lizards. Its body is yellow, beauti-

fully spotted with red and orange ; hiit it is rare in the

cultivated parts of the country, preferring the barren

and rocky districts, especially by the Dead Sea. The
Skinks are exceedingly numerous in species, and, unlike

the true Lizards, do not climb, but confine themselves to

dry and stony or sandy soils, avoiding water, and hiding

themselves in the sand or under stones. Their shape is

rather serpent-like, as the tail does not suddenly con-

tract, and the legs are generally very short, and in some
species are very feeble, or even concealed beneath the

skin, so that they ]3rogi-ess with a snake-like motion.

The Glass Snake (Pseudopus ixdlasii) is very common
in Syria. It has only rudimentary hind legs, and is

taken by the natives for a serpent. Its black colour

and snake-like form render it an object of aversion, but
it is perfectly harmless, living chiefly in the cultivated

plains, and feeding on small lizards and mice. Its

length is from two to two and a half feet, the tail

forming two-thirds of the whole extent.

Mole. Heb. Unshemeth (Lev. xi. 30).—To be dis-

tinguished from Cheplior peroth, the word which is else-

where rendered ' Mole.' ' Tinshemetli ' is supposed to be

the Chameleon. [See Chamelkox.J
SxAiL.—Tw^o words are translated ' Snail' in our ver-

sion. Our only present concern is with one of them,
' c/iome^,' which occurs but once in Scripture, as the name
of one of the unclean creeping things, in Lev. xi. 30.

Most of the old versions understund it of some kind ol

Lizard. It can scarcely be the Snail, as the Jews of the

present day use it, as do all other Orientals, for food,

without holding it unclean ; though the Eabbinical com-

mentators class it among unclean animals.
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"Bocliart argues from ' chometon,^ signifying ' the sand,'

that cJiomef is the Sand Lizurd, chulaca of the Arabs.
The Sand Lizards comprise many species, both of the

Skinks mentioned above, and of the genus Seps. All

the species are inhabitants of dry and sandy situations,

and chiefly found in the wilderness of Judaea, the Jordan
valley, and the Peninsula of Sinai. Many of them have
no visible feet, and they are generally small, and save
tliemselves by burrowing rapidly into the sand instead

of by flight. Their colour partakes for the most part

(jf the prevailing hue of the desert, but many of them,
though not brilliantly, are very delicately marked. The
species without visible feet are termed Sand-fish by the

Arabs, and are prized as a delicacy in North Africa,

though looked upon as unclean by the Jews. The flesl

is white, and very good. Considering that their exter

nal form assimilates them very closely to the Serpent
tribe, it is highly pi'obable that this group, so familiar

to Israel in the wilderness, was distinguished from the

other Lizards by Moses under the name of cliomet.

Skrpent. Adder. Asf. Cockatrice. Viper.—Seven
Hebrew words are employed to denote the Serpent tribe,

and as they are for the most part rendered indiscri-

minately in our vei'sion, by the various English names
given above, it will be easiest to consider the whole
group together. In the Xew Testament, ' serpent * is

the rendering of o</)ts, the generic term for all the Ophi-
dian order ; while e;)((.8m, any poisonous snake, is trans-

lated ' viper,' and do-Trl?, 'asp' (Kom, iii. 13).

(1 .) The Serpent tribe in general appears to be denoted

by the Hebrew 'nacJiash,' which is always translated
' serpent,' and has no reference to any particular species.

It may be taken as the equivalent of the Greek 6(fii^,

i.e., serpent generally. In Ex. vii. 9, 10, 12, the He-
brew ' tannin,' which is elsewhere generally rendered

'dragon' [see Dent, xxxii. 3o ; Ps. Ixxiv. 13; xci. 13:

Isa. li. 9 ; Jer. li. 34 ; Ez. xxix. 3 ; xxxii. 2 ; &c.\ and
sometimes ' whale ' [see .lob vii. 12, &c.], is rendered

'serpent,' and doubtless points to some deadly land

serpent which the Egyptian magicians were in the
habit of charming. But, from the frequent occurrence

of the word to denote any monster, whether of the sea

or land, such as the ancients pictured the Dragon, or

land-monster, and the Ijcviathan, or sea-monster, and
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from its typical use to represent the power of the king
of Babyhjii ("Jer. li. 34), as well as of the king of Egypt
(Isa. li. 9 ; Ez. xxix. 3 ; xxxii. 2), we cannot attempt to

limit the word to any particular species.

The Serpents of Palestine are very numerous, the

countiy being adapted for their residence for the same
reasons which render it favourable for the Lizard tribe.

Only eighteen sj^ecies were secured by ourselves, and a

few others have been brought to Europe by previous

observers. But a much laiger number, we have every

reason to believe, remain undescribed. Of the species

procured, thirteen belong to the sub-order of innocuous

snakes. The greater number of these belong to the

genera Ahlahes and Zamenis of the Colubrine family,

harmless, and many of them brilliantly coloured. They
are well proportioned, slender, with the tail very gra-

dually tapering, and live exclusively on land. Some
are very laige, but most of them of rather small size.

There is one very common Snake in the marshes and
lakes

—

Tropidonotus Jiy Irus—and a few species of harmless

Sand-snakes, among which Eryx jacidus is very common.
> o species of Python or Kock-snake has yet been brought

from Palestine.

The venomous Snakes of the country belong to four

genera. They are the deadly Cobra (Naja liaje), and
four Viperine snakes, two true Vipers {Vipera euphratica,

and V. ammodytes), one Daboia (D. xanthina), and Echis

arenicola, a very common and dangerous reptile in the

hotter and drier parts of the countiy. All these Ser-

pents, with the exception of the Daboia, belong to the

Mediterranean and North African fauna, or are closely

allied to it.

(2.) Asp. Heb. petheii.—The Hebrew word occurs six

times :
" Their wine is . . . the cruel venom of asps

''

(Deut. xxxii. 33). " The gall of asps within him." " He
shall suck the poison of asps " (Job xx. 14-16). " The
sucking child .shall play on the hole of the asp" (Jsa. xi. 8).

Also Ps. Iviii. 4, 5, " They are like the deaf adder [marg.

aspl that stoppeth her ear; which will not hearken to

the voice of charmers, charming never so wisely." And
Ps. xci. 13, " Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder

"

[marg. asp]. The English word is derived from the Greek
and Latin aspis.

It is evident, from the passages quoted, ihat petlien do-
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notes 8onie poisonous serpent; that it was one tliat dwells

in holes ; that the serpent channels were in the habit of

exercising their art npon it ; and that it was some par-

ticular species, distinct from the other poisonous snai^es

mentioned under the various names which follow.

We are not able to ascertain what was the ancient

aspis, a name which seems to have been applied to

more than one species ; but the most piobable explanation

of the Heb. pethen, is that it represents the Egyptian
Cobra (Naja haje), also well known in Southern Pales-

ASP. (yaja haje.)

tine, the serpent which is most usually employed by
the serpent charmers, and which, as mentioned by
Isaiah, is in the habit of concealing itself in holes in

walls and rocks. It has the power of dilating its neck,

by raising the anterior ribs so as to expand the front of

its breast into the shape of a flat dish. W hen alarmed

or disturbed, it raises itself into an upright posture,

su[)ported on the lower vertebra3 of the tail, and bounds

forward with great fence. In this position it is often

portrayed on Egyptian monuments, and is used to

symbolize immortalit3^ It was also employed as the

emblem of the protecting divinity of the world, and we
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find sculptured over the portals of their temples a cobra

ou each side of a wioged globe.

The art of serpent charming, referred to in Ps. Iviii. 4,

and Jas. iii. 7, is of immense antiquity, and is practised

not only in Africa, but in India. In the latter country

it is exercised on another species of cobra (Naja trijm-

dians) very like the haje. The resources of the charmers
appear to be very simple—the shrill notes of a flute,

which are the only kind of tones which the Serpent,

with its very imperfect sense of sound, is capable

of distinctly following : and, above all, coolness and
courage, combined with gentleness in handling the

animal, so as not to irritate it. The charmers are not

impostors ; for, though they may sometimes remove the

fangs, it is a well-attested tact that they generally allow

them to remain, and they will operate on the animals

when just caught as willingly as on individuals which
have long been in their possession ; but they are A'ery

I'eluctant to make experiments on any other species than
tlie Cobra. A\ hen a cobra has been discovered in a hole,

the charmer plays at the mouth until the Serpent,

attracted by the sound, comes out, when it is suddenly
seized by the tail, and held at arm's length. Thus sus-

pended, it is unable to turn itself so as to bite, and,

when it has become exhausted by its vain efforts, it is

put into a basket, the lid of which is raised while the

music is plajing, but, at each attempt of the Serpent to

dart out, the lid is shut down upon it, until it learns

to stand quietly on its tail, swaying to and fro to the

music, and ceases to attempt an escape, if it shows
more restlessness than ordinary, the fangs are extracted

as a precaution. Instances are not uncommon in which,

with all their care, the jugglers' lives are sacrificed in

the exhibition.

The expression in the Psalms of 'the deaf adder that

Btoppeth her ears,' seems simply to allude to the fact

that there are some species of Serpent not amenable to

the charmer's art, or that there are individuals of the

ordinary Cobra which defy all his attempts to sootho

tliem. These are called deaf. The force of the com-
parison with wicked men made by the Psalmist lies in

fact that they, like the Adder, can hear the charmer's

song, but obstinately refuse to do so. If jeference had
been made, as some have supposed, to a species of Stjr-
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pent wliicli had not the power of hearing, the wliolo

force of the illustration would bo lost. There is, there-
fore, no occasion to search for some species which is

literally deaf, or to consider the groundless stories that
have been propagated of serpents stopping their ears
with their tail or with dust, in order not to hear the
charmer, for no serpent possesses any external openings
To the ear. There is no doubt a popular impression
prevails that the Adder is deaf, grounded perhaps on the
absence of external ears, ]:)erhaps on a mistaken interpre-

tation of the passage in the Psalms.

It has been stated that the jugglers, by pressing the
nape of the Cobra's neck with the fingers, know how to

throw it into a mesmeric state, which renders it stiif

and immovable, thus seeming to change it into a rod or

stick. I cannot, however, vou(;h for this from personal
observations.

AUDEK. {Cerastes Itassthiuistii.)

(o.) Adder stands in our version to represent four

Hebrew names of serpents. One of these Qpethen^) has
been already identitied with the Cobra. [See Asp.]

^ Shephiphon' occurs but once, in Gen. xlix. 17 : "Dan
shall be a serpent by the wa}', an adder [marg. arrow-

N 3
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Bnake, Heb. shepltiphon] in the path, tliat biteth the •

horse heels, so that his rider shall fall backward/'

The Serpent here intended is no doubt identical with

that called by the Arabs ' shiphon' (Cerastes hasselquisiii

of naturalists), the well-known Horned Snake, a small

serpent, of a sandy colour, with pale brown, or some-

times blackish, irregular spots, and rarelj^ exceeding a

foot or eighteen inches in length, which is well known
in the sandy deserts of Abyssinia, Egypt, the Sahara,

and Arabia Petrtea. It can be at once recognised from
every other serpent by the peculiar horn-like appendages
just above the eyes, covered with small scales, which
are always developed in the male, and sometimes, to a

less extent, in the adult female, and from which it

derives its name

—

Cerastes, or Plorned Snake.

Another peculiarity of the ('erastes assists us in iden-

tifying it with ' shepJiiplion
'—its lying in ambush in the

path, and biting the horse's heels. Its habit is usually

to coil itself on the sand, where it basks in the impress

of a camel's footmark, and thence suddenly to dart out

on any passing animal. So great is the terror which its

sight inspires in horses, that I have known mine, when
I was riding in the Sahara, suddenly start and rear,

trembling and perspiring in every limb, and no persua-

sions would induce him to proceed. I was quite unable

to account for his terror, until 1 noticed a Cerastes coiled

up in a depression two or three paces in front, wiih its

basilisk eyes steadily fixed on us, and no doubt prey.aring

for a spring as the horse passed. Bruce states that the

Cerastes, when advancing to attack, moves sideways with

great rapidity, with a gait differing from that of all other

serpents.

This fjpecies is said to have been the Asp with whicli

Cleopatra killed herself. I did not meet with it myseli

in the Holy Land, but it has been repeatedly observed,

and is well known in the southern wilderness of Judasa.

It is extremely venomous, causing the death of a man
in half an hour, and is considered much more vicious

than even the Cobra, as it will attack unprovoked.

Its ordinary food consists of jerboas and desert marmot.s.

By comparing the tribe of Dan to this wily serpent, the

Patriarch intimated that, by stratagem, more than by
open bravery, they should avenge themselves of theii

eiiemies, and extend their conquests. This was illus-
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trated by the wily manner in ^vliich Samson destroyed

liis Philistine foes.

(4.) 'Achsuh occurs only once, in Ps. cxl. 3, where it is

translated ' adder '
; "Adder's poison is under their lips."

St, Paul, in quoting the passage in Rom. iii. 13, renders

it by the Greek aa-rrls. No Arabic equivalent of the

word has been found, and the etymology, which is ex-

plained by Gesenius as a compound of two roots, signify-

ing ' that which rolls itself up and lies in ambush,' would
apply to any poisonous snake. Besides the Cobra and the

Cerastes, several other species of venomous snakes aie

common in Syria, and we may apply the name either

generically or specifically to the Vipers. Two species,

Vipera ammochjtes and Vipera ciqjhratica, we found to be

very common. The former of these was known to

Linnaeus as inhabiting Palestine. They are plainly-

coloured serpents, w^ith broad, flat lieads and suddenly-

contracting tails.

' Tziplboni ' is translated ' adder ' in Prov. xxiii. 32 ; but
in the margin and where it occurs elsewhere, ' cockatrice.'

(5.) CocKATRicic, Pleb. tzeplia, tzipKoni, is named five

times in the Old Testament: "At the last it biteth like

a serpent, and stingeth like m adder " [marg, cockatiice
j

(Prov. xxiii. 32). " The weaned child shall put his hand
on the cockatrice' den " (Isa. xi. 8). " Out of the serpent's

root shall come forth a cockatrice, and his fruit shall be

a fiery flying serpent " (ch. xiv. 29). " They hatch cocka-

trice' eggs ... he that eateth of their eggs dieth, and that

v.diich is crushed breaketh out into a viper" (ch. lix. 5).

"Behold, I wdll send serpents, cockatrices, among you,

which Avill not be charmed, and they shall bite you,

saith the Lord" (Jer. viii. 17) ; from which passage we
may conclude that the tziplioni was considered more
deadly than the peilien (serpent). The name is derived

from a root signifying ' to hiss,' a character common to

all serpents, and which, therefore, does not aid in the

identification of the Cockatrice.

It may possibly be the great Yellow Yiper (Bahoia

xanthina), a very beautifully-marked yellow serpent, and

the largest of the vipers found in the Holy Land, as

well as one f)f the most dangerous from its size and its

nocturnal habits, in which it differs from the Cobra
and Cerastes. I once killed a Daboia with a levero

swallowed whole in its stomach. On another occaslor
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I saw one spiiiiii: on a qnail -wliich was feeding. It
7nissed its prey, and the bird fluttered on a few yards,
and then fell in the agonies of death. On taking it n]>,

1 fonnd that the Viper had made the slightest possible

puncture in the flesh of one of the wings as it snap])ed

at it, and this had caused death in the course of a few
seconds.

Some commentators, as well as the Septnngint, have
explained the Cockatrice to he the Basilisk, but this is

an altogether fabulous animal, not to be confounded with
the Basilisk lizard.

ECIIIa AUENICOLA.

(6.) VirKR, Heb. eplteh, always thus translated, occin-s

three times :
" The viper's tongue shall slay him " (Job

XX. 16); "The viper and fiery flying serpent" (Jsa.

XXX. 6) ;
" That which is crushed bieaketh out into a

viper " (ch. lix. 5). ' Viper * is also the rendering of

i-X'^hva in the Kew Testament, which word was used by
tlie Greeks for any poisonous snake (Matt. iii. 7 ; xii. o4

;

xxiii; 33; Luke iii. 7; Acts xxviii. 3).

We have no clue to the species intended by Ihe

Hebrew from the signification of the name, which is
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derived fiom a root meaning ' to hiss,' and wie can only
Btate with certainty that it was venomous. The Hebrew
may very possibly be identical with the Arabic ' e/

ephah,' the name of a poisonous snake in the Sahara, of

small size. Travellers have commonly applied the
description of the 'leffah,' given by Dr. Shaw, to the

Algerian A^i{)er ; but 1 believe 1 have identified it with
the Eclds arenicola^ or Sand Viper, a species of small
size, about a foot long, varying in colour, and very
common through tlie whole of the sandy regions of

North Africa from west to east, and in Arabia and
Syria. We found it frequently in winter under stones

by the shores of the Dead Sea. It is very rapid and
active in its movements. Though highly poisonous, it is

not so much to be dreaded as the fatal Cobra or Cerastes.

The Viper (J)(ihva) that fastened on St. Paul's hand at

Melita may very probably have been the Vipera as_pis, or

Mediterranean Viper, which is found in Sicily and almost
all the Mediterranean islands. No venomous snake is now
known to inhabit Malta ; but this fact need occasion no
difficulty, for the great increase of cultivation and popu-
lation in that island would of necessity have effected its

extermination long since. It is an animal partial to wood,
and the Viper which fastened on St. Paul's hand came onr,

of the firewood. Nowliere has the aboriginal forest bet-n

moie completely cleared away than in Malta; nowhere
else is there a surface of equal extent in so artificial a
state. " We need not, therefore, be surprised that, with
the disappearance of the woods, the noxious reptiles which
infested them should also have disappeared."

(7.) Fiery Serpents, Ileb. saraph (Numb. xxi. 6, 8;
Deut. viii. 15).—There is nothing to point out what
particular species of desert serpent it was which was
sent to chastise the rebellious Israelites in the Avilder-

ness. The epithet ' fiery,' translated by the Septuagint
' deadly,' plainly has reference to the bite, and the sen-

sation produced by it. We have already seen that there

are man}" species of deadly snake in the Sinaitic wilder-
ness. Any or all of these may have been the " serpent
of the burning bite," which so awfully visited the chil-

dren of Israel.

(8.) The Fiery Flying Serpent of Isa. xiv. 29, xxx. 6

is quite distinct from the fiery serpent of the wilderness.
The expression cannot have reference to the Flying or
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Tree Snakes which leap from branch to branch, as thev

are all perfectly harmless. There are no serpents with

wings or membranes, though there are a class of harm-

less lizards, called Draco or Dracunculus, with expansile

membranes, by which they can, bat-like, pass from ti ee

to tree. But none of this species are known to inhabit

Bible lands, and they aie creatures of the forest, not of the

' south coTuitry ' spoken of by Isaiah, and always used to

denote the southern desert. The passages in Isaiah nia\'

refer to the same idea or tradition mentioned by Herodotus

of winged serpents, whose bones he thought he had seen

in Arabia (11. 75, III. 107). Either the expression in

the prophecies may be taken figuratively of the sand

serpents which dart and spring with swiftness in the

desert, or it is a poetical emblem signifying a power
even more deadly and destructive than the Cockatrice,

from the eggs of which the Fiery Flying Serpent should

be hatched.

Besides the many allusions in Scripture to the habits

of the Serpent tribe which have been already adduced,

there are vai-ious other incidental referenues to their

habits and characteristics. Their production from eggs

is spoken of by Isaiah : their habit of lying concealed m
holes in walls by Amos :

" As if a man .... went into

the house and leaned his hand on the wall, and a serpent

bit him " (v. 19). While in many passages the poison is

ascribed to the bite, in others the tongue is spoken of

:

'"The viper's tongue shall slay him" (Job xx. 16), in

allusion either to the sharp -forked tongue of the Serpent,

which it darts rapidly backwards and forwards, or speak-

ing of the tongue for the mouth generally.

The habit of the Yiper tribe to lie concealed in

thickets is referred to in Ecclesiastes :
" Whoso breaketh

a hedge, a serpent shall bite him " (ch. x. 8).

Agur names the mode of progression of the serpents

as one of the four things which were too wonderful

for him :
" The way of a serpent upon a rock" (Pr(jv.

XXX. 19). This is thus explained by Dr. Giinther

:

" The organs of locomotion for the exceedingly elongate

body of the snake are the ribs, the number of which is

very great, nearly corresponding to that of the vertebrae

of the trunk. Although their motions are in general

ver}^ quick, and ma^ be adapted to every variation of

ground over which they move, yet ail the varieties of
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tlieir locomotion are founded on the following simple

process. When a part of their body has found some

projection of the ground which affords it a point of

support, the ribs alternately of one and the other side

are drawn more closely top^ether, thereby producing
alternate bends of the body on the coi responding side.

The hinder portion of the body being drawn after, some
part of it finds another support on the rough ground,

or some projection : and the anterior bends being-

stretched in a straight line, the fi'ont part of the body
is propelled in consequence. During this peculiar kind
of locomotion the numerous broad shields of the belly

are of great advantage, as by means of the free edges
of those shields they are enabled to catch the smallest

projections of the ground which may be used as points

of support. A pair of ribs coirespond to each of these

ventral shields. The snakes are not able to move over

a perfectlv smooth surface."

—

BeiMles of British India.,

p. 164.

Serpents are said in Scripture to eat dust (Gen. iii. 14) :

" Dust shall be the serpents' meat (Isa. Ixv. 25) ;
" They

shall lick the dust like a serpent" (Mic. vii. 17). The
expression may be explained by the fVict that the Ser-

pent tribe feeding on the ground must necessarily swallow
much sand and dust with their food, or it may be a

figurative expression for their crawling on the ground.

In the curse pronounced on the Serpent at the fall, it is

also denounced, " On thy belly shalt thou go." This
does not of necessity imply any change in the structure

of the animal, for from the whole mechanism of the

body it could never have moved otherwise than it does

at present ; but as the symbol and type of the evil spirit,

' cursed above all cattle,' its form and movements were
to be regarded with disgust and hatred by mankind, and
to be looked on as a mark of degradation.

But the chief quality ascribed to the Serpent is its

subtilty :
" The serpent was more subtle than any beast

of the field " (Gen. iii. 1). This is evidently intended

of malignant craftiness. In all ages this has been held

characteristic of the Serpent, both from its cunning in

obtaining its prey, by stealth or by fascination, and also

from its wariness in avoiding danger. It is in this latter

view that our Lord probably regards it when He enjoins

His disciples, ''Be 3'e wise as serpents" (Matt. x. 16),
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i.e., that they were not unnecessarily to pL'Ovoke perse-

cution and invite opposition when sent forth. It was
probably from a tradition of the instrumentality of the

Serpent in the fall of man that it was used throughout

the East as an emblem of the spirit of disobedience and
of the Evil Spirit. The doctrine of Zoroaster, that the

Evil One, in the guise of a serpent, first taught men to

sin, is a plain tradition of the history of the fall.

To this we may add, that on tlie monuments of Egypt
there not unfrequently occurs the figure of a man in regal

costume (probably an incarnate deity) piercing with a spear

the head of a large serpent—remarkably suggestive of a

tradition of the i)rophecy that " the seed of the woman
sliould bruise the serpent's head."

Frog. Heb. tzepliardea.—Frogs are only mentioned
in the Old Testament, in the history of the second plague

of Egypt, in Ex. viii., and when that event is referred to

in Ps. Ixxviii. 45, cv. 30 ; and in the jN'ew Testament, as

the form of the unclean sjnrits, in Eev. xvi. 13. In the

larter passage they are a symbol of uncleanness, partly

fiom their slimy appearance, and partly from the naud

and marshes in which they delight.

In the Egyptian plague the Frogs came up from the

streams (canals), the rivers, and the ponds or marshes,

and filled the houses, even to the bed-chambers, the

beds, the ovens, and the kneading-tronghs. The occu]-

rence was plainly supernatural ; for though inroads (jf

Frogs have occurred elsewhere, yet at this time of year,

the spring, the young Frogs would naturally be still

in the Tadpole state. The death of the Frogs in such

nurnbei-s that they were gathered into heaps, and the

land stank, was also supernatui-al. The magicians were

enabled by their enchantments to increase the plague,

as they had previouslj^ imitated Moses' miracles, but

they were wholly incapable of removing it.

The common, and, indeed, the onl}^ Water Frog of

Egypt, is tlie Edible Frog (Bana escuJenta), which is well

known on the continent of Europe, though only existing

in one or two localities in England, where it has pro-

babl}^ been introduced. It is larger than our Common
Frog, and generally of a bright green colour, prettily

spotted. It is found in myriads in all parts of Egypt
v/here there is marsh or water, and its loud croaking by

night is perfectly deafening. Tt is etjually abundart in
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the Holy Land, in some of the lakes and pools of which
country the Frogs are so amazingly numerous that they

cover the surface towards evening in one solid, unbroken
mass. In. neither country is the Common Frog of England,

nor, indeed, any other species of Ground Frog, found.

The little Tree Frog {Hyla arborea), which is only

about an inch and a half long, is very common in the

Holy Land and in Egypt, living on the trees, sitting

on a leaf, and catching the flies as they pass. It is a

beautilid little creature, varying in colour, but generally

light green above, with a pink edge, and white under-
neath.

The Toad is not mentioned in Scripture. Only one
species has been met with in the Holy Land (Bufo j^cin-

(herinus), a southern form, and which is very common m
ail pans of the country.
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CHAPTER X.

FISH, FISHING, FISHERMAN.

1. Creation of Fishes.—Fish are included in the first

chapter of Genesis among the moving creatures created

FISHES OF THE SEA VI- GALILEE :

1. CHBOMIS XILOTICA. 2. CLARIAS MACRACANTHUS. 3. LABEOBARBUS CAMS.

on the fifth dav, along with great whales (which are,

strictly .speaking, not. fishes, but mammalia), reptiles,

doubtless, and birds. They are thus set forth as having
been brought into existence prior to the inhabitants of
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the dry land. The researches of geology have illus-

trated this order of creation in a striking manner.
Fishes, as they are the lowest class in organization of

any of the vertebrate animals, so they are the earliest to

appear in the strata of which the crust of the earth is

composed. In the old red sandstone rocks a few species

of Ganoid and Placoid fishes (related to our existing

sharks) are found ; and they become more numerous in

the more recent strata, until they reach their full de-

velopment at the end of the secondary period, or the

Chalk epoch, just as warm-blooded mammals or quad-
rupeds were first beginning to predominate on the

earth. Thus geological research corroborates the

order of sequence in the Mosaic record, testifying that
' the moving creature that hath life appeared ' upon the

earth iu the waters long before it existed on the drv

land.

The creation of fishes is combined in the same day
with that of v/hales or marine monsters, reptiles, and
birds ; and it is to be noticed that all these classes of the

earlier creation, or that of the fifth day, are oviparous,

bringing forth their young from eggs or spawn (with

the single exception of the Whale), while the creation of

the sixth day is of mammalia, or milk-giving animals,

which bring forth their }Oung alive. Besides this point

of affinity between the different orders created on the

fifth day, or fifth epoch of creation, microscopists assure

us that the globules of the blood of birds and fishes,

when closely examined, are seen to be the same, and «lo

not at all resemble the globules of the blood of the

mammalia, or animals which sprang from the earth on

tlie sixth day.

2. Clean and Unclean Fishes.—Ko particular species

of fish is directly mentioned in Holy Scripture, and the

only distinction made between kinds of fish is that in

IjCv. xi. 9-12, between those that have fins and scales,

and those that have none :
" These shall ye eat of all that

are in the waters ; ^vhatsoever hath fins and scales in

the waters, in the seas, and in the rivers, them shall ye
eat. . . . Whatsoever hath no fins nor scales in the

waters, that shall be an abomination unto you." The
restrictions, therefore, were not extensive. Besides

reptiles, all of which were unclean, the only forbidden

kinds were the Siluridce, or Sheat-fish, the species of which
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are veiy common in fresli water in the East ; the JRaiidce,

or Skate fish ; the PetromyzidcE, or Lampreys ; and, though
not strictly without scales, the Squalidce, or Sharks. To
these the Rabhis added as unclean the Miirccnidce, or Eels,

whose scales are very minute and covered with a slimy

substance.

3. Species of Fishes.—We read of Solomon that "he
spake .... also of fishes " (1 Kings iv. 33). Doubtless

the royal father of natural history distinguished the im-
mense variety of species of fishes funnd on the coasts

and in the inland waters of Palestine ; but it is remark-
able that, while the Greek language possesses more than
400 names for fishes, not one has come down to ns in

the Hebrew. Josephus, indeed, has noticed one or two
of the most remarkable of the fishes of the Sea of Ga-
lilee.

4. Economy of Fisf^es.— In the economy of fishes^ the

Hebrews had early noticed their marvellous fecundity ;

as when Jacob, in blessing the sons of Joseph (Gen. xlviii.

IG), where the expression, "Let them grow into a mul-

titude in the midst of the earth," is in the original, " Let
them grow as fishes do increase."

5. FisHF.s OF THE MEDITERRANEAN.—The fi.^hes of the

coasts of Palestine do not require special mention, as

they are the same with those of the Mediterranean gene-

rally, though some species, as the Mullets, seem to be

relatively more abundant in the Syrian waters. Sharks

are occasionally seen ; and besides fishes, among the

Cetacea, Porpoises and Dolphins are common, and held

unclean by Jews and Mohannnedans alike.

6. FiSHKS OF THE NiLE.—The Isile and all the lakes and
canals of Egypt abound in fishes of many species. They
are frequently alluded to in Scripture, and, though for-

bidden to the Egyptian priests, were an important part

of the food of the rest of the people. Hence the severity

of the plague whicli turned their waters into blood and
destroyed their fish : and the force of the denunciation

of Isaiah, in the burden of Egypt (xix. 8) :
" Tiie fisheis

also shall mourn, and all they that cast angle into the

brook shall lament, and they that spread nets upon the

waters shall languish." When Israel murmured for

flesh in the wilderness, their complaint was, " We re-

member the fish M'hich we did eat in Egypt freely

"

(Nujub. xi. 5) ; and the word translated in the previous
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verse flesh, is by the best Hebraists consideTed to apply

exclusively to the flesh of fish— certainly a much more
savoury food than any flesh diet which was likely to be

within the reach of the oppressed Israelites—whereas

fish was and is to this day a staple article of subsistence

among the poor in that country. Not only man, but

myriads of waterfowl, which abound in Lower Egypt
more perhaps than in any other country in the world,

depend upon fish, and yet the supply is as inexhaustible

as ever.

Herodotus, Josephus, and other ancient writers, notice

the prodigious abundance of fish in the Egyptian

waters. The same sorts were held to be unclean as

among the Jews, and probably the reason of the prohi-

bition in both cases was sanitary as much as ceremonial,

for the various kinds of Sheat-fish, or Siluroids, the most

abundant of the unclean species, are, as we can testify

from experience, most unsavoury eating. The greater

number of the fresh-water fishes of Egypt belong to the

Bream, Perch, and Carp tribes (SjMridcc, Lahridce, Chro-

midce, and Ci/prinidce).

7. Fishes of the Ska of Galilee.—Very similar in

character to the fishes of the Kile are the species of the

Jordan and its affluents, abounding most of all in the

Lake of Galilee. Josephus remarks upon this fact (Bell.

Jud. III. X. 8), and says that the country people thought

it to be connected with the Nile, because of the identity

of the Coracine (Sheat-fish) found in it. The density of

the shoals of fish in the Sea of Galilee can scarcely be

conceived by those who have not witnessed them. Fre-

quently these shoals cover an acre or more of the surface

and the fish, as they slowly move along in masses, are so

crowded, with their back fins just appearing on the level

of the water, that the appearance at a little distance is

that of a violent shower of rain pattering on the surface.

We obtained fourteen species of fishes in the lake, and
probably the number inhabiting it is at least three times

as great. Among those we collected two very abundant

species (Chromis nilotica, Hasselquist, and Clarias macra-

canthus, Giinther), the Bream and Sheat-fish, are identical

with the common species of the K ile. Four other species,

three of which were very abundant, were liitherto un-

known to science, but all essentially African in their

characteristics—the genus Hemichromis. Their nearest
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congeners are either from the Nile, or from the lakes

of South-eastern Africa, discovered bj Dr. Livingstone.

Geologically, this is an important fact, and, taken in con-

junction with the number of birds and plants of African
forms and affinities in the Jordan valley, helps to join

Palestine very closely to that continent.

8. Fishes of tre Jordan and the Streams.—Of course

the fishes of the Jordan and its feeders do nut differ fioni

those of the Sea of Galilee. They are chiefly Barbel and
Bream, and in every permanent stream abound in amazing
numbers. The Jordan itself is alive with fit^h to its very
exit, and carries, by the rapidity of its current, into the

poisonous waters of the Dead Sea millions of fiy, chiefly

of Bream, which are soon stupefied, and become the easy
})rey of the birds which await them, while myriads of

their carcases strew the shore near the mouth.
During the recenfc visitation of locusts in Palestine,

the fishes might be seen packed in masses in the Jordan,
patiently awaiting, with upturned snouts, the falling of

these destructive insects into the river from the trees,

after they had completely denuded them of their foliage,

when they attempted to cross to the other side. Myriads
of locusts were thus devoured,

9. Fishes of the Jabbok.— In none of the streams are

the fish more abundant than in the Jabbok, principally

the Barhus loncjice/ps, erroneously described as a trout by
Burckhardt. Among the ruins of liabbath Amnion, in

the little stream which still flows within the lioman
paved channel through the city, there is one continuous
line of fish coming and going; and with the simplest

appliances—as by a shirt, extemp>orized into a bag—we
were able to catch any number.

10. FiSH-POOLS OF Heshbon.—At Heshbon, just below
the hill on which the city stands, fiows a little stream,

which winds round the base of Nebo. There are in it. to

the south-east of the ruins, some interesting remains,
wdiich illustrate the expression in Canticles :

" Thine
eyes, like the fish-pools in Heshbon, by the gate of

Bath-rabbim " (vii. 4). A large tank, now dilapidated,

once collected, for summer use, the scanty waters of the

brook, and was doubtless utilized at the same time for

the conservation of the fish which still abound in the
stream. This passage in Canticles is one of the few
allusions in SGripturo to am^thing like an artificial pre
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servation of fish. See also Isa, xix. 10 :
" All that make

sluices and ponds for fish."

11. Fish destroykd by Dkougji!.—Yet in the droughtt^

which so frequently have visited these regions, the in-

habitants must have been familiar with the destruction
of fish through the drying up of the streams. This is

alluded to in Isa. 1. 2 :
'' Their fish stinketh, because there

is no water, and dieth for thirst."

The Arabs of the present day have a prejudice against
the use of fish, and never attempt to use the abundant
supplies stored in the Jordan and its afiluents.

12. Fishes near the Di:ad Sea.— Besides the larger

species in the rivers available for man's use, the smallest
springs near the Dead Sea, even those which are saline,

sulphui'ou.s, and hot, arc stocked with shoals of minute
species, not larger than gudgeons or minnows, and some
much smaller, of the genus Cyprinodon, such as are found
in the hot springs of Egypt and North Africa, But
none of these survive in the saline waters of the Dead
Sea itself. Xumbeis of them enter the lake, but are
soon stupefied and seen floating upturned and dead.

Hence, in the mystic vision of Ezekiel, no moie
forcible illustration of an entire regeneration of the land
by the waters of life could be given than a description
of these waters of death peopled by living things. "And
it shall come to pass, that the fisheis shall stand upon
it from En-gedi even unto En-eglaim ; they shall be a
place to spread forth nets ; their fish shall be according
to their kinds, as the fish of the great sea, exceeding
uiany"(ch. xlvii. 10).

13. Fishes of the Western Streams.—The fish of the
streams flowing into the Mediterranean are not so nu-
merous as those east of its watershed, but similar

species are found in them, as, for instance, the Blenny
(Blennius lupulus) in the Kishon. The inhabitants of

\\ estern Palestine have not the same prejudice against

their use as the Bedouin, and are diligent fishermen.

The fishes of the Lebanon streams approximate more to

those of Greece and Asia Minor than to those of the Nile.

14. Phcenician Fisheries.—Plentiful as are the fish of

the Mediterranean, the coasts of Palestine offer but few
localities suitable for carrying on extensive fisheries,

and of these the best were not in the actual possession

of Israel. Consequently we find few traces in the Old
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Testament of tlieir havinp; directed their attention to

fisiiiDg. Tyre and Sidon, commodions ports for small

craft, were held to the end of their national history by
tlie Phoenicians ; nor have we any record of the more
southern ports, Accho (Acre) and Achzib (Zih), having
been wrested from their original possessors (Jndg. i. 31).

Caesarea was an artificial port, and only formed in the time
of the Herods, so that Joppa (now Jaffa) was the single

available harbour in the possession of Israel where any
considerable fleet of fiishing-boats could find shelter.

15. Fish-Markets.—That from this port or from the
Phoenicians—probably from both—Jerusalem was sys

tematically supplied with fish, we may fairly conclude
from the fact that one of the north-western gates of the

city of David was named the Fish-gate (2 Chron, xxxiii.

14 ; Neh. iii. 3), the obvious name for the gate which
opened on the fish-market, according to the fashion of

Oriental cities to the present day, where each commodity
has its distinct bazaar. We gather from Neh. xiii. 16

that the dealers in fish at that time were men of Tyre,
who lodged outside the city. " For there dwelt men of

Tyre also therein, which brought fish and all manner of

ware, and sold on the sabbath unto the children of Judah
and in Jerusalem." JNTehemiah at length succeeded in

checking this desecration of the sabbath by the heathen
traders. Their fish was doubtless salted or sun-dried

;

and at that time there could not have been any Jewish

fisheries organized at Jopi-ia, though ordinarily Jerusalem
could be supplied also with fresh fish from thence, as it

is at the present day.

16. Fisheries at Tyre.—The Phoenicians, with their

maritime tastes and habits, were always the principa.

fishermen of the Syrian coasts, employing boats and
nets. The Hebrew name of Zidon sio-nifies fishins;-

place, and this was doubtless the earliest industry of

the Sidonians. In the burden of Tyie (Ez. xxvi.)

the prophet declares, that Tyre " shall be a place for the

spreading of nets in the midst of the sea " (ver. 5). "And
I will make thee like the top of a rock ; thou shalt be a

place to spread nets upon " (ver. 14)—a prediction which,
in the present ruined and degraded condition of Tyre,

has been fulfilled to the very letter. The inhabitants

of the wretched village subsist principally by fishing
;

their boats are the only craft in the harbour of her
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whose merchants were princes; and the old wharves
and the column-strewn promontory, whence all the

palaces have been long since swept away, are covered
with their nets, spread out to dry over the ruins.

17. Fjshkry ok the Sea of Galilee.— The inland

fishery of the Sea of Galilee must have been of con-

siderable commercial impcn-tance in the Old Testament,
as well as in the New Testament period. Yet it is not

alluded to before the Gospels. The Eabbis, however, had
a tradition that by the command of Jushua the fishery

was to be free to all comers— a law which has not been
followed by the Turkish rulers, who farm it as a govern-
ment monopoly. We have already alluded to the variety

and the immense numbers of the fishes of the lake. In

our Lord's time the number of boats used for fishing-

there was very considerable, as we learn also from
Josephus (B. J. III. X. 9). To the whole Christian

Church the fishermen of Galilee must ever be subjects

of the deepest interest, since from among them were
chosen the chief and the most favoured of the Apostles

and Evangelists ; and their craft and calling has sup-

plied us with many of the most familiar metaphors and
symbols of our faith.

18. Methods op Fishing. Draw-net.—The Sea of

Galilee was fished principally by means of the draw-net,

a-ayrjvq, or seine, as we still call it, a large net, leaied

and buoyed, which is carried out by a laoat, cast, and
then drawn in in a circle, so as to ' enclose a great mul-
titude of fishes.' The draw-net is still employed in this

way by the only two fishing boats existing on the lake.

It was this net to which our Lord comj)ares the king-

dom of heaven, in the parable of the draw-net (Matt,

xiii. 47-50). The corresponding Hebrew term is used
in Isa. xix. 8, " They that spread nets upon the waters
shall languish;" and Hab. i. 15, "They catch them in

their net, and gather them in their drag." The net and
boat fishing are chiefly practised at night; the boats

invariably returning to Tiberias at daNbreak, the night
being the best time for takmg fish, as we know in our
own seas, and as we read m Luke v. 5.

19. Castixg-net.—Another net, very commonly used,

was the casting-net, a/xc^tySAr/o-rpov. This was used either

by a naked fisheiinan wading from the shore, and by a

rapid motion throwing his net and then drawing it in a
o
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Circle, or from boats. From Matf. iv. 18 we learn that

it was this circular net which was employed in the first

miraculous draught of fishes ; and from the details oi

the narrative we see that it was the same sort of net

which enclosed the second miraculous draught after the

lesurrection, as recoixled by St. John, ch. xxi. The cast-

ing-net is still in coniinon use lound the lake. On one
occasion, when at Ain Tabighah, identified by many
topographers as the ancient Bethsaida, and now only
marked by a solitary mill, we inquired of the miller if

he had any fish? He reiDlied, Yes, and lan tovvai'ds what
looked like a little stack of rushes; but which was in

leality the hut of the fisherman, whose net was spread

on the shore to dry. Out of the rushes emerged a man
stark naked, who began to prepare his net for a cast.

Having folded it neatly, he swam in with it a little

way, cast it, and returned by a semicircular conrse to

the shoie, when he gently drew it in with a few fishes

enclosed.

20. Naked Fishermi-:x.—These fishermen with the

cajiting-net at the present day work stark naked, with

the exception of a thick woollen skull cap. When,
however, we read that Peter girt his fisher's coat about

him. for he was naked, we can scarcely suppose that the

absolute nudity now indulged in by the Bedouin fisher-

men would be tolerated in those more civilized days,

with a dense pojDulation on the shore, any more than
Virgil's advice to the ploughman to plough naked
-means more than, as we should say, ' in his shirt sleeves,*

but simply that Peter had on only the tunic or under-

garment, in which alone the peasants frequently j^ursne

their labours. On the other hand, it is to be borne in

mind, as illustrating the present practice, that, on the

Egyptian monuments, all persons catching fish and
waterfowl vnth nets are depicted naked. The custom,

therefore, appears to have been ancient and wide-

spread.

21. Sorting the Fish.—The fishermen in Matt. xiii. 48
are described as drawing their net to shore, sitting down
and gathering the good into vessels, but casting the bad
away. The bad here, doubtless, means not the putrid

or cori'upt, but the unclean—those forbidden by the law
as wanting fins and scales, and those rejected from pre

judice or custom. As illustrating this expression, wc
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may observe that the greater number of the species

taken on the lake are rejected by the fishermen, and 1

have sat witli them on the gunwale while they ivent

through their net, and tin ew out into the sea those that

were too small for the market, or were considered

unclean. This custom brings out in great force the full

bearing of the parable, which is scarcely illustrated by
any incident in our English fisheries.

22. Fishing with Hook and Line.—Other modes of

taking fish in present use at tlie Holy Land, and alluded

to in Scripture, are by tho hook and line, referred to by
Isaiah xix. 8 :

" They that cast angle into the brooks "
:

FISHING WITH HOOK AND LINK.

and by Habakkuk i. 15; and in the Book of Job xli. 1.

The Galilean fisherman also used the hook and line, as

we find from JMatt. xvii. 27 : ''G(^ thou to the sea, and
cast an hook, and take up the fish that first cometli up."

Hooks were used either as night lines, or w^ith rods, but

only baited, as fly-fishing is unknown. Captives arc

depicted on the Assyrian monuments led away by fish-

hooks through the noses, as we lead in Amos iv. 2 :

" Pie will take you aw^ay with hooks, and your posterity

with fish-hooks." So Ezekiel xxix. 4; xxxviii. 4. In

Job xli. 2, "Canst thou put a hook in his nose? or bore
his jaw through with a thorn ?" the reference is not
to fishing, but to the keeping alive in tanks, alter tho
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Egyptian fasliion, fish not required for immediate use,

hecu]-ed by a hook through their gilJs.

23. Fjshixg ^viTH Spear.^—In the smaller streams and
the northern rivers of the Lebanon, the fish spear is

much used. It is alluded to in Job xli. 7 :
" Canst thou

till his skin with barbed irons? or liis head with fish

spears ?"

24. With Poison and by WeipvS.—Two other modes of

taking fish are practised in Palestine, not mentioned in

Scripture—by poison and by weirs. The first method is

very commonly employed on the Lake of Galilee by the

poorest classes. Men sit on a rock overhanging the

water, on which they scatter crumbs poisoned with
vitriol, which are seized by the fish. As soon as they are

seen to float on their backs, the men rash into the sea

and collect them.

The method by weirs and stake-nets is used near the

Kishon, and in some of the northern and western streams.

I have also seen them in the Birch, an affluent of the

.Jordan. The stake-nets are formed of a sort of cane-

wattle. Among the laws of Joshua, the Kabbis relate,

was one forbidding the use of stake-nets in the Sea of

Chinnereth (Galilee), for fear of damage to the boats.

2.5. Tnt: Sucking Fish.—Among the unclean fi.shes, the

Jews especially named the Cuttle-fish, not, as we know,
a fish, but a cephalopod mollusc. This creature is per-

haps spoken of in Ezekiel xxix. 4 :
" I will cause the

fish of thy rivers to stick unto thy scales •" but more
probably the allusion is to the Sucking-fish, or Remoni
(Echeneis remora, L.), which attaches itself to sharks and
other large fish, and the j)owei"s of adhesion of which are

so great that it is sometimes employed, when secured by
a ring, for the purpose of taking turtles, to which it

attaches itself in its endeavours to escape, when both

are hauled in together.

26. Jonah's Fish.—Xo desciijition is given us in the

Old Testament of the fi-sh that swallowed Jonah. It is

simpl}' said, " The Lord had prepared a great fish

"

(i. 17). But in the Gospel (Matt. xii. 40) it is trans-

lated icliale. The Greek word KTyros is however used to

signify any sea-monster, and must not here be taken

for one of the family we call whales. This it could not

have been, for the throat of any whale is far too con-

tracted to swallow a man Nor is it absolutely necessary
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to suppose a great fisli to have been specially created for

the occasion, since the various species of Shark, several

of which occur in the Meditenanean, have been re-

peatedly known to swallow a man whole. The arrange-

ment was alike beyond and above the ordinary course

of nature, whether it was an existing fish or a creature

specially 'prepared ' that entombed the prophet.

27. Tobit's Fish.— It is not easy to ascertain satis-

factorily to what fish the Jews referred in the stoiy of

Tobit. Certainly the legend of the fit>h leaping out of

the Tigris to attack a man is not founded on any possible

habit of any known fish. But it is probable that one of

the large Siluridce or Sheat-fi^h is intended, and Bochart
refers to Galen and Dioscorides, as prescribing the gall

of this fish for an e3'e-salve.

28. Fis[i-W0RSHIP.—The worship of fish was prevalent
among many nations of antiquity, and such idolatry is

expressly prohibited in Deut. iv. 18: "The likeness of

any fish that is in the waters beneath the earth." This
form of idolatry probably had a twofold origin ; the one
a symbolical mode of recording the traditions of the

deluge, typifying the patriarchs and the ark by fish or

creatures half fish ; the other from the fecundity of fishes,

which caused them to be taken as the emblems of

abundance and increase.

Among the Hindoos, Vishnu is the fish pilot ; and
nations wide apart, as the Tartars and the ancient

Britons, had their fish gods—the one the^Nataghi, the

other the Brithyll of the Kelts and Belgce. In Egypt
many species of fishes were objects of veneration, as

we are told by Herodotus. Cuvier has noticed no less

than ten distinct species depicted on the walls of the

sepulchral caves of Thebes, and the mummies of sevei'al

kinds are found in great numbers stored up in the

temples of Egypt.

29. Dagon, the Fish God.—But among the Philistines

the fish god was the national deity. Dagon, i.e., the

fish, had many temples, the most famous of which were
those of Gaza and Ashdod. He was represented with
the face and hands of a man and the body of a fish.

Thus we read, that when the ark of the Lord had been
brought as a trophy into the temple of Dagon at (Vshdod,

"in the morning the head of Dagon and both the palms
of his hands were cut off upon the threshold ; only tlie
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•stump (fleb. fishy part) of Dagon was left to him *'

(1 SaiA. V. 4). \\e find from 1 Mac. x. 84, that the
worship of Dagon remained in Pbilistia even down to

the epoch of the Ilasmoneans, who destroj^ed the temple
of Ashdod. Another Dagon or fish god, considered by
Eawlinson to be distinct, was worshipped under the

same figure b}^ the Babylonians, and many of its

sculptured and engraved figures have been found at

Nimroud and Babylon. Sid on was also the fish goddess

of Phcenicia. This fish-worship was the only one of the

prevailing idolatries of the neighbouring nations to

which the chosen people seem to have shown no inclina-

tion
;
pre-eminently an agricultural and pastoral lace,

they were naturally averse to any intimate connection

Avith the sea.

30. The fish has also become emblematic in the sym-
bolism of the Christian Church, and is a familiar device

on the sepulchral monuments, especially of the East.

This has arisen from the circumstance that the lettei-s

forming 'I;^^us (tisb) are the initials, in the Greek
language, of 'Iryo-oG? Xptcrro?, Qcov vlo<3, aoirrjp (Jesus

Christ, Son of Cod, Saviour). The letters are most
commonly inscribed at tbe beginning of the epitaph, but
very often the fish itself is s-culptured instead. Both
•Dtay frequently be seen in the catacombs of Bome.
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CHAPTER XL

Invertebrate and Articulated Animals.

All the countless species of invertebrate animals aud
insects are grouped together in the Hebrew, under the

(le.^ciiption of ' creeping things;' and though Solomon,
among his multifarious acquirements, did not overlook
them, but spoke of ' creeping things,' as well as of

beasts, fowls, and fishes, yet the mention of them in

Scripture is for the most part incidental, with the special

exception of the Locust, the habits and transformations

of which noxious insect appears to have been studied

and known by those who so often suffered from its

ravages.

For convenience of description, it will be bettei- to

take the various creeping things mentioned in the Bible
in their natural order, rather than, by treating of them
alphabetically, to separate the consideration of closely-

allied species.

Molluscs.

Snail.—Two Hebrew words are rendered ' Snail ' in

our version. The one, cJiomet^ in Lev. xi. 30, must be
assigned to a species of Lizard [see p. 268]. With the

other (shablul) alone we have here to do. It occurs only

in Ps. Iviii. 8 :
" As a snail which melteth, let every one of

them pass away." The word evidently points to a snail

or slug, which leaves a slimy track as it passes along,

and which was snp])osed gradually to waste away in so

doing. Althongh this notion is zoologically incoriect,

for the Snail does not waste away by emitting its slimy

exudatiim, ^-et the metaphor is none the less expressive,

as in accordance with the popular belief.

But there seems to be another interpretation, suggested

to me by personal observation in the country, which is

more forcible, mo "e in harmony with the context, and
which is Y^hysically correct. The Snails of all species in

the Holy Land are in the habit, not of hybernating in

winter, as they do in our colder climate, but of f-hntting
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themselves into their shells, and remaining dormant
during the dry season. Few Snails can remain long in

an active state without moisture. In order to prevent
the evaporation of the moisture of the body, all those

molluscs which have a thin or semi-transparent shell

secrete themselves in dry weather under stones, like the
shell-less snails or slugs, or else among moss and under
leaves, and many species also in the earth. The chinks
iMi.d crevices of the limestone rocks are especiall}^ fa-

voitrite hiding-places for many species, while those of the
deserts, for instance, where they can find no such screen
from the sun's rays, are provided with solid, colourless,

and lustreless shells of enormous thickness, the calca-

reous substance of which prevents evaporation as they
hang with their mouths glued (m to the desert shrubs.

But, notwithstanding the care they take to secrete

themselves, the heat often does dr}^ them up, either by a
long-continued drought, or by the sun's rays penetrating
to their holes. Thus we find in all parts of the Holy
Land myriads of snail-shells in fissures, still adhering
by the calcareous exudation round their orifice to the
Kiirflice of the rock, but the animal of which is utterly

slirivelled and wasted—'melted awa}^' according to the

expression of the Psalmist. It is verj^ probable that

this circumstance has supplied the metaphor for the
jDassing away of the wicked in the passage quoted above.
' As in all other limestone regions. Snails of numerous
species are verj^ abundant in the Holy Land. Upwards
of 140 species of land and fresh-water molluscs have
been recorded from that country, a large proportion
being peculiar forms, not known elsewhere. Slugs are

few and scarce, owing to the dryness of the climate ; but
their place is fully supplied by the shelled species of the
genera Helix, BuUmus, Pupa, ClansiUa, and Cyclostoma,

Avhich find everywhere in the chalk and limestone
abundant material for the secretion with which the shell

is formed.

In the Lebanon region the shells resemble those of

Greece and Asia Minor, but are often peculiar s^oecies.

On the coast they are like those of other Mediterranean
regions, but in the south are more like those of Arabia,

wdth the thick, white fjoating mentioned above. The
shells of the Jordan valley are also for the most part

peculiar. All the fresh-water lakes and perennial
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Rtreams swarm with shcU-fish. Nearly thirty species,

liave been obtained. They belong chiefly to tropical or

semi-tropical forms. The univalves are of the genera
Bithinia, Melania, 3feJanopsis, and Neritina. There are

also man}^ very fine Uniones, or Fresh-water Mussels, espe-

cially in the Lake of Galilee, of species for the most part

diifeiing from any found eLsewhere. They are largely

collected foi- food by the natives. So numerous are the

small univalve shells, that the gravel of the beach of the

Lake of Galilee and of the Dead Sea is in great measure
composed of them. In the Dead Sea itself there are no
living shells w^hatever, those which are found being
washed down by the Jordan.*

Onycha, Heb. slieclieleth, occurs only once in the Old
Testament, as one of the ingredients in the holy per-

fume of the Tabernacle (Ex. xxx. 34). It is also referred

to in Ecclus. xxiv. 15, where Wisdom compares herself

to "the pleasant odour uf galbanum, onyx, and sweet

storax." The Onycha is the horny operculum or shield

attached to the foot of many sbell-fish, by which they

close the aperture of their shell when they have with-

drawn within it. It was called onyx, ' nail,' or ' claw,'

from a resemblance in shap<5 to the nail of the finger in

the Strombus tribe, from the operciila of wdiicli the per-

fume was collected. When burnt it has a strong, pungent
smell, and is still used in the composition of some kind

of fi'ankincense in the Ea-st. Of the Stj'omhus, or Wing-
shell, there are veiy man> species, some of the smaller of

which are found in the JMediterranean, but many moie
in the Eed Sea, whence the On3'cha was procured. Some
species are of very large size, and are universally used

as chimney-piece ornaments, being brought in great

quantities from the East and West Indies. Onycha was
formerly employed in medicine under the name of

Blatta Byzantina.

Purple. Heb. argaman.—The name of a valuable dye
obtained from shell-fish on the coasts of the Mediterra-

nean. Phoenicia was particularly celebrated for its pro-

duction, and the Tyrian dyo was renowned throughout the

ancient world. It was procured from two species of shell-

fish, theMurex hrandaris and Murex trunaihis, and occasion

ally also from Purpura liiBmastoma, but chiefly from the

* See Tristram on the Molluscs of Palestine Yro^\ of Zool. Soc.

of London, 1865, p. 530).

3
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first-iuimed. To the present day, thick layers of crushed
shells of Murcx hrandaris may be found near Tj^re, the

remains of this extinct industry, and recalling the Mons
Testaceus of Rome or the kitchen-middens of Denmark.

'J'he colouring matter Avas exti acted fiom a small

vessel in the throat of the animal, each (shell yielding

only a single drop, after which the whole fish was crushed

ro procure an inferior dye. It is not quite certain what
the colour was, whether scarlet or purple, for the Hebrew
word, as well as its Greek and Latin equivalents, seems
to have been used for any bright colour from scarlet or

crimson to purple proper ; while blue appears to have
been extracted from another shell-fish, probably a Buc-
clnum. Thus, what is called a purple ]-obe by St. John
is Termed ' scarlet ' by St. Matthew (John xix. 2 ; Matt,

xxvii. 28).

These colours were the insignia of royalty or of

high office among the Jews, as among the Greeks.

Thus the kings of Midi;ni, Moidecai, and Daniel are

lecorded to have been invested with scarlet or puiple
I'obes. The art of extracting dye fjom these shell-fish is

now completely lost, but expei-iments have been made
by which an inferior dye has been produced. The juice

is at first white ; on exposure to the atmosphere it be-

comes gi-een, and afterwards redder, finally settling into

a deep yqA 2:»'Lirple. Pliny has left an account of the

ancient process of procuring it. The wool was steeped

in the liquid prior to its being spun or woven, and wool
prepared at Tyi'c fetched an enormous price in the

markets of Eome.
Pkahls.—The Hebrew woid thus tiiinslated (gahish)

occurs but once :
" No mention shall be made of coial, or

of "i)earls: for the price of wisdom is above rubies"

(Job xxviii. 18), whei'e it is supposed by most commen-
tators that rock-crystal is intended, as the word is used
elsewhere for ice.

Ikit in the New Testament pearls (^/iapyaptrai) are

several times mentioned, as in Matt. xiii. 45 :
" Tiie kinu-

dom of heaven is like unto a merchant man, seekinjj,

goodl}^ pearls." They are also mentioned among the

jewelry worn by women (1 Tim. iv. 9 ; Eev. xvii. 4). and
in the vision of St. John, as foiming the gates of the

heavenly Jerusalem (Kev. xxi. 21). Our Lord, in the

sermon on tlie Mount, speaks of casting " pearls before
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swine" ^Matt. vii. 6), when cautioning us against the

]n-ofanation of what is holy and good. ' Peaiis ' are a

common Eastern metajDhor fur precious sayings, for

well-chosen words or apt proverbs (golden words).

Thus a short didactic poem is called by the Arabs ' a

string of pearls.'

Pearls were among the most highly-prized gems with

the ancients, as at the present day ; and formerly their

value relatively to precious stones was even higher,

as we may see by our Lord's parable referred to above.

They are found in various kinds of bivalve .shell-fij<h,

the bewt being obtained from the large Pearl Oyster

(Aviculamargaritifera), the shell of which is tbe 'mother-

of-pearl' of commerce, and which is found in the Indian

Ocean, and especially in the Persian Gulf and Ped Sea.

As is well known, the pearl fishery is carried on by
divers, and is an important industry in the Island of

Cej'lon. Pearls are also found in fresh-water mussels,

as in the Alasmodon margaritiferiis of the Scottish and
other mountainous streams. They are merely a secre-

tion (5>f the same nature as that of which the shell is

composed, formed in successive layers round f-ome grain

of sand or foreign substance which has accidentally

entered the shell, or caused by an injury to the inner

surface of the shell. They are sometimes loose, but

very frequently slightly attached to the valve of the

oyster. The Chinese are in the habit of producing
inferior pearls by opening the shell, puncturing it, and
then placing the animal in the water again for a year

or two.

Annelids.

HoRSELEKCH. Heb. 'aliihah.—In Prov. xxx. 1 5 we read,

"The horse-leach hath two daughters, crying, Give, give."'

The name is derived from a root, signifying ' to adhere,'

and is represented in Arabic by 'alah, tbe name applied

to the Horseleech of the Nile. In all languages, the

insatiable appetite of the Leech tribe for blood, alluded

to here by the wise man, has been proverbial. The two
daughters spoken of are interpreted by some commen-
tators to mean hell and the grave, but it is unnecessary

to assign any recondite or metaphorical sense to the

expression, beyond the bloodthirsty propensity and the

tenacity of hold characteristic of the Leech.
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The Horseleech (Rcemopis sanguisuga) is very common
in all the stagnant waters of Palestine, and our animals fre-

quently suffered much from its attacks, as it is in the habit

of entering the nostrils and mouth when they are drink-

ing, and attaches itself firmly to the inside of the nostril,

or to the palate, causing much pain and loss of blood.

It clings with such tenacity to its hold, that the ci eatures

were almost torn in two in the effort to detach them.

The Medicinal Leech (Hirudo medicinalis) is still more

abundant, and it was scarcely possible to take up a stone

in the little streams without finding two or three adhering

to its under surface. There are also several other genera

of the Leech family, as Bdella and Troclietia, common in the

waters of Syria. The Leeches, or Bloodsucking Worms,

are annelids, with red blood, without visible organs of

]-espiration, but breathing by interior cavities, and a

flattened disk or lip round the mouth, by which they

attach themselves through suction to any object.

Worm.—Several Hebrew words are thus translated :

(1.) Sds, occurring only in Isa. li. 8 : "For the moth

shall eat them up like a garment, and the worm (sds)

shall eat them like wool," evidently denotes the cater

pillar of the clothes' moth. [See Moth.]

(2.) Bimmah and (3.) Toleah are used in various pas-

sages together, and apparently interchangeably, more
generall}^ for the maggots or caterpillars of insects than

for the Earth-worm. Thus of the manna that was kept

till the morning, "It bred worms (tolaHm), and stank"

(Ex. xvi. 20). But on the sabbath " it did not stink,

neither was there any worm (rimmali) therein " (ver. 24).

" How much less man, that is a worm ? frimmali) and

the son of man, which is a worm? (toleah) (Job xxv. 6).

"The worm {rimmali) is spread under thee, and the

worms (tolaim) cover thee" (Isa. xiv. 11). In the pas-

sages in Exodus, both words evidently refer to cater-

pillars or larvae which feed on putrifying matter.

Toleah is frequently used for the Caterpillar : thus,

" Thou shalt plant vineyards, but shalt not gather the

grapes ; for the worm shall eat them " (Deut. xxviii. 39).
" God prepared a worm . . . and it smote the gourd,

that it withered" (Jon. iv. 7). Bimmah is frequently

used of the worms or larvse which feed on dead bodies.

" I have said to the worm, thou art my mother " (Job

xvii. 14). " The worm shall feed sweetly on him " (oh.
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xxiv. 20). " They shall lie down alike in the dust,

and the worms shall cov(>i- them " (ch. xxi. 26). And
describing his own horrible state, the patriarch says,
" My flesh is clothed with worms and clods of dust

"

(ch. vii. 5). Sometimes the Worm is used as a symbol
for that which is most despicable and vile :

" I am a

worm and no man, a reproach of men, and despised of

the people " (Ps. x:di. 8). So also, " Fear not, thou worm
Jacob" (Isa. xli. li).

The Worm is also named, both in the Old and Kew
Testaments, as a symbol of the gnawing* pain of eternal

punishment :
" Their worm shall not die " (Isa. Ixvi. 24).

See also Mark ix. 44, &c. Herod Agrippa " was eaten of

worms (arK0)X7]$), and gave up the ghost " (Acts xii. 23).

So Antiochus Epiphanus had been smitten before him,
as we learn from 2 Mac. ix. 9, and Josephus records the

similar end of Herod the Great. Whether the worms
were the cause or the result of the disease, we are not
told. In either case they show the loathsome nature of

the visitation.

The passage in Micah (vii. 17), " They shall move
out of their holes like worms of the earth," signifies

rather ' creeping things,' or ' serpents.'

There are several species of Earth-worms (Lumhricus)

in Palestine, apparently similar to our own ; but by far

the most abundant of the so-called Worms there are the

Myriapoda or Millipedes, especially the Scolopciidrce, which
appear to perform similar functions with the Earth-worm
in nature, though belonging to a very different order of

animal life, and which supply food to many of the birds

of the country.

Arachnida.

ScoKPiox. Heb. 'ahrahim, Gr. (TKop7no<;.—This venom-
ous creature, common in all warm climates, is men-
tioned both in the Old and New Testaments. Scorpions

are especially abundant in the wildevness of Sinai, where
one naturalist has found five distinct species. "Who
led thee through that great and terrible wilderness,

wherein were fiery serpents, and scorpions, and drought "

(Deut. viii. 15). Hence, and from their partiality for ruins,

they are spoken of as characteristic of desolation and
danger: "Be not afraid of them, neither be afraid of

their words, thouo;h briers and thoins be with thee,
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and thou dost dwell among scorpions" (Ez. ii. 6). Their
venomous sting is several times spoken of, and the

Apostles were promised immunity from it :
" Behold, I give

unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions . . .

and nothing shall by any means hurt you " (Luke x. 19).

In the vi.sion of St. John, the locusts that came out of

the smoke of the bottomless pit "had tails like unto
scorpions, and there were stings in their tails." And.
" Their torment was as the torment of a scorj)ion, when
he striketh a man " (Rev. ix. 10, 5).

From the fiery and penetrating nature of the Scor-

pion's sting, the name seems to have been applied to

a scourge, which was probably armed with iron points;

"My father hath chastised you with whips, but I will

chastise you with scorpions" (1 Kings xii. 11; 2 Chron.

X. 14). When our Loid, offering encouragement to

pi-ayer, inquires, " If a son . . . shall a>k an egg, will he
oiler him a scorpion?" (Luke xi. 12) He adopts a

Grecian proverb, "A scorpion instead of a perch," i.e.,

giving, instead of what is useful, that which is both

dangerous and repulsive.

The Scorpions belong to the c]-di<^ Araclinida, and liave

much the appearance of a small Lobster, whence they

were formerly classed with the Crustacea. Their palpi

or claws are of the proportionate shape and size of those

of the Lobster, and are employed for seizing their prey,
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wliicli the}- tlien di8patch by striking it with the power-
ful curved claw at the end of their tail, and which
.secretes an aciid poison. The tail is jointed and ol

great length, and in running the animal holds it over its

back in a threatening attitude, and in this position it

always strikes with it, and thus in effoits to escape

will sometimes strike its own head and mortally wound
itself.

Scorpions are carnivorous, feeding chiefly on beetles

and locusts. They swarm in every i)art (jf Palestine,

and are found in houses, in chinks of walls, among
ruins, and under stones, whether in dry or moist situ-

ations. It is always necessary before pitching tents

to turn up every stone, however small, lest a Scorpion

should be secreted ; as, when disturbed or roused by
the warmth of the camp, these tioublesome pests will

strike at and sting any person or object within reach.

So numerous are they, that in the warmer parts of the

country every thiid stone is sure to conceal one. Eight
species have been already described from I'alestine, and
wef >und several additional kinds, varying in colour and
in size. The largest and most dangerous species is

black, and about six inches long. Others are yellow,

blown, white, and reddish, and others striped and
banded. The}^ lie dormant during the cold weather,

but aie very easily roused and excited. The young are

carried for some days on the back of the female, until

they are old enough to provide for themselves.

The sting of the Scorpion is A^ery painful, much more
so than that of the Hornet, and o:ir muleteers Avere

several times stung ; but suction, and the application of

ammonia and sweet oil, reduced the swelling and pain

in two or three houi's. I have known an instance of a

man dying from the effects of a Scorpion sting, which he
had received in the throat when leaning against a wall

in which the creature was secreted.

Spidl:ii.—Two words are thus translated : (1.) 'accahish,

•' \\ hose hope shall be cut off, and whose trust shall

be a spider's web" (Job viii. 14). " They hatch cock-

atrice' eggs, and weave the spider's web " (Isa. lix. 5).

In both passages the flimsy and peiishing nature of the

schemes and designs of the wicked and the hypocrite

are compared to the fragile texture of the Spider's web,
demolished witli a touch, notwithstanding all the artifice
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and cunning employed in its constiiiction, and the wily

cstratagems devised to gain their ends.

(2.) In Prov. xxx. 28, Semamith is rendered Spider :

*' The spider taketh hold with her hands, and is in kings'

palaces." This word, which does not elsewhere occur, is

by some supposed to represent the Gecko, a species ot

Lizard, which has the power of walking on an inverted

surface. [See Lizard.] It may, however, stand for the

Spider, which uses its feet so nimbly to run up its web,

and to cling to any surface, that they ma}^ well be termed

hands,' while no recess, even in a palace, is secure from

its intrusion.

The number of species of Spiders is almost countless.

About 700 species are known in Britain, and the number
in Palestine appears to be quite as great. Among
them is one very extraordinary species, the Mason
Spider (Mygale cementaria^, which excavates a home in

the earth, lines it, and forms a trap-door with a silken

hinge, which closely fits the aperture, and is constructed

of webs with earth firmly imbedded in them, and ag-

glutinated. The door fits so closely, and so exactly

resembles the surrounding soil, that detection is impos-

sible. Some of the spiders in the Holy Land are said

to have a slightly poisonous bite.

INSECTA.

Pauasita.

Lice, Heb. chinnim, from a root signifying to estab-

lish or fix, occurs only in the I'ccord of the third great

plague of Egypt :
" And the Lord said unto Moses, Say

unto Aaron, Stretch out thy rod, and smite the dust ot

the land, that it may become lice throughout all the land

of Egypt. And they did so ; for Aaron stretched out his

hand with his rod, and smote the dust of the earth, and
it became lice in man, and in beast ; all the dust of the

land became lice throughout all the land of Egypt " (Ex
viii. 16, 17). The plague is referred to in Psalm cv. 31

Many ingenious arguments have been put forth to

prove that ' Gnats,' not ' Lice ' (Pediculi), are intended
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but the derivation, the Eabbinical commentators, and

Josephns and Bochart—all conclnsively support the tran s- ^6
lation of our version. Gnats or mosquitoes rise fiom

the waters, not, like lice, from the dust, and would more
naturally be included in the plague of flies than in this

;

nor can gnats be said to be "in man and in beast,"

though they may sting them.

Vermin of all kinds are notoriously abundant in

the East—none more so than these disgusting insects,

which are harboured everywhere by the filthy habits of

the Bedouin and the Fellahin, or country people. But
the Egyptians had by no means the Arab indiiierence to

vermin, and no plague could have been more loathsome

than this to that people. So scrupulous were they in

their cleanliness that, we are told by Herodotus, the

priests shaved their heads and persons ever}' third day

lest they should harbour an}- lice, and so be polluted

when performing their religious rites. This, therefore,

was more than merely a loathsome visitation—it rendered

the whole of that superstitious people ceremonially pol-

luted.

Aphaniptera.

Flea, Heb. par'osh {Pulex irritans of naturalists), .^^ ""j

is only mentioned twice in Scripture, where David,

addressing Saul, speaks of his pursuit being after an
object as contemptible as a flea :

" After whom is

the king- of Israel come out ? . . . . after a dead dog,

after a flea" (1 Sam. xxiv. 14). "The king of Israel

is come out to seek a flea, as when one doth hunt a

partridge in the mountains " (xxvi. 20), where the Flea

is named as the most insignificant of living creatures.

Fleas are the great pests both of the inhabitants and oi

travellers in the Holy Land, and it is impossible to keep
free from them. They are the only vermin towards

which the natives appear to bave a thorough animosity,

and which can disturb even Moslem equanimity. Their

numbers force them to change their camps more frequently

than they otherwise would ; and if the luckless traveller

incautiously pitches upon the site of a Bedouin camp,

which has been deserted even for a month, he is soon

driven away by the swarms of fleas, which rise from

the dust xnd the refuse stubble on the ground where
they are concealed in myriads.
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COLEOPTKRA.

Bektlk.—The Hebrew word chargol, which occurs

only once, in Lev. xi. 21, 22, is thus rendered in- our

version: "These may ye eat of every flying creep-

ing thing that goeth upon all four, which have legs

above their feet, to leap withal upon the earth. . . .

the beetle after his kind." The other three permitted

as food are ' the locust,' ' the bald locust,' and ' the grass-

hopper.' It is evident that some species of Locust or

Oithopterous insect is intended |see Locust], for the

Beetle has not legs above its feet to leap withal, as the

Locust tribe has, nor is it ever, like the Locust, used as

food by man. Beetles are very numerous in Palestine,

the climate being more suitable for Coleopterous insects,

or Beetles, than for Lepidopterous, or Butterflies. Up-
waids of 400 species have been described by French
naturalists fi'om that countiy, and some of the larger

Flower Beetles, or Buprestickc, are very beautiful, wiih

brilliant metallic colouring.

ORTHOPrERA.

Locust.—Under this general heading we may considei'

the various species of insects denoted by the Hebrew
words which are rendered in our version Beetle, Canker-
worm, Caterpillar, Grasshopper. Locust, Bald Locu>t,

and Palmerworm. In striking contrast with the paucity

of Biblical references to the other families of the insect

world, are the frequent and varied mention of the Locust
tjibe, its habits, appearance, and ravages; and the fact

that no less than nine Hebrew words almost certainly,

and several others possibly, are employed to denote

either different species or A'arious stages of growth of

this destructive insect.

Locusts belong to the order of insects termed Orthop-

tera, having their fore-wings straight, membranous or

semi-coriaceous, and the hind-wings very large and
wide, and folded longitudinally like a fan under the

fore-wing. The most familiar example of the order in

England is the Common Grasshopper. Upwards of forty

npecies of Orthopterous insects have already been ascei--

tained from Palestine. All have the mouth furnished
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wlih cutting mandibles, with which they devour the

herbage of plants, and most of them are exclusively

vegetable feeders.

They are divided into two groups: the Runners (Cwr-

soria), unclean under the Mos^aic law, and the Leapers
(Saltatoria), ' having legs above their feet to leap withal,'

which were permissible as food. To this group, whose
posterior legs of great strength and length enable them
to move on the giound by leaps, all the scriptural terms

are referable. 'i'hey are divided by naturalists into

three families, of which the Cricket, the Grasshopper,
and the Migrator}'' Locust may be respectively taken as

types.

It is unnecessary to give here the scientific names of

all the species enumerated from Palestine, but among
them are the Mole-cricket {GryUotaJ/pa didactyhis), a House-
cricket, several f^pecies of Truxalis. distinguiished from
other locusts by their long pyiamidal head and sword-

shaped, straight antennee, very many species of Locnsta

or Grasshopper, and still more of the families Acrydiies

and Gryllus proper, of which the most common and de-

structive in the Holy Land are Acrydimn lineola, Acrydium
peregrimim, and CEdipoda migraforia. These two latter are

the species most dreaded from their numbers, and all the

specimens I obtjiined from the swarms which devastated

the country in 18')0 belonged to one or other of these,

to which the name of the Common or Migratory Locust
has been ordinarily applied. The former species (Acry-

dium peregrinum) appeared to predominate.

The Israelites, who had good reason to observe the

habits of the locusts from the terrible visitations with
which they were from time to time afflicted, appear to

have been familiar with the singular metamorphoses
which this class of insects undergoes. Their changes
are very different from those of Beetles, Butterflies, and
Moths ; and consist simply in the increase and develop-

ment of the fore and hind wings, while during all stages

of their growth the}' are equally voracious. After their

emergence from the egg they pass through three stages

of existence— the larva, pupa, and imago, or perfect

insect ; but, inilike the Moth, they have no clnysalis or

dormant state, being more voracious in the pupa than in

any other state.

The eggy are deposited in Ai)ril or May, and hatched
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in June. The yonng have been observed as early aa

the 18th of May. The larvae whieh emerge fiom these

eggs have no wings. In the pnpa state they are only
rudimentar}' or little stumps, with the wings enclosed

in cases. In another month the}' cast this pupa or nymph
skin, and as soon as their wings are dry and expanded
mount in clouds into the air. In all stages of growth,

they are largely eaten by the natives, and form a very

palatable food.

Besides these extraordinary visitations, the drier parts

of the country are at all seasons fully stocked by the

ordinary and less gregarious species, which spring up
with a drumming sound before every step of the traveller,

expanding suddenly their brightly-coloured posterior

wings, which are in the different species of every hue

—

scarlet, crimson, bright blue, dark blue, yellow, white,

green, and brown. In the Migratory Locust they are a

pale yellow.

1. Proceeding to examine the Hebrew words in

detail, we find Arheh, Locust, almost always thus trans-

lated in our version. The name is derived from a root

signifying ' to multiply,' and is well applied to these

creatures, which at times so marvellously increase.

Arheh is the word used for the locusts in the description

(jf the eighth plague of Egypt :
" They shall cover the

face of the earth, that one cannot be able to see the earth :

and they shall eat the residue of that which is escaped,

which remaineth unto you from the hail, and shall eat

every tree which groweth for you out of the field : And
they shall fill thy houses, and the houses of all thy ser-

vants, and the houses of all the Egyptians .... when
it was morning, the east wind brought the locusts. . . .

They covered the face of the whole earth, so that the

land was darkened ; and they did eat every herb of the

land, and all the fruit of the trees which the hail had
left: and there remained not any green thing in the

trees, or in the herbs of the field, through all the land

of Egypt " (Ex. x. 5, 6, 13, 15). ^

It is also mentioned in Lev. xi. 22, as permissible for

food along with saVam (bald locust), chargol (beetle),

and chagah (grasshopper). In Joel i. 4, we find it men-
tioned along with three others

—

gazam (palmerworm),
yeleh (cankerworm), and chasil (caterpillar)—denoting

either different creatures, or different stages oi growth.
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It is expressed in the New Testament by aKph, the

general Greek terra for Locust, and, excepting in fonr

passages, is always rendered ' locust ' in our Bible. In

these it is given 'grasshopper' : "The Midianites . . .

came as grasshoppers for multitTide " (J^dg. vi. 5, and

vii. 12); "Canst thou make him afraid as a grass-

LOCUbT^:

(1) Truxalis. (2) AtraDiuM pekegkinlm. (3) cEdii-upa migratoria.

hopper?" (Job xxxix. 20) " They are more than the

grasshoppers, and aie innumerable " (Jer. xlvi. 23).

In almost every passage in which arbeh occurs, refer-

ence is made either to its devastatiug or to its multijDlying

powers: "The locust shall consume it" (Deut. xxviii.

o8). ''If there be in the land . . . locust, or if there

be'caterpiller" (1 Kings viii. 37 ; 2 Chron. vi. 28). [tSee

also Ps. Ixxviii. 46 • cv. 34.1 ' J will restore to you the
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years that the locust hath eaten'* (Joel ii. 25). " Make
thyself many as the locusts" (Nah. iii. 15).

From these expressions it is evident that one of the

migratory species is intended—either (Edipoda migratoria

or Acrydium peregriimm, the species which still ravage

the East from time to time. The former of these is the

best known in Europe, as it is common in the South of

France, and is occasionally taken in England. On one
occasion, in the summer of a.d. 1748, this Locust did

considerable damage near Bristol, and in Shropshire and
Staifoidshire, stripping the trees as bare as at Christmas.

The statement, that the plague of locusts arrived in

Egypt with an east wind, is confirmed in an interest-

ing manner by modern observations. They are noticed

always to come from the east into Egypt, and from the

south and south-east into Syria, being in fact nurtured

in the wilds of Arabia, and nothing destroys them until

they are driven by the wind into the sea ; as was the

case when, on the interces^ion of Moses, the west wind
drove them into the Red Sea.

2. SaVam, Bald Locust, only occurs in Lev xi. 22,

where the description proves it to be a species of Locust.

It is, perhaps, derived from a Chaldee word, signifying

to devour, and is said in the Talmud to have a smooth
head, whence the English rendering. It is also stated

to prefer the rocks, which might be true of certain

species of true Locusta, or Gras.shoppers ; but from the

statement of the peculiar characteristic of the head, the

name may with some reason be assigned to the genus
Truxalis, very common in the Holy Land, and which
has a long, narrow, smooth head, and straight, sword-
shaped antennte.

o. Ghargol, Beetle of our version, but evidently a

species of Locust from the description given of it, occurs

only in Lev. xi. 22, as one of the clean animals allowed

for food. The Jewish writers interpret it of the Grass-

hopper, others of the Truxalis, which they state is

insectivorous. This, however, is a mistake, as we as-

certained by observation that the Truxalidce live on

plants. There is no satisfactory clue by which we can
identify the exact species intended.

4. Chagah, Grasshopper, of Lev. xi. 22. From which
passage we learn that it must havo been a saltatorial

Orthopterous insect, with legs to leap withal, and not
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tlie yonng of any other species. From 2 Chron. vii. 13,

Avhere alone it is translated locust—" If I command the

locu^ts (chagahim) to devour the land "—we learn that it

was destructive. In the other three passages where it

occurs, our translators have ' grasshopper' :
" There we

saw the giants, the sons of Anak, which come of the

giants : and we were in our own sight as grasshoppers "

(Numb. xiii. 83). ' The grasshopjiei- shall be a burden "

(Eccles. xii. 5). " It is he that sitteth upon the circle

PAL11ERW0R5I, OB YOUNG OF LOCUSTS.

of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grass-

noppers " (Isa. xl. 22).

From these places it would appear that the cJiagah

was a small species, and perhaps, in contiast with the
laiger locusts, ' grasshopper ' is as near a translation as

could be given in our language. There are many small
species of locusts, some of them veiy brilliantly coloni ed,

which have been already alluded to. The word is UNed
in the Talmud as a collective name for the locust tribe.
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of which the Eabbis say there are 800 species, and it is

impossible for us to identify it specifically with any one

insect.

5. Gazmn, Palmerwoiim.—" That which the palmer-

worm hath left, hath the locust eaten " (Joel i. 4).
'• I will restore to yon the years that the locust hath

eaten, the cankerworra, and the caterpiller, and the

palmerworm, my great' army which I send among you "

(ch. ii. 25). " When your gardens and your vineyards

and your fig trees and your olive trees increased, the

palmerworm devoured them " (Amos iv. 9) The
word is derived from a root signifying to cut off, and is

translated ' caterpiller ' in tlie Septuagint and other old

versions. They are probably correct, and a Caterpillar

was doubtless intended by the ' Palmerworm ' of our

translation. Some commentators consider it to be a

species of Locust from the description of its depredations

in Amos. Caterpillars, like the liOcust, frequently make
havoc among the fruit trees. From the description in

Joel, where gazam precedes the Locust in its ravages, there

s some ground for the opinion of many critics that it

lenotes the Migratory Locust in its larva state, before

its wnngs are grown, in which condition it is not less

destructive. It is probably used in as vague a sense as

the term Caterpillar among ourselves, applied to the

larva of any insect.

6. Yelelc, CankerwoPvM.—This is the translation given

ill five passages—Joel i. 4, and ii. 25 ; also Nah. iii. 15, 16 :

'' The sword . . . shall eat thee up like the canker-

worm. Make th^'self many as the cankerworm, make
thyself many as the locusts." " The cai^kerworm

spoileth and fleeth away." In three places it is ren-

dered ' caterpiller ' :
" He spake, and the locusts came,

and caterpillers, and that without number" (Ps. cv. 34).
" I will fill thee with men, as with cateipillers

"

(Je"*". li. 14). "Cause the horses to come up as the

rough caterpillers " (ver. 27). The signification of the

name is the licker, 'that which licks up the grass of the

field;' and, from its position in the description of the

Locust plague in Joel, it may represent not any particular

species, but the larva or caterpillar state of the Locust, in

which it is even more destructive than in its winged
state. After the Winged Locust has left, the young
larvae appear, and consume all that has escaped the
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former. After it has devoured everything, it assumes its

wings, or as Nahum expresses it, " spoileth and fleeth

waay."

7. Tzelatzal, Locust, occurs in Dent, xxviii. 42 :
" All

thy trees and fruit of thy land shall the locust consume."
The word means ' the tinkler,' and is elsewhere applied

to cymbals, being here given to some insect from the

well known stridulous sound of its wings, not unlike

the Jingling of some musical instruments. All we can

say is, that it seems to represent an insect destructive to

foliage and herbage. (See Appendix, Note "E.)

8. Gob, Locust.—" As the running to and fro of lo-

custs shall he nin upon them " (Isa. xxxiii. 4). " Behold,

he formed grasshoppers [Heb. gohaim ; marg. 'green-

worms'] in the beginning of the shooting up of the

latter growth" (Amos vii. 1). "Thy captains as the

great grasshoppers [Heb. gobaii)i\, which camp in the

hedges in the cold day, but when the sun ariseth they
flee uway, and their place is not known wheie they are

"

(Nah. iii. 17). There is nothing in any of these passages

to indicate any particular species, or whether the laiva

or perfect state of the insect is intended, though com-
mentators incline to the former. The habit of halting

at night is common to the whole tribe, both in its apte-

rous and in its winged state.

9. Chasil, Caterpillar.— Mentioned always along

with the Locust in Solomon's prayer at the dedication

of the Temple; also by the prophet Joel, and in

Ps. Ixxviii. 46 :
" He gave also their increase unto the

caterpiller, and their labour unto the locust." So
Isa. xxxiii. 4 :

" Your spoil shall be gathered like the

gathering of the caterpiller." The Hebrew word sig-

nifies ' the consumer,' and probably denotes the Locust
in the larva or pupa state, and not any particular

species.

The allusions to the habits of locusts in Scripture are

very numerous. Their march is magnificently described

by the prophet Joel :
" A day of darkness and of gloomi-

ness, a day of clouds and of thick darkness, as the

morning spread upon the mountains : a great people and
a stiong ; . . . the land is as the garden of Eden before

them, and behind them a desolate wilderness
;

yea, and
Qothing shall escape them. The appearance of tbem is

as the appearance of horises ; and as horsemen so shall
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thoy run. Like the noise of chariots on the tops of

mountains shall they leap, like the noise of a flame of

Hie that devoureth the stubble, as a strong people set in

battle array. Before their face the people shall be much
pained: all faces shall gather blackness. They shall

run like mighty men ; they shall climb the wall like

men of war ; and they shall march every one on his

ways, and they shall not break their ranks. . . . They
shall run to and fro in the city ; they shall run upon the

wall, they shall climb up upon the houses ; they shall

enter in at the windows like a thief" (Joel ii. 2-7, 9).

All these characteristics are illustrated by the ac-

counts of modern observers—their voracity and the

titter devastation and destruction which marks their

track (' behind them a desolate wilderness ')—famine

and pestilence—their appearance in clouds which darken

the air, and the noise they make in their flight, com-
pared by one traveller to the roar of a cataract over-

head. The prophet Joel compares them to horses ; and
to this day the same metaphor is familiar in every Arab
camp. One of my Arabs gave me a long list of reasons

why the Locust is like the horse or horseman. They
were veiy ingenious, and often amusing ; but, probably

because he himself belonged to a tribe of notorious free-

booters, he did not add the most forcible point of re-

semblance—their sudden appearance in the cultivated

lands like a Bedouin raid, their sweeping advance and

the desolation which marks their track. Their straight

onward march was one of his points of similarity.

Of tliis we liRd a striking instance during the terrible

visitation of 18G4-5. On arriving at the banks of the

Jordan, the swarms, then in a larva or wingless state,

marched steadily up the trees which fringe the river.

These they denuded of every strip of foliage, and even

of the tender bark, not sparing even the resinous

tamarisk. As they had stripped the twigs they crept

onward, pushed by the hoi-des behind, and fell by
myriads into the rapid stream. Few out of many
escaped to the farther bank, for the scene below was
indeed marvellous. The river was full of fish. In

serried ranks, with noses up and mouths open, rested

just on the surface shoals of the common Joidan fish

{ticapliiodon capocta), in quiet anticipation of the feast,

which was literally for hours drop2)ing into their mouths.
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Ry dioiisands the locusts disappeared as tliey foil --even
before tiiey had time to touch, the water they weie
seized.

As in the visitation of Egypt, so now it is found that

the only means of deliverance from the plague is when
a strong wind drives them into the sea; and even
then, as mentioned by Joel, their dead bodies taint the

air and induce pestilence. This was the experience of

the year 1865, as well as the record of Hasselquist, more
than a century ago. In their resistless march, which is

without leaders, but all by a common impulse (' tho

locusts have no king') they climb walls, enter houses
by doors or windows, just as they did in the EgyjDtian

plague, and as the}^ are described by Joel, and even
gnaw the woodwork of the rooms. The helplessne^js

of the Locust against the wind is mentioned by the
Psalmist: "I am tossed up and down as the locust"

(ch. cix. 23). This refers to the Flying Locust. Modern
observers tell us how their squadrons are tossed up and
down, and whirled round and round by the ever-varying
currents of the mountain winds.

With respect to the successive visitations of locusts,

described b}' Joel, Dr. Pusey, in his commentary on the
minor prophets, is very decidedly of opinion that tho

names mentioned

—

gazam, arheJi, yelek, and cliasil—must
be taken of four distinct species succeeding one another,

and not for successive stages of the same animal, and
that ' gob,^ the ' creeper,' is the only word which denotes
the unwinged state. He adds, that the use of these

names of locust elsewhere in Holy Scripture contra-

dicts the theoiy that they designate ditferent stages of

the growth of the same creature ; and that they are

named elsewhere together as distinct and winged. He
also, most convincingl}', refuies the theory held by some,
that the d liferent words are some of them merely
poetical names of the Locust. ' It would be plainly

giatuitous to assume that the Hebrew names, althougli

epithets, describe only the genus in its largest sense, and
are not names of species. Observation on the spot leads

me. however, to venture even against such very high
authority, to support the view that different stages of the
insect life are designated, at least by gazam and yeleh.^

Joel, in his comparison of the Assj^rian invaders to

the plague of locusts, calls them ' the northern army '

p 2
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This must be taken not of the locusts, but strictly of the

Assyrians, who are always spoken of as invading Judah
on tbe north. The locusts always come with the wind
fiom the country of their origin; and this, as all ob-

servers attest, is with a south or south-east wind into

Palestine, with a west wind into Persia, and with an

east wind into Egypt. Similarly the Assyrian hordes

would come from their countr3\ Those that devastate

South-eastern Europe generally come with a north or

north-east wind from the Ukraine ; but we have no

record of such flights attacking Palestine.

The following account of the last visitation of locusts

in the year 18G5, kindly given me by the Pev. F. W.
Holland, contains so many minute corroborations of the

scriptural accounts of these insects that I transcribe it

in his own words :

—

" On April 5, when we were encamped at the foot of

Jebel Musa (Mount Sinai), about 10 a.m., the locusts were

first seen by us. A light breeze from the north-west

was blowing, and they came up in its face from the

south-east, flying steadily against it, msmj of them at a

great height. They soon increased in number, and, as

their glazed wings glanced in the sun, they had the

appearance of a snow-storm. Many settled on the

ground, which was soon in many places quite yellow

with them, and every blade of green soon disappeared.

Eor two days the flight passed over our heads un-

diminished in number. They did not appear to be

able to fly much against the wind, their wings being-

blown across if they got their tail to leeward, and then

they came spinniug down to the ground ; when they

alighted, they always faced the wind. On the third

morning the flight nad diminished much in numbers,

but many were still passing over, and as we walked

along, clouds of them rose before us. The}' were diffi-

cult to catch except in the early morning, when they

seemed benumbed with cold before the sun had risen.

We found them all over the peninsula wherever we
went.

"In vain the Arabs, who had charge of the convent

gardens, beat iron pans, and shouted, and brushed them

away from the beds with palm leaves ; they swarmed
in, till every green thing was eaten. The little rock-

chat made frequent dashes at them as they flew past
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and each time brought one to the ground and ate it.

In Syria I frequently saw kites and hawks feeding on
them on the wing.

" When towards the end of April we approached the

shores of the Gulf of Akahah, we found the locusts making
for the sea, and I watched them actually walking across

the wet sands into the water, and thus committing
suicide in the most wholesale manner, '^'hose locusts

which we saw in Sinai were ready to lay fggs, and the
time of the young ones hatching out was mure dreaded
than the devouring flight of old ones.

" The locusts appeared to have invaded Syria about
the same time that they arrived in Sinai.

"On the 18th of May, near Beyrout, I first saw the

3'oung ones. We came upijn an occasional black patcli

in the grass, about the size of the crown of a hat. These
were young locusts, about the sixth of an inch long,

which dispersed on every side as one approached them,
but collected together after we had passed, in a few
days apparently they begin their onward march.

" When about one-thiid of an inch long they take to

the beaten tracks, where they can follow each other in

a long line, the breadth of the line varying according
to the character of the path ; at this stage they always
hop, never walk. They feed as they go along, I suppose ;

but I nearly always saw them on the move. As they
grow older they become more yellow ; when quite

young they are nearly black, but it is some time before

their wings appear. I have seen troops of them a mile
in length, and twenty or thirty, or even fifty yards in

breadth. As one meets them they file off on either

side and leave a clear path ; but if one of them happens
to be injured, the others immediately fall upon it and
devour it.

'' When they approach a village the people tuin out,

light fires round their fields, dig trenches and fill them
with water, and endeavour to beat them back with
their cloaks and the branches of tiees ; but the locusts

appear to prefer death tc a retreat. They swaiiu
up the trees and strip them of every leaf; olives and
even oaks are not spared by them, but the}' attack the

apricots and mulberries first. They frequently moult
during their growth, but quickly perform this operation,

and emerge in their new skin more hungry than ever.
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" Though when quite small they always hop, when
larger they only walk, unless disturbed, until they get

their wings, when for a time they take springs into tlie

air and fly for a short distance, and afterwards take to

flying altogether. When a flight appears, the natives

ciiml? up the trees with drums, kettles, and horns, &c.

;

they sbout and make a noise to prevent their settling,

but often it is in vain ; and sad it was to see the poor

people beaten by the overwhelming flights, and hope-

lessly wringing their hands over their little gardens

overrun by the locusts, which crunched np every green

thing.
" 1 saw a flight in Syria moving with a strongish

wind, but they could not fly for more than 100 or 150

yards without their wings becoming entangled, when
they fell to the ground and righted themselves for a

fresh start. At Nazareth they had even invaded the

houses ; and, before I could sit down- in Mr. Zeller's

house, the servant had to take the sofa cushion^, into the

yard and sweep away the locusts. In our tents we
had to tie up our heads in our handkerchiefs, and use

various devices for keeping the locusts out of our

beds, but we generally had some bedfellows. The sea

shore in many places was covered with their dead

bodies.

"The Arabs in Sinai never eat them; but they told

me that the Arabs near Mecca did so, and 1 heard of

their being eaten in Beyrout by some of the Arabs and
black servants there, and also by the Arabs on the east

of the Jordan."

To these observations of my friend, Mr. Holland, I

may add, that I found that locusts are eaten by the

Jehalin, a tribe in the south-east of Judaea, by most of

the tribes in the Jordan valley, and by the Beni Hassan

in Gilead. I found them very good when eaten after

the Arab fashion, stewed with butter. They tasted

somewhat like shrimps, but with less flavour. When
we consider how easily and invariably locusts can be

procured in the Judaean wilderness, we find no diffi-

culty in the account of the fare of the Baptist, and we
see how idle was the controversy raised on the con-

jecture that the ' locusts ' of ^Matt. iii. 4 meant the fruit

of the Carob or Locust tree.
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HOMOPTERA.

Crimson-Worm.—The Hebrew tolaath, meaning the

Crimson-W7orm, is always translated in our version by
'crimson' (Isa. i. 18), or by 'scarlet' elsewhere, as in

many passages in Exodus, describing the colours used
in draping the tabernacle ; in Lam. iv. 5, and IS' eh. ii. 3,

the word ' worm ' being omitted, as in most passages the

dye obtained from it, and not the worm itself, is in-

tended.

The animal is a cocldnml, an Homopterous insect

(^Coccus ilicis), of which the male, in its imago state, is

Vuiged, and the female, which is more than double its

c$ize, is wingless, attaching itself to the leaves and twigs

of the Syrian Holm-oak (Quercus coccifera), from the

juices of which it derives its sustenance. From the

female alone the dye is procured. It is about the size

of tlie kernel of a cherry, and of a dark-red colour, but
when dried shrivels up to less than the size of a grain

of wheat. It is very common in Palestine, and still

occasionally employed in dyeing, though commercially
it has been supplanted by a nearly- allied species, Coccus

cacti, a native of Mexico, which lives on the cactus, or

prickly pear, and has been introduced with that plant

into all the countries bordering on the Mediterranean,
and is cultivated in several parts of the Holy Land, as

at Nablous, the ancient Shechem. Its Arabic name is

kermez, whence our word ' crimson ' has ultimately been
derived.

HYMENOPTERA.

Ant. Heb. nemalah.—The Ant is twice mentioned in

the Book of Proverbs : in one passage it is held forth as

a pattern of industry, in the other as a model of wisdom.
As a pattern of industry : "Go to the ant, thou sluggard

;

consider her ways, and be wise : which having no guide,

overseer, or ruler, provideth her meat in the summer
and gathereth her food in the harvest " (Prov. vi. 6-8).
As a model of wisdom :

" There be four things which
are little upon the earth, but they are exceeding wise :

the ants are a people not strong, yet they prepare their

meat in the summer " (ch. xxx. 24, 25).

The natural interpretation of both these passages is,

h
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that the Aut proves her industry and wisdom by storing

up iu summer a supply for winter use. Many difficulties

have been raised respecting this, from the fact that the

Ant tribe are, excepting in hot climates, for the most part

dormant in winter, and that their food is not corn, but
flesh, insects, and saccharine matter from trees, which
cannot be stored. They do, however, fill their nests

with all kinds of substances, chiefly for the purpose of

lining them and keeping them free from damp ; and I

have not only seen them in the Holy Land busily en-

gaged in carry iug quantities of barley to hoard, but
liave found the nests full of corn, mijigled with chaff,

grass, seeds, and all sorts of dried vegetable husks.

Elsewhere, they have been observed, not only to carry

seeds to their nests, but, after the rains, when the

moisture has penetrated their dwellings, to bring them uo
again to the surface to dry. The ancients were familiar

with the fact that the Ant stored up food for winter

consumption ; and who that has watched the incessant

activity of these little creatures, issuing in long files from
their labyrinths by a broad beaten track, and gradually

dispersing in all directions by pathways that become
narrower and fainter as they diverge, while a busy throng

uninterruptedly conveys back by the same paths e\ery

object which they are able to drag with their powerful

forceps, would not at once arrive at the same conclusion 1

' The language of the Wise Man is in accordance not

only with the universal belief of his time, but with the

accurately ascertained facts of Natural History. Contrary
to its habits in colder climates, the Ant is not there

dormant through the winter; and among the Tamr.risks

of the Dead Sea, it may be seen in January activel) en-

gaged in collecting the Aphides and saccharine exudations,

in long files passing and repassing up and down the trunk.

Two of the most common species of the Holy Land {Aita

harhara, the black ant, and Atta structor, a brown ant)

are strictly seed feeders, and in summer lay up large stores

of grain for winter use. These species are spread along

the whole of the Mediterranean coasts, but are unknown in

mure northern climates. Hence writers who were ignorant

of any ants beyond those of their own countries have been

presumptuous enough to deny the accuracy of Solomon's

Btaten>ent. (See note F.)

Beyond the now established fact of the Ant in the East
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laying up food for winter, modern research has proved

the wisdom and instinct of these little creatures to be
far in advance of that of any other known insect, not

even excenting the Bee. Their skill in architecture is

wonderful and varied. Some species build their laby-

rinths of pellets of kneaded clay, arched and fitted like

the most skilful masonry ; others employ rafters and
beams for their roofs ; others excavate the trunks of

trees. They fortify their passages against rain and
enemies, closing them every night, and opening them
in the morning. Like the bees and wasps, their com-
munities are composed of males, females, and neuters, the

latter being both the workers and the rulers. These
receive the eggs, watch over them with lanceasing care,

bring the larvce to enjoy the heat of the sun, and then

carry them back to their chambers as the day declines.

They gather food for them, and supply them incessantly
;

they tear the cases away from the cocoons when the per-

fect insect is ready to emeroe : they spread and dry the

wings, which the males and females alone possess, and
that only in the perfect state : they afterwards tend the

females, feed them, wash them, and keep continual

guard. They rear myriads of aphides, or small plant

parasites, from the egg, to supply food for the young,

and keep them, like cows. Some species, as the Amazon
Ants, organize regular marauding expeditions, attack the

colonies of other ants, and carry ori' the larvge to be their

slaves. In fact, had not the habits of the ants been
verified by the observations of the most careful and
truthful naturalists, they would have been incredible.

Truly, indeed, did Agur pronounce them to be " exceed-

ing wise."

Ants are Hymenopterous insects of the famiiy Formica,

comprising many genera, living always in communities.

The most important genera are Formica, without a sting,

and Myrmica, with a sting. The species are very nu-

merous, and the family is world-wide in geographical

distribution. We collected more than a dozen ditlerent

species in Palestine — a very small proportion of the

number that must exist there—varying in architecture,

size, colour, and habits. One species was about an inch

in length.

Hornet. Heb. tzirali.— The Hoinet, about the trans-

lation of which there is no question, is mentioned in

p ;i
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Scripture as an instrument in God's liand for the pun-

ishment and expulsion of the Canaanites :
" I will send

hornets before thee, which shall drive out the Hivite,

the Canaanite, and the Hittite, hvm before thee " (Ex.

xxiii. 28). " The Lord thy God will send the hornet

among them, until they that are left, and hide them-

selves from thee, be destroyed" (Deut. vii. 20). "I

sent the liornet before you, which drave them out from

before you " (Josh. xxiv. 12).

Hornets were abundant in the Holy Land, as w^e may
infer from the name Zoreah, or 'place of hornets'

(Josh. XV. 33), and they are frequently mentioned by
other writers. Instances are on record in profane his-

tory where hornets have multiplied to such a degree as

to become a pest to the inhabitants. The furious attack

of a swarm of hornets drives cattle or horses to mad-
ness, and has even caused the death of the animals.

From the terror they inspire, their attacks may be

spoken of in a metaphorical sense, like the Greek and

Latin jEstrus, or Gadfly, to signify the panic and alarm

with which the approach of the hosts of Israel would

inspire the Canaanites.

All hornets are classed with the Wasp tribe (Fespoe),

and are only distinguished by their greater size. The
English Hornet is well known, and differs from the

\Vasp not only by its size, but by its mode of architec-

ture—the Hoinet's nest being suspended from a beam
or stone by a pillar of papier-mache, with an umbrella-

shaped shield of the same material over the combs,

which are suspended horizontally one under the other.

The communities are much smaller than those of wasps.

In the Holy Land we found four species, all very com-

mon, but none of them identical with our Hornet. Two
constructed nests after the fashion of our species, and
the other two made very large nests underground or in

cavities of rocks, with combs of great size placed hori-

zontally. We found one comb eighteen inches in dia-

meter. These species were decidedly larger than ours, but

we did not find them ready to attack, unless provoked.

When, however, any of our horses had accidentally

trodden on a nest, it was necessary to retreat with all

speed, for the attack of the enraged insects at once

caused a stampede throughout the camp.

Bee Heb. debomh.—I'he Honey Bee and honey are
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frequently mentioned in Scripture, and bees were from

a very early epoch reclaimed and kept in hives, as well

as sought for among the rocks. The Hive Bee of Pales-

tine much resembles our own Aj)is mellijica, and still

more closely the Hive Bee of Italy and Southern Europe
(Apis ligiistica), but is decidedly smaller, and of a much
lighter colour. The swarms or colonies are also gene-

rally more numerous, and the cells of the combs are, of

course, a little smaller, while the combs themselves are

frequentl}^ of great size and weight.

It is the Apis fasciata of Latreille ; and now, as of old,

is quite as abundant in a wild state as reclaimed. Indeed

the wild bees, of precisely the same species, are far more
numerous than their hived relatives, and the greater

quantity of the honey sold in the south of Palestine is

obtained from wild swarms.
Most of the allusions to bees in Scripture refer to

these unreclaimed stocks, Avhich, when robbed, attack

their plunderers with great fury. In some parts of India

so enormous are the swarms of wild bees, that there

are ravines which it is impossible to traverse owing
to the fury of their attacks. " The x\morites, which
dwelt in that mountain, came out against you, and chased

you, as bees do" (Deut. i. 44), " They compassed me
about like bees" (Ps. cxviii. 12). "The Lord shall

hiss for the fly that is in the uttermost part of the

rivers of Egypt, and for the bee that is in the land

of Assyria " (Isa. vii. 18).

In this passage allusion appears to be made to the

well known custom of arresting bees by loud sounds, a

custom which has come down from the earliest times, and

is practised among ourselves in the tinkling and jingling

of iron utensils to induce a swarm to settle when it has

left the hive. The word ' hiss ' alludes to the call to

attention universally used in Eastern countries, which,

instead of ' hallo ' or ' hey,' is always ' hist ' or ' hiss.'

The abundance of bees of old is attested by the fre-

quent mention of the Land of Promise as " a land flowing

v%dth milk and hone]) " (Deut. viii. 8, &c.). Few countries

are more admirably adapted for bees than this, with its

dry climate, and its stunted but varied flora, consisting

in large proportion of aromatic thymes, mints, and other

labiate plants, as well as of crocuses in spring; while

the dry recesses of the limestone rocks everywhere aflbrd
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shelter and protection for the combs. Thus, the rocks

are generally spoken of as the treasure houses of the

bees :
" With honey out of the rock should I have satis-

fied thee " (Ps. Ixxxi. 16). Wild honey is also fmnd in

trees. Thus, " All they of the land came to a wood
;

and there was honey upon the ground. And when the

people were come into the wood, behold the honey
d"opped " (1 Sam. xiv. 25, 26).

In Judges xiv. 8, we read of a swarm of wild bees
taking up their abode in the carcase of the lion which
Samson had slain, upon which he propounded his riddle :

" Out of the eater came forth meat, and out of the strong-

came forth sweetness." We must not suppose that the

carcase was a putrid and corrupt mass, for in the dry
season the heat will speedily render a carcase in that

climate a mere mummy, without any offensive smell
until it is moistened, and the ants speedily clear away
all the softer parts of the body, if any are left by the

vultures, so that merely the skeleton and hide would
lemain. Even in this country, wrens and sparrows have
been known to make their nest in the body of an ex-

posed crow or hawk.
In the wilderness of Judeea, bees are far more nume-

rous than in any other part of Palestine, and thus honey
was part of the homel}^ diet of the Baptist in the desert,

as it is to this day among the Bedouin, who squeeze it

from the comb and store it in skins. Such stores the

men possessed who petitioned Ishmael for their lives on
that account :

" Slay us not : for we have treasures in

the field . . . of honey" (Jer. xli. 8).

Honey was from the earliest times an article of com-
merce from Palestine. It was among the delicacies sent

down by Jacob with his sons to the governor of Egypt
(Gen. xliii. 11), and is mentioned by Ezekiel among the

commodities exported to Tyre :
" Judah, and the land

of Israel, they were thy merchants : they traded in thy
market . . . honey " (ch. xxvii. 17). It is probable that

in several passages himey (Heb. dehash) stands for the

Arabic ' dihs,* the sweet syrup, made by boiling down
the juice of the grape to the consistency of treacle ; but
in most instances bees' honey is undoubtedly intended.

Wax was also employed for various purposes, but not,

so far as we know, for candles. It was an ingredient in

various ointments and perfumes.
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The method of keeping domesticated bees has pro
bably not varied from the earliest times, and they ar<;^

reared, especially in Galilee, in great numbers. The
hives are very simple, consisting of large tubes of sun-

diied mud, about eight inches in diameter, and four

feet long, closed with mud at each end, having onl}- an
aperture in the centre, large enough for two or threo

bees to pass at a time. The insects appear to frequent

both doors equally. These tubes are laid in rows hori-

zontally and piled in a p3^ramid. I counted one of these

colonies consisting of seventy-eight tubes, each a dis

tinct hive. Coolness being the great object, the whole
is thickly plastered over with mud, and covered with
boughs, while a branch is stuck in the ground at each

end, to assist the bees in alighting. At first we took

these singular structures for ovens or hen-houses. The
barbarous practice of destroying the swarms for their

honey is unknown. AYhen the hives are full, tlie clay

is removed from the ends of the pipes, and the honey
extracted with an iron hook : those pieces of comb
which contain young bees are carefully replaced, and
the hives then closed up again. Honey, wild or from
hives, is always to be purchased, and it is used for many
culinary purposes, and especially for the preparation of

sweet cakes. It has the delicate aromatic flavour of the

thyme-scented honey of Hybla or Hymettus.
But, however extensive are the Bee colonies of the

villages, the number of wild bees of the same species

is far greater. The innumerable fissures and clefts of

the limestone rocks, which everywhere flank the valleys,

afford in their recesses secure shelter for any number
of swarms ; and many of the Bedouin, particularly in

the Avilderness of Judasa, obtain their subsistence by
bee-hunting, bringing into Jerusalem skins and jars of

that wild honey on which John the Baptist fed in the

wilderness, and which Jonathan had long before unwit-
tingly tasted when the comb had dropped on the ground
from the hollow tree in which it was suspended. When
we see the busy multitude of bees about the cliffs, we
call to mind the promise :

" With honey out of the stony

rock would I have satisfied thee." Amidst all its desola-

tion the Land of Promise is, even to the present day, "a
land flowing with honey "

The Orientals have a swuet tooth, and are in the habit
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of eating h(,)ney to a degree that would nauseate a

Western stomach.

The Word of God is frequently compared in Scripture

to honey for its sweetness (Ps. xix. 10, &c.). Deborah
(Bee) was a favourite and ap23ropriate femaiC name
(Gen. XXXV. 8; Jndg. iv. 5).

Ihe number of species ot' Humble Bee in Palestine is

very great, and Mason Bees are especially numerous, but

their stores of honey are too inconsiderable to have been

an object of search.

LEriDOPTERA.

Moth. Heb. 'ash.—The mention of the Moth in

Scripture is, with a single exception, confined to the

destruction caused in clothing by the larvae of the little

Clothes' Moth (Tineidce), of which very many species

are found in Palestine :
" They all shall wax old as a

garment ; the moth shall eat them up " (Isa. 1. 9). " He
consumeth as a garment that is moth-eaten " (Job

xiii. 28). " Where moth and rust doth corrupt " (Matt,

vi. 19). " Your riches are corrupted, and your garments

are moth-eaten " (Jas. v. 2), &c. &c. Jn these passages

reference is made to the custom in the East of hoarding

up immense stores of raiment, which are one of the

customary signs of wealth in those countries.

In Job iv. 19 :
" How much less in them that dwell in

houses of clay, whose foundation is in the dust, which
are crushed before the moth?" we should rather read

'easier than the moth.' In Job xxvii. 18, "He buildeth

his house as a moth," the allusion is to some of the many
leaf-rolling larvse of the Moth familj^ whose cases are

crushed by a touch. It is needless to quote further the

many passages referring to the havoc made by the Moth
among woollen garments.

No other Lepidopterous insect is alluded to in Scrip-

tui'e, and the class including butterflies and moths is

not very numerously represented in the Holy Land;

the dry climate of which, together with the scarcity of

wood, is not particularly favourable to the develop-

ment of this group. The butterflies are for the most

part similar to those of South-eastern Europe, though

in the Dead Sea region several Nubian and Abyssinian

forms are found. The number of recorded species in

the Holy Land is about 280.
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DlPl'ERA.

Flies.—Two Hebrew words are thus translated

—

(1.) 'Aroh, which occurs only in the history of the
plague of flies in Egypt (Ex. viii.), and in the refer-

ences to that visitation in the Psalms (Ixxviii. 45, cv.

41). What fly is intended, or whether any particular

species, it is impossible to ascertain ; but flies, like our
Common House-fly (Musca), are among the pests of

Egypt, as well as the gnats or mosquitoes (^Culicidce).

There are also many species of blood-sucking horse-flies

(Hippohoscidce) and gadflies (CEstrus). The Common
Fly is, however, quite tormenting enough to have been of

itself the Egyptian plague. Those who have not lived

in the East can have but little idea of the irritation and
pain caused in some places, and at some seasons, by the

countletis swarms of these insects, which are far more
rapacious than in temperate climates, and many species

of which settle on the human body like mosquitoes, and
by their bites draw blood, and produce festering sores.

The spread of the purulent ophthalmia, the curse of

Egypt, is well known to be owing to this fly, which
carries the infection from one person to another.

(2.) Zehub occurs only twice :
" Dead flies cause the

ointment of the apothecaiy to send furth a stinking-

savour" (Eccles. X. 1). " The Lord shall hiss for the fly

that is in the uttermost part of the rivers of Egypt " (Isa.

vii. 18). The swarms of flies in the East very soon cor-

rupt and destroy any moist unguent or mixture which is

not carefully covered from them, and pollute a dish of food

in a few minutes. The second passage seems to point

to a Gadfly, or a genus like it, which is well known
under the Arabic name of dthehah, almost the same as

zehu'\ and which we found extremely tormenting to our

animals in the hotter parts of the Jordan valley. It is

also connnon in the valley of the Nile. The name is

frequently given to any large blood-sucking fly. So
grievous a pest was the zehub, that the Phoenicians in-

voked against it the aid of their idol under the name of

Baalzebub, which the Jews in derision changed to Baal-

zebul, ' Baal of the dunghill,' and apj^lied in the time of

our Lord to the prince of the devils (Matt. xii. 24, &c.).

Gnat, Gr. kwvwi/^, only occuis in the New Testa-
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ment :
" Yc blind guides, which strain at a gnat, and

swallow a camel" (Matt, xxiii. 24), where it is men-
tioned as being one of the smallest of insects. The Gnat
of the East, better known to travellers under the name
of ' Mosquito,' is one of the most irritating pests of most
countries, and nowhere more so than in the low-lying

marsh lands of Egypt and Palestine. It may well be

included under the ' flies' of the plague of Egypt. Small
as it is, its persecution is intolerable, and its bite very
irritating, often producing fever, and painful local sores.

At night especially it robs the wearied and fevered tra-

veller of his rest, not only by its insatiate attacks, but
also by its incessant sharp buzz, which is a sound posi-

tively painful to most ears, and produces effects on the

nerves similar to those produced on cattle and horses by
the buzz of the Gadfly.

The only protection against these tormentors is to

sleep on high ground away from water or trees. Gnats
belong to the genus Cide.v, distinguished by their long

proboscis, which is a grooved sheath, from which the in

sect shoots long, slender darts into the skin ; and the

larv£e and pupaB always lies in water, only emerging into

the air when tliey leave the chrysalis.

Anthozoa.

Coral, Heb. ramoth, signifying ' that which grows
high' or like a tree.—Coral was highly prized among
the ancients, and, from the difficulty in procuring
it, bore a higher comparative price than it does now.
Among the Egyptians, articles of coral, jewelry, beads,

charms, and seals, were much employed and are often

found in the tombs. The value of Coral is spoken of

in Scripture :
" No mention shall be made of coral, or

of pearls : for the price of wisdom is above rubies

"

(Job xxviii. 18). " Syria was thy merchant . . . they

occupied in thy fairs with emeralds .... and coral, and
agate" (Ez. xxvii. 16).

The Coral thus brought by the Syrians to Tyre must
have been that of the Red Sea, or the Persian Gulf,

which is the finest and most valuable, although the

JMediterranean also produces Red Coral in considerable

(piantities. Coral, as is now well known, is the massive
skeleton composed of calcareous particles deposited by
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myriads of little microscopic polypes or zoophytes,

taking various shapes in different species. Millions of

these zoophytes unite, and generation after generation
deposit their stony cells on the top of their predecessors,

till some species have gradually formed vast islands in

the ocean. The Eed Coral of commerce is broken otf

the rocks and drawn up from a considerable depth, to

which, perhaps, allusion is made in Job, as the expres-

sion ' the price of wisdom ' would more exactly be reu
dered ' the drawing up of wisdom.'
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CHAPTER XII.

BOTANY: TKEES, FRUITS, PLANTS, HERBS, AND
FLOWERS.

Part I.

—

Trees and Shrubs.

The botanical and floral illustrations and allusions of

the Bible are very numerous, but are for the most part

confined to the vegetable products of three countries, viz.

Eg3'pt, the Arabian Desert, and the Holy Land ;
yet, within

these geographical limits, there is a much wider range
of variety than could easily be found elsewhere. That
south-eastern corner of the Mediterranean presents wide
contrasts of climate and conditions, from the seething

marshes of the Nile to the snow-clad heights of Lebanon.
When Solomon " spake of trees, from the cedar tree that

is in Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth out

of the wall," his botanical knowledge extended from the

hardy Pine under northern snows to the plants of the

sultry deserts of Arabia.

In the narrative of the creation there is only one
general botanical division made, viz. into grass, herbs,

and trees: "Let the earth briug forth grass, the herb
yielding seed, and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his

kind, whose seed is in itself upon the earth " (Gen. i. 11).

Grass is here used for the herbage, \Aihich is the pasturage

for cattle ; tlielierh yielding seed for those herbs and plants

which are suitable for human food : while all the trees

of the wood and forest may be included under the fruit

tree yielding fruit after Ms hind.

The allusions to the plants of Egypt are not man}^
and are chiefly confined to the products of ihQ gaiden
and the cultivated field. The botany of Egj^pt is not its

characteristic feature. Beyond the clumps of Date Palms
about the villages, the trees are very few ; there is no
waste or forest land; where the garden or artificially-

watered field ends the desert begins ; and it is only in

the marshes of the Delta, in Lower Egypt, that the

natural produce of the country is found growing in

I
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undisturbed luxuriance. In the time of Moses, there

must have been even less scope for the upgrowth of

native plants than now. Consequently, the allusions to

the vegetable products of Egypt are confined to its corn,

to its wheat and rye, its flax and barley, its leeks, onions,

and garlic, the cucumbers and the melons of its watered
gardens, with the exception of the bulrushes or papyrus
of its river-side ; while the absence of fruit trees is

hinted at by the presents taken down by Jacob's sons

—

" balm, spices, and myrrh, nuts, and almonds " (Gen.
xliii. 11).

In the Arabian desert we have the Palm trees shading
the wells, as at Elim ; the Shittim ^Vood, or Desert Acacia,

probably the burning bui^h of Horeb ; the Hyssop, or

Caper Plant, still so conspicuous in the Sinaitic desert

;

the Terebinth, solitary here and there ; and the Juniper
tree, the desert Broom or lietem, under which the prophet
rested.

Eichly varied, on the contrary, is the botany of the

Holy Land itself, from the wilderness of Beersheba to

the top of Hermon, and very many are the allusions to

it in every part of Scripture. Modern travellers have
repeatedly noticed the beauty and abundance of its

spring flowers, and equally varied are its trees and
shrubs : not less than 1000 species of plants have been
recorded as natives of Palestine, and the whole number
of species probably reaches 2000 ; but of these a very
small portion are referred to in Holy \Vrit, and those it

is often difficult to identify with certainty.

We will commence by noticing the forest trees, fruit

trees, and shrubs spoken of in Scripture.

Algum or Almug Trees (called almug in 1 Kings x.

11, 12, and algum in 2 Chron. ii. 8, and ix. 10, 11).

—

Nothing certain is known of this w^ood, excepting that it

was not indigenous in Palestine ; for though I::^olomon

desires Hiram to send him Cedar trees. Fir tree,*, and
Algum trees out of Lebanon, yet from the other passages
it is clear that, while the King of Israel imported them
by way of 'J'yre, they were brought thither from Ophir
along with gold and precious stones. It was evidently
a very precious wood, and used for inlaying stairs and
for the manufacture of musical inst]-uments (1 Kings x.

12, &c.). It must, theiefore, have been hard and close-

grained.
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The most probable conjecture is that Avhicli identifies

the Algnm with the Bed Sandal Wood of India (Pterocar-

pus santalinus), which is very heav}^ fine-grained, and of

a brilliant red colour, and, accordino- to Dr. Lee, is highly

esteemed in the East to this day for the construction of

lyres and other musical instruments. It must not be

confounded with the White Sandal Wood of commerce,
well known for its delicious fragrance, and used for the

manufacture of cabinets and ornaments.

Almond ; Almoxd Tree [Amygdalus communis).—Fre-

quently mentioned in Scripture, and one of the native

fruits of Palestine. Like the Peach and Apricot, which
belong to the same family, its blossoms appear before its

leaves. The leaf is long and narrow, with a serrated

edge, and the fruit like a green peach, with a similar

rough skin, but having scarcely any pulp between the

stone and the skin, which dries up and shrivels off in

September. It is the earliest of all the trees in Pales-

tine to put forth its blossoms, which we gathered at

Bethany in January ; hence its Hebi'ew name, sMked,

i.e., hasten. This explains the passage in Jer. i. 11,

12: "The word of the Lord came unto me, saying,

Jeremiah, what seest thou ? And I said, I see a rod of

an almond tree (sliaked). Then said the Lord unto me,

Thou hast well seen : for I will hasten (shdked) my word
to perform it;" where there is a play on the word.

In our own language the Hawthorn is in like manner
termed May, from the time of its flowering.

The blossom of the Almond is a very pale pink ; but
when, as in the orchards near Kablous (Shechem), the

Peach and Almond trees are intermingled, the Almond
k)oks white by comparison, in early spring it foims a

beautiful feature in the landscape there, as the lower

slopes of Gerizim as well as the valley are studded wdth

almonds and peaches, in lovely contrast with the deep

green foliage of the Orange trees, and rivalling an Apple
orchard in splendour of colour. There are also many
wild Almond ti'ees on Mount Carmel. The tree seldom

exceeds twelve to sixteen feet in height.

The Almond does not appear to have been cultivated

in Egypt, since almonds were among the presents taken

down to Egypt by Jacob's sons. Aaron's rod, that mi-

raculously budded, w^as of this tree, and yielded almond
nuts. It is probably in commemoration of this event
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that the Jews to the present day carry boughs of Almond
blossom to their synagogues on great festival days.

In the description of old age, in Eccles. xii. 5, it is

said, " The almond tree shall flonrish." This has gene-

rally been explained by the resemblance between the

hoary locks of old age and the blossom of the Almond.
But this blossom is pinkish rather than pure white.

Others, therefore, have translated the passage, " The
almond is rejected," i.e., the teeth of old age are unable

to crack it. But the better interpretation seems to be,

retaining our translation, that as the Almond blossom

ushers in the spring, so do the signs referred to in the

context indicate the hastening of old age and death.

The fruit of the Almond was the model of the orna-

ments of the candlesticks in the tabernacle ; and to this

day the glass-drops, used for ornamenting branch candle-

sticks, are termed by the English workmen ' almonds.'

The word, translated ' hazel ' in Gen. xxx. 37 (" luz '), is

supposed to mean the Almond, and is identical with its

Arabic name.
Aloes ; Ligx-Aloes.—The word thus translated (a/tci-

lim) must refer to some noble tree, producing a precious

gum or perfume. It has consequently been generally

identified with the Aquilaria agalloclium, found in Cochin

China, and Silhet, in Northern India, and attaining a

height of 120 feet, fiom which a costly perfume is ex-

tracted. But this tree is not found inChaldfea or Syria,

and it is scarcely to be supposed that Balaam would
have compared Israel to trees which he had never seen

growing.

While Balaam probably alluded to some other tree,

which we cannot identify, it is very possible that the

'Aloes' mentioned in other passages—as in Ps. xlv.

8, "myrrh, aloes, and cassia;" Prov. vii. 17, "myrrh,
aloes, and cinnamon;" Cant. iv. 14, " M^'rrh and aloes;"

and John xix. 39, " a mixture of myrrh and aloes "—refer

to the produce of tire Indian tree, especiallj'- since it is

mentioned in connection with other foreign spices ; and

the passage in Ps. xlv. 8 might be translated, " myrrh,

&c. . . . brought from the ivory palaces of the Minni,'"

i.e., the MenEei, or inhabitants of spicy Arabia, who were

the importing merchants of the precious commodities of

the far East. The ' Aloes ' of Scripture has nothing to do

with the Aloes of medicine.
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AppI;E.— The Hebrew word tappuacli, thus translated,

occurs four times in Canticles :
" As the apple tree among

the trees of the wood, so is my beloved among the sons,

I sat down under his shadow with great delight, and

his fruit was sweet to my taste " (ii. o). " Comfort me
witli apples, for I am sick of love " (ver. 5). " The smell

of thy nose like apples" (vii. 8); and "I raised thee

up under the apple tree " (viii. 5). Also in Prov. xxv.

11: "A word fitly spoken, is like apples of gold in

pictures of silver;" and Joel i. 12, where the ' tapvuacli*

is enumerated among the familiar fruit trees of the land,

the vine, the fig tree, the pomegranate, and the palm
tree.

Critics and commentators have roamed through
all the orcbards of Europe and Asia to identify the

fi-uit indicated ; but few of their conjectures meet the

requirements of the case. The Quince, the Citron, and
the Apple, have each bad their advocates. From the

passages in which the ' tapjpuach ' is mentioned, it is

evident tbe tree must have supplied a grateful shade

;

that the fruit must bave been not only sweet and agree-

able to the taste, but that it must have had a peculiar

fragrance or perfume, combined with a beauty of appear-

ance, as it contrasted with the foliage (" apples of gold

in pictures of silver").

The Quince, though fragrant, is astringent, and un-
pleasant to the taste until cooked ; nor is it a fruit of

striking beauty. To the Citron, the objection may be
alleged that, though the shade is dense and delightful,

the tree beautiful, and the fruit indeed golden and
fragrant, yet it is not sweet or eatable, and is only
used when prepared as a sweetmeat. We have no
reason to believe that the Orange was, at the Old Tes-
tament period, introduced into Palestine. The Golden
Apple of the Hesperides, though now largely cultivated

there, was certainly a much more modern importation.

The Pear is wild in Galilee, and is cultivated in the

Lebanon and about Hermon, but not in Southern or

Central Palestine ; and elsewhere it is like the Quince,

too unimportant a fruit to have been selected for such
illustrations. Neither can the ' tapjpuacli ' be the Apple

;

for though that fruit is cultivated with success in the

higher parts of Lebanon, out of the boundaries of the Holy
Land, yet it barely exists in the country itself. There
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are, indeed, a few trees in the gardens cf Jaffa, but they do
not thrive, and have a wietched, woody fruit ; and per-

haps there may be some at Askelon. But what English

and American writers have called the ' Apple ' is i-eally

the Quince. The climate is far too hot for our Apple
tree.

There is one fruit, however, which is not otherwise

mentioned in Scripture, and most abundant in the Holy
Land, which meets all the requirements of the context,

and the only one which does so—the Apricot. It is true

there are no wild apricots in Palestine ; but neither is

the Apple, Quince, or Citron wild there, and the Apricot

is known to be a native of the neighbouring country of

Armenia, and therefore probably introduced as early as

the Vine, which was originally from the same regions, and
is certainly not a native of Palestine. But everywhere
the Apricot is common. Perhaps it is, with the single

exception of the Fig, the most abundant fruit of the

country. In highlands and lowlands alike, by the shores

of the Mediterranean and on the banks of the Jordan, in

the nooks of Judiea, under the heights of Lebanon, in

the recesses of Galilee, and in the glades of Gilead, the

Apricot flourishes, and yields a crop of prodigious abun-
dance. Many times have we pitched our tents in its

shade, and spread our carpets secure from the rays of

the sun :
" I sat down under his shadow with great

delight, and his fiuit was sweet to my taste." " The
smell of thy nose (shall be) like ' tappuach.' " There can

scarcel}" be a more deliciously-perfumed fruit than the

Apricot; and what fruit can better fit the epithet of

Solomon, " apples of gold in pictures of silver," than
this golden fruit, as its branches bend under the weight
in their setting of bright, yet pale foliage ?

Ash.—The Hebrew word oren, which occurs only

once, in Tsa. xliv. 14, is thus rendered, where it is men-
tioned as a tree out of the wood of which idols were
made :

" He pi anteth an ash (oreii), and the rain dotli

nourish it." It cannot be our Ash tree, which is not a

native of the Holy Land, though now introduced and
planted in the north. The Septuagint translates it as a

Pine tree, and this interpretation, which is supported

by the best critics, seems the most probable. Perhaps
tlie Syrian Pine (Piniis lialepensis), which flourishe;? on
the coast of Palestine, and is extensively planted in some
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districts to prevent the encroaching of the sand-drifts, ia

the species particularly intended.

It may be added, that there is a tree in the valleys of

Arabia Petrsea, described as somewhat resembling our

Mountain Ash in foliage and fniit, and called by the

name ' aran,' which may be the Arabic synonym of the

Hebrew ' oren,' and possibly is the tree intended.

Balm ; Balsam.—Our English word hahn is derived from

a Hebrew word boscm, rendered ' spices ' in Exodus xxx.

23 ; Cant. v. 1,13; vi. 2, &c. This Balsam was a plant, as

we find from Cant. v. 13 :
" His cheeks are as a bed of

spices " (balsam).

The word translated ' hahn ' is ' tzori,' an entirely dis-

tinct term. It is sometimes, as in Gen. xxxvii. 25,

xliii. 11 ; Ez. xxvii. 17, used to signify a gum or pre-

paration. In other cases, as in Jer. viii. 22, it may
probably be interpreted of the tree yielding the gum.
There are three claimants for the ' Tzori,' or Balm tree :

(1.) The PistacJiia lentiscus, or Mastick [see jMastick]
;

2.) the Balanites CBgyi^tiaca, or Modern Balm of Gilead
;

o.) the Balsamodendron gileadense, or True Balm of

Gilead of botanists. Perhaps the Tzori, or Balm, was a

term not confined to the gum or oil of one particular

tree, but applied indiscriminately to the preparations

from any of these, all of which were held to possess me-
dicinal virtues, though in different degrees.

The Mastick tree grows commonly all over the country-,

excepting in the plains and the Jordan valley.

The Balanites cegyptiaca, know^n to travellers as the

False Balm of Gilead, is confined to a veiy limited dis-

trict in the Holy Land—the sultry plains which border

on the Dead Sea. We found it growing jdenti fully in

the Plain of Jei'icho, in the Plain of Shittim, or Moab,
on the east side of the Jordan, and in the oasis of the

Ghor es Safieh, at the south-east corner of the Dead Sea,

and nowhere else. It is called zukkum by the Arabs, a

ijar:ie which many travellers have erroneously applied

to the Oil tree, or Eleagnus angustifolius.

The oil of the berry of the zukkum is carefully pre-

pared by the Arabs of Jericho, and sold in large quan-
tities to the pilgrims as balm of Gilead, Both by them,
and by the Moslems, it is highly esteemed as a medicinal
unguent for wounds and bruises. In taste and colour it

resembles the oil of sweet almonds, but is thicker. The
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tree is small, not much larger than a shrub, evergreen,
wdth a very smooth glossy bark, and many sharp spines.

The leaves are smaii and oval, of the shape, and often

scarcely exceeding in size the leaves of our Box tree

;

and the blossom, which is very small and inconspicuous,

grows in tufts close to the stem. The fruit, in shape and
colour, is like a small unripe walnut. This the Arabs
collect before it is ripe, pound it, and then, simmering it

gently, skim off the oil which rises, and which, without
further preparation, is the balsam.

But the most precious balm, that of Gilead, was pro-

bably the produce of the Balsamodendron gileadense, or

Opobalsamum, which is now cultivated about Mecca. Its

native country appears to be the east coast of Africa.

Formerly it was cultivated with great care in the Plains

of Jericho, and the Jews had a tradition that it was
first planted there by Solomon, who received a root

from the Queen of Sheba. Its value was very great, and
it was considered peculiar to this spot in the days of Jo-
sephus. Fr(jm Jericho, Cleopatra obtained plants for her
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gardens at Heliopolis ; an imperial guard was placed over
the gardens ; and twice was the Balm tree exhibited in

triumph in the streets of Home—once by Pompe}'', B.C. 65,
after the first conquest of Judeea, and again b}" Vespasian,
when Titus exhibited the Balm tree along with the spoils

of the Temple of Jerusalem after its final destruction.

Since that time it seems to have been lost ; and though
the Crusaders largely cultivated the Sugar Cane and the

Date, in the Plains of Jericho, we find no trace of the
Balsam tree on record. It was hoped that it might still

linger in the undisturbed recesses of the Plains of

Shittim on the east side of Jordan, but we searched
those seething glades for it in vain.

The tree is described as a small evergreen, with scanty
foliage and smooth bark, with small, white blossoms, le-

sembling the tufts of the Acacia, and a reddish black,

pulpy nut, containing a fragrant yellow seed. The balsam
is obtained from the bark by incision, from the green nut,

and an inferior quality from bruising and boiling the
young wood. The exudation is of a yellow colour, very
tenacious, and has a fragrant resinous scent. It is used
as an internal medicine for stomachic complaints, and
also externally for wounds. To this precious unguent
the prophet probably refers when he exclaims, "Is there

no balm in Gilead, is there no physician there?" (Jer.

viii. 22.) Many Gentile writers, as Tacitus, Strabo,

and Pliny, speak of the balm of Gilead as a precious

commodity, peculiar to Palestine.

Bay.—The word ' ezrach ' is once translated in our
version ' Bay tree ' : "I have seen the kicked in great

power, and spreading himself like a green bay tree
'*

(Psc xxxvii. 35). Elsewhere, the word signifies a 'native,'

as opposed to a stranger or foreigner. It mav be ques-

tioned whether any particular tree is intended by the

Psalmist ; but, if so, it must have been an evergreen, and
may ])ossibly be the Sweet Bay (Laurus nohUis), which is

a native of Palestine. It is not very common, but may
be found in most of the wooded dells of Northern and
VV^estern Palestine. We met with it near Hebion ; on
TV^ount Carmel, in great plenty ; on Tabor ; and in various

glens of Galilee and Gilead. The Sweet Bay is well

known in our shrubberies, with its aromatic leaves, and
pretty, though inconspicuous, white blossoms. The Ori-

entals extract a scented oil from its foliage.
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Box, Heb. teasshur.—The Box tree is twice mentioned
'n our version :

" 1 will set in the desert the fir tree, and
the pine, and the box tree together " (Isa. xli. 19). " The
glory of Lebanon shall come nnto thee, the fi.r tree, the

^ine tree, and the box together, to beautify the place

of my sanctuary " (Ix. 13). The prophet Ezekiel (ch.

xxvii. 6), when describing the commerce of 'i'yre, uses

the word 'asshur,' which is held by all the best com-
mentators to be a contraction of ' teasshur ' (Box tree),

though rendered ' Ashurites ' in our bibles. In this case,

the words, '' The company of the Ashurites have made thy
benches of ivory," should be translated, " 'Jlie benches of

the rowers have they made of boxwood, inlaid with ivory."

We know that the ancients practised the art of inlaying

\)Y veneering wood, and especially boxwood, with ivory.

Boxwood appears to have been imported from the isles of

Chittim by the Phoenicians.

The species of Box found in Palestine is Biicciis lon-

^ifolia, slightly ditfering from our garden Box. Jt is a

small, svei'green tree, about twenty feet high. We met
with it only in Lebanon, but it may probably be found
elsewhere, on the higher elevations of Galilee, or on the

coast of Jordan. Anuther claimant for the 'teasshur' is

the ^ sherhin,' which some writers have confused with the

Cedar, others with the Cypress, but which is really the

Juniperus phoenicea, a I^ebanon species, growing in the

same locality as the Cedar. The weight of evidence is,

however, in favour of the Box tree, the wood of which
is highly prized in Syria for making combs, spoons, and
other domestic articles.

Camphire.—The Hebrew copher, thus translated in

Cant. i. 14: "My beloved is unto me as a cluster of

camphire in the vineyards of Engedi ;" and, in ch. iv. 13,

has nothing to do with our Camphor, still less with the
Cypress, our marginal rendering, an error arising from
the similar sound of the Hebrew and Greek words. It

is the familiar Henna of the Arabs, tne Lawsonia alba or

inermis of botanists.

The shrub, well known in India, Egypt, Kubia, and
Tunis, is also found in Arabia, and on the shores of the

Dead Sea at Engedi. It is a small shrub, eight or ten

f(iet high, with dark bark, pale green foliage, and clusters

of white and yellow blossoms of a powerful fragrance.

Not only is the perfume of the flower highly prized, but a

2
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paste is made of the dried and pounded leaves, wbich

is used by the women of all ranks, and by the men of

the wealthier classes, to dye the palms of the hands, the

soles of the feet, and the nails. This astringent dye
stains a reddish rust colour, and cannot be removed by

soap, nor does it require renewal more than once in

^^^

CAMPHIRE.

two or three weeks. The object of the custom is to

check the perspiration of the hands and feet. The con-

tinued existence of the Camphire plant at Engedi alone

of the Holy Land from the time of Solomon to the present

day, is a most interesting illustration of the Biblical re-

ference. Cant. i. 14.

Caper. [See Hyssop.]

Cassia.—Two spice-bearing trees are included under
the word ' Cassia,' neither of them being found in Pales-

tine, but well known as imported from the far East,

through Arabia. They are : (1.) ' Kiddah' Cinnamonum
cassia of botanists, mentioned in Ex. xxx. 24, as one

of the ingredients in the holy ointment; and again in
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Ez. xxvii. 19; where, in the description of the mer-

chandise ot Tyre, it is said, "bright iron, cassia, and
calamus were in thy market." The Cassia is not now
found in Arabia, and it is probable the spice was always

imported from India. It is inferior to cinnamon, being

coarser and more pungent, and the tree differs in the

shape of its leaves, which are oblong, lanceolate, and tii-

plicostate, according to Dr. Balfour, instead of being

acuminate like those of the Cinnamon. The spice is

the inner bark of the tree peeled off and dried in

the sun.

(2.) ' Ketzioth ' occurs in Ps. xlv. 8 :
" All thy garments

smell of myrrh, and aloes, and cassia,'' where the word
denotes some cassia-bearing tree, of which there are

.several species ; or, according to others, it is the Jcoost

of the Ai-abs, costus of the ancients, the Indian orris, or

Aucldandia costus of botanists.

The accounts of the different species of Cassia and
Cinnamon by the ancients are somewhat confused, which

is not to be wondered at, when we remember that they

were knovvn only as imported products of a distant coun-

try, and tiiat the trees themselves were as little known as,

till recently, the Tea plant to ourselves. The mention

of Cassia by Moses, in the Book of Exodus, carries us

back to perhaps the earliest diiect evidence extant of

commerce between India and Eg3'pt.

Cedar.—The Hebrew name erez, which is preserved

to this day in the Arabic arz, is applied in Scripture, as

it is in the vernacular Arabic, both generically to trees

of the Pine family, and more frequently to the Cedar ot

Lebanon (Cedriis libani) specifically.

The Cedar wood, mentioned in Lev. xiv. 4, Numb,
xix. 6, was, probablj^ the timber of a fragrant species

of Juniper, which grows among the rocks of Sinai. In

the wilderness, the Cedar of Lebanon must have been

quite unknown. But in most passages, especially when
it is named Cedar of Lebanon, there can be no question

as to the reference being to the Cedriis libani exclusively.

The passages in which it occurs are too numerous for

quotation. It is especially referred to as " the glory of

Lebanon" (Isa. xxxv. 2, Ix. 18). " The trees of the Lord "

'• The cedars of Lebanon which he hath planted " (Ps.

civ. 16). " The cedars of Lebanon, that are high and lifted

up" (Isa. ii. 13). "The righteous shall grow like a
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cedar in Lebanon " (Ps. xcii. 12). " The Amoiite, whose
height was like the height of the cedars" (Amos ii. 0).
" Behold, the A.ssyiian was a cedar in Lebanon with fair

branches, and with a shadowing shrond, and of an high
stature; and liis top was among ihe thick boughs. All

the fowls of heaven made their nests in his boughs
"

(Ez. xxxi. 3, 6).

Not only is it used in these and many other passages

as a type of grandeur, might, and lofty stature, but it

is the model of ' the spreading abroad '—the constant

CELAti-OROVE.

growth—of the righteons man; his bouohs are multi-

plied, become 'fair,' 'thick.' overshadowing in length

and in multitude. " It shall bring forth boughs, and
bear fruit, and be a goodly cedar : and under it shall

dwell all fowl of every wing; in the shadow of the

branches thei eof shall they dwell " (Ez. xvii. 23). Its

fresh, resinous fragrance is noticed :
" The smell of thy

garments is like the smell of Lebanon" (Cant. iv. 11).

In the passage, " Open thy doors, O Lebanon, that the

fire may devour thy cedars. Howl, fir tree ; fijr the cedar

is fallen " (Zech. xi. 1, 2), the lesser Fir tree is cor-
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trftsted with the great Cedar, as the humble follower

bewailing the fall of its mighty chief.

It was the prince of trees ; it was to the vegetable
what the lion was to the animal world. Fiom it ex
tended downwards the botanical knowledge of Solomon.
To the Cedar of Lebanon npwards is the destruction of

the trees from the burning bramble of Jotham. Of all

monstrous presumption, the most outrageous was ihe
proposal of the Thistle to ally itself with the Cedar
(2 Kings xiv. 9). It was the crowning insolence of the

proud boast of Sennacherib :
" 1 am come up to the

height of the mountains, to the sides of Leban-m; and
1 will cut down the tall cedars thereof" (Isa. xxxvii. 2-i).

Every one who has seen these noble trees, recognises

tlie force of the glorious and majestic imagery of the

prophets. With their gnarled and contorted stems, and
their scaly bark, v\dth their massive branches spreading

their foliage rather in layers than in flakes, with their

dark-green leaves, shot with silver in the sunlight, as

they stand a lonely group in the stupendous mountain
amphitheatre—they assert their title to be the mouarchs
of the forest.

The wood of the mountain-grown Cedar of Lebanon is

much closer in grain and darker in colour than that of

trees grown in England. It was u>;ed by David in

building the king's house, and by Solomon very largely

in the erection of the Temple, and of his own palace ; in

the latter in su jh abundance, that part of it was called

the house of the forest of Lebanon. The trees wero
felled and shipped from Tripoli and Gebal (Jeheil) by
the Phoenician artificers of his fiiend Hiram, king of

Tyre :
" The men of Tyre and Sidon also brought to

Joppa cedar trees from Lebanon for the second temple
"

("Ezra iii. 7). It was also employed by Herod for the

roof of his temple, and of it is constructed the dome of

the Church of the Sepulchre at Jerusalem at the present

day. The men of Sidon were celebrated for their skill

in carving Cedar, a pre-eminence they still retain. In
Ezekiel xxvii. 5, the Cedar is spoken of as employed
for masts—a purpose foi which it is scarcely so suit-

able as the Pine, which may probably be here intended

generically.

Besides the grove of cedars, near the Kadisha, cele-

brated and described by every traxeller, there are muny
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ether groves, clumps, and even whole tracts of Cedar
forest scattered throu^jhout Lebanon. As they are

for the most part in the northern and most inacces-

sible districts, they have escaped the notice of most
travellei-s. Several were discovered by ourselves, and
some have been added since. At least nine distinct

localities are now ascertained, some of them containing

many thousand trees, and with an abundant succession

of young saplings springing round them. But few, if

any, of them can show any trees equal in size to those

of the famous grove.

The Cedar giows rapidly, and lives long. Even in

England there are trees not yet 200 years old, measuring
twenty-one feet in girth, as at the seat of the Earl of

^Yemyss, in Gloucestershire.

Dr. Hooker calculates the age of the cedars of the

grove to be 800 years, from the rate of growth of the

Chelsea cedars. From the rings in a branch, one of the

older trees might be 2500 years old ; but this, he ob-

serves, is no doubt widely far from the mark. Still an
immense antiquit}^ must be assigned to some of them.
The Cedar is not found in any other part of Fah^stine,

not even on Hermon, the anti-Lebanon, or the highest

forests of Gilead. It extends, however^ into Asia Minor,
being plentiful on the Taurus range. There are only
two other species of Cedar, both closely allied, and pro-

bably from the same original. One, the Cedrus Atlantica,

is found in the Atlas mountains, where I have seen trees

equal in size tx) the patriarchs of Lebanon, and growing at

the same elevation, 6000 feet above the sea. The Atlantic

Cedar is not so graceful, being stilfer in its giowth. The
other species is the Cedrus deodara of the Himalaya, well

kno'wii in our shrubberies, and which covers vast tracts

from Afghanistan to Nepaul, at an elevation of from
4000 to 12,000 feet. The cones of all these cedars very
closely resemble each other, and are well known. The
Codar wood of commerce, used for pencils, &c., is 1he wood
of a very different tiee, the Juniperus hermudiana, of the

warmer parts of North America.

Chesnut.—The Hebrew word, 'armon, occurs twice in

the Old Testament (Gen. xxx. 37; Ez. xxxi. 8). Jn

both cases it is translated Chesnut in our version, but
more correctl}^ in the Septuagint, Plane tree, i.e., the Ori-

ental Tlaue tree (Platanm urientalis). There can be little
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doubt of tliis rendering, wliioli is supported by all

critics.

We never saw the Chesnut in Palestine, excepting

planted in orchards in Lebanon ;
while the Plane tree,

though local, is fiequent by the sides of streams and in

plains, both on the coast and in the northern parts ot

the country. The ^armon is in Genesis associated with

the AVillow and Poplar, which, like the Plane tree, grow
on low o-round Avhere the soil is rich and humid. It is

PLATANUS ORIENTALIS.

common on the banks of the Upper Jordan, and of the

Litany (Leontes), where it overhangs the water. *' The
chesnut trees (plane trees) were not like his branches,"

and it is always a noble and beautiful tree. We examined
a Plane tree, growing in one of the streets of Damascus,
more than forty feet in circumference. The foliage is

a pale green, the leaves palmate, like those of our com-
mon Sycamore (which, however, is a very different tree),

and its flowers are in clusters of pendulous, rounded
balls. It was held sacred by the Greeks, and Herodotus
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mentions one of enormous size near Sardis, to which
Xerxes ]»aid homage. ]n Ecclus. xxiv. 14, Wisdom is

compared to '' a plane tree by the water."

PLAKE TREE. {Platanus orientalis.)

The Hebrew name, 'armon, signifies 'naked,' and it is

a characteristic of the Plane tree that it annually sheds
its outer bark.

CiNXAMON has the same name in Hebrew, hinamon.

Like Cassia, the plant was unknown in Syria. It is u

native of Ceylon and other islands of the Indian Ocean,
and is the Cimiamonum zeylaniciim of botanists, belonging
to the family of the Laurels. It was one of the principal

spices employed in the composition of the precious oint-

ment of the tabernacle (Ez. xxx. 23). Solomon refers

to its use as a perfume :
" I have perfumed my bed with

m^-rrh, aloes, and cinnamon " (Prov. vii. 17) ; "Calamus
and cinnamon, with all trees of fi-ankincense " (Cant. iv.
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] 4). It is also reckoned among tlie merchandize of the

Apocalyptic Babylon :
" Cinnamon, and odours, and

ointments, and frankincense " (Rev. xviii. 1 3). The leaves

of the Cinnamon are longer than those of the Cassia tree,

and when bruised have the flavour of cloves. The tree

attains the height of thirty feet, and has a white blossom.

The spice is simply the inner rind separated from the

^\ T'o / l^ ^; //,

outer bark, and dried in the sun. Oil of cinnamon is

obtained by boiling the ripe fruit, and an inferior kind

from the outer bark and foliage.

CiTiiON.—The passage in Ley. xxiii. 40, in the ordi-

nance of the Feast of Tabernacles, " Ye shall take you
Du the first day the boughs [marg. fruit] of goodly

trees," is interpreted in the Chaldaean paraphrase, and
by many of the Eabbis, to signify the fruit of the Citron

(Citrus medico). Josephus also takes the goodly fruit to

mean the Citron, which is still used by the Jews at the

Feast of Tabernacles.

The Citron is the most common species of the Orange
hibe in Palestine, and was probably the first intio-
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diiced. It is a native of Media. The leaves are larger
than ihose of the Orange, and the blossom pale purplish
like the Lemon, instead of white like the Orange. Th«
fruit, which is much larger than a lemon, and of an
oblong shape, is only used as a conserve. The Citroix

continues in flower for several months. It is regularly
used in the services of the synagogue, where a citron
is handed round and smelt by the worshippers as they
go out, when they thank God for all good things, and
isweet odours given by Him.

Cypress.—The Heb. word tirzah, rendered ' cypress,'

occurs but once :

" He heweth him down cedars, and taketli

the cypress and the oak. . . . yea, he maketh a god,

and worshippeth it" (Isa. xliv. 14, 15), where evidently,
from the derivation of the word, some hard-grained wood
is intended. Whether it be the Cypress (Cupressus semper-
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virens) is disputed, and tiiere is little but conjecture to sup-

])ort the translation. Some have interpreted it ofthe Syrian

.luniper (Juniperus excelsa), which grows abundantly on

Lebanon, and has b}' many been confused with the Cypress.

Others have supposed that the Cypress is intended by the

word translated ' fir' in our version, but with less satis-

factory reasons. The Cypress is found in the neighbour-

liood of towns, and is much planted in cemeteries in the

Holy Land, but I never noticed it wild there, though in-

digenous in the countries adjacent. Throughout the

East it is used as a funereal tree, and its dark, tall, waving
plumes render it peculiarl}^ appropriate among the tombs.

Ebony.— Ebony (Jwhnim) is mentioned by Ezekiel

(xxvii. 16) as a precious article of commerce brought to

Tyre by the merchants of Dedan— the inhabitants of the

Persian Gulf. It is the lieart-wood of the Diospyrus

eheniis, a tree growing in Ceylon and Southern India.

The tree also bears an edible fruit. It attains a great

size, but the outer wood is white and valueless. The
centre of the trunk is the only portion which yields the

black ebony of commerce, and this heart is rarely more
than two feet in diameter.
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Elm.—Once ODly is the word ' elali,' wliich frequently

occurs, so translated, viz. in Hos. iv. 13 : "They . .

burn incense upon the hills, under oaks, and poplars, and

elms, because the shadow thereof is good." Elsewhere

it is rendered by ' teil tree,' ' oak,' ' plane tree,' and
* terebinth.' The tree is undoubtedly the Terebintii

(Pistadda terehuithus). There is no authority whatever

lor the translation ' elm,' which tree only is doubtfully

indigenous in Southern Palestine. [See Tkil tuek.
|

Fig—in Heb. teenah, Arab, tin, and in Greek o-vkt;, tlie

Ficus carica of botanists—is very frequently mentioned
both in the Old and New Testaments. The Fig tree

belongs to the natural order of the Bread-fruit family,

and the sub-order Morece, which includes also the Mul-
berry. The tree reaches a considerable size in Syria,

where it is indigenous, the stem being often three ieet

thick. It bas a very smooth bark, and leaves very large,

thick, and palmate. The branches are numerous, wide
and spreading, presenting an object of striking beauty
when in full leaf. The fruit, unlike any other in thin

country, is an enlarged, succulent, hollow receptacle,

containing the imperfect flowers in its interior. Hence
the flowers of the Fig tree are not visible until the recep-

tacle has been cut open.

The Fig tree is the first tree mentioned by name in

Scripture (Gen. iii. 7), where our parents used its large

and tough leaves as the earliest covering of their naked
ness. It is one of the native fruit trees of the Promised
Land, and is found wild or cultivated in every part of it.

The land is described (Deut. viii. 8), as being " A land

of wheat, and barley, and vines, and Jig trees, and pome-
granates; aland ot oil olive, and honey." And when
the spies, who were sent to view the land, returned to

the camp in the wilderness, " They brought of the

pomegranates, and oith<ifigs" (Numb. xiii. 23).

The failuie or destruction of the Fig is repeatedly

threatened by the prophets as one of the Lord's soi'e judg-

ments on the land :
" He smote their vines also and their

fig trees" (Ps. cv 33). " They shall eat up thy vines

and thy fig trees " (Jer. v. 17). .
" There shall be no figs

on the fig tree, and the leaf shall fade " (viii. 13). " i

will destroy her vines and her fig trees " (Hos. ii. 12)
" He barked my fig tree." "The vine is dried up. and

the fig tree langiiisheth " (Joel i. 7, 12). And its fruitful-
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iidssas a sign of Divine favour (Joel ii. 22). It must be
borne in mind that the fig, especially when dried, is not
only an agreeable luxury as with us, but is an important
article of every-day food, one of the staples of the

countr3\ Dried figs and dates, along with barley-cakes,

are the usual provender of the wayfarer for his journey,

as well as the cheapest food.
" To sit every man under his vine, and under his fig

tree " (1 Kings iv. 25 ; Mic. iv. 4 ; Zech. iii. 10 ; 2 Kings
xviii. 31 ; Isa. xxxvi. 16), conveyed to the mind of the

Jew the fullest idea of peace, security, and prosperit3^

Nor is the expression merely figurative. There is no
piotection against the rays of an eastern sun more com-
plete than the dense foliage of the Fig tree. The cot-

tages of Cyprus, where law and security reign to a

degree unknown in Syria, have still their clump of fig-

trees round each door ; and we have enjoyed both lest

and food beneath the shade of the Cyprian Fig tree, cool

even in the hottest autumnal weather. Under such a

Fig ti'ee, screened from all human observation by its

dense foliage, Nathanael had wrestled in prayer, and
was convinced at once of the IMessiahship of Jesus by
his knowledge of his retirement.

The Fig tree puts forth its earliest fruit-buds before

its leaves, and is one of the earliest trees to shoot. Lr
the hill-country it sheds its leaves in November, and we
have observed in the passes of Benjamin the buds rapidly

pushing as early as the end of February, though the

leaves did not unfold for a month later. " When his

branch is yet tender and putteth forth leaves, ye know
tliat summer is nigh " (Matt. xxiv. 32). But the time of

its coming into leaf varies much, according to situation.

Jt is one of the few plants which are found wild in all

parts of the country alike. Even in the recesses of the

hot oases by the Dead Sea it mingles with the Palm and
the Henna. At Engedi, in the fissures moistened by
pei-ennial streams, the Fig tree clings to the rocks and
overshadows the glen ; and here it is evergreen, for no
winter cold ever reaches those seething hollows, where
the Fig tree yields throughout the year. It is peculiarly

adapted for shading wells, and the first tree we saw on
entering Judciea from tne south was the Fig tree, winch
concealed the mouth of the well of Hhora. Every
traveller will recall the fig trees overshadowing the well
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of Ain Tin, i.e., ' the spring of the fig tree ' on the Plain of

Gennesaret, at the supposed site of one of the ruined cities.

Not less beautiful are those of Ain Mellaheh, by the

waters of Merom, another travellers' halt, and the less-

known fig trees of Ammon (Eabbath), Salt (Eamoth
Gilead), Banias (Ca^sarea Philippi), and others. In some

parts, as in the glens between Nablous (Shechem) and

Jerusalem, the Fig tree is cultivated as a sole or prin-

cixjal crop on the "terraced hills. More frequently it is

mingled with other orchard fruits, and especinJly with

the vines—" a fig tree planted in a vineyard "—where

the corners and irregular pieces of ground are generally

occupied by a fig tree. The Fig tree is still common on

]\Iount Olivet, and in the neighbourhood of Bethany.

There are three Hebrew words used for difleient kinds

of figs : (1.) 'Bikurali,' the first ripe figs, in Isa. xxviii. 4
;

IIos. ix. 10 ; Mic. vii. 1 ; the same word as ' hoccore,' the

early fig, of which there are only a few, gathered in

June. (2.) ' Pag ' (Cant. ii. 13), the green fig, or un-

ripened fruit, which remains through the winter. The
word is preserved in the Greek name, Br)0(f)ayr] (Beth-

phage), ' house of green figs.' (3.) 'Dehelah,' ' cake of figs,'

as we read, in 1 Sam. xxv. 18, " Abigail took .... two
hundred cakes of figs." " A piece of a cake of figs

"

(1 Sam. XXX. 12) was given to the Egyptians famishing

in the field : and cakes of figs were part of the supplies

brought to David in Hebron (1 Chron. xii. 40). These

cakes of figs were the ' karmous,' or main crop, dried

and pressed into cakes, in the state in which they are

ordinarily imported into this country.

The fig still maintains its repute in the East as the

best poultice (see Isa. xxxviii. 21); and its use is familiar

among ourselves as efficacious for gum-boils.

Some difficulties have arisen respecting the incident,

mentioned by the Evangelists, of our Lord cursing the

barren Fig tree :
" He saw a fig tree in the way," where

the fruit was common to all comers, "and found nothing

thereon, but leaves only " (Matt. xxi. 19). The event

occurred at the end of March, or beginning of April, a

time of year when it would be most unusual for a fig on

Mount Olivet to be in leaf. But if the tree exhibited its

precociousness by haviug leaves so early, it might be

expected to have fruit, although the tiuie of figs was not

yot, for the fruit appears before the leaves. " It is plain
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that no calculation of probabilities brought the Lord
thither, but those abnormal leaves which he had a right

to count would have been accompanied with abnormal
fruit." The miracle of its withering away had a typical

lesson for the Jews, who, professing to be first, should
be last, seeing they had only " the rustling leaves of a

religious profession, the barren traditions of the Phari
sees, the ostentatious display of the law, and vain exu-
berance of words, without the good fruit of works."

Fir. Heb. berosh, heroth, translated in the Septuagint
indifferently, as pine, cypress, and juniper.—The word
occurs very frequently in the Old Testament, generally

in connection with Ijebauon or other mountain districts,

and our translation is probably correct, though the term
may have included the Cypress, which is a conifer, aud
the Juniper, which is similar in general appearance. It

is associated with, the Cedar of Lebanon for its noble
giowth (Ez. xxxi. 8) :

" The tir trees were not like his

boughs." So, "The choice fir trees of Lebanon " (Isa.

xxxvii. 24). It is coupled with the glory of Lebanon
(ch. Ix. 13). And it is promised as one of the signs of

the renovated earth ; "I will set in the desert the fir

tree." " Instead of the thorn shall come up the fir tree"

(Isa. xli. 19 ; Iv. 13). Its timber is mentioned as applied

to many uses. It was sent by Hiram to Solomon, for

the construction of the Temple. The floor of the house
was covered with planks of fir, and the two doors at the

entrance of the Temple, and the gilded ceiling, were
made of it. It was also used for rafters (Cant. i. 17),

for the decks of ships (Ez. xxvii. 5), and for musical
instruments (2 Sam. vi, 5).

Several species of Fir and Pine are found in Palestine,

besides the cedar, cypress, and junipers. On the coast,

and in the sandy plains, but not very common, is the

Pinus maritima. But the most common species in

Western Palestine, and one of the characteristic trees

of the liower Lebanon, is Pinus hcdepensis, or Aleppo
Pine, which seems to have been mistaken by most tra-

vellers for the Scotch Fir, a species which most certainly

does not exist in Syria. The Aleppo Pine is especially

the Fir tree of Scripture, and is only inferior to the Cedar
in size. It is found occasionally throughout the country
as far as Hebron, but has generally been destroyed for

fuel or timber. We know, for instance, that in the tenth
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centuiy after Clirist, there was a fir wood between Jeru-

salem and Bethlehem, on the hills, of which not a trace

remains. A few trees linger far south of Hebron, near
Jattir ('Attir). Probably ihe destruction of the pine

forests has had much to do with the diminution of the

raiufall since ancient times.

FiK. (Finus maritima.)

On the east side of Jordan another Fir occurs, the Pinus

carica, of which there are extensive forests in Gilead,

especially on J ebel Ajlun. These pine forests are only

on the highest ranges, and cover the mountains upwards
from the line where the evergreen oaks cease. They
have been hitherto supposed to be Pinus sijlvestris, or

Scotch Fir. The Pinus carica is the Fir tree of the Taurus
mountains likewise. Its cones are gathered, roasted,

and the pips beaten out for food by the Arabs.

The Larch does not occur in Palestine,

FiiAXKixCKXSE. lleh.lehonah,i.e., white; Gr. /\t'8aj/os.

—
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The fragrant gum of an Indian tree, procured through
Arabia :

" All they fiom fcSheba (Arabia) shall come :

they shall bring gold and incense" (Isa. Ix. 6). "To
what purpose cometh there to me incense from Sheba ?"

(Jer. vi. 20.) Though brought from Sheba in Arabia at

a verj' early period (for pure frankincense is named, in

Ex. XXX. 34, as one of the ingredients in the mixing of

the holy incense), yet we have no reason to believe the
Frankincense tree grew in Arabia. At least it cannot be

^^^

FHAXKINCKNSE.

traced there now ; and, as in the case of cassia and other
spices, the Arabian merchants were not likely to be
communicative on the secrets of their monopoly.
To the present day, the best frankincense used in

Turkey is imj^orted through Arabia from the Eastern
Archipelago. It is also largely imported into Europe from
Bombay for use in the Eomish and Greek ceremonials

;

but of inferior quality to that used by the Mussulmans,
which is of a white colour, brittle, and bitter to the taste,

while the ordinary gum is yellowish. The tree which
produces it grows abundantly in the hill-country of India,
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and is called ' Salai ' by the natives

—

Boswellia serrata

of botanists. The resin is obtained by simply slitting

the baik, and I'equiies no further preparation. Frank-
incense was one of the gifts presented in homage by the

wise men of the East to the infant Saviour.

GoFHLii ^\ooD. Heb. goplier. — Occurs only once:
"Make thee an aik of gopher wood" (Gen. vi. 14),
where our translators have not attempted to render
the word. It has been variously explained ; but the most
probable interpietation is that of Celsius, supported by
many others, that it is the same as ^ copher,' i.e., the
Cypress, a tree, the wood of which, from its toughness
and close texture, is well adapted for ship-building, and
which grows in greater abundance in Chaldtea and
Armenia than in any other country. [See Cypress.]

Grove.—Two words are rendered ' grove ' in our ver-

sion. The ordinary one, asherah, is supposed to signify an

^.^

TAMARISK TREE.

idol, or idolatrous symbol. The other, eshel, occurs

three times :
" Abraham planted a grove (esliel) in Bcer-

sheba" (Gen. xxi. 33) ;
" Saul abode in Gibeah under a

tree (eshel) in Eamah " (1 Sam. xxii. G) ;
" They took

their bones (i.e.. of Saul and Jonathan), and buried them
under a tree (eshel) at Jabesh "

(1 Sam. xxxi. 13); but,

in 1 Chron. x. 12, it is called ' elah,' an oak. Critics are
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agreed that ^ eslieV signifies some particular tree, and
the best authorities identify it with the Arabic asal, the

Tamarisk tree.

No less than seven species of Tamarisk are found ir

Palestine, and several of them in great abundance,

TAMAKIX GALLICA.

The banks of the Lower Jordan are fringed by a dense
mass of tamarisk trees of the species Tamarix pallasii.

Another species grows in the arid sands by the

Dead Sea, and our Common Tamarisk (T. gallica) on
the coast close to the shore. Almost all the species

thrive best in the most barren, sandy, and salt situations,

and sometimes reach such a size as to afford dense shade.
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On several occasions we availed ourselves of their pro-

tection to pitch our tents under them. Beersheba is

well suited for the growth of the Tamarisk ; and we ob-
served large numbers of the Eastern Tamarisk on -the

banks below the site of Jabe.^h Gilead, where the bodies

of Saul and Jonathan were laid. The Tamarisk is a very-

graceful tree, with long feathery branches and tufts,

closely clad with the minutest of leaves, and surmounted
in spring with spikes of beautiful pink blossom, which
seem to envelope the whole tree in one gauzy sheet of

colour. The blossom has the appearance of catkins, and
the growth of the tree is something like that of the

Lignum vitce of our shrubberies.

Hazel.—This is the translation of the Hebrew word
luz, which occurs only in Gen. xxx. 37, along with
the ' Poplar ' and the ' Chesnut' (Plane tree), as one of

the trees from which Jacob cut the rods which he peeled

to lay before the cattle. Celsius, and all the best au-

thorities, render it ' Almond tree,' relying especially on
the fact that the Arabic name of the Almond tree is

identical. We did not observe the true Hazel wild in

Southern or Central Palestine, nor was it likely to occur

in Mesopotamia, though it is common in the Galilean

and Lebanon districts. [See Almond.]
Heath.—The word 'arar, translated 'heath,' occurs

twice in Jeremiah :
*' He shall be like the heath in the

desert, and shall not see when good cometh " (ch. xvii. 6)

;

"Flee, save your lives, and be like the heath in the
wilderness " (xlviii. 6). There can be no doubt of the

identity of this plant with the Arabic 'arar, exactly the

same word, which is a dwarf Juniper, growing in the

most barren and rocky parts of the desert—the Juniperus

sahina, or Savin. Its gloomy stunted appearance, with
its scale-like leaves pressed close to its gnarled stem,

and cropped close by the wild goats, as it clings to the

rocks about Petra, gives great force to the contrast sug-

gested by the prophet, between him that trusteth in

man, naked and destitute, and the man that trusteth in

the Lord, flourishing as a tree planted by the waters.

The Savin is a mere shrub a few feet high, and bears a

crop of dark purple berries with a strong flavour of tur-

pentine. There is no true Heath in Palestine south of

the Lower Lebanon.
llusKs. [See Locust teee.]
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Juniper.—The Hebrew Avord rothem, or rotem, so

translated, occurs in several passages. It is identical

with the Arabic ' retem,' and Algerian ' retama

'

—the

Metama roetam of modern botanists, the Genista rcetam of

older authors—and is not to be confounded with any
species of Juniper. It is a species of Broom, very com-
mon in the ravines of the desert, and often on the open

KETEM BUSH. [Retama rcetam.)

ground. It is especially frequent near Sinai and Petra,

occasional in the wilderness of Judaea, and abundant
round the Dead Sea and in the ravines leading down to

the Jordan valley. Thus it is strictly a desert shrub,
never occurring in the richer or higher ground. In
February, when it puts forth its sheet of delicate white
and purplish-pink blossom, which precedes its tiny
foliage, few shrubs can surpass it in grace and beauty.
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Jt grows to the height of tftn or twelve feet, and affords

a thick and grateful shade.

It was under a Rothem bush that Elijah lay down
when he fled into the wilderness, in the only passage
which connects the desert of the wanderings with
'ihe subsequent history of Israel :

" He came and sat

down under a juniper tree (rothem). . . And as he lay

and slept under a juniper tree (rothem), behold, then an
angel touched him" (1 Kings xix. 4, 5). Dean Stanley

incidentally mentions (p. 80) that in the only storm of

rain he ever encountered in his travels in the desert,

he took shelter under a Ketem bush.

It is the largest and most conspicuous of all the plants

of the desert, and is equally conspicuous in the less

barren portions of the Sahara. It is ruthlessly up-

rooted by the Arabs, who collect it wherever it is

tolerably abundant, for the manufacture of charcoal,

which is considered of the finest quality, and fetches

a higher price in Cairo than any other kind. The
roots are far thicker and more massy than the stems.

This explains the allusion in Ps. cxx. 4 :
" Sharp

arrows of the mighty with coals of juniper (rothem)."

Several travellers have mentioned their meeting with
Bedouin employed in conveying Eetem charcoal to the

Egyptian markets. It would appear also to have been
used as food in the last extremity, for Job speaks of

outcasts from Edom when driven into the wilderness, as
" cutting up mallows by the bushes, and juniper roots

for their meat " (ch. xxx. 4). Its roots are very bitter,

but its softer portions might doubtless, like many other

leguminous plants, sustain life in extremity.

One of the stations of the Israelites in the wilderness

was named ' Eithmah,' i.e.. the place of Rothem or

Broom (Numb, xxxiii. 18). TheRetem is found not only

in Arabia, but in North Africa, and in the sandy plains

of Southern Spain. The true Juniper is probably in-

cluded under ' Cypress,' ' Fir,' and ' Pine,' [which see].

Locust tree.— Alluded to in Luke xv. 16. where its

fruit is mentioned under the name husks (Gr. Kepana).

Another name is the Carob tree, from the Chai-nuh, or

Charuh of the Arabs, and the Italian Caroiiba, the Ceratonia

siliqiM of botanists, of the order of Leguminous plants.

The tree is very common in Palestine from Hebron
northwards, growing in every variety of situation, and
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is a conspicTions and attractive object, with its deep

g-reen and dense foliage. Its leaves are like those of our

Ash, hut the leaiiets more rounded, and verv dark, glossy,

and evergreen. It blossoms at the end of February, and
the pods are found in enormous quantities in April and
]May. They aie flat and narrow, from six to ten inches

in length, of the shape of a horn, whence the Greek
name. Before they are ripe, they are agreeable and
sweetish when chewed, reminding me somewhat of

the pods of the Tamarind in the West Indies, and, like

LOCUST TREE. (Ceratonia siliqua.)

that fiuit, aie often used steeped in water to supply a

pleasant and cooling drink.

These ' husks ' are to be seen on the stalls in all

Oriental towns, where they are sold for food, but are

chiefly Ubcd for the feeding of cattle and horses, and
especially for pigs, where, as at Caifta, these animals

are kept by the Christian population. Both Horace
and Juvenal speak of the pods of the Locust tree as the

food of the very poorest and most miserable, as in the

parable our Lord repiesents the prodigal, when reduced

to the most abject misery, fain to fill his belly with
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ilie husks which the swine did eat—a type of the sinner

who has wandered from God, and has to be content

with the nnsati.sf3'ing husks of this world's enjoyment.

In the valleys opening on to the Plain of Acre we
found Locust trees of very large size, under Avhich tlic

animals were driven to feed on the fallen pods. The
tree is grown in all the countries bordering on the

Mediterranean, and in Malta is cultivated for exporta-

tion to England, where the fruit is used for horses, under
the name of Locust Beans.

Manna—The vegetable product so named, which is

collected in the deserts of Arabia Petr^ea, has no
connection with the miraculous food of Israel in the

wanderings, beyond the fancied similarity in its taste,

which is extremely sweet. It has no resemblance what-

ever to coriander seed, being simply a sweet exudation,

which is distilled in hot weather after rains from the

Tamarisk trees, and carefully collected before sunrise,

l)oiled and strained, and then used as honey. When
kept for any length of time it becomes quite solid, and
forms a hard cake, which, however, melts on exposure

to the sun. It is only collected in very small quanti-

ties, and is considered a great delicacy by the Bedonin.

Both the common species of Tamarisk yield it, and also,

in smaller quantities, the Oak. We frequently observed

and tasted this gummy exudation on the tamarisks by
the Jordan in the early morning, but before evening the

sun's rays had melted it all away.

Mastick tree.—The name only occurs in the x\po-

crypha (in the story of Susannah, v. 54), but it is sup-

posed by many critics to be also the Balsam tree of Gen.
xxxvii. 25, xliii. 11, because it is doubtful whether at

that early period the true Balsamodendron, or Balm ot

Gilead, had been introduced into Canaan. The iMastick

(the Pistachia lentiscus of botanists) yields a valuable

gum (gnm mastick), which was an object of commerce
from the most ancient times. The tree is extremely

common in all the Mediterranean countries, especially

on the African coasts and in the Greek islands, where it

overruns whole districts for many miles. It is also indi-

genous in all parts of Palestine. It is a small evergreen

tree, neaily allied to the Terebinth, and is well known
an the Lentisk—its Greek name. It is seldom more
than twelve feet high, very bushy, with thick, crooked
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hranolies. The leaves are pinnate, like those of oiir

common Ash, and the flowers are arranged in tnfts close

to the juncture of the leaves. They are small and in-

conspicuons. The fruit is a berry, like the hawthorn
in size and colour, and remains on the tree till the

end of winter, supplying food to numbers of migratory

birds.

The gum mastick is obtained by making incisions in the

bark, in dry weather, in summer and autumn. It is con-

sidered very valuable for the teeth, whence its name
fi'om jxao-Tixa-oi, to chew or masticate. It is also largely

employed in the manufacture of varnish, and a spirit is

distilled fi'om the berries. The foliage possesses the

veiy useful quality to the traveller of burning like dry
wood, whence it is known to the French as hrule-

capote.

MriLBPniiiY.—The Hebrew word so translated (h edhn)

occurs in 2 Sam. v. 23, 24: "When David enquiied of

the Lord, he said, Thou shalt not go up ; but fetch a

compass behind them, and come upon them over against

the mulberry trees (becdim). And let it be, when tliou

hearest the sound of a going in the tops of the inulbeii'v

trees, that then thou shalt bestir thyself:" and in the

parallel account (1 Chron. xiv. 14-15).

In l^s. Ixxxiv. 6, the word ' haca ' occurs, but with a

totally different meaning, denoting ' weeping.'

Commentators are not agreed as to the tree intended,

though there is nothing to support the rendering of the

Kabbis and of our version either in the ancient versions

or in phiLihigy. Celsius considers it identical with the

Arabic ' haka,' a species of Arabian gum ti ee ; but this is

inadmissible, as that is not a tree which could flourish in

the highland valley of Kephaim. O'hers b*4ieve it to be
'ti kind of poplar. There is every reason to btlieA'e that

the Aspen or Trembling Poplar {Populus tremula ) is the

tree intended. The characteristic and well known
quaking of its leaves appears to be alluded to in the

expression, "the sound of a going in the tops of the

h cdirny Either our Aspen, or a tree very like it, is

among the Palestine species.

Ulie Mulberiy tree is mentioned in the New Testa-

ment (Luke xvii. 6) under +he name of sycamine, and
pJso occurs in the Apocrypna, where, in 1 Mac. vi. 34, it

is ^:latcd that the jtiice of mulberries was Uhcd to excite

R *i
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the elephants of Antiochus, who took it for blood, [See

Sycamine.]
Myrrh.—The name of this well known spice is similar

in all languages. In Hebrew it is Mor, in Greek cr/xupi/o,

and there is no question as to its identity. Myrrh is men-
tioned repeatedly, both in the Old and New Testaments,

and was applied to various uses. It was a principal in-

gredient in the holy anointing oil of the Tabernacle

:

" Take thou unto tliee principal spices, of pure myrrli

five hundred shekels " (Ex. xxx. 2o). It was also used

as a perfume :
" All thy garments smell of myrrh, aloes,

and cassia " (Ps. xlv. 8). "1 have perfumed my bed
with myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon" (Prov. vii. 17).

"My hands dropped with m\rrh," &c. (Cant. v. 5).

"A bundle of myrrh is my well-beloved unto me "(Cant.

i. 13). It was also used for the purification of women
(Esth. ii. 12): and for embalming. "Nicodemus . . .
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brought a mixture of myn-li and aloes, about an hundred
pound weight" (John xix. 30). Apparently also it

was used as an anodyne :
" They gave him to diink

wine mingled with myrrh " (Mark xv. 23)—though this

may refer to some other bitter, as St. Matthew speaks of
* gall ' which may be ' wormwood.' [See Gall.] Myrrh
was also among the gifts of the wise men of the East to

the infant Saviour (Matt. ii. 11), and it was likewise

valuable as a stimulant medicine.

Classical writers repeatedly mention myrrh and its

various applications, and also that it was procured from
Arabia, as we should gather from the scriptural allu-

sions. Many modern travellers have noticed the Myrrh
tree both in Arabia Felix (Saba) and in Eastern Africa.

Its Arabic name is murr, and it is the Balsamodendron
mijrrha of botanists. It is, like most of the Balsam tree

family, a low, thorny, ragged-looking tree, something;
like an Acacia, with small, bright, trifoliate leaves. A
viscid white liquid oozes from the bark when punctured,
which rapidly hardens on exposure to the air, and becomes
a sort of gum, which is in this simple state the myrrh of

commerce. The wood and bark of the tree emit a pungent
aromatic odour.

There are several other closely-allied species of Bal-
samodendi'on, fi'om which myrrh is procured.

In Gen. xxxvii. 25, and xliii. 11, another Hebrew
word, loh, is erroneously rendered ' myrrh ' in our ver-

sion. This i.s an entirel}^ ditferent plant—the Ladanum,
or Cistus. [See Ladaxum in next chapter.]

Myrtle.—The Myrtle is several times mentioned in
the Old Testament under its name ^liadas,' identical

with its Arabic and Indian appellation. Its botanical
name is Myrtus communis. It has always been a favourite

tree wherever found. Thus Isaiah, when speaking of

the blessed time when the knowledge of the Lord shall

cover the earth as the waters cover the sea, says :
'• In-

stead of the brier shall come up the myrtle tree

"

(Isa. Iv. 13). And again :
*' I will plant in the wilderness

the cedar, the shittah tree, and the myrtle, and the oil

tree" (xli. 19). Zechariah, in his vision, speaks of the
angel of the Lord standing among the myrtle trees

(i. 8, 10, 11), showing them to be well known and com -

mon in the country. Nehemiah notices it as one of ttie

trees whoso boughs were employed in the commemora-
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tion of tl.e Feast of Tabernacles after the return frora

Babylon .
" Go forth unto the mount (i.e. of Olives},

and feich olive branches, and pine branches, and myrtle

branches, and palm branches, and branches of thick'

trees, to make booths, as it is written" (Neh. viii. 15).

Although no myrtles are now found on the Mount (oi

Olives), excepting in the gardens, yet they still exist in

many of the glens about Jerusalem, where we have often

seen its dark shining leaves and white flowers. There
are many near Bethlehem and about Hebron, especially

near Dewir Dan, the ancient Debir. It also sheds its

fragrance on the sides, of Carrael and of Tabor, and
fringes the clefts of the Leontes in its course through

Galilee. We met with it all through Central Palestine

and in the dales of Gilead.

It is still employed by the Jews in the synagogues
and in the Feast of Tabernacles, and in the bazaars of

Jerusalem and Damascus the dried flowers, leaves, and
berries of the Myrtle are to be seen in separate heaps

offered for sale as a perfume ; and a fragrant A^ ater is

distilled from the blossom. Both leaves, bark, and root

are used in Damascus for tanning the finest leather, and
s^lve it a delicate scent. It frequently grows in thickets

in company with the Bay.

The Myrtle gave to Queen Esther her name, oi

which Iladassah (the IMyrtle) is the Hebrew form.

The tree is too well known to need description.
' XuTS.—Two words are translated 'nuts' in our ver-

sion :
'' Egoz' in Cant. vi. 11, which is the Walnut [see

Walnut], and 'hotiiim' in Gen. xliii. 11, where thej'

are enumerated among the good things of the land

which the sons of Jacob were to take with them to pro-

pitiate the governor of Eg^^pt.

The Pistachio nut is, doubtless, the fruit here in-

tended, as is corroborated by its similar Arabic name
of batam, a well known product of Syria, the fruit of the

Pistachia vera, a tree allied to the Terebinth, and in size

intermediate between it and the Lentisk or Mastick. It

is frequently grafted on the foi'mer. Like many other

trees, it has become more rare in Palestine than for-

merly, though here and there a few may be found both

wild and cultivated. One or two we saw just outside

of Jerasaleni, by one of which we pitched our camp ; buf

it was not till we reachod Damascus and Beyrout that
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we found tlie tree extensively cultivated. I believe I

also saw it wild on Mount Gilead.

As it is a tree wliicli loves a diy and rocky situation, it

was not found in Egypt in patriarchal times, and therefore

Jacob's present would be that of a foreign and uncom-
mon luxury. Ancient writers mention it as peculiar to

8yiia. though this is not Ftrictly correct, as it extends
rhrougli Persia to Afghanistan. Aleppo is still cele-

brated fur the quality and abundance of its Pista(;hio nuts.

Tiavellers have often confused the Pistachia with
the Terebinth, which at a distance it closely resembles.

The crop of nuts is very abundant, growing under
the leaves, often in bunches of several together close

to the main stem. They are of the shape of the
Almond, but rounder and 'glossy, generall}' of a pretty

red hue when fresh, and the kernel a bright green,

with the flavour of the Walnut. An oil is extracted

from the fresh fruit. It is dioecious, i.e., the male
and female blossoms grow on different trees. The
name of Betonim, a town of the tribe of Gad (Josh.

xiii, 2(5), points to the ancient abundance of the Pis-

tachia tree.

Oak.—No less than six Hebrew words from the same
root are rendered ' oak ' in our version. One of these,
' eldh.' is properly the Terebinth or Teil tiee. [See

Teil tri:k and Elm (by which latter woid ' eldh' is

once rendered).]

But it is sometimes interchangeable with ' aJlon,' oak
;

as. in Gen, xxxv. 4, we find " Jacob hid them under the
oak (Heb. 'eldh') which was by Shechem;" while, in

Judges ix. 6 we read: "The men of Shechem . . . .

made Abimelech king, by the plain (Heb. hy the oak
[eldn'] ) of the pillar that was in Shechem,"—referring,

doubtless, to the same tree, which seems also to be alluded

to in Josh. xxiv. 2G, under the name allah (oak). The
trees are very different in kind : but the general simi-

larity of appearance is so great that it is not sui-prising

they should frequently be confused or included together

by the Hebrews.
The other five names, el, elon, tlan, allali, allSn, though

variously translated, appear to be interchangeable, and
to appl}^ to the acorn-bearing oaks, the two latter words
certainly to the Oak only. Probably ' alUn ' stands for

the Evergreen Oak, and ' elon ' for the dsciduous sortg.
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TInee species of Oak are common in Palestine, out of

which no less than thirteen [Syrian species have been
manufactuied by natuialists, who mistook variations

from soil and situation as marking ditierent sorts. At
least as many more have been made out of these same
three species in other parts of the Levant.

The most abundant of the three kinds is the Piickly

Eveigreen Oak (^Quercus jjseudo-cocofera). Dr. Hooker

Al,KAJtAAl S WAOi..

observes: '• It covers the rf)cky liills of Palestine with a

dense brushwood of trees fiom eight to twelve feet high,

branching irom the base, thickly covered with small

cveigreen rigid leaves, and bearing acorns copiously.

On lyJount Carmel it forms nine-tenths of the shrubby
vegetation, and it is almost equally abundant on the

west flanks of the anti-Lebanon, and many slopes and
valleys of Lebanon. Even in localities where it is not

now seen, its roots are found in the soil and dug up for
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fuel, as in the valleys to the south of Bethlehem. Ovvin_or

to the indiscriminate destruction of the forests in Syria,

this oak rarely attains its full size.

" The forests have been so completely cleared from all

Palestine that we must not look for existing evidence
of what the trees were in Biblical times and ante-

cedently. In Syria Proper there are only three common
oaks. All thi'ee form large trees in many countries, but
very rarely now in Palestine, though that they occasion-

ally do so is proof enough that they once did."

Those who have travelled through Gilead and Bashan
are familiar with magnificent forests of all three species

in the districts where man is rare.

The most famous existing Oak of the species Q.jpseudo-

coccifera in the Holy Land is the so-called Abraham's
Oak near Hebron, which has for several centuries taken

the place of the once-renowned Terebinth which marked
the site of Mamre, on the other side of the city. The
Terebinth existed at Mamre in the time of Vespasian,
and under it the captive Jews were sold for slaves. It

disappeared about a.d. 330, and no tree now marks the

grove of Mamre. The present Oak is the noblest tree in

Southern Palestine, being twenty-three feet in girth,

and the diameter of the foliage, which is unsymmetrical,
being about ninety feet.

There are many finer specimens in the north and
east : one at Libbeiyah, near Mount Hermon, which I

measured, is thirty-seven feet in circumference at the

narrowest 2)art of its trunk, and its foliage extends
iii a perfect dome for a circumference of ninety-one

yards.

There are splendid forests of this Oak in Gilead, and
more open park-like woods of it in Bashan. In Mount
Gilead and Ajlun, north of the Jabbok, we rode for Diany
miles through a dense forest of this tree, which yields

on the mountain tops to the Pine, and lower down to the

deciduous Oak, and other less hardy timber. There aie

noble trees of it in all the valleys south of Hermon. and
especiall}^ near Banias (Coesarea Philippi), and in many
parts of Lebanon.

In general appearance and in colour of foliage, this

Oak much resembles the Holm Oak of our own country,

but the leaves are prickly, and very different in shape,

being more like the Holly. The Arabic name is ' sindian,*

11 3
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Avhile ' hallout
'

is their generic name for all the species

of Oak.
The next species is the Qiiercus cegilops, or Valonea

Oak. It is deciduous, and in form of leaf and general

appearance and growth is very like onr English Oak.

It is rare in the south, but very common in the north,

and, unlike the other, never foims a bush or growth of

underwood. It is scattered over Carmel, is abundant^

QUEECUS l-SEUDO-COCXIl-tRA.

on Tabor, and forms a forest to the north of that moun-

tain. In Bashan it almost supplants the Evergreen Oak.

and is doubtless the Oak of Bashan (Isa. ii. 12, 13 ; Zech.

xi. 2). There it grows to a magnificent size, especially

in the lower valleys; and I have ridden under some

trees not inferior to the Oak of Mamre in girth. It

hears very large acorns, and these are used as food by

the Arabs, while the acorn cups are emi)loyed by dyers

under the nauie of Yalonia, and are largely exported.
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A third species of Oak is Quercus infectoria, a deciduoiiis

tree, with foliage very white on the under surface. It

is not so common as the other species, but grows on
Carmel, and we also met with it in great abundance near
Kedes, the ancient Kedesh Naphtali. We saw no very
large trees of this Oak, Avhich was seldom much more
than twenty feet high. It did not occur south of Samaiia.

Individual oaks are frequently mentioned in Scripture,

some of which have been already referred to, as the Oak
of Shechem. Thus we have the Oak of Weeping (AUon-
bachuth), under which Deborah, Eebekah's nurse, was
buiied ;it Bethel ((Jen. xxxv. 8) ; Gideon's Oak ot

Ophrah (Judg. vi. 11); in 1 Sam. x. 3, 'the plain ot

'labor' should be 'the oak (elon) of Tabor;' in Josh.

xix. 26, Alammelech signifies 'the king's oak;' in

1 Sam. xvii. 2, 19, and xxi. 9, ' the valley of Elah ' is

' the valley of the oak.'

In several other passages ' oak ' has been rendered
' plain ' in our veision : thus, as has been mentioned, the

Plain of Mamre is the Oak (or Terebinth) of Mamre ; in

Jndg. ix. 37, 'plain of Meonenim ' should be rendered
' oak grove of the magicians ;' ' plain of JMoreh ' is ' the

oak ot Moreh' (Gen. xii. 6, and Deut. xi. 30); 'the
plain of Zaanaim ' (Judg. iv. 11), by which Heber tlie

Kenite pitched his tent, should be ' the oak of Zaanaim ;'

the tree in Nebuchadnezzar's vision (Dan. vi.) is de-

scribed as an oak.

Great and remarkable oaks were favourite reports for

the performance of idolatrous rites (Hos. iv. 3), and
of old under their shadow great persons Avere buried, as

to the present day they are invariably chosen for the

burial places of Arab sheikhs or saints. The strength
of the Oak Avas as pioverbial among the Hebrews ua

among ourselves (Amos ii. 9).

Oil tree.—The Hebrew word 'efz shamen, i.e.. Oil

tree, occurs three times. In Neh. viii. 1 5, it is trans-

lated ' pine branches ;
' in 1 Kings vi. 23, ' olive tree ;

'

and in Isa. xli. 19, rightly, 'oil tree.' There can be
no doubt of its being a distinct tree from the Olive, as

in the passage in Nehemiah the two are luentioned to-

gether, and the text points clearly to some specific tree.

Most wj-iters have supposed it to be the False Balm of

(•irilead (^Balanites cegyjjtiaca i, and then have doubly con-

fused matters by transferrin <; iVom that tree its Arabic
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name, '' zalclLlnuu' to ihe Fhagnus angustifolins, or Oleaster.

J t cannot be the Balanites, becitu.se that tree does not exist

except in the tropical climate of the Jordan valley, and
the passage in Kehemiali speaks of 'ctz sltamen as grow-

ing near Jerusalem. The Oleaster (Eleagnus) appears

clearly to be the tree intended.

LEAGNUS ANoUS;T11-0LIUt

It is abundant in every -part of Palestine above the

Jordan valley, especially about Hebron, Tabor, and
Samaria. It lias a fine hard wood, and yields an inferior

oil, but has no relationship to the Olive, which, however,
it resembles in general aj^peaiance. It is a smaller

tree, "with long, narrow, bluish leaves, about an inch
and three quarters long b}' half an inch wide, silvery

white on the under side, and a very small blossom
crowded close to the stem at the junction of each leaf,

and bearin<r a jrrecn berrv of verv bitter taste.
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Olive. Heb. zait, Gr. eXata (Olca eiiropcea of bota-

nists).—Fiom the time of the deluge downwards, "no
tree is more closely associated with the history and civi-

lization of man," and it was doubtless known and culti-

vated long before. The sign of peace, reconciliation,

and plenty, the dove brought it back to the ark :
" Lo,

in her mouth was an olive leaf pluckt off: so Noah
knew that the waters were abated from off the earth"
(Gen. viii. li). The idea, thus interwoven with pri-

meeval history, is handed down in many a symbol by
tlie heathen ]ioets, as well as in Scripture. Perhaps
on it was founded the Grecian tradition, that the first

olive branch that reached their country was carried

by a dove fi-om Phoenicia to the temple of Jupiter in

Epirus. We 'infer from the incident that the flood must
have risen gradually and gently, so as not to destroy

the trees, and must, as the histoiy tells us, have rapidly

subsided, or the Olive trees would have perished.

Again, the Olive tree appears prominently in the first

parable recorded in liistory, that of Jotham (Judg. ix. 9),

where, invited to be king over the trees, it replies,

" Should I leave my fatness, wherewith by me they
honour God and man, and go to be promoted over the

trees?"

The Olive was especially prominent among the

blessings of the Land of Promise. It was " a good land,

. . . . a land of oil, olive, and honey" (Deut. viii. 7, 8)
—a land where they should at once have olive trees

which they had not planted (vi. 11). And one of the

marks of the anger of the Lord would be, "Thou
shalt have olive trees throughout all thy coasts, but
thou shalt not anoint thyself with the oil ; for thine olive

shall cast his fruit" (ch. xxviii. 40). So David takes the

Olive as the emblem of divine blessing. He compares
himself to a "green olive tree in the house of God"
(Fs. lii. 8), and the children of the good m-an to " the

olive branches round about his table," from its verdure
and fruitfulness. In the Prophets, it is the type of re-

ligious privilege, of beauty, luxuriance, and Btrength :

" Tlie Lord called thy name a green olive tree, fair, and
of goodly fruit" (Jer. xi. 16). "His branches shall

spread, and his beauty shall be as the olive tree " (llos.

xiv. 6). It was the iDlessing of Asher, "Let him dij»

his foot in oil " (Deut. xxxiii. 24) - a blessing which is
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recalled to the nemoiy of every traveller who rides
aiiioDg the vast Olive yards which fringe the Plain of

Plioeuicia, or who penetrates into the rich valleys which
open into the Plain of Acre, all of them in the heritage

of Asher,

The Olive tree is abundant, not only in the heritage of

Asher, but in every part of the Holy Land it is at this

day the one characteristic tree of the country. In fact, a

cursory observer has remarked, that it w^as the only tree

he saw theie. The most extensive Olive yards are on the

borders of the Phoenician plain. But they are scarcely less

important in the country of Ephraim : and all the valleys

from the Plain of Esdraelon to Benjamin, the patrimon}^

of Mana>-seh and Ephraim, are clad with olives to this

day. The vale of Shechem is one noble Olive grove. The
Plain of ]\Ioreh beyond it is studded with them. They form
the riches of Bethlehem, and cover the lower slopes of

the valleys lound Hebron. The Plains of Gilead, and
all the lower slopes, as well as the more fertile portions of

Bashan, form a long series of Olive groves, neglected, in-

deed, but still ready to yield their fatness in return for

the most tii fling culture : and they are the wealth of the
towns of Philistia and Sharon.

All round Jerusalem, the culture of the Olive is be-

ginning to make the valleys smile once more, for

secu)ity is the one thing needed to make it again a land
of X)il olive.

The Olive is scarcely to our Western eyes a beautiful

tree ; but to the Oriental, the coolness of the pale blue
foliage, its evergreen freshness, spread like a silver sea
along the slopes of the hills, speaks of peace and plenty,

food and gladness. The trunk, too, gnarled and Avrinkled,

often hollow and scathed, yet yielding abundant crops to

the extremest old age, and renewing itself from the in-

side, suggests the idea of per]ietual youth. It is never
more picturesque than when the old stem begins thus to

restore its gi'owth, when apparently held together by
the bark alone.

Am(,ing the oldest trees in the countr}^ are those in

the Garden of Gethsemane, said to have existed from
the time of our Lord. There is nothing in their vene-
rable appearance to throw doubt on their antiquitv,

for they must reckon many centuries ; but we may }ye

pretty certain that during the siege of Titus no trees
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were left standing so close to the city. Still the}' may
date from a period not much subsequent, and there are

many Olive trees near Carthage in Africa, not more
antique in appearance, which, with good reason, are

believed to date from a time before the irruption of the

Vandals.

The trees enclosed at Gethsemane are the oldest on

the Mount Olivet. There are still several hundred scat-

tered over the whole hill, but too few in number to give

it the appearance of a wooded mount, such as it once

was ; and the Olive trees are now more numerous to the

noith and west of Jerusalem. Even as far back as the

time of Nehemiah, we find the mount supplied olive

branches.

But though more persistent than the Vine or the

IVIulberrj^ the Olive, when not tended, soon ceases to

yield a crop, and is gradually supplanted, for self-sown

trees are scarcely ever seen. The culture is very simple,

but is indispensable in order to obtain a harvest. The
soil underneath the trees must be ploughed or dug every
spring, so as to admit the air to the roots, and no crop
:sown on it, as is practised with other fruit orchards. The
earth also is drawn round the base of the stem to keep
it moist. The tree must be grafted, and does not yield

till it is from ten to fourteen years old, nor is it considered

at its prime till forty years have passed over it.

The Turks tax each Olive (ree annually, old or 3'oung,

^nd thus have effectuall}' discouraged the planting of new
Olive 3'ards. The Olive produces an amazing quantity of

blossom :
" He shall cast off his flower as the olive

'*

(Job XV. 33). In spring, one may see the bloom on the

slightest breath of wind shed like snow-flakes, and
perishing by millions, yet enough remains to weigh the

tree down with its fruit.

Isaiah refers to the gathering of the olives :
" Yet

gleaning grapes shall be left in it, as the shaking of an
olive tree, two or three berries in the top of the upper-

most bough, four or five in the outmost fruitful branches
thereof" (xvii. 6). The olives are gathered by the bo3\s

and women climbing into the trees and beating and
shaking the branches. But there must be always a

gleaning left—two or three berries in the uppermost
boughs : and after the owners have left the tree, the

gleaners are entitled to follow, and the poo]-est of tho
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poor contrive Ly industry to gather cnongli to supply
their mess of pottuge, or. perliaps, tlieir winter larup :

" AVlien thou beatest thine olive tree, thoii shalt not go
over the Loughs again ; it shall he for the stranger, for

the fatherless, and for the widow " (Deut. xxiv. 20).

I'here are no fences in the Olive yards, but each tree has
its own proprietor, the ground being the common tenure
oF the village, and the trees being allotted, and bought
and sold each as a separate property.

The oil fats or olive presses are likewise common to

the inhabitants, and may generally be noticed at the
entrance of the village. A wooden screw and vice press

a large circular stone itpon the olives, while a stone-

trough beneath leceives the oil. The sites of many of

the deserted towns of Jiidah bear witness to the former
abtindance of the Olive, where it now no longer exists,

by the oil presses, with their gutteis, troughs, and cis-

terns hewn out of the solid rock. I have seen maiiy of

these farsottth of Hebron, where not an Olive has existed
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ft^r centiiri'£;S, and also many among the deserted thickets

of C'armel-

The produce of oil is enormons—from ten to fifteen

gallons a tree—and the frnit of the olives is one of tlie

tir.st necessaries of life in the East. Not only does the
lamp depend npon it, for candles are rarely used and are

much more costly, but it supplies the place of butter

;

every dish is cooked with it, and the bread is dipped in

it. The soap of the country is exclusively made from it.

The beiTV, pickled, is the husbandman's only relish ; and
when he goes to the field to his day's work, his dinner
consists of a handful of olives wrapped up in the thin
tough barley cake. Habakkuk, therefore, strongly attests

his faith in God when he says, " Although . . the labour
of the olive shall fail . . . jet I will rejoice in the Lord"
(eh, iii. 17, 18). It was also used as a medicine ; was valu-

able for wounds and bruises (Luke x. 34) ; was rubbed on
the body after the bath ; was employed to dress the hair

(Ps. xxii. 5 ; Matt. vi. 17) ; to mix with the offerings in

sacrifice (Lev. ii. 1); and for the anointing of priests,

kings, and prophets.

The wood, which is very handsome, of a rich amber
colour and finely grained, and is still largely employed
in the finest cabinet work, supplied the cherubim, the

doors, and the posts for the temple of Solomon (1 Kings
vi. 23, 31, 33).

The two witnesses in Eevelation (ch. xi. 4) are repre-

sented as "two olive trees standing before the God of

the earth," with evident reference to the two olive ti'ees

in the mystic vision of Zechariah (iv. 3, 11-14).

Olive, Wild (aypie/Wo?), mentioned in Eom. xi. 17-24,
must not be confounded with the Oleaster or Oil tree.

The Olive, like most other fruits, requires to be grafted,

and the suckers from the tree, as well as the seedlings, if

un grafted, produce only a diminutive and worthless fruit.

St. Paul makes this fact the basis of his forcible

allegory. The Gentiles are the ' wild olive ' grafted in
' contrary to nature' upon the 'good olive.' In nature,

tlie good is always grafted upon ihQwild. In the Church
of Christ the contrary process succeeds. The mercy of

God is shown b}^ grafting the Gentiles, a wild race, con-

trary to the nature of such operations, into ihegood Olive
tree of the Church, and causing them to flourish theio,

and brins: fui'th fruit unto eternal life.
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Palm tr'.:i:. ITeb. tamar, Gr. <^otVt^ (Phoenix dactyll-

fera).— The I 'aim tree has ever been intimately associated

with Palestine. Tlie very name by wliieh the land M-as

known to ^he Greeks and Ponians, ' Phoenicia,' is 'the

land of palms.' \\ hen Vespasian wished to commemorate
on his coins the capture of Jernsalem by Titns, he re-

presents Jnda3a as a woman, sitting weeping under a

Pahn tiee.

At present ' it breaks the uniformity of the Syrian

landscape by the rarity of its occuirence, no less than

GKO\ E OF PALM IKEl.S.

l)V its beauty.' Yet it is even now not so rare as has

been supposed, bnt was doubtless far more common in

former times. Belonging to a family of trees essen-

tially tropical, the Palm tree at once arrests the eye of a

Western traveller wherever it occnrs, whether towering

in solitary grandeur in the desert Avastes of Ai'abia.

where it marks by its pTesence some hidden source of

moisture, or waving its feather}' plumes over the orchards

and orange groves of Philistia and Sidon.

The plants of the Palm famil}- are characterized by
their tall branchless stems, their huge fan-sliaped leaves,

their flowers j2;rowing on a single or branched tuft,
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ocAered by a .spathe oi siieath, some of which will cou-

tain 200.000 flowers, ^^he stem of the Date Pahn ex-

hibits what is called the endogenous mode of givAvth,

the hardest part being on the outside, while it has no
bark, like exogenous trees. The leaves are pinnate,

often twelve feet long, and are sometimes called branches
in Scripture (Lev. xxiii. 40 ; Keh. viii. 15). They form
a giaceful, umbrella-shaped tuft at the summit of the

tall stem. The trunk of the tree does not increase from
year to year like other trees, but onl}^ rises higher, send-
ing forth a new coronet of leaves each year, while the

lower circle, which may be six or seven yeais old,

gradually withers away. Thus the stem of a tree, not
twenty feet high, is as thick as those of trees which are

from 50 to 100 feet in height. The centre of the tree

is soft and pithy, and the trunk is rather a solid mass of

fibre than true timber. Consequently, though of great

value there for rafters, beams, and gate-posts, it is quite

useless for the other applications of ordinary timber,

such as furniture or utensils.

The Palm tree is peculiar!}^ characteristic of sandy
and semi-tropical deserts, but it flourishes better ii:

rich and well-watered soils, where the climate is suf-

ficiently hot. Its range extends from the sandy plains

of Scinde and Western India, across Asia, along the

banks of the Euphrates and Tigris, thence to Palmyra,
and thence to the coasts of Syria. It is the principal tree

of Arabia and Egypt ; abounds in Nubia and Abyssinia
;

and is the staple of the oases which stud the Sahaia as

far as the Atlantic. In favoured localities it exists on
all the southern Mediterranean shores, though not always
ripening its fruit. It gave name to a town in Crete,

Phenice, mentioned in Acts xxvii. 12.

SeA'eial other places mentioned in Scripture are con-

nected with the Palm tree. We are told that in the
journeying of the children of Israel from Egypt to Sinai,

they " came to Elim, where were twelve wells of water,

and threescore and ten palm trees : and they encamped by
the waters " (Ex. xv. 27). These w^ells are called ' foun-
tains ' in Kumb. xxxiii. 9, and the station has generally

been identified with existing Palm trees and springs in

the Wady Ghuriindel. ' Elath ' or ' eloth' another plural

form of the same word, probably refers to the group of

Palm trees at Akabah, at the head of the eastern gulf oi
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the lied. Sea, near Ezion-geber, the port cf SolomoD
[SeeDeut. ii. 8 ; 1 Kings ix. 26 ; 2 Kings xiv. 22.] Elim or

doth signifies ' trees ;' and though the term was applied

to the Terebinth in Palestine, where that was the con-

spicuous tree, yet it is probable that in the desert it

would similarly designate the Palm, the tree of the

country.

Still curlier than these is the incidental reference to

the Palm tree in patriarchal history, implied in the name
of Hazezon-taraar (Gen. xiv. 7), which is, by the refer-

ence in 2 Chron. xx. 2, unmistakably identified with
the well known Engedi, ihe modern Ain Jidy, on the

western shores of the Dead Sea. Its name signifies ' the

felling of the palm trees;' it was the contemporary ol

Sodom and Gumoirah—an existing city when Hebron
first arose. Through its groves of Palm trees passed the
Assyrian hordes of Chedorlaomer, on the first great orga-

nized expedition recorded in history. Its Palm trees

continued for many subsequent centuries :
" I was

exalted like a palm tree in Engaddi," says the son ot

Sirach (Ecclus. xxiv.14) :.and later still the Palm groves

of Engedi are mentioned for their beauty, alike by the

Jewish historian Josephus, and the Koman naturalist

Pliny.

>s'ow not a Palm remains in these lonely recesses,

though the shores are fringed with the gaunt trunks
of this tree washed down the Jordan, or from the

other side. But they have left the evidence of their

former abundance in the deep glens Avhich open on the
little plain. Copious springs of fresh water percolate

through the cliffs on all sides, and perform the functions

of a dropping well, rapidh^ petrifying the vegetation

wliich clings to the rocks, and lining the valleys with
a thick ci'ust of carbonate of lime. On breaking this

soft incrustation, we found great masses of palm leaves

quite perfect, and even whole trees petrified where they

stood, grown as it were to the rock, entire from the root

of the stem to the last point of the frond.

The little embayed recesses on the east side of the

Dead Sea, at the mouths of the Arnon and the Callirrhoe,

overshadowed with clumps of Date Palms, give an idea

of what the much larger opening of Engedi must have
been of old. Another '• Tamar' or Palm is mentioned
in the vision of Ezekiel, as the point from which the
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ROiithern border of the land was to be measured eastward
and westward. This is the Thamara of other authors
near the south-west end of the Dead Sea.

The name again occurs in Baal-tamar, i.e., " the sanc-

tuary of the palm" (Judg. xx. 33), doubtless from the

same feature of the Palm tree in its scenery. This place

being near Gibeah of Benjamin, where from the climate

the Pahn tree can never have been very plentiful, may
have been identical with the famous Palm tree of Deborah
near Bethel (Judg. iv. 5), probably a well known and
solitary land-mark.

Although not imiDlied by its name, yet the Palm tree

is associated with almost every reference to Jericho in

Sacred History. The first mention of the city is when
Moses fi'om the top of Pisgali gazed over the panorama
of the Land of Promise, and looked down on "the plain

of the valley of Jericho, the city of pahn trees " stretched
as it were beneath his feet (Deut. xxxiv. 3). ' In the
city of palm trees' dwelt for a time the children of the

Kenite, Moses' father-in-law (Judg. i. 1 6). Soon after-

wards Eglon, king of Moab, took possession for a time
of " the city of palm trees " (iii. 13) ; for though the city

and its walls had never been rebuilt, yet the rich and
well-watered plain must have had many inhabitants,

dwelling perhaps in tents, and certainly gathered in

some numbers in the adjoining city of Gilgal, to till its

gardens, and tend its teeming forests of fruit trees.

The Palm groves continued throughout the period of the
kings, for we are told (2 Chron. xxviii. 15), that when
Israel, conscience-stricken, resolved to restore the cap-

tives they had taken from Judah in the reign of Ahaz,
they brought them down to J ericho, the ' city of palm
trees.'

Yet more valuable and flourishing were they in

the time of the Herods, when the gaidens of Jericho,

with their Palms and Balsam, were the richest portion
of the royal manor. Again and again they are referred
t-o by Josephus, and by classical writers, by Strabo,

Horace, and Pliny, and later still by Galen and Justin.

But the Palm tree requires, like tlie ( )live, some slight

care from man ; and, unless growing by a fountain or
stream, needs periodical watering : th)is the Palm groves
of Jericho have gradually given place to the Thorn tree

and other wild trees, till a century ag*) Dr. Shaw could
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only say that there were several of them at JericLo
Recentl}'- it has been stated, that the last Palm tree had
perished thei-e. This, however, is not strictly the case,

as we discovered one wild Palm of considerable size,

with a clump of young ones I'ound it, in the edge of the

stream, a little below the modern village.

It is probable that in ancient times the whole Jordan
valley, from the shores of Gennesaret to the extremity ot

the Dead Sea, was stocked with Palms. It is recorded l)y

.Joseplms that they abounded at Gennesaret. Below the
lake, on the east side, we found many straggling trees by
the sides of the streams, from the Jarmuk to Mount Gilead.

There are some in the Plains of Shittim ; they aboimd,
as has been said, at the mouths of the rivers of Moah,
and are found in the Ghor es Safieh, at the south-east

corner of the Dead Sea. The shores of that mysterious
lake are fringed from north to south by hundreds of

trunks of Palm trees, preserved from decay by the satu-

j-ated brine, most of which must have been washed down
the Jordan, and remained perhaps for ages. They tell

unmistakably of a time when the valley was indeed
Phaenicia, and the Palm the predominant wood.
Though it could never be a very common tree in the

upper country, yet it was common on the coasts, and to

this day it occurs on all the maritime plains, and is pro-

fitably cultivated at Jafi'a, Eamleh, Caitfa, Acre, Tyre,
Sidon, and Beyrout. It is, however, seldom found in

\\ estern Palestine in a state of nature. This may be
accounted for by its being a dioecious tree, i.e., having
its male and female blossoms on different ti-ees ; and
if the female blossoms are not impregnated, which is

usually done by tying a bunch of male blossom in each
fruit-bearing tree, the seed is barren. The male trees

require less care, are much fewer in number, and are

generally left to grow outside the groves. Consequently,
when in time they decayed, the stock, if not renewed,
would gradually perish.

We have several allusions, besides the mention of the

Palm tree of Deborah, to the existence of the Palm in

other parts of Palestine, especially near Jerusalem. Thus,
after the retuin from Babylon, when the Feast of Taber-
nacles was kept, the people were to go out to thn Mount [of

Olives], and fetch, among other boughs, ' palm branches
'

to make booths (Xeh. viii. lo). 'Jliis was in liter-ul
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accordance with the original institution in Leviticus

^xxiii. 4U), to take among others " branches of pahn

trees " for the purpo.^e.

The Mount of Olives continued to be graced by Paha

trees to the time of our Lord, when at His last triumphant

entry into Jerusalem from Bethany, the people " took

branches of palm trees, and went forth to meet him"
(John xii. 13). Bethany, at ihe eastern side of the

Mount, means the ' house of dates ;' but now the Palm
exists neither there nor on Mount Olivet itself, though

several tine and ancient trees still w^ave among the

buildings of Jerusalem within the walls. Prom the

Gospel incident, here alluded to, has arisen the Enghsh
custom of carrying boughs of willows, as a substitute on

Palm Sunday, and calling them Palms :

" And willow hranches hallow
That they palmes do use to call."

In the gardens of Jenin {Engannim, the garden house,

2 Kings ix. 57), at Gabions (Shechem), at Beisan (Beth
?hean), and at several sheltered villafjes near Nnzareth,

the Palm still exists; and doubtless farther search may
reveal many other spots where a few of theso relics of

ancient culture linger on.

The city that Solomon built in the wilderness, between
Damascus and the Euphrates, Tadmor (or, according to

some readings of 1 Kings ix. 18, Tamar), is, like Engedi_^

named from its Palm trees, afterwards translated literally

into Palmyra, "the name that, by its signification in the

Syriac as well as the Latin language, denoted the mid-
titude of palm trees which afforded shade and verdure

to that temperate region."

—

Gibbon, ii. 23.

The Palm trees of Palmyra are as familiar to the tra-

veller now as they wei e to the merchants of old.

We may observe that the Palm in its wild state, when
its decayed or withering leaves are not disturbed for

the purpose of climbing to its fruit, has not the slim and
graceful appearance of the cultivated tree. Its leaf-

stalks hang down uudetached from the stem, and form

an impenetrable rampart round the tree, altogether con-

cealing its trunk. Such was the Palm we noticed near

Jericho, and such are many of the Palms in the desert.

One of the most familiar comparisons in Scripture is

tliat of Ps. xcii. 12 : "The ri<ihteous shall flourish like
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the palm tree : lie shall grow like a cedar in Lebanon."'

Here the life of the righteous may be compared to the

Palm tree for many reasons. It flourishes in a barren
soil: it requires constant moisture; it is a lofty tree, a

straight tree ; it is alwa3'S growing so long as it lives,

and it is always green, and always bears fruit, as far as

possible from earth, and as near as possible to Heaven.
We may add, too, the elasticity and upward growth of

its fibre, even when loaded with wei<rhts.

i- >

WILD PALM TREE.

In the Revelations, the saints are described as " clothed

with white robes, and palms in their hands " (vii. 9),

an image probably drawn from the custom by which, in

many of the Greek games, the victors carried palm leaves

in the procession. This, however, was not exclusively

a classical allusion, as may be gathered from the palm
leaves of our Lord's triumphal entry into Jerusalem ;

and from several passages in the Apocrypha in Mac-
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eabees (1 Mac. xiii. 51 ; 2 Mac. x. 7, and xiv. 4; 2 Esdr.

ii. 44), where palm leaves are mentioned as the symbols
of tiinmph.

From the grace and beauty of the tree it was fre-

quently taken as a woman's name, as in the case of the

daughter-in-law of Judah (Gen. xxxviii. (>) ; David's

daughter (2 Sam. xiii. 1) ; and Absolom's sister (2 Sam.
xiv. 27), whose beauty was remarkable.

In like manner it was a favourite architectural orna-

ment, and the palm leaf is the one peculiar and graceful

ornament which arrests our notice in examining the few

remaining relics of the architecture of the Herodian
epoch. It appears on the capitals of the pillars, and on

the friezes ; both in the substructures of the temple of

Jerusalem and in the tombs, among the ruins of Tell Hiim
and Kedes, and in the baths of Solomon in the king's

garden at Urtas.

Accordingly, we find it repeatedly mentioned among
the architectural ornaments of Solomon's temple, w^hether

generally, or sculptured on the walls, doors, or pillars

(bases) (2 Chron. iii. 5; 1 Kings vi. 29-36). In like

manner it is repeatedly mentioned in the symbolical

vision of Ezekiel's temple (ch. xl. xli.) as a predominant
ornament in all parts of the building.

s
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It is a common saying among the Arabs that the Palm
has as many uses as tht^re are days in the year. In the

oases, where it is the principal tree, every part of it is

utilized. Besides its employment for building purposes,

a pleasant drink is made from its juice ; wine is distilled

from its sap, and a spirit is fermented from it. The
crown of barren trees is boiled as a vegetable ; sugar is

manufactured from the syrup ; mats, baskets, and all

sorts of utensils are manufactured from its leaves ; horses

are fed on the fruit-stalks, and camels on the pounded
stones.

Important as its fruit, the date, is as a staple of food, it

is curious that there is only one, and that disputed, refei-

ence to it in the Bible, viz. Cant. vii. 7 :
" Thy stature is

like to a palm tree, and thy breasts to clusters "—where
our version supplies ' of grapes,' instead of what the con-

text requires ' of dates.' There are several other pos-

sible allusions to the fruit, which must have been common
and familiar among the Jews.

PiXK TRKE. Heb. ticlhar. —-Thus translated in Isa.

xli. 19: "I will set in the desert the fir tree, and the

pine, and the box tree together "
; and in ch. Ix. 13 :

" The
glory of Lebanon shall come unto thee, the fir tree, the

pine tree, and the box together,"—where ' ticlhar ' must
signify some conspicuous tree growing on the mountains

of Lebanon. No commentators, ancient or modern, have

been able to identify the tree intended, though the Elm,

the Larch (not a Palestine tree), the Plane, and the Pine

have been guessed at.

The only clue to an interpretation is the signification

of the. Hebrew root, whence the word is derived, which
signifies to revolve or to continue—the latter not being in

any way applicable to the Pine, which is the least pro-

bable rendering. The weight of evidence is, perhaps,

in favour of the Elm, a species of which well known
tree

(
JJlmns campesfris [?]) grows on Lebanon, though

doubtfully indigenous in Southern Palestine. It would,

therefore, best suit the requirements of the text.

Tn Kehemiah viii. 15 'pine branches ' is the rendering

in our version for ' 'etz shamen,' which signifies the Oil

tree or Oleaster, as it is in other passages rightly trans-

lated. [For the Pines of the Holy Land, see Fir tree.J

Pomegranate. Heb. rimmon. — Identical with its

Arabic name, rummdn, is the Punica granatum of bota-
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nists, a fniit-bearing tree, or rather shrub, of the Myrtle
family, which is cultivated through all the warmer
parts of the Old World, from Northern India through
Persia, and in all the countries bordering on the Me-
diterranean. It is indigenous in North Africa and
Southei-n France, and flourishes in Bermuda and many
of the West Indian islands. It is evergreen, and forms
rather a collection of small stems, like coppice-wood,
than a single tree, nor does it often exceed eight or

ten feet in height. The leaves are lanceolate, glossy,

and small, of a very delicate greenish-red colour ; when

PUMEIjKANATK.

young forming a striking contrast to the blue foliage of

the Olive, and gradually assuming a clear pea-green
colour. The bell-shaped blossom is extremely beautiful

and conspicuous, varying from scarlet to a deep orange
red, and the fruit when ripe is of a bright-red colour,

as large as an orange, and crowned with its calyx, which
adds much to its grace of form. I have tasted it nearly

ripe in July, but the main crop is not gathered till

September. It continues to throw out a succession of

blossom from iNIarch to June.

In the neighbourhood of towns and under Carmel the

Pomegranate is often wild, but is then very bitter and
astringent. There are two sorts cultivated in orchards,

s 2
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the sweet and the sour, contrasting in taste like the

orange and lemon, though the appearance of the fruit is

precisely similar.

The Eomans, who introduced the tiee from Carthage,

gave it the name of Punicum malum, the Carthaginian

Apple ; and our name Pomegranate is derived from the

Latin ' grained apple,' from the striking appearance of

the bright pink pips packed in compartments, separated

by a white membrane, shining like rubies, and beauti-

fully arranged.

The Pomegranate was early cultivated in Egj^pt, for

we find the Israelites complaining in the wilderness :

" This is no place of seed, or of figs, or of A'ines, or of

pomep'anates " (Numb. xx. 5). Canaan too was pro-

inised as " a land of . . . vines, and fig trees, and pome-
granates " (Deut. viii. 8): and, accordingly, when the

spies came to the valley of Eshcol, they not only cut down
a branch with one cluster of grapes, but also " brought of

the pomegranates, and of the fig.s " (Numb. xiii. 23).

Several towns and villages in Palestine bore the

name of Eimmon or Pomegranate ; as Kimmon, on the

frontier of Judah (Josh. xv. 32 ; 1 Chron. iv. 32

;

Zech. xiv. 10), Gath-rimmon. one of the Levitical cities

in Manasseh (Josh. xxi. 25, and 1 Chron. vi. 39), and
Rimmon in Zebulon (1 Chron. vi. 77). We read, in

1 Sam. xiv. 2, of Saul tarrying under a Pomegranate
tree, which must have been some particular tree of

unusual size.

An orchard of Pomegranates is mentioned in Cant,

iv. 13, and its budding in other passages of the same
poem. The temples [lit. cheeks] of the beloved are

compared, in ch. iv. 3, to " a piece of pomegranate within

thy locks," alluding doubtless to the lovely rosy colour

of the fruit.

The juice was and still is expressed for a cooling

drink, or sherbet, and sometimes also fermented into

a light wine. Thus Solomon speaks of "spiced wine
of the juice of my pomegranate " (Cant. viii. 2). It

is now commonly used in the East with sugar or spices,

and then strained before being fermented. The wine of

the Pomegranate does not keep hmg, and is vejy light.

The bark and the rind of the fruit are powerful
astringents, and are used medicinally in the East, but

are chiefly valuable as tannin. The rind of the wild
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Pomegranate is still carefully collected in JMorocco
and the Sahara, and is used exchisively for the prepara-
tion of the finest sort of I\lorocco leather, giving it a dull

red colour, The yellow Morocco leather, on the contrary,

is tanned with a peculiar fungus.

The gracetul shape of the Pomegranate was selected

as one of the ornaments on the skirt of the high priest's

blue robe and ephod, alternating with the golden bells

(Ex. xxviii. 33, 34 ; xxxix. 24-20), and hence was adopted
as one of the favourite devices in the decoration of

Solomon's temple, being carved on the capitals of the
pillars (1 Kings vii. 18, &c.). Whether the design was
taken from the fruit or the flower, it would form a grac*^-

ful oi-nament. We have frequently noticed the Pome-
granate sculptured on fragments of columns among the
ruins of Oriental temples.

The Syrian deitj^, Eimmon, has been supposed by some
to have been a personification of the Pomegranate, as the

emblem of the fructifying principle of nature, the fruit

being sacred to Venus, who was worshipped under this

title. Hadadrimmon is mentioned in Zechariah xii. 1 1,

Hadad being the sun-god of the Syrians; and when
combined with the s3nnbol of the Pomegranate, he stands

for the sun-god who ripened the fruits, and then, dying
with the departing summer, is mourned " with the
mourning of Hadadi immun."

PoPLAh.—The Hebrew word lihneh, i.e., 'white,' from
the same root as Lebanon, ' the white mountain,' occurs
only twice, viz. in Gen. xxx. 37, and Hos. iv. 13, and in

both is translated 'poplar': "Jacob took him rods of

green poplar, and of the hazel and chesnuttree; and
pilled Avhite strakes in them, and made the white appear
which was in the rods." " They sacrifice upon the tops

of the mountains, and burn incense upon the hills, under
oaks and poplars and elms, because the shadow thereof

is good."

Several commentators have considered the Storax
tree {Styrax officinalis) to be the tree intended. Tt grows
abundantly in most parts of Palestine, and in Armenia,
and has a white blossom and pale leaves, with a white
down on the under side ; consequentl}^ it would cor-

I'espond very well with the signification of the name
lihneh, 'white.' It yields gum storax. [See Stacte, for

a description of the Storax tree.]
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But the passage in Hosea speaks of tlie ' 1,'hneh ' as a

lai-ge tree, mider the shadow of whieh idolatrous rites

were performed. The Storax, on the contrary, is nothing

more than a very busliy shrub, rarely more than twelve

feet in height, and neither from its size or form would it,

be selected as a tree under the shadow of which sacrifices

or incense might be offered. The chief argument in

favour of the iStorax-tree is tlie similarity of its Arabic

name, ' luhna,' with the Hebrew ' libneh.'

There seems, therefore, no difficulty in accepting the

translation of our version. Poplar. Of all forest trees

none would so naturally claim the epithet of ' lihneh,*

the ' white,' as the \Vhite Poplar. Four species, if not

six, of Poplar are found in Palestine. Of these, two, and
those the most frequent, are probably the trees alluded

to in Scripture : Populus alba, the W hite Poplar of our own
country, and Pojndus euphratira, the Euphrates Poplar,

which is very similar to the former in its silvery hue.

We observed this tree very common along the banks
i)f the Jordan, and in the lower country, and it derives

its specific name from its abundance in that very

country where Jacob peeled the rods, the land of Haran,

by the Euphrates and the Tigris. Hosea, on the con-

trary, is speaking of a tree on the hills, where we did

not meet with the Euphrates Poplar, but where the

closely-allied species, P. alba, grows abundantly. AVe

saw it in various parts of Galilee, Lebanon, and on Mount
Heiinon. Four species of Poplar grow near Damascus,
but the two named above appeared by far the most
numerous. Other species are P. tremula, P. dilatafa, and
P. nirjra.

Shittah tree. Shittim. Heb. shitfah, sMttim.—The
tree is mentioned once, "I wilj plant in the wilderness

the cedar, the shittah tree, and the myrtle, and the oil

tree" (Isa. xli. 19), as one which would enrich and beau-

tify the desert. Its wood is called SMttim wood, and is

repeatedly mentioned in Exodus as the principal timber
material employed in the construction of the tabernacle.

Of it were formed the boards for the tabernacle, and
their cross-bars (Ex. xxvi. 15, 26); the ark of the cove-

nant and its staves (ch. xxv. 10, 13) ; the table of shew-
bread and its staves (ch. xxv. 28, 28) ; the pillars on
which to hang Jthe veil of the holy of holies (ch. xxvi.

;;2, 37); the altar of burnt offering, and the sta/es to
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carry it (ch. xxvii. 1, 6); and the altar of incense and
its staves (ch. xxx. 1, 5). Fiom the fact of Shittim wood
being the only timber mentioned in the list of the

offerin(2;s of the people in the wilderness (Ex. xxv. 5),

it worild appear to have been the only available wood at

hand.

There can be no question as to the identity of the

Shittah with the Acacia, the only timber tree of any

size in the Arabian desert. The species of Acacia there

found is the Acacia seyal, a gnarled and thoiny tree,

somewhat like a solitary Hawthorn in its habit and

manner of growth, but much larger. It flourishes in

the driest situations, and is scattered more or less nu-

merously over the whole of the Sinaitic peninsula. It

is also abundant in the many ravines which open on the
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Dead Sea at Engedi, and all along its western shores,

where it forms a tree from which planks four feet in

diameter might be cut. It flouritshes most in the di y
beds of extinct water-courses, as at the south-west end of

the Dead Sea, and where no other tree can find moisture.

It is a very conspicuous feature wherever it occurs.

The timber is very hard and close-grained, of a fine

orange brown colour, with a darker heart, and admirably
adapted for fine cabinet work. Its leaves are small and
pinnate, and in spring it is covered with its round tufts

of yellow blossom, which grow in clusteis round the
branches, like little balls of fibre, and have gained for it

its poetical epithet of the 'yellow-haired acacia.' It be-

longs to the natural order Legumhwsa, and its seed is a,

pod, like that of the Laburnum.
But it is best known for its commercial value, as yield-

ing the gum arable of trade and medicine, which is ex-

ported in great quantities from the Ked Sea. The gum
exudes from the tree spontaneously, as I have often

observed in hot weather, but is also obtained more sys-

tematically b}" making incisions in the bark ; and tiie

Arabs not only collect it for sale, but for food in times

of scarcity. They also say that it allays thirst. The
bark, which is a powerful astringent, is used by the

Bedouin for tanning yellow leather, and the camels are

fed on its thorny foliage.

The burning bush of Moses (Ex. iii. 2), called ' seneJt
'

in Hebrew, was no doubt an Acacia, the Egyptian name
of which is the equivalent, ' sunt,'' while the Arabic is

*" seyal.'' The species is the Acacia nilotica, found also in

the desert, and rather smaller than the true Seyal.

There are several other species of Acacia found in

Palestine, but all similar in habit and appearance; as the

Acacia farnesiana on the coast, the A. serissa in some of

Ihe wadys, and A. tortilis In some of the southern wadys.

These must not be confounded with the tree commonly
called Acacia in England, which is an American plant of

a difierent genus, with v)hite papilionaceous blossoms

—

the Bohinia pseudo-acacia.

Several places in Scripture are named fioin the Acacia.

Thus, in Joel iii. 18, "And it shall come to pass in that

day, that the mountains shall diop down new wine, . . .

and a fountain shall come forth of the house of the Lord,

and shall water the valley of Shittim "—a place now
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Ttiiknowii, but probably near Jerusalem, and named from
its acacias.

Again, the last camping-place of Israel on the east side

of Jordan was in the Plains of Shittim, the rich and
sultry Plain of Moab, on the north-east corner of the

Dead Sea, opposite Jericho, and as well watered, oi

greater extent, and of unbounded fertility. Here, ener-

vated by the luxurious climate and products, Israel was
seduced into sin and profligacy, and joined in the licen-

tious rites of Baal-Peor. The northern extremity of

their camp is stated to have been from Abel-Sliittim

^.e., the ' moist meadows ' (or 'marshes ') ' of the acacia ;'

the modern Keferein, where the fertile oasis begins. In
front pushes out a long strip of barren and salt-saturated

plain, about five miles iu width, utterly bare near the
Jordan ; but, nearer, the rich meadows, studded with old

and gnarled acacias, which we found scattered here and
there, attesting by their presence the appropriateness of

the name, and the antiqiiity of their possession. They
form the connecting link between the open desert and the

watered meadows behind, which are cultivated for corn,

cucumbers, and indigo.

Spicery.—The word ' 7iecli6th,' thus translated, occur,*

twice—in Gen. xxxvii. 25, " Ishmeelites came from
Gilead with their camels bearing spicery and balm and
myrrh, going to carry it down to Egypt;" and ch. xliii.

1 1, where it is enumerated among the presents Jacob sent

by his sons to the governor of Egypt :
" Carry down the

man a present, a little balm, and a little honey, spices, and
myrrh, nuts, and almonds." Probably, the nalmh (' spices')

of 2 Kings XX. 13 ; Isa. xxxix. 2, stored up by Hezekiah
in his treasure-house, refers to the same substance.

It seems clear that it is not a general term, but
the produce of some specific plant ; Celsius and Ijo-

chart conjecture the Storax [see Stacte], but the most
probable explanation identifies the nehoth with the
Arabic naJcaaf, the gum tragacanth, obtained from the
well known group of Leguminous plants, Astragalus. The
gum tragacanth of commerce is collected chiefly from
the Astragalus tragacantha, but many other species of the
genus yield it freely. There are upwards of twenty
species of Astragalus in Palestine, and we ourselves

collected at least fifteen species. They grow at all

elevations from the shores of the Dead Sea to the top of

6 3
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Hermon. Those sorts from which Ihe giim is ohtained

are dwarf woody shrubs, very stunted in growth, witli

long pinnate leaves, terminated by a spiny mid-rib, pro-

tected by a dense fence of long thorns, covering clusters of

axillary flowers, which in most of the species are yellow^

though several species have white or purple blossoms.

The gum exudes plentifully under the he?t of the

^iSrlSAGALUS TftAGACAMHA.

sun on the leaves, thorns, and extremity of the twigs,
and is collected by y)assing a cloth or buncli of threads
over the shrub. This collects the viscous exudation
in the same manner as ladanum is gathered. Ac-
cording to Tournefoi-t, it is also collected in the Island
of Candia by punctui-ing the bark, when it streams out
under the sun's rays, and dries into the form of lum])S or
long worms. But this must be a larger kind of shrub
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than the Wild Tragacanth of Palestine, \vhere the gather-
ing of the gum can scarcely now be reckoned an article
of commerce, being only pursued by a few shepherds at
their leisure.

StACTIO.—This Gieek word (o-raKxr)), signifying a djop
or exudation, is emploj'ed in Ex. xxx. 34 to express
the Hebrew nataf, which bears the same meaning. In
Job xxxvi. 27 it is used to express a drop of water ; in
Exodus it is the name of one of the ino-edients used in

STiliAX UlTICINALi:.

preparing the holy incense. The best authorities identify

it with the gum of the Storax tree {Shjrax officinale).

This is a very beautiful, pei fumed shiub, which grows
abundantly on the lower hills of Palestine, and has by
some been taken for the 'poplar' of Sciipture from its

white hue. It can scarcely be called a tree, though it is a
large shrub. The bark is very smooth and pale-colonred,

the leaves single, ovate, and with a smooth white film on
the under side. The blossoms are very like those of the

orange in colour, size, and perfume, but grow most abun-
dantly in small spikes of four or five. Xothing can
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he more lovely than the appearance of the Storax ir.

March, when covered with a sheet of wliite bloom, waft-

ing its perfume through the dells of Carniel and Galilee,

where it is the predominant shrub, and contrasts beauti-

fully wath the deep red of the Judas tree growing in the

same localities. We found it equally abundant in the

warmer parts of Gilead and on the lower slopes of Leba-

non ; but it is rather a tender tree, and does not thrive in

exposed situations. The Syrians value its gum highly,

and use it medicinally as an emulcent in pectoral com-

plaints, and also in perfumery. The liquid storax of

modern commerce is the product of an Eastern tree of a

different order. [See also Poplar.]

Sycamine.— The Greek word o-vKayati/os, translated
' Sycamine tree,' occurs once in the New Testament

:

'• And the Lord said, If ye had faith as a grain of mustard

seed, ye might say unto this sycamine tree, Be thou

plucked up by the root, and be thou planted in the

sea; and it should obey you" (Luke xvii. 6). The
Sycamine must be distinguished from the Sycamore, else-

where mentioned. It is the well known Black Mulberiy
(Morus nigra), which is still known in Greece b}^ the name
\si/camema,' v,'h\\e the White Mulberiy is called 'mourea:

Both the White and Black Mulberry trees are common
in Palestine, and their cultivation has, doubtless, in-

creased since the introduction of the silkworm, fed on

their leaA^es, and the rearing of which is the staple

industry of 'i.he peasantry in the Lebanon. The Mul-
berry is also grown for rearing silk about many of the

villages between Jerusalem and Nablous (Shechem),

and often covers the terraced hiil-sides. Thougli cul

tivated rather for its leaf than its fruit, 3'et the Mul-
berr}'^ is of some value, and is largely used in summer,
especially about Damascus, where the fruit is sold in

great quantities, and is expressed to make a kind of

sherbet, a pleasant cooling drink, sweetened with honey
and flavoured with spices. The Mulberry belongs to

the same natural order as the Fig tree, and is of very

curious construction, though in appearance like a black-

berry, each pip being the produce of separate blos-

soms, which are crow^ded closely together. From the

ordinary occurrence of the tree it would very naturally

be seizod by our Lord, perhaps standing under its shade

fct the moment, ab an illustration for his discourse. The
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3Iulbeny tree of our version is probably the Aspen
ropkr. [See Mulbkkky.]

bYCAMOKK, or Sycomoue. Heb. sldhmin, sMkmoth ; Gr.

GVKo^opia ; Lat. Ficus sycomorus.—Sycamore fig, or fig-

nuilberry, is frequently mentioned both in the Old and

New Testaments. This tree, which is a species of tig,

and allied to the Banyan tree of India, must not be con-

founded with our commonly-called Sycamore or i'lane

tree, which is not at all connected with either the Fig or

SYCOMURE. (/7c/(s ffjcoiuorus.)

Plane tree, but is really a Maple (Acer pseudo-jjlatanus),

and only resembles the others in the shape of its

leaves.

The fruit of the Sycomore is a fig, and its leaf is like

the Mulberry, whence its Greek name, from avKov,Jig, and

/xopov, mulberry. Tlie tree grows to a large size, some-

times attaining fifty feet in circumference, and is ever-

green ; and the fruit shoots forth on dwarf sprigs from

all parts of the stem, or stalks quite distinct from the

leaf-bearing twigs; sometimes only one, but more gene-

rally several, figs are on each twig. They are of the

shape and structure of the common fig, having an acid

jnice, and are formed by numerous flowers within on a
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hollow receptacle. The fruit is edible, but very prxDr,

sweetish, and much smaller than the fig.

The Sycomore was and is one of the common trees of

Egypt, and its wood was employed for the manufacture
of mummy cases, and for doors, boxes, and all articles of

furniture. It is very light and porous, but its durability-

is proved by the soundness of the mummy cases after

being entombed for thousands of years. Probably, how-
ever, the Egyptians had not much choice, as it is al-

most the only timber tree of any size common in that

country. It is very susceptible of cold, and cannot bear

frost. This,* as well as its abundance in Egypt, is

alluded to by the Psalmist :
" He destroyed their vines

with hail, and their sj^comore trees with frost" (Ps.

Ixxviii. 47). In Palestine it only grows in the mild

climate of the maritime plains, Phoenicia, Acre, and
Aharon, and in the hot Jordan valley, in the former of

which frost is very rare and slight, while in the latter

there is a tropical temperature throughout the year.

Sycaminopolis, near the modern Caiffa, derived its name
from the Sycomore fig trees, which still flourish on the

ancient site. There are also some noble trees on the

Phoenici^ai plain.

So valuable was this tree that David appointed a special

overseer " ov-er the olive trees and the sycomore trees that

were in the low plains" (1 Chron. xxvii. 28), i.e., in the

low-lying Jordan valley, for the tree never exists in the

hill country or high lands. No less than three times is

it mentioned that Solomon made " cedars to be as the

sycomore trees that are in the vale for abundance

"

(1 Kings x. 27 ; 2 Chron. i. 15, ix. 27), where the Jordan
valley is again referred to as their locality. Isaiah,

again, contrasts the Sycomore with the more valuable

Cedar, when he represents Ephraim and the "nhabitants

of Samaria, saying, '' The sycomores are cut down, but
we will change them into cedars" (ix. 10), i.e., we will

build palaces of costly cednr in lieu of houses built of the

Common sycomore which have been destroyed.

In growth, with its low-spreading branches and dark
foliage, it recalls the English Oak, and its shade is most
pleasing. It is, consequently, a favourite wayside tree,

and is often planted by an Arab cafe to tempt the way-
farer to rest. But with the Turks, as in the time of

David, it is a royal tree, and the o-overnment claim rent
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for the produce wherever it is planted. It is very easy

to climb, with its short trunk, and its wide lateral

branches forking out in all directions ; and would natur-

ally be selected by Zacchc^us (Luke xix. 4) as the most

accessible position from which to obtain a view of our

Lord as lie passed.

There are still a few gnarled and aged sycomores

among the ruins by the wayside at ancient Jericho, and

bv the channel of the AVadv Kelt.

lliLlT OF THK SYCOJIORE.

The inferiority of the fruit, insipid and woody, is

probably hinted at in the prophet's vision, when he

pronounced the figs in the second basket to be " very

naughty figs which could not be eaten, they were so

bad" (Jer. xxiv. 2), and which were an apt emblem
of the rejected Zedekiah and his people. In order to

ripen the fruit properly, or make it palatable, it must be

punctured, or the top scraped before it is quite ripe, that

the acrid juice may be discharged. It is probable that

the prophet Amos alludes to this custom, when he tells

the priest of Bethel, " I was an herdman, and a gatherer
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of (literalh% one who scraped or cut) sycomore fruit
*'

(vii. 14). Humble, indeed, must have been the position

of such a labourer, and abject the prophet's poverty.

The Sycomore bears continuously, andlliave gathered

the figs from November to June. The leaves are downy
on the under side, with an aromatic fragrance.

Teil trek, Terebinth, or Turpentine tree.—The
Hebrew elah is translated 'teil tree' in Isa. vi. 13:
"• As a teil tree, and as an oak, whose substance is in

them, when they cast their leaves." In Hosea iv. 13 it

is rendered ' elm.' Elsewhere ' oak,' as Gen. xxxv. 4 :

" Jacob hid them under the oak which was by Shechem."
8o, " An angel of the Lord sat under the oak that was
in Ophrah" (Judg. vi. 11). Absalom caught in an oak

(2 Sam. xviii.). The oak near Bethel, under which the

man of God that came out of Judah sat (1 Kings xiii.

14). The oak in Jabesh, under which Saul was buried

(1 Chron. x. 12), and, Ezek. vi. 13, Every thick oak.

In other places, as 1 Sam. xvii. 2, 19 ; xxi. 9, it is ren-

dered erroneously ' elah ' or ' plain.' So ' the plain of

Mamre,' for ' the oak of Mamre.' In almost all tliese

passages the Septuagint rightly translates ' elah ' by Tere-

hinth tres. [See also Oak.]
Sometimes the names may be indefinite and inter-

changeable, but in most passages this particular tree is

specially intended. It is the Pistacia terehinthus of

botanists, known by the Arabs as the beefm, and well

known in the Greek islands as the Turpentine tree. In

Chios especially a considerable quantity of turpentine

is extracted from it by tapping the trunk, but this is

n(jt practised in Palestine, where the inhabitants seem
t(j be ignorant of its commercial value. It is a very
common tree in the southern and eastern parts of the
country, being generally found in situations too warm
or dry for the Oak, whose place it there supplies, and
which it much resembles in general appearance at a

distance. It is seldom seen in clumps or groves, never
in forests, but stands isolated and weird-like in some
bare ravine or on a hill-side, where nothing else towers

above the low bi-ushwood. When it sheds its leaves at

the beginning of winter, it still more recalls the familiar

English Oak, with its short and gnarled trunk, spreading

and irregular limbs, and small twigs. The leaves are

pinnate, the leaflets larger than those of the Lentisk,
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and their hue is a very dark reddish-green, not quite so

sombre as the Locust tree. The flowers are in clusters

like those of a vine, inconspicuous, and bear small red

heriies, scarcely larger than the Hawthorn,
Many terebinths remain to this day objects of venera-

tion in their neighbou]iiood ; and the favourite burying
place of the Bedouin sheikh is under a solitary tree.

Eastern travellers will recall the ' Mother of rags ' on
the outskirts of the desert—a Terebinth covered with the

votive offerings of superstition or affection. The Tere-
bintli of Mamre, or its lineal successor, remained from
the days of Abraham till the fourth century of the

Christian era, and on its site Constantine erected a

Christian church, the ruins of which still remain. The
tree on which Judas hanged himself is said to have been
d Terebinth, and its descendant is yet shown to the

credulous, overhanging the valley of Hinnom. Towards
the north this tree becomes more scarce, but in the ancient

Moab and Ammon, and in the region round Ileshbon,

it is the only one which relieves the monotony of the roll-

ing downis and boundless sheepwalks ; and in the few glens

south of the Jabbok, we noticed many trees of a larger

size than an}^ others wdiicli remain w^est of Joidan.

Thick Trees.— The Hebrew etz 'ahoth, thus trans

lated, occurs in Lev. xxiii. 40; Xeh, viii. 15; and in

Ez. XX. 28 ; among the tiees of the boughs of Avhich

the booths at the Feast of Tabernacles were to be
formed, and under which idolatrous rites were per-

formed. 'J'he derivation of the word supports the ren-

dering of our version, but the h'abbinical writers maintain
that this was the specific name of the Myrtle, and that

it is the tree specially intended.

Thyine \\ ood, Gr. Bv^ov Ovlvov, is mentioned in Rev.
xviii. 12, among the precious commodities of the Apo-
caly23tic Bab3don :

" The merchandise of gold . . . and
purple, and silk, and scarlet, and all thyine wood." It

is not referred to elsewhere in the Sacied Writings. The
tree is not, so far as we know, a native of Syria, but is

common on the Atlas mountains in North Africa

—

Thuya
articulata, described by Des Fontaines, or by modern bo-

tanists, Callifris quadrivalvis. By the Romans it was called

Citrus, and its wood Ciinm wood. It is a very small tree,

of very slow growth, of the Cypress family, and very
closely allied to the Lu/nuv- rifm of our gardens.
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It is frequently mentioned by Greek and Eomr»n
"writers, and its vvuod bronglir. fabulous prices for inlaid

tables and other furniture m the luxurious days of the
empire. It is still highly piized for similar purposes
by the I'rench in Algeria. The wood is dark brown in

colour, very heavy, close-grained, and fragrant. Some-
times it is variegated by knots, and is then much more
valuable. Its resin is called gum sandarach, and is used
in the prej^aration of paichmeiit.

#
/

TnUlA AKTICULATA.

Vine. Heb. gephcn, Gr. a/xTreAo? (Vitis jinifera).—One
of the most valuable and important fruits cultivated by
man in every warm and temperate climate. It will not

bear extreme heat, nor flourish where the summers are

cold or damp, but its range is more extensive than that

of the Olive and Fig, trees repeatedly coupled with it in

the enumeration of the blessings of the Land of Tromise.

The Vine is a native of the hilly region on the southern

shores of the Caspian Sea, and of Northern Persia and
Armenia. Thence it early spread, and accompanied man
in his migrations, especially to the westward, until now
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it is cultivated throughout Western Asia, all Southern
uud Central Europe, Egypt, and Northern Africa, and
has been introduced successfully into the temperate partis

of ^'orth America, South Africa, and Australia.

The passages in which it is referred to both in the Old
and New Testaments are too numerous to be recounted.

It was one of the earliest plants cultivated, and the first

mention of it is immediately after the Flood, when
"Noah began to be an husbandman, and planted a vine-

yard "(Gen. ix. 20). This was probably in Armenia,
the native country of the plant. Following civilization

to Egypt, we find it alluded to in the chief butler's

dream :
" Behold, a vine was before me ; And in the vine

were three branches : and it was as though it budded,
and her blossoms shot forth ; and the clusters thereof

brought forth ripe grapes" (Gen. xl. 9, 10). There are

many representations (^f the Vine on the Egyptian mo-
numents, corroborating the scriptural allusions to its

cultivation there at this early period. In tbeir journey-

ings, the Israelites cast wistful thoughts back on the

vines of Egypt, lamenting that the wilderness was "no
place of seed, or of figs, or of vines, or of pomegranates "

(Numb. XX. 5) ; and the Psalmist, alluding to the plagues
sent on Pharaoh and his people, recalls how " He de-

sti'oyed their vines with hail " (Ps. Ixxviii. 47). " He
smote their vines also, and their fig trees " (Ps. cv. 33).
Earlier still is the mention of the Vine in Canaan, when
" Melchizedek king of Salem brought forth bread and
wine " to Abrani (Gen. xiv. 18). The earliest of the
Assyrian monuments at Nineveh repeatedly depict the
Vine.

But the Land of Promise was beyond all others re-

nowned for its vines, for their number, productiveness,
and the quality^ of their wine. It was " a good land, a

land of . . . vines, and fig trees, and pomegranates

"

(Deut. viii. 7, 8). Pre-eminent was the blessing of Judah,
'' Binding his foal unto the vine, and his ass's colt unto
the choice vine ; he washed his garments in wine, and
his clothes in the blood ot grapes" (Gen. xlix. 11); and,
though Judah no longer maintains this ancient pre-
eminence, yet, where the Vine is cultivated in Southern
Judaea, it still suipasses, both in the size of its grapes
and the quality of its wine, the produce of other parts of
the country.
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There is scarcely any region in the world more ad-
mirably adapted for wine culture than Palestine, with
the exception only of its maritime plains and the
•luidan valley. It is the true climate of the Vine. The
rocky hill-sides, with their light graveli}^ soil and sunny
exposures, the heat of summer, and the rapid drainage
of the winter rains, all combine to render it peculiarly

a land of vines. The hill country presents in combina-
tion all the features characteristic of the choicest wine
districts of the Rhine, of Fi-ance. and Spain ; and not
only Judah, but all the land from Lel)ai]on to Beersheba,
was once clad on every hill with ten-aced vineyards,
which have left behind them the traces of their existence
in the winepresses and vats hewn in the rocks.

The vineyards were abundant even before the Israel-

ites took possession of the land. When the spies were
sent by ]\[oscs to view it, " They came unto the brook
{nacliaU i-e., valley) of Eshcol (or grapes), and cut down
from thence a branch with one cluster of grapes, and they
bare it between two upon a staff" (>»'umb. xiii. 23).

This Eshcol, or Grape valley, a little to the south of

Hebron, is still ckd with vines, and the grapes are the
finest and largest in Palestine. Clusters weighing ten
or twelve pounds liave been gathered. The spies doubt-
less bore the cluster between them on a stalf, that the
splendid grapes might not be crushed. With care and
judicious thinning, it is well known that bunches weigh-
ing nearly twent}^ pounds can be produced. Not only
are the bunches remarkable for their weight, but the
individual grape attains a size rarely reached elsswhere.
In Eshcol, as elsewhere where vineyards remain, we
see them marked by their watch-towers and walls
fenced, where no other crop is so protected, rising one
above another on their terraces, the earliest and latest

symbol of Judah. ' A vineyard, or a hill of olives,' with
the ' fence ' and ' the stones gathered out,' and ' the tower
in the midst of it,' is the natural figure which, both in

the prophetical and evangelical records, represents the

kingdom of Judah. The Vine was the emblem of the

nation on the coins of the Maccabees, and in the colossal

cluster of golden grapes which overhung the porch of the
second temple, and •' the gi-apes of Judah still mark the
tombstones of the Hebrew races in the oldest of theii

European cemeteries atPrague."

—

Stanley, S. and P., ^. 164
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Other places are mentioned as celebrated for their

vines. In the woe pronounced upon Moab by Isaiah
and Jeremiah we read :

" The fields of Heshbon Lmguish,
and the vine of Sibmah : the lords of the heathen have
broken down the principal plants thereof, the,y are come
even nnto Jazer, they wandered through the wilder-
ness : her branches are stretched out (Heb. jplucJced

up), they are gone over the sea. Therefore I will bewail
with the weeping of Jazer the vine of Sibmah : I will

water thee with my tears, Heshbon, and Elealeh : for

the shouting for thy sunimer fruits and for thy harvest
is fallen. . . . In the vineyards there shall be no singing,

neither shall theie be shouting: the treaders shall tread
out no wine in their presses ; I have made their vintage
shouting to cease " (Isa. xvi. 8-10). Jeremiah repeats
the woe almost in the same words :

" vine of Sibmah,
I will weep for thee with the weeping of Jazer . . . &(;.

1 have caused wine to fail from the winepresses: none
shall ti-ead with shouting " (ch. xlviii. 32, 33).

These were all towns in the heritage of Keuben,
stretching from Heshbon in a line towards Kabbah. Jazer
is marked by the ruins of Szir, twelve miles from Amman
(Kabbah); Sibmah has not been re-discovered, while the
extensive ruins of Heshbon and Elal (Elealeh), sui-mount-
ing hills, are well known. From all of them the Vine and
the summer fruits have utterly perished ; no human habi-
tation remains in the wide district; not a tiee or a shrub
varies the scenery except some terebinths near Szii-; and
it was with difficulty that we could trace here and there
the undulating grass-grown ridges that mark the old
vine terraces of this desolate region. The onlj^ vine-
yards now remaining east of Jordan are a few round
Es Salt (Eamoth Gilead).

Not less desolate are the once famous vineyards of
Engedi (Cant. i. 14), where the A^ine is as extinct as

the Palm. Engedi is so hot from its low situation by
the shores of the Dead Sea, that the Vine could only be
cultivated by continual labour and abundant watering.
Did not the terraces still remain, we might doubt the
reading in the Song of Solomon ; but on the hill sides, to

the north of the springs, they exist as perfect as when
first foimed, with a provision seen nowhere else: large
lock-hevvn cisterns, lined with cement, on each terrace

;

to which the water was conducted by cemented tubes.
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and neat, cliaiuicls formed of lime running along the edixe

of the terraces, by which the water could be turned on
to the root of each pLmt successively.

In enumerating the merchandise of Tyre, Ezekiel

saj's :
" Damascus was thy merchant ... in the wine of

Helbon " (ch. xxvii. 18). Unlike Sibmah and Engedi,
llelbni retains its ancient fame. In a wild glen, a few
miles from Damascus, the village and district bear the

same name. The bottom and sides of the glen are

covei-ed with terraced vineyards, celebrated as produc-

ing the finest grapes in the country, and the remains of

some large and beautiful stnictures are strewn around.

—

Pyrters Five Years in Damascus.

The wine of Lebanon is also mentioned in Hos. xiv. 7,

and is still in high repute.

In many particulars the culture of the Vine in Palestine

differs from the method pursued in Western Europe.

The tower or lodge in each vineyard has already been
mentioned (Isa. v. 2), and the residence of some person in

it during the ripening of the vines is necessary, owing to

the distance at which the vineyards are from the towns
and villages, and the utter absence of any isolated dwell-

ings or homesteads in the unquiet and insecure lands of

the East. The allotments of each village geneiallv run
in strips down the hill-side, and the tower is placed at

the top.

Vineyards are, unlike any other crops, always care-

fully fenced, and this is the more necessary from the

fondness of sheep and cattle for vine leaves: "He
fenced it, and gathered out the stcmes thereof" (Isa. v.

2). " Why hast thou then broken down her hedges, so

that all they which pass by the way do pluck her?'

(Ps. Ixxx. 12). '' A householder planted a vineyard,

and hedged it rovind about, and digged a winepress

in it, and built a tower" '^Matt. xxi. 33; Mark xii. 1).

And in the Mosaic law there was an express injunc-

tion against a man causing a vineyard to be eaten,

or putting his beast into another man's vineyard (Ex.

xxii. 5). The pruned shoots of the vines are carefully

gathered for forage, and, after the vintage, the cattle are

turned in to browse.

The grapes have many enemies among the wild ani-

mals. The jackal especially (shual, rendered fox in our

version), which, unlike the fox, is a fruit as well as
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flosh eater, has to be guarded against as the crop ripens.

This is several times alluded to. Thus, " The boar out

of the wood doth waste it, and the wild beast of the field

doth devour it" (Ps. Ixxx. 13). "Take us the foxes,

the little foxes, that spoil the vines: for our vines have
tender grapes " (Cant. ii. 15).

The Vine is cultivated after different modes in different

parts of Palestine. A\ here the vineyards are extensive,

and on steep hill-sides, the plants are set a considerable

distance apart, allowed to grow to the height of six or

eight feet, and the bearing shoots are carried horizontally

from this height, supported by poles until they meet the

tendrils of the adjoining row. In the very stony soils,

as under Mount Hermon, a different system is pursued.

The loose stones are gathered in long parallel dykes
or ridges, like dry walls, about four feet Avide, and the

vines planted near one side of the heap. The plants are

cut low, aiid the shoots trained up the walls and over

the heap to the other side, drawn across, and brought
down by stones attached to them. By this means the

fiuit is kept from the ground, and greater heat is ob-

tained from the sun's radiation on the stones. In the

Lebanon, on the contrary, where the ground is very

steep, the vines are allowed to trail, the bunches being
kept up by little sticks. In some places, as in the

neighbourhood of Sebustiyeh (Samaria), the vines near

the roads are trained on sticks to some height above the

road, almost overshadowing it. To such a fruitful and
spreading vineyard, Job referred when he says of the final

destruction of the wicked, " He beholdeth not the way
of the vineyards " (Job xxiv. 18).

But the vines that are planted in gardens and about
houses are treated very differently. They are trained

often by lattice work over dead walls, and sometimes on
trellises, so that a single vine forms a complete bower
of the inner courtyard of a house, or covers the whole
extent of the buildings. Such a vine the Psalmist had in

view when he describes the transplanting of his people

from Egypt: "Thou preparedst room before it, and
didst cause it to take deep root, and it filled the land.

The hills were covered with the shadow of it. and the

boughs thereof were like the goodly cedars. She sent

out her boughs unto the sea, and her branches unto the

river " (Ps. Ixxx. 9-1 1). Such a vine recalls the blessing,
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'' Thy wife sliall be as a fruitful vine by the sides of

tiiine house" (Ps. cxxviii. 3)..

No tree requires such constant and severe pruning as

tlie Vine. W e know that in the vineyards of France the

whole wood is cut back to the stump every year, and in

like manner in the East only three or four leaders are

left from the top of the main stem, which is about five

or six feet high ; so soon as tlie vintage is over. This is

alluded to by our Lord :
" Every branch that beareth

fruit, he puigeth (i.e., pruneth) it, that it may bring forth

more fruit" (John xv. 2).

The vintage, still a season of rejoicing to the husband-
man, as being the latest crop gathered in in autumn,
must have been still more jo3'ous when the culture of

the Vine was predominant. It commences in the warmer
valleys at the beginning of September, but continues till

the end of October in the colder situations, while the

sowing of the corn begins in November. Thus Amos,
in foretelling the time of future plenty, proclaims :

" Be-
hold the days come, saith the Lord, that the plowman
shall overtake the reaper, and the treader of grapes him
that soweth seed" (ch. ix. 13), so long should the

vintage continue. The desolation of the land of Moab,
on the contrary, is depicted by silence at this joyous

season: "In the vineyards there shall be no singing,

neither shall there be shouting : the treaders shall tread

out no wine in their presses ; 1 have made their vintage

shouting to cease " (Isa. xvi. 10).

The grapes were not carried home, but the wine was
expressed on the spot, every vineyard possessing its own
winepress. It consisted of two vats, hewn one below tlie

(jther out of the solid rock, on the slope of the hill. At the

upper end a trough was cut, about three feet deep and
four and a half by three and a half feet in length and
breadth. The second trough was smaller, about four

feet by three feet, and from twelve to eighteen inches in

depth. The two were connected by two or three small

holes bored through the rock, close to the bottom of the

upper trough, so that, on the grapes being put in and
pressed down, the juice streamed into the lower vat.

Some of them are much longer and more shallow. In
such a one Gideon threshed his wheat in some obscure

corner of the vineyard, where he could cover it over with
boui;-hs or leaves, and conceal it from the IMidianit^^s
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(Judpj. vi. 11), The winepress is frequently mentioned
in connection with the vineyard, as necessarily accom-
panying it (Isa. V. 2; Matt. xv. 33).

The npper vat, or press, and the lower one for the
juice, have different names in Hebrew, and are mentioned
together in Joel iii. 13 :

" The press (gath) is full, the
fats (i.e., vats, yeJcehim) overflow,"—the upper vat being
full of fruit, the lower one overflowing with tlie must.
The word 'gath' is often employed in the names of

places, as (irath-rimmon, Gath-hopher, the winepress
of Zeeb (Judg. vii. 25), the king's winepresses (Zech.
xiv. 10).

The ancient winepresses are among the most interest

ing remains of the Holy Land, perlia|')S the only relics

still existing of the actual handiwork of Israel prior to the
first captivity. They attest the culture of the Vine in

every part of the country, even where man has long
ceased to dwell, except as a nomad. The hills of Southern
Judtea abound with them, and in the little explored
region between Hebron and Beersheba we found them
on all the ranges. Among the brushwood and thickets

of Mount Carmel they are very numerous ; I have visited

as many as eleven on the east of Carmel alone, and four

very near the town of Caiffa. Ihey are seldom noticed
by travellers, owing to their inconspicuous form, and are

often half choked with earth and trees ; but the careful

explorer is sure to stumble on them on every hill. There
are many in Galilee, especially in the neighbourhood of

Kedes.

The wine was expressed, as it still is, by the simple
inartificial process of tieading. The juice, however,
which oozed by the simple weight of the bunches into

the lower vat, was collected first, and supplied the richest

and best wine, 'the sweet wine' (Acts ii. 13), as the
' diop port ' is reserved still in the vintage of Portugal,
and highly esteemed. The Treading was effected by
several men, according to the size of the vat, who en-
couraged each other after the invariable Oriental fashion
by shouting :

" He shall give a shout, as they that tread
the grapes" (Jer. xxv. 30); "None shall tread with
shouting, their shouting shall be no shouting" (ch.

xlviii. 33). [See also Isa. xvi. 9, 10.] The treaders had
their feet and legs bare, but as they leaped upon the
grapes their clothes were dyed with the juice (Gen. xlix.

T
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11); and it was hard labour, never undertaken ))y one
alone. This is illustrated by the magnificent description

in Isa. Ixiii. 2, 3 :
" \\ herefore art thou led in thine

apparel, and thy garments like him that treadeth in the
winefat ? I haA^e trodden the winepress alone ; and of

the people there was none with me : for I will tread
tliem in mine anger, and trample them in my fury ; and
their blood shall be sprinkled upon my garments, aud I

will stain all my raiment."

So soon as the grape harvest had been carried to th'3

vats, the owners were forbidden to glean the vineyard
again :

" Thou shalt not glean thy vineyard, neither

shalt thou gather every grape of thy vineyard; thou
shalt leave them for the poor and stranger : I am the

Lord your God " (Lev. xix. 10).

The grapes were of varicriis kinds, red and white, but
the red seems to have been preferred for wine. At
present it is the most commonly cultivated, but the
choicest Avines of Bethlehem, Jerusalem, and the Leba-
non are white. T'he latter much resembles Sauterne in

quality and flavour, as well as colour. The cultivation

has diminished not only from the desolation of the land,

but from wine being prohibited to the Mussulmans.
Those vineyards which are in their possession are only
used for fresh fruit, for raisins, and for syrnp or dlhfi.

Eaisins were dried in ancient tijnes. Thus Ave read of

the hundred clusters of raisins among the other good
things Avhich Abigail took where wiih to propitiate

David (1 Sam. xxv. 18), of the two clusters that David's
men gave the perishing Egyptian (1 Sam. xxx. 1'^.^,, of

the bunches of raisins brought from all parts at the

coronation of David (1 Chron. xii.40), and of the present
of raisins brought to him by Ziba (2 Sam. xvi. l). The
choicest grapes are selected for drying, Avhich is rapidly
accomplished by laying them in the sun, when they are

at once stored.

The dibs, or syrup, is obtained by boiling douTi the
juice of the ripe grapes to a third of its bulk, when it

becomes as thick as treacle, but is of a lighter colour.

The Moslems ai-e very fond of dibs, Avhich they eat with
bread, drink with Avater, and use largely in confectionery.

The Hebrew name debash (honey) is identical, and it is

this syrup, and not bees' honey, Avhich is understood to

be meant by the honey which Jacob sent do'irn as a
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present to the governor of Egypt (Gen. xliii. 11), and
in wliich the men of Tyre traded from the land of Israel

(Ez, xxvii. 1 7).

Various sorts both of vines and wines are mentioned
in Scripture. The 'choice vine' (Gen. xlix. 11; Isa. v.

2 ; Jer. ii. 21), soreJc, is supposed by some to be the vine

with soft stones, from which the Sultana raisins are pro-

duced, the s;rM of the Moors, and by others to be merely
the common species trained and cultivated to a high

degree of excellence.

VVe find no less than eight Hebrew and four Greek
words used to denominate wine in Scripture. The ordi-

nary word is Heb. yayin, Gr. oho<5, i.e., ' wine ' simply.

Other words are used for wine of superior excellence :

fur sweet wine, as Acts ii. 13 ; for newly-fomented wine
(Heb. 'dsis); for spai'kling wine; for mixed wine; for

spiced wine ; and for sour wine, or vinegar. The mixed
wine of Scripture is not wine mixed with water to

dilute it, but with spices and other heating ingredients

to increase its power. Thus, in Prov. xxiii. 30, " They
that tarry long at the wine ; they that go to seek mixed

wine.''' So, Ps. Ixxv. 8, " In the hand of the Lord there

is a cup, and the wine is red ; it is full of mixture.'^

The thin sour wine used by the poorer classes is often

translated vinegar :
" Eat of the bread, and dip thy morsel

in the vinegar. And she sat beside the reapers " (Ruth
ii. 14). Such was, probabl}', the vinegar offered to our
Lord on the cross ; the common wine which was joart of

the daily allowance of a Eoman soldier, as mentioned by
all the Evangelists :

" One of them ran, and took a spunge
and filled it with vinegar, and put it on a reed, and gave
him to drink" (Matt, xxvii. 48). the vinegar being given
not in mockery, but to allay thirst, or as an anodyne.
The Nazarites were forbidden to drink, not only good
wine, but even common vinegar (Numb. vi. 3). There
was, however, a stronger vinegar, alluded to in Prov. x.

26, and elsewhere.

Wine on the lees (Isa. xxv. 6) means wine that had
been kept on the lees or dregs without straining, for the

purpose of increasing its body. All the terms for wine
are used in collocations which clearly show that fermenta-

tion is implied ; nor is there the slightest ground in cri-

ticism for the pretence that the unfermented juice of the

grape was ordinarily used. The fresh juice rould not be

T 2
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preserved without fermenting unless boiled at once as

must, when it becomes dibs or honey ; and the ditfereut

words are all used in one passage or another where an

intoxicating liquor is necessarily implied by the context.

When our Lord speaks of men not putting "New wine

into old bottles : else the bottles break, and the wine

runneth out, and the bottles perish : but they put new
wine into new bottles, and both are preserved " (IMatt.

ix. 17), He is plainly alluding to the distension of the

leathern bottle by the new wine in process of fermenta-

tion, which an old skin would not be able to bear with-

out bursting.

In Gen xl. 11, we find the fresh juice of grapes, ex-

tracted by maceration, and of a sweet taste, alluded

to, the liquor being squeezed fresh into the cup. The
same sweet drink is probably intended in Xumb. vi. 2,

where the Xazarite is forbidden " to drink any liquor

f)f grapes, nor eat moist grapes, or dried," as well as in-

terdicted from wine, strong drink, or vinegar, whether

made of wine or strong drink.

The word rendered 'flagon of wine' in 2 Sam. vi. 19,

1 Chron. xvi. 3, Cant. ii. 5, Hos. iii. 1, realJy signifies not

wine, but a cake of raisins.

Strong drink (Heb. slielmr) seems to include all fer-

mented liquors not made from the fresh juice of the grape.

Of these pomegranate wine has been already mentioned,

as referred to in Cant. viii. 2 :
" Spiced wine of the juice

, of my pomegranate." Fermented liquors are also made
in the East from various other fruits, and have been so

from the earliest times, especially from the date palm,

from the mulberry, the fig, and the dried raisin. Beer,

made from barley, was familiar to the ancient Egyptians,

and probably to the Jews likewise.

The Vine, its value, fruitfulness, beauty, and uses,

have supplied the sacred writers with many illustra-

tions. Israel brought out of Egypt by the hand of the

Lord, and settled in the Land of Promise, is set forth

under the figure of a vine brought, room prepared for

it, tlie vineyard fenced and provided with tower and
winepress (Ps. Ixxx. 8-11 ; Isa. v. 1-7, xxvii. 2; Jer. ii.

21). Our Lord compares the Church of God, its blessings

and responsibilities, to a vineyard carefully provided and
let out to husbandmen (Matt. xii. 33, &c.). To dwell

every man under his own vine and fig tree, is the ex-
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pression of peace and plenty: " Judah and Israel dwelt
safely every man nnder his vine, and under his fig tree

"

(1 Kings iv. 25). [See also Mic. iv. 4: Zech. iii. 10.]

The depai-tnre of Israel from God and their ingratitude is

illnstrated by the comparison with 'wild grapes' (Isa.

V. 4) ;
' the degenerate plant of a strange vine ' (Jer. ii.

21); 'an empty vine' (Hos. x. 1); 'grapes of gall'

(Dent, xxxii. 32). Finally, onr Lord has selected the
Vine as the type of Himself in His intimate union with
His disciples, who bore fruit through their union with
Him :

" I am the true vine, and my Father is the hus-
bandman. I am the vine, ye are the branches," &c.
(John XV. 1-8).

Vine, Wild.—Mentioned in Isa. v. 2 :
" He looked that

it should bring forth grapes, and it brought forth wild
grapes," The Wild Vine, or Fox Grape, bears a very
small black grape, extremely acid and astringent, and
only used for verjuice or vinegar. It grows commonly,
it is said, in the higliways and hedges of Palestine. We
found many vine j^lants semi-wild in diH'erent parts of

the country, but did not meet with them at the time
the}^ ripened their fruit. I am, thei'efore, unable to

describe it from observation. Some commentators
understand by hoser, the ' sour grape ' of Isa. xviii. 5, and
Jer. xxxi. 29, 3(>, translated also 'unripe grape' in Job
XV. 33, the fruit of the wild as opposed to the cultivated

vine. It may, however, merely signify the sour, unripe
grape of any kind, or it may signify merely weeds. [See
Cocklp:.]

Walnut.—In Cant. vi. 11, we read, "I went down
into the garden of nuts to see the fruits of the valley,"

where ' nuts ' is the rendering of the Hebrew egoz,

equivalent to the Arabic Ghaus, i.e., the Walnut tree

(Jugla7is regid). The Walnut tree is a native of Persia,

and was early spread through Western Asia and Euiope.
Its grateful shade, handsome, wide-spreading growth,

and the fragrance of its leaves, would render it a fa-

vourite tree in the gardens of Solomon. It is cultivated

extensively in the colder parts of Palestine, and on the
higher grounds in the north supplies the place of the
Olive, being valued not only for its fruit, but chiefly for

the oil extracted from the green nuts. In Syria it comes
into leaf early in March, but the fruit is not rijje till

August. It has recently been replanted on the sito Oi
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the gardens of Solomon near Bethlehem, but it is only

farther north that the Walnut tree is cuiumon. Josephus
mentions its luxuriance in former times on the Plain of

Gennesaret. It is not now to be seen theie, though in

some villages near, as at ITattin, there are still fine

Walnut trees. It is very common in the Plain of Da-
mascus, and few of the Lebanon viUages especially high
up the mountains are without their grove of AValnuts.

Travellers ^^dll remember the \\'alnut trees of Ainat, and
also of Akiirah, near the ancient Adonis. There are

also many Walnut trees apparently wild in Southern
Gilead. On the streams of Amman (Pabbah) and the

Upper Jabbok the tiee is fiequently met with, and
there are clustei'S of them at each of the very few sur-

viving villages of that region. Between Souf and Gerash
the fine Walnut trees, mentioned by Burckhardt, by a

fountain and some ruins, still remain, as do also some
noble trees in Ajlun. [See Nuts.]

Willow.—Two words are rendered ' Willow ' in our

version. (1.) ' 'Ardhim '
: "Ye shall take you . . . boughs

of thick trees, and willows of the brook (i.e., of the wad}'

or ravine) : and ye shall rejoice before the Lord your
God seven days" (Lev. xxiii. 40). Job, describing the

habits of Behemoth (the hippopotamus),says : "The shady
trees cover him with their shadow; the willows of the

brook compass him about " (oh. xl. 22). So Isaiah in

the dirge of Moab :
" That which they have laid up, shall

they carry away to the brook (valley) of the willows"
(ch. XV. 7), where some particular wady is probably in-

tended. Again, in comforting His church with His
gracious promises, God speaks thus by the mouth of the

same prophet :
" I will pour . . . my blessing upon thine

offspring : and they shall spring up as among the grass,

as willows by the water courses " (ch. xliv. 3, 4). In

the lamentation of Israel in captivity, the exiles exclaim :

" By the riveis of Babylon, there we sat down, yea, we
wept when we remembered Zion. We hanged our harps

upon the willows in the midst thereof " (Ps. cxxxvii. 1,2).

Another word, ' Tzaphtzapliah,'' for Willow, occurs in

Ez. xvii. o : "He took also of the seed of the land, ^nd
planted it in a fruitful field ; he placed it by great

waters, and set it as a willow tree." This word is no
doubt identical with the Arabic Safsaf, one of the

vernacular names for the Willov/.
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From all these passages we see that the ' 'Arclbim
'

aud the ' Tzaphtzaphah ' were trees which invariably

flouiished by water-courses, when named the locality of

their growth being usually associated with them, and
they have always been translated ' Willow.' ' 'Ardhim

'

is closely allied to the Arabic Gharah, another name
for the \\ illow.

The Willow (Salix of botanists) is represented in

Palestine by several species, and there are few parts of

the country where one willow or another ma}^ not be
found. It is, however, a local tree. All naturalists aro

well aware of the difficulties of determining the species

of Willow, owing to the specific character being shown
at different seasons of the yea.—the catkins, leaves,

and fruit, all succeeding eacli other. We, consequently,

were unable to decide several of the species which we
collected, as we could not visit the localities a second
time. The Weeping Willow (Salix habijlonica) is fre-

quently found on the coast overhanging wells and pools.

There is a conspicuous tree of this species over a pond
in the Plain of Acre, and others on the Phoenician

plain. It is also common on the banks of the Barada
(Abana), near Damascus.

It is probably to this species the Psalmist refers in the

passage which so touchingiy depicts Israel's sorrow in

captivity. Another species (Salix odandra) is common
on the banks of the Jordan. We also found what ap-

peared to resemble the Common Osier (Salix viminalis).

Other travellers have mentioned Salix cegyptiaca as also

fuund. In some of the wadys by the Dead Sea, as in

the Wady Aieyeh and Wady Safsaf, where the stream
is perennial, we found a very fine species of Willow
flourishing abundantly. It is apparently allied to the

Osier, and has very naiTow leaves, six inches in length,

whitish on the under side, and the bark a bright reddish

green. These wadj's were the only places in Palestine

where we found the Willow the predominant tree, and
where it continuously lined the banks of any stream.

The Arabs called it Safsaf, their generic name. Burck-
hardt also mentions an Ain ISafsaf, ' Fountain of the

Willow.'

We know that the Orientals rai-ely discriminate species

accurately, excepting in the case of plants cultivated or

valuable to man, nor would an unol^servant people evoi
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distingnish the clifTerent sorts of AYillow. The WilloXv

is by 110 means a conspicuous or characteristic plant in

Palestine: though not rare, it is scattered, local, and
unattractive.

But there is another plant ^vhich lines every wady
from Dan to Beersheba, and which, beyond every other

shrub in the country, must rivet the attention of the

OLEANDtK.

most unobservant traveller—unequalled for the gorgeous

beauty of its flowers, which shed a glowing sheet of pink
over the fringe of every lake and water-course for several

weeks in the early summer. This plant, the Oleander

{Nerium oleander), undoubtedly indigenous, is not spe-

cially mentioned in Scripture. Yet it fiinges the whole
Upper Jordan, dipping its wavy crown of red into the

spray in the rapids under Hermon, and is nurtured by
the oozy marshes in the Lower Jordan, nearly as far
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'dfi Jericho. The immediate basin of the Dead Sea ap-
pears too hot for it ; everywhere else it demands but
moisture, and springs up by the water-courses. On the
Arnon, on the Jabbok and the Yarmuk, it (brms a con-
tinuous fringe. In many of the streams of Moab it forms
a complete screen, which the sun's rays can never pene-
trate to evaporate the precious moisture. The wild
boar lies safely ensconced under its impervious cover.

It is the same thioughout all Gilead, where it some-
times attains the proportions of a forest tree, and where
Ave have frequently encamped and rested under its shade.
By one sinuous unbroken line of deep green and burning
red, it marks the hidden course of the Yabes (Jabesh)
and many another trans-Joidanic stream. On the west
side, though less luxuriant, it is equally abundant.
The traveller from Jerusalem to Jericho looks down
into the terrific gorge of the Wady Kelt, and scans the
dark-green fringe at the bottom. If he visited it in

June instead of March he would recognise the bloom of
the Oleander. It flourishes also on the Kishon, and in

the Plains of Phoenicia and Sharon, in the gai dens of

Sidon, and in the valleys of Lebanon. By the other
rivers of Syria, the Leontes and the Orontes, by the rivers

of Damascus, on the moist flats which surround the
waters of Merom,

" Or wilt re Geniiesartt's wave
Delights the tiovveris to lave

That o"fr her western slopes bieathe airs of balm

—

All tiiroiigh tlie suiumer's night
Thote blossoms red and bright

Spread their soft breasts, unheeding, to tne breeze.

Christian Ytar

Dean Stanley has remarked how the difl'erence of ele-

vation may be noted by the time of the Oleander's
dowering. It is almost over at Gennesaret before it is

budding in the Upper Leontes and Lebanon.
The same author elsewhere observes that the Oleander

is only to be found in the Valley of the Jordan (a mis-

take, as is shown by his own frequent allusions to it

elsewherej, and that it may be the tree alluded to as

'planted by the rivers of water, which shall bring forth

his fruit in due season,' ' whose leaf shall not wither,'

and the ' rose plant in Jericho,' ' the rose growing by
the brook of the field,' celebiated by the son of Siiach.

T a
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AVhen we note its similarity in growth, situation,

form, and leaf, to the Osier, I feel strongly convinced

that it is rather with the Oleander than with any species

of our Osier that we must identify the ' willow by the

water-conrses ' of Holy Writ.

It is to be observed that the plant was associated both

with the joyous and the sorrowful da^'s of the children

of Israel. \\ hen captives in Babylon, their grief was
poured forth under the willows ; and in contemplating

God's purposes of mercy towards them, they are directed

to the willows as emblems of their growth, and as re-

calling the willows of the brook under w^hich they re-

joiced in their feast days of old. The Oleander is now
the exclusive material with which the summer booths

in Galilee are constructed.
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CHAPTER XIII.

Part IL—Herbs and Flowers.

Anise. Gr. "AvrjOov.—^lentioned only in ^latt. xxiii. 23

:

" \\oe imto 3'ou, Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for

ye pay tithe of mint and anise and cummin, and have

omitted the weightier matters of the law, judgment,

mercy, and faith." St. Luke, in the parallel passage,

ins^erts 'rue,' and omits 'anise and cummin,' but adds,

' and all manner of herbs ' (ch. xi. 42). Anetlium grave-

olens, or Dill, is an umbelliferous, inconspicuous plant,

somewhat like the Caraway in appearance, and much
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cultivated in the East for tlie sake of its seeds, which
are used both in medicine and in cooking, as a carmina-

tive and for seasoning dishes. Dill has long been thus

employed.
Ancient writers mention it as cultivated in Egypt

;

it grows in the Greek islands, and occurs at the pi-esent

da}^ in Palestine, both in gai dens and wild, or at least

uncultivated, in fields. The Talmud mentions that
" The seeds, the leaves, and the stem of dill are, ac-

cording to Kabbi Eliezer, subject to tithe." The Hebrew
expression in the Talmud is identical with its modern
Arabic name. Dill is derived from an old Norse word,

to dill, i.e., to soothe. Hence the dilling or soothing

herb. Some writers have supposed the Pimpinella anisum,

now called Anise, to be the avrjOov of the New Testa-

ment. It is a plant of the same order as the Dili

(umbelliferous), verj^ like it in appearance, and its seed

employed for the same purposes, but it is not so common
a garden herb in Eastern countries.

Barley. Heb, scorali ; Gr. KpiOr); Lat. hordeum.—The
most universally cultivated cereal in the world, having
a more northerly range than \\ heat, as well as a more
southerl}^ It is less impatient of drought, and will

thrive in a much lighter soil. It arrives earlier at

maturity, requiring less heat to ripen it, yet uninjured

by a tropical sun. It will also yield much longer on the

same land without any I'otation of crops, 'i'here ia

consequently no part of Palestine where it is not the

most ordinary grain.

It is usually sown about the same time as the AVheat ;

but there is an interval of about three weeks between
the conclusion of Barley harvest, and the beginning of

Wheat harvest. The seed-time depends upon the ' formei-

'

or winter rains. If those fall early, the ground is at

once scratched and the grain cast in, sometimes as eaily

as the first week in November. Very often the rains do
not fall copiously enough to soften the soil until the

beginning of December, and then the Barley is not sown
till Christmas or even later. The lighter and drier soils

are chosen for Bai'lc}", but in the low grounds they are

frequently irrigated where the means exist for so doing.

Very little labour is expended on the cultivation ; after

the wooden plough has broken it up, the seed is casx

over it, and covered in by a rude brush-harrow.
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In the Joidan valley the Barley harvest is over by

Hie end of March, and I have eaten a barley-cake in

that month at Jericho, made from a crop which I had
Been sown in December. In Central Palestine the Barley

harvest commences in April, and in the north, on
Hermon and Lebanon, it is not over till the end of

May. In the Plain of Shittim I saw in April some Arabs
dibbling in maize on land which had just been cleared

of barley. The yield of barley is very light, owing to

the slovenly agriciiltnre. Excepting on the rich moist

plains, it does not appear to exceed twenty bushels

per acre. Only one variety of Barley came under our

notice. It was like the ' two-rowed,' summer Barley of

England (^Hordeum distichim) and uf a very tine silvery

hue.

However early or late the Barley harvest may be,

there is always an interval between it and the Wheat
harvest, generally not less than three weeks, more fre-

quently a month ; but less near Jericho. The time of

Barley and W heat harvests are frequently alluded to as

dates to fix the time of year in Scripture—the barley

l)eing generally got in at the time of the Passover,

Barley harvest is mentioned as the time of the arrival

of Naomi with Euth at Bethlehem :
" They came to

Bethlehem in the beginning of barley harvest " (Ruth
i. 22 ; ii. 23) ; and of the hanging of the sons of Saul by
the Gibeonites (2 Sam. xxi. 9). In consequence of the

earlier ripening of the Barley, it was destroyed in Egypt
by the plague of hail, when the Wheat escaped : "The
flax and the barley was smitten : for the barley was in

the ear, and the flax was boiled. But the wheat and the

rie were not smitten : for they were not grown up "

(Ex. ix. 31, 32).

Barley is the universal food in Palestine of hoises

and asses, and sometimes also of draught oxen. The
straw is chopped for haj^ and the corn winnowed and
given separately. Oats are unknown, being a grain

confined to much colder climates. But Barley is also

largely consumed as an article of human food. At least

half the bread eaten by the poor is of Barley [see

2 Chron. ii. 10, where equal portions of Wheat and
Barley are allotted to the artificers at the Temple].

Frequently we were unable for many days together to

obtain any other bread when in remote parts of the
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country. But it is considered a proof of poverty and
hardship to be compelled to live on Barley bread, which,

as all those who have eaten it for any time know, is

much inferior in nutritive qualities to wheaten. This
fact may throw light on several passages where Barley

and Barley bread is mentioned in Scripture.

Thus, in Numb. v. 15, it is ordained that the jealousy-

offering, when a man suspected his wife, was to be a

tenth part of an epliah of harlty meal, instead of, as in

all other cases, icheaten meal ; showing, probably, the
contempt and low esteem in which the suspected par-

ties, if guilty, were to be held. The same meaning is

implied in the vile price paid by the prophet as the

23urchase-money of an adulteress :
" I bought her to me

for fifteen pieces of silver, and for an homer of barley,

and au half homer of barley " (Hos. iii. 2). Thus, too,

the bread of defilement eaten by Ezekiel to typify the

miser)^ of the siege of Jerusalem was to be eaten as

barley- cakes (Ez. iv. 9-12). How forcible, too, is the

expression in the same prophet :
" Will ye pollute me

among my people for handfuls of barley ?" (ch. xiii. 1 9.)

In this fact of the low esteem in which Barley bread
is held, we reach a moi'e vivid understanding of the

dream of the Midianite in Judg. vii. 13, 14. Gideon's
famil}^ was poor in Manasseh, and he the least in his

father's house. The Midianite invader, like any proud
Bedouin to-day, would call the despised Israelitish /eZ/a/t

who tilled the soil ' a barley-cake ;' and thus when he
dreamed that " a cake of barley bread tumbled into the

host of Midian, and came unto a tent, and smote it that

it fell, and overtu]-ned it, that the tent lay along," at

once "his fellow answered and said. This is nothing else

save the sword of Gideon the son of Joash, a man of

Israel: for into his band hath God delivered Midian,
and all the host."

Bdellium is mentioned in Gen. ii. 12 and Numb, xi,

7. It is believed by some few commentatois to be the

odoriferous gum of a tree growin;^f in Arabia i'elix, and
described by Pliny. Others hold it to be a precious

stone.

Beans. Heb. poL—Beans are mentioned in 2 Sam.
xvii. 28 among the provision brought to David when he
fled from Absalom, and also among the various ingre-

dients of which the prophet Ezekiel was commanded to
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make bread along Avitli " wheat, and barley, and beans,

and lentiles, and millet, and fitcbes " (Ez. iv. 9).

The Common Bean (Vicia faha) is much cultivated

in Palestine, as are various other kinds of leguminous
vegetables—peas, kidneybeans, lentiles, vetches, &c.

They are a common article of food among the poor. Bean
meal being sometimes mixed with flour for coarse bread,

but more generally the}^ are stewed whole wiih oil, and
formed into a mess with other vegetables. They are sown
in November or December, and lipen at the time of Wheat
harvest. On the 23rd of February, 18()4, the beans
were in full blossom in the open fields round Jacob's

Well and the tomb of Joseph at Nablous, which were
all laid down to this crop. Near Jaffa the}^ were even
earlier.

Brambi.k. Briku, Pricks. Thistle. Thorns. Thorn-
hedge.—There are at least eighteen Hebrew words used
to express ditierent kinds of prickly shrubs or weeds
which occur in the Hebrew Scriptures. We have very
little to assist us in endeavouring to identify any one of

these terms, which are indiflerently rendered in differ-

ent parts of our version by ' bramble,' 'brier,' 'thorn,'
' thistle,' without any attempt at classification or system,

and in many of which the derivation does not afford a

clue to the plant intended.

To those who have noticed the plants of Palestine,

how truly it is in its shrubs and weeds alike a land of

thorns and briers, it can be no matter of surprise that

our Hebrew vocabulary, scanty as it is on most subjects

of natural history, should here be so rich. The com-
bined heat and dryness of the climate seem to develope

a tendency to form thorns, even in groups like the

Astragalus, where we should least expect them. All

plants become more spiny in rocky and parched situa-

tions, the expansive effort which, under moister con-

ditions, would develope a bough with leaf or blossom
being ariested, and forming merely a barren thorn or

spine. From the da}^ of man's first transgression the

curse upon the ground has been, " Thorns and thistles

shall it bring forth unto thee" (Gen. iii. 18) ; and often

was the warning given to the chosen people, " upon the

land of .my people shall come up thorns and briers."

" The thorn and the thistle shall come up on their altars
"

(Hos. X. 8>
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We may examine a few of ilie Ilebiew terms in con-

nection with the most remarkable thorn-beaiing plants

of the country. (1.) Atdd, translated 'bramble' in the
parable of Jotham :

" Then said all the tiees nnto the
bramble (a/a//), Come thou and i-eign over us "'

( Jndg.
ix. 14). In Ps. Iviii. 9 the same woid occurs: " Before
your pots can feel the thorns {atdd) he shall take them
away as with a whirlwind." The Septuagint and the
Vulgate have rendered it by R/iamnus, a well known
thorny shiub, which suits the context of Jotham's
parable. The Khamnus, or Lyciiim europoeum, is very
common in all parts of I'alestine, and serves the uses of

our Hawthorn, which it somewhat resembles. Its range
is extensive : we noticed it in Lebanon, and gathered it

as far down as the neighbourhood of Engedi. It is often

employed in hedges, and has stiff sharp spines, erect and
numerous bi-anches, with very small oblong thick leaves

close set, and less than half the size of those of the Box
tree. From its slight resemblance to the Box it derive^s

its English name of box-thorn. It belongs to the family

Solanacece ; has a small pink blossom and a dark berry,

each growing singly.

(2.) Choach, rendered 'brambles' in Isa. xxxiv. 13;
' thickets ' in 1 Sam. xiii, 6 ;

' thistle ' in 2 Kings xiv. 9 :

"The thistle (choach) that was in Lebanon sent to the

cedar that was in Lebanon, saying. Give thy daughter
,to my son to wife : and there passed by a wild beast that

was in Lebanon, and trode down the thistle"; and
2 Cliron. XXV. 18. So, " Let thistles (choach) grow instead

of wheat" (Job xxxi. 40). In 2 Cbron. xxxiii. 11, Prov.

xxvi. 9, Cant. ii. 2 ("as the lily among thorns"), and
Hos. ix. 6, it is rendered ' thorns.' Amidst all this

variety of translation the only clue to a more exact
meaning is the passage in Job, from which it appears
that a th(-»iny plant of quick growth was intended.

There are two classes of thorny weeds which choke the

corn fields of Palestine—the Thistles, and Centaureas or

Knapweeds. As the Centauiea appears to be designated

by the next word, Choach may well stand for the Common
Thistle. Of this weed there are very many species, espe-

cially in the corn plains of P]sdraelon and Sharon, many
of which are undetermined. The most common are

Notdjasis s^riaca, a tall pink flowering Thistle with
powoiful spines ; Scolymus macuJatus, a very noxious
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weed, with a bright orange flower, somewhat recalling

the Carline Thistle of Engli.sh pastures ; and Carthemiis

oxycantha, another yellow flowering Thistle, whose for-

midable spines inflict irritating wounds, like the sting of

a poisonous insect.

(3.) Dardar, translated rpt^oXos, tribidus, in the

Septuagint, occurs in Gen. iii. 18: "Thorns also and

CENTAUIIEA CAI.CITEAPA.

thistles (darclar) shall it bring forth to thee "; and again,

in Hos. X. 8 :
" The high places also of Aven. the sin of

Israel, shall be destroyed : the thorn and the thistle

shall come up on their altars."

Tpt/3oAos also occurs in the New Testament :
" Do

men gather .... figs of thistles f (Matt. vii. 16) and
Heb. vi. 8, where it is translated 'briers': "That
which beareth thurns and briers is rejected." The tri-
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luhis is frequently mentioned in classical authors in

conjimction with the Cardims (Thistle), and is generally

admitted to be a species of Knapweed, the Star Thistle,

called by botanists Centaurea calcitrapa, a most trouble-

some intruder in corn fields through all the countries

of Southern Europe and Western Asia.

CENTArREA VEEUTUM.

Both this species and another closely allied to it,

Centaurea verutmn, but with much more formidable spines,

an inch and a half in length, often overrun the fields

and waste places of Galilee, to such an extent that we
have found ourselves baffled in the attempt to get through

them on foot, and our horses refused to face the thicket,
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which had to be beaten down by sticks. The thorns of

the Star Thi^^tles are not on the leaf or stem, but are

simply the scales of the involucrum or flower-sheath,

lengthened into long;, hard spines. We are enabled to

identify the trihulus by the ancient military engine named
from it, a ball with iron spikes projecting in all directions,

thrown down to arrest cavalry. Many specimens are

in museums, and it still has a place in modern militai-y

defence under the name of ' calthrop,' taken from this

same Thistle

(4.) Chedeh occurs in Prov. xv. 19 : "The way of the

slothful man is as an hedge of thorns {chedeh), but the

way of the righteous is made plain "; and in Mic. vii. 4-

:

" The best of them is as a brier {chedeh) : the most up-

right is sharper than a thorn hedge." Evidently this is

not a ground thistle, but some thorny plant suitable

for hedges, and we liaA'e a clue to it in the Arabic
corresponding term ' chadah,' the name applied to

prickly plants of the Sjlanum family, of which there are

several species very common in Palestine.

One in particular. Solarium sanctum, or S. sodomceum,

familiarly, but incorrectly, designated as the 'Apple of

Sodom,' is, probably, the ' chedeh' of Scripture. It grovvs

most abundantly in all the warmer parts of the country,

especially in the Jordan valley, in hedges, thickets, and
wastes, near towns and gardens. It is a shiubby j^lant,

from three to five feet high, with very branching stems,

thickly clad with spines like those of the English brier,

with leaves very large and woolly on the tnider side,

and thorny on the midritf. The blossom resembles that

of the Potatoe in shape and colour, and it bears a large

crop of fruit, larger than the. Potatoe- apple, perfectly

round, yellow at first, and when quite ripe changing tc

a brilliant I'ed. Inside there are a quantity of black

seeds like those of the Potatoe.

{D.) Kotz occurs very frequently thronghout the

Scriptures. It is generally translated ' thorns,' as in

Gen. iii. 18: " Thorns (hStz) also and thistles shall it

bring forth to thee." In the Septuagint it is rendered

by uKavOa, the word which is always translated ' thorns

'

in the New Testament, as in Matt. vii. 16 : "Do men
gather grapes of thorns ?" The same word occurs in

the Parable of the Sower, and in Heb. vi. 8, and to

describe the crown of thorns placed in derision on the
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head of the Redeemer. From these various passages it

seems clear that l:Mz arid uKavOa are general terms for

any prickly or thorn}^ plant, sometimes used for a bush,
at other times for a a)rn-weed.

(6.) Shamir occurs frequently in Isaiah, where it is

translated 'briers,' as in vii. 2;>-2o. It is generally
coupled with ' shait,' ' thoins,' probably an indefinite

term, but at least one which no cine or derivation en-
ables us to define to any particular species. Shamir,
however, appears to be the equivalent of the Arabic
Samur, a thorny tree common in Arabia, a species ot

Sidra, which does not produce fruit.

The Arabs of the Jordan valley at the present day
apply the name Sidra to all thoiny non-fruit-bearing

trees which attain some size, and which are very nume-
rous there, of the natural order Rhamnacece. But the}'

confine the name Samur to the Paliurus aculeatus, or

Christ's Thorn. Elsewhere this name was given to the
Mhamnus oleoides. or Buckthorn, which is moie common
in the higher ground. The HebrcAV Shamir may rea-

sonably l3e assigned to either or both these species.

Hhamnus oleouies is a stiff, straight shrub, very like our
Blackthorn in appearance, with very small leaves, yellow
blossom, and spines like those of the Hawthorn. It is

found in most of the Mediterranean countries. Paliurus
acideatus has much larger leaves, small white or yellow
blossoms, and a number of thorns on the twigs and
midriff of the leaves. The leaves are about the size and
shape of those of the Olive. It is common about Jeru-
salem, and has often been supposed to be the material
of which the crown of thorns was composed. Its

flexible borighs would admit of its being applied to such
a puipose.

(7.) Naatzotz.—The name of a tree mentioned in Isaiah,

and translated ' thorn': "They {i.e., the bee of Assyria)
shall come, and shall rest all of them in the desolate

valle^^s, and in the holes of the rocks, and upon all

thorns, and upon all bushes " (Isa. vii. 19 ; so alsolv. 13).

This is another species of Sidra, or Thorn tree, inter

preted b}^ the Rabbinical commentators of the Zizijphus

gpina-chrisfi, the ' NiibJc' ci the Arabs, a tree which is

found in all the warmer parts of Palestine, and about
Jerusalem, but whi(di absolutely overruns a great j)art

of the Jordan valley, making it one impenetrable
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thicket. It often grows to a great size, and there is

one overshadowing the source of the fountain Ain Duk
near Jericho, which would attract attention anj'where

as a noble tree. Of this Zizyphns, or Jujube tree, it

is generally supposed wus plaited the crown of thorns

placed on our Saviour's head before His crucifixion.

ZIZYPIIUi Sl'IXA-CHRISTI.

The flexible boughs are tough and well

purpose, and the thorns are far

suited for the

are lar more numerous and
sharp than of those of the ]:)lant named above.

I have noticed dwarf bushes of the Zizyphus growing
outside the walls of Jerusalem in the Kedron valle3\

But it is in the low plains that it reaches its fullsize,

and changes its name to the Dliom tree. It is sometimes
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call'^d the Ijotns tree. The thorns are long, sharp, and
recnrv^ed, and often create a festering wound. The
leaves are a very bright green, oval, ))nt not, as has
been said, of the shajie of the Ivy. The boughs are
crooked and irregular, the blossom small and white,
and the fruit a bright yellow berry, which the tree

continues to bear in great profusion from December to

June. It is the size of a small gooseberry, of a pleasant
sub-acid flavour, with a stone like the Hawthorn, and,
whether fresh or dried, forms an agreeable dish, which
we often enjoyed, mixing the berries with 'lehen' or
sour nvilk.

Thei'e is no fence more impervious than that formed
of Nuhk , and the Bedouin contrive to form one round
their little corn-plots with trifling laboui-. The}^ simply
cut down a few branches and lay ihem in line as soon
as the barley is sown. Ko cattle, goats, or camels will

attempt to force it, insignificant as it appears, not more
than a yard in height, and the twigs and i-ecurved spines

become so interwoven that it is in vain to attempt to

pull the branches aside.

(8.) Barhanim.—This word is only used in Judges
viii. 7,16:" ^\ hen the Lord hath delivered Zebah and
Zalniunna into mine hand, then I w^ill tear your flesh

with thoins of the w-ilderness and with briers " (harJca-

«/m), was the threat of Gideon to the men of Succoth,
who refused him food when in pursuit of the Midianites,

a threat which he afterwards fulfilled.

The thorns of the wilderness are doubtless either the
Naafzoiz, or Zizyphus tree mentioned above, or the
Shitfah tree, the Prickly Acacia, also a tree of the desert,

which grows plentifully in the Jordan valle3\ Bar-
kanhn must be some thorn that could be used to scourge
with, and is perhaps the Common Bramble (Biihus fruti-

008118), as common in many parts of Palestine as in Eng-
land. About the fords of Succoth, the Zizyphus now
grows in impenetrable thickets, and we rem irked, on
descending thither from Beisan (Bethshean), by the
route Gideon would take, that the Biamble was A^ery

C(>mmon, while lower down the Jordan valley we did
not observe it. Whatever tree we take, Gideon had his

instruments of punis^hment at hand.

(9.) SiUon occurs in Ez. ii. 6, and xxviii. 24, trans^

lated 'briers' and 'a pricking brier.' It is probably
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identical with the Arabic word suUaoi}, which is applied

to the sharp points on the ends of the pahn-leaf, and

also to the Butcher's-bioom (Busciis aculeatus), a plant

common enough in man}^ p.irts of Palestine.

Eryngium creticum is also a very common and noxious

thorny plant in corn fields.

The other words, implying briers, thorns, or thistles

ACANTHUS SPINOSUS.

of different kinds, cannot be identified either by the

Arabic names or the context. 'J'he true Brier or Wild
Kose is probably not alluded to in Scripture, as, although

several very beautiful species of \Yild Eose occur, they

are principally confined to the north of the country-,

we never noticed a true Wild Eose till we reached the

marshes of Huleh (Waters of Merom). There we found
two species, and two more on the higher slopes c»f

Hermun and Lebancm.
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There is one very remarkable thistle, which most
probably had a distinct Hebrew name, from its abun-
dance and conspicuousness ; the true Acanthus (Acanthus

spinosus), which overruns tlie corn fields as summer
advance!;-, and combines in itself tlie pricking powers of

thistle, brier, quick-thorn, and nettle. It is perhaps
the Charul or Nettle of our version, in Job xxx. 7 ; Prov.

xxiv. ol ; Zeph. ii. 9. [See Nettlks.] Its stems are

collected b}" the women of the Bedouin, and near Tabor
are their principal fuel. They cut them up on the

Plain of Hattin as soon as they wither, with long hooks,

and then store them for use. This illustrates seveial

scriptural expressions :
" Before your pots can feel the

thorns" (Ps. Iviii. 9); "As the crackling of thorns

under a pot " (Eccl. vii. 6) ;
" The people shall be as

the burnings of lime : as thorns cut up shall they be
burned in the fire" (Isa. xxxiii. 12).

The well known Prickly Pear, now so common in all

parts of Palestine, and ordinarily used as a hedge, is

not among the scriptui-al plants, being a modern intro

duction from the American continent, wliich has over-

run nearly the whole of the warmer portions of the Old
World.

Brier. [See Bramble.]
Bitter Herbs.—We read in the ordinance of the

Passover, " With bitter herbs they shall eat it " (Ex.

xii. 8; Numb. ix. 11). The same word occurs in

I'.am. iii. 15, where it is rendered 'bitterness'; "He
hath filled me with bitterness ; he hath made me drunken
with wormwood."

There were five sorts of bitter herbs eaten by the

Jews as a .salad with the paschal lamb. These we]-e,

according to the Kabbis, lettuce, endive, chicoiy, and
two others, the Hebrew names of wdiich are not identi-

fied with known plants. There are, however, a veiy
large number of bitter plants eaten as salads in Syiia.

The chicory has been named ; the artichoke is eaten

raw, as are the heai'ts of all the larger wild thistles.

The leaves of the Elecampane (Inula) were gathered for

salad by the Jehalin Aralxs who accompanied us, as well

as many of the cresses which gi ew in the southern desert,

or at the south of the Dead Sea. There are not many
of the Crud/erte or Comjwsike families of plants which
Orientals do not employ for their varied bitter salads.
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Bulrush. Flag. • Papkr-Rf'^d. Reed. Eush. — Six
Hebrew words are rendered by these names in our
version, and as the translations are frequently inter

changed, it may be convenient to consider the whole
group together.

(1.) Heb. gome, rendered ' bulrush ' and ' rush' :
" She

took for him an ark of bulrushes, and daubed it with
slime and with pitch, and put the child therein ; and she
laid 'A in the flags by the river's brink" (Ex. ii. 3).
" The land . . . that sendeth ambassadors by the sea, even
in vessels of bulrushes upon the waters " (Isa. xviii, 1,

2). " In the habitation of dragons, where each lay, shall

V)e grass with reeds and rushes" (^gome) (Isa. xxxv. 7).

Its habit of growth is also alluded to in Job viii. 11 :

*' Can the rush (jjome) grow up without mire ?"

This plant is without doubt the celebrated papyrus
of Egypt, the first material used in the manufacture
of paper, which thence derives its name—the Cyperus
'papyrus of botanists, belonging to the Sedge family. It

formerly abounded on the Nile, flourishing in the mire,

in which Job describes it, and is represented by ancient
writers as forming a complete forest on its banks. Now
it is wholly extinct in Egypt, and is no longer found
in Africa, excepting in marshes of the White Nile in
Nubia, 7° north latitude.

But while extirpated there, it still lingers in two
spots in Palestine, the only places in Asia where it

occurs. It grows very luxuriantly in a swamp at the
north end of the Plain of Gennesaret, close to the
fountain of Ain et Tin, and it covers many acres in the
inaccessible marshes of the Huleh, the ancient Merom

;

and is known to the Arabs by its old name, ' haheer,' of
which ' papyrus ' is simply the Latinized form. It is a
beautiful and graceful plant, and flourishes in stagnant
swamps, or in deep, soft mud.
The root is very bulky, spreading, and fleshy, and

from it springs a tall, triangular stem, tapering up-
wards, and at first surmounted by a sheath. The stems
&re ordinarily about ten feet in height, but I have
cut them sixteen feet long. Their diameter at the
bottom is three inches. When the stem has nearly
reached its fall growth, the sheath, or involucel, opens,
displaying a many-rayed umbel, like a broom or large
tuft. The secondary ymbels are composed of three or

u
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four short rays, witli an involncel of three awl-shaped
leaflets. The flowers are a short spike at the extremity
of each ray, and do not appear till towards the end of

autumn.

CYPLEUS PAPYRUS.

There is another species of papyrus found in marshes
near Caiffa, and on the i*lain of bharon, which has often

been mistaken for the true papyrus. It is the P. syriaciis,

and differs in several particulars from the more cele-

brated plant, the umbels falling all round in an um-
brella, instead of to one side, like a plnme.

Large masses of papyrus root are frequently washed
up on the shoi es of Lake Huleh, and are collected by the

Arabs for fuel. '^I'hey also cut down the stems for a less

noble purpose than they served under the fostering care

of the Pharaohs, to make mats of which the walls of

their huts are formed, and to thatch their roofs. Baskets,
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sandals, cords, and other articles are also made from it.

Its use for the construction of ' arks ' or boats is twice
alluded to in Scriptui'e, and is frequently mentioned by
ancient writers on Egypt, and it is still so employed by
the modern Abyssinians.

But its renown arises from its having supplied the
earliest known paper. The preparation was very simple.

The stems w^ere first pared, and the pith cut lengthwise
into thin slices, which were laid side by side on a flat

board. Other slices were laid across them at right

angles, their surfaces being cemented together by a sort

of glue. They were then subjected to gieat pressure
and thoroughly dried, w4ien the manufacture was com-
pleted.

(2.) 'Aroth occurs only once, in Isa. xix. 7, where it

is translated 'paper-reeds': ''The paper-reeds by the
brooks, by the mouth of the brooks . . . shall wither,
be driven away, and be no more," This is certainly a
mis-translation, as the papyrus had before been men
tioned in the prophecy. It is generally held to mean
the 'green herbage' (like the Arabic 'ara), which
abounds in flat, mar.^hy places.

(3.) Achu.—Job inquires, Can the flag (acJiu) grow
without water? (ch. viii. 11). The same word is ren-
dered by ' meadow,' in Gen. xli. 2 :

" There came up out
of the river seven well favoured kine and fatfleshed ; and
they fed in a meadow" (achu). Also ver. 18. From the

passage in Job, where it is named with the papyrus,
there can be little doubt but some specific plant is

intended ; and from those in Genesis it must have been
one eaten b}^ the cattle. The word itself is Egyptian,
and not Hebrew. The Cyperus esculentiis, or Edible Eush,
is common in P^gypt, and likewise the Butomus umbel-

latus, the beautiful Flowering E^'ish, which also grows in

Palestine. We found it flourishing there alongside of

the papyrus. Either plant would meet the require-

ments of the sacred text.

(4.) SupJi.—Rendered flags in Ex. ii. 3, 5 :
" She laid

it (the ark with the infant Moses) in the flags by the

river's brink"; and Isa. xix. 6: "The reeds and flags

(swp/i) shall wither." In Jon. ii. 5 :
" The depth closed

me round about, the weeds (supli) were wrapped aljout

my head," it is evidently rightly rendered ' weeds,' i.e.,

sea-weed.

u 2
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The Eeil Sea is invariably termed Yam suph, i.e., the

sea of weeds, Avhere suph must be taken as a general

name for all marine vegetation, as in the passage from

Jonah. It may refer especially to the long, ribbon-like

fronds and entangled masses of sea-w^eed : bnt it cannot

be restricted to these, as sea-weeds or algce do not exist

ARUMJO DOSAX.

in the Nile. Tn Exodus it may be taken to mean gene-

rally ' weeds,' or marsh vegetation, such as the rank

rushes on the border of the river.

(5.) Agmon, ' reed ' or ' cane.'—The word occurs twice

in a proverbial expression in Isa. ix. 14 and xix. 15:
' Head and tail, branchand ru^h" (agmon), i.e., top and

bottom, utterly. In Job xli. 2, it is used for a weapon
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made of reeds
;
perhaps the reed put throngli tlie gills of

fisli to carry them :
'' Canst thou put a hook in his nose ?"'

And ver. 20 :
" Oat of his nostrils goeth smoke, as out

of a seething pot or caldron" (agmdn). The character

of the plant is marked out by the other passage in

which it occurs : "Is it to bow down his head as a

bulrush?" (aymon^ (Isa. Iviii. 5), where we see it must
have had a yielding stem with a tuft or panicle at

the top.

The reed of Egypt and Palestine is the Arundo clonax,

a very tall cane, growing twelve feet high, with a mag-
nificent panicle of blossom at the top, and so slender and
yielding that it will lie perfectly flat under a gust of

wind, and immediately resume its upright position.

This plant is doubtless the " reed shaken with the

wind" of Matt. xi. 7.

It grows in great cane brakes in many parts of Pales-

tine, especially on the west side of the Dead Sea, where,

nourished by the warm springs, it lines the shore for

several miles with an impenetrable fringe, the lair of

wild boars and leopards, to the exclusion of all other

vegetation. There it attains a gigantic size. On the

banks of the Joidan it occurs in great patches, but is

not so lofty.

(6.) KdneJi, ' reed ' or ' cane,' from the same root as

the English ' cane,' occurs in many passages of the Old
Testament, and is the generic name for a reed of any
kind. It sometimes denotes a ' stalk ' of wheat, as in

Gen. xli. 5, 22 :
" Seven ears of corn came up upon one

stalk," or ' the branches ' or stem of a candlestick (Ex.

XXV. 31, &c.). It was also the name of a measuie of

length, equal to six cubits (Ez. xl. 5, &c.). In Job
xxxi. 22 it is applied to the bone between the shoulder

and the elbow :
'' Let mine aim fall from my shoulder-

blade."

The equivalent Greek word is KotAa/xo?,which is similarly

applied in the New Testament to the reed growing, to

a measuring rod (Rev. xi. 1, &c.), and to a pen made of

reed (3 John 1 3). There are a great number of species

of reed and cane in Egypt and Palestine besides those

mentioned above, as Arundo scriptorum, Sacchanim ojjici-

nale, &c.

Bush, the Burning. PTeb. seneh.—The word only

xxjurs in those passages which speak of the appearance
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of Jeliovah to Moses " in ihe flame of fire in the bush "

(Ex. iii. 2-4) :
" The good will of him that dwelt in the

bush" (Deiit. xxxiii. 16).

I'he seiieh denotes some particular kind of bush, and
appears to be the equivalent of the Egyptian 'Sunt.'

the Acacia nilotica, \ery like the Seyal, or Acacia seyal,

the Shittah tree, but smaller and closer in growth.
The A. nilotica is common in the Peninsula of Sinai,

which mountain is by some conjectured to derive its

name from the seneh bush. Some have supposed the
bramble to be intended ; but tliougb the monks of St.

Catharine have planted one bush on the top of the moun-
tain, it cannot be looked upon as an indigenous shrub.
The Hebrews express bushes generically by another
word. [For a description of the Acacia, see Shittaii
TREE.]

ANDKOPOGON SCH^XAKTHUS.

Calamus.—The name given to some aromatic substance
obtained from a foreign species of reed. It was one of
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the ingredients of the holy anointing oil :
" Take thou

.... of sweet calamus (Heb. heneh hoseni) two hun-
dred and fifty shekels " (Ex. xxx. 23). So in Jer. vi. 20 :

"To what purpose cometh there to me incense from

Sheba, and the sweet cane (Heb. haneh liattoh) from a

far country ?" where the same substance is alluded to

{tab meaning good or sweet). The same sweet cane is

expressed by the word Iceneli alone :
" Spikenard and

satfron, calamus and cinnamon, with all trees of frank-

incense " (Cant. iv. 14). "Thou hast bought me no
sweet cane with money" (Isa. xliii. 24). "Cassia and

calamus (Heb. haneh) were in thy market " (Ez. xx vii. 19).

From a comparison of these passages it is evident that

the Calamus was not a sweet cane like the sugar-cane, of

which one species, the Sweet Sorghum, was in later

times cultivated extensively in the Valley of the Jordan ;

but that it was an aromatic cane, imported from the

Eiast, either from Arabia Felix, or more probably from
India. Ko aromatic reeds have been found in S3''ria,

but there are several in India, one of which, the Lemon-
grass (AndrojJogon schceuanfhus), is well known. There
are other reeds in India from which aromatic and
medicinal oils are extracted.

Capkr. [See Hyssop.]

Cockle occurs only once in Scripture: "Let thistles

grow instead of wheat, and cockle [Heb. haoshah']

instead of barley " (Job xxxi. 40), where the marginal

reading is 'noisome weeds.' The same word occurs in

the plural in Isa. v. 2, 4, where it is translated 'wild

grapes.' Whatever it be, it must not be confounded
with what is called the Wild Vino {Vitis labrusca), a

North American plant,

Baosliah is derived from a root signifj'ing to stink like

carrion, and may, therefore, denote any noisome weeds
or oiiensively-smelling plant. There is a smut which
attacks corn, and has a putrid smell— JJredo foetida. The
passage in Job might also allude to tlie troublesome

grasses, like the 'tares' of the Kew Testament (Lolium

temulentum), i.e., darnel, or our couch grass, which infests

corn fields. Some of the arums of the corn plains have
an intolerably foetid stench, and may well suit the de-

rivation of the word. The stinking arums are common
in Galilee.

CoPdANDER (Coriandri.m saticum), a well known annual
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umbelliferous plant, with wliite blossoms, which produce

small globular seed vessels, bearing small greyish-white

round seeds, of a pleasant spicy flavour. It is cultivated

in England for confectionery, and is wild in Egypt and
Palestine. We found it abundant in the Valley of the

Jordan. The seeds are used very largely as a spice to

mix with bread in the East, as well as to give an aromatic

flavour to sweetmeats. The Hebrew name is gad. It

IS only mentioned in Scripture as that to which the

Israelites compared the Manna. They " called the name
thereof Manna : and it was like coriander seed, white "

(Ex. xvi. 31). " The manna was as coriander seed,

and the colour thereof as the colour of bdellium

"

(Numb. xi. 7).

CoRJ^.—There are many distinct words, relating to

Corn generally, in Hebrew. Thus Coin, as it grows
without any preparation, as in Numb, xviii. 27, and in

all cases where the words ' corn and wine ' occur, is

' daganJ Another word represents Standing Corn, as in

Judg. XV. 5, when Samson sent the foxes with firebrands

into the " standing corn (' kamali ') of the Philistines."

' Bar ' (meaning clean), exactly the same word as the

modern Arabic, and used similarly, is clean winnowed
com, as in Gen. xli. 49 :

" Joseph gathered corn as the

sand of the sea "; and Prov. xi. 26 :
" He that withholdeth

corn, the people shall curse him." ' Shibholeh,' ' an ear of

corn ': " Euth the Moabitess said unto Naomi, Let me
now go to the field, and glean ears of corn " (Euth ii. 2).

So also. Gen. xli. 5, ' ears of corn ' in Pharaoh's dr-eani.

'Green corn' (Lev. ii. 14); 'old corn' of the past

year (Josh. v. 11, 12) ; 'a com stack' (Ex. xxii. 6); a
' sheaf of corn ' (Euth iii. 7) ;

' pounded corn ' (Lev. ii.

16) ;
' parched corn ' (Lev. xxiii. 14), are all expressed by

single distinct words.

The ordinary cereals of Palestine are wheat, barley,

millet, and spelt, translated fitches [which seel. Oats arc

unknown. Eye we never saw, though possibly it may
be grown. [See Eye.]

Cotton.—The word does not occur in our version, but

Cotton is once named expressly in the Old Testament,

where, in Esth. i. 6, we read that in the court of the

garden of the king's palace " were white, green (' carpas '),

and blue hangings," where '' carims ' should be rendered,

not ' green,' but ' cotton.' The sense is, ' Where were
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haugings of white and violet-coloured cotton.' I'he

Hebrew ' cartas ' has been turned into a common woj'd

both in Greek and Latin, Kcifjiracros, carhasus, cotton or

awnings.

Jl is doubtful wnetber the Egyptians were ac-

quainted with the use of Cotton at a very early jDeriod,

though they ceitainly were so before the time of the

Greek Conquest, B.C. 333. Many have supposed that

the ' fine linen ' of the Old Testament was Cotton, but

there is no word for the Cotton plant, as there is for

flax, nor lias Cotton been proved to exist in the svvathings

of the early mummies. But Sir Gardner \\ ilkiuson

states that Cotton cloth was among the fabrics of Egypt,
and that it v/as worn by all classes. The use of Cotton
clearly came from India, where it has been manufactured
from the very earliest times of which we have anv
recoid, and it was the conquests of Alexander which
first made the nations of Europe acquainted with it.

In Persia Cotton was employed probably almost as soon

as in India; and we naturally find it mentioned in the

Book of Esther, the earliest record in Scripture which
gives us any details of interior Persian life.

The Cotton plant (Gossypium herhaceum) is now largely

cultivated in Palestine, and is one of its most important

staples. The cultivation has extended rapidly wdthin

the last few years. It is not manufactured on a large

scale, but mostly exported to France. The Arab women,
however, are clad almost entirely in blue cotton, spun,

woven, and dyed with their own hands. There are

some few mills for cleaning but none for spinning Cotton.

In the maritime plains, and on the marshes of Huh;lv,

large tracts have recently been reclaimed for Cotton.

The appearance of the Cotton fields at the end of sum-

mer, when the yellow blossoms are open, is very beautiful.

CucuMBKRs. Heb. hishuim. Garden of Cucumbers,
Miksliah.—Each word only occurs once :

" We remem-
ber the fish, which we did eat in Egypt freelj" ; the

cucumbers, and the melons, and the leeks, and tne

onions, and the garlic " (Numb. xi. 5). " The daughter

of Zion is left as- a cottage in a vineyard, as a lodge in a

garden of cucumbers, as a besieged city " (Isa. i. 8).

The Cucumbers, with the Melon, Pumpkin, Watei«-

melon, and the other fruits of this genus, have ever been

among the principal vegetables of Egypt, for the culti-

u 3
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vation of which the rich soft soil, easily irrigated, and
the heat of the summer, are peculiarly adapted.

Two sorts of Cucumber are grown in EgyjDt and Pales-

tine—the large Cucumis cliate, and the common CucumU
sativus. The leaf of C cliate is not so indented as that of the

other, and the fruit is much larger, but witli less flavour

and firmness, exceeding the size of our finest cultivated

sort. The Common Cucumber, from the little attention

paid to its cultivation, and the poverty of the soil, is

much smaller than the fruit grown in our hotbeds, but
3"ields a very large crop. It is often planted in Pales-

tine early, and I have eaten it in the Plains of Moab
in March ; but, in the higher parts of the countr}^, the

cucumbers are set in the fields after the barley crop has

been taken off, if theie is sufficient rain, ' the latter rain,'

to enable the ground to be tilled. On the Plain of Gen-
nesaret, and other similar localities, the Cucumber fields

are artificially irrigated. Large tracts are planted with
cucumbers, and we observed near Kedes a field of several

hundred acres devoted exclusively to its cultivation.

Both sorts are planted in Palestine.

Cucumbers form an important item in the summer
food of the poor, and are eaten with the rind on, without
any condiment. In the oppressive heat of summer they
form a most grateful vegetable. I remember seeing
dinner served out to an Arab school in Jerusalem, which
consisted of a thin barley-cake and a raw cucumber to

each boy. The Cucumber is perhaps the commonest and
cheapest summer vegetable, nor is it, ever complained of

as indigestible. It is often eaten with vinegar, or boiled

with onions, or, still more generally, boiled with the seeds

scooped out, and their place supplied with force-meat.

The " lodge in the garden of cucumbers " may still be
seen in many of these fields, erected to protect them
chiefly from the wild 'animals, as the jackals, which are

veiy destructive. It is a very rude aflair. Four poles

are stuck in the ground, rafters are bound across their

top, and in these are entwined boughs, cut from the

oleanders by the water-courses, as a sort of open thatch,

while larger branches, and sometimes scraps of matting,

are placed in a slo})ing direction against them to shelter

the occupant. As soon as the crop is gathered and the
lodge forsaken, as Dr. Thomson observes, " the poles
will fall down or lean every way, and the green boughs
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with which it is shaded will be scattered by the winds,
leaving only a ragged, sprawling wreck—a most affect-

ing type of utter desolation." Every Eastern traveller

is familiar with these squalid ruins. Job, speaking of
the passing prosperity of the wicked, compares it to one
of these lodges :

" He buildeth his house as a moth, and
as a booth that the keeper maketh" (xxvii. 18). The
Hebrew name of the Cucumber is found with very little

variation in all the Oriental languages.

CuMMix. Heb. caramon, Gr. KVfxlvov (Cuminum sativum).

—A well known umbelliferous plant, cultivated for the

sake of its seeds, which are often used as a spice in the

East, both bruised to mix with bread, and also boiled

in the various messes and stews which compose an
Oriental banquet. It is also used medicinally as a

stimulant. It is something like fennel, but not so tall.

We did not meet with it wild, though it is cultivated in

Palestine. It is, however, probably indigenous, as it

gave name to a village near Acre.

The mode in which the seeds of Cummin are beaten

out is alluded to by Isaiah :
" I)oth he not cast abroad

the fitches, and scatter the cummin ? . . . For the fitches

are not threshed with a threshing instrument, neither is

a cart wheel turned about upon the cummin ; but the

fitches are beaten out with a staff, and the cummin with
a rod " (xxviii. 25, 27). So tender and small a seed

would be destroyed or crushed if threshed like the hard
com. The same mode of beating out the Cummin is still

practised, while the corn is trodden out with oxen. Our
Lord also refers to Cummin, along with Mint and Anise,

as one of the insignificant garden herbs, of which the

Scribes and Pharisees were punctilious in exacting and
paying the tithe. [See Matt, xxiii. 23.]

Dovk's Dung. Heb. cliiryonim, literally translated.—In

the history of the siege of Samaria by Ben-hadad we
read :

'' They besieged it, until an ass's head was sold

for fourscore pieces of silver, and the fourth part of a

cab of dove's dung for five pieces or silver" (2 Kings
vi. 25). So incr^^dible has so filthy and desperate resoi-*

appeared even in the greatest straits of famine, tha>-

commentaturs have endeavoured to explain the word as

the name of some plant, not usually used for food, and
have suggested the root of the ' Star of Bethlehem ' (Or-

niihogalum umbellatum) as the substance intended in the
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text. The probability of the conjecture has been sup-

ported by the fact that the Arabs do give the name of

' sparrow's dung ' to a species of Salsola or Soap plant.

But, after all, there are other instances on record of

food quite as revolting and nauseous being resorted to

in the extremity of a siege. Several of these are quoted

by Celsius in commenting on this passage. The notice

of the ass's head implies the nauseousness as well as the

high price of the food to w^hich the besieged inhabitants

of Samaria w^ere reduced, and so also the ' dove's dung

'

may be taken literally.

There are many species of Ornitliogalum in Palestine.

The bulbous root has often been used as food. The deri-

vation of the Latin name of this flower, ' birds' milk,' is

possibly from the dung of birds, which presents the same
combination of colours as do the green and Avhite so curi-

ously combined in the blossoms of this group of plants.

A. small species of Holcus sorghum, called khuruwwa,
perhaps identical with the Hebrew chiryonim, is still

extensively cultivated in Kurdistan. This millet, from
being small and round, may have been called by the

Hebrews in olden time " /lAa/'i of Doves," or, as we should

say, " Doves' seed."

Fitches.—Two words are thus translated in our version
which designate very distinct plants. (1.) Heb. ketzach :

*• When he hath made plain the face thereof, doth he not

cast abroad the fitches ? . . . For the fitches are not
threshed with a threshing instrument . . . but the fitches

are bea-ten out with a stafl'" (Isa. xxviii. 25, 27).

The Jcetzach is without doubt the Nigella sativa, a small

annual of the order Banunculacece, which grows wild in

tlie Mediterranean countries, and is cultivated in Egvpt
and Syria for its seeds, which are black (whence its name),
and are used as a condiment. They are hot to the taste,

and are sprinkled thickly over the flat cakes of the country
before they are baked, in the same way that caraway
seeds are used among ourselves. The Nigella seeds are

to be seen on all the little provision stalls in the bazaars

ot Palestine. The leaves of the plant are laciniated like

those of the ranimculus, the flower yellow, or in some
species blue, and the seed vessel is a cup divided into

partitions or cells with a fringe of horns.

in examining its seed and comparing it wdth that of

the Cummin, we see the minute accuracy of the expres-
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Kioii in Isaiah. Neither seed could bear the heavy cy-

linder of the corn-threshing instrument, or the feet of

oxen ; but while the Cummin can be easily separated

from its slight case by a slender rod, such as we see

employed, the harder pod of the Nigella requires to be
beaten with a stouter staff in order to dislodge the seed.

There is another species of Nigella (N. orientalis) which
we found growing wild very abundantly. Its seed is

employed for the same purpose, but is inferior in jDnn-

gency to the other sort. Nigella seed is chiefly used in

England for adulterating pepper.

In Ez. iv. 9 the prophet is commanded :
" Take thou

also unto thee wheat, and barley, and beans, and lentiles,

and millet, and fitches " [maig. ' spelt,' Heb. cussemeth],

where the margin is undoubtedly correct, and the

reading ' fitches ' an error. The same word is elsewhere
ti'anslated 'Kye' [which see].

Flag. [See Bulrush.]

Flax. Heb. jjisldah {Linum saiivum).—The history

of the cultivation and ]nanufacture of Flax carries us

back to the very earliest records uf man's civilization,

and linen cloth is among the most ancient relics we
possess, long antecedent to written chronicles, in the

coverings of the oldest mummies of Egypt. The im-

portance of Flax in that country is attested by the mention
of it in the account of the plague of hail :

" The flax

and the barley was smitten, for the barley was in the

ear, and the flax was boiled," Le , was forming puds for

seed (Ex. ix. 31). Its use in Egypt was universal, as

it was the exclusive textile fabric for clothing and for

every other purpose, woollen cloth being not there

employed, and cotton being a later introduction. From
Isa. xix. 9 we see that the working in Flax continued to

be a staple in that country :
" Moreover, they that work

in fine flax, and they that weave networks, shall be con-

founded."

Its cultivation had preceded the entrance of Israel

into Canaan, for when Kahab hid the spies at Jericho,
" She had brought them up to the roof of the house, and
hid them with the stalks of flax, which she had laid in

order upon the roof" (Josh. ii. 6), where we notice both
the early period at which the Flax harvest was ripe at

Jericho in spring, and also the custom of drying the

stalks by exposing them to the heat of the sun, sprea<l
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out on the flat roofs of the houses, as is practised to this

day in Egypt and Syria. Elsewhere the stems are now
dried artificially.

Flax continued to be a crop of importance in Pales-

tine, as we see from Hosea, where its heing withheld is

threatened as a national judgment along with a famine

of corn and wine :
" Therefore will I return, and take

away my corn in the time thereof, and my wine in the

season thereof, and will recover my vool and my flax

given to cover her nakedness " (ch. ii. 9).

The virtuous woman " seeketh wool and flax and
worketh willingly with her hands" (Prov. xxxi. 13).

The robes of the priests were of linen (Ex. xxxix. 27,

28; Ez. xliv. 17). Elax was also used for lamp-wicks.

This is referred to in Isa. xlii. 3 : "The smoking flax shall

he not quench''—quoted in St. Matthew xii. 20, meaning
that though the flame be faint and feeble, sending forth

'AS, it were its expiring smoke, yet will not the merciful

Redeemer put it out, but rather cherish and revive it.
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The flax stalks when dried were peeled or split, whence
the namQ pishtah, i.e., ' peeled ;' next steeped in w^ater to

destroy the pulp, and then hackled with a comb, alluded

to in Isa. xix. 9. The short, coarser fibres were thus

separated. Tow is mentioned as weak and worthless

for cordage in Judg. xvi. 9, where Samson " brake the
withs, as a thread of tow," and Isa. i. 31, "The strong
^<hall be as tow." The cultivation of Flax has much
diminished both in Egypt and Palestine, having been
superseded by cotton ; but patches of it may be occa-

sionally seen.

Galbanum, Heb. clielhenah, is mentioned in Ex. xxx.

34 as one of the perfumes to be employed in mixing
the holy incense. The gum is well known in modern
commerce, though strangely enough we are in doubt as

to the plant from which it is procured. The gum is a

dark-yellow resin, which, when burnt, emits a pungent
and not very agreeable odour, and is considered useful

for banishing mosquitoes. It is obtained both from
India, Persia, and ihe Levant. The Syrian Galbanum
is believed to be jDi-oduced from the Galbanum officinale,

an umbelliferous plant ; but it is certainly not from this

that the Indian resin is procured.

Gat,l. Heb. rosh.—Some plant is usually intended
by rosh, though in Deut. xxxii. 33, " Their wine is the

poison [Heb. rosli] of dragons and the cruel venom of

asps," and in Job. xx. 1 0, " He shall suck the poison

[Heb. r6s/f\ of asps," it denotes the poison or venom of

serpents.

In lios. X. 4, " Judgment springeth up as hemlock
{rosh) in the furrows of the field," it is translated ' hem-
lock,' elsewhere ' gall.' From the passage in Hosea we
see that rosh was a quick-growing w^eed of the corn fields,

and from Deut. xxxii. 32, " Their giapes are grapes of

gall," we may conjecture that some berry-bearing plant

was intended. It was evidently a poisonously-bittei

herb, from its being frequently used in conjunction with
w^ormwood, as in l)eut xxix. 18, "Lest there should be
among you a root that beareth gall and wormwood;"
and Jer. ix. lo, " I will feed them, even this people,

with wormwood, and give them water of gall to drink."

So ch. viii. 14, and xxiii. 15.

The most probable conjecture—for there are no grounds
tor drawing any certain conclusion—is that the Poppy is
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the plant intended. Papaver arenarium grovvs every
where in Palestine; it springs up very quickly in cora
fields, and its juice is most bitter and poisonous. In

this case the " water of gall," Jer. viii. 14, may be the

poisonous extract, or opium.

In the Gospel of St. Matthew we read that just before

our Lord's crucifixion the soldiers "gave him vinegar to

drink, mingled with gall " (xoA.r/) (xxvii. 34), while St.

Mark says, "They gave him to drink wine, mingled
with myrrh " (iorfjivpvLa-fxivov) (xv. 23). Both evan-
gelists undoubtedly relate the same circumstance, the

wine of St. Mark's Gospel being the common sour wine
given out to Roman soldiers, and frequently, from its

acidity, called vinegar, as it is by St. Matthew. The
best explanation is that of Hengstenberg :

" Matthew, in

his usual way, refers to theological views in his narrative

of the di-ink ; always keeping his eye on the prophecies

of the Old Testament, he speaks of vinegar and gall for

the purpose of rendering the fulfilment of the passage in

the Psalms more manifest. Mark again, according to

his usual way, looks rather at the outward quality of the

drink; it was according to him (sour) wine mingled
with myrrh, the usual drink of malefactors " (Hengst.

Ps. vol. ii. p. 374). It was customary to give them a

Gup of wine with some drug or spice in it, ]iartly perhaps

to deaden pain, but also to sustain them till the punish-

ment was completed. But also the Pomans were in the

habit of seasoning sour wines with various drugs and
perfumes, such as m3'rrh, cassia, pepper, &c., to preserve

them. The drink, then, may have been simply the

beverage of the soldiers which haj)pened to be at hand.

In Job xvi. 13, "He poureth out my gall upon the

ground," and in xx. 25, a diftei'ent Hebrew word is ren-

dered ' gall,' meaning the gall of the human body, which
word is also applied in. Job xx. 14, " the gall cf asps " to

the poison of serpents.

Garlic, Heb. slioom, mentioned once among tne list

of vegetables and good things which the Israelites had
enjoyed in Egypt, and which they remembered with

regiet and murmuring in the wildei'ness (Numb. xi. 5).

It is the Allium sativum, a well known vegetable akin to

the Onion, and much cultivated in Egypt and Syria-,

The Wild Garlic is common in woods in England, and a

very great number of wild species, some of them with
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very handsome but strong-smelling flowers, pink as well

as white, are found in Palestine.

Gourd, Heb. Idkayon, occurs only in Jonah :
" So

Jonah went out of the city .... and there made him
a booth. . . . And the Lord God prepared a gourd,
and made it to come up over Jonah, that it might be a

shadow over his head. . . . But God prepared a worm
when the morning rose the next day, and it smote the
gourd that it wi*Lhered. . . . And God said to Jonah,
Uoest thou well to be angry for the gouid ? . . . .

Thou hast had pity on the gourd, for the which thou
hast not laboured, neither madest it grow; which came
up in a night, and perished in a niglit" (Jon. iv. 5-10).
Whole sheets have been filled with the discussion as

to what this Gourd was. The dispute is an old one, for

when St. Jerome translated it Ivy, St. Augustine was
so offended with the translation that he denounced it

as heresy. The most popular rendering has been that

which identified the kikayon with the Arabic El keroa,

the Castor-oil tree {liicinus communis). The strongest

argument in favour of this interpretation has been the
derivation of the woid from the Egyptian kiki, and that

the Kabbinical name for castor-oil is kiki-oil. The
Ricimis is a large shrub rather than a tree, and has
large palmate leaves with serrated lobes, and sjiikes of

blossom which produce the seed, from whence llie well
known medicinal oil is extracted in small rougli hu^ks.

Jt is wild, in all Oriental countries, but it is not a tree

used for shade, being of a straggling giowth, though of

course any one might find shelter from the sun under its

large foliage. Generally, however, it would be useless

for the purpose. It reaches a considerable size—twelve
or fifteen feet in height in the warmer parts of Palestine.

The etymological argument in favour of the Bicinus
is, no doubt, strong, but practical reasons cause me to

lean strongly to the rendering of our English version,

Gourd, i.e., the Bottle-Gourd (Cucurhita pejjo). Niebuhr,
supporting this view, observes in his ' Voyages,' that at

Mosul, where both plants grow, the Jews maintained
that it was the Cucurbita

—

Elkerra, and not the Castor-oil

tree. El keroa—which provided shade for the prophet.

In Palestine the vernacular names are almost iden-

tical in sound, ' Kurah ' being the Gourd, ' Khurwah 'the

Castor- oil tree. But the Gourd is very commonly em-
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plo3'ed in Palestine for ihe purpose of shading aibours.

Its rapid growth and large leaves render it admirably
adapted for tiaining on trellis- work. In the warmer
parts of America also, it is the favourite plant for

shading arbouis ; and so rapid is its growth that it will

often shoot a foot in a da}-. In the gardens abont Sidon
many an arbonr of gourds may be seen. But the plant
withers as lapidly as it shoots, and after a storm or any
injury to the stem, its fruit may be seen hanging from
the leafless tendrils, which so lately concealed it, a type
of melancholy desolation.

Now, we are expressly told in the history that Jonah

CUCUMIS PEOrilETARUJI.

'made him a booth,' and that after it was made God
prepared the 'Jtikayon' to cover it. This is exactly the

office of the Gourd. Jonah had erected his fragile lodge

of boughs, whose leaves would rapidly wither, and a

further shade would be required. Then the tendiils of

the Gourd would seize the boughs and provide shelter

for the prophet. But no one who knows the Hicinus

can conceive it affording any shelter over an existing

arbour, nor has it the qualities of rapid growth and
sudden decay so characteristic of the Gourd.

Gourd, A\ ild.—The word ' palclcnoth,' from a root sig-

nifying ' to burst,' is translated ' wi\d gourd ' in 2 Kings
iv. 38-40 :

" Elisha came again to Gilgal : and there

was a dearth in the land. . . . And one went out into
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the field to gather herbs, and found a wild vine, and
gathered thereof wild gourds his lap full, and came and
shred them into the pot of pottage : for they knew them
not. So they poured out for the men to eat. And it

came to pass, as they were eating of the pottage, that

they cried out, and said, O thou man of God, there is

death in the pot. And they could not eat thereof.''

We may observe that this Wild Gourd is spoken of as

the fruit of a wild vine, i.e., of a creeping plant having
vine-shaped leaves and tendrils, just as the word Vino
has been provincially applied in our own language as

CITKULLUS COLOCYNTHUS.

a generic term for creeping plants with tendrils, eg.

'grape-vine,' 'melon-vine,' in the dialect of the West
Indian negroes.

There are many species of the Gourd family wild in

Palestine. We found Ciicumis proplietariim, the Globe

Cucumber; CitruUus colocyntlms, the Colocynth ; and Ecba-

Uum elaterium, the Squirting Cucumber. I conceive that

though the Squirting Cucumber will answer the require-

ments of the text, yet that the Colocynth is undoubtedly

the plant in question. The Sqnirting Cucumber is not

so bitter, nor does it bear the same resemblance to the

good fruit. Besides, it is common over the whole country,
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and ought to have beeu well known to the prophet's

servant. Now Elisha, we read, had just come down
to Gilgal, between Jericho and the Dead Sea, and
doubtless the gatherer of the pottage would be his

attendant who had accompanied him from the npper
country. The Colocynth grows most abundantly on the

barren sands near Gilgal, and all round the Dead Sea

on the low fiats, covei-ing much ground with its tendrils,

which reach a prodigious length, and bearing great

quantities of fruit. AVe never saw the Colocjmth else-

where. Indeed, it is exclusively a plant of the dry and
barren sandy deserts : or growing on volcanic sand, as

at Pantellaria. An inhabitant of the upper country

3ould not, therefore, be expected to recognise it, but
.vould be attracted at once by the beautiful appearance

of the fiuit, and gather it eagerly for the Wild Melon, or

?umpkin.
Near Engedi we saw enormous quantities of the Citrul-

lus colocynthus, which has a palmate, vine-like leaf, and is a

very beautiful-looking fruit, of the size and colour of an

orange. The pulp inside rapidly dries when it is ripe, and
forms a powder, the well known bitter and drastic medi-

cine. It is also used to make touch- paper by the Arabs.

Another argument in favour of the Colocynth is that

the same word, in the masculine gender, '' peJclcaim,^ is

used to describe some of the ornaments in Solomon's

Temple, translated ' knops ': '' The cedar of the house
within was carved with knops and open flowers"

(1 Kings vi. 18). "Under the brim of the brazen sea

round about there were knops compassing it. . . . The
knops were cast in two rows, when it was cast " (vii. 24).

The form of the Colocynth would suggest an elegant

ornament, which could scarcely have been adapted from
the shape of the other fruit suggested.

Grass.—Several words are so translated. ' Tered,'

occurring in Numb. xxii. 4 :
" Now shall this company

lick up all that are round about us, as the ox licketh

up the grass of the field," and in many other passages

means simply that which is green, ' heibage.'

Desher, or ' green grass,' is the word most exactly

answering to ' grass,' and is used in contradistinction

to cliatzir, 'dry fodder,' or 'fodder' generally, and to

eshcb, ' herbs/ fit for the use of man. Thus in Gen. i.

li, 12: "I<et the earth bring forth grass (desher), the
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herb (esJieh) yielding seed. , . . And the earth brought
forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind." It

is the word most commonly expressed by grass in our
version.

Chatzir is tianslated ' grass ' in the following passages .

There "shall be grass with reeds and rushes " ^^Isa. xxxv.

7). " All flesh is grass, and all the goodliness thereof is as

the flower of the field. The grass withereth, the flower

fadeth " (ch. xl. 6, 7). " They shall spring up as among
the grass, as willows by the water-courses " (ch. xliv. 4).

*' The son of man which shall be made as grass"

(ch. li. 12). The word is derived from a root meaning
' to be green,' and is evidently a generic term [see

Hay], including whatever grows in pastures suitable for

the food of cattle.

In a country with so many various climates and soils

as Palestine, there is, of couise, great variety in the

natural grasses. My own collection contains about
seventy species, probably not more than half of those to

be found there, especially as w^e collected scarcely any
on the maritime plains. Yet true pastures, like those of

England, are very few, and of artificial grasses there are

none. The grasses of Palestine may be divided into three

groups : (l.j Those of the bare downs, such as the south
country of Judah, short and close, springing up after

the rains and continuing but a short time. These are

for the most part species belonging to Arabia and the

drier parts of North Africa. (2.) The gi-asses of the

coast plains, containing many South European and a few
British species, growing tall and luxuriant in spring,

and forming a rank meadow for a short time, and then
after the seed has ripened continuing to grow an after-

grass from below, and afi"ording herbage more or less

throughout the year. (3.) The grasses of the Jordan
valley and the Dead Sea basin are very peculiar, seldom
becoming turf-like, or compact in growth, shooting up
in early spring with the greatest luxuriance, and then
as rapidly seeding and dying down, scorched and burnt
up at once, and leaving for the rest of the year no other

trace of their existence than the withered and straggling

stems from which the seeds and their sheath have long

been shaken. They are for the most part Arabian
species, some North African and Sicilian, and even (^as

Pennisetum cenchroides) South Afi'ican species.
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IT AY.—The word ' cliatzir' which has been mentioned
as snmetimes translated ' grass,' is twice rendered ' hay':
•' The hay (^chatzlr) appeareth, and the tender grass

sheweth itself" (Prov. xxvii. 25). "The hay is

withered away, tlie grass faileth, there is no green thing
"

(Is, XV. 6). In neither passage dues the Hebrew mean
' liay ' in our sense of the term, but rather the tall stems
or blades of grass.

There is no liay in the East, i.e., the grass is never cut

green, artificially dried with the juices in it, and stored

for winter use. Yet the grass is cut with the scythe for

the stalled cattle, whether the withered stalks, or, as

we have sometimes seen, a considerable quantity cut

green and laid in a hea]) for future use. So it was also

mown of old, as we find by various allusions :
" They

shall soon be cut down like the grass, and wither as

the green herb " (Ps. xxxvii. 2). " He shall come down
like rain upon the mown grass" (Ps. Ixxii. 6). " Grass
upon the house-tops, which withereth afore it groweth
up : wherewith the mower fiUeth not his hand; nor he
that bindeth sheaves his bosom" (Ps. cxxix. 6, 7).

' Dried grass,' or ' hay,' is expressed by another word
in Hebrew, chashash, which is translated 'chaff' in the

only two passages in whicb it occurs. It is fi'om a root

signifying ' to be dry ': " As the fire devoureth the

stubble, and the flame consumeth the chaff " (Isa. v. 24),
" Ye shall conceive chaff, ye shall bring forth stubble

"

(ch, xxxiii. 11). The word is connected with the

Arabic chesMsh, which they apply in North Africa to

the dry, juiceless herbage of the desert (ready made
hay) as distinguished from the fresh grass of better

soils. The after-grass, or second crops, after the mow-
ing is spoken of in Amos vii. 1 :

" Behold, he formed
grasshoppers in the beginning of the shooting up of the

latter growth ; and, lo, it was the latter growth after the

king's mowings."
We can hardly leave the subject of grass and hay with-

out noticing the frequency of the scriptural imagery, some
instances of which have been quoted above, taken from
.he grass, of the transitory character of man's existence

here. *My heart is smitten and withered like grass,' is

a comparison perpetually before the mind of psalmist

and prophet. In our moist, northern climate, its force

is scarcely seen, for our verdure is almost perpetual, and
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m winter the meadows are not colourless. Bui let a
traveller ride over the downs of Bethlehem in February,
one spangled carpet of brilliant flowers, and again in

May, when all traces of verdure are gone ; or let him
push his horse through the deep solid growth of clovers

and grasses in the Valley of the Jordan in the early

spring, and then return and gallop across a brown, hard-
baked, gaping plain in June, with only here and there
the withered stems of thistles and centaureas to tell that
life had ever existed there, and the scriptural imagery
will come home to him with ten-fcjld power. The
beauty is gone, the giass is withered, the flower is faded,

a brown and dusty desert has supplanted a lovely garden.
Hemlociv.—The translation in our version in Plos. x. 4

of rosh, elsewhere ' gall,' and supposed to be the poppy.
[See Gall.] In Amos vi. 12, " Ye have turned judgment
into gall, and the fruit of righteousness into hemlock,"
Hemlock stands for La'anah, ' Wormwood ' [which see].

Herbs.—Various Hebrew words are so translated.

About most of them there is no question, and they are
admitted to be general terms: but in 2 Kings iv. 39,
" One went out into the field to gather herbs

;"

Isa. xviij. 4, "Like a clear heat upon herbs;" and
xxvi. 19, "Thy dew is as the dew of herbs," where
alone the word d7-oth occurs, some particular plant is

believed to be signified.

Several commentators with some show of reason con-
sider that oroth is the ' Colewort ' and other plants of the
Cabbage tribe, while others suggest ' Mallows.' It seems
very probable that Colewort, or Cabbage, not otherwise
mentioned, is the true rendering.

Hyssop. Heb. ezob, Gr. vWcotto?.—Few biblical plants
have caused more discussion than the Hyssop. Celsius
has devoted no less than forty-two pages to the question
without arriving at any satisfactoiy conclusion. In this

respect the knowledge of Solomon has certainly been
lost. One difficulty arises from the Septuagint having
translated ezob always by wo-coTros, vvhile it is possible

they merely took their rendering from the similarity of

the words in sound.

But even then it is uncertain what the Greek Hyssop
was, though most botanists believe it to have been a
species of Satureia, a labiate plant, allied to the Mint
(S. grceca). One species, Satureia ihymbra, we found abun-
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dart on IMonnt Carmel. Others have suggested the Mslt-
jorRmiOrigamim ce(jy2Aiacum). But though St. Paul, in
speaking of the Tlyss^op of purification, adopts the com-
mon rendering of the Greek version (II eb. ix. 19), it

seems most probable, fiom a comparison of the passages
in which it is mentioned, that tlie ezoh was not either a
mint or a marjoram, but the Caper (CajJjmris sjjinosa).

Hvssop. (Copparis sjnnosa.')

Hyssop was used to sprinkle the door-posts of the

Israelites in Egypt Avith the blood of the paxchal lamb

:

"Ye shall take a bunch of hyssop, and dip it in the
blood that is in the bason, and strike the lintel and the
two side posts with the blood that is in the bason"
(Ex. xii. 22). It was employed in the purification of

lepers and leprous houses (Lev. xiv. 4, 6, 51) ; and in

the sin-offering of the red heifer (Numb. xix. 6, 18).
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From its use in the pnrification of tlie leper, and in t]ie

ssin-ofteriDg, the Psalmist applies it typically to the

purification of the soul fiom guilt: "Purge me with
hyssop, and I shall be clean " (Ps. li. 7).

If the Hyssop of the New Testament be the same,

we have it mentioned in John xix. 29 :
" They filled a

spunge with vinegar : and put it upon hyssop, and put
it to his mouth "

; while St. Matthew (xxvii. 48) and St.

Mark (xv. 36) do not mention the Hyssop, but state

they " put it on a I'eed." The Hyssop, therefore, must
have had a stalk of some length, unless it were a bunch
of twigs fastened to the end of a stick, on which the

sponge was placed.

Putting together all the passages in which Hyssop is

mentioned, we find that it was a plant that grew in

Egypt; that it grew also in the desert of Sinai, and in

Palestine ; that it grew out of chinks in walls and cliffs,

for Solomon " spake of trees, from the cedar tree that is

in Lebanon even unto the Lyssop that springeth out ol

the wall " (1 Kings iv. 33) ; and that it was capable of

producing a stem three or four feet in length. All these

requirements meet in the Caper (Ca^JjKiris spinosa),SiTid a

further argument is the similarity of the Arabic name
of the Caper to the Hebrew ezob, El asaf.

The Caper grows plentifully on the ruins and on the

sandy desert tracts of Egypt. It is a striking featuie in

the Sinaitic desert. Dean Stanley remarks : "The lasaf,

or asaf, the caper plant, the bright green creeper, which
climbs out of the fissures of the rocks in the Sinaitic val-

leys, has been identified on groimds of great probability

with the hyssop or ezob of Scripture, and thus explains

whence came the green branches used, even in the desert,

for sprinkling the water over the tents of the Israelites."

In the deserts of Korth Africa, where it is known b}^

the same name, El asaf, the Caper is sometimes a very
striking object. After travelling for many hours with-
out detecting a green leaf, I have been often arrested on
entering some desolate and thirsty gorge, by the largo

patches of the deepest green which clung here and there

to the sides of the cliffs, in startling contrast with all

around, and without the slightest trace of moisture
whence life and verdure could be nourished.

In the Holy Land, we saw the Caper hanging from the
walls of Jerusalem, and especially round the Harem, the

X
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old temple area. It also clings to the steep rocks in the

gorge of the Kedron, particularly in the desolate portion
between Marsaba and the Dead Sea. On the face of the

IMoiint of Temptation overhanging Jericho, the Caper
ivas letting down its festoons of beautiful blossom in

tiie month of January. I also found it in the gorge of

the Litany or Leontes. On the sandy plain between
Jericho and the Jordan, at the south-east end of the

Dead Sea, and in the Plains of Sliittim, we found grow-
ing plentifully on the ground the variety which has
been distinguished as Cajpparis CBgyptiaca, and the trailing

branches were often three or four feet long.

The Caper is always pendent on the rocks or trailing

on the ground. The stem has short recurved spines

below the junction of each leaf. The leaves are oval, of

a glossy green, and in the wai'mer situations are ever-

gi-een. The blossom is very open, loose, and white,
with many long lilac antlers. The fruit is a large pod,

about the size and shape of a walnut. It is the bud of

the flower that is pickled and exported as a sauce.

Professor Poyle, referring to Pliny, states, that the
Caper has always been supposed to possess cleansing
properties, especially in cutaneous disorders.

Several authors, as- quoted by Celsius, consider the
word translated ' desire ' in Eocl. xii. 5 (" The grass-

hopper sliall be a burden, and desire shall fail ") to mean
' the Caper,' i.e., that the Caper, which was eaten befoi'e

meals as a provocative to appetite, shall fail to stimulate
the declining powers of the aged, for man goeth to his

long home. The word does not elsewhere occur.

Ladanum.—There are two words in Hebrew which
are translated ' myrrh,' mor and lot. About the first

there is no question [see Myrrh]. Lot is admitted by
almost all ciitics to mean Ladanum. the gum or exudation
of the Cistus, or Eock-rose, of which there are several

species abundant in Palestine. The word only occurs
twice in the Old Testament, in the Book of Genesis :

" Behold, a company of Ishmeelites came from Gilead
with their camels bearing spiceiy and balm and myrrh
(lot), going to carry it down to Egypt " (ch. xxxvii. 25);
" Carry down the man a present, a little balm, and a

little honey, spices, and myrrh (lot), nuts, and almonds
"

(ch. xliii. 11). It is evident lot cannot be myrrh,
which is not an indigenous product of Gilead or Pales-
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tine. It is identical with the Arabic ladan, whence
the Latin and English names of the gum, Ladanuni, ob-
tained from the Oistus.

The Cistus has been supposed to be the ' Eose of

Sharon ' of Cant. ii. 1, though it is scarcely characteristic

of the plain, being rather the plant of the hills. The
Cistinece are well known in our gardens, and there are

several species of the genus Helianthemum, belonging to

this order, wild in England, though much inferior in

size and beauty to those of Palestine.

v,r^^^^^^-

LADANUM. (Cistus crcticus.)

Mount Carmel especially abounds in the Cistus, which
in April covers some of the barer parts of the mountain
with a glow not inferior to that of the Scottish heather.
We obtained three species. One of them, Cistus vilhsus,

is very beautiful, blooming freely, with a large loose
pink blossom about twice the size of a wild rose.

Another, C. salvifolius. is also very plentiful on Carmel,
with whitish yellow bloom. Both species seem often to
vary into pure white. C. creticus is also a very common
species throughout the Levant, and has a large rose-
coloured flower. None of them exceed a foot or two in
height. From all the«e Ladanum is obtained ; and even

X 2
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in our colder climate, the leaves of the dillerent species of

Cistus are clammy with tliis exudation in sunny weather.

Ladanum is to be purchased in the Syrian bazaars,

but we could not ascertain that it is now gathered in

Palestine, though it is collected in the Greek islands.

it is said by Herodotus to have been first discovered by

Arab bhepherds, who noticed it sticking to the beards

of their goats when they had been feeding on the Cistus.

Consequently, the instrument with which it is collected

is on the principle of a goat's beard ; and an old traveller,

160 years ago, gives an interesting account of the manner

in which the gum was gathered in the Island of Candia,

together with a figure of the tool—a sort of rake with a

fringe of long strips of stuff, which is swept over the

plant while the sun is hot. The thongs are afterwards

carefully scraped of the gummy matter adhering to them.

He adds, that a man will gather more than two pounds

weight in a dsij {Toiirnefort s Voyages, voL i. pp. 79-81).

A similar method is employed by the shepherds to

collect gum tragacanth.

There is reason to believe that the collecting of these

gums has become an object of much less importance

within the last centur}^ The demand in Europe has

much diminished from their declining repute in the

modern Pharmacopoeia. Gum ladanum, though with a

very much more agreeable odour than opium, has the

same qualities in a slight degree, whence the name of

laudanum has been applied to the decoction of opium.

Lekks. Heb. liliatzir (^Allium porrum).—?>Ientioned, in

Numb. xi. 5, among the vegetables which the Israelites

had enjoyed in Egypt, and for which they longed in the

wilderness. The word ' liliatzir ' occurs repeatedly else-

where in the Old Testament, and is rendered in other

passages ' herbs ' or ' grass '—no doubt, rightly—as it is

derived from a root signifying to be green. But all the

old versions and commentators agree in taking it to

stand for * leeks ' in the passage in Numbers. The grass-

like leaf and form, and the green colour of the Leek,

render the name ' liliatzir ' appropriate enough.

The Leek was a very favourite vegetable of the Egyp-

tians—indeed it was reverenced by them as sacred ;
and

they are ridiculed by a Eoman satirist for giowing their

gods in their gardens. It is still largely cultivated both

in Egypt and Palestine and is eaten raw with bread.
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Some modern writers, adhering to the general signifi-

cation of ' liliatzir^ ' grass,' have suggested that a species of

Lucerne largely used as salad {Trigonella foenum-circecum)

is intended. No doubt this is eaten, as it is difficult to

say what plants, not poisonous or acrid, are not eaten

in the varied salads of Orientals ; but the conjecture

seems unnecessary.

Lentiles. Heb. 'adashim (Ervum lens).—The red

pottage for which Esau was induced tu sell his birth-

right was made of lentiles :
" Jacob gave Esau bread

and pottage of lentiles" (Gen. xxv. 34). We find len-

tiles incidentally mentioned in three other passages.

" Beans, and lentiles, and parched pulse" were among
the supplies brought to David in Gilead when he fled

from Absalom (2 Sam. xvii. 28). " The Philistines were

gathered together into a troop, where was a piece of

ground full of lentiles" (xxiii. 11). They were among

the ingredients of the typical bread the prophet was
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commanded to make : "Take thou also unto thee ....
beans and lenliles .... and make thee bread thereof"

(Ez. iv. 9).

The Lentil (Ervum lens) is a species of Vetch, very
like some of our wild sorts, especially the Tine-tare, and
is much cultivated on the poorer soils in Palestine. It

is often grown in olive-yards and on bare hill-sides. In

some parts of the country it is the predominant crop, but
the yield is very scanty. The Arabic name 'Adas is exactly

the same as the Hebrew. There are several varieties re

cognised, and the Red Lentil is considered the best. We
have eaten it mixed with meal for bread ; but it is more
generally used as a pottage, or cooked as the Spaniards

cook haricot beans, stewed with oil, and flavoured with
red pepper. It is by no means an unsavoury disli.

The Lentil harvest is later than the Wheat. The planta

are cut and threshed out like com.
Lily.—The Heb. word sliusan, thus translated, occurs

in the following passages :
" I am the rose of Sharon,

and the lily of the valleys. As the lily among thorns,

so is my love among the daughters " (Cant. ii. 1, 2).

" My beloved . . . feedeth among the lilies" (id. ii. 16).
" Thy two breasts are like two .young roes that are twins
which feed among the lilies " (id. iv. 5). " His lips like

lilies, dropping sweet smelling myrrh" (id. v. 13).
" My beloved is gone down into his garden .... to

gather lilies. . . . He feedeth among the lilies " (id. vi.

2, 3). " Thy belly is like a heap of wheat set about with
lilies" (id. vii. 2). "He shall grow as the lily" (Hos.
xiv. 5). The Lily was also one of the devices round the

brim of the brazen sea in the Temple of Solomon :
" The

brim thereof was wa-ought like the brim of a cup, with
flowers of lilies" (1 Kings vii. 2(i

; 2 Chron. iv. 5).

In the IS'ew Testament the Lily (/cptVov) is pointed

out for our admiration by our Lord :
" Why take ye

thought for raiment ? Consider the lilies of the field,

how they grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin

:

and yet I say unto you, That even Solomon in all his

glory was not arrayed like one of these " (Matt. vi. 28,

29 ; Luke xii. 27).

There has been much discussion as to what particular

flower, if any, is designated by these names. The Arabs
have the same word ' Susan,'' which I have found the

peasantry apply to any brilliantly-coloured flower at all
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reseml'ling a Lily, as to the tulip, anemone, ranimculus.
We may fairly infer from our Lord's allusion that this

Lily was abundant near the Plain of Gennesaret, where
the sermon on the Mount was delivered, and that it was
brilliantly coloured, for it surpassed the robes of Solomon
in glory. That it was red we judge from the comparison
with the lips of the beloved. Eapid growth seems to be

implied by the expression in Hosea ; and in the Song of

Solomon it is spoken of as flourishing in valleys, as

springing up among the thorny shrubs, as growing in

the plains where the gazelles (roes) pasture, and as cul-

tivated in gardens. Now, though many plants of the

Lily tribe flourish in Palestine, none of them give a pre
dominant character to the flora. They are generally

few and far between. The White Lily we do not knovt

as a native. The only true Lily I have noticed is Lilium

chalcedonicum, the Ked Turk's-cap Lily of our gardens, and
it is not common.

There are, however, many other plants which would,
in popular language, be called 'lilies.' The Irises are

many in species, and some of them of wondrous beauty.

Pre-eminent is one which grows in Tabor, through
Galilee, and in the marshes of the Huleh, and which
has been mentioned in glowing terms by Dr. Thomson.
The species is undetermined, but the blossom is dark
puiple and white and therefore does not meet the re-

<piiiements of the Lily. There are many other species

of Iris, among them the little Iris caucasicum, in the bare
highlands of the south ; Iris sisijrhincliium, and four or

five others, in Galilee. The beautiful Gladiolus hyzan-

tinus, of many shades of purple and dark red, is very
abundant in the corn fields and olive yards throughout
the whole country. The Narcissus is not common,
though at least one species (N. tazetta) is found, and
on the tops of the mountains the lovely blue Ixclirion

montanum. The Asphodels are very abundant on all

the plains, but they have no beauty by which to claim

a place among the Lilies. There are also many Squills

—

Scilla autumnalis, and others ; the Grape-hyacinth (3Ius-

cari racemosum), and another species : some beautiful

Fritillaries {Fritillaria persica) on the plains, and another

(new ?) species among the snows of Hermon and Le-

banon. The Star of Bethlehem has been already men-
tioned [see Dove's Dung]; but none of these can claim
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to be the Shiisliaii. The Tulip is more probable than any
which have been named, from its localit}^ colour, and
abundance. The prevailing species is Tulipa gesneriana,

of a brilliant red, which grows profusely scattered over

many parts of the country, both on the Plain of Genne-
saret and on Iho hill-sides, pushing forth from crevices

among the stones. Yet none of these bulbs give a general

hue to the ground carpet.

ANEMONE CORONAEIA.

The true floral glories of Palestine are the Pheasant's

Eye, the Eannnculus, and the Anemone, but especially

the latter. The Anemone coroi.aria, well known in our

gardens, of various colours, lilac, white, and red, but

most generally a brilliant scarlet, is the flower which,

as the most gorgeously painted, the most conspicuous

in spring, and the most rmiversally spread of all the

floral treasures of tbe Holy Laud, 1 should feel inclined

to fix on as ' tlic lily of the field ' of our Lord's discourse.
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It is foiind everywhere, on all soils, and in all situatioll^

It covers the Mount of Olives, it carpets all the plains,

nowhere does it attain a more luxurious growth than

by the shores of the Lake of Galilee. In the olive yards

of Ephraim, on the bare hills of Kazareth alike, there is

no part of the country where it does not shine. Certainly

if, in the wondrous richness ofbloom which characterizes

the land of Israel in spring, any one plant can claim

pre-eminence, it is the Anemone, the most natural flower

for our Lord to pluck and seize upon as an illustration,

whether walking in the fields, or sitting on the hill-side.

The Anemone also meets every requirement of the allu-

sions in Canticles, and is one of the flowers called Susan

by the Arabs.

Almost a rival of the Anemone in brillianc}^ though
less common and smaller, is the scarlet Mammculiis asia-

ticus, and, in the open fields and plains of the Jordan, the

large i'heasant's Eye (^Adonis palesiina).

The White A\'ater Lily \Nymphcea alba), and the

Yellow Water Lily ( Nujyhar lutea), are both abundant
in the marshes of the Upper Jordan, but have no con-

nection with the Lily of Scriptuie. Still less can Ave

adipit the claim of the purple flowers of the wild Arti-

choke, which have been advanced. However beautiful

-•vhen in blossom, it is a piickly thistle, and probably al-

luded to as such ; nor could it ever have been recognised

as a Lily. On the whole, I believe that if we are to assign

the glory of the Lily to any one flower, the claims of the

scarlet Anemone are pre-eminent.

LiNEx. Fine Lixkx.—Three words commonly repre

sent ' linen ' in the Hebrew, besides others which only

occur once or twice. One of them, ' sesh,' 'fine linen,'

was by some supposed to be ' silk.' ' Bad ' is always ren-

dered 'linen,' and 'hutz,' which occurs very frequently
* tine linen,' as is its equivalent /3va(ro<s in the ISew Tes-

tament. Some wn-iters have supposed that cotton is in-

tended. But we have no proof that cotton was known
to the Egyptians at that early period, nor is it found in

the mummy cloths. Still less ground is there for the

conjecture that silk was then known so far west. All

the words most probably appl}^ to the produce of flax of

different qualities. [See Cotton and Flax."j

Mallows, Heb. malluach, occurs only once, where
Job, describing the most abject and miserable of the-

X 3
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people, says :
*' \\'lio cut up mallows by the busliefe, aud

juniper roots for their moat" (Job xxx. 4). The word
has reference, if we may judge from its derivation,

either to some plant growing in salt places, or of a salt

taste. Some, with the translators of our Bible, under-
stand the Mallow, Malm, of wliich there are many
species, and which is used as a potherb by the poor.

Mr. Houghton (in Smitlis Dictionary of the Bible) refers

to a statement of a traveller, who, in going from Aleppo
to Jerusalem in IGOO, says :

" We saw many poor people
gathering mallows and three-leaved grass (clover), and
asked them what they did with it ; and they answered
that it was all their food, and they did eate it. Then
we took pity on them and gave them bread, which the}'

received very joyfully, and blessed Ciod that there was
bread in the world, for they had not seen bread the

space of many months."
Another plant suggested is the Jews' Mallow (Cor-

chorus trilocidaris), which we found common on the salt

plains near Jericho, But the best authorities are in

favour of a species of Sea Purslane (Atriplex halimus),

which grows abundantly on the shores of the Mediter-
ranean, in salt marshes, and also on the shores of the
Dead Sea still more luxuriantly. We found thickets of

it of considerable extent on the west side of the sea, and
it exclusively supplied us with fuel for many days. It

grows there to the height of ten feet—more than double
its size on the Mediterranean. It forms a dense mass
of thin twigs without thorns, has very minute purple
flowers close to the stem, and small, thick, sour-tasting

leaves, which could be eaten, as is the Atrijjlex hortensis,

or Garden Orache, but it would be very miserable food.

Mandrakes. Heb. duddtm, i.e., love-jilants.—The Man
drake grew both in Mesopotamia and Palestine, as wo
learn from the passages where it is mentioned :

'• Reuben
went in the days of wheat harvest, and found mandrakes
in the field, and brought them unto his mother Leah.
Then Piachel said to Leah, Give me, I pray thee, of thy
son's mandrakes " (Gen. xxx. 14). " The mandrakes give
a smell, and at our gates are all manner of pleasant
fruits" (Cant. vii. 13).

The Mandrake (JSlandraffora officinalis) is of the family
Solanacece (to which the Potato belongs), and is a jDlaut

of very peculiar appearance. It sends up in early spring
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a broad disk of leaves, lying flat on the ground, some-

what like those of the Primrose, but more than double

their size, being a foot in length and four inches wide.

In the centre of these come out the blossoms singly,

some with a stalk two or three inches long, some with

scarcely anv stem. They are cup-shaped, of a rich purple

colour. The fruit is of the size of a large plum, quite

round, yellow, and full of soft pulp. It has a peculiar,

JiANDEAKE. (Mandrogora officinalis.)

but decidedly not unpleasant, smell, and a pleasant,

sweet taste. It is said to be a soporific, but I have often

eaten it without feeling any somnolent effects. The
root is a long tap, frequently forked.

The Mandrake has been the subject of many strange

superstitions. It was said that it resembled the shape
of a man, and that it shrieked and groaned when dug
up; that the usual mode of procuring it was by tying a
dog to the plant, whose struggles tore it up, but that the

dog.was killed by the shrieks!
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The Mandrake is universally distributed in all pai-fs

of Palestine, and its fiuit is much valued by the natives,

who still hold to the belief, as old as the time of Eachel,
that when eaten it ensures conception. It is a very
striking-looking plant, and at once attracts attention,

from the size of its leaves and tlie nnnsual appearance
of its blossom. We found it in flower at Christmas in

warm situations, and gathered the fruit in April and
]\ray. Wheat harvest is, therefore, the period of its

ripening generally.

There have been objections raised on the passage in

Canticles, that the smell of the Mandrake is unpleasant

,

but this is not the case to most persons, and the Orientals

maintain that in matters of perfume tlie Franghi ( West
erns) are naturally deficient, and have bad noses,

(^ertainly, smells which pass for indifferent in the East,

are intolerable to an European, while the Oriental, even
of the poorest, will lavish money on scents which to us
are pungent or sickly. The Mandrake, how^ever, varies

much according to the climate wdiere it is grown.
Meloxs (Heb. ahattidiim) are only mentioned once, in

Numb. xi. 5, among the good things of Egypt, which the
children of Israel remembered and regretted in the
wilderness. No refreshment is more grateful under the

bui-ning sun of the desert than a slice of melon; and
well might the people in the wilderness long for the
cooling luxury.

There are two very distinct fruits of the Cucumber
family included under the name Melon— the Water
.Alelon (Gacurbita citruUus), and the Flesh Melon (Cucumis
melo). Both are very largely cultivated in Palestine and
Fgypt, and large quantities of w^ater melons are ex-

l)orted fiom Jaffa. Jri Egypt the Melon forms no incon-
siderable item in the food of the poor. In w^arm climates
the Flcbh Melon grows to a much greater size than in

our hotbeds, but from carelessness in the cultivation is

much inferior in flavour. The Water Melon, which is

grown more extensively than the other, attains an enor-

mous size, often exceeding thirty pounds in weight. The
interior is solid, the flesh of a pink hue interspeised with
black seeds. It is very cold to the taste, watery, and
without much flavour, and serves for drink as Avell as

food. There is a succession of fruit from ]May to Kovem
ber in PaloBtine.
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MiLLKT, Heb. dochan, is only once mentioned among
the many ingredients which Ezekiel was commanded to
take and mingle for his bread: " Take thou also nnto
thee wheat, and barley, and beans, and Jentiles, and millet,

VASKVil MILIACEtM

and fitches, and put them in one vessel, and make thee
bread thereof" (Ez. iv. 9), where it is evident that every
grain is enumei-ated, which was ordinarily used for bread.

There are two species of Millet commonly cultivated
in the East

:
Panicum miliaceum of botunibts, called at
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this day Dul:han, its Hebrew name, by the Arabs,

and Sorghum i-ulgare, known thi-oiigli Western Asia and

North Africa as Dhourrha. Both of them are cultivated

grasses, nearly allied, and both are grown in the Holy
J^and for bread. The seeds are very small, and are only

used in this country for biids. The pooler classes often

eat Millet uncooked in the East, and I have seen the

SOHGHLM \LLGAKE

pilgrims on the hadj, while going to Mecca, contentedly

make their evening meal of a few stems of Millet, un-

e(joked, without any preparation. Sweet cakes are often

made of the meal of Millet. The stem of both the

vS(jrghum and Tanicum is very tall, and the latter is

chiefly preferred in Palestine as fodder for cattle, being

less woody than the Sorghum. Sometimes it is cut green

for the horses, who are aho very fond of the straw,
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which is uiiich more tender than the barley straw on
which they are commonly fed.

Mint, Gr. 'RSvocrfxov, occurs only in the Xew Testa-

ment, as one of the insignificant garden lierbs, of which
the Jews were scrupulous in paying the tithe, while they

overlooked the moral law :
" \Voe unto you, Pharisees

!

for ye tithe mint and rue and all manner of herbs, and

MENTHA SYLVBSTUIS

pass over judgment and the love of God : these ought
3*0 to have done, and not to leave the other undone "

(Luke xi. 42) ; so Matt, xxiii. 23. Mint was commonly
used with their meat by the Jews, and is said to be one
of the bitter herbs eaten with the paschal lamb. There
are various species, wild and cultivated, in Palestine.

The common Wild Mint of the country is Mentha sylves-

tris^ which grows on all the hills, and is much larger than
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our Garden Mint (^Mentha sativa). The mints are akin

to the salvias, and belung to the Labiate family of plants.

MiiSTAiiD.—Mustard (Gr. o-tmTrt) does not occur in

the Old Testament. In the Xew Testament it is thiee

times mentioned by our Lord, on each occasion with
reference to the smallness of its seed. In the Parable

of the Mustard Seed, the growth of the kingdom of

heaven upon earth is compared to that of the Mustard

:

" The kingdom of heaven is like to a grain of mustard

seed, which a man took, and sowed in his field : which
indeed is the least of all seeds : but when it is grown,

it is the greatest among herbs, and becometh a tree, so

that the birds of the air come and lodge in the branches

thereof" (Matt. xiii. 31, 32). So also Mark iv. 31, 32
;

Luke xiii. 18, 19. Again, our Lord in reproving His
disciples for their unbelief, tells them, "If ye have faith

ds a grain of mustard seed, ye shall say unto this mountain,

Remove hence to yonder place ; and it shall remove

;

and nothing shall be impossible unto you " (Matt. xvii. 20).

On a subsequent occasion, when asked by His disciples

to increase their faith, He used a similar expression :

'' If ye had faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye might
say unto this sycamine tree. Be thou plucked up by the

root, and be thou planted in the sea; and it should obey
yeu" (Luke xvii. 6). From these passages it is evident

that ' small as a grain of mustard seed ' was a familiar

and proverbial expression, of which our Lord made use,

chough the phrase ' the least of all seeds' is hyperbolical,

there being many other seeds, like the poppy or the

i-ue, which are smaller. " The difficulty is not worth
making. In popular teaching the I^ord adhered to the

popular language."

The Common Mustard of Palestine is Sinayh nigtu, of

the order Cruciferce, the Black Mustard, which is found

ribundantly in a wild state, and is also cultivated in the

gardens for its seed. It is the same as our own Mustard,

Dut grows especially in the richer soils of the Jordan
valley to a much greater size than in this country. We
Qoticed its great height on tlie banks of the Jordan, as

have several other travellers ; and Dr. Thomson remarks

that in the Plain of Acre he has seen it as tall as a horse

and its rider. We were not in the maritime plain late

enough in the year to observe it there, but it is said in

autumn to gild the whole plain with its yellow blossom,
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as the Si'naj)is arvensis covers our corn fields. The plant
is too well known to require description.

A difiiculry has been raised against any Sinapis being
the mustard of the parable, because it is called ' a tree

'

and ' a great tree,' in the branches of which the fowls uf

the air lodge. But, in the tirst place, we must remem-
ber that the expression is a proverbial Oriental figure, in

which literal exactitude is not to be looked for ; and at the
same time that the Mustard is called ' a tree ' (SeVSpov),

it is expressly stated to be a ' herb,' a * garden herb
'

(koLxavov); and in comparison with the other herbs of

the garden which it so much surpasses in size, it is alone
called a 'tree,' though with respect to trees properly so

termed it could not be called one at all. Again, we
are told that " the birds of the air come and lodge in the
branches thereof." This does not mean, nor is there
the slightest ground for supposing it to mean, that the
birds build their nests in it, but simply that they lodge
or perch there, and settle in the branches of it ; as the
goldfinches and linnets do in flocks, for the sake of the
seed, of which they are very fond. The Greek word
merely means ' to settle ' or ' rest upon ' for a longer or

shorter time.

Much ingenuity has been expended in order to prove
that the Mustard is not a Sinapis at all, but a tree of

a totally ditierent order {Saluadora persica), called by the
Arabs Khardal, or Mustard tree, and which is a true tree.

But Dr. Hooker and Mr. Houghton have efiectually

disposed of its pretensions. 1 1 was first suggested by
H'by and Mangles, who found it growing in the Plain of

Safieh, at the south-east end of the Dead ISea, and observed
that its seeds were pungent like mustard, and were used
as such by the Arabs. The seed is much larger than
that of the Mustard. The ti-ee is about twenty-five feet

high, and, so far, would meet the requirements of the
expression in the Gospel.

it has further been stated to grow all along the course
of the Jordan and in the Plain of Gennesaret ; and there-

fore to have been likely to suggest itself to our Lord.
But there is no reason to believe that at any time it grew
by the Sea of Galilee, and very strong grounds for doubt-
ing that it could flourish there at ail. We met with it

where Irby and INlangies first discovered it, at the south-
east end of the Dead Sea, and at Engedi, where Dr. Hooker
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has recorded it ; but, thongh we made careful search, we
never saw it farther north. It is in fact one of the many
tropical plants M^hose northern limit is in these sultiy

nooks by the Dead Sea, like the Osher, and which never
spread farther north. The whole flora of Safieh and
Engedi is very different from anything about the Sea ui

Galilee, and none of these peculiar plants extend farther

up the Jordan valley than Jericho and Shittim, because
f]-om those points the depression of the \^alley becomes
i-apidly more elevated. It would be most improbable
that our Lord should three times use as an illustration

an almost foreign plant, which did not grow whei'e He
was, and which not one in a thousand of His hearers

could ever have seen. Moreover, the Salvadora idersica

could never be termed ' a herb.'

The whole discussion has in reality been founded on

the inaccurate statement of a former traveller, that he
had seen the ISalvadora all along the banks of the Jordan,

by the Lake of Tiberias, and at Damascus.
Nettles.—Two Hebrew words are translated ' nettles.'

(1.) Kimmosh. In the prophecy concerning Edom :

" Thorns shall come up in her palaces, nettles and
brambles in the fortresses thereof " (isa. xxxiv. 13). And
of Israel :

" Egj-pt shall gather them up, JNIemphis shall

bury them : the pleasant places for their silver, nettles

shall possess them : thorns shall be in their tabernacles

(Hos. ix. 6). Another form of the same word occurs in

Prov. xxiv. 30, 31, where it is translated 'thorns' : "I went

by the field- of the slothful . . . and, lo, it was all grown

over with thorns (Jcimmeshonim), and nettles {charulim)

had covered the face thereof."

All commentators agree that this is the Sting-nettle

{Urtica), of which there are several species in Palestine.

The most common is Urtica pilulifera, a tall and vigorous

plant, often six feet high, the sting of which is much
more severe and irritating than that of our common
I^^ettle. It particularly affects old ruins, as near Tell

Hum (Capernaum ?), Beisan (Bethshean), the ruined

Khan by the bridge over the Jordan, and forms a most

annoying obstacle to the employer who wishes to investi-

gate the old remains.

(2.) Heb. charul Of the meaning of this word there

is more doubt. It occurs in the passage from the Pro-

verbs just quoted, ' nettles.' Also when Job, .speaking
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of the outcasts by whom he was had in derision, says

:

" Among the bushes they brayed, under the nettles

(charul) they were gathered together " (ch. xxx. 7). And
in Zeph. ii. 9 :

" Moab shall be as Sodom, and the

children of Ammon as Gomorrah, even the breeding of

nettles, and saltpits, and a perpetual desolation."

The charul would appear to be different from the
ordinary Nettle, since in Prov. xxiv. 31, it is mentioned
along with it. It cannot be a shrub, like the Zizyjplms, or

Thorn tree, or the Paliurus aculeatus, or Christ Thorn,
because it is evidently spoken of by Solomon as a plant

of quick growth in the corn fields. It must have been of

gome size, from the passage in Job, where the outcasts

shelter under it. I am inclined to believe that it de-

signates the Prickly Acanthus (Acanthus spinosus), a very
common and troublesome weed in the Plains of Palestine,

and equally abundant among rnins, and which has not
been identified with any words translated ' thorns ' or
' briers.' We have often seen it in the Plain of Esdraelon
choking the corn, and reaching the height of six feet. Its

sting is most irritating and unpleasant, and well supports
the derivation of the Hebrew word, "that which burns."

[See Bramble, ad Jin.']

Onioxs (Heb. hetzalim) are enumerated among the

vegetables of Egypt, after which the Israelites yearned
in the wilderness, when they fell a-lusting :

" We re-

member the fish, which we did eat in Egypt freely;

the cucumbers, and the melons, and the leeks, and the
onions, and the garlick " (Numb. xi. 5). Herodotus
mentions the importance of Onions as an article of food
in Egypt. Nor are they less cultivated now in every
garden plot under the palm-trees round the villages of

the Nile. They are equally indispensable in the cookery
of Syria, and are grown everywhere, though not reaching
the size of those in Egypt, which equal the Portugal
Onion in bulk.

The Onion (Allium cepa) is much used by Orientals

when on a journey, in its raw state, and is considered
an excellent preservative against thirst. We may note
that all the vegetables named by the people in their

murmuring are those after which they would most
crave when oppressed by the scorching heat of the

desert, as being the most cooling and grateful in a dry
and thirsty land.
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Pannag.—The English version does not attempt tfl

render this word, which occurs only in Ez. xxvii. 17,

where, recounting the merchandise of Tyre, the prophet

says: "Judah, and the land of Israel, they were thy

merchants : they ti'aded in thy market wheat of Minnith,

and imnnag, and honey, and oil, and balm." Wheat of

lilinnith, a town near Kabbath Amnion, is the wheat of

the Belka, now so large an item in the trade of Acre,

and Pannag therefore is probably some indigenous pro-

duct. The only light we can obtain on the passage is

cast by the parallel account in Gen. xliii. 11, of the

precious commodities sent from Canaan to Egypt by
Jacob, where tragacanth and ladanum ('spices' and
' myrrh ') occur. Possibly Pannag may repie.sent some
spice of the country. Others have suggested Panax, or

Ginseng, an Indian drug. But this scarcely suits the

context. Others again have proposed to read Millet, an
important product of Palestine, of which bread was made.
This is the rendering of the Syriac version.

Pulse.—In Dan. i. 12, 16 we read :
" Let them give us

pulse to eat, and water to drink." " Thus Melzar took

away the portion of their meat .... and gave them
pulse." The word means simply ' seeds,' not necessarily

what we understand hy Pulse, as peas and other legu-

minous vegetables. It was simply a plain vegetable

diet that Daniel and his friends requested. The word
' Pulse ' occurs also in our version of 2 Sam. xvii. 28,
" Brought lentiles and parched pulse," where it is not in

the original, but is supplied by the translators, parched
corn having been supplied just before. They are pro-

bably correct, as parched peas are a favourite diet in the

East. Pulse or peas of many kinds are, and always were,

cultivated in Palestine.

Paper-reeds. [See Bulrush.]

Pricks. [See Bramble.]
IiEioD. [See Bulrush.]

IiOsE. KosE OF Sharon. Heb. chahatzeleth.—" I am the
rose of Sharon and the lily of the valleys " (Cant. ii. 1 ).

" The desert shall rejoice, and blossom as the rose" (isa.

xxxv. 1). The word is not met with elsewhere in the

Scriptures. From its derivation it is supposed to point

to some bulbous plant, and very probably to the Sweet-
scented Narcissus (Narcissus tazetta), a native of Palestine,

noticed by Hasselquist on the Plain of Sharon, arid by
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ourselves on tlie hills. Others have suggested the Crocus,

of which there ai-e many species very common ; but they
are deficient in perfume, and there is no bulb more
fragrant than the Narcissus ; it is, besides, one of which
the Orientals are passionately fond. While it is in

flower it is to be seen in all the bazaars, and the men as

well as the women at that season always carry two or

three blossoms, at which they are continually smelliug.

Dr. Thomson has suggetsted 'the Mallow,' which is

common enough on all the plains in summer, but it

can scarcely lay claim to such a poetic honour. If

any plant of that character were intended, the Holly-

hock, which grows throughout the country (Alihcea

acaidis, A. rosea, and A. cretica), and all the species of

which are noble-looking flowers, must be preferred.

On the whole, the Narcissus appears the best interpre-

tation.

The Eose of Sharon, properly so called, is a Cistus.

[See Ladanum.]
The liose is supposed to be referred to in the Apo-

crypha, where \\ isdom saj^s :
" I was exalted like a

palm tree in Engaddi, and as a rose plant in Jericho
"

(Ecclus. xxiv. 14). " Bud forth as a rose growing by
the brook of the field" (ch. xxxix, 13). "He was ....
as the flower of roses in the spring of the year, as lilies

by the rivers of waters " (ch. 1. 8). From the locality

of Jericho, and the situation by the waters, this Eose is

most probably the Oleander, the Bliododendron, or Tree-

rose of the Greeks, one of the most beautiful and
attractive plants of Palestine, which abounds in all the

warmer parts of the countr}^ by the side of pools and
streams, and flourishes especially at Jericho, where I

liave not seen our Eose. [See Willow.]
The so-called Rose of Jericho has nothing to do with

the scriptural allusions. It is a small ligneous cruci-

ferous plant (^Anastatica hierocJmntina), very inconspicuous,

looking like some withered twig, which growis in the

sand in the hot barren plains round the IJead Sea. It

derives its botanical name from its singular property of

opening its minute flowers when plunged into water
months after it has been gathered (Anasfatica, i.e., Eesur-

rection-flower, hierochuntina, i.e., of Jericho). It is sought
after as a relic by pilgrims. It is also found in the

sands of Egypt, unless the species there be ditil'erent.
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Rue.—This plant is mentioned as a garden herb in

Luke xi. 42 :
'' Woe unto you, Pharisees ! for ye tithe

mint and rue and all manner of herbs, and j^ass over
judgment and the love of God." In the parallel pas-

sage in St. Matt, xxiii. 23 rue is omitted, and anise and
cummin inserted. Kue (Trrjyavov) is a well known genus
of herbs (Lutacece), some of which are cultivated in our
gardens. We collected four species wild in Palestine.

liuta graveolens is cultivated. The most common wild
sort was Bufa hracteosa, a handsome species. Muta hux-

haumn, growing in moist meadows, is also a showy jolant.

Kue was formerly considered of great value as a dis-

infectant, and was consequently scattered in courts of

justice to protect the officials from the terrible gaol

fcA'er. The custom has still continued in capital cases

when sentence is passed.
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Rushes. [See Bulrush.]
Eye. Ileb. cussemeth.—The Hebrew word occurs in

the following passages :
" The wheat and the lie (^cusse-

meth) were not smitten : for they were not grown wp "

(Ex. ix. 32). "Doth he not .... cast in the principal

wheat and the appointed barley and the rie (cussemeth)

[marg. spelt] in their place?" (Isa. xxviii. 25) "Take
thou also unto thee wheat, and barley, and beans, and
lentiles, and millet, and fitches (cussemeth) [marg. spelt]

"

(Ez. iv. 9). There is little doubt of the correctness of

the marginal rendering, ' spelt,' the Arabic name of

which (chirsanai) is closely allied to the Hebrew. Eye
is not an Egyptian or Syrian giain, but rather a northern
plant. If grown there at all, it is in very small quanti-

ties, while Spelt is one of the ordinary cereals. Spelt,

Gr. ^ea, known by botanists as Triticum sj)elta, is closely

allied to Wheat, which it much resembles. The sheath

is coarser and rougher, and the beard long. It is of less

value than Wheat, and the flour is generally mixed with
that of W heat. The expression in Isa. (b. c), the barley

and the cussemeth in their place [or marg. bolder], is

supposed to imply that it was sown after the Wheat in

the borders or headlands of the fields.

Saffron.—Solomon, in describing a garden stowed with
all that was nioht beautiful and sweet, mentions among
its other products 'spikenard and safiron ' (Cant. iv. 14j.

This is the only passage in which the word occurs in the

Old Testament, but there can be no doubt of its meaning,
as the Arabic name of the Saffron (Kurhum) is similar

to the Hebrew Tcarhom, and denotes the Crocus sativus, or

Saffron Crocus, a well known bulb of the order Iridaceoi.

Many species of Crocus abound in Palestine, and the
Saffron has always been in high repute as a perfume.
In England Safiron is obtained exclusively from the
Crocus sativus, with a blue flower, for which the town of

Saffron Walden is celebrated. But in Syria other species

are equally esteemed for the purpose, and the stigmas of

all the blue sorts are collected indiscriminately. The
preparation of Saffron is very simple. The women and
children gather the pistil and stigma from the centre of

each flower. These are dried in the sun and then
pounded, when they are pounded Safl'ron, or are pressed
into small tablets before drying, when they form the
saffron cake of the bazaars of the East. AVe found Saffron
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a very useful condiment in travelling cooker}-, a very

small pincli of it giving not only a ricb yellow colour,

SAFFEOx. (Crocus sativiis.)

but an agreeable flavour to a dish of rice, or to an insipid

stew. The word ' saffron ' is simply the Arabic zafran,

i.e., yellow. The best Saffron is of an orange-red colour.

Soap.—Soap, a vegetable alkaline, is called in Hebrew
horith : " For though thou wash thee with nitie (nefher,

a mineral alkali), and take thee much sope, yet thine

iniquity is marked befoie me " (Jer. ii. 22). " But who
may abide the day of his coming? and who shall stand

when he appeareth ? for he is like a refiner's fire, and
like fullers' sope" (Mai. iii. 2).
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Potash has "been procured in Palestine from the very
earliest times from the abundance ofalkaline plants which
flourish both on the salt marshes near the coast, and on
the shores of tiie Dead Sea, especially from the various

species of Salicornia and Salsola : and an active trade in

potash, procured from these vegetables, in the same
manner as the kelp used to be burnt in the highlands of

Scotland, is still carried on from the ports of the Holy
Land.

SALSOLA KALI.

The first invention of glass by the Phoenicians on the
banks of the river Belus is connected with the alkali

still supplied in some quantity in that very neigh-
bourhood, and the Soap used in Greece and Egypt is

chiefly exported from Acre and Jafia. For ordinary
use, a soft soap, procured by boiling olive oil with
potash, is employed, for oil is there very much cheaper
than tallow.
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The Arabs of the tribes bordering on the Dead Sea
annually cut down the croj)s of Salsola and Salicornia and
burn them for alkali for exportation ; and an inferior

quality is supplied by the salt marshes near Jaffa and
Acre. The most important potash-yielding plants of

Palestine are the Salicornia friiticosa, on the Mediter-

ranean shores, and another species or variety (?) on the
shores of the Dead Sea. It has a smooth, glossy, jointed,

leafless stem, with great numbers of branchlets, and at

a distance has a very brilliant appearance from the

mingled red and green colour of its branches. It covers

considerable tracts at the south-west of the Dead Sea.

Equally valuable is the Salsola hali, which is quite as

abundant, and another Salsola, apparently a new species,

which is the predominant vegetation about some of the

salt marshes on the borders of the Dead Sea.

The Salsola is called Kali, or Ellcali, by the Arabs, and
from this name our familiar word ' Alkali,' with its im-

portant ap] plication in manufactures and chemistry, is

derived. The Salsola by the Dead Sea resembles another

which covers tracts of many miles in extent in the salt

marshes south of the Atlas mountains in North Africa.

It, is jointed like the Salicornias, and at the end of each

shoot are numbers of round scale-like leaves, the involu-

crum of the minute blossom. These have a brownish
red hue, which contrasts prettily with the green of the

fleshy stem. The main stems are A^er}^ hard and woody.
The use of Soap, probably prepared from oils, appears to

DC of great antiquity among the Arabs.

Sodom, Vine of.—The expiession only occurs in Deu-
teronomy :

*' Their vine is of t}ie vine of Sodom, and of

the fields of Gomorrah: their grapes are grapes of gal],

their clusters are bitter" (xxxii. 32). The expression.

Vine of Sodom, derives its chief interest from being

popularly identified with the apples of Sodom, of which
many strange tales have been told, and which are men-
tioned both by Josephus and by profane classical writers

—those

" Dead Sea fruits that tem])t the eye,

But tura to aslies on the lips."

Observation of the relative abundance, and of the geo-

graphical distribution of the plants of the neighbourhood
of the Dead Sea, would lead me to the conclusion that
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the simile of the Vine of Sodom is taken fiom the fruit

of the Colocynth (Citrullus colocyntJms) , which has long-

straggling tendrils or runners like the Vine, with a fruit

fair to look at, but nauseous bej^ond description to the

taste, and, when fully ripe, merely a quantity of dusty

APPLE OF SODOM. (Sulauum sanctum.)

powder with the seeds inside its beautiful orange rind,

it is, moreover, abundant on those deserted shores, and
we did not notice it elsewhere. [See Gourd, Wild.] But
this has not been previously suggested, for few, if any,

travellers have remained long enough on the spot to

examine its botany.

The claims of the Solamim sodomeum or S. sanctum have
been advanced by Hasselquist and others. (This plant

has been dchcribed under Bramble, 4. ChedeJc.) One
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principal objection to the proposed identification is that

this Solanuiu is by no means peculiar to the region of the

Dead Sea, but is common in most parts of Palestine.

One other plant has been put forward, the claims of

which have been generally admitted by recent writers,

and which is so singular and interesting a tree that it

must not be passed over without notice. It is the Osher

of the Arabs, Calotro^is frocera of botanists, of the family

Asdepiadacece, and is of an Indian family. Though
abundant in Nubia and some parts of Upper Egypt, it

only exists on the south-eastern border of Palestine.

Hasselquist observed it on the desert plain between

Jericho and the Jordan, where it is certainly now extinct.

We first met with it at Engedi, where Dr. Robinson

found and described it, and afterwards we saw it in great

abundance in the Ghor es Safieh, at the south-east end

of the Dead Sea, and again in the Plains of Shittim,

opposite Jericho, east of Jordan.

The tree does not grow to any great height—from twelve
to fifteen feet—and has alight-coloured,very spongy,thick

bark, split in all directions like cork, with very large

glossy oval leaves, six inches long by four wide. AVhen

these are broken they discharge an acrid milky fluid like

the Spurge. This is eagerly collected by the Arabs, who
consider it a valuable medicine for sterility or impotence.

The blossom is large and white, with few petals, and the

fruit as large as an apple o^ average size, of a bright

yellow colour, hanging three or four together close to

the stem. It bore flower and fruit at the same time. The
fruit is soft to the touch, and when ripe easily bursts, dis-

closing a slender pod running through it, like that of

all the Asclepiads, with a row of thin flat seeds lightly

attached, and winged with long white silky filaments,

of the most exquisite fineness. The Arabs collect this

cotton and twist it into matches for their firelocks. The
Osher supports a very singular orthopterous insect, a very

large black and yellow cricket, which we found in some

plenty on all the trees, but never elsewhere.

Spelt. [See Rye.]

Spikenaed, Heb. nerd, was imported from India into

Palestine at a very early period. Thus Solomon extols

its perfume: " AVhile the king sitteth at his table, my
Bpikenard sendeth forth the smell thereof" (Cant. i. 12).

" Thy plants are .... camphire with spikenard, spiko-
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nard and saifron, calamus and cinnamon with all trees

ot frankincense, myrrh and aloes, with all the chief

spices" (iv. 13, 14). It was with this precious unguent
that Mary anointed the feet of our Lord as He sat at

meat in the house of Simon the leper, at Bethany •

" Then took Mary a pound of ointment of spikenard,

flit, pure nard, or liquid nard], very costly, and anointed

the feet of Jesus, and wiped his feet with her hair : and
the house was filled with the odour of the ointment

"

(John xii. 3). [See also Mark xiv. 3.] How costly the

ointment was we may judge by the indignation ex-

pressed by Judas and some who stood by, at what they
deemed prodigal extravagance ; and by the value they
set upon it, more than 300 denarii (£12 10s.).

Spikenard, or Xard, is exclusively an Indian product,

procured from the Nardostachys jatamansi, a j)lant of the

order Valerianacece, growing on the Himalaya moun-
tains in >sepaul and Bhotan. It was well known to the

Greeks and Romans, and is mentioned by classical authors
as obtained from the hills on the banks of the Ganges.
One peculiarity of the plant which is mentioned by old

writers aids in its identification, viz. that it has many
hairy spikes shooting from one root ; while the Arabs
describe the stem as being like the tail of an ermine.
These shaggy stems are caused by the root leaves shooting
up from the ground and surrounding the stalk. It is

from this part of the plant that the perfume is procured,
and prepared simply by drying it. The Arabs call it

Sunhul Hindi, i.e. ' The Indian Spike.'

In the Gospel narrative it is called vdpSo<; TnaTLKrj. There
has been some question about the meaning of the ad-

jective 7rL(TTiKr}, which our translators have passed over,

or expressed the two as one wQrd, 'Spikenard,' noting in

the margin the renderings ' pure ' or ' liquid.' Ulo-tlki] is

an unv^ual word, and, if derived from ttiVw, 'to drink,'

w^ould lean liquid, but if from ttio-tos, ' faithful,' would
mean ' genuine.' [On the different renderings, see Alford,

Greek Testament in Zoc] Whichever be the meaning, it

was probably a technical term used only by dealers in

perfumes, and therefore does not elsewhere occur. We
know that the Iiomans used Nard in a liquid state for

anointing the hair.

Sweet-Cane. Ileb. keneh. Isa. xliii. 24 ; Jer. vi. 20.

Elsewhere translated Calamus.—It must not be coii-
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founded with the Sngar-cane, unknown to the Jews at

the period of the prophets, but which in the times of

the Saracens and Crusaders was introduced and cul-

tivated in the Lower Jordan valley. [See Calamus.]

TAKES. (Lolium temulentum.')

Tares, Gr. ^i^dvta, only occurs in the Parable of the

Wheat and the Tares (Matt. xiii. 24-30). It is to be

observed that the wheat and the tares spring from dis-

tinct seeds: "The enemy came and sowed tares among
the wheat ." and that it is only when the wheat is in

ear that the difference is recognised: "when the blade
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vv'as spiuug up and brought forth fruit, then appeared

tiie tares also."

The Tares (^t^avta) are the same as the Arabic zaicdn,

from which the Greek name is derived, the Lolium temu-

Itntum, or Bearded Darnel, a grass weed not very common
in England, but of very wide distribution, and abundant
in all the countries bordering on the Mediterranean.

It is a kind of rye-grass, and is the only species of the

grass family the seeds of which are poisonous. The
derivation of zawdn is from zdn, ' vomiting,' the effect ot

eating darnel being to produce violent nausea, convul-

sions, and diarrhoea, which frequently ends in death.

The plant, having a broader leaf than most wild

grasses, is entirely like wheat until the ear appears. It

is carefully eradicated wherever possible, in the corn

fields ; and Dean Stanley, as well as other travellers, has

observed the women and children employed in picking

out the tall green stalks, still called by the Arabs zawdn,

in the great corn fields of Samaria. Though we did not

observe the process ourselves, yet we many times saw
the women carefully hand-weeding the wheat fields.

But this was at a period of the year too early for the

tares to be recognised.

The natives have still the same superstition as the

Talmudists of old, that the darnel and the wheat spring

from the same seed ; that zaicdn, darnel, is merely a

degenerate wheat, and that in very wet seasons the wheat
itself turns to tares ; the fact being that in such seasons

the wheat peiishes, while the rain is favourable to the

development of the darnel. This view, contrary as it is

to the facts of nature, has been adopted by some com-
mentators, though in direct opposition to the statement

of the parable, that the ^t^dvta were sown by an enemy,
a different seed from the wheat, from a diferent origin.

When once in the ear, they can of course be distinguished

at a glance.

Many instances of the pernicious effects of darnel are

on record, both in England and elsewhere, and several

travellers have mentioned cases that came under their

own observation. The seeds are separated from the

wheat in the East by the use of the fan and the sieve,

as the grains have very little husk, and easily fall through,

being very small. When they have not been shed from

the ear, the fan at once drives them off. Animals also
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suffer from the poison, which produces dizziness, and

then has soporific effects when taken in too small quan-

tities to be fatal. The taste is very bitter and dis-

agreeable.

Thistle. [See Bramble.]
Thorns. Thorn hedge. [See Bramble.]

Wheat. Heb. chittah.—The history of the cultivation

of AVheat, the most important and valuable of all cereals,

goes back as far as the beginning of history. In the

days of Jacob, Wheat was a principal grain of Mesopo-

tamia, if we may judge by the expression the 'wheat

harvest ' being used to mark the time of the year (Gen.

XXX. 14). Again, we find the particular variety of Wheat
for which Egypt has long been famous described in

Pharaoh's dream :
" I saw in my dream, and, behold,

seven ears came up in one stalk, full and good" (Gen.

xli. 22). This was the many-eared variety, or Mummy
Wheat, which is still cultivated in the Delta occasionally,

and which is depicted on Egyptian monuments. The
wheat, being later than the barley, escaped destruction

during the plague of hail.

Wheat was one of the blessings of the Promised Land,

"a land of wheat and barley" (Deut. viii. 8), and we
find' the time of Wheat harvest named repeatedly as one

of the epochs of the year. This was about a month after

the Barley harvest, and took place usually in the month
of May, though it might be a little earlier in the Jordan

valley. Even in the highlands of Galilee it is rarely so

late as the becrinninsj of June. As the latter rains were

over long before Wheat harvest commenced, and the phe-

nomenon of thunder, though very common in winter in

that hilly country, h quite unknown in summer, the

storm of thunder and rain sent during Wheat harvest^

at the prayer of Samuel (1 Sam. xii. 17, 18), was indeed
" a great thing," and caused the alarmed people •' greatly

to fear the Lord and Samuel."

The wheat is sown in November or December, im-

mediately after the barley, the exact time depending on
the date and the abundance of the former rain, since,

until the rains have softened the soil, it is impossible

after the heats of summer to till it for seed. The return

of wheat varies exceedingly, and from the slovenly

agriculture, the neglect of rotation of crops, and the

almost entire absence of manure, is much less than it
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might be, or than it was in former times. Thirty-fold

the seed is considered a good return. Our Lord speaks,

in the Parable of the Sower, of wheat in good ground
producing a hundred-fold (Matt. xiii. 8). We have often

counted sixty grains in an ear, and even a hundred is

sometimes reached; and when we remember that several

ears may spring from a single seed, we may see that a

hundred-fold under favourable circumstances would be
no excessive 2:»roduce. The rettirn of a hundred for one
is spoken of as a wonderful harvest.

The wheat when reaped is generally threshed at once,

either by oxen treading out the corn on the threshing

floor, which is very often common to the whole village,

the surface of the rock being levelled, or an artificial

lime floor laid ; or by a heavy wooden wheel or roller
;

or, thirdly, by a flail. All methods are still practised,

and all are alluded to in Scripture :
" The ox that

treadeth out the corn" (Deut. xxv. 4) : and many other

passages :
" The fitches are not threshed with a thi esh-

ing instrument, neither is a cart wheel turned about
upon the cummin ; but the fitches are beaten out with a

staff, and the cummin with a rod " (Tsa. xxviii. 27).

The winnowing is performed in a still more inartistic

fashion. So soon as the straw has been removed from the

floor, the threshed corn is tossed into the air by shovels,

if there be a slight breeze, when the chaff is carried

off, and the wheat falls back. This is repeated till it

is tolerably clean, when a sieve is emjDloyed to complete
the operation, and to get rid of the dust and dirt which
still remains. If there be no wind, a sort of great fan

or flapper is employed. The sifting is very necessary

after this rough winnowing, and many of the Bedouin
on a journey carry their sieve on their back, to clean

the wheat for themselves, and the barley for their horses

every evening. The light or refuse wheat is always
given to the poor. Thus Amos reproaches the avarice

of the rich, who " sell the refuse of the wheat" (viii.

(}), i.e. the sweepings of the floor left after sifting it.

When winnowed and sifted, the wheat is stored in

tmdergroimd pits. These ' silos * or granaries are hollow
chambers, about eight feet deep, carefully cemented to

exclude the damp, and with a circular opening about
fifteen inches in diameter, which could easily be con-

cealed. In such receptacles the corn will keep good for

Y 3
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several years. Many such may still be seen in different

parts of the country. I have found them on Mount
Carmel, often close to an ancient winepress, and about

many of the deserted cities of Southern Judah. Such a

storehouse as those on Mount Carmel is probably alluded

to in Jer. xli. 8 :
" Slay us not : fur we have treasures in

the held, of wheat, and of barley, and of oil, and of

honey."
Generally, owing to the insecure state of the country,

these storehouses are made under the house, especially

under the most retired portion, the apartments of the

women. This custom is alluded to in 2 Sam. iv. 6 :

" They came thither into the midst of tlie bouse, as

though they would have fetched wheat." And again in

xvii. 18, 19 :
" They came to a man's house in Bahurim,

which had a well in his court ; whither they went down.
And the woman took and spread a covering over th(i

well's mouth, and spread ground corn thereon ; and the

thing was not known"—where the * well ' is probablj' the

dry well or storehouse under the woma\x's chamber.
In an Arab village, the storehouses are often in the

centre of the village square for the barley—for the wheat
and other more precious stores, under the chambers.

Thus, we once saw, on entering a village which had
been recently sacked, the mouths of these dry wells

opened and plundered. The Arabs who were with us,

scenting the booty, soon discovered others neatly con-

cealed, by sounding the surface, and then rushed into

the houses, where, under the inner chambers, they found

the secret stores which the robbers had not had time to

explore, and from which they brought out a rich booty

of indigo, wheat, and other valuable treasures.

From the days of Solomon, Palestine continued to bo

a corn-exporting country, and Phoenicia was especially

dependent upon their neighbours for cereals. So Solo-

mon supplied Hiram (1 Kings v. 11; 2 Chron. ii. JO,

15). Among the commodities of Tyre, " Judah and the

land of Israel were thy merchants: they traded in thy
market wheat of Minnith " (Ez, xxvii. 17). And cen-

turies later Tyre and Sidon desired peace with Herod,
" because their (jountiy was nourished by the king's

country " (Acts xii. 20). And still in its decadence and
squalor, Palestine exports considerable qnantities of

wheat from the ports of Acre and Caiffu Long trains
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of liiindreds of camels may be seen in the summer,
briiio;ino: to Nazareth from the Hanran and the Belka

(the ancient Bashan, and Moab, and Ammon), the stores

of Avheat from which the wealth of the east of Jordan

is derived. At Nazareth the purchases are usually made
by the merchants of the coast.

WHEAT OF MINXITH.

Light is cast on the expression in Ezekiel (xxvii. 17)

of the ' wheat of Minnith ' in which the Israelitish mer-

chants traded, by this modern commerce. Minnith, Ave

know from Judges xi. 33, was a place in the far east of

Reuben, among tlio children of Amnion, and later au-

thorities place it between ITeshbon and IJabbah. The
ruins, called Menjah, have with great reason been iden-
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tificd with Minnith. They were pointed out to us in the

Jielka, the modern name of that country ; and at the

time of our visit, the end of Ajiril, the whole country

round Menjah was one sea of wheat just ready for the

sickle. Later in .the j^ear we saw caravans of camels

conveying the wheat of the Belka to the coast. Much
of the wheat of this district is of a very prolific, bearded

variety, called Heshbon Wheat, with several ears on one

stalk, and is doubtless ' the wheat of Minnith ' of old.

Besides this large-eared variety, which is rare, we
noticed three other varieties grown in Palestine—1st, a

white wheat with a very short beard, grown occasionally

on the coast ; 2nd, the coarse wheat or spelt [see Eyej,

and that which is the most generally grown, w4th a

coarse husk and very long beard, as long as that of our

barley, with a short thick-set ear, and short straw. An-
other variety, longer and coarser in the straw, has a

black beard, and a black or brown husk. The species

aie, I believe, Triticum compositum, Tr. sjyelta, and Tr.

hyberniim. The expression " principal wheat " (Isa.

xxviii. 25), probably alludes not to any particular sort,

but to its place as the principal crop :
" Fat of kidneys

of wheat" (Deut. xxxii. 14) merely denotes the finest

sort' or the richest harvest of wheat.

From the allowance of an equal quantity of wheat
and of barley provided by Solomon for the maintenance of

tiie artificers employed on the Temple (2 Chi'on. ii. 10),

we may presume that the inferior grain was then, as

now, mixed with the better, for bread, b}^ the poorer

classes. The same habit appears to be alluded to in

Pjov. xxvii. 22 :
" Though thuu shouldest bray a fool in

a mortar among wheat with a pestle, yet will not his

foolishness depart from him," meaning ' Let a fool be

ever so much in the company of wiser men, he will still

remain a fool.'

' Parched corn ' is repeatedly mentioned in Scripture,

and was always wheat scorched, generally while fresh,

and eaten without further preparation. We once wit-

nessed a party of reapers making their evening meal of

parched corn. A few sheaves of wheat were biought

down and tossed on the fiie of brushwood. As soon as

the straw was consumed the charred heads were dex-

terously swept from the embers on a cloak spread on the

y;round. The women then beat the ears and tossed thcLu
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into the air until they were thoroiigbly wiiiiivDwed, vvlieu

the wheat was eaten at once while hot. The dish was
by no means unpalatable. The green ears had become
half charred by the roasting, and there was a pleasant
mingling of milky wheat, and a fresh crust flavour, as
we chewed the parched corn. An ear of corn was called

ShibholetJi, the word which the Ephraimites lisped, and
so betrayed themselves to Jephthah (Jndg. xii. 6).

Wormwood. II eb. la'anah, Gr. "Ai//tv^os.—Of this well
known genus of the composite plants {Artemisia) seveial

species grow in Palestine. Kitto gives Artemisiajudaica,
A. fruticosa, A. cinerea, and A. nilotica. We collected

Artemisia deliliana on the coast. The Common Wormwood
is Artemisia ahsinthium. La'anah is always translated
' wormwood,' excepting in Amos vi. 12, where it is len-

dered ' hemlock '
: "Ye have turned .... the fruit of

righteousness into hemlock" {laanali).

The word frequently occurs, but always metaphoric-
ally, or as a comparison for that which is bitter or cruel.

Thus, " Lest there should be among you a root that

beareth gall and wormwood" (Deut. xxix. 18). "Her
end is bitter as wormwood" (Pi'ov. v. 4). ''Ye who
turn judgment to wormwood" (Amos v. 7). "I will

feed them, even this people, with wormwood " (Jer. ix.

15 ; xxiii. 15). " He hath made me drunken with worm-
wood " (Lam. iii. 15). "Remembering mine affliction

and my misery, the wormwood and the gall "(id. iii. 19),

In the Apocalj^pse the name of the star which fell

upon the rivers "is called wormwood: and the third
part of the waters became wormwood ; and many men
died of the waters, because they wore made bitter

"

(Hev. viii. 11).

The bitter taste of all the species ot Absinthe, or Arte-
misia, is well known. The Arabic name is almost the
same as the Hebrew, from a root signiJying ' to curs'^\'
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Note A, Page 16.

Criticism may enable us to illustrate yet more clearly the

marvellous scientific accuracy of the Hebrew expressions employed
in this passage—Prov. viii. 22-31 . The true meaning of the word
lihootzoth, translated in ver. 26 'fields,' appears rather to be
' surroundings,' i.e. the successive formations which constitute

the earth's crust, each of which was in its turn the outer or upper
surface when elevated above the water. The verse may be thus

translated : "At the time when lie had not made the earth {i.e.

the globe in its earliest condition) and the (successive) outer

surfaces, and the highest {i.e. the latest) of the soils of the

habitable world." The drift of the whole passage is evidently to

show the past eternity of the Son of God by a reference to His
successive creative acts through the lapse of incalculable time, by
which our globe was brought into its present state. The next
verse, too, has marvellous scientific accuracy :

" When He decreed

(established as a natural law) the circular (orbicular) form of the

surface of the deep"—involving, of course, the law of gravitation.

The word hhootzoih occurs also in Job v. 10, xviii. 17, and is

there rendered ' fields ' and ' streets. ' But the meaning of hhootz,

as is evident from its use in many passages, is ' any thing or place

surrounding or enclosing another;' and this is supported by all

the best Lexicographers. ' Fields ' is far too limited an idea in

Job V. 10 ; and in Job xviii. 17, it should be rendered "on the

face of the globe," which would make the latter clause or parallel

of the verse correspond better with the former. *' His remembrance
shall perish from the earth, and he shall have no name on the face

of the globe. " Several expositors, though without any geological

knowledge, have seized the true meaning of the word. Thus we
see that the facts of sound philosophy are present everywhere,

though of course we cannot expect to find the technical language

of science.

Note B, Page 112.

The prophet Habakkuk refei-s undoubtedly not to the panther,

or leopard, as we usually term it, but to tlie Chetah, or hunting

leopard {Felis jnbata), the rush of which upon its prey is well

known to Indian sportsmen as perhaps the most rapid motion of

which any mammal is capable. The Chetah is the original Ico-

pardus, and to this day is believed jn Barbary to be the oirsprinf»

of a leopardess by a liou.
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Note C, Page 146.

It is doubtful whether tame pigs were esteemed actually * un-
clean ' by the ancient Egyptians. They are certainly represented
among other farming stock on the Egyptian tombs. Yet it ia

unquestionable that in their mythology a pig was a symbol of evil

as regards a fature ^idXe, and this is corroborated by Herodotus.

Note D, Page H7.

There appears to be a further allusion to wild cattle in Ps. 1. 9-12,

wiieifc, in our translation, the full force of the original is scarcely

brought out. The contrast is there very strongly drawn between
the tame animals under man's control, and the wild animals lit for

sacrifice, over Avhich man could exercise no ownership. There is

an antithesis and a parallelism in each verse. The ' bullock out
of thy house ' (i.e. stall) is contrasted with the wild ' beast of the
forest,' or auerochs ; the 'goat of the folds' with the 'antelopes
and ibex of a thousand hills.' So also 'the fowls' (oph), and
' wild beasts ' {ztz), ver. 11, are contrasted with the bulls and goats
of ver. 13.

• Note E, Page 313.

The word Tzclatzal also occurs in Job xli. 7, where it is trans-

lated ' fish-spears.' It is very possibly identical with the Abyssinian
tzaUzala, and from its formidable proboscis, with which it penetrates

the thick hides of cattle, is metaphorically applied in Job to fish-

spears. The same word also occurs in Isa. xviii. 1 :
' Woe to the

land shadowing with u'ings !
' (tzclatzal,) where the real meaning

would appear to be, ' Ho to the land of the gad-fly ' beyond the
rivers of Ethiopia '—very possibly a metaphor describL g Abyssinia.

A closely-allied insect, the tsetse of South Africa, doubtless from
the same etymological root, is described by Dr. Livingstone and
other travellers, and is well known as a dreaded scourge and pest

of cattle in those reirions.

Note F, Page 320.

Both Naturalists and Biblical Students owe a debt of gratitude to

tlie late Mr. J. T. Moggridge, for the care and })ersevoring observa-

tion with Avhich he has studied and elucidated the habits of the

Harvesting Ants in his two interesting volumes, "Harvesting
Ants, and Trajjdoor Spiders." He has shown how completely in

error were the English, French, and German naturalists, who have
rejjeated without (juestion, the statement of Kirby and Spence that

the European Ants at least make no hoard or magazine of grain for

use. Latreillc, Huber, and others added the weight of theii
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RUlhority, drawn only from Nortliern experiences ; and subsequent
compilers, like Blnncliard, and commonplace objectors against

the aocura-^y of Holy Writ, have caught it up and generalized upon
:t. The result of further investigation has shown with wliat care

the generalizations of even the ablest observers are to be received,

and how often they dog^^xatize from insufficient data : while, as has
often happened in other cases, the accuracy of Scripture and of

ancient authorities has in the end been triumphantly vindicated.

It is true that of 104 known species of Ant^ inhabiting Europe,
only 3, Atta barbara, Atta structor, and Pheidolc megacephala are

known to lay up stores for winter. How then, it may be asked, is

it that the ancients were familiar with the storing habits of the
ant, while the moderns have remained in ignorance of them?
Simply because tliese species are the commonest on the Mediter-
ranean shores, and have not been noticed in the north of Europe.
The long trains of harvesters remain in the south conspicuous in

the fields for hours together, while Atta structor is in the habit of

seeking the neighbourhood and even the interior of towns, so that
it is a familiar object to every one.

The earliest classical writers speak of the storing habits of the
ants. Thus Hesiod (Days, line 14) calls the ant i'Spis, 'the provident,'

and speaks of its harvesting the grain. Horace (Sat. I. i. 33) alludes

to its foresight, * Hand ignara ac nou incauta futuri.' So ^Esop in

his familiar fable of the 'Ant and the Grasshopper.' Plautus
(Trin. II. 4) speaks of money vanishing in a twinkling like poppy
seeds thrown to the ants. Virgil in a familiar passage (3iln. IV. 402
—407) compares the Trojans hurrying their departure to the busy
trains of harvesting ants. In fact 'As provident as an ant ' was
as familiar as with us ' as busy as a bee.

'

-^lian, a writer on Natural History in the 2nd century a.d.,

gives a very full and detailed account of the habits of the Ant (De
Nat. Anim. II. 25, and VI. 43), describing among other ])articulars

two very curious examples of provident instinct, which have been
verified by recent observation, viz : the biting off the radicle of the

root of the seed when it begins to germinate ; and also the fact of

some of the ants, when harvesting, climbing up the stalks, and
nibbling oil the seed capsules, which fall among the workers below,

who then detach the husk or chaff, before carrying off the grain,

and storing it in their subterranean granaries.

But to the Bible student the most interesting evidence of the

observed habits of Ants is to be found in the Mishna, compiled by
Hillcl, the Jewisli Eabbi, about the time of our Saviour. In the

section called Zeraim, which has to do with seeds and crops ; when
treating of the corners of the fields bearing crops, A^hich should be

set aside for the poor, and of the rights of gleaners, we are told

that the granaries of ants which may be found in a growing crop of

corn shall belong to the owner of the crop, but if the granaries are

found after the reapers have passed, the upper part sliall go to the

poor and the lower to the owner. The llabbi Meir is of opinion

that the whole sliould go to the poor, because when any doubt arises

about a question of gleaning, the doubt is to be given in favour of

the gleaner.

The reason of this minute piece cf legishation seems to le, that ii
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tbe hea\)S wore discovered after the passing of the reapers, it was
jiossible tliut the ants who had continued to work might have col-

lected some grains from the fallen corn, wliich would be the property

of the reapers. These grains would be the hist gathered, and would
therefore be on the top of the store. The regulation is not only
interesting as an illustration of the manners of those who tithed

mint, anise, and cummin ; but as proving that the harvesting ants
of Palestine had earned a place in these laws, hy amassing stores of

sufficient size, and so deposited, as to make them worth collecting.

Even recently, Mons. G. de St. Pierre (Ants and Spiders, p. 28)
mentions the depredations made among the corn crops at Hyeres by
these ants. Colonel Sykes (Trans. Ent. Soc. Eond. I. 103) records

the harvesting habits of an Indian species, Attn providens, and gives

a detailed account of his observations; being, as he states, the mors
careful in his notes, from the denial of this habit by European natur-

alists. Dr. Jerdon, too (Madias Journ. Lit. and Sci. 1851), describes

a similar habit of storing, in two other species, Atta rvfa and (Ecodoma
diffusa. Mr. Home (^Science Gossip, 1872, p. 109) gives similar de-

tails of another Indian species : and Dr. Buchanan White corroborates

Mr. Moggridge's account of the Italian ants (Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.

1872, p. 5). Mr. Bates in his travels on the Amazon made similar

observations on certain South American ants. (Naturalist on the

Amazon, chaps. 1 and 4.

)

Most of these observers have recorded the extraordinary habit in

these ants, of occasionally bringing their stores to the surface anrl

then burying them again. Whether this be to check germination

or not, we have not yet the means of deciding. Mr. Moggridge (to

whom I am indebted for the greater part of this information, kindly
comjnunicated to me before the publication of his book) has noticed,

as have several of his predecessors, the ants biting off" the radicle of

the seed when it has begun to germinate. He was of opinion that

the ants by this treatment and by the exposure of their grain,

actually malt it before eating it, waiting till the sprouting seed is

ready to grow, and has developed the saccharine matter which is

so grateful to the tribe, as well as has become soft, and more
accessible to their mandibles.
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Absinthe, 493
Acacia farnesiana, A. serissa,

A. tortilis, 392
Acacia nilotica, A. seyal, 391, 438
Acanthus spinosus, 432, 478
Acrydium perejrinum, A. lineola,

307
Addax, 57, 126
Adder, 273
Adonis paloestina, 465
G^dipoda laigrutoria, 307
Alactaga arnndinis, 123

Alcephalus bubalis, 57, 83
Algum tree, 331
Alkali, 481
Allium cepa, 475

„ porrum, 460

„ sativum, 448
Almond, 332, 358
Almug, 331
Aloes, 333
Althea, 477
Ammoperdix heyi, 227
Amydrus tristramii, 204
Atnygdalus communis, 332
Aiiastatica hierochuntina, 477
Andropogon schcenanthus, 439
Anemone, A. coronaria, 464
Anethum graveolens, 419
Animals, classification of, 35
Anise, 419
Ant, 319
Antelope, 57

AntHope addax, 57, 126

,, leucorgx, 57

Aoudad, 73
Ape, 37
Apis fasciata, 323
Apple, 334

Apples of Sodom, 427
Apricot, 335
Aquila chrijsaetus, kc, 164
Ardea cinerea, &c., 241
Artemisia judaioa, kc, 493
Arum, 439
Ariindo donax, A. scriptorum, 4-37

Arvicola arvalis, 122

Ash tree, 335
Asp, 270
Asinus hemione, A. nemippus, 43

Asinus vulgaris, 38

Ass, 38

„ Wild, 41

Astragalus tragacantha, 393, 423
Athene persica, 193

Atriplex halimus, 466
Aucklandia costus, 341

Auerochs, 148

Avicula margaritifera, 299

Badger, 44
Balanites oegyptiaca, 336
Bald Locust, 310
Balsam, 336
Balsamodendron gileadense, 337

„ myrrha, 365
Barbus longiceps, 286
Barley, 420
Bat, 45
Bay tree, 338
Bdellium, 422
Beans, 422
Bear, 46
Beasts, 36

„ Wild, 50
Beden, 95
Bee-eater, 208

Bee-hives, 325
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Bees, 322
Beetle, 306, 310
Behemoth, 50

Bekk'r el wash, 83
Birds, capture of, 161

„ classification of, 1 57

,, clean and unclean, 158

„ creation of, 156

„ geography of, 165

,, nesting in temples, 159

„ singing of, 160

„ species of, 167
Bison honasus, 146

Bitter herbs, 432
Bittern, 243
Blennius lupulus, 287
Boar, wild, 54
Borassus flahelUformis, 422
Bos bubalus, 72

„ taurus, 67

„ primigenius, 146

„ urus, 146

Boswellia serrata, 356
Botany, general view of, 330
Botaurus stellaris, 243
Box thorn, 424
Box tree, 339
Brambles, 423
Briers ,,423

Bubale, 57, 83
Bubo ascalaphus, 192
Buckthorn, 428
Bulfalo, 56, 72

Bufo panthet'inus, 28

1

Bulbul, 203
Bull, Wild, 56
Bulrush, 433
Bush, Burning, 392, 437
Butcher's Broom, 431
Buteo ferox, 186
Butomus umbellatus, 435
Buxus lomjifolia, 339
Buzzard, 186

Caccdbis saxatilis, 225
Calamus, 438
Calotropis procera, 484
Camel, 58
Camelus bactrianus, C. dromed nns,

65
Camphire, 339
Cane, Sweet, 485
Canis aurevjs, 85, 110

Canis familiarie, 78

,, lupus, 152

„ lycaon, 155

„ syriacus, 86, 111

Cankerworm, 312
Caper, 340, 455
Capparis cegi/ptiaca, 453

„ spinosa, 456
Capra angorensis, C. /area, 93

„ beden, C. slnaitica, 95
Capreolus pygargus, 97

Caprimulgus, 190
Carob tree, 360
Carthemus oxycantha, 425
Cassia, 340
Castor-oii plant, 449
Cat, Q(i

Caterpillar, 313
Cattle, 67
Cedar {Ccdrus Libani), 341
Centaurea calaitrapa, C. verruhvn,

426
Cerastes, 274
Ceratonia siliqua, 360
Cerviis barbarus, G. elaphus, 101
Chameleon, 262
Chamois, 73
Chariot, 104
Cheetah, 113
Chesnut, 344
Christ's Thoin, 428
Ghromis nilotica, 285
' Ciccai" ' of the Jordan, 25
Giconia alba, 244

„ nigra, 249
Cidaris glandifera, 20
Cinnamon, 346
Cinnamonum cassia, 340

„ zeylanicam, 346
C'ircattus galliens, 183
Circus wruginosus, &c., 1 9

1

Cistus creticus, C. salcifolins.

C. villosus, 459
Citron, 347
CitruUus colocynthus, 451, 4So
Citrus medica, 347
Clarias maaracantlvis, 285
Climate of Palestine, 28.

Cobra, 271

Coccus ilicis, 3 1

9

Cock, 221
Cockatrice, 275
Cockle, 439
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Cdiunha ccnas, C. palumbus, C.

scldmperi, 215

„ livia, 213
Coney, 75
Coral, 328
Corchorus trilocularis, 46ti

Coriander {Coriandnun satiiu n), 439
Cormorant, 252
Corn, 440
Corvus corax, &c., 200
Cotton, 440
Ooturnix vulgaris, 229
Cotyle palustris, C. rupcstris, 207
Crane, 239.

Crateropus chalyheas, 204
Cricetus auritus, 1 22
Crimson-worm, 319
Crocodile, 25S
Crocus sativus, 479
Cuculus cmiorus, 2 1

Cuckoo, 209
Cucumber, 441
Ciicumis chata, 442

„ melo, 408

,, prophetarum, 450

,, sativus, 442
Cucurbita citrullus, 468

„ pepo, 449
Cuiicidce, 327
Cuminum sativum (cummin), 443
Cupressiis sempervirens, 348
Cynocephalus, 1 32
Cyperus csculentus, 435

,, papyrus, 433
Cypress, 348
Cyprinodon, 287
Gypselus apus, C. melba, &c., 207

Daboia xanthina, 275
Dagon, Fish-god, 293
Dama mdqaj-is, 84, 101

Darnel, 487
Dates, 386
Dead Sea, character of, 23, 25
Dill, 419
Diospyrus ebenus, 349
Dog, 78
Dormouse, 122
Dove, 210
Dove's Dung, 443
Dragon, 80, 263
Dromedary, 64, 80

Eagle, 17?
c-agie, Short-toed, 183

„ Golden, 184
Earthquake, 15, 16
Ebony, 349
Ecbalium elaterium, 451
Echeneis remora, 292
Ecliis arenicola, 277
Egretta alba, E. garzetta, 242
Eleagnus angustifolius, 372
Elecampane, 432
Elephant, 81

Eleplias africanus, E. indicus, 83
Elm, 349
Emberiza (xcsia, &;c., 203
Emys caspica, 256
Erinaceus europceus, 102
Ervum lens, 461
Eryngiwn creticuin, 431
Et^yx jaculuSf 270
Euspiza melanocephala, 203

Falco, 190
Fallow deer, 83
Felis chaiis, F. domestica, F. fnaut

culata, F. syriaca, 67

„ jubata, 113

„ leo, 115

„ leopardas, 111
Ferret, 85, 265
Ficus carica, 350

„ sycomortcs, 397
Fig tree, 350
Fir, 353
Fishes, clean and unclpan, 253

,, creation of, 282

„ of Sea of Galilee, 285
Fishing, modes of, 289
Fish markets, 288

„ pools, 287

„ worship, 293
Fitches, 444
Flags, 435
Flax, 445
Flea, 305
Flies, 327
Forests, 6, 7

Formica, 321

Fowl, fatted, 220
Fowling, 162
Fox, 85
Fiancolin, 227
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Fiankiiuense, 354
Fritillaria persica, 463
Frog, 280
Frost, 28, 29

Galbaniim, 447
(jalilee, geology of, 21

Galilee, fake of, its fishes, 285, 289
Gall, 447
Gallinule, pui-ple, 250
GalIks, &c., 223
Garlic, 448
Gazella cora, 130

,, dorcas^ 129
Gazelle, 88, 127
Gecko, 265
Ghor, formation of the, 5

Gier-Eagle, 179
Gilead, 8

Ginseng, 476
Geology of Palestine, 15
Gladiolus byzantinus, 463
Glass-snake, 268
Glede, 185
Gnat, 327
Goat, 88

„ Wild, 95
Gopher wood, 356
Gossypium /ie/-baceum. 441
Gourd, 449

„ Wild, 451
Grapes, 404, 410
Gi-ass, 452
Grasshopper, 310
Greyhound, 97
Griffon, 172

Grove, 356
Grus cinerea, 239
Gryllotalpa didactylns, 307
Gypaetus barbatus, 170

Gyps fidvus, 172

fRninopis sanguisuga, 300
llalicore cetacea, 152

„ heinprichii, II. tabernaculi,

44
Hamster, 122
Hare, 98
Harrier, 190
Hart, 99

Hawk, 188
Hay, 454
Hazel, 358

Heath, 358
Hedgehog, 101

Hemichromis^ 285
Hemlock, 455
Henna, 339
Herbs, 455
Heron, 241
Ilerpestes ichneumon^ 151
Heshbon, fish-pools of, 286
Hind, 99

Hippopotamus, 53
Ilirudo medicinalis, 300
Ilinmdo riifula, II. cahirica^ Etc.,

207
Hollyhock, 477
Honey, 324
Hoopoe, 208
Hordeum, 4?0
Hoinet, 322
Horse, 102
Horseleech, 299
Husks, 361
Hyaena, 107
Hydrosaurus niloticus, 262
Hyla arborea, 280
Uyrax syriacus, lb
Hyssop, 455
Hystrix cristata, 125

Ibis, Sacred, 250
Ichneumon, 151

insects, 304
Inuus syhanus, 37

Inxda, 432
Iris caucasicnm, I. sisyrkynchium.

463
Ivory, 81

Ixolirion montanum, 463

Jabbok, fishes of, 286
Jackal, 87, 109

Jerboa, 123
Jericho, Hose of, 477
Jonah's Gourd, 449
Jordan Valley, description of, 5, 10

,, fishes of, 286

,, geology of, 22
Jiujlans rer/ia, 4 1

3

Juniperus excelsa, 349

„ sabina, 358
Juniper, 359

Kebsch, 73
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Ketiipa ceylonensis, 196

Kite, 18(3

Knapweed, -426

Ldcerta Icevis, L. viridis, 267

Ijidaiium, 458
l-ammer-Geier, 170

).anius, 203
»Kip\viiig, 2U8
lyrics, 210
Jjaurus nobilis, 338
f-ausonii alba, 339
Lebanon, 10

I.eek, 460
Lentiles, 461

Leopard, 111

Lepus (jugyptiacus, L. isabellimis, L.

sinaiticus, L. syriacus, 99

Leviathan, 257

Lice, 304
Lign Aloes, 333
Lilium chalcedonicuin^ 462
Lily, 462
Linen, 465
Liniim saticum, 445
Lion, 115
Lizard, 266
Locust, 306, 313
Locust tree, 360
Lolium temulentuin, 439, 486
Lyciam ewopasum, 424

Mallows {Malva), 465
Mammalia, 35
Mandragora officinalis, 466
]\Landrake, 466
Manna, 362
.>rasticlv tree, 362
Meles taxus, 44
Melon, 468
Mentha S'ttlva, M. sylcestris, 471

^lerops, 208
Millet, 469
Mileus ccgyptius, M. ater, M. reqalis,

187

Mint, 471
Minnith, wheat of, 491
Mole, 120
Moms nigra, 396
Moth, 326
Mouse, 122
Mulberry tree. 363, 396
Mule, 124

Miirex hrandarls, M. trunculus, 297

Muscari racemosum, 463
Mustixrd tree, 472
Mustela pidorius, M. vulgaris, 151

Mygale ceinentaria. 304
Myoxus glis, 122

3Ii/rmica, 321
Myrrh, 364
Myrtle (^Myrtus communisj, 365

Naja haje, 271
Narcissus tazetta, 463, 47'>

Nardostachys jatamnnsi, 485
Nectarinia osece, 204
Neophron percnopterus, 179
Nerinm oleander, 416
Nettles, 474
Nigella orientalis. 445
Niqella sativa, 444
Night-hawk, 190
Nitre, 480
Notobasis syriacus, 424
Nubk tree, 428
Nnphar lutea, 465
Nuts, 366
Nymphaea alba, 465

Oak, 367
Oil tree, 371

Oleander, 416, 477
Oleaster, 372
Olea europata, 373
Olive, 373

„ Wild, 377
Onion, 475
Onycha, 297"

< 'pobalsamum, 337
Origanum cegyptiacum, 4-66

Ornithogalum umbellaUun, 443
Oryx, 57

Osher, 484
O.-prey, 181

Ossifrage, 170

Ostrich, 233
Ocis aries, 133

„ laticaudata, 143

,, musimon, 74

„ tragelapkus, 73
Owl, 191

„ Great, 192

„ Little. 193
Ox, 68

Oxylophus glandurtiu, 'ZlO
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Palinrus acnleatus, 428
Palm tree, 378
Palmerworm, 312
Pamiion halinetus, 182
Panicum miliaceum, 469
Paunag, 476
Papaver arenariiim, 448
Paper reeds, 435
Papyrus, 433
Parched corn, 492
Partridge, 224
Passer, 202
Pavo cr-istatus, 223
Peacock, 223
Pear, 334
Pearls, 298
PedicuH, 304
Pelican, 251
Pennisetum cenchroidcs, 453
Petrel, 210
Petrocincla cyanea, 202
Phalacrocorax ccirbo, Ph. piignuxus,

252
Phoenix dactylifera, 378
Physical Geography of Palestine, 1

Pigeon, 210
Pimpinella anisum, 420
Pine, 386
Pinus carica, 354

„ halepensis, P. mariihna, 353
Pistachia lentiscus, 362

„ terebinthus, 400
„ vera, 360

Plane tree, 345
Platanus orientalis, 344
Plecotus auritus, 46
Plestiodon auratus, 268
Pomegranate, 387
Poplar, 389
Poppy, 447
Populus alba, P. euphratica, 390
Porcupine, 125
Porphyria antiquorum, 249
I^tash 481
Psamrnosaurus scincns, 262
Pseudopus pallasii, 268
Pterocarpus santalinus, 332
Pterocles arenarius, P. senegalensis^

P. setarius, 228
Ptyodacty.us gecko, 265
Puffinus, 210
Pulex irritans, 305
Pulse, 476

Pnnica granatum, 387
Purple shell-fish, 297
Purpura ha:mastoma, 297
Pygarg, 126

Quadrupeds, 36
Quail, 229
Quercus cegilopSf 370

„ infectoria, 371

„ . pseudo-coccifera, 368
Quince, 334

Rain, 29, 30

„ foimer or early, 30, 33
„ latter, 31

Rainfall, 32
Rana csculenta, 280
Ranunculus asiaticus, 465
Piaven, 198

„ species of, 200
Reeds, 435
Reptiles, classitication of, 254
Retama rcetam (Retcm), 359
Khamnus, 424
Rhamnus oleo'ides, 428
Rhinolophus ferrum-equinum, 40

„ clicosus, 46
Rhinopoma microphylla, 46
Ricinus communis, 449
Roe, 127
Rose, 476

„ of Sharon, 458, 476
Rothem bush, 360
Rubus fruticosus, 430
Ruscus asculeatus, 431
Rue, 478
Rushes, 433
Rida bracteosa, R. (jraceok'is, ice.

478
Rye, 479

Sacckarum officinale^ 437
ISatfron, 479
Salicornia, 48

1

„ fruticosa, 482
Salix, S. babylonica, 415
Salsola kali, 481
Salt mountam, 23
Salt of Dead Sea, 24
Saloadora persica, 473
Sand-grouse, 228
Satureia thymbra, \bL
Satyr, lol'
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SctUa autuinnalis^ 463
Scolymus maculaius, 424
Scojjs giu, 195
Scorpion, 301
Screech-owl, 195
Sea Gull, 210
Sea purslane, 466
Sea-weed, 435
Seipents, 269

,, Plery, 277

,, locomotion of 278
Sharon, Rose of, 458, 476
Sheep, 133
Shephelali, or low country, 3

Shittah tree— Shittim wood, 390
Sinai, geology of, 17

Si7iapis nigra, 472
Snail, 268, 295
Snow, 28

Soap plants, 480
Sodom, site of, 25

„ Vine of, 482
Solanum sanctum, 427, 483
Sorex orassicaudus, S. pygmocus, 85

Sorghum vulgare, 470
Spalax typhlus, 120
Sparrow, 210
Speckled-biid. 144

Spelt, 479, 484
Spice ry, 393
Spider, 303
Spikenard, 484
Stacte, 395
Star of Bethlehem, 443
Star Thistle, 426
Storax, 389, 395
Stork, 244
Strix hrachyoius. Sir. olus, 196

Struthio camclus, 233
Styrax offichialis, 389, 395

Sun-bird, 204
Sus scrofa, 54, 144

Swallow, 204
Swan, 249
Sweet Cane, 485
Swine, 144
Sycamine, 363, 396
Sycomore, 397
Sylviadtc, 203
Syrnium aluco, 19G

rair.ariiik tree, 35b
Tamarix gallica, T. pallasii, 357

TaphozoHs nudiventris, 46
Tares, 486
Teil ti-ee, 400
Terebinth, 4(^0

Testvdo grceca, T. marginata, 256
Thistle, 424
Thorns, 423
Thyine Wood. 401
Tineido', 326
Tinnunculus alaudarhis, T. cenchris

189
Toad, 281
Tortoise, 255
Trachonitis, 4

„ geology of, 22
Tragacanth, 393,^423

Trilmhis, 425
Trigonella fainum-gra^cvm, 461
Triticum spelta, 479
Tropidonotxis Iiydrus, 270
Truxalis, 307
Tulip {Tidipa gesneriuna), 464
Turpentine tree, 400
Turtle—Turtle Dove, 210
Turtiir avritiis, 218

,, ?-isorius, 217

,, senegalcnsis, 218

Unicorn, 146
Upupa epops, 208
Uredo fcetida, 439
Uromastix spmipes, 255
Ursns syriacus, 48
Urtica pihdifera, 474
Urus, 146

Vegetables, classification of, 330
Tespa, 322
Vesperugo hdiUi, 46
Vespertilio murinus, 46

Viciafaba, 423
Vine, 402
„ Wild, 413

Vinegar, 448
Vineyards, 404
Viper, 276
Vipera ammodytes, 2"5

„ aspis, 277

„ euphratica, 275
Vitis vinifera, 402
Volcanic action, 15

Vulpes flavescens, V. mloticvs. S€
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]'uipes vulgaris, 85
Vultures, 180

Vullin-ps, power ot'siglit of, IGl

Walnut, 413
Watersheds of Palestine, 5

Water Lily, 465
Weasel, 15u
Wliale, 151
Wheat, 488
Willow, 414

Winds, 33
Wine, 406, 411
Uinepress, 409
Wolf, 152
U'oini, 300
Wormwood, 493

X'intharpyia cegyptiaca, 46

^^izyphus spina-christi, 428, 43
ZL-ology of Fak'stijje, 35
Zootocince, 267
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